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Introduction

Why not spend some time in determining what ( is
worthwhile for us, and then go after that?

William Ross

The art of reading is to skip judiciously.
P.J. Hamerton. The Intellectual Life

But even wholesale skipping is likely to be ineffective in
dealing with today's flood of new publications. Scholars cannot
keep track of, much less read, the volume produced. Libraries
also are unable to buy everything, and even if they could, they
would be unable to st, re it. Yet more than 200 years ago
Vo:taire observed that "The multitude of books is makinv us ig-
norant." Then his observation may have been an exaggeration,
now it is seen as a portent of things to come.

Currently the Library of Congress adds betwee:. three and
four hundred thousand volumes and pamphlets to its collection
each year. In the field of higher education, the Educational lye-
sources Information Center (ERIC) estimates that over 4,000
books, journal articles, reports, speeches, and other fugitive
documents' are published each year. This probably includes
about 400 new books.

The increasing number of scholars results in more and
more publications. There is no practical way to stem such ex-
pansion, nur should competent research be discouraged by
selective publication. The way to handle so much literaMre



lies not ;$ curtailment but in distinguishing what is excellent
from wh :it merely competent and to make select volumes
accessible.

Such an approach is being considered by the National
Enquiry into Scholarly Communication, a commission which
sees ways in which scholarly information can be better dis-
seminated. The commission concedes that overall implementa-
tion will be difficult. Its major concern is the means to be used
to identify publications of "high quality."

The purpose of this bibliography and future supplements
is to identify and publicize on a continuing basis "high quality"
references in State and national level planning in h'gher edu-
cation. The tack taken to determine recommended reading
is to rely primarily on ti.z. opinions of experts. Through pro-
fessional experience and personal savvy, 22 noted exnt its have
attempted to ;elect only substantive and distinctive works with
emphasis on practical value. Chosen to s.:ve as independent
associate editors in their field of specialization, they have re-
sponsibility for their selections, but in turn have consulted free-
ly with their associa t.:s and colleagues.

The izmrprehensive view of planning assumed for this bib-
liography encompasses the forward-looking elements of virtu-
ally aspects of higher education. The object is to design a
basic planning library for the professional research staff which
seeks to have essential reference works at hand and to keep
abreast of developments in the field. Dr. Charles \V. Eliot
termed such :I collection a "five-foot shelf." This expresses
.!ccuritely the concept eveil if it fails to reflect the present-day
dimensions. The value of this kind of bibliography may have
heen wh:o Samuel Johnson had in mind when he said. "The
next hest thing to knowing something is knowing where to find
it."

Nanning demand that all facets of a problem be under- .

stood. including anticipation of the multiple artd sometimes ex-
panding consequences of intended actions. The wide scope of
planning compounds the task of keeping up with new theory
and practice. And because planning involves the future, it is im-
perative to employ :sic latest data, projections. and method-

This bibliography is prepared to assist planners acquire
br,:adth t knowledge and current information. Entries

cover the last decal' tfirc eh June 1'178, some soon-to-be-
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published volumes included. Periodic supplements will keep the
bibliography up-to-da..

Planning is a component of all facets of higher education.
indicating widespread need for a bibliography in this field. Al-
though focused on the suggested reference tequireMents of
State and national planning agencies. planning and development
officers at the institutional level should find much of relevance.
Researchers and scholars will also rind usefd entries in their
specialties. although practical usage and technology have been
given precedence over theory. Those most affected by educa-
tional policies. notably students and faculty. as well as those
who enact and finance policy. notably hoards of regents.
,Iected representatives. and cit,zens. may use this bibliograp-hy
to inquire furiher into today's issues.

Bibliographic Design
Bibliographies come in assorted shapes and sizes. their

composition established by five basic elements: I I shbject uni-
verse. 2) org.inization. 3) selection criteria. 4) annotation. and
5) plan for updating. To ensure proper usage.-tht; design of this
work will he set down in some detail.

Subject Universe. "Inc subject _of this bibliography. State
and national level planning in higher education. is primarily-
a matter of focus and concentration rather than absolute ad-
11CrCIICe.

.11, universe coverage can best he describe.: by proceeding
from the general to the specific. The scuo.r. higher education.
consists in the United States of the 3.130 colleges and universi-
ties providing degree-credit study and the associated State and
national organizations- and agencies serving this community.
this -collegiate- group is distinguished in this bibliography
from the broader ^ istsecondary education community. so as to
ex.clude studies primarily concerned with training institutes and
proprietary schools.

The functiim of planning is defined here as a process of
study and foresight which generates action to achieve desi;:d
outcomes. This bibliography attempts to present texts which
support this study process. Works on day-to-day operations and
adMinistration :ire not included here: neither are works on peda-
goes nor learning per se. Also excluded arc planning elements
dealt with a. a science. Practitioners will. of course. require
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texts in management, economic fundamentals, etc., for the
proper application of these disciplines in planning, but they are
not part of this bibliography.

Most other subject matter of proven or expected value to
planners, however, regardless of its more immediate intended
purpe-t!, is presented here. Two qualifications are imposed:
h the work must be scholarly, that is it must be based on
systematic observation, study, or experimentation, and 2) the
work must demonstrate critical inquiry and thoughtful inter-
pretation. These criteria are not meant to'exclude commentary
on current issues. Many recent works of value to planners deal
subjectively with controversial topics, such as educational op-
portunity. tuition level. governance., and collective bargaining.
These studies, some of which are included here: enliven plan-
ning by stimulating healthy debate and developing educational
plVosophy..

Lastly, the subject of this bibliography concerns planning
at the State and national level. This is a matter of emphasis, for
State and national planners often rely on institutional studies.
Mahy such studies. howev-er, are too specialized or parochial to
apply to broader State and Federal planning. These works are
excluded, ideally to be compiled in a companion bibliography
of institutional planning and research.'

Organization. The field of higher education planning is
divided within this bibliography into 22 topic areas and various
subdivisions:

I. Admission. Articulation. Retention
2. Carr. 'us and Building Planning
3. Comparative Planning Systems
4. Demography
S. Economics

Topic more pertinen to institutions than State and national level planning agen-
cies. and generally excluded from this hibliowaphy, include the following: aecredi-
taton. affirmative action. alumni. auxiliary enterprises. campus governance, compe-
tency prograrr m, curriculum design, endowment, faculty matters such as academic
freedom. recruitment. proniotion. evaluation. tenure. etc.. Federal program descrip-
tion, fund raisin, radts. practices, institutional histories and self-studies, person-
nel managem pedagoa. , hilosophy of education, purchasing, student affairs.and teaching and teaming.

14.
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6. Educational Communication and Technology
7. Educational Opportunity
8. Faculty
9. Finance

10. Governance and Coordination
II. Independent (Private) Higher Education

Institutional Role and Mission
13. LibrarieS
14. ManagementQuantitative Approaches
15. PlanningIssues, Theory, Reference
16. Productivity and Cost-Benefit Analysis
17. Research and Research Administration
18. Resource Allocation and Budgeting
19. Space Management and Projection .

20. Student Characteristics and Development
21. Student Financial Asistance

Work and Education

The associate editors provide brief descriptions of the con-
tents of their topic areas :Ind an outline of subtopics to aid in
subject location (as in library classification). The taxonomy
should not be viewed as being theoretically derived. The broad
topics necessarily overlap, the only dLitirguishing boundaries
being those the editors nave arbitrarily agreed upon. The subject
area, then, has been divided with as much logical association as
possible, even many entries might have been :lassified
equally well under twb or three different headings. The litera-
ture in higher education is not compartmentolized as neatly as
the classificat1on plan would suggest. Large volumes in particL.ar
may deal with a number of related but distinctive topics. But in
every instance volumes are assigned only one identification
number and annotated only once under the heading deemed
most appropriate or useful. Cross-references are made only if a
chapter or essay in a work deals substantially with another topic
to a degree that it could have been listed within it in-
dependently.

To provide an abbreviated identification fur cross-referen-
cing and author indexing, each entry is assigned a single number
corresponding to its location within the taxonomy system and
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year of publication. The number order can best be described by
this example:

Topic d,Yeas of publication

15:1.3/771--2 , Order
within year

Subtopic Second
Subtopic

Selection- . Bibliographers seldom label their work com-
prehensive, as the chances of inadvertent exclusions are too high.
At the same time, truly "selective" compilations are also rare,
since the justification of one's choices is an altogether awkward
task. [One early bibliography claimed to be "highly selective"
(emphasis added) while reporting nearly 3,000 entries in college
and university administration fir a 10-year period.] Most bibliog-
raphers are content to find as many entries as possible in the
time allotted, the selection being controlled as much by avail-
able resources as cor. iderations of quality.

This bibliography, however, attempts to be both zom-
prehensive and selective.

Critical selection is at once the most important, difficult,
and rare ingredient of bibliographic endeavors. The theory be-
hind selection is obviously 'o separate from many works those
most valuable. so that cc tless other readers .::fight save time
and energy. (The amount of savings can be substantial, as evi-
denced by the estimated ! .500 candidate works reviewed for in-
clusion in this compilation).

Quality as a relative matter is always difficu!t to judge;
generally made more so by the absence of benchmarks as stand-
arc! for comparison. Writings, however, are clearly not egalitari-
an, excellent work can easily be distinguished from the bad.
The difficult but essential task is selecting among many compe-
tent works those of distinction. and justifying this choice.

Two criteria guide the seiection of these recommended ref-
erences relevancy and quality. The material must, of course,
he relevant to planning, i.e., pertain to one or more of the plan-
ning activities themselves or, more often, contain information
or analyses useful in planning. Relevance also implies timeliness
of findings and applicability of data to current and/or antici-
pated conditions.

Quality in scholarly inquiry is interpreted here as naving
two assessable dimensions: substance and distinctiveness or
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originality. To be included in the bibliography, entries must be
substantial works containing a considerable amount of .useful,
perhaps essential, information. They must also present meaning-
ful analyses of direct bearing on a topic. Limited studies of
marginal or restricted value are FAcluded.

Entries must also make a distinctive contribution. Original
work introducing valuable new analyses, procedures, observa-
tions, conclusions, data, etc., were sought. From a number of
good works on the same topic, thi best ha:: been chosen. Syn-
theses or summaries of material are also i icluded ii they ac-
curately capture and capsulize the main work. Thus if com-
pendiums effectively summarize and reference eariier studies,
the studies themselves are generally not entered separately.
Mixt works achieve excellence through a combination of new
and existing research. Some older landmark studies remain
distinctive when newer efforts fail to capture the unique con-
tribution which so often .tharacterizes the original work; re
cency in itself is no guarantee that anything new is being said.

Application of these criteria has resulted in the selection
of many more books than journal articles. This weakness is due
in part to the difficulty encountered in searching the many
journals. The often ,narrow scope of papers and their frequent
focus on specialized research findir,gs as opposed to practical
technology suggests the reasons for this limited inclusion. Some
dissertations and fugitive materials meet the criteria of sub-
stance' and distinctiveness, but are frequently too specialized
to he included.

Annotation. As titles give little or no information about
the nature and value of contents, annotation, second to selec-
tion, is of vital importance. A full annotation explains '7hat the
volume is about and assists readers in identif; dig those entries
most likelY to meet their specific needs.

AS with standard. bibliographic practice, the annotations
of this compilation outline the general content, scope, and
special features of each entry. They are more than abstr:.7ts
since the content is further examined to identify the unique
contributions or distinctiveness. Prepared by knowledgeable
.experts, the annotations may also includt?evaluative and critical
appraisal where such appraisal aids in interpreting worth.

Updating. Bibl:)graphies do not age well. After just a

year they show serious signs of senility an unfamiliarity with
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what g on around them. Research takes up from the past
so that discoveries eclipse what preceded it. An extreme
example occurs when a comprehensive treatise is published
which effectively summarizes and thereby renders obsolete
a host of earlier fnigmentary works. Hence the modern biblio-
grapher must play an active role of keeping in touch.

An ze:empt will he made to update this bibliography by
providing periodic supplements, adding new or inadvertently
omitted entries, and deleting material which has lost its use-
l'ulness. An updated comprehensive edition will he published
less frequently. The whole process will he greatly facilitated
and made more aLurate with the cooperation of readers in-
forming the appropriate associate edi3ON 01- candidate material.
Copies of. or information on. books and journal articles be-
lieved to meet the selection criteria should he brought to their
attention. (A Special 1:equest guide is included to aid in such
notification) This joint effort will expand the search capacity
considerably and thereby reduce the chance of oversght.
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SPECIAL REQUEST

Although this first edition is intended to he complete
and accurate. :t is not. Library searches by a few experts.
however thorough. cannot possibly provide the comprehen-
sive coverage and collective evaluation required. Additional
information from the research and professional educatio;i
community is necessary. Your participation, in the areas
outlined below, will ensue: that the high level of confi-
'dence sought for the bibliography is obtained. Please re-
spond directly to the associate editors invoived. Their ad-
dresses and telephone numbers begin on page xix.

* * *What works do you ..:el meet the selection criteria
and nominate for Inclusion! (CzIndidate material
may he older volumes and soon-to-be published
works, as well as new editions. To facilitate
evaluation and entry, authors shoulla provide
copies of nominate(' works and draft annota-
tions.)

***What existing entries lack the necessary value and
should be reviewed for possible exclusion?

***What improvement.; can he made in annotation?
Auth.,rs in par;icular are encouraged to send
revisions .ind/of extensions to assist in properly
annotating their works.)

*'*What changes in the taxonomy of topics and sub-
topics do you recon1.-nond?
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Admission/ Articulation/ Retention

Robert G. Cope

0- .ff .0" if ffffffff
Admission. articulation, and retention are parts of an

educational process which promotes continuous and efficient
procress of undergraduate learners* through the progressive
levels of the formal educational system from high school
through college and other institutions of postsecondary educa-.
rion. The learner's movement toward educational objectives is
smoother and more expeditious when the parts of the process
are in greater harmony with each other and with the learner's
needs. Many of the problems of process stem from the diverse
nature of the educational enterprise in the United States. The
traditions. of local control and institutional autonomy impede
standardization. engender suspicion when there are attempts to
coordinate the process. and breed a sense of competition.

The literature annotated here should he useful to the State
and Federal policymak,..r. for it covers research about the
misunderstandings. obstacles .and barriers inherent in the

As no "27,t(liutte cni,tent litutriire nn atImiccton and articulation thouritt
to he of sufficient value in State and Federal planning, this section is restricted to the
undergaduate .
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present system. The references selected focus on reliable data
sources containing practical recotrr'endations on techniques
and mechanisms to improve admissions. tighten curricular
articulation, and enhance retention wilt n beneficial to both
learner and institution.

Admission and Articulation. The admissions literature
dials with different issues every year. Ten years ago the primary
issue appeared ...a he merit versus equal opportunity: then there
was a shift to how to implement the open-door anproach. NOW
there are a variety of intertwined issues: legal matters, such a.,
the constitutionality of quotas and reverse discrimination:
political matters. such as how to implement "els of legislatures:
m ...eting problems, such as how to compete for fewer students.
and consumerism. such as how to advertise fairly. (Demographic
developments affecting the size and quality of the applicant
pool are annotated in Topic 4: Demography).

The literature on articulation focuses upon statewide co-
ordination. public private school differences. and common
school, postsecondary system differences. Other articulation
topics deal with the types of ;nstitution affecting a "horizontal"
or "vertical** flow of learners from high school through life-
long learning.

Retention Attrition. Studies of attrition. or as it is more
popularly called today. retcution, have been conducted for over
50 years. [he literature selected summarizes what is known
ah("it rates of leaving or staving. and the individual character-
;stics lintelligence. sex. goal commitment . . land institutional
characteristics I type. selectivity, size) associated with rates of
retention.

A long history of problems have been associated with the
progress of learners through the tOrmal educational system. It is
doubtful that these problems can ever he fully avoiLl,!d, in the
years ahead as the issues fr;..quentlY change. appropriately -re-
flecting an increasingly turbulent environment. As planners ac-
cept the idea that higher educational institutions need to adapt
to changing environment, then they will confidently modify
State and Federal policy so the variety of new learners can
move in and out of institutions on a smooth, efficient. and
human:: course.

relatcd to articula-
tion, transfer and ret ention will he found under Topic 4: De-
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mography: Topic 7: Educational Opportunity; Topic 20:
Student Characteristics and Development; and 21:
Student Financial Assistance.

TOPIC ORGANIZATION

I: Admission/Articulation/Retention

1.0 Admissions and Articulation
2.0 Retention/Attrition

1.0 ADMISSIONS AND ARTICULATION

1:1.0/78-1
Minority Admisl,ions. Robert Bailey. 213 pp. (Lexington Books.
Lexington. ,Mess.).

Fortuitoi.sly, Robert Bailey's boo!: was released from the publisher
the very week in which the Supreme Court announced its decision in the
"Bakke case ". It is .fortunate, then, that this book makes a comprehensive
review and discussion of minority admissioos available at a time when
background information is needed to appreciate the broad significance of
the Bakke case, and in time to consider the well-described complexities
associated with admissions generally and with minorities and discrimina-
tion in poi.tirular.

The book contains sections dealing.with academic admission require-
ments, predictions and the major problems of student selection when
specific reference has not been given to minority applicants. The book
then launches into an exhaustive discussion of the problems associated
with .minorities, and ends with an illustration of the complete argument
presented by the judges of the California Supreme Court as well as the
brief presented by the University of California regarding the Bakke case.

Readers are provided with advice for designing early outreach ad-
missions prGgranis that are in accordance with the Bakke decisions. This is
a practical book.

1:1.0/78-2
"Transfer Students in Institutions of Higher Education,- Samuel
S. Peng. Research in Higher Education, Vol. 8. June. pp. 319-
34'.

The purpose of th.iy study is to describe ti e. extent of college trans-
ferring and to examine differences in background characteristics between

2.9
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transfers and nontransfers' Using a national prooability sample drawn from
the 1972 entering class, the study covers the 2-year period since initial
matriculatIon.

Data are from a sample of over 20.000 high school aiors, Educa-
tional and work experiences. plans. aspirations, attitudes, and personal
background characteristics were measured over three points in time:
Spring. 1972. Fall and Winter of 1973-74. and Fall and Winter of 1974-75.

Nlajor findtogs include the following,: 25 percent of the 2-year col-
lege students transferred to a 4-yeat institution, and 16 percent of the 4-
year college students mc..ed 'to another 4-year institution; students were

inore likely to transfer front private than from public institutions and
students niovint.t. front 2-year to 4 -year institutions constituted the largest
transfer group: horizontal transferring among,4-yea institutions was com-
mon amone, students with socioeconomic backgrounds and with
higher college grades who entered college with lower aptitude test scores:
tinanctal conditions seemed important in transferring, as many students
transferred to lower cost institutions regardless of socioeconomic back-
gpmnd.

It is increasingly important to know who transcers, to what type
of institutions the., transfer, and fur what reasons. This is the first data
apoe.long in a reamly available article that can he generally applied to
All institutions of rioter education. The article includes 11 data tables
and some guidance on methodology. References include technical re-
ports, and a hibhogiaphy of related studies. The research is based upon
a contract with the National Center for Education Statistics.

1:1.0.77.1
Selective Admissions in Higher Education.Carnegie Council on
Policy Studies in Higher Education. 256-pp. (Jossey-Bass. San
r'rancisco).

This report is a valuable contribution to the difficult policy issues in-
herent in special admissions for disadvantaged students. Regardless of the
Supreme Court decision regarding the Regents of California versus Allan
Bakke. this Carnegie Report proves useful because it addresses the issue
front two star liniints one. how 'to think ahoit admissions to selective
schools. and the other. what to know about admissions policies and prac-
to:es

The report consists of three parts. Part 1 presents the recommenda-
tions of the Carnegie Council fu: public policy as well as academic policy
regarding special admission of disadvantaged students. The policy recom-
mendation portions start nil with the skeletal faetc about the Bakke case
as background for discussion of 'he value laden issues involved in balanc-
ing individual and group equity. The basic point made is that racial quotas

30 4
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are potentially _iniquitous and demeaning, yet "It would he a serious handi-
cap to higher education it institutions were precluded fioni taking account
of the race Of applicants.-

Purls 2 and 3 were prepared by the Educational Testing Service at the
re,inest of the Council. Part 2. authored by Winton Manning. :dresses the
is. le of fairness in admissions and arrives at a 2-stage model which makes a

dhuncrion between admissibility. which establishes the minirnal qualifica-
tions necessary for success in the instuntion, and selection which seeks to
ch-,,e from among qualified applicants the students who would make the
"best- entering class.

Part 3. prepare..; by Warren W. Willingham and Hunte: Breland pre-
sents .1 statistical description of selective admissions and the impact on
various groups. Data are presented separately for undergraduate and
graduate colleges and for the professional schools of law, medicine and
IllanagefIlent.

The rep,[1 as J whole offers valuable statistical and descriptive infor-
mation ac.umparned by thoughtful suggestions for dealing with the com-
plex iss.res involved in selective admissions and the preferential treatment
of ethnic minorities.

In addition to the discussion ut issues, the book includes a sub-
stantial urnmary of data in tables that are useful for considering national
policy An,,,ng the tables are those on degrees eared by sex. field of study,
and minority status, and admissions and degit... data for professional
schools of medicine. law, and management.

This is a well-balanced presentation on the quantitative and qtiali-
tanve dimensions of admissions programs :is they pertain to both minorities
and nun-minmities.

1:1.0/77-2

University Admissions: Dilemmas and Po'ntial, Carol Shulman.
52 pp I Aneri...an Association for Ilighcf Education. Washing-
ton, l).(. l.

Why the title ut this summary of the literature on admissions in-
cludes the tetm -university- is a mystery. Nowhere in the document is the
discussikm Hinted to universities, nor are universities even mentioned as a
special case :..stead the monograph tone of an annual series of rewarch
reports, analyzes the admissions concerns of the 1960's, describes their
transformation into the l'70's and comments upon the current admissions
problems relative to all tyie!+ if institutions.

I he context of ;hi, literature revi.w is social goals a;id how they are
or are not related t. au mssions practices. Topics addressed include legal

appli.:anz 11.d, financial considerations, re-
cruitment and markei!,14. notification, and the student as consumer.

Carol Shulma:i is one of the most able synthesizers w irking in

5
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!ugher education and this document is the "last word" on issues prior to
the decision on Bakke v. The Regents of the "niversity of California.

A comprehensive bibliography, covering both admissions practices
and issues through early 977, supplements the review.

1:1.0/77-3

The Many Faces of Educational Consumerism, Joan Stark and
Associates, 224 pp. (Lexington Books, Lexington, Mass.).

If there was a book about "everything-you-always-wanted-to-know"
about student consumerism, this is it. The chief value of this multi-auCiored
document is its comprehensiveness. The book begins with the historical
antecedents of the student as an educational consumer. and continues
with a well-balanced presentation of debates concerning responsibility to
protect the student. It ends with productive suggestions involving Govern-
ment agencies, students and institutions.

Throughout most of the book, the authors are critical of ins! 'tutions
for not following fair practices. Theirs is largely a consumer viewpoint, yet
opposing views are also represented.

Aside from its comprehensiveness, one of the book's important
values is the clear exposition of issues. Another is the substantial list of
references at the end of each of its 16 chapters.

1:1.0/74

College Transfer Students in Massachusetts: A Study of 20,000
Transfer Arplicants to 48 Massachusetts Colleges and Univer-
sities for Fall 1973. Ernest Beals, 103 pp. (Massachusetts Board
of Higher Education, Boston) ED 09t.-, 927 MF S1.14; HC
$6.31.

Ernest Beals has published the most uetailed State-level analysis of
transferring students to date. In the late 1960's the students in north-
eastern institutions were finding opportunities to transfer among institu-
tions severely limited by the restrictive practices ofboth public and private
institutions. According to the author, Massachusetts with most of the L tu-
dents and institutions had a particularly chaotic situation. These institu-
tions would not abow credits to transfer, and private institutions would
not accept community college students from public institutions. There ap-
peared to be a need for more information about transferring students:
From where do the transfer students come, and in what numbers? Where
do they apply? Where are they rejected? Where do they enroll? What are
their previous and current academic characteristics? What are their impor-
tant demographic characteristics? What are the transfer students' duca-
tional aspirations?

6
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This is probably the best example of a sta,ewide transfer study, pro-
viding as it does answers to all of the quejoils posed above, and others...
The report. now only avail: We in micro-fiche through Ethicational Re-
sources Information Center (ERIC), describes the method of study and
presents data effectively as a guide to State planning. A survey form
illu.'?rated in the appendix along with a modest bibliography.

1:1.0/71!
Continuity and Discontinuity: Higher Education and the Schools,
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 116 pp. (McGraw-
Hill Book Co., New York).

This Carnegie Commission report, one of a series, focuses on the
.interactions between high schools and colleges. The discussion is set in an
historical perspective including the last 100 years of admissions practices
and ranges widely to include discussion of the value, of the doctor of arts
degree and the education of both teachers and high school administrators.
Particular topics include: the college admissions processes. how high
school ar 1 college curricula are reciprocally influential, the desirability of
new structural patterns to improve admissions, and the mechanism by
which high schoolcollege relations arc maintained.

There is a substantial range of material in this modest volume. The
concluding 30 recommendations, although lacking focus, do weigh State
and national policy considerations in the full cons' xt of high schoc:
college relationships.

1:1.0/73 2
Middleman i i Higher Education, Frederick Kintzer, 188 pp.
(Jossey-Bass, San Francisco).

Instead of the author's term "middleman," the 'book's title might
Netter. represent the content if it were "Transfer Admissions in Higher
Education." The book's emphasis is upon transferring from the commu
nity college to a baccalaureatedcgreegranting institution; the content,
however, ranges from articulation problems between hig' school and col-
lege to articulation problems among postsecondary institutions.

While several recent titles have focused upon articulation, no book
comments better on the ;atest perspectives. The one ex,eption is that the
50 very brief State profiles are now outof-date. Even the author's 1974,
Updating Statewide Articulation Piactices (ED-135.949. ME-51.14; HC-
1.88 ), published by the Institute of Higher Education, University of Florida,
is dated.

Most of the book consists of sz.mole articulation programs that
States had studied and implemented. The major value of the book is not,

7
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however, program description but clues on how State i,ianners might
evaluate the effectiveness of different articulation models. The one caution
about the bookpossible now because of hindsightis not-"to accept the
optimistic statements about how well this or that State system policy is
working.

See also 12:1.4/72.2 Where Colleges Are and Who Attends, C. Arnold
Anderson, Mary lea:. Bowman and Vincemt Tinto, 303 pp. (McGraw-Hill
Bcy,k Co., New York).

2.0 RETENTION/ATTRITION
1:2.0/78
"Studies of College Attrition: 1950- 1975," Timothy Pantages
and Carol Creedon, Review of Educational Research, Vol. 48,
No. 1, Winter. pp. 49-101.

The primary value of this literature review is a..comprehensive
taxonomy of attritioniretention related phenomena: age, sex, socio-
economic status, hometown location and size, size and type of high school,
high school GPA and class rank, scholastic aptitude, first semester college
grades, study habits, motivational level and commitment, reasons for
attending college, vocational and -occupationaFgoals, educational interests,
parental influence, peer-group influence, personality traits, college environ-
men! and personality, collep size, housing, studentfaculty relationships,
finances, health, student reports of reasons for withdrawal, sex differences,
type of institution, types of dropout, the withdrawal procedure.-and
programs to reduce attrition. Only race and religion are not included. A
sample of the literature is discussed in relation'to each portion of this
taxonomy. And the review article contains the nost exhaustive bibliog.
raphy outside of Cope and Hannah (1975). The authors conclude, and
correctly, " .. that attrition is the result of an extren ely intricate inter-
play among a multitude of variables."

Aside from their conclusions, the authors' other summary observa-
tions are dubious as the

any
may generalize too far from a limited

number of studies on any single part of the taxonomy. Moreover, while
their p:view appeared in 1978 and the title indicates comprehensiveness
through 1975, it appears the work actually was done in the early 1970's,
as it does not include many of the more significant studies of the mid-
1970's, particularly Astin'S Preventing Students from Dropping Out
(1975).

Departing at the conclusion from their review of attrition literature,
the authors present 11 program ideas to enhance student retention.

8
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1:2.0/75.1

Preventing Students from Dropping Out. Alexander W. Astir'.
204 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San Franciseu).

Alexander Astm, clearly the exp.yrt on nationwide student attrition:
retention data, has written this hook on the basis of a 1972 follow-up
study of over 100,000 students who entered college in 1968. The streng0.
of the book in matters of planning and policy is 'bar it focuses upon tract-
able variables: tinancia: aid. effects of employment. place of residence and
campus. environment, characteristics of the college, and matchn student
and institution. In addition. Astin presents a prediction model at might
help institutions idenufywidents who ..re "atthtion prone' as part of an
early warning system. The book also presents the literature's most care-
fully considered defirntions for such terms as "dropout." "persister.- and
-stopout.-

Astm's conclusions regarding the impact of various forms )f financial
aid such as loans, parents. any scholarships and the effects of employment
should he carefully studied to avoid simplistic policy approaches. He
lucidly explains the caveats for both research and policy, and ends the
book with a complete taxonomy of the implications of attotion/re ten 'ion
for institutions, for State and national policy. for students; and for further
research.

1:2.0/75.2

Revolving College Doors: The Causes. and Consequences of
Dropping Out. Stopping Out, and Transferring, Robert Cope
and Wil:iam Hannah. 190 pp. (John Wiley. New York).

While this book was written to help institutions identify and respond
to the loss of students through attrition. it still contains the most complete
bibliography on attrition/retention research and the most comprehensive
analysis of national rates of attrition by type of institution. Therefore, it is
still an important reference for State and national planning and policy..

After a su stanual review of research on attrition/retention, the
authors present a se::es of case studies of institutions and students, to
demonstrate the multifaceted problems associated with the "revolving col-
lege doors.- They conclude that stopping out, delayed entrance, transfer-
ring, even dropping out are nof harmful to either student or institution.

Appendices include illustrations of forms used in retention studies.

See also 20:1.3/68 Beyond High School, James W. Trent and Leland L.
Medsker, 33 pp. (Jossey-Bass, San Francisco).

C) 5



Campus and Building Planning

Alan C. Green
assisted by Seymour Zachar

ffffliff_g_gffffffffffff.ffffff.
A college or university campus is.more than the sum of its

buildings. It is the physical expression of-the institution, its
activities, and purpose. A campus provides a sense of place, a
feeling created by the physical quality of its buildings, open
spaces. landscaping. and setting-whether ivy-covered or urban
gray.

A campus is a specialized place and its buildings are de-
signed to perform specific functions. While no one facility is
unique to higher education, it is the only enterprise in our cul-
ture that brings together in one place offices, libraries, class-
rooms, research 1::' .oratories, residence halls, theatres, gym-
nasiuns. heating plants and maintenance shops.

The literature that has been selected for this section pro-
vides basic information for two audiences-the owner/client of
college campuses, represented by adinirstrative and academic
officers-and the architect/planner who, under contract to the
institution. provides design and planning services.

The works selected have been divided into three sections:
Planning issues and Resource Allocation; Environmental Issues;
and Faciiity Types.

I I
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Planning Issues and Resource Allocation. The references in
this section attempt to move the reader away from traditional
campus plannine concef ts. Whereas past planning assumed that
changing needs were best met by new, costly. and energy-inten-
sive structures, planning today must look at the efficient use of
physical resources. Although few. if any campuses are beinl
planned de nouveau, there remains a demand for new buildings.
alterations and additions to existing plants. In addition, the con-
cerns of planning have moved beyond the campus gate and Must
take a macroview of the so iety and the world in which the
cam pus lives.

Environmental Issues. This section is intended to provide
both client and designer with an awareness of major environ-
mental issues. Works selected provide the academic officer gen-
eral information and background on selected topics. and give
the architect planner information. It is intended that
the works chosen will establish between the client and the tech-
nical person a common language and information base covering
such :irea, as lighting. la.idscaping. accessibility and planning.

Facility Types. Campus buildings represent a wide spec-
trum (,1 facility types. usually involving special design require-
ments. These refervnces provide the architect and client with
specialized informatioa on the more common types of campus
buildings.

These selected references deal with the physical concerns
and planning of the campus and its buildings. The entries rep-
resent a starting point for anyone engaged in physical planning.
and identify further reading for persons going into greater depth
16 areas of special concern. They also reflect a number of cur-
rent issues such as accommodation of handicapped and elderly
students. adaptive reuse of oHer buildings, incorporation of
instructional technology, and design for energy conservation.

TOPIC ORGANIZATION

Campus and Building Planning

1.0 Planning Issues and Resource Allocation
2.0 Environmental Issues
3.0 Facility Types

12
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1.0 PLANNING ISSUES AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
ons

The Liazying of the Campus, Ruth Weinstock, 160 pp. (Educa-
tional Facilities Laboratories, New York).

This book is not about urban campuses, deferred maintenance, or'
power failuresimages which the title might imply. Rather it it about one
of the growing segments of the populationthat over 55 years oldand
the implications it may have for higher education.

The book is not a planning guide. It reviews the characteristics of
the older populationnumbers, financial status, educational attainment,
employment, household compositionand the kinds of programs and ser-
vices they are seeking from higher education. It also provides guidance for
the institutional responsecredit/non-credit courses, support services, how
to get programs started, relations between older and younger students,
administrative arrangements, and scheduling.

Of most interest to physical planners is the chapter "Environments
to Fit." Here the emphasis is not on major capital investments, but on
environmental management that assures a better fit between the campus
environment and the older students. Included is guidance on physical
barriers, transportation; information systems, lighting, acoustics, thermal
comfort, special seating facilities, out-reach sites and the like.

Woven throughout the book are brief case studies of model programs,
legislative and financial issues, statistical information, and a large number
of photographs demonstrating that the alder per typically active, in-
volved and very much with itand an important .1stituency for higher
education.

2:1.0/77-1

Architecture and Energy, Richard G. Stein, 322 pp. (Anchor
Press/Doubleday, Garden City, New York).

Campus architecture, especially on our older campuses, represents
the range of architectural styles, construction, materials am environmental
comfort technology of the society and time in which it was built. Richard
G. Stein's book carefully analyzes how and why our most recent campus
buildings are expensive to heat, light, maintain, and operate. Technical
terminology is explained and the reader should quickly learn the basic
principles of environmental control. Stein does not offer ideas for "energy
conservation," instead he.discusses the style future architecture might take
in keeping with the princivles of des. -ling in harmony with nature.

The book is well-documented, indexed, and although it does not
contain a glossary. terminology is well, xplained. The nontechnical person
will quickly understand "btu" and "kwh."

The book can easily be read cover to cover, but the book's organiza-
tion allows selectivity. While parts of the book will read like the typical

13
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litany of the "energy crises," the work bridges the gap between the archi-
tect and the nontechnical reader.

2:1.0/77-2
Space Costing: Who Should Pay for the Use of College.Space?,
Sy Zachar, 43 pp. (Educational Facilities Laboratories, New
York).

This book argues for cost accounting or "space costing," the operat-
ing and maintenance expense of the physical plant to the academic units
that occupy the space. It discusses how space costing might affect three
reas of an institution's firm :ial and resource distribution: the utilization

space on campus, the cc . and fwiding of plant operation, and the re-
covery of overhaad costs fc: research.

The work touches on the relationship between .plant and institu-
tional mission,, relationship of the physical plant department and the aca-
demic departments, territoriality (my office, my building), changing cur-
ricular and enrollment patterns and their impact on space utilization. A
model of space costing is presented. The model is a decentralization of the
plant resource allocation process. A listing of resources and examples of
institutions that presently "space cost" is also provided. The book con-
cludes by weighing the pros and cons of space costing.

2:1.0/76
Energy Management, Energy Task Force, 140 pp. (National As-
sociation of College ane. University Business Officers, Washing-
ton, D.C.).

One of the most comprehensive works in the field of energy con-
servation, this manual was specifically written for higher education. It was
developed for energy management workshops, and stands as a major work
in the field.

The manual was designed for those "two campus administrators who
sear prime responsibility for an energy management programthe physical
plant director and the chief business officer."

It offers a step by step approach to energy management. The writing
is clear and the work well-organized. Some of the major section and sub-
section headings are: How Energy is Used, How Energy is Wasted, The
Importance of a Data Base, Evolutionary Approach to Energy Manage-
ment, Energy Finance and Investment, Sources of Funding, Economic.
Analysis Tools, Criteria for Choosing Energy Management Projects, Analy-
sis of Purchased Utilities,. Rate Structures, Power Factor, Demand Control,
Utility Consultants, Energy Management and Organization Incentives. This
handbook belongs in the planning, physical plant and business offices of
every campus.
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2:1.0/75.1
Campus in Transition, Richard Dober and Cy Sargent, 74 1.p.
I Educational Facilities Laboratories, New York).

For the higher education administrator and planner, the 1970's has
been characterized as the decade in which ''the only constant is change."Most of the planning assumptions of the post-war decades (notably
growth) have been subject to serious challen. This report rc..ics these
ch:,-.ung viewpoints .in financial constraints, institutional fragility, demo-
graphic shifts, changes in the "going rate," and new programs and service
demands and relates them to strategies for management of the physical
plant. These strategies include redeploying campus space and time, using
:::ni-campus facilities as well as found and interim space, interinstitutional
cooperation, and generating revenrin front campus facilities. Examples of
each strategy are included.

Although some of the data used to define the changes are dated,
the underlying theme that pl -ming assumptions must be challenged inthe face of new conditions remains %Aid, as do the strategies for managing
space. The report makes clear, especially for boards and administrators,
that "b .siness as usual" is not an adequate response to 'campus facilitief.planning;

2:1.0/75.2
Long-Range Planning Kit, Satish 3. Parekh. Con'ains: -Long-
Range Planning," 77 pp. and 10 model planning glestio.inaires,
(Change Magazine Press, New Rochelle, N.Y.).

In the. introduction, the author states, "This book is intended tobridge the gap between planning and its implementation. If it serves nootl4i purpose than to help coordinate action to carry out the educational
programs of the institution. its aim will have been accomplished. In higher
education. planting is designed to serve education and not ,ast the admin-
istrative support structure. Hence in colleges and universities planning isnot lust one of the traditional management functions, but a comprehensive
institutional responsibility shared as equally by the comptroller as .by
members of the faculty.

"The model described here shows how the planning process perme-
ates activities taking place at an institution every day, in the English de-
partment or the admissions office. in the president's office or the division
of aiti and sciences. This is not done through some ::lagical new arrange-
ment of activities but by providing a common understanding of what the
institution is. where it stands, and what it wants to he. Thus, effectiveplanning is not simply a mailer of college managers. setting objectives tohe achieved by various offices and departments. Rather, it is a process
generated by common perceptions of what the college as an entire corn-

,.
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mutiny must do to achieve its purposes. The planning process presented in
this model cis a modus operandi for the institution at every level. Utiliz-
ing various inatrces, tt Incorporates administration, faculty, student
body, board of director:, and even commun;ty representatives. This
means that planning is nut imposed from the top in a linear causeeffe :t
sequence but is done everywhere at once as commonly perceived goals
become the operationalsubstance of the institutional program."

This relatively brief work presents a planning process for an institu-
tion. It is an °Udine, yet it is complete. No one model can be all things to
all institutions and this work does no attempt to be, rather it tries to clear
a path l:trough tf proces This is achieved through a series of matrices,
each of which is deigned to delineate part of the planning process. These
matrices are: mission, goals, responsibilities, activities aful resource plan.
Also covered are evaluation and "orgar,izing t'or planning."

This book contains !0 questionnaires, each of which is uLagned to
promote a greater awareness and understanding of the mission of the
institution and the relatedness of each W' its parts."

Each questionnaire is destened to be an aid to planning at the divi
sional level academic departments. administration, finance. plant opera-
tions and maintenance, student services. registrar's office, admissions and
counseling. placemerv. student financial aid, and development/institutional
advancement. "These are the areas most involved in the front lines of edu-
cational issues: they are the must integ.11 to institutional planning. and
they have the broadESt and most significant impact on the institution's
overall activities." The questions enable self evaluation, assessment ut
strengths ard weaknesses, goal-setting, and provide a focus for planning.
Use of the qtwstionnaires is explained and is tied to the book !. Range
ninning. but also can he used independently.

2:1.0/75-3
Planning Building and Facilities for Higher Education. Unesco.
137 pp. ( Dowden. Hutchinson Ross. Stroudshurg, Pa.).

This work has been developed by Une,co for developing countries
planning higher education institutions. The Guide, as it is refe:ed to, is
intended to be used by administrators responsible fur planning. architects.
and those responsible for execution of protects. The panning process is
first explained 17 qefly. including the conce.dt ut -critical path," a program
evaluation and review technique.

The planning, construction and eventual operation of the facilries Is
.broken down Into t3 procedures. These in turn are arranged into six
groupings: policy. planning, primary brief (programming), se ondary brief.
primary i.n;- iernentation ( design and construction documents) and second
ary impkinen ta non ( cinstruction).

In
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The work, winch includes a bibliograpy, is baSed primarily on
American and E tish sources. The writing style is British and very concise.

"This Guide has been written so that it can be used in several ways.
it can he used as a text book wh:ch introduces the reader to the vari-

ous procedures involved in planning. design and construction of higher
education facilities." It can also be used as a workbooK.

The value of this book is that it spans facilities planning and con-
struction in a brief and concise manner. While not entirely suited to Ameri-
can institutions, this work can he used as a starting point as well as a gen-
eral outline for any individual invoi,A in ,aniptis and facility planning.

2.1.0/75.4

The Oregon Experiment. Christopher Alexander. Murray Silver-
stein, Angel. Sara l'hikawa. Denny Abrams. 1g0 pp.
(Oxford University Press, Nev.. York I.

This book is the master plan ibr the University of Oregon, but it
does not contain multi-colored fold-outs on enrollment projections. nor
the site for future parking lots. The master plan at Oregon is a process.

As the hook states, typically. "a university master plan is a map. I.
a map which portray ; the university as it 'ought' to be, at some fairly

distant future time say twenty years from now. The map contains two
kinds of elements those which exist already and should according to the
planners, stay where they are; and those which do not now exist, and
which need to 'be 'wilt, Implementing such a plan, at least according to
theory. Is simply a matter of tilling in the blanks according to the land
uses prescribed by the map. This approach seems sensible in theory. But in
practice master plans 'ail because they are to rigid; they cannot easily
adapt to the natura: :rad unpredictable changes that inevitably arise in the
life of a community. It is simply not possib!e to tix today what the en-
vironment should he like twenty years from today and then to steer the
piecemeal process rt ' Nelopment toward that fixed, imaginary world.

The hoti recommends that the University of Oregon. and any other
institution or (.,.nununtty which has a single twner and a centralized
budget, adopt "six I. monks" (0 replace its conventional master planning
arid conventional budgetary procedures. These principle are: organic
order, participation, piecemeal growth, patterns. diagnosis, and coordina-
tion.

These six principles provide direct linkage with users. planning of
ficials and architects. They allow lot new construction and .:hanger
through expansion of existing order, rather than establishment of a new
one. Future plans and needs develop from the campus rather than the
needs being determined for the campus. User participation committees are
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structured through planning. Planning is coordinates and ordered and
campuswide. The Oregon Experiment moves planning fr nn the top of the
institutional pyramid to the base.

This approach to campus planning is in operation at the University
of Oregon. It is not simply abstract thinking.

2:1.0/73
Educational Planning, Frank Banghart and Albert Trull, 463 pp.
(Macmillan Publishi,lg Co., New York).

Comprehensive educational planning is the development of a long-
range guide that will use the best resources ava:!able to attain educational
objectives and allow for continuous evaluation of the problems of the
planning pro,:.3 itself. To accomplish this task, the book presents a 7-
ihase model. In turn, each phase becomes a section of the book. These
ire: I ) defining the educational planning process; 2) analyzing the plan-

ning problem area; 3) conceiving and designing planning tools; 4) evaluat-
ing plans; 5) specifying the plan; 6) implementing the plan; 7) monitoring
the plan in action.

The book has three stated objectives: to provide an understanding of
planning procedures. to bring the interdisciplinary developments to the
planner's attention (specifically urban processes and activity, economics,
evaluative methods, and simulation); ... to reveal, the general tools of
analysis, evaluation and contri. usable in comprehensive educational plan-
ning processes, and especially those related to the planning of physical
environments....

The book is not a how-to manual. It attempts, instead, to provide a
framework by which educational planners and others may use new tools or
develop new approaches for solving the physical planning problems for an
educational environment.

The focus of this hook is the planning of primary and secondary
schools. But the majority of the text deals with the planning process. The
scope and breadth of the book's treatment of pluming is enormous.

Of major significance is the work's specific attention to physical
planning. In addition to being a planning book, it is a scholarly work draw-
ing on history, sociology, economics, am! management. The work is very
well organized and leads a reader through the entire planning pro,..:ss while
proviing a cognitive base that is both integral and absorbing.

2: :.0/63
Campus Planning. Richard P. Dober, 314 pp. (Reinhold. New
York ).

18
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This is a book for architects and planners, whether within the struc
ture of a college, university or university system, or in private practice.
With its large horizontal formit, three columns of text, abundant photos.
plans, diagrams, tables and charts, and sources for additional information,
the book presents a comprt: nsive view of the American campus.

There are two main sections, The Campus and Its Parts" and
"Campus Plans." The former includes chapters on various facility types-
instructional. libraries. housing, student unions, research, etc. The latter is
somewhat misnamed as it focuses primarily on the planning process with
examples of physical plans as products of that process.

The book is enriched a chapter on the historic evolution of the
American campus, and by subchapters on "Social Phenomenon as Factors
in the Academic Plan, "Style as Structure:' and "Design Transition." It is
more than a how-to and picture book: it is a thoughtful examination of
many non-physical issues that must be consitkred in planning.

It is a hook from the mid-I 960.s. and its outlook is basicallv for
growth. It does nut deal with several current issues: notably the changing
nature of the student body. access by handicapped people. energy. and
health and safety regulations. This does not rendel the book invalid:it does
suggest that an update of this volume would he a contribution to the field.

See also: 19:1.4171.1 Higher Education Facilities Planning and Manage-
ment Manuals 17 vols.), Harold L. Dahnke, Dennis P. Jones, Thomas R.
Mason. and Leonard C. Romney. 393 pp (Western Interstate Commi.,sion
for Higher Education. Boulder

2.0 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

2:2.0/78
Learning From Fire: A Fire Protection Primer for Ar .hitects.
Lars Lc: David Cronrath and John K.C. Liu, 99 pp. (Univer-
sity of California. lie-keley

This report presents "a frai.,,work for the integration of tire safety
issues within the larger context of the architectural design process." The
work provide< th architect with the knowledge and the vocabulary
needed to cumin :nicate effectively with fire protection engineers and
building officials.

The work is divided into tour sections. The introductio.. discusses
the tire problem in this country and gives a general overview of fire protec-
lion The second section fa-Indian/el readers with the vocabulary of fire.
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including "dwelling typology, walls or barriers. room and compartments.
protection of people and the concept of fuel." The third section presents a
model of tire development. Starting with the chemistry of tire. it dissects
and describes the "from its ignition to its termination, inside the confines
of a spatial envelope." The last section develops the tire rrodel into a de-
sign tool. According to the book, this tool will: I) point to the salient
features of the physical environment in terms of tire safety Concepts, 2)
perm. .he designer to make judgments about the physical environment in
lire safety terms. and 3) help facilitate the interaction between the archi-
tect and the tire protection engineer.

'three residents..; building types were selected to serve as examples.
Two are typical of the college setting attached ground access and at-
tached elevated access. But the model is nut restricted to the residential
setting. but rather illustrative of the tire protection problem in all building
design.

the minter is an attempt to move architects towards a "pertormance
oriented- approach to fire prote,:tion instead of through building code,
which often result in the "lack tit I.-e protection rather than its integra-
tion in the design process.-

2.2.0i76-1
An :Approach to the Design of the Luminous Environment,
Albert Dietz anti William M.C. Lam, 137 pp. (State Uni-
versity Construction Fund, Albany, N.Y.).

Chis report 1, divided into two parts, design principles, and design
practice Beginning with an extensive glossary, the hook carefully takes
the reader through an explanation of "how we see, what we look at, what
we see and how well we see

I'.irt two. on design practice. is a how-to manual that takes the
reader through programming. lighting budget, and design process. Pro-
granumng contains a Space Program Chart (SPC) inch "is a comprehen-
sive sum:nary of all relevant criteria (except cost I that a designer need., in
order to begin preliminary plat,. of a lighting for a particular space."
I:sed as a communication tool. art,o..g designers. clients, and programmers;
the SP( t an he used to develop and evaluate design Aternatives.7he light-
ing budget attempts to balance comfort. durability. appearance, ants cost.
!he designer is taken through the ''budgeting procets" step by step, based
on pertormance TrCila retpmed

The last section lays out the entire design process in linear format
rot the designer and client Finally, a rating sheet is provided for compar
trig The appendix includes All extensive hibhorapity,
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2:2.0/76-2

Architectural Accessibility for the Disabled ofCollege-Campuses,
Stephen R. Cot ler and Alfred Degraff, 133 pp. (State University
Construction Fund, Albany, N.Y.).

With the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's April
1977 issuance of the regulations for enforcement of Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, another mandate was given to college and uni-
versity plannersaccessibility for the handicapped.

This is a good basic reference document for planners concerned with
the architectural barrirrs aspects of accessibility. The basic technical re-
source material, planning goals, and rtionale for proposed access changes
are thoroughly outlined. It is not a guide for meeting "504" per se, but
will be helpful as a resource for an institution as it undertakes planning for
the handicapped. Such planning must include :Irogram accessibility and
support services which this report does not cover. It is also limited in in for-
r..ation for other than physical handicaps and does not place particular
emphasis on facilities modernization.

A comprehensive policy section specifically written for planners re-
views administrative policy , roblems and discusses solutions and institu-
tional goat and objectives. Especially helpful are the sections on "ration-
ale" that introduce each area of concern. Dimensions are given in both
feet/inches and metric measure.

2:2.0/76-3
Handbook of Landscape Architectural Construction; Jot D.
Carpenter, ed., 700 pp. (1_:.ndscape :architecture Foundation,
McLean, Va.)

Set in a 3-ring binder, this handbook is a compendium of 26 mono-
graphs which together represent a first attempt to document the "scope
and content" of landscape architectural construction.

While the editor recognizes that he has not covered the entire field,
the work is comprehensive in scope and depth. Written by teachers and
practitioners in the field, the monographs are well-illustrated, contain
photographs, design specifications and detailed elevation charts.

The rhonotpi s are: Preparation of Construction Plans, Layout of
Landscape Elements, Environmental Impact of Construction, Surface
Drainage and Structures, Subsurface Drainage Systems, Site Detailing,
Water Systems and Irrigation. Concrete, Asphalt, Wood, Masonry, Paving,
Retaining Walls, Water-Pools and Fountains, Rooftop Landscape Develop-
ment, Ugh' Building Construction and Canopies, Sports Facilities, Utility
Design Fences. Outdoor Electrical Systems. Pedestrian Circulation,
Vehicular Circulation, and Legal Respomibilities and Record Keeping.
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2:2.0/75
Designer's Guide to OSHA, Peter S. H-41, 289 pp. (McGraw-
:till Book Co.. New York I.

As the guide states. "An architect who undertakes the design of a
building where people are employ d or a plant manager who is responsible
for operating virtually any type of facility is concerned with part 1910 of
OSHA." The book's intent is to provide graphically the requirements of
the act as 'hey affect building design and operation.

The book takes the relevant OSHA standards for specific design and
working conditions. lir 'terrals handling al;1/41 storage. electric power,
trig radiation protection, .enttlation, etc.) and provides design ;Ind con-
struction methods. using text and graphics, for each specific stanuard. Tins
work is equally important to the physical plant and the planning office.

2:2 0/73
Defensible Space. Oscar Newman. 264 pp. (Macmillan P.!blish-
mg Co., New York )

The author maltita,ni that "Detensible space is a model for environ-
ments which inhibits rime by cleating the physical expression of a social
fabric that detends an environment in which latent territoriality
and ,case of collitlitIMIl in the inhabitants can be translated into responsi-
bility for ensuring safe, po)du..:tive, and well maintamed living space." He
sees "de tensible space" .11 a stirriTate term for the range of mechanisms
teal and symbolic harriers, strongly defined areas of influence. and im
proved opportunities for suiveillance that combine to bring an environ
ment under the control 40f its residents,

Although the text only discuses residences in urban locations.
01h:hiding b.so :ollege dornnt, ries), the concept of defensible space to
provide security can he applied to urban and rural camPuses. There are
significant detailed discussions of territoriality. institutional image and
milieu. natural Nurvollano:. and the impact of density on inhabitants.

dr 2 2 0 .69
Person:II Space, Robert Sommer. 177 pp. IPren'Ace-itall.

(lifts
"%kith ',Aloof .1 1/4ons,:ions philosophy or explicit recognition of

the t.1.1." the .mihor "designers are shaping people as well as hiold-

tires

I lie the %1..i .ham design is done. Who
mjke, dosisions? Flom 0111er \j11111. Ut

;IC( questwits the deltr11 and adintilistration of space. and
the ielait,,i! the have with the users In that space. the institutional
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setting is the primary focus of the work, including nursing homes, prisons,
schools. colleges and univerLaies. A particular advantage of the work is
that much of the research and many examples are drawn from the college
campus and this k;,ves the work additional meaning. Although it doesnot
necessarily provide answers. this work raises important issues for anyone
involved-in institutional-planning and design.

3.0 FACILITY TYPES

2:3.0/74

Planning Facilities for Athletics. Phrical Education and Recrea-
tion. 210 pp. (The Athletic Institute, Chicago).

Although other books deal in more detail with specific facility types.
the value of this loose-leaf report lies in its comprehensiveness. Planning
for physical education, athletics and recreation is more tha fields. gym-
nasiums, and swimming pools, and this report also deals with planning for
intrainurals, teaching and research about physical recreation, camping.
communitybased recreation, and accommodation of the handicapped.

The treatment of th.. subjects tends to be uneven: lockers and show-
ers are covered in great depth, while the relationship between recreation
facilities and other campus elements are almost neglected. Planning for
non-discrimination by sex is not covered.

The Check List for Facility Planners" is useful, as is the glossary
and the annotated bibliography. The looseleaf format suggests that addi-
tional material may be addeCt. Ideally the Athletic Institute will do just
that, and provide planning information in new areas of coneLm.

2:3.0/73
Time Saver Standards for Bulding Types. Joseph De Chiara and
John Hancock Callender. 1065 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York I.

The book has long been known to the architectural and e :si!nl pro.
fessions. The work is cited here so that clients and users nriy also avail
themselves of this excellent guide to basic program and design criteria. The
section on college and university facilities covers gymnasiums. physic:!!
education and sports facilities. tieldhouses, dormitor,:s, libraries. student
unions, computation centers. communication cent,!rs. regional educati.hi
centers. largegroup facilities. programs and programming. The specific
sections are either written by, or draw upon the work of. siinilicant con
tributurs to the field, including many authors cited in this bibliography.
An academic or administrative officer planning facilities would do well to
read the respective section of this hook.

23
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2:3.0/72
College Students Live Here. Harold C. Riker. 150 pp. (Educa-
tional Facilities Laboratories. New York). Student Housing.
Judy Tolmach, 72 pp. (Educational Facilities Laboratories. New
York).

Though the first volume is nearly t,. .0 decades old (some would say
two eras old) it is nonetheless a classic. The basic programming. planning.
and design cnteria it offers remain valid as the physical facility issues have
not changed as much as the governance issues. The document is compre-
hensive. thoroughly illustrated, and a pleasure to read.

However. because of its age it is lacking in three areas: planning for
the handicapped. planning to minimize operating costs, especially energy.
and rehabilitation and modernization. The latter deficit is covered in the
suggested companion report Student Housing. Published in the early 1970's
when college housing became a buyer's market. Student Housing covers
"what do students wantr and responses such as recycling. living-learning
arrangements. and apartments. It also provides alternative ways of deity.
ermg college housing throtigh turnkey. design build. and lease arrange-

2:3.0/66-1
The Office. Robert Propst. 71 pp. The Business Press, Elm -
hurst. ill.). Available from Herman. Miller Research Corp.

Too often, too little attention is given to the working environment
of the college Administrator and faculty member the office. This book
doe not rill the need completely. hecause it is not a planning guide 'for

offices per se_ Rather. it is a report on the office as a izenerie place
of work.

It was written by one of America's noted environmental research.
ers. and it therefore analyies the work functions. human, design 'factors.
and nonenvironmental relationships that should be considered in office
planning. It is not a cookb,,,,k: it will not give the reader square footages,
ratios. or ()'her quantitative data. It is a hook to help the planner think
about the ()trice as human habitation. which is a good way in which to
hegm the plAnnuig process

2:3.0/662
New Spaces for Learning: Designing College Facilities to Utilize
instructional Aids and Media . . . Harold D. Haul. Wayne F.
Koppe . Alm C. Green. Morton C. Gasmhan and Da% is S. Havi-
land. 137 pp. (enter for Architectural Reseal-L:1. Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. Troy. N.Y.).
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It is rare these days to plan a large group (over 50 or so) instructional
space in which films, tapes, slides, overhead transparencies, and television
are utilized as :m integral part of the instructional process. Especially
important are the relationships between student/teacher and the informa-
tion display surfaces minimum and maximum distances, viewing angles
and arranganent of seating. The criteria also includes lighting, acoustics,
furniture, display surfaces, and controls.

this book contains series of design studies illustrating the design
principles and criteri. for such instructional space, together with a case
study, and spatial re:ationships "communicators."

There have certainly _been advances is instructional technoloff in
the last decade (for instance the introduction of projected television),
but these to not invalidate the principles that relate viewer, ttac ier, in-
formation display, and facility design.

2.3.0/65
Planning Academic and Research Library Buildings. Keyes D.
Metcalf. 431 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York).

This work deals with the planning of academic and resea:A library
buildings. The hook is addressed to six different eroups: I) presidents,
governing hoards, and administrative offices;_) library building planning
committees, 31 librarians and their staffs. 4) library schools, library school
students, and other librarians interested in administration; 5) the library
building planning team, and b ) architects. engineers, and consultants.

The book is divided into two parts, "Basic Information on Library
Building Planning.'' and "Planning Process.'' Chapter heads in Part I
include: Library Objectives and Their Relation to Aesthetic Problems,
Quality f Construction, Function, and Cost; Financial Matters, Prob-
lems Relating to Height; Traffic Problems A,commodations for Readers
and Staff, and Furniture .ind Equipment. Part 2 of the hook integrates the
information into library planning, programming, and construction docu-
ments. There is even a section on the library', dedication and opening
ceremonies. The work contains program examples formulas and tables.
equipment lists. and an t:\tensn'e annotated bibliography.

2:3.0/64
Theatres and Auditoriums. Harold Burris-Meyer and kiward ('.
Cole. 376 pp. 1 Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York).

Flits comprehensive and detailed hook is the classic on this sublect.
It ,,ot a hook about campus theaters and aadnoriums per se, but about
the generk: facility tyre
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The starting point for the hook is the audiencehow it sees and
hears. circulates in and around the hall, and, what conditions affect its
comfort and safety, Then the hook covers the mechanical aspects such as
climate control. sage craft and machinery, lighting and support services.
The final chaplet. over-all considerations, curtains a useful summary
dealing with issues such as theao:r function and ar -hitcctural style. growth.
and built-in deterrents.

P-is hook should he the starting place for theatre and design pro-
fessionals.

2:3.0/63-1
Buildings and Facilities for the Mathematical Sciences, J. Suth-
erland Frame and John W. McLeod. I 69 pp. (Conference Board
of the Mathematical Sciences. Washington. D.C.).

This report is a product of the booming 19nO's when major campus
building programs were undertaken to accommodate enrollment growth.
especially in iii : sciences.

A10101,1.11 emphasis is placed on the mathematical sciences, the
report contains programming and planning guidance appropriate for sev-
eral more general campus I:Iodates classrooms. seminar -ooms. lecture
Wis. study areas, and factoty offices. It deals with size and proportions
of rooms. inter-relationships of facilities, furniture and arrangements.
planning for protected media. lighting. etc.

The first few pages concerning the changing scene" ebrollment
trends. toh opportunities and teacher shortage are dated. Also the few
pa_2.es on con,putation centers" gives inadequate coverage for today's
planner. (Who in he mindI'H predicted the advent of the individual
electronic calculator and mini-computer. much less the demise of the slide
rule') Otherwise. the report renur is a useful facilities planing guide.

2:3.0/63-2
Laboratory Planning for Chemistry and Chemical Engineering,
I lam F. Lewis, ed., 5 .2 2 pp. ( Reinhold New York).

11ns Is .1 reference hook for pG:ft' .f designip!2, and specifying
cu!lei rate feachithz Ind teseArch lahoratoit :s. It is also a useful guide for
Inetnheri of a tac'!Its conninttec assioed Iu piepare a piocratn for labor.,
tor., requirements.

%loving from "Qt.'11Cral 0.11sIliiIMOI1S to specific ,:onsiderations
pluinhinc. ventilation, electrical services. etc.) and on to "healfo and

.atct% factors. the book provides a Thorough review of Itinclion' Issues.
these Are applied to various 1.i'loralor types ranging from high. and low.
level ridoidctivit lah.lf.ttotics to those used tot inorganic
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Especially useful is the section on recent laboratory construction.
including, a li mg of protects completed faint 1951 to 1461. If this list
were updated and information added on energy utilization and accom-
modation of the handicapped, the current value of this already com-
prehensive hook would (e enhanced.

2:3.0/61

Modern Physics buildings, R. Ronald Palmer and William Max-
well Rice, 324 pp. (Reinhold. New York).

Dos hook is similar to 1.uhrwutur Plimning for Chemistry turd
Chen;:il kngineenng (2:3.0163-2) as it covers in detail a specialized type
of campus facility. It differs in one respect. In this hook the context is
the building, of which the laboratory is only one component.

Each chapter deals with a component of the physics building-
le.ture room, classroom and seminar rooms, teaching laboratories, re-
search laboratories. shops and auxiliary rooms. offices and conference
rooms,.and library. Also included are floor plans and brief descriptions
of 3 physcs buildings, including some unrelated to campuses.

Hie hook is especially useful for institutional planners and faculty
members of planning committees.

r-
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Comparative Planning Systems

Burton R. Clark

"ffffffff_g.ffffffff"..0"ffffff
Each country organizes national system of higher edu-

cation differently. The basic educational and governmental
structure dderMines the degr:e of planning, who plans and for
what :organi9tion, and where the power is located to turn plans
into policies and then implement the policies. Some countries
have an essentially single nationalized system with one sector;
others have a single smtem with multiple sectors. In other cases
there is a division of educational authority between national
and provincial /state levels of government. Contra! in this kind
of structure commonly originates at the provincial level, al-
though national bodies have. ascended to power in recent dec-
ades. Lastly. :,ome systems have major private sectors'as well as
public one

Planning is shaped accordingly, taking place where the pri-
mary coordinating power is located. This means that plar.ning
may be nation,,! and unitary, as in Sweden; national and plural,
as in France: essentially provincial as in Canada; or even exten-
sively fragmented, as in the United, States. In the United States
we have a mixture of autonomous private control, State control,
and now :even some Federal control in the form of various
routes cif departmental and bureaucratic funding.
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The major components of this topic are those studies
Which I best illuminate the -.itnilarities and differences among. .

the basic organtiations forms of various countries; and 2.) show
directly. or suggest indirectly how the primary structures shape
planning. The volumes annotated review Hie Lifecti:eness of re-
cent trends and reforms in higher edfication among various
nations. They also examine how such .factors as market behavior.
politic:II climate, and the distributiOn of power affect higher
education planning.

(;rowig understanding of other national structures can
give fresh perspective tin our own planning problems. capabili-
ties. and limitations. Broad studies of national '.ysteins are more
uscfu than those ut narrow and >pecific educational plans.
Moreover. the' iew studies of specific plans that are available
generally lack contextual detail' and a cOmpal:ative framework.
lherefore ut the selectionS art national-systeni studies-in
A, hid% 6Lffining is discussed in the context of basic organizStion.

CONIPARATIVE PLANNING SYSTEMS

30.781
12 Systems of Higher Education: (, Decisive Issues. Clark Kerr.
John I) Iiiirton R. (lark. Brian NlacArttr.r. and I ImvarLI
1< Iii)%ken. I NI pp. i International Council for FLIticational
1)l.elopittent York I.

II:i, hn)t,, pet] .1, part iii the studs t,t nallonal systems of
111....her 12 L-ountries .:arried out between 197'5, and 1977,by
the International ( for 1.ducational pe,elopment Following reports

ogland. Wes: lict many .1iwtLle11.1'olani.1, ('anada. LJ States,
\ lopan. I halland. AuNtialia. and .1rati. the present volume was

.1, a topi...11 ,.dunie that would acro,s and stinunartie, the
ltittcreilt authors compare national systems

,!..11.1. II lath Kerr). planning and management
11 \idiot) 1 ..-oorifination litatiirt It Clarkl..flosibilit and intio

ttitul I Briar' \ Wm; ema,tirement, efficione Illo,vard It

(Clark Kern. )11,,,,..111. Ind :11".to.e

\Wien and (lark arc thii one, most relesant to
plonniii,. iit several dichiitonne, monolithic or
plarohoo. parrs minors 4.1" ltruoorcs,

)peil. \ fCre111.:!i

td
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observed in the planning and management of higher education sy stems.

After discussing the structures found in each ci,untr. he concludes that
nowhere among the 12 countries has planning "been particularly. out-
standing in the since 1945. Clark places the 1_ countries in tour
types of national educational structure. according to degree L11111. y of

control and form. and suggests tour basic pathways 01 coordination the
bureaucratic. the political. the professional. ihe market. Hr concludes
that coordination is effected every where by market interaction as wel! as
state authority. and by senior professors as well as state officials. and than
the task ',f planning is to understand the contribution of each of the maim
forms of coordination and to encourage a fruitful balance among them.

3:0/78-2
Academic Power:. P:'tterns of Authorit) in Seven National
Systems of Higher Education;. John H. Van de Graaff. Burtoil
R. Clark. l)orotea Furth. Dietrich Goldschmidt. and l)onald
Wheeler. 117 pp. (Praeger. New York).

This book. a l roduct of early work doncin the Higher l'lucatio:i
Research Group at 'vale. analy/es how sower is distributed within
national sy stems of higher education of West Germany. Italy . France.
Sweden. England. f'i'tted States. and pan Six levels of organi/ation are
n!ainfied: the lowest operating unit ( department or chair): the inter-
mediate campus unit (faculty . school, college): the university or indepen.
dent college as a whole. the multi- campus university or college s!. stem;
the state level: and the national level. Authority in different areas of
decision-II:al:mg. such as personnel and finance, is located by level. and
n:.tional patterns of authority structure are identified. e.g.. a European
mode that nas concentrated power historically at the bottom In the C. 'ir
and at the top in the NImistry with weak campus administration. and MI
American mode in winch trustee and administrative authority have pro.
duced relatively strung campus-level integration. Nanning has been weak
historically in all seven 'national syste s. but has emerged as a s; rung
force in Sweden in the last decade due to the small siie of the country . its
cuh..ral homogeneity. and the planning capabili:y that has been patiently
bu,:1 in other sectors of government during the last t.uir decades.

The authors conclude that recent reforms in higher education (up to
19 :5) have prim :+rib. stre,igthened the powers of central and higher levels
of organi/ation. 1,1 two concluding chapters. Goldschnudt discusses unique
features of ti: national patterns and probes the effects of recent trchas
and reform.. and Clark develops a set of perspectn:s and concepts that
can heir guide future cross-national research in the administrnoti and
governanx of higher ed.ication
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3:0/78.3
Systems of Higher Education: France, Alain '.3ienaymE, 144 pp.
(International COuncil for Educ:itional Development, New
Yc .1().

Prepared with the financial support and coopetatior of the French
government. this report was par, of th.! 12-coui..ry study of national
systems of higher education earned out between 1975 and 1977 by the
International Council for Educational Development. Only a handful of
pages I pp. 24-41) hear Jirectly on planning, yet the report merits our
attention. Among the large nations I Western Europe, France is the
planning state; it has attempted to organize highe. education as a national
-.,.stein fur a .:entur a a half since t'le days of Napoleon-- and it has
used a ministry of education to uo -9. Reportedly rational as well as
modern, the French should he able to plan higher education within a
leinoeratic state, if anyone can.

But what do we find? (I) Various grandes Miles -an elite sector
separate from the uti.versities have been sponsored by different minis-
tries, making actual cuntrol dispersed and overall coordination extremely
difficult. According to the author, major reforms since the crisis of 1968.
including the separtion of higher education from the old ministry into
a ministry of its own, have "in no way" dealt with the ingrained dispersal
of control. 12) "France," the author observes, "is also subject to the
rule usually noted in countries which have a minister of higher education:
the millions of pupils and parents in elementary and secondary schools
and the hundreds of thousands of employees and teachers give the minister
of education a political weight which provides fin: primary end secondary
schools with a decisive advantage over the universities." (3) Planning is
hogged down in a struggle. for power between central officials and uni-.
versay personnel and students. The plans of central staff are almost auto-
matically resisted, compromised, and severely attenuated, as in the case
of new regulations for reorganizing cotirses of Study. passed in 1976, that
were intended to reduce graduate unemployment and -.ke the univer-
sities more relevant to the job market. The new regulations had the effect
of provoking "unexpected hostility from a combined force of teachers and
students" which led to at !east month-long strikes in over 50 universities,
the worst trouble since the great crisis of 1968. (4) While post-I 968
reforms have proclaimed greater autonomy for the universities, Bienaym6

-notes that "we can advance with some confidence the hypothesis that the
real power of the central administratiol; [over the universities] has been
strengthened. and within it. that Of the director of financial affairs."
(5) Public and political respect for the ainiersities is at low ebb and the
universities are "pervaded by a feeling of gloom."

There is little th,t planners themselves can do to control the flow of
events, despite the established powers and competencies of central govern.
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ment. The politics of university state relations basically determine what is
done.

3:0/784
Systems of Higher Education: Canada, Edward Sheffield,
Duncan D. Campbell, Jeffrey Holmes, B.B. Kymlicka. and
James H. White law. 219 pp. (International Council for Edu-
cational Development. New York).

This is .another of the 12 studies of national systems of higher edu-
cation carriei out by investigators in their home countries bc'ween 1975
and 1977 as part of a general study organized by the International Council
for Educational Development. Since Canada's "system" is fragmented into
10 provincial systems, the Canadian study is organized in four chapters
prepared by different experts and devoted to the Atlantic provinces
(Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick), Quebec. Ontario, and the Western provinces (Manitoba. Saskatch-
ewz.n. Nlberta, and British Columbia). with introductr y and concluding
chapters by Edward Sheffield. Planning at provincial and regional levels is
discussed in each of the chapters.

Sheffield makes clear the extent to which the Canadians have re-
versed the trend- toward the domination of education by the national
government (so evident elsewhere in the world and found in Canada
during the quartercentury of direct federal aid to higher education betweei.
1951 and 1976). Federal aid is now quite indirect: Canada has entered
"an era of provincial systems." The "state of federal-provincial relations"
is the key. making the central government much less influencial in higher
education than its potential power would suggest. At the provincial
level. the organization of higher education varies considerably. Quebec and
Alb.!rta being "most characterized by the planning process." In Sheffield's
summary iudgment, "planning for higher education in Canada is in-
adequate .t all levels institutional, provincial, national. Such information
systems as exist tend Co be both coir?lex and burdensome. Projections.
e.g., of enrollment, are undertaker, spasmodically lather than regularly.
Too much planning is for the local scene and the immediate future.
He conch. les. however. that decentralization has enabled Canadian higher
education to he responsive to regional needs. and, in spite of structural
shortcomings, the overall enterprise "serves Canada tolerably well."

3:0/78.5
Systems of Higher Education. Sweden. Rune Premfors and
Bertil Ostergen. 208 pp. (International Council for Educational
Development. New York).
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This study. prepared with the support of the Swedish National
Board of Universities and Colleges, was part of the I 2-country study of
national systems of higher education carried out between 1975 and 1977
by the International Council for Educational Development. The report is
organized into three topics: design and goals of the Swedish system, with
chapters on 61ckgound, structure, and goals; management of the system,
with chapters on planning. administration. and autonomy; and effective.
[less. with chapters on social effectiveness, innovative effectiveness, and
efficiency.

Of all the systems in Western Europe, Sweden's small, nationally-
unified system of higher education has perhaps undergone the greatest
amount of change s.:ve 1960 especially planned change. Sweden has
long been oriented to democratic planning; the term planning. the authors
point outims positive connotations; and government bureaus have evolved
a planning capacity over some decades. Ministerial planning is very closely
linked to budgetary work and to the political process. Deep-probing and
future-oriented policy analyses 15 largely delegated to ad hoc comrnissiens
and to central agencies tIna operate at a second level beneath the cabinet
ministries. Numerous commissions. specific or comprehensive, have
appeared in the field of education, and they have "adhered to a tradition
in educational policy-making in Sweden tot a I close relationship between
educational planners and educational research.- In the case of the famous

t) commission which covered all post-secondary education, almost
200 experts Were involved in its work during its existence between l%8
and 1974. The specific agency responsible for higher education, recently
retrained as the National Board of University and Colleges, is staffed by
civil servants and operates much as do parts of the national ministry of
education in other countries. Its work involves "rolling planning." a con-
tinuously renewed and revised planning for the ensuing three or five years.
With all this going on at the top of the system. the authors note that
"there has until recently been few things to plan on the part of institu-
tions central regulations have been too tight to permit the kind of
decision-making competence which makes local planning meaningful.-

In comparative perspective, the most notable point in this useful
study is the authors emphasis on the growing control of bureaucrats. poli-
ticians. and outside interest groups. In contrast to the influence of aca
demics Highlevel civil servants 1Lede become i..ore influential in more
areas of decision-making; politicians enter the decision-making bodies
increasingly at regional and local as well as national lesels; and. strikingly.
organized interest groups. especially those of labor and business. are
increasingly included through formal representatLn in decisionmaking
bodies a form of democratic corporatism. Corporatism is becoming the
Swedish version of lay control. Thus. planning is increasingly carried out in
the context of intersecting bureaucratic. political, and corporatist relations.
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3:0/78-6

Systems of Higher Education: Australia. Bruce Williams. 93 pp.
(International Council_ for Educational Development. New
York).

This study, by the Vice-Chancellor (chief officer) of the University
of Sydney. was part of the 12country study of national systems of
higher education carried out between 1975 and 1977 by the International
Council for Educational Development. The report is organized into five
topics. the design of the ustralian system; its objectives; federal and
state influences: planning and management: and effectiveness. The author
describes ti.e division of "tertiary education" in Australia into three
sectors: universities. colleges of advanced education (teachers colleges
that have become comprehensive). and colleges of technical and further
education and the division of powers between the national (Common-
..-..ealth) government and the six states. Constitutionally and historically.
control has rested wit) the states. but .on the basis of the power.to make
financial grants to the states, the Commonwealth government has greatly
increased its role. In 1977 it contributed SO percent of the budget.

The author's review of the growth of system planning at state
and national levels indicates (a) considerable variation at the state level,
(b) a great amount of change occurring in recent years at the national
level. and (c) a current picture of unsettled arrangements. In contrast
to continental Europe and the United States, Australia uses commissions
abundantly. in system planning and coordination. borrowing this mode
from the University Grants Committee in Great Britain. In Australia,
commissions came into existence at the national level for all three sectors
of tertiary education. arid hoards designed to play a similar buffer role
between government and institutions were also created at the state level
for the first two sectors. The planning process has become intricate.
involving political and bureaucratic officials at two levels of government.
he members and staffs of the many commissions, and the institutional

representatives. The effort to clear up confusiOn and to provide over
arching coordination led in 1977 to a new Tertiary Education Commission
at the national with the former national commissions of the three
sectors redesignated as subordinate councils.

In a short chapter on "Planning and Management'' (pp. .68),
this study makes a number of interesting points on Australian planning:
the use of rolling triennial programming: the distinction between a real
plan and a financial plan: and the systematic visitation of commissions
to institutions. Most interesting in comparative perspective are the larger
traditions and sulk tures of government and education that have fathered
the procedures. given them meaning. and made them effective. The author
describes one arrangement between the Universities Commission and the
universities as "an informal soh .al contract, which depends on a process
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of m. tct discussions and mutual trust that the small number of universities
and the institutional arrangements made possible." He notes also that
Australia has "an open form of planning that [has( depended for its
continued success on committees of inquiry to consider major issues
and the publication of reports." The institutions typically feel that
they are under a "form of iterative planning in which they are closely
involved." The Australia framework for planning is one of relatively
small-scale organization, close contact among interested parties, and
a tradition that independent inquiry by special committee will precede
major ministerial decisions.

3:0/78.7
Systems of Higher Education: Japan, Kaisuya Narita. 142 pp.
international Council for Educational Development. New

York).
Katsuya Narita. a director of research in the Japanese National

Institute for Educational Research. prepared this report sponsored by
the Japanese government and part of the I 2-country study of nationil
sy;toms of higher education carried out between 1975 and 1977 by the
International Council for Educational Development. Three major sections
are devoted to the historical background and present structure of the
Japanese system, its government and management (including policies
for planning), and its effectiveness.

The author presents many difficulties of planning in the Japanese
system. The system is large and diverse, with private as well as puL;ic
institutions. municipally-supported as well as nationally-supported in-
stitutions, and community and 4-year colleges as well as universities.
Whereas the United States moved into mass higher education largely
by expanding the public sectors, Japan did so by expanding the private
sector. Seventy-five percent of the institutions are now private d en-
compass 77 percent of the students. Narita says flatly: "The rapid devel-
opment of mass higher education, in modern Japan would not have been
possible without the private sector." The ,public sector, dominated by
the Universities of Tokyo and Kyoto. has bee,, selective and rigid; mod-
eled upon the European mode of Chair (instead of Department) or-
ganization, it has been devoted to the ideals and standards of the re-
search university. Private institutions, on the other hand, became the
dynamic element in expansion by operating in a market of high con-
sumer demarrd.

The author discusses the efforts of Japanese authorities since the
late 1960's to plan and control the general direction of change in this
massive syst An, and particularly to raise standards in the private sector.
With tf.ese ^nds in view, various major committees have been at work
to devise a nai,onal master plan: governmental organs have been reorgan-
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ized and major laws enacted, the most important of which provide in-
creasing governmental subsidies for private institutions toward a target
of 50 percent of operating costs. With the increased governmental aid
has come guidelines and rules on what these institutions can and cannot
do. Interestingly, the author points out that the government has estab-
lished three broad planning categories: objectives that must be **achieved
as governmental obligations ;" those that should be "induced by the
government." and those that should be "initiated freely."

The author maintains that the result. of recent efforts to increase
planned coordination are still. unclear. These results have been piecemeal
and incremental, rather than global. Institutional initiation and imitation
have remained more powerful than centrally-controlled change. Institu-
tions know that their reputations depend on fidelity to certain tradi-
tional course arrangements and standards. "Here lies the main reason
behind the uniformity and rigidity in curricular structure which is charac-
teristic of the Japanese system of higher education."

3:0/77.1
Systems of digher Education: United Kingdom,Tony Becher,
Jack Embling and Maurice Kogan, 158 pp. (International
Council for Educational Development, New York).

This important book. written by three eminent British authorities,
was prepared as part of the 12-country study of national systems of
higher education carried out between 1975 and 1977 by the International.
Council for Educational Development. The British study is organized
in three major parts: the structure and purpose of the British system
of hig) education; the government and management of the syste:n;
and the system's effectiveness.

The authors cogently locate planning within the context of the
elaborate and subtle structure of British higher education. They note
that central departments of education in England and Wales, Scotland,
and Northern Ireland arc engaged in "a complex set of relationships" with
the universities and colleges "which ultimately add up to a planning func-
tion exercised nationally." The drift of power, especially since the mid-
1960's. has been upward toward central bodies with the central govern-
ment asserting "its rights to determine higher education policy in response
to short-term economic planning administered by the centre:: government
departments within the Treasury network."

Of special note has been the changing role of the University Grant
Committee (UGC) which from its creation in 1920 to the mid-I960's
stood as a free, relatively.autonomous body between the Treasury and
the universities. The UGC had provided the world with a model of how
academics serving on a 'uffer" commission could take the government's
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money without coming under regulation by the government's officials.
In the last decade. however, the L'GC has been formally placed under
the Department of Education and Science (DES). The authors note
that the UGC ,low "has to tallow the plaiming fr.. :nework established
by the DES, and point to specific avenues along which the DES and
the UGC between them have increasingly developed planning norms
and iegulations. The DES makes known' national objectives and funding
to the l'GC. the UGC then must allocate funds to the universities, de
erdirni "which institutions shalt he preterred above another for tir building
up ot a school. taculty in department. and at what cost." Capital grants
are .Ith:LII "It is mainly through the control of capital grants that the
Comiuttee is able to influence the pattern iii development of the umver
silt s% stern as .1 whole .

N 'tine that there is some current politkal interest in Britain in
bonging all institutions of higher education under a single management
s) stem. the authors c \press concern about the possible losses brought
about ,entrallidnon .1- hey note that an academic st stem operates
n "the pfinc:ple tit pit:serving the initiatives of its prime academic ele-
ments, whether these he scl..)ols ttl strili!,., course learns. or conventional
su'ie_t &pawl' the structure is actually a loose network of small

L!a::; built around a niaketable specialty. Therefore. they
rt malres more sense to develop a "craft cooperative- approach

.i..t.ournabilits rather than to continue "with the in;,:omfortable business
,rs me to use the 'large corporation analogue in a situation where the

ode!. .0 :he suble...t ma:ter. or hiqh, ihf.e to be seriously distorted to
.ir,eve tr,me all

3 0'77 .?
Innovations :ilia Innovation Processes in Higher Education,
11-,irt)r() Berg Ind 1ertil Ostcrgren. 157 pp. (National Board of
I 'ilivers.!ties and ollcg.:s. Stockholm, Sweden).

Its 1 transLtion of the third of tour reports" it ,:omlucted between 1074 and 11)77
hs the .i :hi the Swedish litilVersities, an ottice
re,112.tvr:ut I')" as the N would Board ot Universities
and ( otort,. studs was intended -as clinical examination.
..rietired th or slystun,.liwis 111 governan;:e, planning.
and ortarii..ati..:1 or tvith pin:Ft' emphasis on two
criteria. namek le.:tiericv., innov.qi, )1) eapabil.ty. This partiLlilai
report tin ipti,'%-it in rv, .) :pet. la! Ntudie- a brletlyreVieWed
questionnaire .rod gtnip of seven case
studies .ii Litt..r ,:onimising most of the
book Illy .tttimpt ' In a theoretical
t:arnework diaw ine p.ntr....drull. rift tip: theory of Kurt Lewin.
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t ,I11 the AlIes1101111311e study, the .111111 11s conclude that institu-
tions were le.,s hkely it iuttiate innto...ations themselves %lien they had
a long-standing dependency 1..011 .:urerwr authorities. They suggest :111

Imerse relation hi:iv:evil Ce1111,11 01111101 tallt1 planning) anti innovatise
capability in the operating units. Muni the ease studies the Swedish
investigatiir JIotie against the uma: preoe,:tipation ,iitio.ation re-

sear,.:h. with .1,1 .iiiipting fu t'NtAhlISII A geneial theoly. 111110VA11011.

111eV lee eplanatory model, as dependent on the ,..liaiacter
the intim-won and that of the system. the 111:1111 ffl0pernes 0t the system
that shotild be ',lobed are inim.bership structure, ideology. technology.
organ:rational sulk lure. and relations to the outside world. In this regaid,
the maintain, universitic possess properties %Ouch diminguish them from
other 0...initiations or ir.\.ti-ple. the most important membership groups
,onsist ttt teach%irs .11141 researchets or:ram/cr.+ in subsystems a,:ctirding.

%,.11}1 ,.,,tliperen,e and professional identity noted in the ma
thyh! 11 di,;:plIne, ihls pit,p,rty attects ideology, organuational Ntrtic
lure. and .Iii other prtmar% ,.ilaracteristics.

the 'Wilms also take useful distinction between inne..ations
are conststent i.,..1111 rite s'. tem :iv:teeing with its existing main

properties and those ia..hich are d1'..'rgent from !h.; system. Th..iy then
that Yviletea. ilinoattot: res:ar,:liers generally regard the 111114 ...t

I nn pro,xss as 11110111:111011 pro,..ess, they should i1htiii2
rtoperk tegard It a, a ii4)litical pro,..ess, especially' where innovations
111.erzing tioni the sy stem ate ..iin,ortied.

ibis ecellent brief r;:r,,f I IS .1 1.`,M)(1 example 1/1 The important
International Ssvedish lest:an:hers Afe making to the under-
standii.g iit edo,.ation ilieir findings :intl peispectives provide
important Insights lilt) the ionipieaties :ind unique features of CySICIIIS
of tidier et111,:ation and rite limits of central planning. Much opinion in
Sv..eden has re,:ently swung in favor ot de,:entkalvation. in part because
centiaiistri ha, .at7"A-ed obstructing the diversity, tlexibility., and
intioarive et M.'117jI becomint; more And Mine ne,:essary.
I1 implemented. the Swedish effort Ill deliberate decentralization wth be
an ep.iinnent lit rilanning for unplanned change.

30 773
Power in Italy: lime:Hier:RN and ()Iigareliv in a \.-

clonal Universio. System. Burton R. (lark. 2(15 pp. ilt.iitir:ity
1)1 Clitk:ago Press.

/t..N the it V. ;),cwt: Is exch.:heti ri a 11.1
711.1111P.:: in :I snide IIINTINI1011,11 101111. the na

t!,)Tal it.! !114ict rho 2,ntrid of a single The :11111IsIr%

1:;. har'L'Ir lest:1111es Tile 11.110.1r.

:(/
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lifilVersIfles over t:1011 .Cuturfes identities the universities themselves
and their la...trines. and poses the problem of system.makine. ChAptei;
2 and 3 set torth the relatively veak bureaucratic means of coordillarlou
that have developed. Jilt! the relatively strong oligarchical means of link
age And dominance. vdrich have given senior professors great p,,tve, na
non:tilt .1. welt is lliplo revlev.., the fujignian

Chuffs s1110.7 19(10 ft) it:101111 their system. Chapter 5 reasserts
the con, ..:pt of the guild is ;I W.1., of understanding the nature and strength
of personal and collegial authority in acadeintc sv,tellt, Iii inant

the author the high degree to which planning is shaped
ht the JCide..111C .111t: polltleJI context in which it take; place. A central-
wed st stern ostensibly integrated by a national ministry might he assumed
to have the ,..ip.Litt torn' and implement plans. dui this capacity iv
weak u, Italy I he Ac..derlik. oligat%lis do not want a soparate class of

plAnneis. the 7,,,e,.irtive I, %veal: lilt comparison io 1-m11,e ../
tl [tilted States. It eviiiiplei and oilers %veal.; political support for
planning. And the !iiire.iikra.y itselt is relatively mediocre in initiati%e
And Alit!. III tii!s st:11111,2 p;Jrining 1, ditfuse. located discreetlt in do.erse

hodies Au. in a tei. .ses. dime he ,..entral ..oinnuf tees Jirl
demi,: oligarch, ({Lange Ahout incrementally, and largely tly point-
Lai .ktion rather than mandate or protesstonal control.
:entrahied formal stiii.Jure paovides no assurance that planners will
h.. able pit their trade the authors elev... the stihtriklure ut as:a

life. ro.)ted ni the way :lie IIU.. rsitics and tat:trines ale olgaillied.
undoubtedly has ,.teat momentit.% and itillti,mce ill detelminin,... what is
done in Ital.% as %%ell .1, In :Hilly ttfl,f ties

3 0.77 4
The l'olities of Higher 1...(Itication in Brazil. Jerry Ilaar. .22 pp.
(Praeger. New York )

set ion ,.\ :inane the tormation of
re.;ardirg to higher education in from

to %.%ht and when policy chat' ge developed.
and the indn.tduals and group; With a population of over 100
Intlittot And the t;t1h Lugo'. geogi.iplitc \tie among the nation, ot the
world. Itraill has intense!), pins u'd In,)dernt/Atitm mulct an "atithoii-
tarian recline .11h! N11:11 .1 late (11 e,ununnc
heLlInne the :11,,st pwAerimn rution in Simtli Amenca. liraill his tiled ti)
implement planning m 11101e1 tin the legulation of
entry into institutions.ind the :low of graduates into the !oh anarket. An
motion...rian regime Is it t11111.111y in A strong position to plan policies.
expeditiously ..Ind t.. see that the, ife :allied out

11.1.1!s 11:111114 1, drift III:11M F11.111111112. ILI, n it 1,..T!
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In searh ot appropriate theoretical understanding, he turned to "dis-
pirited increment., Ism," a t:leor,' worked out by Charles E. Lindblom,
an American political economist. as the best way of explaining the Brazi-
lian case fliis thews holds that policies which are feasible politically
are usually only incrementally or marginally different from existing poli-
cies ay.: that th- policy process is normally quite disjointed as various
parties move in and out of the action. Haar applied "the eight stages

di ,anted incrementalist!'" to his findings in the Brazilian structure
and determined that seven of the eight stages applied. &spite the great
differences in imvernmental structure between Brazil and the United
States. (II ices even under a centralized military government "were
made at the MarS2111 ,)1 the status quo: only incremental changes were
planned and operant rnalved." In tact. due to the heavy weight of tradi-
tion in higher edut.ation. nolicy limitation in this sector was "even less
inclined to deviate trout the status quo.'' The varit:ty of policy alternatives
that timid ht realistically considered was restricted considerably by the
"nature, strut:Rue, vitalit, and response capabilities.' of the entrenched
btirearicras.:. The central thtteience between Brazil and the United States
leearilm4 the i mdblom theirs is the relative integration of analysis and
tr.-MI.11km in compared to the wa!, it is fragmented throughout
Am..rican sccic:j. And the author concludes that "lie rejection of dis
tointedness analsis and evaluation' is a precarious course of action.
For the ahsence of independent sou'ces to analyze, evaluate, and criticize
1..sues. prohlems. and can often result in a homogenized and sterile
assessment ot Pitfalls and danger', at tunes cannot be anticipated:
and Irmo...mon. e\pertmentation. and sound contingency planning can
not proceed

3.0'775
"University Au torminv Versus Government Control: The Nlexi-
can ("ase." Daniel C. Levy, 565 pp. (Unpublished Ph.D. disserta-
tion. l'inveiNit.- of North Carolina, Chapel 11111).

Recent literature on educational policy-making indicates a cross
national trend greater s.r.overnment control of universities. This
stud% hi..ises on the degree of control in Mexico. a country normally
studied scientits as :1 case of authoritarian rule. Levy, a

sciont1st, studies forms ot co/md. Economic control
is meastited acsordr. to such factors as the use of allocations as an
instrument 'it sot 1'111 1110 ant:Mph of the government to impo.se
tuition-loan sehenty. ihromth an in-depth analysis of the financial bar-
gain:tie. ptot.esses as well ,is .1 '..1:1ely tit statistical tests, the author shows
;muted '!iet.ts .i; coeinirienr financing on universit,, autonomy. Admiru

,.,[117,1 1s ..'onsiilereil in terms :1 ills ht ealfurs as the pow!..1-to
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-111P"Int tire :eJ,,r, 'he let ritors.0 altegtity tit the campus. and th: degree
It al. tieCti.)111

he . luthnr !Inds al that inSt II littl Mal alliOnimy h tar stionger
nt \levo) OLIN ninvhili slip; ,sed, and not In keeping with the strong
hierar..litLal control suilgested hr the broad label ut authoittattantsin.
I he ....o..ernmen an.1 universit liae est ibltslied a rodits vivendi based
on mutual lep,.tidence the g"vernment concentrates tat mote on sails-
t der:lands than on imposing its wishes. Hence. in the authors tudg-

?tient .1 re._oriciliation" model tar hettm- approximates Mexican govern.
relations than i aothoritarian model. hattnine IS attectc.1

stitue,:t to the established putters ot the tiniersities. the
ioaditie% and 'nutted ...trabilities ,+1 governmental bureaus. and the cvet-
whelming ot Lontiniiing budget.," .ointimments Inoe,
thol 1 he cLorioni\ ot Mexican higher education, i.evt
make,. .1 tesr,,11,..' Ti . de1:1.1111.11. .111th il,11i1leS 1)1.11111111g It)
In...te:::etItal Mar,. 14.00s141II.

3 0 71.3

nit)igui and Choice in Organitati(ms. Janie; Nlarch and
Johan I' ( Ytscil -11), pp I niver;itetiorlaget. liergen Nor%viy).

I lirttli..:11 .erireen ,liarters. the authors interweave lively and petit.
tratitie thinretical disoission with casestut.1% repiuts by ten ainlims
;t1,1,1.1we theinsekes uiI deciston.making in Norwegian. I/anish. alld

...,111,..idon I he book is devoted laiget.., lit deLsitotin.

.111114oHi tsvo ease studlis eoncentrate
pro...sses Ilse theoretical tdea, that dominate the hook

.Ift` :14 ,1 INCtlii Ith stern and institutional levels tit organi
/.01,11

r/t tas...tnating analysis of how a
naiionai sr stem mie Ade till the location of the countlys thud

how a shit t 111 tie C.)1111I1>': gencial
1.1'.10N, 0A.If CII11/11,1SIN .1! rt.' 2.1mlial developtmmt, changed buleaucratic

at:untus, tor locating tire medical school m one
III it ,t .11!..thc! IL:re N.1, .t ,:tottirlex ct Inflection ht.:P.t..t.To t.t"t .1.11

Taw. Anti imal utte. The anthill notes that "an
.it appl% 'lig the t1;i111.1ge-C.ill model lot James

\I if it it ,"1 en,ompassing social structure... ..eetn.;
to H. !!. 1! !hi intet.&sts of power gioups involved are of rou.2.1ilt

.,,wertul :Met ur moup can clean up a earl .see
in Ingliet education 1.; that power is dlitusej

,:ontn.htites theoretical at;.!timnts that klraw
neat traditton:

-1'
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and toward. complicated I/ncepts that ate more aproapnate for higher
education. where. in the language of March and his associates. organi
cations "deal with ambiguity goals that are unclear, technologies that
are imperfectly anderstood, histories that are difficult to interpret, and
participant, who wander in and out. Although awlf often un,:lear, the
nook presents .1 powt'ttill revisionist argument that is currently under
debate by decision-making theorists. It is a valuable theoretical statement

1/1.11111els and admuustrators in higher education.

3.070
Bureaucracy and National Planning: A Sociological Case Study
in Mexico, tiuy Benceniste. 141 pp. ( Praeger. Nem. York).

liemernste. now Pro lessor of Education at the Linversitv Ur
California at Berke lev , has had extensive planning experience In Mexico
and other 0111111I les arid written extensively on economic develop-
meat. planning. Ind the emer.ang role in the expert advisor. In this case

he explores the minimal plannin of education in Mexico while
at:emptine, t.entanve answers to such broad questions as: "Where, when
,:ad how du planners .h.:Crle the power necessary for the implementation
of the plans they elaborate' What ate the limits on this power and, there.
tore, W1..11 are the limitations of ally planning exercise?- Ile considers all
levels of education, while :Ot:using on the processes rather than the con-

s _: ;71.111111110

!he. .111lho1 ..:111,111 les that they Is 111 Mexiso and elsewhere a wide
,lissnepanct between the prevadmg theoretical concepts of planning and
the processes which actually take place. The pro:ss is mheready point-
sal. invoking the acsumulatton and use of pc..ver. 1-.tiling t.. .recognite
this. the normal pustule of impartial. rafional action on the part of plan-
ners m Mexico , as inappropriate- "the conventional ideology of planning
tta, dvsfunctional to the ongoing p!osess. The tact that planners
were not expested to he or.:,aniting coalition, of implementers made their
own sea:Jr tot a tormula that had a chance of being implemented that
mot 1, more dittrcuit Successtul .11i:inning is heavily dependent tin the
-exchanees- in tyIn..h plan participate. i.e., those transactions neces-
in, to hruld ...insensus l'i'd elicit the cooperation of ..,ine of the future
implementers .'sitar exchanv.es are 0/A11110111y done among telatively
small _bill's e \ pert' and leaders, hence the process involved is riot
in itself a particularl% democratic one The intended bc:ieticianes are
commonly lett lit. and often. in,,In peiceiving this tact, become deeply
.on,erne,1 that tire', also narns.pate ri a process winch affNts their lives
Itern.erns., interprets both the . tench and Nlexic:in student rev Its of
lJto+. Hrte: protest. it eash country. in part a reaction o; these bene
tisLirie '1 plantntie. pro, esses. which did not allow 'lit:m.11inch of a 7.-tnee.

J. )
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Thus, his final i:onclusion: "If we want planning to f-c a tool of social
transIortnation that limits the need for violence an ' ine erosionof e 'ing
institutions. then . . we need to per.eive 1,1e political weight
poterifial beneficiaries whose lives are to he affected by planning, and
we need to invite these groups into the planning process

3.0/66
Planning for Education in Pakistan: A Personal Case Study,
Adam Curie. 208 (Harvard University Press. Cambridge. Mass).

As described b Plnly II. Coombs in his foreword, the author of
this stu ly "gives us what might he described as a personally conducted
psychic tour of a developing country 'by a technicai ":sistanix expert.''
,Wan. Curie "both emphasizes the crucial role of e patriate advisers
and nt:; them down to ;lie.- his purpose in the hook is to shed light
on the position and difficulties of Itreigal advisors Milli discussing the
problems of edusatio it planning in Pakistan. Ile begins wit' . chapter
on the "dubious role- of tf.e adviser. then turns to four cl trms on
educati r d planning in Pakistan, and concludes with low brief chapters
that take lip the role to. !acation in development and otter person:1i
ictlefions on his planning experiences.

The result is an uniquely fascinating account of the many diffi-
culties of the role of the educational planner in the context of national
planninif in .r developmg society . One of the extremely unsatisfactory
aspects of being a short-tern: adviser. Curie comments. is that: "It is
much_ taSICT to construct a plan than to atipletnen, one. It is not usually
difficult in a country as poor as Pakistan to realize v.hat needs to he
done. It is incredihly hard, on the other hand2to do if Curie was one
of the first experts in any field of planning to sues:, in this trud1960's
book, that "the planner is not lust someone who sits spinning out plans
for others to put into operation. Ile has, or should have. a continuing
concern for 'ACIr ItlipkIllOntallk,11." And -1,:e thiniirs which make a plan
either easy on hard to imp.ement are functions of structure5,
of the consnf ions and procedures of the field involved, of the currett't
political otilati t, of the personalities or men in key positions These
are matters 1.i.114.1. can only he learneI :he hard by experience.-

10:59
_British Universities and the State. Robert O. Berdahl. 229 pp.

I I. mvers:ty of California Press. Berkeley 1. Reprint Edition,
197" t Arno Press, New York).

Robert 0. lierdalo. hou on British higher education. re-

prinn:.! ut I'1 has been .vidoh, ocoginied the classic study t.. the

1-t
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British University Grants Committee (UGC). The volume remains 1:ighly
relevant to the problem of relations between the universities and govern-
:rent w other .)notes .1N Welt as (;reat Britain. Part one of the study'
trace, 111 five Jiapters the historical evdlution of universitystate relations
in Britain, Rolf the hegmnings of Oxford and Cambridge to the years
Wilk-sng Wolk! War 11. Particulaily interesting are the conditions of
university weakness after World War I that helped lead to the establish-
ment of the UGC, the gradual transition to an overall state policy for
universities daring the next twenty years (1919-1939), and the emergence
of "positive state leavicisiitp w the period following World,War U. Part
two. organited :opically, !s devoted to constitutional. administrative.
and pohtleal aspects of the state., dealings with the univerSities. m order

determine whether university autonomy i4as been affected by state
:Know.

Berdafl concludes that al the end ut the 1950s university autonomy
had sir vr.ed rem...kably well, due largely to the UGC. Given the univer-

reiative poverty ind the state's need for vital tescurces, "no other
system owl.' have done v. hat the present system has accomplished--
namely integtated untvet..ity operation, into the framewoc11 of national
planning without damaging the essential attributes of university auto-
nmy.- 'lte author thinks twit at least the general principles of the
1:Gstyle linkage between state :aid university are exportable. e.g,.,
that "di,: execution ot the subsidized policies should be entirely tree
l:orn the :lose state Ntip,:r% iNlon which normally accompanies grants of
public hinds.- The UGC represents national planning by re'pon-
\Wit: acadentic notahles.

At the tune the b %..as published, the UGC snN occupied a
unique place at B:itish government as a relatively autonomous unit that

sc:unny r:ceiveil tunds directly trona.the Treasury Department.
Berdahl noted three that !hinted the demands of the state
fur accountahilii. TIIc !hit was a high degree of twist and infonwilny
made possible by a "common outlook of government and university
leaders' they had gone to Oxford and ambildge together. The second
was state tirianLial ,tahihtl there seemed to he enough money to go
awund The tlind was the absencc of par. san ,:ontroversy about the
unr.ersities polttical parties. uncle .t gr011ps, the general
were not yen. nte:est...il But these conditions began to cliane in the
misi1((oo's, as twaw.ini tightened. controvinsy developed. and hust
and nitounality :.1111C midi:, severe sitain. Sate control has grown con.
srderahi%. Berdalirs ai:dv etc Itty lo.etold hits posstbility.. In addition
to snecatv mg the three above co.nlitions, he noted the possibility of grow-
alg rigidity if all universities are heavily dependent on a single source. and
observed that the G(' had ..:Kquirekt a formidable/w/o:tic/4v ha power
which and he abused in less happy tunes,-
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Demography

Stephen P. Dresch

ff.ffff_Tff.g.ffff.ff_g_g_r_g_gff
The evolving demovraphic environment has protol...)d and

critical impact on higher education and thus on the design of
education policy and planning. First. demographic phenomena
directly and indirectly determine and influence social de 'ands
on higher education. Second, the structure and perfornuotce of
colleges and universities reflect to a high degree responses of the
education system to these social demands, responses which thus
are :ndirectly conditioned by the demographic environment.

Changes in the size am.] composition of population directly
influence social demands oil and for higher education. Perhaps
even more importantly, such changes in demographic structure
may themselves induce alterations in the behavior patterns of
individuals and groups. These indirect effects on higher educa-
tion must be traced through those other social institutions (e.g.,
the family and the labor market), to learn how higher education
may more effectively interact with these sectors.

Social Demand. Most analyses of dt.inographic influences
'n social demand have emphasized direct effects, e.g.. the effect
of changing age cohort size on enrollment. Indirect effects, as
those exerted through the consequences of declining fertility

47
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rates on female labor force participation and educational be-
havior. or thioogh the impact of declining birth rates on de-
mands for pediatricians and teachers, have only recently begun
to he examined in any detail. The selections in this area neces-
sarily overlap in substance with those included under other
topics (e.g.. Economics, Work and Edu,:ation). However. the
fundamental prinCiple of selection differs. Primary emphasis
for inclusion in this section is on the transmission of demo-
graphic influences. 'Mts. for example, general studies of the
determinants of demands for different educational classes of
labor are not included, but studies focusing specifically on the
LionsetFienLes of demographic change for labor market Cemands
for the Ingidy cincited are included.

Social . demands on higher education are broader than
simply their effects on eitrollments. A brief section on demo-
graphiL: aspects of nonenrollment demands (e.g.. research.
service provision), is also included.

Sectoral and Institutional Structure and PerfonLance.
De'aographic influence on sectoral and institutional structure

a .d performance is multifaceted and pervasive. Current insti-
rational configurations and practices have evolved over more
than a 1. n tury of virtually uninterrupted growth, growth which
was, to a significant extent. demographically driven. The con-
sequences of reduced- and nr ''unsteady'' growth are thus rela-
tively unknown. The entries selected on sectoral and institutional
structure and performance, emphasize the changing ,irternal
demography of faculties (the most growth-dependent f:wet of
the structure and performance issue) and th.;: implications
of the d.nnogriphic environmen1 for sectoral -efficiency and
planning.

'.)me issues span the domains of both social demabd and
sectoral and institutional structure and oerformance. This is
true. for example. of stud.es of the consequences of the chang-
ing demographic ....omposition of enrollment for different cla

inst :talons. ka:hc.r than tieing included in a third section.
these intersecting stud; are L.!-.ssified according to their pre-

inmant
..ntortunatel no ;...c :rid or comprehensive treatments of

the suhlect of demog7aphy and higher education appear to LS kt.

4
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SOCIAL IAMAND POP' 'LA rION SIZE. COMPOSITION. GROWTH 4:1.2
AND MIGRATION

TOPIC ORGANIZATION
4: Demography

1.0 Social Demand
1.1 General
1.2 Population Size, Composition, Growth and

Migration
1.3 Participation Rates and Enrollment .

2.0 Sectoral and Institutional Structure and Performance
2.1 Demogniphic Structure of Faculties
2.2 *Sectoral Efficiency anal Planning

1.0 SOCIAL DEMAND
1.1 General

4:1.1/76
The Demographic Context of Educational Policy Planning,
Peter A. Morrison, 32 pp. (Aspen Institute for Humanistic
Studies, New York).

This study provides a comprehensive and comprehensible review,
assessing (I) current fertility patterns and trends. and (2) implications of
changing fertility for the :Tx' structure of the U.S. population. The implica-
tions of trends in feLiale lab:u force participation. the sibling squeeze.-
migration. md metropolitan contr ion, and racial separation are also
reviewed.

1.2 Population Size, Composition. Growth and Migration

4:1.2/A
Current Population Reports. U.S. Bureau of the Census (U.S.
(4)..-...rninent Printing (4flice. Washington, D.C.).

The multifaceted series of the Current Population Reports constitutes
an indispensable source of current and historical information on. and pro-
jectpuis of. the size. cmnposition. geographic distribution. characteristics.
and 4;ehavior of the U.S. population. Them: reports are based principally
on the Current Population Survey (CPS). a monthly survey initialed in
I')40 and currently consisting of approximately 55.000 households. The
substantive corner:. of the CPS varies atom month to month but is gen-
erally constant across years. thus providing for consi,tency in data over
time. The introductory text of each report summarizes tb: data and
xplauls technical terms and concepts to the layman.

The important series (tit purposes of educational planning are:
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Series P-20. Population Characteristics This se:es covers a wide
range o: topics fertility, school enrollment and educational attainment.
and more general socioeconomic profiles of ihe population.

Series P-25. Populauon±stunates and Projections: In a !Jition to
providing intercensal estimates of the popul .,aop at the national. regional.
State and county levels. thal series reports oil domestic migration patterns
as revealed by the decennial censuses and presents population pme,:tions.

Series 1'4,0. Consumer Inomte. Detailed information on houselhild,
family and individual income and earnings, in relation to other socioeco-
nomic and demographk characteristics. is ptovided at the nation:;1 and
regional levels.

Particularly Important reports within these sinks which arc relevant
to higher education are abstracted below. An asterisk indicates a title
winch usually 'appears annually.

Series P-20. Population (7raracteristics
No. 321, -Scht»1 1nrollment Social and Economic Characteris-
tics of Students: October 1,r77,- (issued March 197S). This series of
annual repo. ts Col which only a summary. Advance Report is avail-
able for 19'7) provides detailed information on Bic school and
college enrollment status of the population l',,tween the ages of 3
and 34 years. Data are reported by age. sex, race and ethnicity
white. black. Spanish. and Mexican). and fin persons not enrolled.

by high school completion status. butcher breakdowns are provided
1)% !necropolis (central, city 'non-central, citylnon-metropolitan
residenc- 1. by level of schooling. (glade or year of college. public;
private institutional control, toil. part-ume attendance), prim year
attendancl.; status and educational attainment, marital status, edika
urinal attainment of tanuly lie and family income. Because of

,:onstraints. geographic disaggregation, when provided.
IN limited to the 4-1.21win level. In addition to detailed data 'for the
current year, V.:111111.1t) statistic\ for the peceding 10 years are also
included.
No 209."Colleee Plans of 1111;1 School Seniors. October 1,/75,-
I is\ued November .ollege plains of high school seniors arc
reported h age. sex. race and ethnicity.. region, metropolitan non.
Tuetiopolican resideckc. ,olleve attendance status of !oliet .

meinbeis, LIMO. ItIolite..11111 anamment al l occup,r-
lion of 1.11.111 (:caul The M11.11 serious deficiency of those data.
apait flout rather untorninate delays in their release, is that no
att,..inpt has been made to assess the degree to which plans made in
1. !ober of thc ,ernor year of high school predict actual

entry Ilse: an.0 sr. %%ouid have been possible. m prukir'e. given
the desini of the CPS Ia. 111,.,:tvoeti below each tannly is in the

I
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sample for tour consecutive months, is removed for eight months
and is then included for another tour months).
'No, 314, "Educational Attainment in the United States. March
1977 and 1976, (issued December 1977). Distributions over years
of school completed by persons 14 years old and over are reported
by age, sex, race and ethnicity, marital status and relationship to
household head, and educational afiainment of spouse. In addition
to national data, more aggregative information is provided by region,
the 15 largest States, and Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
'No. _;24. "Population Profile of the United States: 1977," (issued
April l978). A summary presentation of information provided in
more detail in other issues of the s.urrent population reports or com-
piled from other sources, this report provides a general picture of the
socnx:conornic and demographic characteristics of the population,
with sections covering (I) population growth, (2) social character -
istics, (3) population distribution, (4) employment, (5) income,
and (n) race and Spanish origin. This source is useful for a broad
Assessunt Of population changes relevant to college enrollment.

315, "Trends in ('luldspacing: June 1975," (issued February
1978). Thus report provides a detailed assessment of changes in
Add ,pacing over tune and in relation to the birth and marriage
p_tterns of women. This provides important information in the

context 0, tindunts relating college 'attendance to order of birth
.Ind .1:WS of siblings.

No 320. "(,eographical Mobility.: March 1075 to March 1977,"
(issued February 1978). Interregional and metropolitan migration
rates are provided by socmcconomic and demographic character-
!stk.... Related reports covering different periods include No. 305
11975-'6) and No. 285 (1970.75).

Series P-25. Population Estimates and Projections
No -23. "Sta'eand Local Agencies Preparing Population Estimates
and Prole..non. Stoves of 1075-76,- (issued June 1978). Be.ause

mtercensal population estimates and p-,Jections produced
the Bureau ,,t the Census are at the national or regional

State. local. and regional planning agencies must in general be relied
upon to! more 1,callied data. This report identifies 474 agencies

Ina make protections these agencies is identified, and the

uver.ice and methods employed Are indicated. These methods
are described in detail m Ni. nhi, described below.
No n40. "Fsfirnates Ut Ihe Population of Stales with Components
it Change 1,9-i) to 10-5." 1p.stieil November 197n). 'sing estimates

of the population in and 197i and the March 1977 Current
Popu:ation . this repot! movnies letailei. information on
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household socioeconomic characteristics and income. Date are pre-
sented at the national and regional levels.

Series P40. Consumer Income
Nos. 110-113, "Money ! ncome and Poverty Status in 1975 of Fami-
lies and Perstms in the United States and the __Region. by Divi-
sions and States (Spring 1976 Survey of Incomeand Education)."
(No. 110, Noit.east, March 1978; No. 111, North Central. April
1975, No. 112, tlit )978. No. 113. West , July 19781. This is
the most detailed source of intercensal intormation available on the
incomes of families and individuals at the State level. These data are
derived from a specia. Survey of Income and Education conducted
in the !ate Spring of 1976. with coverage of approximately 150.000
ho:!, :holds. Data arc otherwise comparable to those available from
the annual current Population Survey.
No. 92, "Annual Mean !ncume, Lifetime .neome. and Educational
Attainment of Men in the United States, for Selected Years. 1956 to
197.- (issue March 197.0_ Income by age and lifetime income
under alternaove assumptions concerning discount an rates
of productivity increate are presented for seven educational attain-
ment groups (from less than eight years of elementary school through
rive or more ye:.: of college). Estimates are made for all males and
fir !-1111-tinie, unyi.:.; v. or: :rs.

Series P-2!....1)ecial Studies
. "..,facteristies of American Children and Youth: 1976."

(, I978) special report (Pawing on both Census
ether data, this volume provides a comprehensive por-

t- under the age of 24. with historical data znd
..s discuss po:mlatior, growth and distribution.
status and %vitt! arrangements. fertility. mm tali!" and

a111:, tor_e and eti,,,loyment status. income and poverty
nd ernne (victuals and offenders).

1.3 . ,n Rates and Enrollment
t::! ...lug two volumes provide broad statistical coverage of

,spects ot. higher t.' anon. They are accordingly nembeted
am- annotate under Topic r 5: Planning Issues, Theory. Reference
(Sec ; A 2 and 15.1.1. A .5). Certain demographic components
are de,cr:o..d nelow.

Digest of Education Statistics. National ('enter for Education
Statistic; 11 :lovrnment Printing Office. Washington. D.C.).

nu. i> :Olt:111t presen::: I statistics on enrollment,
degree; .s..nh. and fin....

t')



SECToRAL AND iNSTITVTIONAL STRICTURE 4:2.1
AND PERFORMANCE:

Proj'e,4!:ons of Education Statistics, National Center for Educa-
tion (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington.

Ui anna it series, each edition projects enrollment. degrees, faculty,
exp. :. :itures and student chaige 10 years into the future. Projections

?rend demographic. given independent (Census) projections
o. partk.tilar population, educational participation rates are projected
a- :ding to past trends, resulting in enrollment projections.

0 SECTORAL 1 ND iNSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE AND
P ER FORNL4 NI..

2.1 Demogran Structure of Faculties
Allan "' ...atter4s d,m'initive work described below is a primary

fur a number of topics within this bibliography, viz.,
Work and Education, and Demography. The volume is

. r, stated .ult. numbered under Topic 22: Work and 1:duca
. . O "01 'Portion, of the work disc assed here deal with the

characteristics of faculty.

Phi). s and the academic Labor Market, Allan M. Canter.
r;, .e(;raw-Ilill Book ('o., New York).

.111c central 17,1,15.11 O. Cal tier , analysis of the academic labor market
is that tile ,eructed for :..iculty is 4 derived demand fan a capital good.
dependent un eniullinent, and that even a decline in the rate of enrollment
crowd' will unply an absolute de -line in the demand for new faculty.
h.. his 1..44 mittopail011 of a Ph D. surplus rested not on a decline in

the site of :he ...olleccace cohort but father on a substantial decline in its
rate oI .1i is in the late 1(1604s. the inure recent emergence of an ab-:o-
lute ue:bne ul births, :hen. implies a inure severe and more prolonged
de ..riora!1..)ri in the .icadeink. labor market.

Carik. develop, a series of ever inure refined models of ( I) the
demand to: new faculty taking into account. for instance, induced
chances in cradtiate enr,.iment, changes in the rate of gross inflow (out-

,emir, i'acult from I to) nonakaderinc employment. and changes
ul uir doe retirement rates as the faculty age distribution shifts

!:erne. and (2) 'he ettects of labor market conditions on graduate
en:n. and ..1ecrec completion rates. 1. hese models were developed

oi .1 rutin.... w WI should he hiLrhly conpr:liensible to the noneconuinist.
Ca.t'..!' 4erh!ral ..nchision a funtimnentally pessimistic: tumor

tl urenlogs w low, in some years negative. throughout the
I'L `N1t' .. Iii : cud:Lite entry and persistence rates will decline.
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faculty opening.; may absorb as few as 3 percent of new doctorates in the
1981-85 period. He further concludes that graduate enrollment; may
decline by more than 20 percent between the late 1970's and mid- 1980's,
and salaries in academe can be anticipated to decline significantly relative
to wages and salaries in other sectors.

2.2 Sectoral Efficiency and Planning
4:2:7175

"Numerical Models for Faculty Planning," David S. P. Hopkins
and Arthur Bienenstock, New Directions for Institutional Re-
search No. 6, pp. 2347.

This paper develops a closed model of the demographic structure of
faculty, explicitly identifying the effects of institutN.Qa1 policies relating
to promotion/retention of junior f:-,ctilty and the retb4(ment of senior
faculty. The eff..cts of alternative policies in the face of a .t.al,ionary total
faculty site are assessed, focusing on the proportion of the faculty that is
tenured and the proportion of faculty over age 45. Benchmark data on the
Stanford University faculty was used in the analysis.

5.1



Economics

Stephen A. Hoenack

...95.ff ifififif _ff J7 _9- if if

The economics of higher education is concerned with the
efficient use of resources and with the equity of financing
and student access. Economists address issues of efficiency
and equity through analysis of two sets of behavioral questions:
I ) how students, faculty, institutions and public and private
funders are influenced by market prices and other incentives:
and 2) what is the economic impact of higher education on
students and the corresponding monetary and nen-monetary
returns to higher education as an investment.

Much of the economic analysis of higher education can
be u:eful in planning because economists emphasize the effects
of variables controlled by policy on the behavior studied.
Economic analysis also can provide information about the rela-
tive desirability of exercising, control over these variables at
the Federa;, State, and less centralized levels of responsibility,
e.g.. institutions, students, donors, faculty, and purchasers of
research.

In this bibliography, literature dealing with the econoiaics
of higher education has been placed in live categories. Three
deal with ,he effects of incentives on student behavior, faculty
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and institutions, and higher education's funders. The fourth
and fifth categories deal with the economic impacts of higher
education on students and the incidence of benefits and costs
of educational subsidies.

Existing research has studied some topics in more detail
than others, and the policy significance of relatively neglected
topics can be high. Fc:r example, wItik a substantial amount of
work has been done on the response of enrollments to prices
(tuition', much less research has been performed on the effects
of intra-Institutional incentives, such as on faculty behavior.
This unevenness of research attention may be simply because
data are mol-7- readily available for some topics than others, a

correctable situation. Therefore, topic importance as well as
the quantity of research has been considered in selecting en-
tries. Another criterion used was the quality of methodology
employed; consequently, where methodotOgy is critical, some
selected entries may deal with elementary and secondary
education as well as higlier education. In the cases in which
there is a large body of existing: studies (e.g., demand for
higher education), useful survey articles are included. Ref-
erences to additional literature are also cited %%thin the ap-
propriate annotations. In several cases, a single rJererice en-
compasses more than one of the defined categories. They are
entered in the category of primary importance and other cate-
gories covered are noted at the end of the annotation.

Incentives and Student Behavior. Student choices among
institutions and careers are influenced by the prices of educa-
tional services and by the wages and working conditions deter-
mined in labor markets. A significant amount of research has
been done in this area, although many important questions
remain unanswered. The entries within this subtopic are divided
according to their attention to the effects of prices of educa-
tion:il services, or on the effects of labor market variables on
student behavior. (See also Topic 22: Work and Education,
Subtopic 8).

Incentives and Facility and Institutions. The clienteles
that institutions choose and the workloads that faculties take
on are influenced y at least three kinds of incentives: inzen-
tives within institutions, (whether intended or not); incentives
resulting from competition among institutions for students,
faculty. an research suppoit; and incentives determined by
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the lumling policies of p. blic and private funders. This sub-

topic reviews the scant literature in this relatively neglected
area of the economics of higher education. Interactions betwc:n
institutions and students, measures of existing incentives on
faculty and in altering incentives on faculty and institu-
tions are considered in separate subtopics.

Incentives and Public and Private Funders. Of t-sariicular
interest in this also relatively nybglectd area is the analysis of
how public and private (donor, student and institutional)
tundra influence each others' support efforts. Mutual deter-
mination of public and private funding' and donor behavior
in relation to tax policy are described in separate subtopics.

Economic Impacts of Higher Lducation on Students.
Many studies have attempted to measure the economic impact
of higher education on students. including aggregative returns
and more specific measures such as differential impacts of
attendance at alter%itive kinds of institutions. (See also Topic
22: W.' ork and Education. Subtonic 3 ). However, a number of
theoretical and statistical problems made the causal ini,rpre-
Litton of warty of these measures .unhiguous. Fortunately,
there have been some re....nt methodological advances in this
area. including the use of data on twins to control for influences
of genetics and family background when estimating effects of
education on earnings.

Inciclence of Ilen,,fits and Costs of Educational Subsidies.
This subtonic. closely related to the one on economic impacts,
includes hotl., the pioneering studies which developed the
measures use.;. ,ind more recent theoretical work designed
to eval...ate the inter-generation:1 benefits and costs of sub-
sidis.

.. number ot. the studies in this bibliography may have sub-
stantial value to policymakers and planners who ate willing to
be,:oine suiticiently informed to make their own conceptual
and methodological iud.c.ments. :Ake most parts of econom.cs.
the economics of higher edu.:ation is in a state of e metho-
dological change. For this reason. the usefulness a, of
the economics of higher education depends on tie p cy-
maker's undestandim! of the undrlym4 con:eptua: ,roblems
.,nil tic i rival is gars.

Ski
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TOPIC ORGANIZATION

5: Econornks

1.0 Incentives and Student Behavior
1.1 Effects of Prices of Educational Services
1.2 Effects of Labor Market Variables

2.0 Incentives and Faculty and Institutions
2.1 Interactions Between Institutions and Students
2.2 Measures of Existing Incentives on Faculty
2.3 Issues in Altering Incentives on Faculty and

Institutions

3.0 Incentives and Public and Private Funders
3.1 Interactions Between Public and Private ..unding
3.2 Tax Policy and Donor Behavior

4.0 Economic Impact of Iligher Education on Students

5.0 Incidence of Ben,:fits and Costs of Educational Subsidies

1.0 INCENTIVES AND SfiUUENT BEHAVIOR
1.1- Effects of Prices o dafcational Services

5:1 1(77

Demand for Higher Education in the United States: A Critical
Review of the Empiiical Literature, David I Weinschrott, Re-
port R2 I R and Corporation. Santa Monica.

fins report is a thoughtful methodological evaluation of existing
stashes on :he demand for higher education in the United States. The
author also provides a discussiun of the policy issues that demand studies
base addressed. The evaluated studies are those of Barnes. et al.; Bishop.
Corraiiiii, et 1.. Felunain and Iloenack: Ilocriack: Hoenack and Weiler:
Kohn. NI:nisi:1 and NIuidel, and Rattner and Miller. The author devotes
the mutau section of his report to the explanation and criteria for his
evaluatton it each study. The ,:riteria incl'ide: ( 11 Treatment of higher
education .1' J ,:ons..iiiption item or iiivestment. in which theoretical
pisr:rkation of -..111.0,1es imIti,l.%1 in enrollment dein:md models is evalti-
:Ited, (21 !;,lt-etion o: the "CI: n;A: Set.- which evaluates the appropriate-
ness or ,!A:) study's specificatton of the range of collegiate choices by
staents and miles assu ptroIo made about the nature of student
choice. t Measurement of financial' aid offers, whi.h evaluates each
study's iti.ltisiun of J it for prices and financial a. I 1-ced by sampled
Judents. (a) Identiticatln to. demand:supply .elat :unships. r,hich
ate, !row each study dealt wit. the possibility that the causility Under-
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lying estimated relationships netween tuition and emulhnems are in
part institutional supply behavior rather than enrollment demand be-
nasior alone: and (5) Use of "stratified estimates." suell explores each
stuLly.s provision of separate estimates of the effects of the amount of
tuitvin or of financial aid accOrding to the academic ability or income
status of the student.

A separate section of Oh: report is devoted to an evaluation of
each demand study aecording to these five criteria. The author concludes
that future studies should Improve on existing SR Jies in the representa
Non of the "choice set" of educational options and in the measurement
of financial aid offers. The author finds that existing studies use samples
in which institutional ,upplv ))ehavior b unlikely to he confused with
enrollment demand. However. he argues ihot in the lace of proje,ted
decreases in enrollment, future research silo lid explicitly analyze in-
stitutional supply behavior. While existing studies have analyzed ditleren
tial demand behilvtor across ability and demand daises, the author states
that future studies should analyze the differential demand beha.tor of
men and women.

Other surveys of the literature on demand for high :: education
are Chapter in Ros Radner u.al Leonard i. Miller. Domini/ and Supply
tn I Higher kdricathm, N1cGraw-Hill Book Company New York:

1.1:75). which also emphasizes methodologica. ,sues :- anu Gregory
A Jackson and George 13 Weathersby. "Individual Demand for Higher
Education. A Review and Analysis of Recent binpinca!Studles."Journal
(1i 40 No. pp. o2302, which compares the
et.lis of differect studies.

5:1.1 /75

Demand and Supply in U.S. Higher Education. Roy Radner and
Leonard S. Miller. 468 Fp. (Mc(%raw-Hill Book co. New York).

This hook provides anther of valuable studies useful to both
higher education researchets end planners. The mittal section of the
nook dea with enrollment demand. Chapter, 2 is deeoteA to evaluation
of a number of evsting enroilmnt demand stud:e and along with the
Weinsehrott surve!.. is prollahl the hest such eva!. -ion available. Chtp-
ters .i.5 contain a relatively complete presentation Ladner and Miller's
well known eLonometrt stud! 5 of enrollment demand.. While the pre-
sentation is .omprehensise and discasses a nunther of' the technical issues
and data ; the authors faced. d"ferent concepts are carefully
expl.uned and the iis.;usilon is largely accessit ie to the nontechmcal
relder. flee p esentation includes two topic': not dealt with other
demand siud,:s the use of models to pros,de enrollment forecast, (Chap.
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ter 1): and the picsentation of differences in results under alternative
specifications of demand (Chapter 5)

The remainder of the book deals with supply issues: the supply of
educad manpower and the supply of educational services broadly de-
tined to include the behavior of institutions erollirg students and in
t".e hiring of faculty. Plaiii,ing Issues are emphasized. Chapters 6 and 7
present an important study of faculty-student ratios in U.S hi:dier educa-
tin. A wealth of descriptive material is presented. inc'... me sertes

of faculty - student type of institution fo; "5. Also
pi !.entad are 1%6 valtraS of :atios of graduate' care "-; .-: , faculty
plotted against undergraduate enrollments to faculty fo :ti c uus identi.
tied individual institutions. The authors ted the alternative hypotheces
for several types of institution.; 'hat increased faculty hiring either ac-
companies, or substitutes for, i.iLlaitses in 11.4.1:;ty salaries and in quality
of taculty as measured by Ph.D.'s. it is unt.lra: exactly what the results
reflect pre ten.nees of institutional faculty. economies of scale, or strength
of bargaining relationships with clienteles (including State institutions'
relatiousinps with their legislatures). Nevertheless, this is one of the first
empirical attempts to deal with institutional resource allocation behavior.

Chapter 8 gives a thorough presentation of data on the numbers of
Americans holdmg various types of degrees. Chapter 9 provides alter
natives to Allan Cartter's forecasts of the acadLmic job market for Ph.D.'s
and the sensitivity of these forecasts to each of the major assumptions
underlying them is described. Chapters 10.12 develop a dynamic :nput-
output model fw use in educational planning, and provide a Policy appii-
catioils of the model. calculations of the resource rey Irements for r.

universal 2-year college program and for a compensatory primary and
seciJndary program ale presented. The calculations are presented under
alternative assumptions about the speed with which plaris are imple-
imnted. Because of differences between the nature of faculty demanded
under these programs and "ae capacity of existing graduate programs

.s shown that these programs would ma.z.su.stantially alleviate the
.71

prohlems of excess capacity in higher education in the 1980's.

1.2 EffeL's of l_ztuir Market Variables

5:1.2/76
The Over-Educated American. Richard 13. Freeman, 218 pp.
(Academic Pres's. New York).

[his hook is likely to be useful to the higher education planner and
a,:ministrator for two purposes. First, thetauthur describes much of its
own extensive research and that of. others on the functioning of labor
market, for college-educated .rianpower. Secondly, he describes fore-

60
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casts of the state of the college job mark t t a 1990, based a oehavioral
model. The book is well - written and readily accessible to the nontechni-
cal

The hook starts with an overview of key statistics, such as real
starting salaries of various categories of college-educated manpower.
ratios Lii college-to-non-college incomes, and fractions of the labor force
represented by college graduates. lie provides evidence that the labor
market for college-educated relative to that for non-colls....-educated
manpower has declined in recent years. Chapter 2 provides some data
on the responses of students and colleges and universities to the decline.
The analytit.al approach to a model of the labor market is briefly outlined
and used to interpret the aggregative descriptive data in C....pter Z. The
forecasts are also briefly ter aentec

Subsequent chapters present information on the labor .,.arkets
107 elementary and secondary teachers, college faculty, research scientists.
engineers, physicians. lawyers. and MBA's. This material is of interes:,
both in itself and as a useful source of avadabie iesearch on each category
of tailor. The author also provides chapters on the labor markets for
college-educated blacks and women. The book is conduce- I with specu-
lative discussion on future problems that colleges and universities will face.

The author's forecasting model. briefly described in an Appendix,
has equations for (1) enrollment freshman males as a function of popu-
lation. college and non-college salaries, and lagged values of freshman
enrollments; (2) B.A. graduates as a function of lagged freshmen; and
(3) the determination of co!!:..e salaries as a function of lag,ge(i B.A.'s,
an inlex of demand. IH.n-college salaries and lagged college salaries. The
equation for the determination of college salaries is described in more
detail in the author's article, "Overinvestment in College Training?,"
Journal of Human Re:.ources, Volume 10, No. 3 (1975) pp. 287-311.
An import ;.; .t charactenstic of this model is that the flow of new collet;
graduates ad!;Ists to equilibriate the labor market for all college graduates.
This contrast, with the model provraled by Stephen P. Dresch ("Demog-
raphy, Techno'o*, and Higher Education: Toward a Formal Model of
Educational Adaptation." Journal of Political Economy. Volume 83,
No. 3 (1975) pp. 535-569 (51-4.0/75)1, in which equilibrium in the
stock market results from adjustments of th stock demands and sup-
plies tor total educated and uneducated manpower.

5:1,2/7!
The M..!rket for College-Trained Manpower: A Study in the
Econom.cs of Greer Choice, Riet..ard B. Freeman, 264 pp.
(Havard University Press, Cambridge, Mass.).

This .'ook is the single most valuable source on the econom: sof
career choice The :.athor develops two alternative models of labor markets
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for collegetrained manpower. the "cobweb" and "incomplete adjustment"
models. Both models imply that at the margin a certain number of students
make current careerrelated enrollment decisions based on current salaries.
In tne cobweb model. enrolhnents and subsequent qualified new man-
power in a fully adjust to changes in current salaries at the beginning
of a given tulle period. llowever, subsequent new manpower in the field is
equal to the amount demanded at the end of the time period, leading to an
oscillation I,1 wages and enrollments over time. In the "incomplete adjust-
ment" model. enrollments only partially adjust within the define,! tune
'IN:nod. resulting in wages that encourage further adjustment in the same
'direction in the next time period.

The author finds strung support for the applicability of the cobweb
model to the Bachelor of Science in Engineering. the field of accounting
and the MBA. The incomplete adjustment model is found to have strong
support in application to the market for doctorates. chemists, and mathe-
maticians. The ein:nrical supr .nt for both models is strong evidence in
favor of the hypothesis that education an investment. Professor Theodore
W Schuler has also argued that these findings support the hypothesis that
educated individuals tend to respond more readily than uneducated indi-
viduals to the Charfexs in opportunities represented by disequilibria nn
markets. Subsequently the author applied these models to other profes-
stuns m a number of excellent articles, including: "Labor Market Adjust-
ments in Psy )logs American Psycludngist. Volume 27, 5 (
pp 384-'6. ol Coowehs The Changing Market for Lawyers... Review
uJ Fonlinnicc and Staticticc. Volume 57. No. 2 (1975) pp. 17 I -q.."Supply
and Salary Adiustments to the Changing Science Manpower Market: Phys-
, s. 1948-1'f-73. American Economic Review, Volume 65, No. I ( :9751
pp 27.39

The hook contain, number of additional related studies. An anal -
sis of effects of stipends and starting wages on the amount of time and
competition involved in Ph.D. programs is presented. isIsei included is a
valuable analysis of institut al behavior in hiring faculty, that includes
a structural model of the labor market for faculty. A survey of student atti-
tudes and expectations about career choice is described and interpreted.
The author also the implications his re ;each has fur public

See al-o. 22.4 0/742 Iligher Education and the Labor Market, Margaret S.
Gordon. ed., o30 pp. I McGraw-llill :took Co New York).

2.0 INCENTIVES AND FACULTY AND INSTITUTIONS
2.1 InteraCions Between Institutions an ! Students
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.2.1177
An Econometric Model of the U.S. Market for Higher Educa-
tion. John M. Abow.' 134 pp. (Industrial Relations Section.
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J., Working Paper #102).

Ail important characteristic of higher education is the wide diversity
of s:olleges and universities. Previous researchers have not modeled the
nigher education market in such a way that the diversity of higher educa-
tion institutions is behaviorally determined. Abowd accomplishes this in
his pathbreakirg, study by applying a theoretical model of implicit markets
to higher education as developed by Sherwin Roscn 1"Hedonic Prices and
Innraett Markets Product Differentiation in Pure Competition," Journal
H; Political Economy. 82 (January/February 1974) pp. 34-551 Acccrding
to Abowd, "('ompetition at each point on the quality spectrum determines
the price as a function of quality the distribution of (buyers and
sellers) along the quality choices::

Ahoy., d specified an enrollment de ind distribution as the number
of enrollees who demand sc' moling at quaff' levels "less than or equal to
a given level for each positive level of quality." The enrollment supply dis-
tributton gives the number of enrollment places supplied by quality levels
Tess than or equal to a given quality level, he maintains. Both relationshies
are tUnctionaliv related to the market relationship between tuition and
quality. whi.11 "...duces th: enrodment demand distribution arid the en-

.nt astnbutuni to be coincident along the quality spectrum."
In Ahowil model. institutions' optiii141 enrollment and quality deci-

si is the supply distributions. When there is excess demand in a
.01.11,ty interval, "equilibrium in the quality different. .ted market is deter7
v:,ned by competition among students for enrollment places. Alternatively.
wh it a quality interval is sbaracterized by excess supply. competition
Deco: . among the schools tor students. This scheme is modified to permit
some i.:tioning amortg the very high quality public arid private schools.-

:he author's theoretical deve:..)ment of his model provides advances
both ih the theory of enrollment demand and of institutional supply

Ills theory does riot necessarily lequire his perhaps implausible
assumptions that institutional objective functions emanate from trustees
rather than facuoy, alternative objective functions giving more weight to
faculty research and faculty benefits could he used His model is estimated
using co,sssectio data nom eight years of the U.S. Office of Education
publications. r)p:,:are 11 Ft:nil/went and Higher Education General
InjHrmarbm Surrey. -I nese data permitted measure of the qt.ility of an
instwithqi.N Antic, gra,!nate ,:fferines wh.ch increases with revenues
(looted to instructions Also. if other activities (e.g.. research) increase,
the measure of quality increases. The mea.iure de,:reases if undergraLaiate
enrollment increases. Nevertheles:., the quality measure. a variant on
instructional expenditu.es per student. is not implied by the Rosen Model.
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See WtIliain S. Reece. "A Theoretical Frainew..rk Educadonal Output
Measurement" (unpublished manuscript I for measure of quality which Is
implied ny the Rosen Model.

The author's empirical results include histograms for enroll-
ment and quality, and estimates of marr:et relationships between tuition
and qual which were uu: pretation of the'equillimum of the
higher education market, s empirical reslIts on institutional supply axe
more useful Cam his empirical results on enrollment demand because of
the lack of information on individual -itink:its in his data has,. Differential
effects on institutional behavior of lump sum and enrollment
dies also are shown

2.2 Measures of Existing Incentives on 17;:culty

5:2 2/76
Publication, Teaching. and the Academic Reward Structure.
Howard P. Tucknian. I 22 pp. I Lexington Books. Lexington.
Mass.).

"'This hook 1, probably the h,st source from which to learn .ie state

in the in in the estimation of earnings functions for college and univer
city facillt!.. It is exceptionally wellwritten and accessible to nontechnical
reader:. Earnings functions for 'acuity usually relate level of faculty sala
rtes to variables such as publications, education and experience. Because
these functions can he estimated according to the faculty member's sex
and rate, there is an irtere,-t in using these to test hypotheses about dis-
crumnation. L'nforturiately, this iN not :r valid use of fatfulty earnings
function; for two reasons. hist. it is impossible to control for all of the
important causal influences on faculty earnings, including the gindity of
the faculty member's work and the faculty member's preferences. Secondly.
when coefficients in a f;:culty earnings function combine supply and
demand influences. the sep. -ate miluences cannot be determined.

('hap:er 2 is devoted discussion of existing research that c!early
points out the alternative approaches now taken to the specification and
estimation of fa,:ulty earnings functions. Chapter 3 provides a theory
which underlie- ne author's estimates cited in later chapters. 'Fite discus
suin include, a figure depicting the academic labor ket. There is. how-
ever. insufficicIt discussion of the implicant..:s for estimation of many
important aspen, of institutional demand and ind'vidual taculty supply
behavior. In particular, how would one control for a faculty member's
experience. options and qua!ity of research and pithlik-ons-! In regard to
institutional heli.r...or, how would one control fur po;itical het' ivior in the
determination of salaries when colleaguts evaluate one an ,ther'' flow
would ore control separi:dv for demand :did supply' influences
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Chapter 4 is devoted to issues related to using faollty earnings
rl .tons to deal with possthle discrimination. The author explains
number pos.uhle misuses 01 earnings functions in !his context. flowever,
a number in problems are not discussed. Must Important is the absence of
a di ,stun of the need for testable theory id discrimination in academia
with explicit tests of the theory. Without measures of quality. preferences
and other grir:nitarit miluerices on !acuity earnings. and the capability to
separately estatiote demand and supply influences on earnings. the aitribu-

,n unexplained diltarences lir salaries (e.g., between men and women)
to liscrimmation is suhiect to ni.nor rr. Chapter 5 thoughtfully dis

probleris a nntliCtsity ta...eS in making clitiiccsbet..ieen umf-iirm
ructures and differenfiatini, salary structures by field. Cli..Tfet 6

r'i'. number o; calcirIations or returns to the facult% membr front
p1.' is veil is the eltect of r iv:lid structures oil faculty allocation

iont.iins diseas.on of '' appropriateness of

r. i. faculty cart! igs functions will orobably he based
Watm op. 41s. I'm an applICAIoil of 11CdonIC vage equations..hen I Is I.:a:as. -11,thunc Wage Equators and Psychic liVages in

Return, r: ,;:. men( an irb)mie Review. (17 (September
p;

2.1 Issues in Aitering !neentives Faeulty and Institutions

5 7 3'76 *,

Education as an Industry, Joseph N. Froontkiii. Dean
son a11.1 Roy R.khrer. Nation:! liureau Econonii.. Re-
sear:. h, -1,19 pp I Ballinger Puhlishily.: Co., Cambridge, M-

MI.11,Is I I papers give:7 ai a 191 conferen,..,.
iron .1, MI 1111}11Ar% sponsored by the National bureau or F....mots:is:
Rcsrar,..11 the (Inc:Igo. Part 1 deals with education ' nro-
du,ri in. Fire st paper. -The Phi). Production Process- by D.Ivid
ISreneri Numip.irlit.. hi, ...:1,:rtant study of department,: hehaviti,

CrJ :ltln Ph I) s. Assuming that :! iadeinii: departments maximize
prestr.ir and that .1 .epartan:nt's pre'aiize is itithiemed by the prestirre of
the departPlents in which its Ph.D. graduates are placed, lie provides

suppint Ion the I .tlieses that acaslemic labor markets and lint
vcrsl1 htideet.10; departinen,.... budgets to enrollments
(rather than i2r.! ilatest Li..plain departmental differences in averag, tine of

litho; sirs t
In .1 .7 by Dennis I. ihigari, "Scholasty Achievement: Its 1)eter

minants uric!. 1 itect . the 1-Auk-an)n Iniustr% 2 variables measuring

65
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ette,...ts pinentlal Nit:ent, the home. and . were

9.)1 Mitt' at:tual enrollment, but al,o eal17Cr aTira;ions
and enrollment plan, the :Hula a also analyies admissions de,:tsions
,olleges,.,t41 some tit det,niiirint!, of scholasnk: at:It:ever:lent.

"(.radiation. (,radthite School Attemlalice. aiki Investment in
lege Tranune ht Lett 1, J Peri do.cribes,tudtes of college grad:tat:on a: a
tunt...on lit ariahles tia ,,tutlent. status (in4luding tune spent

'X lute 1:1 :ol.leget. ahtlitt measures for the colles.9ate student 1%ody.
,Ind ,:ltaracteristie. lit the institutiot (itteltahng k:xiwilditures per student)
on instructi nall!..)':lated aCtl%itleS "r seareli Loh! Lxtention-).
Etti,:inrs .P.teP,Ilerell IepieSent 1111tIllItil,1: II pit/du. MM LIlaV11.)i
dithi)(10,11 01Cy Iil.lt m lepre,,ent enn,linent Clematis'.

Flit. (mai ;lapel on educational prot!ut:non :s Henry NI. Levin',
-Lon :Hs lit Lull,; hiricletik.V and Filucational Production.-
.11 ....wows a number .)1 th:oretteal ptohleins iii the inte.pretation tit. es:1
ithood ;:tmeational p. JIIi II. ill tAnctitu..; such ai dit fere,.e.s
let 7:11,1tie .tift! preteien.:., p tri:,:ipants III tile eLltiCatiOnal proc!::s.
the auth.,r also niak,!:, the pail.*. :elevant lu use> iii r)roduetion

poli,...-".makirpi, that %Oki-. OW !Li:n1111S d:lier,
1,)r CUM lo lirm. and .! uniform adTtion 114

the Ind: %tn. .1110,...111%e

the ,e%.,)rid part of the ho Ivo) pare!, till Loiripeliiti.y
-L.st Pertori.:an.- i i Computet ssisteLl ItiNtruk.rion ti:! 1.1

(.1111u:1.11" rr 1)c.an 1 Jamison. et al.. evaluate;
dire: t omputer .mssisteJ sir:lett .,1.11 programs for disadvai.r..0;cd students.
..dc.,.entary init..11 14, tor Mgt'
sLhool rile :.11evettletit. ant' usnig Gnu coefli

....id other measure,. ekaluate, decry' Ili %klaj-, tl:cadkantageL:
stutie, ' stati,tica: s.iaps between thetns,:lys ani lithe :, Ihe
other rape:. Stud. ot the lelattomliip lit Instrut:tional Proeess ancl
Ptogratn Orcanita'.!t111 7o the Silk:. 1)! ('ompetHator) Education :'rot.
ect, In ( alumina. h% Ilcrbert 1 Kieslin:_ ar.plik., a piidtiction
.11)1, -.A to ekal.,aie ,..ompersatoak .6duca'iou pri.lects

Ih IT . .0 :looted y to higher
,_'otit 1, rape!, 'Donalid (or Education in the I poet!

States i Se..,aid l'1,yies, Repo! pro%Ides a large portion of time maim
of enrollment demand presented Radumer and Leonard S

Nlilter. ,1 .;n1 ur 1:threettion. New 'i irk:
NIc(;:v.v-I 1111, 1()7. 1.1 ,75 I. June (YNe"'s well-known work on
ruou,,..tivttt eu,:...tnon is pre,."ted ?rodlici..it!. I rends III

. Art filterestifisz by Robrrt NI. ()In:: and I)avtd
S F' Ilonktn, ti .ed -Instrut.tional osts of Univeraty (..)utpi.,.s- provides
an :Um:alive Methodology to higher e COSI, in V.1;),:}1

the it cost Is a 0)htirt 14 ht.:61CW. their entire c :uueers in an 111511
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tution. "Tacult% -Student Ratios in U.S Higher Edmation presents Roy.
Radners important study rrt these ratios and rotated institutional heha..ror
(Sge annotation of RadnerMiller volume.)

1 he hook concludes with a thoughtful discussion by Joseph N.
of "l'oltcy Issues in the Education Ilustry." The author

evaluates. the ...oncept rIt edu,...ational production functions and argues
"that .1 better understanding of learning theory. may contribute ?ir the
',WIWI:2 ill more realigic eduLatioria; pr,li,crion functions."

5 2 3;7d 2
Universitv. Costs and Outputs. 1)onald Ferry and Bleddyn
Davies. 27' pp Studies on LI ucation. Vol. (. (Elsevier. Amster-
dam arq Nol; York I.

Jtinut..:non hoo'i. review by Stephen A.
11.1enaLk published in the Jr titer. ! Educatiwt, Volume 49. No. 3
I97.i pp 290-29S

Ibis hook. an 'ru study of british umversitres. is the most
thoughtful cm/ink:al stud\ of production .vithin higher education to date
And iironahly su,cessful as possible m quantifying production in
higni eduLation I hl s. the reader Lau use it in part to fudge the potential

prodiictioti nitormation infwm central university decision.
making the audio!, developed straightforward economic theory of tins

piodu, non From their theory. (hey. derived both production lune-
that e press reiationsh.p. among inputs and corresponding Outputs.

and ?mu run,.tions th, e \press each output's cash unit cost, given the
Its ,)1 output and the _twice of combination of inputs used to achieve
the 'topic l'hese lelationslups take account o: the possibility that research
and in.truc.tional outputs can he produced more efficiently conjum rn
with one an,,ther I., estimate the ,..1,elficients in their cost and productionIlls ...ollected an enormous data base. Measures of inputs,'tort, And hrt liNtrtlitIolLII And !Vie:IN:II aeriVirieti were construAed
to! British imp.ersittes academic departments grouped into ,:ate-
goiles hit in irhetnatics. physical sciences. biological
s,aence, and ,...nein...ering. Nlultivariate statistical analysis was us'ed for the
estimation variety of different measures varial.les and forms of

;per ification of the cost and production functions
the a Athol., attempted to answer ;hree questions with their esti

'mated 11111 1 iris. First. are there economies of Sale. Le., when all inputs
irk re.l se pr,):11,rtionate:y. do outputs increase mole than proportion .,tely?
Second. wha: are marginal cost...is opposed to average costs, of produc-
tion in In.zhet Thir,i. when are research arid instructional
actIVIties per'orr..ekl more efficiently together than aim; Using interest-
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i.ip1fl. ih'_' .tittiI1') pii.iJi.d Li,iii.tle iiijiiiijl t)t III .

(ifl Alifi tu d ti.,rciit IcvcI t oUtput t)i tJTh Jt.L)f'. (If

!cp1tnte.t I he .1IIsveis to the Tii: :itiI third uestiiiri wer,: ifIon

lii .1tt.I.hlii! iie.itilrIe 1(1 the .114th r Citil)ltlL.tl vi k . t'.
buId ic kep: flfluil I lie tirt is the v.tliditv i the :tien:ire used tot
r:;'Llk id iiitpiii I lie I riiteil tvjil:jhilitv ot J?J tot..: . authors to

ide flea IliCs. I lie t\VL.I iiiC.I'U .!s ot iesc.iih tnitpllis uscd
c'e ((hiltS ( lTli.lL' .iit hioiii ol taLuhtv tiule spent on ese_irh. ihic

Ijt Tel Clhi! a: iiiiUt tied is J lOX iii .iUiptl(. I lit! lilt! isutes iii itsfUt!
TI()IhIt it LI? useil were LI::cis (it stu fits titti the Ieeis ot deerees.
Srtijciits iiiiii.iI teds )I .ILIaC .i.ltliTl( %Vi.!ii.! LOIitiI)hlCd h aveta2e erades
presiiiish L.lUiCil I puts .l t uied t!.tLhi ii tpilt inludcd iticastires ot
ti. iIt ;iirr i),l'iLI ii i esit t .iiie responses ti urvevs tit t.iCul.v livit

oil tI:er ;IIpUt. uJt .t TiOiiJL.t!CltllL stjtt.'hiichi wdii: jt!:ihuleil
ti 111(015 b'li)p 'fl 0 iteI .' Ithi at!LIIt i1(uts. Au tihVit,iis pruhleiti v :t
use ill istlies s th4i their ju.tIit ITiJ .11' h)t :tuiiplc. the taltU.i.! to

Ill' ii &'1llJ5 di.!soted 1) IlistiUt!tliill uihit _rette th:e
iiit: ti .111'iilli.c 1 c. it: lutes 1 s. tiC.

he se.t ilitpii till! isue Is the set iii Ilelitives whihi lull: iceed
tie heli.ivt ': lii uI ut ihseved iohlliLt!Iili tiLIIVII% :\ tiijo ii..1 tt

25 II 111112 ii!u.tIIi IC. itii:slopti s to leirit .ihut the iliost ICLittilt!. liv
It Ii.! ,pel.lu: It. It I) L itii.il 1) he .ihli. to assuitue that ohser'ed

i etds it st :Ti Il2euitivcs to he etticueuut Iii hi:ehul t!oluupeti

tLVe Illihist ilLs this .issll:iipllli ts ::P ie.ihisti. hut iii hitelier eJtittioui
Is I). stIlestltI.il)ii.! :\ CI.ItCd tIitti.i.ihi is uIii lideiltiVeS to t!IVC

1 t.11I.L t (tIC tIIpIL! thiJil to iiothi.i Call Lft!.Itt! the ipeir
inc .1 tictticten.s iii the pliduCtioli iii the other it uuuptlts Jie litit uhl

ititutiteil I: c.iht LilpiuL Inentivei tie ni )1b1V ifl.it UuittOrIfl afll(flg
ililustiles. .u:itn.t the pidliL tioti d.ut.i ti I pueselit .liVliliZ dei.,es lutithi

iltrtt:L ieut jul reljtu'.. t;Ii1)ort:tui.e 0? otItluttis. .\lthiot.ii.lu the auth 'is
l:;'eIIs.lteI it iltis bltlle:It li iiiitttiig lat.i II (jr_tI I3ii(jluis iii:,

pi.:s'.I.u:us :ee,iu.h I tO tliTl, iureiitive StilCi. lutist arv stihstaiitiil
1e tcllt.luittttt lIlsiIititIIis

'ii.e thu. itri.. .itithi "( 05: Itiuutiruus liii I iilVt!lsit'. I t!tlLhilI1t

mI Rcs.r u_I: l ':''':iijtirptal, oluune 5) (Muir i7) ri' --

2374
k..ftkiencv in Lniveru 1ier TI La Pat Papers. Keith U Ltumsden

eti .. ' pp. F Isevuer Sientuti I'uhhisluiug (u. New York).

I Iris 'ok tut.uiiis I pipers 1w well known CeuntilulISts on issues
reitted ' Cttt.ieIh Ill iiuii'eisltles, Ihit papers Ire irgaiui/ed within tour
sCLtliiis Ihe tist CL our. "I lie RoI ol the University. cotuttuilis Kennel'

(iS

Vi.
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..Irt/V 1 well known paper -flight:I education a s Filter" and Harry (l.
'ohnson's. -The rime:so y. and the Social W'elfar.e A Taxonomic F.:.er-
c, .' a thothrliraul discussion if the ecor.)mic roles of a university's
particir,ants and clientele. There are three papers in the section on "1 he
rtuveiaty A' Una In "The l'niversity ai a MIlltl-Product
1:11111," )11a1,.I. T Bea: eXpl()ITS tie 'opropriate centralization of

tine authoitty and the varit:1, uses of itll , nation for tin t-

ver.ity efficiency. -Di: the Nleasurement 01 Inputs a tputs Higher
I' 3%,..,r,It +11- 11%; (; ATC111bald and -F.ducational ProdutAloil and Inman
C Tit 11 Formation" by RI.-hard Attlyeli and Keith C. Lurnstien explores

sue, In quantilying pioduction relationships in higher education. 1 Another
relerence to this topic n D onald Verry and lileddyn Davies. Onvervit v
l',,ct% outpuN Amsterdam I:lsevier, 197615:2.3 7011.

two papets cti:.stitritL the volume's section on "New -techniques
ul l'biv rsities it. "the Cost -Fftectr..eness of the ':ew Medea m IV'
I- ItIcatt(m.- Rkflarki I ayard provides a gtitIrenctit anal. alternative
instructional techniques. Keith (;. luantitatively .malyies ,:otirse
e..aluations determinants in to nis of student characterista:s aml the impor-
tance attached by them to dateret.t aspects of courses.

'nder "Fula:It:me lrmersit.. Education" is a raper by 1Villiarn C.
Brainerd titled 'Private arid Social Risk and Return to Filth:anon." which
"analyzes the in.portanc, of access t,, perfect loan markets in a world of
certainty.' and deal with the et!eLts of uncertainty on the .ittractiverkss
of investment in education

I he remaining par,rs in this section along with Richard Attlyelr's
introductory. essay ti -cuss number of problems in using 1..arket incen-
tives within iirmeriities Attiyeli emphasiies issues in ensuring tnat basic
rt.vear,li Is prop....ly price W Redo in "A Suggestion for hicreas
mg. the iiticieney of Universities" also discusses the liming of research
1111 stIgr-gists Th.c by requit-oe students to pay extra tin "high parta.:i
patio'!" tha: involve 'wavy use of instructional time. unive: .ty
could induce students to L .his valuable fesimrt.e economically.

Paul II. Coolner pr, :ides especially important discussion of
concept or econon.a.. 'Yfticien... universities in "Fcrinornic Orkianization
in the N idein Has_ in this dis,u,sion. the author evaluate,
the potential for ,ise of the pm., "stern to improve efficiency. (Ask.e
front rirt: papers t t thus volume. .scussum of es:onontie at,1
market incentives .vithin universities include: David W. Brenernan. "Inter-
nal Pricing Within the University a Conference Report." Report P-24.
Ford Foundatior l'rograin for Research in University i1drnmistration,
lierKeley California. I`171 J l)unworth and Rupert Cook. "Budgetary
I)evulut.url av an Aid to Universii yIIITieiticy." /ither kV:hit/ion. Volume
5. \o. :970) pp. 153107. Stephen A. llotinaels. "Direct and Incentive
Planning Within a [niversity.".S.ucilt-rconotnic Manning Scien('es, Volume

tic)
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i I . \u 4 (1077)pp I" I 204..Stephen A Iluenack and Alfred L. Norman.
-1m.entives and Resin: Allocation in Universities. Journal of higher
h.-ication. Volume 45, No. i (1974) pp. 21.37; l'Achard Layard and
Rielutrd Jackman, "University Efficiency and Univ,:rsity Finance- in
NI. Parkin. ed Essays in Modern I.:eonoutis. London I.Jtigmans. Marti
Nerhive, on fuluun and the (*MIS Of Higher hducation: Prolegomena to
J (): ..eptual Framework.- in Theodore W. Schultz, ed. Investment in
1:,lucation 1 quit .1:111cienev Quandary. Journal of P meal Econ
Hies ulunie St:, No.. . Part 1111972) S17.) -S21h15:.3.72-21.

5 2.3/721
Economic Anal!, sip for Educational Planning. Karl Fox, 376
pp. (Johns Hopkins Press. Raltitrwrc. Md.).

I ho from an economic per pective optimization
::1,..tels Nx.hieli a de.nsionmaker., objectives and Ct.1 :trallItS ate quanti
tied. and actions which maximize achievement of the objectives are calcu-
i N10,t : the advances In te postwar period in the design. intcrpreta-
nu. and computation of optima, limn models are cqvered. Problems of
using op/inn/Anon models Inc 1.,scoised inure thoughtfully than in most
other ,)tote,. however. even here inadequate attention is pen to the con
texts in %%inch these ino(lels :ire unlikely to be useful. Nevertheless. the
quail:y of ea..ii chapter is superlative. In the first chapter, Karl A. Fox
pro,ide, 0.;ervieNe 01 issues in modeling bellaYtor tn nuntitarket settings.
Chapter, and by Jati K. Sengupta discuss and evaluate sever:.! types of
optunizatior models and explore issues in triterpreting optimality in I1J11
market settings. Hie author also discusses Interventton in Internally estab
Itslied markers to Jct.:eve optimality. an approach :o planning is.thus de-

..ed

Chapters 4 and 5 by I Krishna Klinger p ovide a rich discussiHn of
issues uf nuslcling hchavi.0 ill an environment of decentralized decision-
mak:ne. h an important characteristic of much of education. rite
atith..r discusse, the concept cat deLomposition in behavior models and an
apr:.cation ot this concept to educational s stems is demonstrated. Chapter
b by Set......,ta shows is Utile ent optimal solutions for altPrnat: e models
using actuai data trout an academic departtient. Iii Chapter 7 Bikas C.

ove. of the actu.,1 practice of systems analysis in
lughet education. ni..luding the uses of sninktion models to explore con-
sequences of altern.r.ve decision, In Chapter S. based on experience in
applying ootninzation models to units he has headed a, Iowa State Uni.
vet sits. Fox disetiss,.. data problems in ihiplementing these models. Ile

discusses Jr .aches he huts- used in measuring academic sivality. In
Chapter q. Fox des, rilieslOptirwanon models. Including .ne employ d for
piaamng of extension services in Iowa. and F.m's excellent and well kPown

70
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..to7k on departmental plant.mg. In a final chapter on areas of potential
application. i-ox states. -Although glarnot may attach to triode's of whole
universtnes to ' of national educational,systems, the ,uitutting approach
may prove to be most valuable at department and subdepattment

5.2.3/72-2
Inestnient in Education: The Equity-Efficiency Quandary.
Ilicodop. W. Sdiultz, ed., 2t)2 pp. Journal ',1*Ptilitica! Economy.

Vol. O. No. 3.
This tiulurne is a series of papers pre..ente.., at a 1971 Workshop at

the Cruversuy of Ch,cag sponsored by the Coninuttee on Basic Research
ul :.ducation of the National Risearch.Council. I: remains one of the most
Important sources on the economics of higher r.ducation, in large part
because of Theodore W. Schultz's intrude Jury essay. "Optimal Invest-
ment an Lolleite Instruction Equity sind Efficiency.- A portion of this
CSSal is conc.erned with interrelationships between investment in educa-
tion. econoolic giowth, and the contribution of education to allocative
etticienc:, during th, economic growth proce . Schultz presents the
by pothesis that educated individuals are more prompt in responding to
opp,u tubules tesultmg from disegmlibria, including opportunities aeated
hi,, growth, resulting in r. adjustments beneficial both the individuol
and society. Inadequate attention has been given to this important hypothe-
sis on which Schultz provides furthei just.fication in "The Value orthe
Ability to Deal With biseq.iliblia.- Journal of nomic Literature. Vol.
wile 13 (S.:plc:Tuber 19 I pp. Schultz s essay sparked an inter
estmg det,Jle within the workshy- -y makiiv an elocprent air .ient for
hugely ciimmaung subsidies for highncome students. and t rgeting that
.nd to low-income students. SchiP, argues dr.' this is a prelv'red alterna-
tive to the existing policy of providing relam

. uniform subsk:'-s both
beLause ,Cost lughinc,one students would attend anyway and
degre, to which society is w,d.ng to subsidize higher edacation, uniform
subsidies may he irinfticterit to influence the choices of many low-income
students. Anne 0. Krue::;:i responds that subsidies to the poor should he
nude-pendent it colit* attendance. and Harry G. Johnson adds that many
indivtduals Dom lowincome trackgrounds considering college :lave higher
income prospects than the saw, i dividuals who are not.

0th papers in th volume include "Time Series Changes in Personal
Income ! :quality in the [tilted States from 1939, With Projections to
19`35.- by Barry R. Chiswick and Jacob Mincer. his is a pioneering,Jitempr human ,:apital earnings function to relate changes in
income inpitialuy over li tit, to "the distribution of' age. sehuoling, em-
ployment.and rates or return. and to the iniercortelations among these

the authors found ti it -schooling, at and unemployment

71
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V.V;t: determinants of ..1,11igeS I. the mouth. distribution fur
addlt males in tine United Status between 1939 and iqn5. For a related usi.

.m.tions see buns Welch. "Black.White Dliferences iii Peturns
S, ih ..1Prrertean kotnonzu. Rerzett.. Volume h.; ( l)ecember, , 19731

pp s9.-th)7 t) pipers are inuluded on attemptstocontrol for ability
arid other vartah!_ lit estinhites of earnings flint:tams. or relationships
between inuoine, schooling arid other tarrables. "I.:dn.:at, II, Licome arid

ny /1 Ciriliches and William M. Mav in, and "barnimts Profile:
Aridity and Schooling- by John !Luise.' Recent Wor:, iiiists doubt upon
the results of these studies. See /.vi Griliehe,. "Estimat.ing the Returns to
S_ho,ihri4. Some L.:omit:a:mu Ploblems.- Econometrwa. Volta' le 45

I January I pp I 22 I S 4 1) '7 '1, and particularly. see Paul Taubman.
"Earnings. I ducation, Gen.:tics and Frivironment.7 Journal of Ilunran

II IF all Ikr'r));11. 447 461 (5:4.0:76-21.
In."1..,,i.!ity I plications of Statc Tuition Policy and Student Loans,-

Robert W liartin..ii attempts to ."illustrate the gross.effects on tuture in-
uoine :istribution of ai; Iii tuition at state institutiotis,- with and
without expanded loan programs. Samuel Ilie.vles deals with relationships
betv..een 14_1.11 s.:1.11N, ii,,,)11111.! and IlLOITIC between Fencrations iii

"Schooling Jilt.' Inekillallty Horn Generation to (.;eneratiori.- Improve-
ments in these pioneering stddies are to result Horn the recent con-
ceptual work of John Conlisk ("A Further Look at the I lansen-Weisbrod
Pechman Debate" Journal of llunzan Re.wurces, olume 12 (Spring
197-i pp 147-163 (5 5.0'771. In "bquity and the Finance of Higher Edu-
,:anoli," W Lee Hansen points iait that there is hitle evidence supporting
the argn-ient that e.ernal benefits crom educated individuals justify ,ub
sidles to high.," edia.ar.on. Hansen discusses alternative cotici.,ts of
equity inn educational tinarKe and evaluates pluposais for improving
eimity Harry (i. Johnson in "The Alternative Before Us'. provides a dB-
,h.sion of equity 'within higher ediruation in the ritext in the
society ar Urge Flnallv,.in "Some Reflections- Edward F. Dennison
tares :hat there is little empilical support for the common notion that

effi,:iimus benefits result from subsidi/mg students with high abilities.

5 2 3:64
Higher Education in the American Economy Andre Daniere.
20t) pr I Random House, New Yort:).

This nook remains the most comprehensive discussion of the paten
fist' rule of pricing iii higher education for IL purpose of "increased well
being for American s. rely at large.- It is also perhaps the best available
discussion of the. appropriate involvement of government in higher educa
thin. A measure of the quality of the booksis that authk:r were to
reviC'e It, Litchi into aci..)unt tire large quantity of empirical reseaach since

7;1
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non need fir; alt..1 nu.11 the 1,,rAv hehavtoral
ulaiv v., the alltilkil". proposal.,
toa: planner, 1:1.1 se poue...-1tott, ul o,...cupatuutal 113tIr

ixith 1:,...ittiacttql i)f the potentia1 On. tllhIni,t111)1
pt111,.!.:111.1kII ,.rhett ;roals and convtratniv ut ttle poln:y

,etrin_r Chapren, 1,1Iet ,,MipiChelINI.O: ./f prICIng if! 111..ther
i11,111d111i: the author', weli.11ovvn relattir. 14 rie,

o,t, 1.1:ving in Ow prCNcl,...'e it l()Witlev., ltl pl)th1;:i:()11.11,1conit,Ilues
;: IN .111.111./0d [he author ,:tv,...usse, major luiperteL;;orts in thy; hagher

marker rn..ltulitn..! .th,est...e ut .atormaiton and dete,:tive
ihiptc! or the tnapq prt:h1ern

t :Ne.itch partiotiaily when reveardi .dries not
"_.nertt tt HO .21 .11'111i F.i)veiriment. an,: ..vriett

;ro,h1._e,; ,vult anstruction. (11apters 7 and s
,10f1'e tii).).t!, for e)vcruntental inv'olvetnent ind .

Hatinin.2 eduvatltri to over,ottie ttoperte.rtion '..te nigher
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u INCENTILS AND PUBLIC ..ND PRIVATE FC:.:DERS
3.1 Interactions Between Politic and Priv:ite Funding

X31 76
Public .ipen(lin for Iligh:r [(location: An EittpiriCal 'feat :.)t

I wo Ilpothescs,- c hark, 1. Clot Ie I cr Finance.% Vio'.
31. 1"--1,); i.
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native of public spending- the hvI otties-, el tar eqmaxmnia nun in

which a tne,volte In10.111(in _ollege graduates is argued to relate to
a state's henetits it uhsklizine. higher edik.ation, and the hypothesis of
-fiscal illusion- in wInch measine, t y the tax situ:hire are
ar...med To relate Ti, the public's perceptions ot costs of public services. and
corcespondmgly its willingness to pay for them. Enrollments in puhlic
institutions appear m this etillanoll as a deterillInallt of public demand for
higher educatic-i. The equation for individual demand for attendance in
puhlic institutions. 1 e.. the level I it. enrollments in these institutions.
includes variables for Aver.P'.e tuition in [milli,: instoutioys and a number of
variables for the socioeconomic composition of the state and a set of
tegkmal "duilun variables Average tuition in private institutions Is nut in
this equation. and the author appalentl dues nut treat ttiltIoll in pUblk:
Illstlinttolls .Is deternlined Within the model via the variable for puhlic CX-

penditure.. Results tot the expenditure function provide modest support
for noth hypotheses. Tuition charges lit public institutions were found to
not he related to public expenditures on higher education. However, this
result could he due to treatment of tuition charges as not determined with-
in the model. or to misspecitication of the individual enrollment demand
function, r hush.

5:3.1:73
The Effect of Government Subsidies-in-Kind on Private Expen-
ditures: The Case of Higher Education. Sam PcltzmanInurnul

Athtical 1..c(momi. Vol. 81. No. pp. 1-2".
Is 3 plollee1114i attempt to provide estimates of effects of

tundm.: of higher :due:I:ion on private funding of higher education,
and vice versa. The author's theoretical discussion analyzes the behavioral
!:ects of public tuition as a stihsidy.m-kind. Empirical estimates are based
on a 2-equation cress section model which explains ;otal levels of per
capita educational and general expenditures (excluding organized research
expenditures, m each State's public and private institutions. Explanatory
variables include per capita income (governmental revenue for public msti-
tuT),.fts. petsoil.11 hit private institutions): high school gradMues
divided population. estimates of outinigranon of State residents to
attend. tt'sp,...,..11voiy. public and private institutions; and. in each equation.
the dependent vanahle iii the other equation. These latter variables were
ti,ed estimate tl.e effects it [milli,: on private funding and vi:e versa.
for example. in The equate )n for private funding. the coefficient of public
i,mbiui. provided -an estilliate of the dollar reduction in private-institution
experidi,Tue: per dollar mclease 111 expenditures at governmental institu-
ti, that this amount is about sixty cents, and in air
;tillall.11 Modified io exclu de pllhllc ftlild111!, Ut 011t-Of-stale students. the
displacement rises T., apprnximately seventy cents. The author also esti-

/
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mated equations for public and private enrollments in each State. finding
-01.1r riltht government high, i-ethication resources replace private resources
with thew iesources heist; spread over somewhat more students."

A siginticant aspe...1 it the Peltiman model is the aggregation ot
heliavtoral relationships. 'Ili: relationship to: public twitting .if highet
edus.ation aggregates student behavior and governmental subsidy hchav tor.

. the relationship tit private wilding a 2gregates behavior of stu-
dent, and private donors. An important nest step in unprovthg undet
standing it interrelationships betw een public and privale funding ot higher
education will he the development and estimation of models which treat
these relationship, epdr,:tel,

3.2 Fax Policy and Donor Behavior

5.3.2/75
Incomc Tax and Charitable Contributions: Fart ii - The

Impact of Religious. Educational and Other Organizations.-
Martin Feldstein. Van( mal lay journal. Volume 28. pp. 209-226.

SinLe donatruis to higher I:kith:MI( 1n are a major source
their tn,..orne he intluence tit eovt.brnment tin 'heSe donations forms an

Important part of ing!ier educati-ht policy. Martin i 1 study is a
pioneering attempt to estimate the ettects of income and price (1th:hiding
t.i\ dedus. t h ,harnable gtying. lk employed a set of data published
h the internal Reenue Service in 1%2 which provided itennied chainable
.ontrillutions in' adiusted income classes tor educational institu-
tions and tour other ...lasses chanties. Crifo. tunately the category for
edacational institutions includes elementary and secorldart as well as
higher education However. it is liLly that the hulk of giving in this cate-
gory is to colleges and universities. The author found that both income
al:,1 price have I uge aria statist's:ally significant effects on charitable givir.g
to ,:dus..ational institutions.

Ore data problem which Feldstein tound was the necessnY of ineas-
WIn: p:ke IS:11,2 The :11.1rg,11111 tax tate for a Joint return with
the avciae.c taxa:le m,ortne In , :ass As a result. -with a single t'ear's
,:,s.Nis sample it acgregate data, the price is related to
taxatIle audio! dealt with this problem imaginatively.. how-
:et he ;,,;IN 01.1r the',.. MX, rcinam an overestimate of the race elas.
tkitv In another ,tudv . William S. Reece employed data limit the Bureau
:t Statisti,.., Consume: h. xpendit (lie Survey and was able to obtain

variation :n the iuice va:table independen. lit the Inc,une vanahle via
tr% rates in the State of residence of the donor as well as by
nomaxable the income variable. (See -Charitable

93
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Contribuuons New Evidence on Household Behavior." American Et 0-
numri Review, to appear In Volume (19, so. I I 19791.111ns study found a
statisti,:ally insignificant effect of the pri,e variable for contributions to
educational mstoutions. However, Reece's data include households having
incomes up to S10.000; Feldstein's IRS data shows that a major portion of
giving to educational institutions ()cc.... s at higher incomes.

4.0 ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HIGHER EDUCATION ON
STUDENTS

5:4.0/77.1
"Estimating the Returns to Schooling: Some ELonometric Prob-
lems- Zvi ( ;rilichc. Eomometrica. Vol. 45, No. I. pp. 1-22.

Thus is an Important d.scussion of the possible causality underlying
estimated "earning functions." which relate earnings to years of schooling
and other Variables. The author gives particular attention to earning
as a causal influence separate from schooling and how failure to control
to: ability can lead to overt-stun:nes of the effect of schooling on earnings.
Two extreme views are ow:fined. one in which test scores may he regarded
as measures of ability, and another in which ability represents independent
causal influences such as -energy'- or -motivation." The author suggests a
middle ground where ab,iity relates to test scores and family background
variables.. structural model is proposed which includes an equation for
ability as a fl:nction of t;st scores and family background. equations for
inte.relanonships between test scores. ability ant: schooling, and an
earnings function relating earnings to scnooling and instruments for

including alternative test scores. Esl,ates of an abbreviated 'er-
skin of tins model based on data front the National Longitudinal Survey
shov somewhat smaller effect of schooling on earnings when the ability
measures arc included in the earnings equation. When the model is ex-
pandee, to !twinkle schooling as an endogenous variable, it provides sub
stantilly higher estimates of the effect of schooling on earnings.

While this study goes considerabl, beyond most others. the author
emphaSiles many unp:)rtant problems not dealt with in hie model. These
include the role of on-the-job training and experience. con, Anilli,11
tits of ichot.'hg and nonmonetary returns to schooling. On these three
topics, respectively. see Shcrwm Rosen. "Learning and Experience in the
Lahti. Nlarket.".16tirnal of Human Rese.girees, Volume 7 (Summer. 1')72)
pp. 327-3-12, Edward La/ear. -Education: Consumption or Production?"

41'nlitical EtinpMy. Volume S5 (May/June. 1977) pp. 5(19-507;
and Robert E. B. Lucas. "1 he Distribution of Job Characteristic.. Review
of Eemportics turd .Staturiec, V (November. I )74I pp. 530-540.
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uher attempt to deal wnli the omitted ratable problem is Gary Cham-
berlain. -1 ducation, locoLie and Ability Revisited.- Journal of Eono-
merru.%. V du:ne 7.4 (I c't pp. 24 I llowever. the recent work of Paul

aulNinan (See .;4.11 strongly suggests that available instrumerts for
.ind haiceriumh are unreliable.

5.4.0/77 2
"Economic; of Education: An Assessment of Recent Methodo-
logical Advances and Empirical Results. (cork. Psacharopou-
lo,. .Yoria/ Scicricr ht(orma.'iwt. Vol. 16. 3. r.ri. 351-371,

Ihr, Is .1 reci. curses of minim:al r. search on the economics of
education winch could he helpful as a first reading on the topic. Only
part ot the teNcat,h discussed h slit higher education. per se. However.
inua ot the discussion of other parts of the education sector (e.g., on
returns to ..deinentary :Ind second ry education relative to higher educa-
tiorll is likely to be ot interest to the higher education planner.

he 'tyre> Nuchmatue% Ill recent shifts in emphasis in research.
mcludiru: issues rela:ed to income distribution, (2) sociological tools rued
by econ,unte researchers. I.il inator results on the economic effects of
,choolme (without discussion of possibilities for spurious attribution of
earnings to schooling), e.g.. that "the social profitability of education is
hi ;her at the lower levels of ethic:in.'. especially in less developed coun-
tries,- "education does not :hi simply as a screening device.- and "IQ as

measwd. lit a small elf ct on earnings: (4) the author's inter -
'"''ration the policy implications. ',top the elaboration of

loin' range educational plans and concentrate on .ipecific short
vim protects." and (51 suggestions by the a, tho for likely fruitful and
untruntnl topics for future teserch

(he author concludes 'hat "research activity (should concentrate'
oil ilexilde men to tit an everchanging society.'

5 4 0'76 1
"Homan Capital Theory: A Slightly Jaundiced Survey. Mark

Jotirrhit 1:cortumtc Literaturc. Vol. I. 5, Nc. 3. pp. S27-
7;5

In me resne..ts this aincle is already outdated. floweret. it is
r,;nitNic 11. sout_e tor an evaluation ot existing research on the

:111'11.111 ,..111111,11, Inc hiding the economics of higher educa-tin I h'_ :s also a isetul survey of !msting research, Based on work
of linre autl, chaiacteri/cs t 'search on human capita! as a

irnt :t 1. ie-ear.Th with a "hard cute" and a "protective
he tormer o:nresenis rho ls a; ;ha: in
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""peoto,... sperhl li theinsei.
achl nonpevtimar.,

t..rsta:Ue hurr..in the ii'.
.21,,,, al., is mad: he!ween :h

a. but :or ti. sdke future
'he Lute: represents the particular
:It reseatch has heen done. A dis.
...tssive- research p:oaarn in wim:11

the predr,_t "novr.1 hitherto une\pected i.tcts' and a -degenetating-
hi1li -acctu..modates- :Aliatever nee. tack ''tune

i. tr,ar,:c -ndless 'ditions 'erucvcles.. !vluc It ot the author;
..nalaatr.e orgamied a. Ind these dIstin...":cons.

I h,. )r r iesearch areas of. ( I ) The demand
studt specialized fields. lie

1::.tue. !hat ins IeW.II,11 has heat d'Alle on this topi. and that
nor,11 has filled to account for instructional supply

i I he s!i;plt ot and demand for lahot naming. The author
;11.0 emtrti,1 :esea7,h :ails to -sei..-.Irate aimreciatit-n of human

t;ut.t: tittle due tr( in appreciation due
airti:r.eilien; ht. xorkers Ile ako states that it remains

!. Jioosing he:ween jobs with different
nit ratts v....th !he Ilt0It)II lit tns imitit I pr,,dlIC1r112. gt/l)(1.

qrlers and 'canting opportunities to their
!!!plovees H; i.tI 'let ! .111:1h, ied h' Sherwm Rosen: cited under
31 I ;I I he .rt private and social rates of return. The

ta!ht,! tnt, ut the taillue of human capital theory trt adequately
phi!!! dtfic:eia.c. :e!:Irtts Inc steadfast refusal to exploit these

ancinalies ir! turther n. t it triiitinl thet)11/ittg is perhaps the hest
trarli...th at v.,: ;!ar.e th. t the Inituatrcapral research program may indeed
ie arted t. 'dcecrierate. 1.1) Estimates of eainings functions. It IN

'Lit -".\ Ittrt,titm Is .1 reduced form equation and in the
etillits. ii the undeiltany simultaneous-

C It 'ye C L'I Cirelik:10IIIS of
th: ;t.1"0,11 AR `1.1s0,.1 %vitt' use by tesearchers ol

Iiity itt eartungs tunctions are also
!Mine Ott most researcher; to use lonLntudinal

a

I! c,..1lhat.s the relationship °I the scteetinic4. hypothests to
it Ile ,:omitikies that

6.: the hInuarrcapital reseatk.li program \v;'.1 never die.
ay.tv to he s.v.t11()%ket.1 up ht the fleA theory

!i,.. th..hr. hot teachers :it( ;huh:tits, emplot. cr. ;trid
:. and :ridect': all int\ cis and seller, select each othei when

ter Hti t hen inftmihrtitrn about these attriistnes
rime, the scieening by lit porliesis will he

sc, I a 1;1:11ine ponit in the -human investment ievo
n it !....11, tlh1.'' r til 1.1 a 'WOW

77::)1al:Vt1.:.c .0 Ili,. .cotivIlIlal
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5:4.0/76.2
"Earnings. Education. Genetics and Environmeut.- Paul Taub-
man. Aurnal uf Human Rvwirces, Vol. I I, No. 4. pp. 447-461.

This ,)tidy is by tar the most nnportant attempt to estimate the
et tech of schooling oil incomes. The author uses a superior data base and
with the estimates permitted by It asts doubt upon all earlier research on
this !opt.; The data include a sample of 2408 pairs of twins which permits
,;ontrol for ccrIcs and family backgrtaind. "When we regress differenees In
brothers' earnings un differences in schooling, we hold constant (by chilli-
mating) those abilities :hat are Lonlnlo to the brothers. For fraternal
twirls, we eliminate skills produced by the °minim or fanul.. sato
went. while for identical twins we eliminate common environment an,'

Rased on genetic endowments:- The sample also permitted the
to estimate the variance of eattimp attributable to the "sum and

the separate effects of genetic ench:wments and common (family I environ-
ment and the extent to which this variance is attributable to non-common
envirotimenc The a athor's estimates of earnings functions based on data
from I he .ample but without the feasible controls fit: genes and family
b 'Aground yield resuits similar to those obtainable from Census data. The
addition of proxies for family ba .1<ground similar to those used in other
studies reduces the coefficient tin schooling by about 12 percent, How-
ever. the introduction of the controls for genetics and family 1. ackground
ilemilt fed by the sample reduces the coefficient of s.:hoolin 2 by two-
:buds Iii t result casts considerable doubt upon all earlier estimates of the
effe,:ts or schooling on income

:;et: also by Paul Taubman. ''The Determinants of Earnings: genetics.
Finnic . and Other Environments. :1 Studs of White Male Twins. I»

Revrcw,V,thime i n (December I0701 pp. S58-870.

5:4 0/75 1

"Demography. Technolost... and Higher Education: Toward a

Formal Nto(Iel. of Educational .flaptation. Stephen P. 1)reseh.
.bunal of l (dittcal Ecr,n(tmv. Vol. XS. Nc. 3. pp. 5:45-569.

rhis ;limy is .1 mdpu omtotitlim to the economics of higher edt:ea
Nov tor two reason, Fust, it provid!s hails grounded in economic
theory tor the c.c.:du:mon of ;mai:demi trend forecasts o; enrollments such
as :hose provided by the National Center for Educafion Statistics and the
Carnegie Commisston on the Entire of Higher Education. Second. the
study ittovides a basis for itnderstanding the sources of nistahlivy of ecis
nrrlii Win! to higher education. and permits forecasting changes in
these retirn:. the author's model makes the sitimIttynw.assumntions that
the labor lorce and the population between the ages of and 05. referred

1.1.`c'
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to as the Active Adult Population (AAP). are identical, and that the edu-
cational composition of the AAP can be characterized by the two sate-
gone of (college) educated and (college) uneducated individuals.

A production function incorporating assumed effects over time of
te,tinical change. posits relationships between these two -ategories of
labor and aggregate output. Given the euucational composition of the

the production function determines "the current wage differential
on the basis .of relative endowments of educated and uneducated labor."
Under the assumption that the educational characteristics of c thous enter-
ing into the labor force are determined by educational wage (1.,Iferentials in
prior periods, and under assumed labor supply relationships, the relative
numbers of educated and uneducated individuals in the next entering
cohort are determined. Given assumed death and t..tirement rates. persons

iving the AAP. characterized by age and educatit, a are also deter-fined.
the model permits forecasts of the educational characteristics of tee

AAP apd corresponding wage differentials in . future period. An
importan characteristic of this model is tb-.. use of a production
function the total stock demands and ..upplies Jr educated and unedu-
cated imnpower adjust to equilibrate the labor market. This is in contrast
to Rtchaid Freem-,:,', forecasting model (See 5:1.2/76. Appendix B in
The (erdaz..::ed Arner.'an. New York: Academic Press). in which the
Clow of new, educated nial.power adjusts to equilibrate the labor market.

The author provided simulations of the actual and equilibrium
fume compositivo of the AAP and future entrants into the
AAP for each year to 2005. Differences between the actual and equilib-
rium educational compositions of the AAP can result from the lap implied
by of.educa:ed individuals into the labor force in response to pz4st

waees. However. these lag effects are considerably "magnfied by the sue-
oi expanding and contracting entering (and exiting) cohorts" based

on the age composition of the population.

Enrollment projections were derived from projected future entrants
into the AAP. The author's model suggests a &dine 01 enrollments of 33
percent over the .1970-2000 period compared with the Carnegie Commis-,
slim protections of enrollment increases of between 50 and 9(. percent.
The author recognizes tha: sonic of the difference is attributable to the
tact that the Carnegie Cot. mission projection includes assumed increases
in continuing education eniollments. However, the large disparity between
the author's projections and trend projections strongly suggests that fur-
die.r refinement on Dresch's educational adaptation model could be impor-
tant tooth in educational policy,. .ing and in guiding research on the eco-
nliiiiics of hieher ed :cation. Some aspects of this model have already been
Tefined. A revision with an "ability-related- equilibrium wage relative and
.1 ,:ostof-i2dah:ation function is presented in Dresch's, "Ability, Fertility.
and Educational Adaptations," in Volume I of Research in Population
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Economics, Julian L: Simon. Editor. Greenwich. Connecticut: JAI Press.
1977.

5:4.0/75-2

EducatiOn.Income and Human Behavior. F. Thomas _luster, ed..
438 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York).

This viilUrsne brings together papers which deal with a variety of
aspects of the economic impacts of education on students. Part One con-
tains eigh: papers dealing directly or indirectly with monetary returns to
education. In "Mental Ability and Higher Educational Attainment in the
Twentieth Century" authors Paul Taubman and Terence Wales address the
important issue of "determining the relationship between the percentage
of high school graduates entering college and their mental ability'at the
time of colleile entrance." The authors found that average ability of enter-
ing freshmen increased during the. upsurge of postwar enrollments. Jacob
Mincer's "Education. Experience and the Distribution of Earn. ings an`d.
Employment: An Overview" provides in three parts "a summary of
recently completed research on the relation between the distribution of
earnings and the distribution. of.investruents in human capital;' art exami-
nation of the effe. ,s of human capital investment on the distribution of
employ .nt," and a discussion of the effects of secular trends in edaca-
tton on .th structure and inequality of both individual and family income."

Two ers. "Education as an Investment and a Screening Device"
by Taubman an ere e Wales and "Ability and Schooling as Determi-
nant!: of Lifetime Earnings, or If You're So Smart, Why Aren't You
Rich" by John C. Hause are pioneering attempts to control for ability in
measuring the ejects of schooling on earnings. (Recent advances in con-
trolling for ability in earnings functions include those by Zvi Griliches,
"Estimating the Returns tir Schooling: Some Econometric Problems."
Econometricfr, Volume 45. No. I (1977) pp. 1.22. and Paul Taubman
"Earnings. Education. Gene-tics and Environment." Journal of Human
Resources, Volume 11. No. 4 (1976) pp. 447461.) A paper by Paul
Wachtel. "The Returns to Investment in Higher education: Another
View" takes into accou'- .college costs in evaluation cf returns to higher
education. rFor a broader treatment of ct.:lege qUality in earnings func....--
nuns. see Lewis Solnion. "The Definition of College Quality and Its
Impact on Earnings." Explorations in Economic Research, Volume 2.
No. 4 11975) pp. 537-587.) In "Education andtheAllocation of Women's
Time." Arleen Leibowitz analyzes relationship: between education and the
way women allocate their time. such'as between child care and the labor
market. Sherwin Rosen. in ,"Measuring the Obsolescence of Knowledge."
cxarnin,, the tiff etting eifects of learning and of depreciation through
obsolescence of the educational capital of an individual over his lifetime..

81
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Part Two of the volume deals with the effects of schooling other than
cash earnins. Three papers deal with effects of education on consumer
save,., and consumption behavior. These include "Edhcation and Con-
sumption" by Robert T. Michael (See also The Effect of Education on
Efficiency in Consumption. Columbia University Press. 1972. 139 pp. by
the same author); "The Relationstiip Between Schooling and Swings
Behavior: An Example of the Indirect Effects ofEducatiOn" by Lewis
C. Solmon; and -Education and the Price of Tithe. and Life-Cycle Con-
sumption" by Gilbert R. Chez. An interesing paper by lssac Ehrlich.
"On the Relation Between Education and Crime," fdfild "in contrast to
the disappointing results obtained . testing the partial effect of (the mean
nuiri,cr of schocl years completed. the population over 25) on specific
crime rates, interesting and plausible results were obtained for the partial
effects ol e .ucation on the effectivimess of law enfoicement activity
a.:ross states," In "Education and Fert ity" Robert Nlii:hael estimates re14-
tionshtps between education and family size. Altert l',eaton also contained
in "The Influences of Education and Ability on Salary and Attitudes."
estimated'lfects or schooling and measures of ability on "salary, attitudes
toward work, attitudes toward life. attitudes toward determinants on job
success. and views education.-

5:4.0/74
Higher Education' and Earnings. Paul laubman and Terence
Wales. 302 pp. I McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York).

11ns book provides estimates of relationships between earnings.
schooling and ability based on a rich longitudinal data base. Tht data
base includes records for 5,000 men who Ailunteered for service in
the U.S. Army Air Corps in 1943 and participated in follow-up surveys in
1955 and 1%9. Each record includes scores on 17 t,,sts as well as informa-

.tion on income. and occupalional and educational histories. Among alter.
native measures of ability used to estimate the et1iN2t of schooling on
L., time. the authors found that only t:le score oit a mathematical ability
test influenced income. With this measure, they found th:.t there is
app :xunately a 25 percent 'overstatement of the effect of scho sing or
income if the mitjtematical ability test score is omitted from the estimii-
rn. lautuans 'subsequent work suggests that avadabL. measures of
ability and family back.g,round do not approximate the c crucial intlu
ences. (See 5.4.0;76-2. Paul Taubman. "Earnings. Education. Genetics

.

and Ety,ironment.- Journal rj Iluman Resources. Volume .11. No. 4
I')-6) pp. 447461.1

The authors gave r ,ocular attention to tests of the "screening
edu anon can contribute, aside tram valuable skill.

lenhali either desired by employers as predictors of future perfor-
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stance or required as a means of restricting entry into occupations. An
ingenious test of this hypothesi.s, based on comparison of actual entry
with expected entry into occupations in the absence of crededtral restric-
tions, provided the ftnding, that for those with a college education. screen.
ing does contrilrute substannall:... to earnings. Calculations of private and
social rates ot return to education were 'curd to he in many cases lower
than on physical &ipital, leading the autiors to state that it appears
that society :las 4ivested too many resources in education if the supply
of savings is fixed. Further, the higher the education level (excluding law.
tiers and M.D.'s), the lower the rates. suggestitt, that the overinvestni.nt
Is :mire severe at the higher levels. Iloweve,,wE'have not incRided in irar
anals,- allowances for externahue.. or r. rnsump. lion hi:net-us which
they oelu large enough returns, ,:ould,...istify expenditures on education.
"Since we find screening to he important quantitatively. our ,:onclusit
that overinvestment to ducarlon hat- occurred has strengthened.- Sam es
of the many other results include a finding that good health contributed
S7.000 per year to .eartnn1::s in 190. and that among students attending
mrintunons within the upper fifth in measured quality, college quality
significantly influenced earnings.

This hook is extraordmarily well sr-itten and is accessible to the non-
technical reader

5.0 INCIDENCE OF BENEFITS AND COSTS OF EDUCA-
TIONAL SUBSIDIES

5.5 fi,;.
"A Further Look at the liansen-Weisbrod-Peelnarf Debate.-
John. Conlisk. Jtairnal of Human Resmirce, Vol. I 2..No. 2 pp.
! -!-1

.

One of the most significant results of tlm liaises-Weisbrod study is
the intcrist it has geiterated at the incidence of benefits and cos:s of
higher education subsidies by Income group. A number of researchers have
arr,aed, however, that calculations ofcdrrertt benefits and costs of educa-
tional subsidies by income group do not Ira: art adequate picture of the
cite,. it higher education subsidies on social mobility. The paper by John
('onhik is a malor conrihution in that it provides a formal model otanter-
Itenerational costs and benefits of higher education. ruse model includes

pianos, for 1 1) betored.rx lifetime income of a child<l's a function of his
schoolin-c. after tax and atter-tuition lifetime !v moit: of thri parent, and
,Lhooitng or the parent. and L',) schooling of the child ;rya function of
tuition. aft:ttax parental income and parental schooling. There are also

.1
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definitional equations relating taxes to before and after tax income.
governmental expenditures to taXes, and income to subsidized and unsuh-
sihzed educational expenditur,:s. The model can he solved to determine
uver generations the joint distribution of families by their before and after
tax incomes, taxes, and schooling. The author uses his model to demon-
;trate that calculations. of the current period incidence of benefits and
eats of educational sub' les by income gr , p are not reliable indicators
it the intergenerational incidence f benefits and costs of thesubsithes.

Estimates of the paramettii it Coplask's model could provide valu-
able informatioi. pit the _cis of existing subsidy systems or social
muhilitv and could permit sdnulation of the effects on social mobility of
a wide variety of alternative ,uhsid; schemes. The model would need addi..
tional theoretical work, particularly in regard to the specification of intec..
generational labor market condinons and the characteristics of the income
distribution. The 'Nor!: of Taubman with twins permits estimates of the
effects tit schooling in income. These could he incorporated into the
model, along with estimates available front several sources of the effects
of tuition on schooling by income groilp. The Nat -Zonal Longitudinal sure,
eys provide one data on matched parn child incomes, which have

already hem analyzed by Donald 0. Parsons in "Intergenerational Wealth
. Transfe.rs the Educational Decisions of Male Youth, (quarto* Jounza:

Frono, s. Vol. St) INovember.1975) pp. u03-617..

5:5.0/
Benefits. Costs, and Finance of Public Higher Education. W. Lee
Hansen an Burton A. Wvisbrod. 114 pp. (NlgrkhZun Publishing
Co.. ('hicago).

Ongmally prepared for the California Joint Committee on Higher
Education in I%7. this study, published in slightly revised form, was one
of the first and most influentia' in its iysternatic application of economic
cost-benefit analysts t.) State financing of public higher education. Although
its prinApal finding that California public Ing,her education operates as a
vehicle for redistributing resources from lower Income groups to higher
ut:orne groups has been criticized. the study cqntinues to he a highly
enticd and controversial guide to methodology among educational planners
and economic researchers, stimulating improved understariaing of the
tinancin_: of public higher education.

The first chapter dest:nhes basic issues rAited to economic analysis
of higher education, including distinctions hetwt.en efficiency and equity,
private and social benefits and costs. and institutional and non- institutional
costs. The second ..hapier presents calculations of benefits of public higher
education ('flit. rnt.t. utiong them increased indtvidia.:! 2n:!
taxes. paid The third chapter describes costs of public higher education.
fitoh to students and to the public.

ti4
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In the fourth chapter. ''Di tribution o'.' Benefits and.Costs of Public
Higher Education." the authors posit- two calculatiohs. First. they calcu-
lated present values of subsirjes and of resulting additional taxes paid.
Based on these calculations, the authors note the large benefits received
by students and by the Federal Gosernment from the State's subsidies.
Second, the authors calculated the ..i,adence of higher education subsidies
by income group via the incidence of attendance patterns by income group
at punhc institutions in the State, Tiey found that families with children
in college tended to have higher incomes that. 'ann'.ies without children in
college, and fiat the more costly public instil :Ions tended to enroll stu-
dents from farathes with relatively higher income backgrounds.

They al, , found that combined State and local taxes were regressive.
By compan.4 the incidence of taxes by income .group with subsidies
received only from higher education. the authors conclude "that the
current 7. 111)d of financing public higher.eleation leads to a sizeable
redistribution of income from lower to higher income." The authors recog-
nize the crudeness of their calculation, suggesting "frther research aimed at
improving understanding of the incidence of b.r:efits and costs of higher
education subsidies.

The latter calculation stimulated a number of important articles
ah nit the incidence of benefits and costs of higher education by 1,:come
.,coup. Joseph A. Pechman's "The Distributional Effects of Public Higher
Education in California." (Journal of Human Resources, Vol. 5, No. 3,
pp. 361-370f. argues that the correct calculation, possible with the data
used by the authors, was to:calculate directly ih, subsidies received and
taxes paid in each muome bracket. Pechman's calculations suggest the
opposite lt that net subsidies tended to he hi the lower the in-
come bracket. .

.

Joseph W McGuire provides (Journal of human Ri.sources, Vol. 11 .

No. 3, I'17b. pp. 343-3531. calculations of subsidies received and taxe
---'pa'M by income bracket and type of public institution apkailrd with

,,,,scholarship data included. He argues that only data on f. lilies without
cluldien in public institutions whose head is ofcomparab age to heads of
.tannhes with children in public institutions should he us-Zzis....klis results
support Pechman's.

-the work of Hansen anti Weisbrod !midi() stimulated interest in the
.intereenerational benefits and costs of higher education subsidies. !See
Robert W. Hartman, "Equity Implications of State Tuition Policy and
Student Loans.- Theodore W. Schultz. ed., "Investment in Education:
The EgintIfficiency Quandary." Journal of Political E(onomy. Vol. 80.
No 3. lo72 pp SI42.S171 15:2.3:72-2): and John Conlisk. "A Further
I r41f, ar the Il 0.. .11:-'.,'11)."--.17: Dchafc." Journal f 4 Iluma,, Rt.-
cources. V,,; i 2. `o .. 10-' pp. :4716315 5.0'77-111 .



Education al Communication
and Technology

James W. Brown

./7 _if .9 if

Technology has been applied in higher education in a
variety of ways. Computers. -television, electronic games,
telt:phonics. anu an array of audiovisul equipment now do the
job once accomplished solely by the professor. But with these
new forms of clissroom communication come new problems.
for neither the teaching effectiveness of these new media. nor
the extent o: their efficient use has been fully determined.

I .e of teChnoldgy in higher education involves more
than installation of media facilities. It concerns the deter-
mination of learning goals and objectives to be achieved. and
the capacity of stuck:its to achieve them. Further. faculty
*mist learn both how to use instructional media. and how to co-
ordinate their own teaching methods with available technology.

Thus; communication of .knowledge through technological
media involves a complex integration of num., aspects of pro-
grm design and implementation. aspects which have spread to
all forms of human learning. The entries chosen within this
topic empnasife the 9's/curt/tie application of the principles of
educational communication and technology the scientific ap-
proach to instructional management and planning.
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Bibliographic entries selected for use here have loco
categorized under five neadings: I ) research and theory..
12) surveys and trends studies. (3) instructionai design and
dev,..:lopment. (-t) standards and guidelines. and (5) reference.

Research and Theory. Research and theory ,ertaining
to instructional technology may he described. at least at p',..sent,
as only partially matured. Much remains to he done to lift the
field's status to a "science." 'Elie most recent significant studies
in these fields I which differ considerably from those of a few
years zz:o), are believed by many investigators to presage what
will ultimately he regarded as a revolutionary conception of
education at all levels.

Surveys and Trends .studies. Surveys and trends studies
of instructional technology applications in higher education
appear to he comprised chiefly of rather brief . ,se report;"
and syntheses of research- and opinion-based reports (as, for
example, the Carnegie Commission's I(ourth Nerolution:
bwructional /echnul : :. br llitzher Educatiwn. Nevertheless,
1;.:ether they form a nine meaningful and helpful base on

Inch to consider z...:rrent issues ar I potentials of the field.
Instructional Design and Development. Studies and posi-

tion papers pertammg to instructional des'gn and development
torn' a principal of curriculum reform. especially for
higher education. Here, emphasis is upon clear definition of
instructional learning goals. attention to learner characteristics
and to preteaching a!;:zessment of learner status. selection of sub-
wet content. insightful selection of teachingdearning activities
and resources, adequate co:'.sideration of institutional resourc s
to support curriculum activities. and continuous evaluation and
evolutionary improvement of the learning system itself.

Standards and Guidelines. Standards and guid.dines for
the design and administration of higher education instruc-
tional technology systems. although frequently in the process
of being developed through influential national organizations.
dre MII preliminarily refined. Still. enough may he discerned
from them .n their present incomplete state to predict generally
their status in the near future of higher education,

Reference. Several rs.cont publications combine to mir
access by educational plinners to reference data pertaining to
instriictional technology Ilse relative few noted here %yin .nd

.1S
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higher .education planners, particularly, in obtaining and re-
cording requi7ed data.

TOPIC ORGANIZATION

6: Educational Communication and Technology
1.0 Theory. Research and Issues
2.0 Trends
3.0 Instructional Design and Development
4.0 Standards and Guidelines
5.0 Data Sources

1.0 THEORY, RESEARCH AND ISSUES

6 :1.0/77
**The Effect of Technology on Instruction: The Literature of
the Last Twenty Years, Harold L. Schoen and Thomas C.
Hunt...I EDS Juurnal, Spring. Vol. 10, pp. 68-80.

This article, one of very few of its kind. effectivel} summarizes
research of the pa't 20 years peitain:!.g to uses and fflects u, technology
on instruction. 0f specific interest iv ;:lanners. including,thwe at the level
of higher education:. is its theme that "educational teanology has reached
Ow status or a new field which is characterized by the attempt to apply
both the products and the processes of technolog to the problems or
education.

Special a,.ention is given in the article to the research residae related
to programmed instruction. the use of behavioral objectives. individualized
instructional syste-is, and problems of nwasuring educational variables
(including validation of tests in the milieu of "normal distribution" versus
criterion-referenced. mastery learning).

The author. conclude with a number of predictions about
instructional technology: 111 the present popularity of learning
packages will decline. 12) there will he continued growth in the practice
of planning instruction around specific behavioral objectives. (3)
computerassisted fist ruction will grow in importance when its costs
decrease and when a suitable theoreti,:al base is developer' for it. (4)
continued researA and developni lit will be conducted with methods of
instruction, cnroculbm organita ' and scheduling methods. (5) drastic
changes in education are unlikel to occur soon at the public school (but
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not necessarily at the university) level. ar (6) there will be continuing
opposition to the instructional technologist's conception of "education."

A good item bibliography provides leads to further explorati(n of
these and other points raised in this review.

6:1.0'74
"Selective Review of the Results of Rc..earch on the Use of
Audiovisual Media to Teach Adults:. Peggic L. Campeau, A I'
Communication Review, Spring. Vol. 22. pp. 5-40. (Association
for Educational Communications and Technology. Washington.
D.C. V

ion study_ was, conducted under the auspices of the Council for
Cultural Cooperation of the Council of Europe: it summarizes findings
of selected experimental studies investigating the instructional
effectiveness of various technolo_Jcal (auinovisual) media for teaching
adults Most of the studies were performed with higher education groups.
Selection cutena required that they be recent (1966 through 1971). detail
experimental procedures. he published, deal with groups of no fewer tnan
2 adult students each. he conducted through a twatment lasting no less
than :irt hour under "equal coverage conditions. and report re.:ul,
obtained thiough comparable or identical objective achievement tests
aannilisterd to both control and experimental groups dealing with
cognitive benefits. Computer assisted instruction studies were not in-
cluded. A principal (hot not the only) stlurce of)ke studies used was the
Educational Resources Information Center (IiRl(`) Clearinghouse file
win 7h. at that tune-. contained about 1.200 itep on the topic. A
kikapnoint!ugly small number of'studies (little more/than dozen) met the
stated einem!.

lundings were reported under various mediarelated headings such
as programmed instruction; television. videotape. and :nation pictures;
slides. filmstrips. overhead transparencies and still pictures: ra;!io and tape
recudings. and multiple media. The author concludes that:

enormous amounts of money are being spent for the installation
'.eu. expensive equipment. All indications are that decisions as to

vhtch aodlovisua: devices to purchase, install, and use have beer
based on administrative and organization requirements and on
ion' derations of cost. and user preference. not on
evidence of instructional effectiveness.

['he author cites basic detects in the research reports reviewed for
tins study. raises significant questions left unanswered through such
efforts. and offers suggestior.. for future mediarelated research intended

f
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to provide the answers to important questions. Typical of the latter was:
Which media. ur which learner and which media characteristics, should be
compared?

6:1.0/70
Technology and the Management of Ihitruction. Robert
Ileinich. 198 pp. (Association for Educational Communications
and Technology. Washington.

This is a cut! al and exhausti,e synthesis and discussion of possible
bases for modecniting the paradigm pertaining to "instructional tech-
nolo!,7y and its relationship to the total field of education. The'author
forecasts and argues the need for various changed roles of instructional
technology practitioners. and advocates increased attention to teacher
roles undo systems of mediated instruction.

2.0 TRENDS
6 2.0/77
Communications Technologies in Iiiieuer Edue::tion: 22 Profiles.
Ruth Weinstock. cd.. 15 pp. (Commtinications Press. Washing-
ton. D.('.).

A series of 22 in-depth analyses of promising innovative applications
of "instructional technology'' college teaching, each of these essays
appeared earlier as a separate article in the periodical.nanningjiwiligher
;:thieun, m largely televis,on applications were reported from Chicago TV
College. Oregon State university (Corvallis). the University of Southern
('alifornia. Winthrop College ( south Carolina). Florida Atlantic University
Roca }Latour. and Colorado State University (Fort Collins). Other more

varied applications of instructional technology processes and media
s stems are described for (;,, :,Lin. West College (Orange County. Cali-
toms.;). Stephens College (Cohn,. Missouri). Brigham Yu'ung University
(Provo. Utah). Rainey Ha,-per College (Palatine: Illinois): and
College at Oswego (State University of New Niue...). Instrucion through
various lies of computer applications are described for New York
Institute of Technology and Dartmouth University.

An emphasis upon instructional development in comic,. ion with
media will/anon is described for Syracuse University (with its Center for
Instrut:nonal De.elopnwntI. the Chicago Circle Campus of the University
of Minot,. and the New Hampshire College and University Council the
lane a I .;-institution consortium of relatively small colleges (all but one
of the State's accredited four -year institutions of higher learning). 'Iv.
idler everimental programs described place heavy emphasis upon

rnstrti.tr,mal technology one at the 11inish Open University and selected
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aspects of the instiuctional programs and the other at a mnin.: of
institutions nTresented at a curderen-ce on non-traditional educadY.rial
practices sponsored by the University of NlidAmLnica. Two general
articles one on games and simulations applications to college teaching and
another On telephone teaching at University of Wisconsin Exten-

_slow round out the tactual presentations.

6:111'76
'ledia in High, Education. The Critical Issues Ideas. Analysis.
Confrontation lirong. ell., I I I p (Information
Futures. l'ullitiati.1Vasli.).

This is a LIdb ctIon 01 papers associated with .. coutere.cc-setnitiar
tiered by tile publisher. with the primary goal of exposing and del-mint.:

issues -al to the media licit: III hIgher edl1(.:ankin." iNsueN ad-
dressed at th.. .:oritetericc include 11) Should nigher education meslias

ntal ti.r..1111,1!gy progranis he merged with the library? (2I Who
sir ild direct theiti.' 131 What the "lair share" of the budget for the media
program? What ,ire essential ser..ices to he provided h% institutional
audiovisual programs' ( and university faculty member .

he Induced to make and better use of audiovisual resources? ((i) It'
budget cuts a e requIred, what flan of the educational lechnoligy. or media
program can he eliminated? 'I 7) Can the critical issues facing higher educa-
tion he deal, with at least in pail. tlr,ough interventions of
instt,ictiona: .ir C(111(..:01((nal tt!,:hril)1012)'

'MI.1%1.0,11:11 papers in this corupetidtittn trey aspects of the foregoing
lursuuns Margaret (111.11,4m tt:rmersity. of 1,1ashingtont defines :,10 tia

aNd of what the% accomplish.
Gerald Brong (Washingt, State Univrsity. 1 focuses on critical questions
regaidIng piogram roles in improving teaching anti learning m
contrast tit -iiritii.tding ,et%Les.- eslex Nleierhentv (University o.
Nehraska use.. in 1i:stor1 :al approacri to deve:op rearo)s win, in the post.
higher yincarion media programs have 'not; been more successful. Puvid
Crnvq".Itl ,)f l'ittsbutOi I and ()lades N.110:k
full St,ite tt.r.v:stn, I .1`0,(:', the We.ikileVeS :hid strengths of timbiner
or "integiater library in.:dia progtains in higher eduati it, John L)avis
01%1,11111;21,i, State l tu.,ersity and Riecks (University- tit Washitgnin
examine the pros ant: .on. .entrali/atiou. vs. decentrali,iation of college
and unr-ersity media thong, al ;,rest-,its a paper on processes of
,ysternatiL budget pla,.:iing for such Amo Deliernatdi, (Portland
Communit% itk.tts Ileisristic approach to making Inedia
progranis'yyork" and,.1..liies,ii their {44 1..11,
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Computers and the Learning Process in Higher Education. John
Fra lick Rockart and Michael S. Scott Morton. A Report
Prepared for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.
35o pp. tMcGraw-Hill Book Co:. New York).

A 1,,cent update of fact and opinion regarding thr: future of
computers m instru,:ton in higher education, this report is concerned
duet ly with three questions: (I) Is the instructional use of computers
cost-effective'' 12) In what specific ways will tl'e computer affect the
learning process in higher education? and (3) !low should faculty members
ipproach the selection of complier-based instruction types fur particular
In.tru,:titmal purposes and piograins'?

The authors allIW NeVeLil LoliChINWIIS regal ding educational tech
nology in higher education. hey deduce that we are now engaged in an
upswing computer technology. exemplified in part by reduced costs of
equipment and so!, scare service and the coining of the mini computer.
Improved use of television a teaching,learning tool is occurring. chiefly

of unproved ea:,::'ulities for "live- (two-way. feedback-type)
operations, 1mnproved access to university libraries is obtained increasingly'
through various microliche.hke non paper means.

The authors' model of the learning process leads them to conclude
that no single technoloi...y should he expected to serve the learner in all
stages of learning or to and through-A tyues of matcdals to be learned
and that, theref'ore, the uniquely ,Idvantageuz:s qualities of each should be
studied and evaluaicd. 'Chey also conclude that in the past too much
;merlin w had been given to Skinnerian-type computer-assisted instruction.
An area of considerable promise in the applicator, of technology to higher
education n seen for varnms types of "enricliment activities'' (gaming.
prop lem solving. simulating,); the authors foresee :hese activitiesas enabling
students to integrate and test knowledge gained. A corollary finding, in
this respect. is that "the real impact of the new technology will Ix the
most parr he adding to. rather 1:.an replacing, current learning

6.2.0.'72
The Fourth Revolution: Instructional Technology in Higher
Education. A Report and ReLommendations by the Carnegie
('onum,sion on Higher Ldu,:ation. 110 pp. McGraw -Frill Ronk
('o. New York ).

A studs of apparent alei potential effects of die technology of
elect: u,l communicaton.s and data processing upGn American higher
education. ti.., report sammarves experiences with the new technology
throtwi concluding that: I I ) its applications in higher education
have heen slower in ,:uttlifig and :hey have cost inure money than might

I
J
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have been anticipated. mid (2) applications that lave been made are more
often addi;ions to rather than replacements of older approaches. The
report predicts that. by the year 2000."a significant portion of instruction

education may be carried on throu informational rechnology
perhaps in a range of ; 0 to 20 percent." Various advantages el
technological applications instruction are cited for students and
teachers. as well a. for rinancing authorities.

Other predictions suggest that, in the future. Mstructional tech
nolop will exteal the range of adult education and generally off-campus
student., enable st.idents of smaller campuses to share instruction and
resources of larger cooi.erating it.,titutions; and increase the stature and
signitic,ince of libraries as foci of campus learning. New professions of

"multimedia technologists" are also Predicted as is making college
studs: ts more aware of technological tools (computers. for example)
before they begin college 'raining,. Prospective teacl-ers (especially at the
college level) will need to he !rained to ; ;fake optinitun use of this new

Trade -offs will he made among college and university
curriculum offerings.buthling reipmements, staff and support costs, and
other hildgetary elements. the new technology' will lead towa.d increased
centralvation of related services and resources on single campuses and to
more cooperative efforts am( rig mstiturons on regional :id even national
bases, '1:hiding, especially. the coop native production am: distribution of
applicable miftware. Specific elements of instruct, mat technology cited as

likely to receive greatest impetus and acceptance in higher education in the
future were cable FV. video-cassettes; eiunputer-;ssisted instruction: and
learning kits for independent study. The Commission recommernt,:d
establishment of mile; endent ,troop to make a.;sessents of the
-istructional effectiveness and cost benefits of c,:rrently available instruc-
tional technology'' and to put Its tinditip for the guidance of higher
educatnin

6.2.0'70
To Improve Leaning: An Evaluation of Instructional Tech-
nology, Sidney Ci Fick'on. ed.. Vol. I : Part Ono: "A Report by
the Commission on ional Technology": Part Two:
Instructional ledinology. Selected' forking Papers on the

State of the Art '': Vol. 2. Part Thre:7 "Instructional To :1-

nolop Theories and General Application'. Part Foui: "In-
structional lectinology Pr,ctical Considerations": .Part Five:
"Inst -uctional Technology Implications for Business and
Industry-: Part S's "Instructional Technology Economic
Evaluation, Vol l . 441 pp. Vol. 2. 1096 pp. tR.R Bowker
('o.. Nov York).

I:4
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A W. IeVle The ',tale lit instructional teLliriolog\ at the
of 1970 this influential hook attempt.. to tderinty the status

and ootential it the entire held old, new, and future: mecl&anical and
automated and ...!..hernated from innovations in punt tech-
-ornputers. ...!,issr.!onis to multimedia centers. Man:.

i:,slps hear dite,.:th pon rushee education. 1 he chief purposes if the

stud!. "iii test Cr.. helit.". that properly supported and
could help t meet some of the nations rhost pressing

;Aid, it instilled, to recommend to the President and
nr the COngress ,viii. actions to provide for. the most effective possible

teLliholog tnerca" education.
I he that technology ,:ould hring about

m..teased nistr I. tor while at the same tune make learning tar'
And tulle , more po\vertul. :mu more

it is. SI\ recommendations nude ale that: 1 I I the National
,N11.1 he eNtahhsheil to provide educational

;OAder1hi and 12.) A NAtninal 1111'111th. ut InStrtn:InAnl.

I i,.l'!Iii ht ,tAhlkhed. I :I) :Cdt:rIII;) ht.' taken itirouoli that institution
1.1 ,ea! i, out. t,p..,atvic, au for distribution appropriate media
iii inipro\e 1-11 demonstrations he V.IVCII Oil the value of instru,:

ui,i : tur:,he, of protects I., uppoitet.I
the 1:,,tin1to tot Instva,ti a..1! I c,litiolot,, iri sele,Aed ..a)ininutiittes of

( "I ,11:1..,Tt Ink! ....e.11,11 he instituted to 11.1111

pra _Li:toners use technology. and Ill) a
Ot.ttt .17 dcveloped hetween intliistr), .; education

the ."1.,.t.r.cttc., trhtttiLtiott tittillwit Insttli,'Itm.11

6 2 068
(.011t.tzt: Jan.., !ircl\vit ;t11(1

111-rtit(m. Jr pp (..\.......(),:i;Itt()n In; 1.ducatiotth,
and 1 ...L. hitt(ilogt \Vaslin Ct,'()11. 1).. I.

. ,1 . ;, I, a !C.1,111r1:

Hi() Mid 11111e11111CN. ,..11.1t)1,1 iii
Media 111.)t C. R. Carpenter. then of

1! ire I 'r.",.er the ..,iematit:
I selt.t ,..oritent Nn011ilas

'11tC10 A11.111;!.e it opturum o,'der and
nn:n I 1 ; : patten. Oft ..ontent into

t. !.: test th..: enc. t:.eness

Ise li, preset': and regulate inter.....nons
,t 1,1en. , k:1 and IL:amine

and achie. ernint, :Intl let
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such information as a prink:11)a, basis for revising and improving instru'e
nor:, including the instrumoral materials used for.tile purpose.

Subsequent chapters of the rej.ort present case reports (I college.and
university use's of instructional television. films. listening laboratories.
audiotapes, programmed instruction. mediated selt-instruction, computer-
assisted instruction, spetial multimedia facilities, large i:ansparencies for
overhead projection. simulated experiences. and telephone techniques.

The study concludes by stressing several matters regarding planning
uses of new media in higher education. hist is a. call for caution to avoid
pitfalls of "gadgetry v.1111 new media facilities and resources specifically
of allowing instructional end to be compionnsed by means available to
achte..e then; A second conclusion is tie need to recognize the importance
of a concentrated ettoit nationally- and within regions and single

ots to develop .software materials for use in higher education.
A thud is that physical facilities required for instructional applications of
new media were fiequently inadequate. Faculty development programs
are leconniended as essential elements in efforts to modernize mstruc
ni .11 Fatally . the study iciteiate an earlier statement to the effect that

irvematii appr,,ach initruction offers "significant. promise for the
attaann.nt ut eeononiles isle extort and of instructional time in higher
educanon

3.0 INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN A: iD DEVELOPNIENT
613.0:77
Instructional r,esign: A Plan for Unit and Course Development.
2nd ed . Jerrold E. 1:,_16P. 162 pp Fearon Publishers. Belmont,
(';dif.)

This'iliok presents m succinct yet understandable form the siguiti-
cant elements of instructional design as applied, especially, but not exclu-
sively. to ...Juice.: in higher education institutions. The hook assigns crucial
importance ,o the hollowing components of the instructional csign pro.
cess: ( I ) goals, topics. and general purposes: (2) learner characteristics;
(3) learnaig ohir%iives, (-.) subject content: (5) preassessment of learner
status with respect to ohieenves and content; ((,) teaching/learning acne.
tiles and resources, (7) suppoit seivices., and (S) evaluation. The third
part.,o1 Mr book di:;,..usses the mechanics of planning and the desired inter-
relationships of individuals involved.

6.3.0 /5
Instructiimal Development for Individualized Learning in
Higher Education. Robert NE Diamond, et al.. I SO pp.
1:-Alucationa! Technology Publications. Fnglcwood (liffs. N.J.).
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'Pits ouln,es thou specific procedures las opr2osed
to theoretical t .f pot' erical e \amples) neiessar to achieve

su.s.essiul a.ademic innovatior,, higher education. It provides first a
I rune retererwe for "individua1ization". identified is the' essence of the
re,ori wended curriculum design truce._, and recognized as comprised of
Ile k de tune triunes. The book also presents varied opportunities
student rertictliation. arid exenwtion: optional content study:
alternate ;,I;11, tletuhle times for the evaluation of students: and
,ptions warn, re ,pe,..t ter ictitio:. which instruction and learning

are condlicr! 1 and alter! it forms of instruction.
independent I..ntnin: inaterials and modes. ,tial chap-
ters deal tvaVs to develop .1 dimate arid an organization plan for

a,aderus. change. gentrating tint: se1eLting projects to effect
c1:a112e. and iden:iv ohiectives and structuring inst:uctional sequences

idn,. Tile hook also iniudes stephv -step procedure desighing,
1 mple711.-.nt inc. revising. selecting media rot. phasing out and va:uating,

Innoy.ition Other topics Oiscussed include determina-
non /Nr t el11:11 ALS:, q::11 !)ility. A final Lhapter deals with

-ding academic innovation,.
111 the appendis are lielptul materials dealing with

u. fiimi:!lo. policies .01,1 (he Nhritiv. )1 10\31ties iii Innovative ..ollege
an 1 unt.....s:tv ;)r,.zrains and R:soinces. as well as an analsis of

:.:-.no;!:, and rises or independent learning facilities,

6 3 0 74 1
lit.tructiowl 1)esign. Gagnr: and -Leslie

I BP !es. pp tllolt. IZmellart.:111(1 Winston, New York..
A it rtie thottical principles under!yirn. syst..4inatic

a!ont! %%int nioceduies required Ili aCCIMIliSh lt, this
.k .rtart,:n:ent courses. shed Issiiih lit

ii , upon principles it ritintan learning and

\Hai! hasic design considerations pr2it.itning to
intellectual learning skills and strategies.

.Tn.1, I tu and ...cleft:, it, learning attitudes. motor
. tne -designing insiluction- consideration is Qiven

;sett .r.. ince ,,hiccrivs. (2) desn.triiri instn_rtional se-
Halo.; n.)nal ...t,ents. (41 designinv

Iletrornian..e A Vital Net.111,11 it !ht,' 1.1(111k

'A.!.; :is !tialized
ti-r t. mins. and evalirinrig instrti...tton.
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6:3.0/74-2
The Keller Plan Handbook: Essays on a Personalized System of
Instruction. Fred S. Keller and J. Gilmout Sherrm:: 99
pp. (W. A. Benjamin. Reading, Mass.).

This series ut co-authored papers is intended Io inform individuals
about characteristics and procedures used in the "personal system of
Instruction IP`,11" Also known_asthe Keller Plan. it has within the past 10
to 15 years gained considerable standing as an improved method of
teaching. especially Jri higher education. Various chapters deal with the
history 01 PSI and its characteristics as a basic system its logisti s. re-
mforcement theory and current status in the United States and Brazil.
Finally. the hook cautions about use of the system for the who may
otherwise expe,,t too much of it

6:3.0:74-3
Modular Instr-ction: A Guide to the Design. Selection.

and Evaluation ()I' Modular Materials. James I). Russell.
142 pp. i Burgess Publishing o.. Minneapolis. Minn.).

This somewhat unique approach to learning recognises and at;i0111-
modate, individual differences and learning abilities of students. The hunk
is addressed to Jassrooni teachers and gives considemble emphasis to the
development. tesmig. and use of so-called "modules small units ut
teaming It discusses the tundamentals of modular instruction: selection
..nd design of modules. specification of objectives ;mil construct! in
Lriterion items. and dimly learner characteristics and specification of.
emly behaviors. .1' he hook also looks at ways to sequekk,e.anstruction and
,elect media toa rt. hi handle student tryouts of modules. and to evaluate,
ofilize..frid implement modular instruction generally.

6 3 a72
The Audio-Tutorial Approach to Learning Throtittli Indepen-
dent Sttuly ati(1 Intcrated Fxperiences. S.N. l'()st let I) Wait. J.
Novak. Anti-H71. Murr..... Jr.. l'4 pp I litirgt..ss Publishinu.
Minneapolis.

nu: IS detailed .111.11YSIS the 4nique contributions ut and s iyi Ill
iirJfainze and nialiage audio-tutorial ',hunt:min:II programs. first employ ed
on .1 hroad scale in [I, 'Litt> oulfse., at Purdue University under the
direoion of lh S \ PostlrthsVtii. 1111, hook provides essential
in tilt tett:Nick! courses generally to take
advant,i4e audio tworfal appioach. with its independent study
session, ISS a general assembly sessions IGSN; ini..grated quiz NeNiI)11!,
I1()S1. 2I1k1 Spesint requirements regardin,i. rhysical

ILS
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faciliti.-.s are included, as are details of program operation such 4s the
deplonient of personnel and the preparation of tapes. films, and printed
materials. Suggestions for the cevelopment of various types of mini-
courses Involving a modular approach to learning and the preparation of
materials u.sed with thou are also included.

4.0 kNDARDS .-kND GUIDELINES

614:0/77-1

College Leartline. Resources Programs. 80 pp. (Association fo-.
Educational Communications and Technology. Washington.

Developed over a period of veal:. this is a set of ic..ommendatioos
.01 !,ow t,1 r-,!:;t: learnin. resources er.ices and functions in four-year
corteges and umversines hs a special task force of the Association for
Edu,:ational Communications and fechnology (AE('T). This study out -

nes tor end guidelines to achieving improved organization of
teimological communications services (with alternative administrative
patterns) In msritutions of :nigher education. Additionat special proerar,
ta,..ets given attention include. (a) instructional development: (

sion adoption of educational innovations. particularly those of a tech
'nological !hour:. 1c) local production of media soft....are:(d) tclecummuni-
cat ions facilities and services. utilization of technological media. facilities.
and equipment .te I design of suitable required facilities: and ( approaches

..e hmlahLing of learning iesources p-- grams.

64.077.2
The Ecoilomics of New Educational Media: Pxsent Status of
Research and Trends. Educational Methods and Techniques.
200 pp. I United Nations Educational. Scientific, and Cultural
()rganization

Prepared with the assistai,ce of the International Council for
hduLation,d Media T.M). this hooret desLrihes the current status of and
p..,esses lised to determine costs an. evaluate results of using various new

( radii'. tekvisi, . mogrammed nistinction. learning resource
:egrets. and otHusi it. edu*.ition. lllr tindings came. first. from an
anal 111 1,t 1, )(Ile Ntu,bes conducted in various parts of the world.
t l',.nso.ehthhogiat'i It-1 and numhei of ah,oaets, are provided. as are

'des costs for Ntexico's Radiopomeria. Nepalese
instriwoot, 11 t Lill... El Salvador's ITV system. Mexico's Telesecundaria.

(It)
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programmed instruction projects in Central Africa and France. and a group
of West German audiovisual centers.

6:4.0/77-3
Criteria for Planning the University Learning Resources Center,
living R. Merril and Harold A. Drob, 96 pp. (Association for
Educational Communications and Technology, Washington,

A study conducted for the University of California to identify
essential criteria for planning university learning`resource centers in 1970.
this book cites the advantages of learning resource centers in higher
education, drawing cvidenLe trim published studies and reports. Another
chapter deals with 'administrative organization and the recommended
status of learning resource centers in universities. Criteria for staff and
,passe requirements are provided with specific sugge-tions uu how they
apply in. actual university situations. Planning and administering the
budget of the university learning resource center are reviewed, along with
Nays. and means of encouraging faculty involvement in such planning.
!;pecial provisions, and pros and cons of "recharging- (i.e., of charging
C.Tartmental budgets for services rendered. rather than of paying for them
t um the central learning resource center budget) also arc reviewed. The
s. tidy concludes that: (1) the director of learning resources should report
to the chief academic officer. (2) he or she should be a professional
member of the faculty, qualified according to high standards of academic
preparation and experiem c, (31 at least one consultant instructional
development should he employed full.time on the learning resources
center staff. (4) the nuilber of staff and of square feet devoted to the
learning resource center should be determined through use of procedures
and standards dc.eloped in the study, and,(5) the budget of the learning
resources ..enter should be developed according to a programming-
planning'ludgeti-2valuation (PP131.) or equivalent system. Other recom-
mendations armu areas seriously neeL.ng appropriate criteria ate also
identified.

6:4.0/75.1
The Learning Center: A Sphere for Nolitradftic al Approaches
to iEducaf.on. Gary Peterson, 146 pp. (Shoe S:ring Press.
Hamden, Conn. ).

This hook outlines plans and procedures college and university
strators and faculty should implement in establishing and maintain-

ing a *learning center which prose,. an innovative combination of four
a...idernicrelated services- (I)..a m'Atimedia library. (2) audiovisual
services. (3) certain nontraditional services, and (4) instru,:tional develop-
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isient assistance arid leadership. This hook analyzes how these elements'
,std interact ana build synergistically upon each other. all with

special attention to providing for individual differences and traits in
tacultv students. and administrators involved. Special attention is also

to processes involved in the management of academic change.

6:4.0/ 75.2
Instnictional Productivity in Higher Education

A. Harrison and Lawrence NI. Stolurow eds. State
University of New York at Stony Brook. 272 pp. (Educational
1 echnology Publications. Englewood Cliffs. N.J.).

A collection of essays from a Symposium on Instructional Produc-
this es urne exploies a ..N. sterns approach to- and behavioral objec-

tr..; of technoh9cal sv stems. The Symposium. conducted in 1973 by
the Oftice of Education and the National Institute of Education, focused
on the problems cre ted by the increasing demands of a diverse group of
st-blent, I a varied educational expemn.ce. Technological systems.

ed the -tomtit reitlution- in education h the Carnegie Commission
Idueation. has the potential to meet the needs of these students

..ertain challenges c. 1 he mefhy planners.
lhese chlenges include diminishing availability of fiscal resources.

an increasingly diverse student body and the need to tailor programs to
new student,. thor further information on the resource question see Topic

Resource Allocation ami Budgeting. particularly. 18:2.0/75 "Cott-
,.tratoctl Ratio Approach to Allocatirw insthr.:tional Resources- by

tIlLirn ti. Simpson 1.
The symposi a iresse,. thee challenges by segmenting the

presentation into three sections: ( ;coup and Bounded Learning Environ-
ments. Indr.idualized, Bounded Learning Environments: and Personalized.
Open Learning Environments. The presentations include lively. provoca-
tive discussion of mans programs being implemented on campuses today.

OI particular interest :o the planner will be the keynote addresses,
notablv "Lear: ;no_ Technology, and the Potential Increase of Produc-
nvitv :11 Higher Education- by Robert Filip. He discusses quality and
quantity it productivity that higher education should seek in the context
of cars

6407272

Guideline. for T.., '.'ear College Learning Resources Programs.
I2 pp i.\ssociation for Educational Communications and
echmdol.i..: American Library Association cf College and

Research [Abram,: and American Association of Community
and Junior College.;. Washington. D ('.).
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This booklet contains qualitative guidelines prepared jointly by three
nationally recOgnized organizations. guidelines v'hich describe 'adequate
two-year collcie learning resources and services. The booklet includes
reLornmendatins that' 11) the document tie used as a criterion base for
,- selfstudy, and planning but not as a base for minimal
standards: ( 2) applications of standards be governed by the purposes and
objectives of each college using them: and (3) administrative orgamtation
patterns fur learning resources programs grow out of the milieu of caul
institution rather than being superimposed from without.

This booklc t also sugvests that: (1) each college provide for a learning
resources program. Li such programs he guided by a specific set of
purposes and objectives: (3) they provide a variety of services as integral
parts of the learning process: (4) such programs r perate in the
development of area. regional. and State networks. consortia. or syscms.
With regard to organizatioq and administration. the guidelines recommend
that ( I ) responsibilities and functions of the learning resources unit he
clearly spelled out: (2) Learning .Resource Center (LRC) personnel he
involved in all areas and levels of academic Manning: (3) advisory
committee, a ' in evaluating and extending LRC services: and (4)
adimins.itatIVe budget planning authority be clearly defined and
cooperative red nonslups of units within the same districts he maintained.

With respect to budgeting. the guidelines recoil:men! that: (1) the
LRC program be regarded as an element of program planning: (2) the LRC
budget reflect campus-wide mstiuctional materials needs; (31 to the extent
possible. purchases of materials he exempted from restrictive annual
bidding procedmes and he made. instead. throughout the year: t4)
equ:;mient purchases he made on a systems approach basis: and (5).
cooperative purchasing he employed where possible.

Other instructional system components identified in the guidelines
included those 11 staff with emphasis upon faculty status. benefits.
and obligations: (2) facilities with attention to the appropriate coopera-
iron of L.RC specialists 11 their design and management: C. instructional
equipment. and (41 instructional materials in ruling those purchased
from commercial sources and th0Se produced locally.

6:4.0/64

Learning IZe.:ources for Colleges and Universities. Fred r.
Ilarcleroad. Principal Investigator. 146 pp. (California State
University. l lay ward I.

Although cornplet sonic years ago. this stqdy is still valuable for
.tividu:tts planning higher education library/educational Media programs.

rhe report ryas designed for a proposed liblaryauchovi .ran faciht, for
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California State University, Hayward. Included first are basic criteria for
planning learning centers. with discussi,,,,s of (a) methods of instruction,
a)) student,. and.tl.eir use of learning resource facilities. (c) faculty needs
and interests, and (d) other planning factors. such as intended uses by the
community Various organizational plans are suggested. A second chapter
deals with "audiovisual services" in relation to (al their basic functions. (h)
general structure. (c) procurement. production, and distribution services.
and (d) combined facilities.

An evaluation and independent study center arrangement is treated
in a third chapter, with treis upon measuring learning, epecially in
con:lc:Awn with independent study. Chapter IV presents recommenda
fions regarding various materials production services. including equipment
and rooms and other physical facilities required. Chapter V presents the
role of library services to higher education institutions: Attention is given
to library automation procedures and their implicatiors, modular uses of
study carrels, special collections, and various special facilities. A final
chapter present, opinions regarding everitu II roles of digital computers .n a
college or university learning resources center. including those of si.nula-
tion. Two appendices deal with the recommended relationsh.ps of
"library- and -audiovisual- services in a co;:cge or-university and details
of recommended space requirements for the facility envisioned for
t'alitorma State University at Hayward.

5.0 DATA SOURCES

6:5 0/77
Educational Technology: Definition and Glossary of Tents,
Vol. I , AECT Task Force on Definition and Terminology,
365 pp. iAssociation for Educational Communications and
Technology. Washington, D.(',).

This hook defines all aspects of instructional and educational
technology. It defihes the field from several standpoints theoretical,
piotessional. and historical. The intellectual base of the fieId is also
e:carnmed, practical applications sot educational technology and their
oleos upon institutional organizational structures are discussed: and
desirable charactmstics of certification training criteria and programs are
identified. Concluding chapters deal with the role of the professional
association_ the societal context of the profession and an evaluation of the
field and the tole of the professional in educational technology. The
second half of the hook presents detailed definitions of terms zpplicable to
theory . research, design. production, evaluation-selection, materials, de
vices. and techniques associated with the field.
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6:5.0/75
Educational Technology: A Handbook of Standard Terminol-
ogy and a Guide for Recording and Reporting Information
About Educational Technology: Handbook X. Ivan N. Seibert.
276 pp. (U.S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare.
'ffice of Education. Washington. D.C.).

This National Centcr for Education Statistics (LACES) publication
reflects an effort to identify ar to codify taxonomically concepts.
terminology, and 'definitions, and to suggest units of measure related to
educationaliintructional technology. It is designed to help persons
involved in gathering. compiling, exchanging, and interpreting data relating
to the appiication of technology to instruction. These activities are aided
by use of the many standardized terms included in the handbook.

Chapters deal with: defining educational technology; classification
of educational technology terms; and definitions and units of measure for
:lassified terms.

6:5.0/A . .

Educational Media Yearbook. James W. Brown. Al_ 500 pp.
(R.R. Bowker and Company. New York).

An annual review of "the state of the art" in the field of educational
media, this yearbook provides planners in higher education with in-depth
information regarding media developments in colleges and universities.
research and development centers. government agencies. foundations, as
well as field reports from.several hundred organizations. associations, and
nonprofit foundations. Trends and projections are also provided for the
educational media industry. Detailed reviews of existing master's and
doctoral programs for instructional technology, library and information
scienc,, and broadcast ,ommunications in U.S. institutions of higher
learning also are included. Of special interest to planners are the
yearbook's several "mediagraphies" which list reference tools. media-
related periodi.:als and newski lia about media, data bases, and
other aids to data retrieval in the field.
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Educational Opportunity

K. Patricia Cross

ffffff.O'ffff.ffff_gff..07..g.J.ffff
Extending postsecondary educational opportunity to

underrepresented segments of the population has been a
high-priority goal of postsecondary education for several
decades, but the flow oliterature has been parti,:ularly heavy
in the 1970'sthe decade covered in this bibliography. In
1977 alone nearly 200 documents were indexed under the
term "equal education" in the Educational Resources Infor-
mation Center System (ERIC). In addition, thousands of
documents address the needs of particular target groups such
as ethnic minorities, women, and adults. The prolificacy is
understandable-, however, for literature on educational op-
portunity is quickly rendered obsolete by progress, nt-,w con-
cerns, knowledge and experience.

Educational opportunity is usually discussed in terms
of "target groups" that have been identified as underrepre-
sented in education enrollments. Such identification is usually
.accompushea through demographic or U.S. Bureau of the
Census descriptors such as age, sex and racealthough a good
argument could be made that defining target groups on the
basis of edu ational needs would facilitate planning. It might
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he more useh.l. for example. to define as target groups learners
who share common need for off-campus locations or special
help with basic skills., than to atiempt to address the quite
diverse educational needs represented within demographic
groupings such a- adults or women. The category. "women,-
for example, becomes relatively useless for planning purposes
when it must address the educational needs of re-entry women
under the same label a., women fully occupied with home
and family.

.At the present time. however. most of the literature on
eduCational opportunity addresses the. needs of the populations
that have been excluded from educational opportunity by
tradititmal attitudes and practices..The target groups commonly
identified are adults, ethnic minorities: handicapped students:
low income students*: underpcepared students: and women.

Of these six target groups, three are demographically
defined adults, ethnic minorities, and women: and three
are defined in ways that make it somewhat easier to deter-
mine educational needs: handicapped. low-income and under-
prepared. Despite some problems with these groupings for
educational planners. this bibliography will follow accepted
patterns of considering the topic of educational opportunityit terms of previously excluded or underrepresented target
groups.

Hie -qi.,:stion that is best addressed by this selected list
of references is: What can planners do to facilitate access
to educational opportunity for particular population groups
that have been Underrepresented in higher education in the

131e phrase -acc',7ss to educational. opportunity.- however.
will be broadly int..Tpreted to mean more than "access to
college-. In the case of underprepared students. for example,
select _ entries will include informatior about remediation
and instruction designed to open full educational opportimi.rs
to these students.

General Issues. Dealing mainly with acres.. 11' is section
:tines educational opportunity and provides foundation

and perspective with which to approach the target groups

\ thoueh ' incwne nodenl arc a common target group for educational
,qportunirc. their fin an,'Lil needs are addre.ed under Topic 21: Student Financial

.sic Lowe . And therefore will not he included here.
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of the remaining subs. pig areas. The volumes represent theposition of administrators as they face the complex issues
of L,:cesS and opportunity.

Adults, The interest in adult learning has resulted in
a torrent of literature in recent years. It is a "hot topic not
only in this country, but throughout the world. The literature
comes under a variety of labels (adult education. continuing
education. re urrent learning. lifelong learning, non-tradi-tional study); from a variety of disciplines (education. psy-
cholcgy, gerontology. demography, health); it reflects ,,con-
cerns across a broad spectrum of social issues (re-entry women.
mandatory education for re-licensure, aging); it appears inthe literature of numerous sponsors of educational services
(libraries, museums, industry. media); and it is approached
from different perspectives (statistics on demograph!.. re-search and theory on developmental stages. Stat,! and na-
tional legislation. marketing surveys.) It is 'extremely diffi-
cult to select a basic reading shelf for planners concerned
about learning opportunities for adults. Volumes annotated
here emphasize a synthesis of information from primary
sources.

Minorities. The literature on educational opportunity..
for ethnic minorities over the past decade has consisted largelyof statistical surveys showing the progress -or lack of progress-
of various ethnic minorities in attaining access to higher duca-
tion. There are few good studies of the adjustments necessary
or the progress made once access has been achieved. At this
time the literature on blacks is more adequate, both with
respect to number of studies and breadth of topics addressed
than that on-American Indian or Hispanic groups.

Other subtopics related to :inoiities that will be of
interest to planners are Topic 1: Admission/Articulation/Reten-
tion and Topic 20: Student Characteristics and Development.

Handicapped. The key term appearing in this subtopic
is Section 504. the new law dealing with access to educational
programs for the handicapped. Established in 1973 by the
Rehabilitation Act, Section 504 has implications for all in-
stitutions of higher education receiving federal funding. Com-
pliance with' this act entails evaluation of existing programsin order to accommodate the needs of the handicapped. Prac-
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tical suggestions fol implementation of this act are available
in these volumes.

Underprepared. Given the high visibility and general
state of public concern about poorly prepared college students.
the lack of helpful material in this area is hard to understand.
Unfortunately. there is general tendency to equate ethnic
minorities with underprepared students, and thus there is some
overlap between these two categories in the bibliography.
Most of the literature on underprepared students addresses the
issues of access (open admissions), rernediation (instructional
methods and counseling), retention. and to a minor extent, the
critical issue of motivation.

Women. This subtopic contains works that address some of
the problems of women in higher education, but few works deal
directly with State and Federal level planning for equal access.
Entries annotatcu here describe the current status of women in
education and the- futur- expectations of their participation.

ORGANIZATION

7: Educational Opportunity

1.0 ;eneral
2.0 Adults
3.0 Ethnic Nlinoriti,!s
4.0 Ilandicappee.
5.0 Underprepared Students
6.0 Women

1.0. GENERAL ISSUES

7 1 0177

Improving Equity in Postsecondary Education: New Directions
for Leadership. Judith Gappa. 50 pp. (National Institute of
1.;;;;;;I:ion, Washinzttm,

This small hookler is the final report of an invitational workshop on
equal opportunity sponsored by the National Institute of Education. 'Be-
cause it is the report of a conference in which most of the participant .
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represented underserved constituencies, it is short on data and long on
feelings. But that should provide a useful perspective to planners who oc-
casionally need to re-nind themselves that equity is a human as well as a
statistical issue.

Pin 1 reviews the current status of Nulty in postsecondary educa-
tion with regard to student access and treatment, employment. federal im-
pact, and the interchange between postsecondary education and sor'ety.

Part 11 attempts to chart future directions with suggestions for pro-
vid,ng leadership, improving communications and understanding among
indiduals and groups, and suggesting new initiatives for federal legisla-
tion. A rather long list of research questions, and perhaps, most usefully.
an "action agenda" for leaders in postsecondary education conclude this
helpful overview.

In general, planners reading this booklet probably will learn nothing
new about equity, but instead will remind themselves of somethiv they
knew was important but had forgotten.

7.1.0/73

The Sourcebook for Higher Education, Warren W. Willingham.
481 pp. (College Entrance i-:xamination Board. New York).

This volume represents ar ambitious undertaking begun when the
literature on "access to college" began to proliferate beyond anyone's
capacity to keep up. Warren W. Willingham has annotated more than 1,500
"selected" references, with emphasis on the access literatur.. of the late
1960's.

Annotations are written to give the reader "an understanding of
what each publication is about and why it is important in relation to the
aCCVSS process." A comprehensive taxonomy with literature keyed to
taxonomy categories provides the basic classification for annotations, but
an author index and a subject index add to the ease of using this volume as
a handy reference. Planners can find an adequate description of almost any
piece ok significant writing on access to higher education up to the Spring
of 1971 in.this volume.

/:1.0/70

Free-Access Higher Education. Warren W. Willingham. 240 pp.
(College Entrance Examination Board. New York).

State planners seeking to extend educational opportunity by making
educational resources more widely 3% ilable should find this book useful.
The author defines free-access higher education in terms of three factors:
annual tuition of 5.100 or less. at leas one-third of the entering freshman
class composed of high school graduates from the lower half of their class.
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and geographical location wi'hin a forty-five commuting distance.
The author identities such colleges and then determines on a State by
State basis (as of 1968) %.hat percentage of the population had access to
such colleges. The percentage of the population within commuting dis
tance of a freeacass college ranges fro:. a low of zero in Maine, Indiana
and Nevada to a high of-87 percent in Connecticut. 68 percent in North
Carolina and 65 percent in *Mississippi. Free access to higher education
nationally is graphically illustrated by means of a map of the United States
showing areas served by freeaccess institutions and by tables showing
countrywide comparative levels of accessibility. population and estimates
of additional colleges required.

Some of 1117 variation in access results from the use of multiple
criteria defirni.g freeaccess higher education it appeared to be largely
sponsored publicly and to be achieved primarily through community col-
leges. technical institutions and ;;ranches of public universities.

Although the figures are over I) years old, the discussion and analy-
ses related to access to college are still relevant. A related study by Richard
1. Ferrin, Decade of Change in Free-Access Higher Education, also pub-
lished by the College Entrance Examination Board. compares free;:ccess
data for 1958 and 1968 to determine the extent of change that has taken
place over the past decade. During the period the number of freeaccess
colleges almost all public increasefroin 538 to 789. In those areas where
30 percent of the population lived within commuting distance of a free.
access college in 1958, the percentage increased to 42 in 1968.

See also: 15:1.1 /74.2 A Digest of Reports of the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education, Carnegie Commission. 399 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co..
New York I.

Of the 21 reports abstracted, e.glit are related to equal opportunity:
"Quality and Equality" (1968 and -1970): "A Chance to Learn" (1970):
"Open Door Colleges" i 1970): "Less Time, More Options" ( 1971): "From
Isolation to Mainstream" (1971) (Negri) Colleges); "New Students ary
New Places" (1971): "Opportunities for Women in Higher Education"
19731: and "Toward a Learning Society" ( 19Th.

1.0 ADULTS

7:2.0:79
Toward Lifelong Learning, in America: .k Sourcebook for Plan-
ners. Richard F. Peterson. K. Patricia Cross.. Susan A. Powell.
Terry W. Hartle. Mark A. Kutner. and John R. Valley, (kissey-
Bass. San Francisco).

1 I
.0
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This volume. which will be available in early 1979, is designed specif-
ically for planners and is probably the single most valuable source of infor-
mation about the education of adults and the phenomenon of lifelong
learning.

In the words of the authors:

. .. the basic purposes of the volume, after first suggesting 'lifelong
learning' as a conceptual' framework for fashioning new sets of ser-
vices to better aid continuing learners, are to"afford broadperspec-
tiv.! planners: (I) a view of many of the potential partners in broadly
conceived cooperative lifelong learning enterprises; (2) an array of
facts about the motivations of adult learners, their perceptions about
barriers to further learning, and related matters;a0 (3) an overview
of the loads of policies and programs being actively considered, if
not yet implemented, by the.fedcral and various state governments.
This document is not a policy study; it contains no recommenda-
tions. It is. instead. akin to an information base that can, hopefully
will. inform planning processes toward the ends of intelligent policy
and effective programs.

1 he Sourcebook consists of six chapters. The first by I.:ichard E.
Peterson presents a typology ui the broad range of learning resources
available to people throughout their lives from schools. industry, profes-
sional associations and trade unions, government, community organiza-
tions, newspapers. television. etc. The author puts planning for formal
edtic4tioinal programs in perspective by showing them as one facet of the
emerging learning society.

.ipter 11 by K. P"tricia Cross is a synthesis of data about adult
learners from sonic 30 St,ite and national surveys of adult participation
and interest in various learning activities. The consistency of findings
across studies makes it possible to present a generalized profile of the in-
terests and needs of adult learners.

Chapter 111 by Terry,W. !hide and ts ,rk A. Kutner sun marines
Federal programs related to lifelong learning and speculates on the Federal
Government's role.

Chapter IV by Susan A. Powell provides a review ofrecent activities
.,nd plans in the States as revealed by documents from State planning of-
fices and commissions. Case studies of four States arc included.

C'iapter V by John R. Valley discusses adult learning resources pro-
vided by local .organizations and agencies museums, libraries, counseling
and iformalion services as well as non-traditional prOgrams devised by
colleFes and universities. .

Chapter VI is a compendium of sources of further information--
directoneS. advisory coot .1s, clearinghouses, journals and newsletters,
abstracts of current research projects and services, and relevant legislation.
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This book is just what the title indicate's- a sour, -hook for planners.
Although it wilt be rather quickly dated because of the rap,.1 ,:hinges tak-
ing place in planning for adult learning. it will provide an excellent hack
ground of information. It will not reconuneud actions,.but it can put plan-
ners in touch with a network of useful resources.

7 2.0/78
ft

Lifelong Learning and Public Policy, Lifelong Learning Project.
57 pp. (U.S. Department of health. Education, and Welfare.
Washington. D.C.).

This is toe report of the Lifelong Le,. -ring Project authorized by
Title IB of the ,I976 higher Education Act. popularly known as the Life-
long Learning Act. The project. which was under the auspices of the Assis-
tant Secretary for Educatioh of HEW, commissioned studies: sponsored
conferences. conducted public briefings. and facilitated the exchange of
inforthation among major lifelong learn:ng efforts. The project's primary
goal was to arrive at recommendations for the Federal role in lifelong
learning. The report spells out what the Federal Government could do to
improve and make more equitable learning opportunities for adults at
Federal. State. and local levels.

This report, which was trmsnutted to the Congress on February 10.
1977. takes a broad viz .v of the learning society. recommending con,ple
mentary roles for Federal arid State governments in cooperation with
local providers of educational opportunities. It calls on the Federal Gov-
ernment for program cOordinirtion. research. and information dissemina-
tion to facilitaktadult learning in a range of formal and non-formal settings.
inc:uding universities. community colleges. public schools. workplaces.
community Centers, public libraries, museums. and public broadcasting.
A supporting rather than a leadership role is recommended for government.
"Federal. State. and local policy should be directed toward supplementing,
not suppLnting, the effort: of local providers. Policymakers should em-
phasize thre kinds of support: developing services for the currently un-
served, developing mechanisms which link learners to th appropriate
resources, and developing planning and coordinating strategies which
encourage collaboration rather than competition among local providers."

The report provides special analyses and recommendations for in
creasing the learning opportunities for four groups of learners: workers.
urban youth, riomen, and older adults. An Appendix provides references
to some 30 special papers and reports addressing the special problems of
these learner groups as well as a potpourri of other concenis.

Planners will find this brief report more useful for its broad ifterspec.
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five on social policy and the Federal role than for facts, data. or specific
recommendations about how to plan for lifelong learning.

7:2.0%77 -.

PoJicymaking Guidelines for Extended Degree Programs: A Re-
vision, Leland. L: %ledsker arid Steward L. Edelstein. 124 pp.
(American Council on Education. Washington. D.C.).

This paperback booklet is concerned with the policy implications of
extended and external degrees deg ee credits ied by unconven-
tional or nun traditional means. The guidelines arose out of an inten,,ivi
study of extended degree programs conducted by the ('enter for Research
and Development in Higher Education of the University of California at
Berkeley in 1974-75. The research findings were presenteu along with their
implications for public policy at a policy seminar consisting of sonic 60
leaders in American higher education.

This publication a culmination of the research and the policy
seminar. It attempts to organize policy issues, to raise questions about
what needs to he considered in designing. launching, and maintaining ex-
ternal degree programs, and to suggest guidelines for action.

Policy issues are organized into seven areas: clientele: program fea-
tures'and student services: staffing: organization: finance: planning. initia-
tion. and evaluation: and extrainstitutional policies and priorities that are
the primary responsibility o;" State and Federal agencies, accrediting bodies.
regional associations. etc.

Each major policy area is introduced by a brief contextual back-
ground statement. The policy issues are then addressed as questions. and
:hese questions are followed with relevant infornotion and guidelines.

The booklet has a major yet unusual advantage of presen.ting the
implications of resear:h findings in the practical context of a policy semi-
nar. It should see :: as valuable background fur planners as well as provide
a checklist of nsiderations for planning ex tern.il degree programs.

7:2.0/77-2

The Adult. Education. and Public Policy. Michael O'Keefe. 63
pp. (Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies. Palo Alto. Calif.).
(Also on ERIC Microlicue: ED 145078).

This p7cparez: by Michael O'Keefe. Deputy Secretary
for Planning and Eviduation. in the U.S. Department of Health. Education.
and Welfare Office of Education, provides an appropriately cautious
hilance for the optimistic writings of the enthusiasts for lifelongL:arning.
O'Keefe predicts the curdy saturation of growth in adult education. adeed
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his interpretation ot statistical trends suggests that the adult
boom it the early 1`)70's ina already have peaked.

While admitting that hotter di', and insights are ne-ded in order to
formulate adequate social , he sees critical problems ,.!ready present
in meeting the educational needs e t .,roups currently underrepresented in
educational activities, primarily undereducated and unempi ..c1 segments

ot the population. as well as groups such as ethnic mil. Imes and women
that are lust beginning to gam equality in postsecondary educational op-
portunities. Ilse, author is basically supportive of programs that make
education available to broader segin:Itts of the population, but he IS
cautious and even pessini;..skc about political and financial support for gov-
ernment spending for aduNethication.

This is an importa: .
thought-provoking boiklet, with :ood, albeit

u"oes hat dated. tabulation, adult pat ticipation in educatie..qal activi
1..s O'Keete uses data v.ell to articulate the issues, :ind his discussion and

recommendations reflect his of the basic realities of planning.

7:2.0/74
Planning Non-Traditional Programs. K. Patricia Cross. John R
Valley and Associates. 2.53 pp. aossey-13.,ss. San Francisco).

book prssents the findup,!, from a series of research pr)jects
sponsored by the Commission on Non-lraditional Study. Two chapters in
particular are important since they are the result of large national studies
on It the interests and eperiel,ces of adult learners and 2) the responses

and programs of colleges and universities.
\ stavey questionnaire designed .hv I dueatiunal Testing Service re-

searchers Carp. l'eterson and Roelfc. ilasscrved as a model for many state
wade needs ay:es,"lents. and ft: data they-report in Chapter 2 is still as
good and as as any ieported since. Data were collected from a

national 1:114'4lulit. sanwle ut .2515 h ,..fseholds, and respondents were
asked..thout tbeir backgrounds. interests. and participation in adult learn-
ing .es.qie survey eonduded that about one-third of the adults had
received' instruction in some .sublect or skill within the 12 months prior to
the ',Up.t.'1, and over -o percent (labeled wouldhe learners) were interested

in further learning..
Chanter ; rcrorts the results of a thtoonwide survey eunduoted by

researchers at the Center for Research and Development in Higher
at the '1,rwersit,, at 1>eikelcy rcgarding r;41 tr::ditiemal

institutional practices. most ot which weredesigned to attract and serve
adult part:time learners. Because of the rapid growth of on-traditional
forms ot education. thes:. data are somewhat more thted than those 1 In
individual learrim?; interests b.a thersurvey remain!: ,me of the few that
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reveals the wide variety of responses of colleges and universities in plan-
ning for the special needs of adult learners.

Other chapters in the book discuss credit and accreditation issues
and the use of technology and media: final chapter contains an annotated

7:2.0/73
Diversity by Design. Commission on Non-Traditional Study.
178 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San Francis,.

The Commission on Non-Traditional Study. chaired by Samuel B.
Gould. was created in 1971 to study the emergence of non-traditional
alternatives in higher education and to make recommendations for the
future: This hook is the COmin. -7sion's final rep' it and contains a thought-
ful discussion of the issue almg, with 57 specific recommendations for

ton.
The definition of non-traditional education formulated by the Com-

mission is now widely quoted, and provides a consistent focus for. the
recommendations.

This attitude puts the student first and the institution second,
concentrates inure on the former's need t! 311 the latter's conVen-
fence. encourages diversity of individual opportunity rather than
unif.irni prescription. and deemphasizes time. space, and even course
requirements in favor of competence and,-where apnlicable. perfor-
mance. It has concern for the learner of any age arid circumstance,
for the degree aspirant as well as the person who finds sufficient
reward in enriching life iiirough constant, periodic, or occasional

The recoritmendations o' this distinguished group of educators are
as farsighted today as tip:: were in 1973. and they are of considerable
value to ianti,tc. I hey provide a conceptual framework as well as a check-
list of considerations in planning for adult part-time learners. The 57 final
recut:mu:11,4N can he summarized s follows

I) Lifetime learning basic. c,ntinuing. and recurrent has :1 new ap-
;propriateness today and requites a new pattern of support.

2.1 Colleges and ,intversities must shift emphasis from degree-granting
to ser, ice to the learner. thus countering what has blcome a degree-grant

Facidts understandings and coui:Iiii,nts must be reoriented
and redir.cted. particularly through iii-service developments. st, that
knowledge and iist: of non traditional forms and materials will increase.

4) ..to organiqd . tort must he made to 'promote intelligent and
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widespread use of educatioal technology with special emphas: on pro-
gramming for cable television. computers. videotape recorders. and possi-
bilities of satellite broadcast'-.g.

Si New agencies must b created to make p.,ssible easy access to
information and deselop better was s to dissenimatc it. to perform guidance
and counseling services and to be assessyy-ankl repositories of credit for
student achievement.

New evaluative tools inns b, developed to match the non-
traditional arrangements !loss evolvini . so that accreditation and awarding
of cri:dentials will base appropriate measures of quality.

7) Cooperation and collabor:ition must be encouraged among col-
legiate. communitv and alternate educational mimes so that diverse
edu mai provrams and structures may evolve

I he above recommendations are the result of the tour major activities
ut the Commission 1 delibk.rat ions hs Commission members themselves:
2) hewing,, and zonteten,es with people representing agencies and ..nstitu-
non% related to higher 3) review ut commissumed reports and
research, and 41 placement of issues relating to nont:aditikmal study be-
low !Led, tee,hinal..10,1 St ilk. Jllkl institutional leakier,.

7 2 0,72
The 1)esisznlof Education. ('1-11 O. iioule..; 2,3 pp. tiossey-Bass:
San I. ranci,...'w

Armen hv leadei in adult education for a 1111.1i lei ul J ,:ntutv. . this
,,:oh,iht the best single overview ut the breadth and the depth of

adult education which he Awns does not dine' Ili tundamewal v. ay,
Ciotti edukation tot and adolescents.

1 he book pro% ides helpful background for planners :ince it puts to
daL Jib:long learning 1110,.ment in historical perspective whit, setting it
ul c irrent social konte,t \ bibliographic essay, which tor:n . the final
diaptc-i the r' k, is especial!, ustul for its anal!. NiS ,,rganitation
Lit the htera!ure aclult education iron; earls sears to the present. !ti
I 111)11t! AC11 .1 the lilted states

;.l)

/ 3 0 /
Minoritie in U.S. Intittition of Higher Education. Frank
13r1)m.n i) tilenl, 17`( pp . ( Praeger. New York).

I sine seo.ral sources ot data t most current throu 1 the mid I 'ctrst.

I l k
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the authors attempt to determine first the social and psychological benefits
.fined by minorities in attending U.S. institutions of higher education, and

the characteristics of the rr.Lority students who have done so.A nong the variables considered ar the numbers enrolled, courses studied
and degrees attained, and deterrents encountered, such as poverty and
racism.

The major groups examined are American Indians. blacks, Asian
Americars and Hispanic Americans. The book is rife with tables income
tables, enrollment tables, population tables all of which form a picture of
minor.ry underrepresentation in U.S. institutions of higher education.

The strer,cti of this book lies in the critical examination of the data,u"ten compilzd from several sources such as the American Council on
Education. 1:.e Depa.tment of Education, and Welf:.e. and t!:.:
I970 census. The authors .'s, weigh several factors befort reachin-, their
conclusions. F, r example, one ,roup appeared to be ove .-repress rated in
undergraduate institutions in relation to their ov,rall U.S. population.A review of the percentage graduated from high sdiool, however, showedthem to be underrepresented.

The authors also identify the special prohlems.minorities have withentering the various graduate disciplines. Also examined is minority
matriculation 1n five States. Tc...1s, California. Florida, Illinois, and New

correlations are noted between attendance and public funding.
Concluding chapters review various State and Federal funding programs,
evaluate the interaction of minorities on the campus. and finally, makere: for increasing. representation of these unuerrepresented
minorities.

The hunk is one if the most uptodate analyses of the status of
minorities in institutions of higher education. It shows planners what to
expect from ink.kinung classes. .ind how they can change the odds. The
volume includes a hihlitqfjpil

.

73.0/76a
Equal Educational Opportunity forBlacks in U.S. Higher Edu-
cation. Institute t,;, the Study of Educational Policy. 330 pp.
Published for (SEP by Howard University Press, Wash,ngton.

This is the first in a planned series of annual reports on opportunities
for blacks in higher education. Each report will concentrate on one school
year and will include followup documents recommending State and Fed-
eral action. This report evens 1(173-74, and provides comprehensive data
and analy us of the current statu of blacks in higher education;the eco
norms returns for blacks. the continuing harriers to equal educational

II'
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opportunity. and the problems inherent in the data by which public poli-

cies are often determined.
The study analyzes from a vast amount of statistical data the barriers

blacks encounter upon seeking a quality higher education. Based largely on
surreys and other data collected during I973-74. it addresses the following

issues,

flow is equal education opportunity measured?

Why are blacks underrec esented in the nation's colleges?

How does the return on investment in a college education for
Mack; r qnpare with that of !Iieir white counterparts.'

Wha' has been die effect t Federal mandates regarding equal

educational opportunity?

Access the opportunity to enroll in a college cannot he the only
way to measure progress in firm-ding higher education to minorities. The
kind and quality of colleges a%allable. as well as a student's abdity to do

academic work also present problems for planners concerned with
qt.ality education. While Federal mandates have to some extent made
access easier, the authors teen more effort b needed to hocst the quality of
minority education and the stayingpower of minority students once they

lia%c earned access.

7.3.0/76,2
Minority Group Participation in Graduate Education, National
Board on Graduate I.ducation, :17:! pp. (National Academy or
Scicna.s. Wa,11114!toll.

undertaken by the National Board on Graduate Edu-

cation in order to, "assist n. policy formulation. program planning. and

spe,irK, actions le.igned to reduce barriers confronting minority group
iienihers as the% seek graduate education and to develop a hosi-table aca
demi,: environment that will encourage the success of those who enroll.

.'Rpage ese.aitive summary contains the Board's conclusions and
rec.anmendatious fliese arise out of an analysis of 11)Moril participation

I mostly data up to 1'173-14) and various harriers (categorized as ft.. acial,

educational. ps%chosocial. and cultural) on the one hand, and an analysis
of the ...wren! situation from the perspective of graduate institutions on
the other I he atterancludes discussions of the declining laho market. at
iirnrar.: action. legal Issues. need for supportive services. etc.

I he other sections constitute !he remainder of the study . thereus
of the efforts of other :Igelloes and organizations to increase

minorib participatin. including Federal agencies. States. professional

soLieties. ;Ilularithroptc foundations. and business and industry. A final

I IS
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chapter is an abridged version of a report on black graduate schools pre-
pared by the Conference of Deans of Black Graduate Schools.

7:3.0/74

Desegregating America's Colleges: A Nationwide Survey of Black
Students, 1972-73, ,William M. Boyd, 110 pp. (Pr. ,ter, NewYork).

This volume presents the results of a survey of 785 black students
and 194 black or whit: faculty members at 40 predominately white col-leges and universities across the United States. Interviews were conducted
by black employees of the Educational Policy Center. with the expecta-
tion that candid reactions to the black experience on white campuses
cc, :Id be obtained.

The characteristics of black students and their reactions to their col-
lege experience are described in early chapters. Issues such as perceived
faculty attitudes toward blacks, separatism on campus, (including black
housing. etc.) are candidly discussed. One chapter describes differences in
perceptions between staff members and black students. revealing that stu-
dents are in general better satisfied than faculty think they are. Neverthe-
less. much remains to be done to accommodate the needs of black stu-
dents at white universities, and 18 recommendations suggested by the data
are presented in the final chapter.

7:3.0/71

Minority Access to College. Fred E. Crossland. 139 pp. (Schocken
Hooks, New York 1.

"Higher education." writes the author of this readable overview of
the minority access problem. "has functioned as the chief instrument of
social mobility for every ethnic group in American society, except for
ethnic groups that are not White."

The deprived ethnic groups referred to include blacks, Mexican
Americans, Puerto Ricans. and American Indians. In the academic year
1970-71, they represented less than 10 percent of the nation's total college
enrollment. Blacks. by far the largest of these groups, receive the major
attention m this study.

The decreasing enrollment in Traditionally Black Institutions (TBI's)
has raised questions as to the value of maintaining them. Once the "pri-
mary educational resource" for Black Americans, their status has dimin-
ished in direct proportion to minority enrollment in other institutions.
The author feels. however. the Till's play an important role: that of pre-
paring black :old other youth to cope in a "complex. multi-racial, multi-
ethnic society
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The steady influx of minority students into institutions other than
TB1's has presented problems to both students and institutions. Students
encounter the following barriers: I) adverse grading and testing policies, 2)
academic difficulties due to poor preparation. 3) lack of money, 4) geo-
graphic distance from good colleges, 5) lack of motivation to continue,
and 6) r2cial hostility on the part of faculty, administrators, and peers.

The efforts of many institutions to lower these barriers are often in-
effective. The author notes, however, that sonic strides were made, largely
because of institutional efforts. What is needed now, he continues, is
organization on the part of secondary and postsecondary institutions. .nd
more State and Federal planning and financial support.

See also. 1:1.0/77.1 Selective Admissions in Higher Education. Carnegie
Council of Policy Studies in Higher Education, 256 pp. (Jossey-Bass,
San Francisco).

4.0 HANDICAPPED

See also: Topic 2: Campus and Building Planning, Subtopic 2.0: Environ-
mental Issues: and Topic It): Space Management and Projection. Subtopic
2.2: Access for Handicapped. for information on the architectural con-
siderations involved ir, ...ommodating the handicapped in institutions of
higher educa:ion

7:4.0/78
Guide to the Section 504 Self-Evaluation for Colleges and Uni-
versities. Richard G. Bich!, 127 pp. (National Association of
College and University Business Officers, Washington. D.C.)
(Available free of charge from NACUBO. One Dupont Circle.
Ro rn 510, Washington. D.C. 20036).

This volume is a functional. well-written guide to compliance with
Section 504. \Ouch calls tor access to educational institutions for
the handicapped. It provides a sellevaluation procedure which. when
completed, should become the institution's "master plan" for removing
discrimina,ion and achieving equal access for he handicapped.

The book poi,.ts out that compliance deed not he a painful process,
and se)ara,c programs and activities are diccogragetl. Rather, the handi-
cappec must he provided access to cxisti: 4 progruns. "reation of the
proper atmosphere and attitudes at the institution Hill make handicapped
persons better abk to help themselves.
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Key terms are defined. general provisions outlined, and U.S. De-
partment of Health. Education. and Welfare reguiations listed in the first
section. "Program accessibility." the key term in Section 504, is handled
in a separate. section. clarifying the difference between program accessibil-
ity, which is required by lase, and a barrier-free environment which is not.

The final sect;wi, entitled "Inpiementing the Plan. considers
finances. An appendo, gives additional sources of information and tech.
meal asAstance.

The following volume is fully annotated under Topic 19: Space Manage-
ment and Pruie.:tion. Suhtopic 2. Access for Handicapped-. 10:2,2'77. It
is briefly annutatcd here because of Its relevance to this topic area.

, Planning for Accessibility; .. Guide to Developing and Imple-
menting Campus Transition Plans. Margaret Milner. 8O pp.
Association of Physical Plant Administrators of Colleges and

Universities. INashington.
In the author's words: "Fins manual has been prepared to assist col-

lege and urnyersify adwinistrators in making their campus facilities acces,
sible to physically handicapped students. faculty and staff." Recognizing
the uniqueness of each campus. guidelines and recommendations for
action are present d as starting points for each institution to model .a
program responsive to Its own particular needs.

In order to comply with 'ice tion SG-1. which calls for equal access to
ill univeiois programs, man% campuses must make changes to accomnio-
date the handicappe I students who are taking advantage of a revolution in
the aecessihihr, of higher education. After access has been made possible.
ilia pr"blem becomes one of pubh,:wing, the program. us volume deals
with .1 program handbook and ettorts to reach int the community.

I lie appendis includes s ample documents, oveys for implementa-
tion of etudeliner and further references.

5,0 UN DERPRITA RE. D STUDENTS

7 5 0.1/ 1

Handbook on Open Admissions: Success. Failure. Potential.
Ann Io12.er 1:uth 'Jody. and Felicia 13rings. 161 pp.
W ests ICw Prss. Boulder. Colt,. I.

!his han.thook des, ihes the open admissions e \perienie of City
I N ork rn 19- +. I he authors es:dilate the problems, solit
non. arid rAnunistranye i oho attendant upon the new experience, mclud-
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ing the physical chaos of sheer numbers, the curriculum revision demanded
by new kinds of students, and faculty and administrative adjustments.

The question of lowered standards versus greater opportunity is well.
handled, and the volume systematically discusses the problems of the siew
students: the primary one being the lack of basic skills. The perspectives
on solutions include testing, remedial courses. and advising, all described
in respective chapters. The sections dealing with "the ('UNY System" and
with "Maintaining Standards" will be of particular interest to.planners.

The experier!-:es of CUNY are widely apphLahle as.many universities
grapple Ivith similar problems regarding open uhnissions.

7:5.0/77-2
OvercOming Learning Problems: A Guide to Developmental
Education in College. J(thn 1...Koucche and Jerry J. Snow. ,188
pp. 1 Josscy-Bass. Sari Francisco).

Hie problems associated with remedial education in college will not
gu away. In tact, the probleins. get inure awesome each year as more and
inure students enier college without the verbal and quantitative skills
needed to 'enroll. let alone succeed, in freshmen level courses. I p. ix)

With that statement. John h. koueche and Jerry J. Snow introduce
the subject of their book. The boo:: describes trends and practices in col
legiate record offerings collected :7orii a survey of some 300 two and
four'', ear iiistitut:ons..1.1iese findings are related to earlier surveys and to
theory and r.:sarch about 'le:lining problems.

Rotieche is ,in experienced authority on remedial or developmental
education. 4nd cal-vs one of the must useful sections of the book is one
describing I: programs six in 2.year colleges and six in 4-yeer colleges
that the author- rate as "exemplary. These programs appear tuuffer good
evidence that ti edial approaches can be designed to "promote high
retenton and achievement with lar:,;t: numbers of non-traditional learners."

flits I:111N short, readable book should give planners an overview of
what is being ' c arid can he done ro meet the challenge of under-

Audi

35 "F.
Act.-tit on Learning: Improving Instruction and Reshaping the
i'urricuttini, K. Patricia Cross. 2()I pp. I Jossey-fiass. San

hits hook-contains awful applications of research and theory for
aciiss the hroad spectrum of higher education. but IN

!Pilot -.)11Cori: is for uform:tion and curricula that improve education for
un.lerprepared ,atitients [he hook was iiwarded the American Council on
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Education Book Aware for th^ best book in higher education in 1976:
This book is really a sequel to Cross's earlier book, Beyond the Open

Door, which described the needs and 'characteristics of underprepared
students. Accent on Legrning makes some recommendations about how to
design educational programs to meet these needs. The author searched the
literature of education. psychology, and sociology for research findings
that would shed light on the problems of low achievers and "turned off
learnt:is, and then presented the implications of the research and theory
for practice. Over 1000 studies were mviewed, and an extensive bibliog.
raphy contains citations for much of the recent literature relevant to learn-
ing fur personal development as well as academic competeni'e.

Educators interested in some of the recent teaching and learning
innovations will find evaluations and sources of further information on
the following: individualization of instruction, mastery learning, computer-
assisted and computer-managed instruction, self-paced learning, copitive
styles, programmed instruction, audio-tutorial methods, Person:444A Sys-
tem of Instruction or the Keller Nan. intellectual and moral development.
laboratory education or sensitivity training, and micro-teaching.

This book is much more concerned with providing educational op-
portunity through changing instruction and curriculum than through
facilitating access via financial aid, counseling and guidance. etc. As such.
it is more relevant to planners working with faculty and administrators on
program design and faculty development than to planners concerned about
attracting new clientele into institutions of postsecondary education.

7 5.0173

"The Case for Open Admissions," Timothy Healy. Edward
Quinn. Alexander W. A;tin, and Ja,:k Rossman, Change. Vol. 5,
No. 3, Summer, pp. 24-37.

This refelence consists of a set of three Journal articles describing the
open admissions "crisis" at the City University of New York (CUNY) in
the early 1970's It is included here because although things have changed
somewhat at CONY, many tit the anxieties and doubts about open admis.
110.11S at Cl NY in 1973 still exist in many parts of the country. This set
4 articles articulates the problems in a sensitive yet realistic manner that
helps put planning for equal opportunity for underprepared students in
perspective.

Ihe articles by Timothy Healy' who was vice-chancellor for academic
affairs at CUNY and Edward Quinn. a professor of English at City College.
presr nt administrative and !'aculty perspectives in essays that capture the
spun of the tunes in delightful prose. The trio is rounded out with a pre-
sentation research data collected during CUNY's first year of open
admissions.
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7:5.0172

Higher Education and the Disadvantaged Student. lick: S.
Astin. Alexander W. Astin, Ann S. Bisconti, and Ifyinan Frankel.
359 pp. (I iuman Services Press, Washington. D.C.).

This study uses two sources of information: I I) casestudy data from
19 institutions operating special pri ,rams for disadvantaged students and
( 2) longitudinal seltreport questionnair..s from students in special pro
grams or from disadvantaged backgrounds collected by the AITICriiall
Council on Education front 1960 ci 1969.

While the data are dated and the institutions' mewerience to operat
mg special programs in those early years make this study of limited useful.
ness today he section on impir ations for educational policy and guide.
lees for proeron development still contain relevant reminders regarding
student characteristics and institutional response.

7:5.0/71

Beyond the Open Door: New Students to Higher Education. K.
Patricia Cross. 200 pp, lossey-Bass. San Francisco).

This hook calls for new educational approaches to serve the needs of
large nulnher. of underprepared studentsenterirlg ope nad missions colleges.
fins hook is a research studs.. but it is written for planners. facult) and
administrators. Its purpose is to document sortie differences between so.
called -traditional" and -new" students in their approach to learning.

Basle data for the book are derived from four large national tines.
tionnaire surveys. involving from .000 to 4(10S00 high school students
and graduates. For each of the four data hanks. students gra,luating in the
lowest academic third of the !ugh school class (New Students) are con
trusted with those graduating in the top third ( traditional students). Vali.'
able; discussed are broad. langnig across interests, attitudes. motivations.
selfconcepts aspirations, and achievements.

lthoug.h "new student:" are frequentls thought of in demographic
terms, especially ethnic minorities, this book is specifically concerned with
the challenge to colleges posed bs students wlih poor past record. of aia
dernic achievemcw. While ethnic minorities ire overrepresented in this
group, the maiorits of kinderprepared students are firstgcneration college
students oho .ire the white sons and ,,anghters of bluecrillar workers.
h r.! of :hese low academic achievers are entering community colleges and

other nowselective lorms of postsecondary education,
Most 01 the chapters Ili Bel'IMil the (4,t7/ DOnr egrate data across

the ball national studies desci the the characteristic s ot 'New S t u dents."
Seseral chapters. hos% eser. discuss related topics such as national egalitarian
trends in higher education. and theory about scltconc.ept and the fe : :r
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failure. Chapters on the characteristics of ethnic minorities and women are
included even though these groups are not necessarily synonymous with
New Students 'as Cross uses the term to connote low academic achi..:vers.
A final chapter makes some recommendations about how openadmissions
colleges should deal with the challenge of nonselected student bodies.

7:5.0/70

Postsecondary Education and the Disadvantaged: A Policy
Study. Amitar Etzioni. Educational Resources Information
Center. I 3 I pp. (('enter for Policy Research, New York).

This policy study sets forth essential concepts and analyzes soca°
data and research on compensatory education for the disadvantaged.

Divided into three sections. tins classic stud.y examines alternatives and
makes ., :col mendations for policy. This first section. written by Amitar
bizioni. examines black studies Irorn the perspective of .indergraduate and
graduate specialization. bridging education. and social centers. The second
seL non. written by Irene Tinker, concentrates on goals. agenda mid policy
concerned with programs for the underprepared and for pre-college stu-
dents. and motivational, intensive and remedial. and compenaory pro-
grams. Th third .section Is an annotated bibliography.

Although the data are somewhat dated. this study deals less with the
application of statistics than with the concepts and theory that continue
to he telcw:1;it.

6.0 WOMEN

7.6 0/78

Putting Principle Into Practice: Guidelines for Administrators
in implementing Title .X. Donna Shavlik. Emily. Taylor and
.1u(1,. rouchton. 45 pp I Resource Center on Sex Roles and
1-Lint:anon. Washington, D.C.).

Hoc booklet sy rirliesizes much that comes before it in terms of Title
IX literature arid discusses the responsibilities of high-level administrative
personnel tor implementing 'role IX the Federal regulation winch pro.
titbits the disLrinimation on the basis of sex in student progr...in and in
employment piItk., And practice in ethicational institutions receiving
Federal hinds

rillItar% ',AIM oik he in the iLretley of the statistics and
,iced on women in htellet education. ;ill of which clearly point to

ur representation ,1 uonlcn
rhe ht,)klet nIIerS stwgestimis Inf dr:fuel:mg equity in hiring and III

;indent imvarris, and. poses ,piestions Inc adinivistrttors as 111Cy evaluate
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institutional operation and possible areas of discrimination. Thr"ughout
the booklet. relevant sections of the regulation are noted, each followed
by practical suggestions for implementation. Although the emphasis of this
volume is on hiring practices. any volume dealing with equity in the insti-
tutional structure is tangentially beneficial to students seeking equal
access.

Literature analyzing Title IX is essential for planners; the authors
conclude with many recommendations for more equitable hiring in light
of Title IX, among them, guidelines for preparing job descriptions. recruit.
mg. interviewing and screening of candidates.

7:6.0/77

Women in Higher Education, W. Todd Furniss and Patricia
Athjerg Graham. eds.. 33b pp.. (American Council un Educa-
tion, Washington. D.C.).

A collection of briet essays prepared for the American Council on
Education's 55th annual meeting. this book explores the role of women--
as professor. student and staff member at American colleges and uni-
versities.

One of the lint women undergraduates at Yale University writes
about being in the minority 18 to I ) at a newly co-educational school. One
protessor writes of her eft ,rts to start a kind of employment agency fur
women liLtorians,A university president details some problems he has !rad
initialing affirmative action. another president emeritus discusses her views
on balancing the pursuit a professional degree with marriage and mother-
hood

These and a myriad of other issues are treated in these essays- the
rate of promotion and the possibility of part-time work for women
teachers, attrition rates among women; maternity leave policies; and the
tate ot women's coilezes

Written by some of the most notable men and women in the area of
Higher education, the essays combine to form a well-rounded picture of
the female academic in the 1111(1.1970's. particularly of the areas in which
she dist. intimation. Se...era; of the writings suggest ideological shifts
usetul in planning and practical steps one can take to anticipate them.

Flie essays are lively. well-written and thoughtprovoking. recoil]
mended for anyone lio wants .1 quick look at contemporary questions
tacino ....omen in higher education.

7 6 0.'76
Sex Discrimination in Education: Access to Postsecondary Edu-
cation. Helen Astir, Michele Ilarway, Patricia McNamara,
39.4 pp. !lighter Fducation Research Institute Los Angeles).
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This study attempts to identify the factors that either facilitate or
inhibit educational access for women. particularly at the postsecondary
level.

The authors look at the kinds of high school courses women take
and grades that they achieve, the kinds of institutions in which they enroll,
and the major fields and careers they choose. The authors then compare
these factors with similar ones for men and then racial/ethnic groups to
see whether they affect access to educational institutions.

The personal and social backgrounds of women are also reviewed as
possibly contributing to the "generally lower educational and occupational
aspirations and achievements of women." The study also looks for signs of
discrimination in the way information on various educational opportuni-
ties filters down through parents. guidance manuals, and counselors.

. Other areas reviewed for possible discrimination include the college
admission process, attitudes of male !acuity. and availability of financial
aid. One chapter is devoted to the special problems of adult women return-
ing to school.

Relying heavily on previous surveys (the study was conducted over a
brief 9 -month period) the authors conclude that despite higher grades.
women are less likely than men to go to college, and those that do may be
inure likely to select a less expensive, less prestigious school. Part of the
reasoi is discrimination: schools lack female ,role models; institutional

catalogs are biased toward men; schools encourIge "traditional" women's
majors which limits choice, and the AmericaA society historically has
given higher priority to education of men than toledncation of women.

Throughout the study the authors pose questions for further study.
and end with recommendations for programs. research projects and legis-
lation to ensure more equal educational access for wt'?nien.

LIiiable through time constraints to conduct many of their own sur-
veys. the authors do an able job of synthesizing, and interprehng existing
dAii. Although they draw no monumental conclusiolns, they give a goodit ncatioi) t. trends among college students in the 1970's.

7 :6.0/75
Barriers to Woman's Participation in Posts&ondary Education:
A Review of Research and Commentary as of 1973-74, Esther
Manning Westervelt, 76 pp. (U.S. Department of Health. Educa-
tion. and Welfare. Washington.D-.C.).

This report offers a good succinct overview of the research up to
1974 on women's participation in higher education. It is divided into duce
seeing's. one dealing with institutional harriers, one with social constraints,
and one with Nychological factors.

I'7
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The harriers institutions pose to women in areas such as admissions,
financial aids, housing and other practices subject to the direct control of
colleges and universities are given the greatest attention, and it is this dis-
cussion that will be of the greatest interest to planners. But one of the
valuable contributions of this overview is the perspective it gives by plac-
ing institutional barriers to equal educational opportunity for women in
the ...ontext of the barriers erected by social attitudes about women's roles
and the psychological conflicts that women face in balancing traditional
rules and expectations with new models and pressures for achievement.

7:6.0/73

Opportunities for Women in Higher Education: Their Current
Participation, Prospects for the Future, and Recommendations
for Actions, Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 282
pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York).

This Carnegie Commission report begins with observation that at
each "gate" of the successive key points of advancement in the academic
World. the percentage of women declines. Extensive charts and data illus-
trate the paths of women through the educational system as entrants to
college. undergraduates, graduate and profession,' students,. faculty mem-
bers. and administrators.

The special problems at each stage of education are explored, usually
through statistical charts and tables. and recommendations are made fc
overcoming problems at each successive level.

Two final chapters discuss the issues of affirmative action (including
legal background, case histories and policy considerations) and needed
campus facilities such as continuing education and child care centers.

Although books that present substantial data tend to become
rather quickly. the problems discussed in this volume still exist; and .he
recommendations are as relevant now as they '.'CIC in 1973. This volume
probably teinams the single best information resource on the education
of women within the traditional framework of higher education.
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Faculty

Everett C. Ladd

ffff_gffff.e.r.ffff_gff.g.ff.g..9
The old professorial boast, "We are the university," can

surely be challenge I, but it rests upon so fundamental a con-
cept that no biblicgraphy on higher education planning can
ignore central attributes of the protessoriate.

Three broad considerations of the position of faculty in
American higher education are of primary importance to
planners. First; certain char,..cteristiCs of the occupational
stratum must be understood in o-rier to assess the faculty's
capacity to perform in del..red ways. Second, the faculty's
social and educational responsibilities must be determined.
Third, measurements and standards must be developed to
evaluate actual faculty performance. T.,ese f.7-!ree considera-
tionsstatus, role, and performanceestabiish the organi-
zation for this section on faculty.

Status, This section considers the adequacy of the simply
and demand of appropriately trained faculty and the degree,
by acrdemic field, of "over production." Levels of compensa-
tion of faculty are also reviewed, as is faculty mobility, taking
into account the entrant: of new talent and the depart:re of
zxisting personnel and changing tenure of retirement policies.
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Other studies involve trends in faculty hiring. salaries. and
tenure

Role. Here the broad sociopolitical role , tine facully
is discussed the objectives faculty are to promote and how
the academic milieu fosters or discourages this role. Frequently
at issue is the question of what is the appropriate role of faculty
and how this role can he best developed. This section also
touches upon discrimination in faculty appointments and
the question of teaching versus research.

Performance. This sub:opic considers the ways in which
faculty performance is affected by economic. political. and
social forces. Entries deal with Collective bargaining in higher
education. how it affects faculty performance. reasons faculty
resort to collectivt bargaining. and guidelines for negotiating
contracts. Also exam:ned are faculty unionism. and the ade-
quacy of the fa,:tilt, rewards structure for promoting desired
performance.

TOPIC ORGANIZATION

8: Faculty

1.0 Status

1.1 Supply and Demand
1.2 Compen-ition
1.3 Tenure
1.4 ReLirement

2.0 Role

2.1 Sociopolitical Role and Persp,:ctives
2.2 Lout:Atonal

3.0 Performance

3.1 (;overnanee and the Impact of Unionization
3.2 Facility Assessment and Rzwards
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1.0 STATUS
1.1 Supply and Demand

8:1.1/78

Earned Degrees Conferred 1975-1C`76, Summary Data, National
Center for Education Statistics, 50 pp. (U.S. Government
Printing Off;ce, Washington, D.C.).

This report is the latest in a series published annually in vanot.
terms since 1947. The methodology and variables have changed some-
what over the years. but the reports are comparable. The greatest changes
have been in the designation of "Institutional" or "Summary data.

'.e two r des of data have been combined, 6: published separately at
varinuc dines in the series' history. The last instance in which "Institu-
non Data" appeared in a report was in 1976 for the year 1973-1974.

The data in the current report result from responses to a survey
iegrees and other formal awards conferred between July 1. 1975 to

1! ne 30, t97(1 ") which was part of the 11th Higher Education General
1r fornianori Survey (REGIS, conducted by the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES1.

An introductory section describes both geneal aspects of the in-
stitutional survey and the data collected. A reproduction of the survey
form is included.

The collection includes three summary', seven detail, and two ap-
pendix tables. The summary tables, covering the academic years of 1970-
197I I to I9 197h, are compilations of degrees conferred by disc;nline
division for bachelor's. master's, and doctoral degrees.

1e detail tables provide statistics on degrees by a range of varia
hies mcluding sex of respondent. control of institution. and geographic
area. Degrees are categonied to Indicate different trends. These tables
are all based on one definition of the aggregate United Sta:es.

the appendix tables are based on another definition of the aggre-

gate and are set up to liable comparison with the tables based on the
first definition of the aggregate.

This series provides depeno,:ble statistical data which can he in
v .!iuhle for the researcher in his review of supply and demand factors
as they relate to faculty in higher education.

8:1,1176

YoIng Doctorate Faculty in Selected Science and Euuineering
Departments. 1975 to 1980, Frank J. Atelsek and Irene
(;oinherg. 31 pp. t American Council on Education. Washington.
D.C.!.

Fhts hook :s a report based on a 19'6 survey conducted for the
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National Science Foundation. It focuses on young doctorate faculty
(defined as having received their doctorate degrees within the previous
seven years) employed full-time in science and engineering departments
st Ph.D.granting institutions. Department heads in selected science and
engineering fields at 145 such institutions (all of which had received at
least S I million in Federal support for research and development in
1974) were surveyed regarding the proportions of young doctorates
on their faculties; an estimation of the proportion in 1980: their opinions
concerning whether those proportions were too low; the steps the depart-
ment or insti,.it on had taken or was planning to take in the near future
to change tenure or appointment policies and practices: and their opinions
concerning changes they felt would be necessary to correct the problem
areas. The selected departments included biochemistry, biology. botany,
chemical engineering, chemistry, economics, electrical engineering, phys-
ics. physiology, sociology. and zoology. Responses to questions outlined
above are presented in tables, by department.

The results of this study indicate that the proportion of "young"
faculty has decreased over the past seven years and is expected to continue
to decline. Suggested means of increasing this proportion include encour-
agement of early retirements; increased funding, research support, post-
doctorate research associate positions. sabbaticals. etc.: changing the
tenure system; and hi-ing only or mostly young faculty. Respondents
were not optimistic that these changes would in fact be accepted by their
deparzments or institutions.

While other sources may give more complete data on the actual pro-
portions of young faculty in American higher education, this report
is valuable for Its data on the perceptions of persons directly affected
by the shortage i!e heads of departments.

1.2 compensation

8:1 2/A
Report on the Economic Status of the Profession. 1977-1978.
American Association of University Professors, 74 pp. (AAUP.
Washington. D.C.).

This report is the latest in a series begun before 1960. Some earlier
ata arc ay.:noble and may he reques:ed by contacting AAUP directly.

An aggregate data report in printed torn has been published annually
since 1960. Since the annual report was first published. there have been
tw, f;)rinat changes. Fi.st, since 1970 the average salary for institutions
has been included by rank. and secondly. since 1974.75 data by sex has
been included. AAUP has dist) made the reports available on computer
tape for a small fee since 1970.
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An annual report consists of two parts. The first is a brief analysis
and explanation of the tables which make up the :;econd part. The analysis
concentrates on the economic situation within higher education in the
current year, in this ..:ase 1977.78. This section also includes observations
of major changes, notable consistencies and trends that will need to he
considered for the future. The data section consists of tables which in-
clude information on the aggregate United States, individual institutions,
projections, and faculty salaries and tenure. A variety of different variables
arc used to provide comparative results of the data. which were collected
through institutional surveys.

This series is important for two major reasons. (11 collectively.
it provides a substantial amount of important data and 121 the annual
report provides the most recent data available.

8:1.2,76
Salaries and Tenure of Instructional Faculty in Institutions
of Higher Education 1974-75. National Center for Education
Statistics. 27I pp. (U.S. Government Printing Office. Washing-
ton, D.C.).

Detailed tabulations compiled_ from the 1974 NOES survey of
Salaries and Tenure of Full-time Instructional Faculty are presented
in this report. The salary data updates information collected earlier and
published in Higher Education Salaries and Fringe 13enefits. /971-7: anu
/97'2-73. Fhe 1974 survey data includes breakdowns on faculty tenure
by sex. More than )7 percent of the institutions in the higher education
universe. as defined by the U.S. Department of Health. Education and
Welfare Office- of Education. responded to the survey. N1ost data fur
non-responding institutions (both in 1972 and 197.4 were drawn from
information reported by a similar institution. Similarity was judged on
the hams of institutional control, institutional level. sex of student body,
highest degree offered by institution, type of program, and total
enrollment in Fall 1972 and 1974.

Fhe basic tables are divided into two sections. Section I contains
tables in which all hranc:.es of a reporting multicampus institution are
treated as a single unit, and classified by the highest level of any of the
separate branches. In Section II a different definition of "reporting
unit" is used. one in winch each branch of a multicampus institution
is treated as a separate unit like all single campus institutions. and ag-
gregated according to each of their respective classifications. Both sections
,:ontain the same tables and breakdowns. There are 10 tables per section.
these tables cover various aspects of tenure, rank, salaries, and ty pe of
institution. Variables hke sex, institutional control, geographic region.

.and length cif contract ar: used to further break down the data.
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This report provides a quantity of useful recent data. It covers
many pertinent areas in the regions'of salary, tenure, and the institution.
As a final point, some earlier data is available, but comparability is limited
since this series has never been annual and lacks consistency in definitions.

1.3 Tenure

8:1.3173.1

Faculty Tenure, Conimis.sion on Academic Tenure in Higher
Education, 276 pp. liossey-Bass, San Francisco).

. The Cominission on Academic Tenure in Higher Education was
established in 1971 by the Association of American Colleges (AAC) and
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), and was
funded by the Ford Foundation to conduct an autonomous investigation
of the practice of tenor,: in American institutions of higher education.
This book is a report of the findings Jf this committee and its recom-
mendations for future tenure policies. Supporting documents include
selected tables fro:n a 1972 survey by the Higher Education Panel of
the American Council on Education of tenure policies and practices
in American higher education and the 1969 Faculty Survey of the Carne-
gie Commission on Higher Education.

The Commission's conclusions regarding the status of tenure in
1972 in higher education w-re (I) that a great variation existed among
institutions in tenure policies and practices, with 85 percent.of the insti-
tutions surveyed by the Higher Education Panel having tenure plans;
(2) that almost 50 percent of all faculty were tenured and because of
relative youth of present faculties. tight budgets, and enrollment declines,
the chance for advancement of younger faculty members was becoming
increasingly difficult: (3) that a need existed for "reform in the operation
of faculty personnel programs as a whole and of tenure programs 'in
particular ": (4) that while alternative contract systems were in opera-
tion in some institutions. ilk Commission was unable to reach any definite
conclusions regarding their success. Pi.s and cons of tenure described by
the Commission as the most important or most frequently raised were dis-
cussed. It was the judgment of the Commission that ... the weaknesses
that have brought academic tenure under needed scrutiny are not imper-
fections in the concept itself but serious deficiencies in its application and
administration . . . These deficiencies, we are convinced, are remediable,
by reform in institutional policy and practice and professional standards
and prionnes."

the committee concluded that academic tenure is ex tr.;mel. valu-
able in maintaining hIth academic freedom and the quality of facility.
11 recommended ( I I emphasis on institutional responsibility. (2) attention
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to neglected elements of an effective tenure system (including teaching
effectiveness, the role ot students in assessment of teaching, evaluation of
scholarship and research, faculty responsibiltty and codes of conduct. and
staff planning, 13) -recognition t.d tenure problems as related to the pro-
fessional devt:topment of faculty,- (4) specific means of strengthening'
institutional tenure plans. 15) "consideration of a number of special prob.
tenth 01 ;Wit:III COIILef IC (6) "measures for needed information and re-
search to assist colieges anti universities in improving and maintaining
ertective faculty personnel programs.-

Tins volume ts an invaluable resource as probably the primary and
must thorough reference available at tins time on faculty tenure

8.1.3/73.2
Steady-State Staffing in Tenure-Granting institutions. and
Related Papers. W l'odu Furniss. 33 pp. American Council
on Fducation. Wa.lungton,

the purpose of this hook is to develop a personnel Policy ''rr
solutions of higher education that can he applied during a time trt-
or no growth or student or facult, populations. fire author destrihes the
current situation as one complicated by both the het that this no-growth
perm.! has followed one of very rapid growth, and t)y the emergence of
governance patterns very different from those I ?i years ago. The three
papers compiled for this hook focus on the tenure system III this steady
state period. lire first discusses the desirable characteristics for a faculty
tinder these conditions and otters recommendations for planntng within a

tenure system. The second paper considers the issues which I .c emerged
front the nonrenewal of contracts of pro!tationary taculty in tenure sys
tens [he third paper tuners suggestions tor lessening the problem of sur
plus faculty such as increasing funding for college programs (Much the
author does not see as a likely possibility I. -reducing competition by
limiting the numbers of candidates admitted to some graduate programs,
adopting temporars measures which would vary depending on the needs
and resources or 'nifty:dual if:stitations and departments. reallocating
facult!.. creating new lobs, and encouraging career changes among facult:..

\n appendix presents data from a 1074 questionnaire survey on
tenure practices, including such things as length or probationary periods,
percentages of tacults considered for tenure, percentages granted-
tenure. and contract procedtm for nonenuregranfing institutions. A
second appends offers a .ample set of profile tools for departmental
planning in a steads -state condition Statements by the Association of
American ( alleges and the 1inerican 1ssociation Irt l niversits Professors
concerning the handlii2. It statI reduction an tenure system are presented
in the final two appendices.
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This book is of value for inaned :ate as well as longterm planning
for faculty, particularly in tenure granting institutions during the present
time of limited growth.

1.4 Retirement

8:1.4/78.1
Changing Retirement Policies, a part of the series. Current
Issues in Higher Education, American Association for Higher
Education. 25 pp. i AMIE, Washington. D.(..).

As of July 1, 1982. involuntary retirement of tenured faculty in
higher ethmation. under 'he age of 70. will be prohibited by the recently
passed amendtnew to the ,Age Discrimination in Employment Act. Pre.
pared for the American Association for Higher Education, this publication
consists of three papers which explore the impact and implications of this

.1- he first of the three papers was prenared by David 1). Palmer :!nd
Carl V. Patten and focuses on attitudes of faculty towai...f. .:arly retire.
merit. The paper is based on two studies; on the Ladu: apse: ''i77 Survey
of the Amerman Professorate. a giwstIonnaire survey of over 4.200 facul
ty at nearly 160 universities and colleges: and the other, "A Survey of In-
stitutiolai P:acuces and An Assessine,- of Possihl Ratting to
Vo!untary Mid- end Late. Farce. (...auges and Renrcineut for
Universitv and ol,:ge Faculty," conducted 11y !elan through
interviews with faculty who had recently retired under Incentive early
retirement programs. Data are a;:alyted regardirg the nronottions
types of institutions with current retirement ages lower than 70 ( who
will of course be must affected by the new legishit' In): the impact of
.!Iffering ages at shish faculty report they would ";;:osi likely retire
from fulltune academic employment" as a function of the mandatory
tetirement age and type of their institutions: and the type..; of early retire
iaent incentives which faculty reported would induce (or already had
induced) them to retire earlier and how much earlier).

The second paper. written by Thomas M. Corwin. is a report on
the .Amermati Council on Education study of the "Effects of Raising
the '.land :tare Retirement Age of Higher Education Faculty.- Data on
age distribution of tenured and nontenured faculty is presented and
discussed fur institutions of higher educa,ion as a whole acrd for different
types of universities and colleges. Also surveyed are institutional pulic:es
rega7ding mandator', retirement and recent and projected faculty vacancies
(their numN:r and the ages of those vacating the positions) for these insti-
tutions. The implications of this data for planning for the 1982 piolrbi.

c
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him on mandatory retirement under age 70, and the effects of this legis-
Lawn on the market for young Ph.D.'s are also discussed.

he third paper. prepali1 Peggy Heim. discusses the implications
of this new retirement age legislation. focusing on the financial implica-
tions for both institutions and for faculty members). She offers for the
,:unsideration of the planner, potential results of and.'or problems with a

range of policies .1med at dealing with the new legislation.
During a time I/. decreased student enrollments, limlted budgets.

and an already serious shortage of positions for new faculty, the new
manila. 'It retirement prohibition brings with it issues of importance to
planners tot faculty in higher education. this collection papers offers
the planner an overview of the wide range of these issues and statistical

ses of the extent of some of th probl:rw:. It also covers the antici
paled ouLomes if Yawns methods for dealing with the problems.

8.1 3178 2

Academia in Transition: Mid-Career Change or Early Retire-
ioent. Lid V Patton. _.'5U pp. iAbt Books, ('ambridge, Mass).

Dioliq! .1 tithe of little .0 no growth land even decline) in the site
set Nilident p pUloitIMI and budgets, American institutions of higher educa-
tion ire tacine a serous diDnima of having little room for adding new

fa, ults so imperative to the vitality of higher education. When the
Lipid 1.,..owth of the sixties totally came to an end these institutions were
left ith a shrilly of faculty more than adequate to meet their need tin
number) for a long time to come. In an effort to deal with the problem.
some institutions hase encourage' faculty members to retire earlier, in
order to open spa,..es for the new yoUnger faculty. the recently passed
Federal leinslatur, prohibiting forced retirement of faculty before the
ace set "() %yin become effective In 19S2. For many institutions this will
mean .closing fa, remain even longer than before.

!he author begins his study of this situation with a rzview of why'
higher education institutions need early retirement programs. the steady -
s:are ..ondition and its implications for the future of institutions (if higher
leaguing are discussed An exploration into the steps that private industry.
goyerninetn. and aLadenie have taken to encourage mid-career change
and earls retirement follows In addition to reporting on a number of

adeuc institutions which have formalized incentive plans of early
retireimmt the author looks at plans within the civil service, the military
and priyate industry and cmers Ow basic structures of the plans, the
types of irkanitiyes used and the success each has had in encouraging
early retirement

One k..haptet focuses on a snug'. of early retirees front four imo,or
unlyersitley hame incentiYe programs. I.112 \ainint.; ream Its
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given for choosing to retire early, the preparation that was necessary
before retirement. satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the decision, and
the effects of early retirement on the retiree's scholarship activities.
economic posHon and general well-being. His findings indicate that
certain candidates seem to he better prospects than others for early
retirement The characteristics of this group are discussed.

The financial implications of various retirement options, including
omplete retirement and part-time employment, are carefully reviewed

in a .eparate chapter. Carl V. Patton discusses the effects on faculty
composition which would result if these various options were employed.
I hruugh a statistical analysis, he evaluates the impact which early retire-
ment and trud career change would have on faculties containing diffeient
age groups, and points out the changes in rates that would be necessary
to alter the age composition of faculty.

.\ chapter devoted to legal questions, updated to include the most
recent changes in the Age Discrimination ni Employment law, is included
covering !unding. tax and the requmments of the Employee Retirement
Income Security A et I R ISA ).

Finally. Patton discu*es the advantages P...) disadvantages of the
options reviewed earlier in the volume. lie presents a number of policy
implications t ir consideration. This ornelt hook will he a valuable refer-
ence to planners. helping them identity possible al,ernatives for encour-
aging faculty to retire earl} , prepare necessary cost :alculations, focus
on the proper control variables when the age composition of faculty is
identified as a piohlem, and present a general view of the in pact one can
expect early retirement programs to have on faculty.

2.0 ROLE
2.1 Sociopolitical Role and Perspectives
8 2 1 S

Ladd-Lipset 1977 Sunev of the American Professoriate, verett
Carll Ladd, Jr. and Seymour Martin Lipset. (Social Science Data
( enter. rmsorsitx of Connecticut, Storrs).

Ladd-Lipset 1975 Staves of the American Professoriate. 1.verett
l .rill 1 adk!. Jr and Set nimir NlarLa [Apse!. (Social Science Data

ent,r. Unr.ersitt onnecticut. Storrs).

8 2 1 S2

1975 Carnegie Commission National Surveys of Higher Educa-
tion: Faculty. Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher

Ititirvc Research Center. University of California.
lierkele%

1;8
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1969 Carnegie Commission Nacional Surveys of Higher Educa-
tion: Faculty, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education, (Survey Research Center, University of California,

Berkeley ).

8 2 1:8 3
1972 Faculty Study, American ('tuned on Iduk:ation, t Ameri-
can Uouncil on Iducation. Washington. D.C.).

A *cmprelienw.e :olleclion of surveys of faculty opinion and beha-
vior nas been conducted in the United States since 1969, covering a period
doting which higher education has seen many massive changes from the
polincal turbuience of the late P160's to the present peitod of retrench-
ment and declining enrollments. The five faculty surveys mentioned here
were administered during this penod and contain a wealth of information,
much of which has not yet been explored. A wide tinge of both university.
related and external national concerns comprise all but one of the studies,
and all include salvable demographic data. The latter investigation contains
data stricly on higher education.

The most recent study, the Laddlapse f977 Survey of the American
Professoriate. was initiated in order to update and expand upon a 1975
curvey conducted by the same investigators. Ile 1977 study explores pro.
lessonal opinions and behavior in areas relating to the general status of
higher education. the problems confronting professors and their perform-

nnan.:ial support of institutions of higher education and Federal
tundine of reward' .1'1,1-development; professional standards and modes
of hehat.loi in academe. ollecnve representation of faculty; the attr;:etive
ties, of the etirls tonement option; national poliLes and policy; norms

and scho!arship, . ;:id international scholarly or scientific ex-
h.11l cc.

\ Nii.titin,Ant ani-unt rrt burgiaphical and careerrelated data are also
in, hided Ve. se\ .1.1,e. rellgion, and education drfta identify the compos:
non or the prok-uorial stratum Figures on nine spent in various pr .
tewonil 3,:tnities teNeats:h, reaJung, consulting is available along with
ioher infotmatititi of prolesitonal experiences.

the 107'; Laddhpset survey. though more limited in its range of
issues. covers :time areas of inquiry in inure detail than the 197 survey,
particularly voting hehavir am! involvement of faculty III puoh, affairs in
the ..moil, levels of ,0%Cr11111C11I. the tilUdy also includes a nuinhei of

139 1. t;
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1972 American Cound on Education survey At this time, no known pub-
lications have appeared based on the 1975 Carnegie Council survey. All of
these studies ar.! on tape and available for computer analysis. Access infor-
mation regarding the datasets car be obtained by contacting ACE, the
Carnegie Council, or the Social Science Data Center, University of Con-
necticut.

821/78
But We Will Persist, American Association of University Wom-
en. 86 pp. (AAUW, Washington, D.C.).

This report results from a survey conducted by the American Asso-
ciation of 1 'rusersits Women (AAUW) in 1977. This is a follow-up on a
survey taken in 1970, designed to determine the progress that has been
made in higher education since the enactment of affirmative action and
usual opportunity laws. The survey also supplies data on P1W programs.
trends, and practices that have begun because of recent legislative action.

The data collected show hat women have made small gains, but
that discrimination persists. Discriminatory practices have led to con-
tinuing inequality in (1pporinties and resources open to women. The
'ttitlr' shows that although academic institutions are fulfilling immediate

they are not taking, steps to ensure discrimination does not
recur. The report also cites attitudes within academia as causing the most
problems for women. Many academics are of the opinion that the problem
is also due to "societal attitudes and economic factors such as retrench-
ment, Lick of funds. and tither resources.- The data show that legislation
is thought to he the most effective way to reduce discrimination. "Com-
mitment of university. administrators, ducation programs for women,
and campus advisory groups on women- are also cited as good tools to
decrease discriminattoi. I he report includes many major findings on
such varicl topics as "child care." "recruitment procedures," and "wom-
en as commencement speakers.- There is also a list of "AAUW Recom-
mendations for Remedial Action."

This report provides a good preview ,f AA UW*s c7.pe.:tations. It
shows the wins that the believe have been made, the gains they desire,
and :nog imp-ortantly, a foreshadowing of how they plan to attain their
goals. is findings, based o very current data, will he quite valuable,
especially siri.e of the issuer demands that supporting evidence

he recei.t in natare.

8:2 1/76
The Divided Academy: Professors and Politics, Everett Carll
Ladd, Jr. and Seymour Martin Upset, 351 pp. (WM. Norton,
New York).

141
1
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This book is based on data collected from the massive 1969 Corn
mission on 'Higher Education Faculty Survey and two follow-up studies
on academe conducted by Ladd and Lipset in 1972.

The authors propose that faculty members form a distinct and in-
fluential :mop in American society and, as such their social and political
views deserve special attention. The book is divided into three major
sections, each of which deals with a MfCrent aspect of this study. The
first part views faculty opinions from the perspect.ve of r istorical change.
from th period before World War 11, and as a special segment of the
nation. The conclusion is that professors tend toward a ',lore ideologically
liberal view on political and social gusstions than the mass' public. The
second part discusses "The Divided Academy" the partitioning that
occurs witlun the academic ii:,,fession while as a distinct ideological
group, when compared to nation, "they show a remarkable con-
sistency of as across a wide range of issues." The authors believe that
these divisiims are predictable and pay special attention to the "structural
determinants of professorial opinion." Part 111 turns to specific issues:
campus protests in ti.c 190's, the presidential election of 1`)72, a:1d the
effe is of unionisin on faculty. These points of ideologic,d conflict arc
used to develop obervations about acadethic life and its position in
American society.

Ladd and Lipset believe that faculty are an important part of the
intent:car-A stratum of society and therefore, of society as a whole. The
faculty, with their essentially liberal outlook and their opportunity to
.Ay convey their ideas to many people. ha. been and will continue

to he rrincipal force in promoting social change. This hook offers a
valuable insight. especially to those outside -of academia, into faculty

812.1174

Antibias Regulations of Universities: Faculty Problems and
Their Solutions, Richard A. Lester. 168 pp. (McGraw-Hill
Rook Co., New Yorks.

The author begins hy ,:onsidering the supply and demand aspecis
01 faculty appointments at 'mum universities. This disc ,ssio:i is extended
to include "university aims in luring. promotion. and compensation of
faci:;ty

Next the author discusses "the various aspects of discrimination.
especi.01 in university faculties, and explains the need to tzke supply
factors i.ito account in dealing with aliceatioui of discrimination in em-
ployment lie goes on to say that "theTederal t:overnment, in its method
of analssis and its enforcement programs. has tended to neglect these
factors."

142
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The author proceeds to examine the U.S. Department of Health.
Education and Welfare (HEW program for compliance. Both the develop-
ment of and :he plan for Lalcuating goals are analyzed. Richard A. Lester
includes numerical example of the difficulties encountered by following
HEW's plan, and suggests other goals fu ?ffirtnati%e action plans.

Enforcement programs, on bot.ti the Federal and State level, are
reviewed. The author looks at the process of adversary proceedings and
proposes an alternative system for dealing with allegations of discrimina-
tion in faculty employment.

lIEW's Higher Education Division and its relationship to affirmative
..ction in major universities are examined. Discussion includes comment on
the inappropriateness of using an industrial model for a fa. ilty system
to determine antibias regulations.

.:ster "presents an alternative program of antibias regulation
for faculty of higher education." The program consists of "si., substantive
components." The first suggests the need for affirmative action to increase
the supply of qualified female and minority faculty in those disciplines
where they are particularly few in number. Lester's second point is that
affirmative action analysis and goals should he confined to the level of
new and prospective Ph.D.'s. For his third part, Lester reviews five meth-
ods for enforcing nondiscr-nination..rhe last three components deal with
administrative plilicies !.ester feels I'M should handle affirmative action
plans. not the Labor De:..qtnient. Ile also suggests that one central agency
he created to assume the responsbility of regulation. Relating to this, he
behe,.es there is a need for reordering and improving the staff at 1-11..W

won' I Ire undertaking this task.
he author close, with a summary of "the principal faults in federal

antibias regulation of universities" and a discussion of "the need for
leadership ny faculty and administrators to aChie;..e ap;)ropriate and
constructive antibias progra..... . this recapitulation of governmecal
failure to recognize academic goals and the need fur a strong adiainistra-

stand is suppoved by the opening chapters.

duLational

82277
Conflicting Pressures in Postsecondary Education. Robert FL
Fen',... pp I 7 1 -2 I lAssorciation for Institutional Research,
Tallahassee. Fla. )

This t papers. selected for the It/76 Annual 1-mum Of
the Association for Institutional Research at Los Angeles. covers a wide
variety ail topics Several are tI special toterect to the planner fot faculty
ul higher education
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J. Stanley Laughlin and Vernon A. Lestrud, "Faculty Load and
Faculty Activity Ana;ysis: Who Cont.iders the Individual Faculty Mem-
ber7" According to the authors, ''The intent of this paper was to present
conflicts between the perceptions of faculty members and the oche:
publics (that influence higher education) regarding fund allocation and
activ;iies that faculty view as their rt,-sponsibility," The authors include
a number of suggestions for reducing the pressure! which result from
this type of analysis.

L'Jnald P. (Joy: and Michael O. Steuart, "Faculty Rwards. Faculty
ALcomplishments, and Sex Discrimination". This report presents the
findings of a study on the relationships of facult, accomplishment', and
faculty rewards in the r,,:rit-based salary increase system of State colleges
in Kansas. ..nd of allegation of sex discrimination in the granting of
t!..:se rewards. While the sample size (161 respondents, only 24 of whom
were female) limits the usefulness of the dat, presented in this report,
the study may prove useful as a mud,: for further research in this area.

Gerald II. Kramer and John W. Creswall, "Four-Year State Colleges:
The Scope of Collective Bargaining." Fi:r 4-year State colleges during
the 1973.74 academic year, the "s:ope" (defined as the range of topics
covered) of written agreements between institutions an...; their bargaining
agents is analyzed. The analysis controls for such factors as (I) the parti-
cular bargaining agent (American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), National Education Association (NEA). or New York State
United Teachers (NNSUT)). (2) ut the Bargaining unit
distinguishing between units comps.-- Inl- instructional staff and
those including professional support sta.!' 'nstructional staff: (3)the type of State laws governing collective bargabsing; (4) the provision
for neutral third -party intervention; and (5) the incln.don or exclusion
of dinding arbitration cla in the written agreement.

D.R. Cos,:inan and J.K. Bolte, "A Theoretical APprovh for 1:o..rr...11
Alluca :ion o' \cademic Personnel Resources." The purposes of this study
were i 1) "to levelop a theoreti"d model for the allocation of instructional
faculty :esources independent of discipline". (2) "to develop studeril
credit hour (SC/1) productivity factors by discipline". (3) "to contrast
the number of faculty members allocated, by the theoretical model and
the traditional model." 1 he authors describe the development and analysis
of th)s model at Florida Teehnoli,,iacal University and believe that "the
procedure nrovids an equitable. objective inciliod for assessing faculty
needs and that it eaiily a..aptable to other institutions regardless of

R, bent G. "Impros :-.11nststutional .:couniability Tiiroug;
Faculty Deselopme Reacting to Conflicting Pressures in Post secondary.
Education". -aper briefly discusses many of the topics to be consid-
ered in planning for faculty de-clopment. Topics include (I) the pressure
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of being ey. Ihtarian. .:`) the :...le of the instinitnanal researcher. 13) the
"publish or perish" fires,- 're. 4) the -t.actiit. work ywrld". "7.) the faculty
evellipmerir leivetrient, (o) faculty develoinnent as muividual freedtitn
the :ose/ Jane faCUITV des:hymen, as iiitroduction and
nit ?s) facility deseloprnent as career development. 0) faculty

West:ic:vent as ,Airricultnit reform. t WI faculty develt.ipient as concept
arid construct, and 1 I I faculty lievI(Ipmnt ati organi/ational metagoal
In addint.. It, a brief description la- of these topics. the author refers
the ,eader nuinei.eis other ss mimes for further study of tile particular
topics. nrosiding a valuaisle reference collection.

lohn R. liolte and 1),I< Coleman. ".1n Analysis on l'hilcsophies
( orieerlint: Prouty:ion and Related Implications for

dis assoni the effects of various promotion policies, the authot's
,itescitt ut the effects of rank distributions in salary averages. Three
pn 'motion philosophic, are described lockstep promonoti-, ''merit
promotion-. merit prinno....ii %vitt' reassessment. The relative
itl,antages .!tid disad.. antaces cacti of these proniotion policies are
distiasseki

I he authors 4,1 each it these papers are atithor. les in their own
the planner interesr-t1 In stutl.,ing more than a single area

!.0.11..r education, the boot: offers the expertise
of I h of these alithors Ninvi,

8 7

cachers mid .Aspects of Nnierican ilitther
%torn!. I rm.% . 41') pp. \lc( ;r:m.-11111 Book o., Ncv N't)rl. 1.

'1`1`.n. reports Lich of these esok ea nom Ow
:uh.r h% the \Atonal Sur.t.., of 1.aitilt ,n1 Student

wick! I:t ',et%%e..11 1(40., and PI-2. I lie sursey. was :1 lilt
arne.1c Awn:it:slim and the Ninerican ( ouncil

i metuhers .11 the reseaRii team svhich
the ( Imes ut the staves questionraires

.',`,`It AM lit- soc% ire included in isso appendices.! ; it. deals ssith a spe:itic topic that prosnies
agta Iwo the lite and ?loan-toot; of .1 mien. group. The

'1st , :Hm, 'I e eenera! rind ngs of the .es about -Students
and I -a, ...el, I dation is divided into three sub...roups

..radliatc and iindei-gratio ite studcri, .. its report also
e .fiaraeter I Iii' second wpm ,:orisider, the ,luestion

a I. hi. 111.1111 t" r}1,1sIs it tins report is i'
Ni`,Ir. 11 't I It.1!:,1: trIt`. f- '111%%' It compares %soh other
.1. the third report ,orisiders Insolse
in. .t if' 1 I. !Its Is CV, ired from the pc. pe, ¶is.

1 f)17.
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of institutional variations, academic discipline, schularshy, and personal
values. The fourth and fifth reports concentrate un students under such
topics as "Black Students in Higher Education" and "Undergraduates in
Sociology ." The last report a.0 discusses the student in this case through
an anal) ;is of the "Peer Theory" of student be!!avior. The sixth report
discusses the position of women in academia. concentrating on the rew:::d
structure :ma its fairness. The seventh report deals with married faculty.
It app, aches the topic both from the perspective of attaining educational
goal, and professional advancement.

Based on a massive collection of data, this hook plot:ides a compr:
hensive examination of some specific traits of faculty aril students as well
as .: close-up observation of faculty goals and values as seen by the faculty
itself. An und--standing of this diverse population which comprises higher
education faculty and students specifically will be essential to the
successful planner.

3.0 PRFORMANCi:.
3.1 Governance and the Impact of ftlionitation

8.3 1'77 1
AAUP Poliic Ducuments and Reports. American Association of
Unt% e rst I y Professors. !* pp. f. \. \l. P, \1`,;11 thgton.

his pubhcati,m, common') referred to as the "Redbooki is the
compilation tit pohcx statements and guidelines i the A..\ Included

the I'140 Statement of Pim,..iples and the ! interpretive conrnehts
on this as sell as statements on a rani,e of tropics from 1956
to as recent:'. Ilco. Pooh:. co.er ac...idemic freedom: tenure and due
pro..ess college and unisersit) government, collective bargaining Pro'
fesr -inal ethics. student Hely, and freedoms.. college and university ac-
ereditati tn. research and teaciong, and collateral benefits. The Constitu-
tion 1'0 the Association is also included in this publication. While some
of the reports include discussion or the rationale the particular pub-

others state 4,ali the pohcv these stat.:inents are valuable. however
nor onl i it theu.unplicarions for A Al P member institutions, hill also
bur Oinsiderat: m Ir. liohtt makers and planners in the dinelopment of
their cies eard :12 1.1,1111% . the Rellbt) 7% available from the
\ \i I' at .1 :linimai and Is re%ised pern4!Icallv Hie brst edition,

It the late .1. ;eased 111 and again in PI--

I to
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GOVERNANCE. AND WE IMPACT OF UNIONIZATION

3:3.1/77-2

Handbook of Faculty Bargaining. George W. Angell. Edward P.
Kelley. Jr.. and Associates. 593 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San Francis-
co).

The purpose of this book is to show how collective bargaining can
be a constructive. and useful force in a university. It combines thL talents
and expertise of a large number of people coming from a variety of van-
tage points. including union leaders and administrators.

The essays in the hook are arranged in five sections. The first part
reviews he general difficulties and opportunities identified with col-
lective bargaining. I: also describes the initial steps necessary in beginning
the collective bat, ain..ig process.

The second part discusses various aspects of negotiating a contract.
The main objective of this section is to review the most constructive
methods of handling the actual hal gaining.

The third part deals with the long-term administration of the con-
tract. It explores the necessity of handling grievance procedures effi-
ei,.ntiv. There is also a discussion on planning for future contract negotia-
tions.

The challenges of st4tewide collective bargaining are discussed in
the fourth part. The analysis concentrates on the need to maintain the
autononl\ of individual universities and campuses and to realize state-
wide ohectrs.

The closing part is ,:erected tow;;,ds the problems of triin's effects
of, budeets. "traditional faculty-administrative relationships" and how to
deal with them eifectively.

One of the main advantages of the format of this hook a collection
I essays is that it all, ws each individual to apply his expertise to the topic

or topics he knows best. George W. Angell and Edward P. Kelley perceived
the collection as "A 'flow to book for administrators" whose main point
was that faculty unions can be construciively used for the good of univer-
sities when the administration is a prepared and active member in the
hargainua_!. Most of the essays cite specific historical examples to rein-
force 'he materials each author provides.

8:3 ; '77 3

Faculty Bargaining in Public Higher Education: A Report and
Two Essays. Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education. I pp. iJosey-lia,s. San Francisco.

Ilus hook included reports oil two policy studies conducted for
arnegie Council on i'olic% Smiles in Higher Education. as well as

the Council's own conclusiols regardidg these i,u lies.
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The first, conducted by David E. Fe Ilvr and Nlatthow W. Finkin,
as designed to define and analyze aspects of colic:0;w bargaining for

faculty which "present themselves as choices of public policy to he re-
solved in State enabling legislatron.- The three objectives set by the au-
thors for this study were. l II identification of the legislative issues in
higher edueatirro. 121 examination of the methods used by existing legis
Litton to (Ica' with those issues, 131 recommenuation of the best ways
of dealing with them. The primary focus of the study was on public
institutions and upon State legislation governing collective bargaining
un tnese institutions. The issues have been grouped into three categories:
the definition of the appropriate bargaining unit, the structure of bargain-
ing, and the scope of bargaming. A number of statutory provisions have
rieen recommended for inclusion in a public employee law. These provi
sions cover the definitions of a "Labor Organization- or "Employee
Organization," a "Supervisor." ;tild -Managerial Employee:. the determi-
nal, 'n of an appropriate bargaining unit, the bargaining structure; the
scope bargaining. and union security. Tabular summaries are presented
of statuttny provisions In the 21 States which have statutes of collective
bargaining Thew stinitnarles cover the criteria used for bargaining unit
determination and the scope of hat gaining.

The second study included in this book was conducted by Josenh
W. Garbarmo. The author, one of the leading authorities in the field of
collective bargaining. reports on key issues in faculty bargaining wind)
have emerged in actual practice and in collective bargaining legislation
in seven major States. I lie administrative aspects of collective bargaining
in New lurk. New Jersev l'ennsNlvaina. Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Mulligan and Ilas4a11 t-e summarized ruid discussed in relation to five
problem areas the ',rerun% of t the employer in the bargaining structure.
the 'midget ltadent. role in faculty hargaimng. collectiveive bar.
g.uulns tit multi-InAltutton.11 ssstrnts, aft the relationship between bar
gamine rinds _.;rd internal instItUtton.11 akhint.istratton,

831.714
Governing Aemletme Organiiations. New Problems. New Per-
spectives. I..try I ..md J. Victor 13;ddridge. eds.. 34- pp.
\Icutch,tm l'ohli.him2 Corp.. Berkeley, ( ahr.).

Aerwes and Nrld le. the trends in higher education that
hose heel' sicnoiL.nit sirs, l't-1 the lour maror ones are. 111 the in
cieasew, swinti;ar,..e ot ...owl torce.- t2t the Increase in State conti;1,

tl the eiowth (-1) the (lid of student rt.$.401:1
tionro:i
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8:3.1

The book is a collecti_m of essays, arranged in five parts. Part I

deals with two basic areas, the first of which is an examination of the
unique organizational characteristics academic institutions possess. The
secr;nd h a review of the conflicting opinions about academic diversity,
that is. whether or nut universities re losing their individuality. Part I:
explores the effects of a recessionary economic situation on innovation
arid reform. I here are two main schools of thought expressed here
one that a shortage of funds will halt innovative plaw, and the other
that it will'be an- incentive for reforms. The third cart evaluates the conse-
quences of gov,:rnmental and institutional controls on campus autonomy.
The discussion reflect: a widespread belief in the intluenze these control;
have or. local systems. but there is not agreement on whether campus
autonomy has ended. Part IV deals with tin: roles of several major institu-
tional group, in..luding faculty and administrators. Special att,..ntic.n is
paid to the change., that have occurred in these roles and to the emergenc_
of any tier Js. The last part deals specifically with colk-rcuye bargaining,
and. a, .IC editors note. affects everything dealt wish in the preceding
tour parts. I. la main value of this part is that most of the articles are based
ni empirical evidence and approach the topic in- a v.:16cly of ways. For

example, there are opinnws on the effect if collectrve bargaining at both
the meal and system level.

A structure whnli allows each expert to bring his knit.
subject which he knows best makes this book a good
reference. I he major aim the hook is to probe the "nes.'
and opinions within ;K.:lilt:me. and its timeliness an asset t: f.

8 3 1 /6
Facult,' Bargaining, State Governmeht, and Camp,
rho E \perioncv in Eight States, Kenneth P. Mori-. 106

P.,.nnsylvan:d State L. niversity. I.:niversity I Pa.. and
Filth:anon ( otnnussion of the `tates Denver Colo., !.i-r.)t 1.;0.

1 ht. :'.1 in'. .1 collection of pap,. dealing with 0.-r! col: c:ive
. 1:: :wilt States. I he State are diviL.ct -.tio two

: ;st 1..xivriencr.rd States,- which includes !-11.:iigan.
krrser., York. arid Pennsylvania Fhe second grout. ..-.r:r.sisic of

,111,1 Alontana, gathered nder 91: headri-
t \p-;IelLeN

. IIC I (1:1,..t'llt1.1IC on three basic
hit :4111111:: lettislattolt, the org.:, ..z.ition of State

r .0; ' sir o, rune r,,r 0,11(.ctIve turgatitil 9;t: State. and
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the nature of systemwide campus authority relations collective
bargaining."

A closing summary by William M. Weinberg, entititti "Patterns of
State-Institutional Relations Under Collective liargaining. Lon-wares and
evaluates collective bargaining in the eight States. His ren k s focus on
four areas: the tint deals with the general nature of coliertive bargaining;
the second deals with the "four basic structural, State patterns of
faculty bargaining ;" the third discusses the composition a bargaining.
units; the fourth deals with "the centralization of fact.Ity personnel
policies," a trend commonly related to bargaining. The paper closet by
exploring "the quality versus homogenization ve : "is dis-
tinctiveness dilerrima." Six propositions, reflecting th s...periecce p;i,.;
to September 1975, conclude the report.

This collection can be of value in faculty planning ::: that it
'sides case studies which can be useful to persons interest.: in sirr:::?rt.
structured situations, as well a to researchers study:.-s: obs. -,a-
tions which can have wider applicktion.

6:3.1/75-1

Coilective Bargaining, the State University pin.i tlie. State Gov-
ernmer1:: in New York, E.D. Duryea and Robeti 51 pp.
(State .University -Of Nev., York, Buffalo).

The ,purpose of this report is to study the of collective bar-
gaining; on me--relotionahip between the Star., ::..,v:rnment and the State
University of New` York.;

Tate report as cisvided into five sections. first is an historical look
at faculty bargaining and its beginnings at SUNY. The second section dis-
cusses the methods and sources-used in the study. These included many
individual intemews. The ..ltganizational and legal aspects of collective
bargaining at SUNY are reviewed in .sectiest three. The fourth section
contains analysis and the generalizations Ye%:;.!-, resulted from the findings.
The fifth section discusses the implications of the findings for general
public policy development. These: implications are summarized in seven
generaiitations: (I) Collective bargaining ur,:v-!: more centralization of
con:rul and thus an increasing loss of autonomy. '-a this respect, collective
bargain:4 is significant in conducti.r;; academic Affairs at all institutions.
(2) Thr, organizational systems used by most States will lead to "an in-
creasin?; formalization of relationsh.o:. " (3) Planning for long range
academic goals will be hindered by unions. This is because unions which
die by nature conservative, interpret protecting their members' rights
as keeping the status quo. (4) Those unions which have national or state-
wide affiliations have found it more convenient to avoid normal academic
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procedures and hence, appeal directly to State executives or legislatures.
(5) Collective bargaining undermines existing forms of faculty governance.
(6) There is also a danger, as SUNY discovered, that the union will estab-
lish a group in the State government who influence all academic deci-
sions, and (7) Collective bargaining also competes with governing boards.

The authors conclude by reaffirming their opinions that autonomy
must be maintained and that collective bargaining is gc;ng to increasingly
influence autonomy. Though focused on New York State, the volume
can be extended to apply on a more universal level to other State systems.
Maintaining institutional autonomy is a broad concern of most academ-
icians and planners will profit by reviewing this case.

8:3.1/75-2
Faculty Bargaining: Change and Conflict, Joseph W. Garbarino,
278 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York).

The author begins his discussion by commenting on the major
changes that a .ademic institutions have faced in the past two decades. He
also observes that it is academic professionalism that makes professors
reluctant to turn to the industrial style of governance, collective bargain-
ing.

He then moves into the changes occurring in faculty representation.
Garbarino lescribes the ituation as a combination of management with an
administrative hierarchy, individual participation in governance, and bar-
gaining betw,:en interest groups.. He believes the trend is toward a change
in the role of faculty involvement in governance from the traditional to
the more structured.

The third chapter deals with the reasons faculty members decide to
unionize. Garbarino offers nine propositions which define the existing
trends.

An examination follows of the relationships between the various
parties involved in collective bargaining. He notes that the methods of
industrial bargaining are often inappropriately applied to academic issues.
This is especially common when the issue is a shared one, because the goals
of academia and industry are different. This chapter closes with four case
studies New York. Michigan. New Jersey, and Hawaii.

The next chapter begins by examining the two main types of faculty
unionism. guild and comprehensive. This is related to the main thrust of
the chapter. which is an evaluation of the issues of collective bargaining.
Garbarmo concludes that the trend in higher education is toward a system
of mass higher education. He sees the movement providing an opportunity
or the less prisileged pulps to make gains in their positions while the
more privileged groups are intent on preserving their position. Faculty
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unions provide the means, however, and the less privileged groups are
:e 'ding to be more active.

ihe book also includes a chapter by Bill Aussieker concerning the
higher incidence of collective bargaining in community colleges. Aussieker
feels that the community colleges can provide information valuable to
4-year institutions.

Garharino also explores unionism in Great Britain as a possible
mode! for American institutions. He concludes, however, that the British
universities will tend to adopt a system much like the American.

The final chapter is a recapitulation of the more important points.
Garbarino concludes that universities have more to fear from environ-
mental and other outside influences, which unions are a reaction to,
than from unions themselves.

8:3.1175-3

Unions on Campus, Frank R. Kemerer and J. Victor Baldridge,
248 pn. (Joss-zy-Bass, San Francisco).

The authors, focusing .primarily on the impact on governance of
faculty bargaining, predict that faculty bargaining will have an ever-
increasing effect on academic governance. This hook discusses some of
the findings which have led to this prediction findings drawn from a
major research effort. the Stanford Pioject on Academic Governance,
begun in 1971. Their discussion commences with a summary of facts
about faculty unions. A preview of 27 conclusions serves as an outline
for the six following chapters.

Among these conclusions, the authors cover some of the following
areas. The compatibility of collective bargaining, or lack thereof, Atli
the "collegial.- "political- or "bureaucratic" concepts of campus govern-
ance, the critical forces promoting the growth of unions and the factors
which influence the effect of bargaining on governance, the progress
unionization has made in academe, areas where bargaining has made a

positive impact and where it has resulted in negative consequences. the
relationship of unions and faculty senates, the technical burdens of bar-
gaming on ai'ministrations and the resultant changes in the latter. aria
directions and implications of unionization for the future. The author:.
examine patterns. causes and the scope of collective bargaining. Expanded
chapters deal with the consequences of faculty bargaining on personnel
decisions. academic senates. and campus administration. The final chapter
offers an important evaluation of faculty collective bargaining. It begins
with a summary of the authors' belief in the political nature of facult'
bargaining which conflict: with the academic life in terms of decision-
making. evaluation. and other areas of concern to an academic instiution.
The authors end with discussion on the potentially post re and negative
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aspects of collective bargaining, which leads them to "call for statesman-
ship" and joint participation by faculty members in working for academic,
goals.

8:3.1/73
Collective Bargaining Comes to Campus, Robert K. Carr and
Daniel K. Van Eyck, 314 pp. (Artiti.,-an Council on Education.
Washington, D.C.).

The authors begin with a brief cry of .ae development or collec-
tive bar:aining nationally and in academia. fhey- then proceed to explore
the realons why professors turned to collective bargainingdissatisfaction
with various aspects of academic life being cited, as the primary reason.
The authors make no behavior generalizations, stating that sufficient
Jata is not yet available upon which to make any judgments.

The authors next turn to the legal aspects of collective bargaining.
They deal with the conflicts that arise between legal requirements and
university goals. A point which is dealt with in detail a: the definition
of an appropriate bargaining unit, because "there is probably no aspect
of the total process of collective bargaining that poses a greater risk to
the long-term interests of the faculty ... "

The authors continue with a discussion of the various organizations
in existence which can be selected as bargaining agents. The three major
groups, the National Education Association (NEA), American Federation
of Teachers (AFT), and American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), are discussed in detail.

The specifics of the process of collective bargaining are also ex-
plored. The questions of who does the bargaining, how an agreement is
negotiated, and the ways faculty can influence a decision are set forth.
Attention is paid especially to the effectiveness and ramifications of a
strike. The book also examines the administrative aspects of collective
bargaining.

Finally, the authors offer their evaluation of collective bargaining.
They explore the changes that bargaining has brought about, noting both
positive and negative ones, and speculate about the future of collective
bargaining and its increasing hold in academia. They reflect on the dangers
of universal acceptance of unionization among college campuses.

Throughout the book, the authors make reference to case studies,
court records. and survey findings to substantiate their own interpretation
of the faculty bargaining story, but avoic; focusing on and developing
case studies. statistical analysis, and collection of facts.

This hook offers a broad view of collective bargaining in ,i,-year
institutions through June. 1972. Though an early volume, the a,:liors
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do provide ''an orderly and generally dispassionate account" from an
insightful historical perspective which will be found quite useful by
future observers of faculty bargaining.

3.2 Faculty Assessment and Rewards

13:3.2r,a1

Faculty Development Practices in U.S. Colleges and Univer-
sities, John A. Centra. 88 pp. (Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, N.J.).

Centra presents the findings of a study begun in November of 1975,
supported by a grant from the Exxon Education Foundation, of the kinds
and extent of programs for faculty development in American institutions
Of higher education. "Faculty development," as used in this study, refers
to ... the broad range of activities institutions use to renew or assist
faculty in their varied roles." A questionnaire survey of 93 doctoral-
granting universities. 315 four-year colleges and 326 two-year colleges
examined. 45 development practices grouped in the following categories:
11) workshops. seminars. or similar presentations: (2) analysis or assess-
ment procedures: (3) activiti s that involved media. technology, or course
development: (4) institution-wide poacies or practices, such as sabbatical
leaves or annual teaching awards: and (5) a IT scellaneous set of live
practices. Ti i,! author discusses the various development practices, their
estimated we and effectivencss. the kinds 2iculty members involved in
them, their funding and organization. and the types of development-pro-
grams reported. The final chapter summarizes the major findings and
discwses some implications.

Appendices include a copy of the actual survey questionnaire a ::d

an example of a loneterm grow th contract used by one college. Tables
are included throughout the text which summarize the use (or estimated
use). estiniated effectiveness. and funding of the various development
activities.

;Ms stud). is of value for its accountin,; ot. both faculty develop-
ment pracuces use among American institutions ami their estimated
effectiveness. as viewed by the coordinators of such programs at. the
institutions.

8:3.2/76.2

Mutual Benefit Ev din:Ilion of Faculty and Administrators in
Higher Education. William .1. Gmova. Ntarlorie Madoll.
Robert Chin. and George B. Thomas. 22.2 pp. (Ballinger Pub-
h.shing Co.. Cambridge. Mass.):

The authors discuss the need for programs for the evaluation 01
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faculty, administrators aid instruction in higher education and some of
the issues raised in setting up such program's. Specific recommendations
for the establishm "nt or modification of evaluation programs are offered.
The book contains numerous sample ratir,3 scales from various sources.
Which are used for the evaluation of faculty by students, peers. admini-
strators. 'rid self. It also includes samples for the evaluation of courses
and administrators. Also discussed is faculty evaluation in competency-
based educational programs. A "Faculty Evaluation Programs inventory"
is offered in the form of a questionnaire to aid in the appraisal of an
institution's existing program covering such areas as ( I) purpose of
faculty evaluation: (2) sources n d kinds of information yielded by the
evaluation procedure: (3) tlexosility, length, format, scale range. appro-
priatenes reliabilit situational factors. interaction effects, .

acceptance by those invo'.ed, timing and procedures of rating scales:
and (4) feedback to all 'dose concerned.

This book could be a useful guide for establishing or assessing
evaluation programs. The sample rating a:ales included are intended
to he inedels- to he muddied to tit the particular needs of an individual
institution and the authors provide the reader with the rationale and
direction for this modification. The authors' approach to an evaluation
program is a comprehensive one. They begin with a discussion of the
purpose of the evaluation and of the need for clear anJ precise &lint.
tions of the iniormation to be gained from the evaluation. The selection,
modification or creation of the instrument, s) and/or procedure( s) which
can best supply the needed information is then described. The next step
is the actual implementation of the program. Finally, the at.thors provide
a systematic evaluation of the evaluation procedure itself.

8:3.2/
Toward Faculty Renewal: Advances in Faculty, Instruction 1.
and Organizational Dcvelonment, Jerry ( ( ;aft', 238 pp. (iossev-
I3as. San Francisco).

The -urpose of this book !N to analyze the efforts made by institu
tons of higher edivation to improve the quality of teaching and learning.
The author begins with a description and comparison of existing programs
fur developr,ient of faculty, programs for improvement of instruction
and organizational development. and considers each as a separate topic.
He then discusses the integration of these three major typos of develop.
went 'Ai hich actuall!. occurs. lteinative ways of organizing fur this devel
()puler are described incluJing u ,anization through administration.
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faculty groups, specialized appointments, special short-term projects, and
instructional-improvement centers (includi g multi-campus centers). The
politics, financing, staffing and evaluation of improvement centers are
also considered. The final chapter presents the prospects for future devel-
opment. The author discusses the growing movement of ir.;:ructional im-
provement activities, especially of broader than institutional-based pro-
grams, and future needs.

Also included in this book is a directory of programs of instructional
improvement at over 200 colleges and universities throughout the country
whose efforts are discussed in the book, which could prOve to be quite
useful to researchers in the field. The book is especially useful during
this time when few new members are being added to faculties, for it
recognizes tile need for improvement from within.

Sea also: 5:2.2/76 Nblication, Teaching; and Academic Reward Struc-
ture, Howard P. Tuckt.lan, 122 pp. (Lexington Books, Lexington, Mass.).
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Finance

David W. Breneman

Je 7 .ff _if .ff

Higher education finame involves both descriptive and
judgmental features, i.e., who pays and who should pay. The
descriptive side focuses oh how the costs of higher education
are met by support provideJ by the several levels of govern-
ment (Federal, State, and local), from private sources through
contributions and bequests, and from student payments of
tuition and fees. The various forms in which support is pro-
vided are also included in the study of finance, e.g., grants,
loans, tax subsidies, and payments to institution or to students.

1 tie judgmental side of finance involves analyses of how
the cost burden should be distributed among the several
sources. In this sense, higher education finance is a compoile.at
of the broader field of public finance. Criteria. commonly
applied to cost distribution are efficiency and equity, the
first through analysis of individual versus societal benefits
and costs; the second thiough analysis of the distribution
of these benefits and costs among the members of society.

The topicfinanceis limited in this bibliography to the
financing of institutions of higher education. the emphasis
is on the aggregate finance of all or major groups of colleges
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and universities, pot on the financial management of individual
institutions. This focus excludes the financing of students,
which is separately treated in Topic 1.1: Stucient Financial
Assistance; studies related to finance, such as the rate of return
to investment in college education, which ale part of Topic
5: Economics; and studies of institutional program costs,
budgeting, and resource allocation which have separate
section, Topic 18: Resource Allocation and Budgeting.

Finance is organized into six component parts:
General. These volumes investigate the financing of higher

education generally and are not limited to a particular level
of government, type of institutic n, or level of instruction.

Federal Role. These studies concentrate on the Federal
role in higher e icat:on finance, without reference to a parti-
cular type of institution or level of instruction.

State Role. This collection concentrates on the State
role in higher education finance, including studies of public
higher education systems but excluding special topics such
as State siipport for private colleges. .

Studies of Higher Education. Segments. This section
covers four segments f higher education finance, including:
graduate education, medical education, private colleges and
universities, and community colleges. This section is generally
not limited to a'particular level of government.

Financial Condition of Institutions. Investigations of the
financial status of institutions are covered here, along with the
possibility of remedial action.

Data Sources. sources of stit.istical data on colit:ge and
university finance are treated.

TOPIC ORGANIZATION

9: Finance

1.0 General
2.0 Federal Rol.:
3.0 State Role
a.° Studies of Higher Education Segments
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4.1 Graduate Education
4.2 Medical Education
4.3 Private Colleges and Universities
4.4 Comilunity Colleges

5.0 Financial Condition of Institutions
6.0 Data Source:,

1.0 GENERAL

9:1.0/73-1
Financing Postsecondary Education in the United States,
National Commission on th Financing of Postsecondary
Education, 442 pp. (U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D.C.).

The National Commission on Postsecondary Education was man-
dated by Congress as a result of the acrimonious debates that accompanied
the Education Amendments of 1972, particularly over the need for
Federal institutional aid. The 17-member Commission included 2 U.S.
Senators and 2 US. Congressmen. Although the Commission did not ',re-
sent its own set of financing recommendatirms, its members arve, ,at
their major contribution was the creation of an "analytical framework"
for evaluating alternative financing schemes.

This framework included the specification and operational defini-
tion of eight objectives for postsecondary educationStudent ccess.
Student Choice, Student Opportunity, Educational Diversity, Institutional
v.xcellence, Institutional Iiidependence, Institutional Accountability, and
Adequate Financial Support. Also included was a simple, interactive com-
puter model of the student access and choice objectives, drawing on
econometric estimates of the effect of price on studelit decisions.

The report contains detailed chapters that describe fiscal 1972
financing patterns and evalUates their success in achieving the eight ob-
ject,. :s. In view of these objectives, the Commission evaluated eight finance
recommendations using the computer model to simulate the impact of the
proposals on studen: enrollment patterns and institutional finance. (Insti-
tutions were grouped for analysis by Carnegie Commission claaification.)

Separate chapters review the incidence of, financial distress among
institutions a:,d discuss plocedures for developing standard methods for
institutional cost determination and data eporting. 'fie book ends w,qt
a short section of conclusions and recommendations, coupled with in-
dividual comments by Commission members.

Several staff reports were published senarately. Of most interest to
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those who wish to learn more about the computer moil . is bramwork
for Analyzing Postsecondary Education Financing Pi .icics. a sta:1 repots

by Daryl E. Carlson, James Farmer, ai. ' George Weathersby (U.S. Govern.
mem Printing Office. 1974.t

The Commission's impact on Washington policymaking has been
limited; the computer model has i.ot been used extensively. and many of
the recommenued (ita Lases have not been developeil The Commission's
work did 1-.clp to introduce certain analytical techniques and tindingsinto .
the policy arena. however, and several States have emulated their pro
cedures in conducting State financing studies. Although the data are out-
dated and Federal aid programs am+ policies have changed in intervening
years. the report remains "rnm.t reading for those who want a compre-
hensive grasp of the way postsecondary education is financed in the

United States.

9:1.0/732
Higher Education: Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Should Pay?
Carnegie Commission on Higher EJLICati011, 190 pp. (McGraw-
Hill book Co., New York).

Published .. 1973 at roughly. tip same time as the Committee on
Economic Development ref irt on The 111wiagement and Financing
Collego i LU. 19731. this ( arnegie Commission book was caugl.
in a divisive and hotly contested debate over tonion policy that distrat. Eed
attention from the hook's more enduring contribution in this hook, the
Commission caie:Mlly documented the sources of educational revenue.
including Federal. State and local governments, rate philanthrupy,
and private tuition payments. A brief investigat;a i of the distribution
of benefits tit 'ugher education is also included. The Cewimission drew
on the analysis and findings to present several recommendations for
gradual thilts in the payment burden to brinE the distrih:tion of costs
more in line with tl 2 distribution of benefits.

Among these recommendations. however, two recei ed the most
attention. virst. the Commission ur.:ed "a redistribution of student sub-
sidies from higher to lower income groups" and second. "a ... motAcst
and gradual rise in public as against private tuition." The first was to be
accomplished by a gradual increase in tuition charges to those able !ti

pay. -ind redistribution of nubile sa,:ings to lower income students :1
the form of increased student aid. The second called for modest increases
in public 4-yea. colleges and universities, rising until tuition was r nig14
equal to one-third of educational costs. The Committee on Economic
Development report urged a much larger and more rapid increase in
public tuition, and both reports were lumped together and attacked
by public college and university representatives strongly opposed to
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increased public tuition. Their attack was sufficiently strung that the
( ommis.uon issued a supplementary report. Tuition (Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching. It1'4). clarifying its earlier recurn
mendatiuns and updating the data on winch they were based.

It is unfortunate that t' public discussion of this hook became so
narrowly t-ocused. since it ret--..es.:nts one of he most concise yet com
prehensive treatments of higher educational finance in print. Much briefer
than the report of the National ummission on Financing Postsecondary
EtT.cation. this should he the first hunk read by those seeking to under-
stand the distribution of cost< and benefits generated by the rnited States'
method of higher education finance. Detaile,: :ables are kept out of the
text. rendentu; it more readably. but are contained in a statistical appen

9: 1.0;69

The Economics and Financing of Higher Education in the
United States. A Compendium of Papers Sohmit,ed to tip,:
Joint 1.conoLtic Commiltee. U.S. C ingre.;s. 94 ong. I Ses..
nsn pp. t r S. t,.iverninent Printing Office. Washingt,AL

Most literature on higher education ...nano has a very short half-
lite. rapidly beconmig obs,,lete as expenditure patterns. policies. and
prwrains change I., a result this finance bibliography contains materials
written lar.:ely within the last fue years However. this collection of
essa:, s as one of the few. excel :ions. for most of the articles are concerned
with issues of contilwing unpin:ant. . their value lies in the approach to
analssis and in the questions ..,sked rather t:ian in any particular solution
proposed_ still warrant careful reading.

File hook pproxpnates encycloptdia on the economics and
financm12 of hue, -* education, and the Introductory overview by Roger
I. Bolton remains one of the inure comprehensive studies available in
thus tield. I he papers .1 Part .Aamine two of the issues most basic to
formulating eci otinc policy in higher education: the efficiency a,f ex-
pembtures and the khdribution or equity impact of costs and benefits.
Part 1. which focuses on economic efficiency. examines the factors that
determine thy quality of education colleges and universities offer an.'
discusses By factors that intli....nce shortrun and longrun variat,ors
in institutional costs -Pie ride of enrollment growth and class site at
oirsidered. ,s are the ce utaluation of university functions and the year-
round use 1>funive tv

Part 4 appraises the future structure of higher education and ex
amines the iong*run perspective. A series of protections Into the bile,
par: of the 1970's is presented for such pertinent variables as enrollment.
staff. expenditures. and degrees granted. Because of the signiilcant :.tortion
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of total higher education i.:orne expended un ;acuity salaries. one of
the papers in du, section is devotA to the academic :,bur market. The
topics in Part deal with th,. implications of increasing d...mantis. higher
costs. and pressures h.r change currently experienced by private culfeges
and universities. One topic, based on .ampling of priv .te universities.
examines the trends in CXperiditureA . 'Lorne :,ver the past decade.
I he other topic ncludes erimates of it. even-Inures reported by
it) private colle,,,es.

The final sectioi; of the book leafs he financing of higher
education in the I970',, including prospects for 'Icing higher education
from sources ,other than the fderal Government -nijur ;ssues and
various questions that dIlst: In connection wit!) t- Id to higher
education. .! hr siiHect :natter includes the hasic at must be
made III JC:C1111r.. 1.o! .iptinium form of Feder:0 benefits
And costs of a nt,. orills of ,Ludent rn; ' ''m's of
the Carnegie Coinim: bducatic 1;_nd , :

FeLieral

Authors P ,:olton, I ioward BGV.. I. ,,t)WCI,..
Allen ( artter. A;;Lirt Darn 1. :' Feldman. Roger F.:, Nuns( n.
tic.mour Ilarrh Ilans 1._;,1% .. Kerr. Selma N1,..hkin, Alce
and many other nationai!. experts in the econamics
interests ! in the nitellect : ,; ,r. 'opment of this subect will tita.! :m1,11
to tafridcr in these decade ,0 ..ritir;gs.

See also. 11 4 0,73 Vanage.:..11; and Franitarrg t,f CnIleges. 91 pp.
on...10 tee '.,r l'conomic I h":eloptirriii. New

2.0 FLDERAL ROLL

Federal .imista.xe for Postsecovu%ry EducatiGn: Options for
Fiscal si ea:- 1979, CongreNstonal Budget Office. 67 pp. (U.S.

011:'.c. Washington, D.C.).
Th Cingrts:aolial land);_: and Impoundment Ac: t c !9:74 ci.ted.

:;.e .ogressional fitidgzt Office (130). devoted to
dispassnlie inalysis of budgetary issues 0:tronting the Congre
Because f he new agency f;'andated to provide objective ;.nd unprtial
anal!. ;es. , recomintrn,lations arc contained in t'neii reports. "The (..150

anafs'l,cal will snonsible fur covering se ". era! human resource areas.
includn higher employ went. a training programr.
budget issu reports as one on higher un shoul forth-

each year.

Fife agency Is losel!. !inked to policy. which locans that repo::
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1)11 iUhteCt of ,:tirrerit colter,: -iorral interest. Stnce the dimit-
mint higher ed;ication issue for fiscal 179 has helm the propo.ed
non for .1 tuit.on tax credit and the Adtruniq :thou s counierproposal tut
middlencome student .v.sistaticc, the report deals with these issues.

the report titst dhcuises Federal gtals in postsecondary education.
and the effectiveness of cult cut programs in meeting those goals. The
chapter on rivapn legislative proposals fur fiscal 1979 examines the tuition
airs credit and the }louse and Senate versiorai of the iiii..iledricome assist
ance proposa. The distribution of benefits by income crass are contrasted.
and protected budget emt., compared. Append'x tables rovide rnuci
thelul and trit,P: detailed information on the costs and Itstributron of the
various proposal.; as well as techaical discussion of the .neiliod used to
compute .ix credit estimates

.The ('M/ distributes It: reports free of cliarre to interes.ed parties.
I1411*u:its concerned with Federal higher etlii.:ation policy cm write and
ask to y included on the nia.ling list tot reports in that subject area.

9:7.0) 75
I he Federal Role in Postsecondary Educat:s.,n: L ';nished
Business. 1975-1980. Cirnee.ic Council on Pol.,:y Studio- in
If iglicr ocatioit. 97 pp. (Jossey-Bass. Sun Francisco)

I his I.:put it the successor organization to the k.a,negie Com-
russloo is prinianly comerned with existing aid prognms that. in flit.

view need more !dequate funding. It states that the Federal
t;overnment his the it responsihilities with rcgarC to !Uglier ed.ica-n-r emouragerrierit of equalit' id opportunity. (.2) support of c.e.i
rive re:earch s.apacity aril! its depment i.;) drstrrhut crOpi.Ortututy
and crearr... capact.y intone its. 1.) Stats...nd (4) in affiliation with
Stares. the assurance of a reas,onahle di..gree of overall institutional health.

jhe rout .1 suggests three ways to improve these areas: the estab-
lishittery It .1 National Student Loan limits to ; :duce the sehous difficulties
it some student loan piogram.., a mat- :-ng program with States Of
tuition lquawayon Grants to involve Ow State in support of rs.:ivaic
instituti,ms. and ./ program of port maior rese:..ch S.
national asset currently hi trouhle.

the N.1 timial Student Limn Bank would consist of a "nonprofit
corporation to he chartered bx the Y^ +ral Government and financed ly
oie sale of goscrorentally guaranteed securities- with no financial nited
test required for student eligibility. The Tuition Ek:ualiza.. In Grants
0.ould provide ,...itching Federal funds tot onehall the cost of a State
tuition equalvation gran: of about S75l) to all undergraduate student
attending private institutions. The support to research libranes would
require an initial appropridlion of SI() million. The Council recommends
that the funds resultin front the phasing down of veterans educational

16.;
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benetita ail. he utiliieil 1.)r these purposes.
.Vt.:i covered are: national purposes and the Federal rule. particu-

larl. ,ceunt .cham,o, In Fed'..ral furunng equality of opporturnt). and
attaining a national 7.alance, student aid and related prograim s. including
discussion of Basic Edu,:ational Opportunity Grants, Supplementary
Educational Opportunity Grants. State Student Incentive Grants. student
Hall programs. ,,stotcducation supplements, tuition equaltiation, part
tune students and the College Work Study program: Federal support of
vocational e.luvation. and Federal -uppoit of research and graduate educa-
tion. Statistical tables and Inlet summaries of some T the above student
aid programs. plus the Student Loan Malketing Association and the
National Direct Student Loan pro, rail) are also included.

9.2 0/71
Financing Higher Education Alternatives for the Federal Gov-
ernment. M. 1). Orw:g. ed., 390 pp. (American College Testing
Program, Iowa City

1 he 13 essays m 'his volume capture excellently the debates current
in the 'ate 1900'searil 1970's regarding the changing patterns of higher
education finance. and in particular. the rapidly evolving role of the Fed.
eial Government Since the framework of curren' Federal policy was
largely established in those years. these essays still have pertinence today.
In TILL most it the cimcerns that confront the higher education com.
triunity now were reerignyed Theo, and many of the financing options
,:tirre!itly helm: discussed are covered in this hook. Consequently. it merits
reading not only as a gerni.mc treatment of still lively issues, but fur the
insil:hts It can provide on the subtle shifts in attitude and in argument that
have occurred during the 1970's.

The first three essays discuss the econom..: and social background
against vyl.tch romancing policnes i" ust he developed. Chapters 4-0 ...ontiast
diver e views of who should pay students and parents, society, or various
combinations for sharing. the burden. The next section focuses on alterna-
rive Federal strategies, including discussion of student loans, tuition rix
credits. institutional support, eategorical grants and revenue-sharing with
the States. and an eclectic approach dr :'wing on several of the above. With
teal exceptions, these represent the hash: strategies still under discussion
roda,

3.0 ST 1,TE ROLE

9:3.0/741
Alternative Tuition Svsk ms. Robert E. Carbone i 46 pp.
American Program, lo..va City).

I(14
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.11111 Scurk outlines five models for innovative methods of tuition
payment h, student; to puhl : instttufio,n ot higher learning. li was j
prompted, in dart, by two:Ina:hues arising from recent court decisions and
legislative actions regardtng adency, age of mantity, and voting rights.-
-Its primary purpose is not only the 1'. ntification of 'alternatives to the.
current system of differential tuition in public colleges and universitte,'
but an analysis of .the economic, political. and educational
implications ut these alternativ,n tuition assessment models.' as seen by
tour ,:onsultants, each qualified hy virt.ic of training and ex:pc:ten...es
to hang special insights to hear on the models

.:hapter t, devoted to a descriptiou of each of the five tuition
models, but does n contain reonnmendations lot their immediate ;idol;
non. Each chapter ends with .t hue{ commentary written from an eco-
Ilk Mlle. educaii.mal, political, and legal perspe,..tive, prepared respectively
by Carol Van Alstyne, Joseph F: Kat.tman, Frank B. Pesci, and Allan D
Vestal The models ae: the Nonresident Student Surcharge Model, in
which tuition is the same for res lents and 11 :residents alike, but at the
tune of initial matriculation. the nonresident is charged c. substantial one
time tee, payable over :01ft:4)011,141g to the State SUhS1dy that rest
dent stu,lents receive, the Resident Student Fee Renzisior. Nlodet, in
which tuition for hoth resident, and nonresidents is set at full cost of
instruction, but graduates ot in.Ntate high schools receive a tuition voucher
that reduces the direct costs while nonresidents pay a much higher fee;
the Sliding Scale iNlultiple (riteria) Model, which utilizes a numher of
weighted residency aiteria to sort students Into nine tuition levels that
correvr-,rid to Vd11:111s: degrees of residenrnonrcsidcnt status; the Sliding
Scale (Sins.de riteri,:n) Model, which sorts students into five tuition
levels a.. :ordmg to the duration ut their residency, in the State; and the
National 'Ninon Bank Model, which institutes educational subsidies,
provided by all States and.'or the Federal Government. for students who
attend public idstitutions In nonresident States. It also describes an
"exchange bank- which would channel these subsidies directly to those
ansntutions th. enroll nonresident students.

The live appendicis contain. I ) a summary of traditional reasons
for diversifying the student hod . t Fcthl.cly supported Lstitutions, i.e..
the henefits ,o society . the minotution arid the st,it'ont; (2) the legal
issues pertam:tq: to ow -.rohlem of rest ' ut and nocresident tuition,
addressing the tol.oing issue.; an >vs they have been r .et by recent
court decisions May th'e State .onstitutionally distinguish between
residents and nonresidents in terms of. tuition fees? What are the criteria
for determining residency? Ntay the State require that a student reside in
the State for a mhstantial revolt of time before being granted residency
status, thus allowing him '.:..er tuition rat's? (3) an explanation of the
Blackerhv -multiple criteria assessment n Kiel- arid (4) the Hanson..
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Liethen "sliding scale- ti. tion model, as well as an investigation of
151 the "re adency and university :id. ission proolems in Federal

Republi: .f Germany." which contrasts Germany and the United States
in their notion and enrollment systems and the effect on legal. social.
and philosophical issues,

9:3.0/74-2
Exploring the Case for Low Tuition in Public Higher Education.
Kenneth E. Young, ed.. American Associatru , of State Colleges
and Universities. American Association or Cemmunity and
Junior Colleges. National Association of State Universities. and
Lard -Grant Colleges. 184 pp. (Available from American College
Testing Program. Iowa City r.

This report is a collection of six papers resulting from a 1974 Invita-
tional Seminar on the subject of low-tuition. The various associations
whidi have sponsored these papers represent both public and private non-
profit higher education. The purpose of this renort. both the papers and
the appendices. is to explore the n.,ellectual arguments fur the low-tuition
principle and to identify possible future lines of research into the eco-
nomic. social and political consequences of changes in the current tuition
levels.

[he first. "Financing Higher Education: The Current State of the
Debate.- written by lloward R. Bowen. deals with s' t recent reports the
Carnegie Commission on 11 her Education, the Committee for Econo,:tic
Development. the National Board on Graduate Education. the National
Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Elucation. the National
Coun,:Il of Independent Colleges and Universities and the Special Task
Forc..: to the Secreta., of the Department of health. Education. and Wel-
fare and their evaluation of the issues of efficiency. tuition levels. 104,-
Linn student loa;,., at,.1' the competitive position of the private sector.
Mentioned als.. are benefits and cosi and alternative approaches meludin.i
loans, tax credits. institutional support. direct grants, and revenue sharing
with States.

Car .1 Van Alstyne's whorl: Analysis oi. Recent Policy Recom-
mendations- examines the twee main arguments of those advocating
increased public tuition. She labels their analysis of financial distress as too
pessimistic in outlook and too narrow in pci Secondly. she says.

their "conclusions about the ,resent di,tributional inequity and the ineffi-
ciency et public support ton higher education are based on an incomplete
.analysis of the Issues and a contusion over goals.- Lastly, she s;.ys that too
much emphasis is placed.on competition for enrollment a.. the cause of the

financial ci.str..iss of private institutions.
"Equity and the Middle Class.' by Larry L. Leslie and Gar:- ". Jotui-
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son. examines the Carnegie Commission and the Committee for Economic
De-elopmeni recommendations to determine their impart by income level.
They argue that the proprisal, "to Met e public tuition and expand grant
progi tins for low income students would result in a regressive distribution
of the burden, with the middle-income students and their families faring
badly."

Representative James G. O'Hara, (D.- Mich) then Chairman of the
House Education Subcommittee, argues that what is needed is a well-
financed. nationwide system of low-tuition or no-tuition State universities,
colleges, and community and junior colleges, as well as independent insti-
tutions.

G. Theodore Mitau. then Chancellor of the Minnesota State College
System. "raises questions about the 'market model' which would provide
funds ) students and let them shop for higher education," and discusses
some possible unforeseen, ill effects of higher tuitions. Dr. Harold L.
Fn,n: ,on. President of Ohio State University, calls upon "public institu-
tions and then supporters to work to ;reserve low tuitior .nd educatanal
opportunity and for a new agenda in higher education, including the
degree of response to emer.ting needs:-

The appendices include: the America;: Council on Education State-
went on Tuition Policy, the Association of American Colleges Statement
on Tuttion P.)licy. a Joint Statement t)y the American Association of State
Colle,xs and Universities and the National Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges, plus 12 recommended guideliaes for Public Sup-
port of Community and J antor Colleges.

See also: 5:5.0/69 Benefits, Costs. and i'inance of Public Higher Educa-
tion. W. Lee Hansen and Burton Weisbrod, 114 pp. (Markham Pub-
lishing (0.,( imago).

F

15:1 2/76-2 Hie States and Higher Education: A Proud Past and Vital
Future. and commentary Se:,plement, Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vance:nent in teaching. )-1 and 66 pp. 1 lossey-Bass, San Fran:two).

4.0 STUDIES OF HIGHER EDUCATION SEGMENTS
4.1 Graduate Education

9:4.1/78
The State of Academic Science. Vol. 1: The 1 iv zrsities in the
Nation's Research Effort. Bruce L. K. Smith and Joseph J.
Karlesky. 250 pp %Change Magazine Press, New Rochelle,
N.Y.).

167
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Backtround Papers, Vol. 2, Smith and Karlesky, 192 pp. (Change
Magazine Press, New Rochelle, N.Y.).

This 2-volume set is the moSt re..:ent an ' comprehensive treatment of
the health of scientific research within the universities. The study was
Financed by the National Science Foil: dation and administered through
the Association ut. American Universi!ies. Conducted by two social scien-
tists with t!e assistance of a 'Omember advisory grou > and sever. outside
consultants, it involved analyses of existing data as well as visits to 36 uni-
versities. For anyone oncerned with the research capabuity of the nation's
.iniversities, these volumes are essential.

Volume I, published in 1977. discusses trends in the financial sup-
port Ind pen rmance Qi academic research, drawing heavily on data col-
lectec by NSF. The changin ..i relationship of universities to other researeh
performers nonprofit insti:utes, government in-house laboratories,
industry) is examined, as are current developments in selecte,: ields-
chemistry, physics, mathematics, life sciences, and engineering. .`mong
the emerging issues noted are: declining support' for, and deteriorating
quality of. research instrummtation and other capital investments; man-
power problems elated t supply demand imbalances for new Ph.D.'s;
deterii 7anne, government/university relationships; disputes over the way
to compute and allocate ,.verhead costs: and relationships between
the university. and State government. The concluding section contains
recommendations for policy changes.

Volume 2, published in 1978, contains five more detailed research
papers on university resarch. They are "Forces Affecting the Re.;zar.:h
Role of Universities, Duel Woltle "The Changing Relationships: Universi-
ties and Other R & D Perfisrmers," Walter S. b..r: "'Targeted Research: An
Ai..arican Tradition, Carl M. York; "Effects of-Recent Trends in Graduate .
Education on University Research Canability in Physics, chbinistry, and
Mathemat. .." David W. dreneman and "AccountaLility and the Research
Universities,- .Sanford A. Lakoll. (For a complete annotation of Volume
2. see 17:0:78-1).

9:4.1,74
Federal Policy Alternatives Toward Graduate Educa- :on, Na-
(101:al Board of, Graduate Edu tion, Commission c . Human
Resources, National Research Council, 127 pp. (National Re-
search Council, Washington, D.C.).

This 1974 report contain; a comprehensive discussion of the past
and current Federal role in finai..:ing graduate educdtion. Since there have
been few significant changes in Federal policy toward grauuate education
since the re, ut was issued. the c ocument is still useful.

168
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The fir .t ch.. ter provides an overview, together with the National
Board's recommendations. The second chapter provides a b, ref hotory of
Federal support for graduate education, while the third chapter di:, usses
the problems facing graduate education, including over-production of
Ph.D.'s. declining financial support, difficulties in promoting access for
women and minorities. complexities of institutional cost analysis and
accoLatability. and the difficulnes of adjusting t, a "steady-state- erni-
runment.

The next three chapters discuss issues of graduate student support.r` :arch suppoit. and institunorial support. including both analysis and
recommendations. Tue .,`,sense of coordinated Federal policies and of ade-
cpate ,lata bases for analysis is considered in the seventh ..hapter,
while a supplement by }'rederick Balderston comment~_ i greater C sail on
the difficulties of cost analysis.

The appendix- contains several detailed-.statistical tables on time
trends in support for university research and graduate program:.. Many
of these data arc collected ania:: ly by the National Seiencc Foundation.
and the tables could 'le easily updatesi by referring to various NSF publi-
cations.

This report is out of print but can be ordered from the ERIC
Clearinghouse for Higher Educatim at One ll..pont Circle. Washington.

COpies were distributed to the offices of most college and urn-.
versify presidents a' :d to graduate Jeans, and thus should be available
on most university campuses.

4.2 edical Education

914.z,/6
Progi-ess and Problems in M.dicri and Dental Education: Federal
Support Versus Federal Control, Carnegie--COuncil Policy
Studies ir Pigtier Education. 178 pp. tJossey-Bass. San Fran-

.ciscor
In . .97Q. di- Carnegie Commission. predecessor of the Carnegie

Council. ..,sued a rep,rt on medical and dental education entitled Higher
Education and th- .Vattrin'v 11 with. That report was consulted in drawing;
up a major' piece of Federal legislation', the Comprehensive Ile,alth Man-
po'...er Act of 1971, which created, among other things. capitation grants
tak:mcdical Jul. dental schools, bonuses to schoob 'hat expanded emoll-
inents, grant,: id loans for students. support for construction and start-up
giants for new schools. wag support for training of physician's and dentI
assistants.
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Much progress was mad.: )ver the intirvening-years but problems
continued, including hear, .e on for gn melical graduates, geo-

'graphic maldistribution tof phytietans. -tItt excessive specialization in

medical practice. Prop ,setl changes in legislation to cope with these proh
ierns prompted this second Carnegie Council volume. lased on concern
that new legislation would involve curnberorne ane complex Fediptal
controls over medical educatton The preface notes that. '.'This report
urges a policy of sustained and consistent Federal suppo-t of medical and
dental education,. along with the provision of strong incentives toaR1
needed changes rather than excessive controls. It is a report in the
;ion of the Carnegie Comnission''s 19-0 report, but with central orienta-
tion toward the inure complex legislative issues that have emerged 'in the
last six years.-

The hook begins with three warnings ;:nd live recommendations.
The wanting, are that the nation Is in dange: of starting too many ,new
medical schools, that Fcieral attempts to alter geographic distribution and
to counter excessive specialization through controls will he less effective
than policies emphasizing incentives, and that the time has come to quit
relying on to!eign medical grat!,t .!es to meet the necci for physicians. The
recommendations call fora variety of changes in Federal financing policies
related to thew -Itp Nons.

Other chapters include summary of the 1'171 lc .aslation and a dis-
cussion of the projected labor market for doctors and dentists. F&Ieral

ipation payments and leiate policies. the National health Service
Corps, and the iced for new medical and dental schools and for area
stealth education centers. A chapter on State support, for medical and.,
dental education completes the text, while two appendices provide sup:-
porting statistical tables and pi ojectiont: physician supply.

9:4.2/71
Financing Medical_ Educatiwy An Analysis of Alternative Poli-
cies and Mechanisms. Rashi Fein and Gerakl 1. Weber. Report
Prepared for tilt: Carnegie otnin.ssion on Higher Education and
the Commonwealth Fund. 279 pp. (NicGraw-llill Book
N'ew York).

While the Carnegie Council volume annotated above concentrates on
nat:t2nal probt yris confronting medical and dental education in the aggre-
!tate, and focuses particularly 'Ton Federal policy. this volume emphasizes
the microeconomic aspects of medical education. One of the hook's main
cortrihurt.,ns is to explore and dt velop ideas about the li:havioral re-
sponses to financing schemes of students and of those..who
manage medical schools. It examines the production processes within

:0
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medical education, investigating statistically the relationships between
financial inputs and outputs such as educated personnel, research, and
service. Since so many of the problems in this complex area of profes-
sional education involve unanticipated consequences of financing policies.
this volume is a valuable complement to the more policy-oriented publica-
tions of the Carnegie Commission and Council.

The hook is an outgrowth of a 1967 conference held at the Brook-
ings Institution, and w..s completed prior to enactment of the Comprehen-
sive Health Manpower Act of 1971. Since that act did so much to change
the incentives in medical and dental education, particularly by providing
support for expansion, sonic of the book's findings are outdated. The
a...4mA approach taken and the issues considered are still germane. how-
ever, and students of this subject should consider the book essential read-
ing. !rein 1.: viewed largely as a contribution to the broader subject of
the microeconomis:s of non-profit institutions and L. 'he public sector.

The chapters include a detailed look at the school, how it
functions and how it is financed, and at medical students, who they are,
how they decide to ar.ply, and how they progress f-oin M.D. candidate to
intern -,t) resident. The 'actors that influence decisions on medical specialty
and location are investigated. The financial roles of State and Federal
Governments are each accorded a chapter. and the book ends with a
discussion of policy alternatises. Five appendices provide useful informa-
tion on data sources. joint production and costs in medic;.: schools, rates
of return to medical education, statistical equations, and State support of
private medical schools.

4.3 Private Colleges and Universities

For related policy issues see Topic 11. Subtopic 4.0:Financial Policy.

9:4.3/78
Public Policy and Private Higher Education, David W. Brenernan
and Chester Finn. Jr., ,-ds.. 468 pp. I the Brookings Institu-
tion. Washington. D.C.).

This volume provides a comprehen,ive and up-to-date discussion of
the prospects for private higher education in the 1980's and the variety of
State and Federal policies that might he pursued in order to maintain a
financially healthy private sector. The philosophical questions as well as
the practical and political problems are discussed. Ample data. including
demographic trenus. enrollment patterns over the 25-year period, the
growth of the private secnrr of higher education, and trends in tuition act]
other charges to students are supplied.

171
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The book combines economic and political analysis of a variety of
optipris, and in the final chapler of the hook the editors argue for the
creation of a national student market place, characterized by the tolleAving
requirements:

State and Federal financing policies must he purposefully
linked:
Pric..: barriers to interstate irobility of students must he re-
duced:
Federal programs must continue their emphasis on need-based
student aid rather than detect institutional aid: and
Minot' differentials between public and private must
he stabilized or narrowed

sharp increase in the Federal State Student Incentive Grant Pr bgram is
proposed, together with legislative changes that would make interstate
mobility a grant condition. In essence, the Federal Government would
offer to finance a percentage of increased State student aid programs. !f.
States choose to reduce their direct support of public campuses in response
to this increased student aid. the result would he higher public tuition
levels and a narrower tuition gap.

The political analysts writing in the hook doubt that such a major
transformation in the way States finance higher education is ,ikely to
come about, and thus a variety of "second best" proposals are advanced
and evaluated. "S.::ond best'' in this context refers to policies that can he
implemented by the States or Federal Government acting alone rather
than in concert.

Chapters 1 and 10. written by the editors, are intended for a general
audience, and contain a summary of the main financial problems confront-
ing private higher education, along with proposed solutions. The intervening
eight chapters contain more detailed analyses of he private college dilem-
ma. Susan C'. Nelson presents a thorough treatment of financial trends ant:
issues in the private sector. based largely on time series analysis of institu-
tional financial data collected by the U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare. Office l.. Education. Michael S. McPherson provides an
irwsive discussion of the literature covering deinand.for.higher education
and carefully assesses the significance of price and non-price factors.
Lawrence E. Gladieux and Thomas R. Wolanin analyze the Federal political
scene. with special emphasis on the developments between the Education
Amendments of 1972 and 1976. Robert W. Hartman explores Federal
policy options, including the proposal for a Federal-State m:tching grant
program to increase need-based portable student aid. Emil M. Sunley, Jr.
analyzes Federal and State tax policies that affect higher education, con-
centi ting on the d:.!duction for charitable contributions and on proposals
for a tuition tax credit.

Two chapters fo-us on State policy. Robert 0. Berdalii discusses the

17'
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politics of publicyrivate rehtionships drawing on case studies of Cali-
toftna Ns:w York and otilky. Cohn C. Bias don investigates the financial
possandithr, open to States that wish to increase support for the indepen-
dent sector of !miler education. And two etAlege administrators. David G.
Br( e.vrt and I hoinas E Wentlau, provide the college president's view of the
importance of vation', c.xisim,, and proposed State and Federal programs.

Most chapters in the book are followed by appendices providing
extensive tables and other torms of data. 'ffie text is generously annotated
.A.101 references and extended explanation and comments. Th.. "olurne Is

-hiective and gives not only a broad overview but an in-depth
,:on-aderanon it hasic issues.

Aftfromt.h Ino,t of the issues discussed in the bu 's are pertinent to
and -1'.car s2olleees as well as universities, the book's main empha

111 Unde7g1 aktuate education financing. All papers were commissioned
for Offs book, and were the subiect of a 2-day invitational conference at
the Broolsmes In-sntution In Nos cmher. 1076.

9 4.3177
Tice States and Private Higher Prollems ..nd Policies
in a New Era. Carnegie o mei! on Policy Studies in Iiigher

2() pp. tio,.sey-Hass. San Francisco).
I he plight or f!'e pro-ate sector of higher education is the subject of

this Larneele volume, with particular emphasis on State policies
that can help maintain the :Vial system. public and private. through the
lllticltlr Ioxtts. lids study is unique to that it was the first one "speci-
callx designed to assess the impact of existing So:re policies toward pfivat:
hi her cdusation cnrollineic, tinahces, autonomy. academic freedom
and i the: conditions of prb-ate msittutrons.

I he book provides a brie; but thorough discussion of the economic
position tit the private sector in terms of enrollment, the tuition gap.
financial status. idn rabilifv . and the fun ore outlook. This discussion is
followed by a description of several current State aid prugrarns. An as:ress
went it the impact ot "ate programs indicates Mat they have had
.1 WWII greater effect ofi N:uderr than upon institutions. The pattern of
operatinv deriLits characterishc of the early lq,O's seems ti have been
rct-r;ed in those States ',hill [none extensive State aid programs. Atten-tin is elven to .-a.ch marters of publi, policy as they affect income
groups. pubi institutions. portabtlity. coordination and statewide plan-
nine. Iederal pti,e1.11ris. and Fider:11Stare relationships. The study con-
dudes 111 .1 serle..0 21 recommendations for State and Federal policy.

addition to Allal\ sls of existing data sources, the Cotmcii commis-
sioned .1 spe,:ial surev rrt 2 .() ivate ,olleges and universities to determine

;Tht:11.:.: State' .11d programs urt institunonai finance. Results
of rho slaves are sort r.11lletl in a reLlinwal suppl2menr i.abhshed as part of
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th. hook. A second techni,:al supplement provides detailed statistical
analyses tit enrollment trends in the private sector, with data broken down
by State and by Carnegie Commission classification. These data will be
particularly useful to Stare planners and to administrators of private
colleges. A third supplement presents case studies of the development of
State aid to the private ,:ctor in California. Georgia. Illinois, New York.
and '-eansylvaida.

9:4.3;74
Paying for College: Financing Education at Nine Private Institu-
tions, Sloan Sti:4 Consortium. 137 pp.lUniersity Press of
NeA. England. Hanover.

The growing problem of paying for high-priced private higher edu..ia-
ti,,n prompted this comparative study, which draws on information pro-
.oded by Amherst, Brown. Dartmouth, Harvard. MIT Mount Holyoke,
Prin,:eton. Wellesley. and Wesleyan. The original 9-member organization

subsequently enlar,:ed to 23 members. and renamed the Consortium
tin i'inarien.; Higher Education. with headquarters at Dartmouth.

The 9-college study concentrated heavily on loan financing, inc!ud-
mg recon,n9mdations for change in existing Federal and State loan pro-
grams and he implementation of a new, supplemental loan program for
young alu.nni who. for unexpected reasons. have difficulty payiRg hack
edu,:ational loans. The hook's discussion of loan linancc, and particularly
the analysis of the National Direct Student Loan and Gua, anteed Student
Loan programs. remains pertinent today.

The discussion of loans is preceded by brief chapter; that document
the growing financial distress of Of: nine colleges dur1ng the late 1960's.-
early including an analysis of growth in operating expenditures,
effort, to ,ontrol ,:osts, and steps to increase income. The chapter entitled
"A Search for Solutions'' concludes that there are limits to cost control
and to thy ability to rats. outside income, meaning that tuition will p.m:1;n
of central important::: The book's emphasis on loans n; prompted by this
realwation and the need to help students finance these ever-rising charges.

The Coortrum on Financing Higher Education (COFIIE) subse-
quemly pt:! :ished a report in April 1975 entitled Federal Student Assist.
Line, A Review ,q Title !1" of the Higher Education Act, intended to
trith:.2tx the klucaoon ntIments of 1976. For a review of this report.
see I 2 U 7C

4.4 Community Colleges

94.477
Financing Community Colley -s, 1976, Walter I. Garms. 120 pp.
CFeachers olleg .. Press. Colombia University, New York).

I '4
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COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Although community colleges have been one of the fastest growing
sectors of educa ion in recent years, the literature on their financing is
remarkably thin. Part of the reason may be that these institutions bridge
the wo,Ids of elementary/secondary and higher education finance, and
hence have been ignored by researchers in both communities Whatever the
CAUSe. Walter I. Gam's' book represents the most substantive work available
at this time.

The book is p-imarily a "think piece," specifying criteria that an
ideal finam:c plan should meet and then evaluating several models in rela-
tion to them. The three special functions that Garms claims community
colleges perform are to provide access to postsecondary education for
those who cannot easily attend 4year -esidential colleges, to provide
courses and programs not provided by outer iistitutions. and to serve the
Acational needs of the local community at the p -, -.; secondary level. He
then specifies nine criteria that finance plans should meet in furtlfering
these three functions; and devotes the balance of the book .o a discussion
of financing alternatives. Many of the plans he considers are actually in
use, while others are only theoretical

Since local goverr.ments in many Star,:s contribute property tax
.evenue 'o community colleges, the hook deals primarily with the integra-
tion of the elementary-/secondaryconcern of school finance reform (i.e.,
the Serrano case in ('alifornia) with the more typical issues that face the
rest ,,f !Uglier education. Two of Garms' nine criteria relate to student and
taxpayer equity in the fashion of elementary /secondary school finance.

Garms argues that all financing systems can be classified as either
market models, planned economy models, or hybrids of the two. For
States with no local contribution, his nine criteria lead him to endorse
what he calls a "modified decentralizA system," which attempts to man,
taro responsiveness to the local community although most of the funds
come from the States. For .those States that do have a substantial Ir :al
contribution, he endorses a "modified power-equalizing system," a version
of the original Coons, Clunc and Sugarman district power-equalizing model
but adapted to the unique features of community colleges. In either in-
stance, Garms argues for increased tuition 'Payments front those students
able to afford them.

It was this latter feature that caused the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges to disavow the hook, on the grounds that
Garms' excessive concern for private higher education drove him to en-
dorse higher public tuition. It is unfortunate that this exceedingly clear
and sensible document has received so 'irfe attention in both the higher
and elementary/secondary finance discussions, for it is one of the few
hooks on community college finance worth resoling,
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9:4.4/76
Financial Support Pasterns for Community Colleges, 1976,
James L. Wattennarger and Paul M. Starnes, 118 pp. (Institute
of Higher Education. University of Florida, Gainesville).

This volume provides a description of existing formulas' each State
uses to finance community coil,!ges. The information came from surveys
the authors sent to State direct,,rs of community/junior colleges.

The book begins with 4 discussion of the comity pity college philoso-
phy and the various purposes the institutions serve ( Jr want to serve). The
book then argues that the States have failed to finance these activities ade-
quately. preventing many of the institutions' goals from being me.. S:ates
often refuse to pay far part-tiMe, non-degree credit instruction, or for
short courses offered thruugh continuing education units, or for older
students, or for students enrolled at night, or for counseling services. an
su f The chapter concludes with a not very convincing argument for
the State assuming the full ,osts of each of th se activities.

The. second chapter offers a taxonomy of financial support patterns
and identifies four categories into which State plans fall: (I) negotiated
liudget funding, in which each campus.budget is negotiated directly with
the State legislature or a State board: (2) unit rate fon,. .las, a general
term applied to most formula-driven budgets, whether based on enroll-
ments. contact hours. or other activity unit: (3) minimum foundation
funding. used in States where there is a local cLntribution, with the
State effort usually inversely related to the taxing capacity of the local
..',istrict. and (4) cost based program funding, i r, which the budgets are
based on cJst studies broken down by discipline, instructional category
program function, or object of expenditure.

The third chapter provides the detailed description cf. each State's
financial procedure. while the fourth presents the authors' proposal for an
"ideal" plan under which the State would fully underwrite the expenses of
the multiple activities of the typical community college; using various
formulas for each activity. The book ends with three appendices, pre-
senting Stale and le al support by State for 1974.75 and 1975-76. a
definition of the v iy each State measures various activities, and
description of tinar _ing changes enacted recently in selected States.

5.0 FINANCI A L CONDITION OF INSTITUTIONS
9:5.0/A
Private Higher Education. (First. Second. Third) Annual Report
on the Financial ania Educational 'I rends in the Private Sector
of American Higher Ed,ucation. W. John Minter and Howard R.
Bowen. 110. 116, 77 pp. (.Associate ;it of American Colleges,
Washirwton. D.C. I.
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Independent Higher Education, Fourth Annual Rep int on the
Financial and Educational Trends in the Independent Sector of
American Higher Education. W. John Minter and Howard R.
Bowen. 148 pp. (National Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities. Washington. D.C.).

These volumes comprise a continuing series of reports widely recog-
nized as among the most useful to .dzte in reporting and analyzing the
status ..3f the private sector of higher education. Sponsored during its first
three years by the Association of American Colleges. future reports will be
published by the National Association of Independent Colleges and Uni-
versities. The first three reports were based on a sample of 100 private
4-year colleges and universities, while the fourth report has been ex-
panded to include major research universities and 2-year colleges. Subse-
quent reports will also be based on this enlarged sample of 135 institu-
tions, which is represent. Live of over 1.150 colleges and univrsities.

The reports draw on the following documents: the Higher Education
General In formatiu Survey (REGIS). salary information as submitted to
the American Associatiu.. of University Professors (AAUP). audited finan-
cial statements of each college.'annual college budgets, the president's
annual reports, the college catalog, and a voluntary financial support sur-
vey. In addittol, the colleges and universities responded to a 6-part ques-
tionnaire directed to major institutional administrators.

These data permitted the authors to draw conclusions on admission
and enrollment, retrem.hment, environment. revenues and expenditures.
assets. liabilities and net worth, student housing and dining, attitudes
about present conditions and future outlook. comparison with the public
sector. an analysis of individual institutions. The authors als'' attempted
to relate changes in financial status to changes in educational program
through analysis of additions and deletions to the course offerings, changes
in faculty size and composition. etc.

The authors ni..1 several int-rpretive generalizations. For example.
in the 1975 .:port, they noted that approximately 25 percent of the insti-
tutions studied appea.ed to be in financial distress and that those were
found chiefly among the Comprehensive Universities and Colleges and the
Liberal Acts Collegr II (C arnegie Classification). They also expressed con-
corn over whether the preisures of the market may not be forcing such
institutions to compromise their integrity. At the same time, they found
no sig.niticant deterioration in the quality of program. Finally. they ob-
served that relative financial health should be credited largely to State and
Federal governments which helped through student aid pi grams and in
other way s.

In addition ro statistical information. the reports are part ailarly
valuable fir the interpreations the two experienced scholars draw from

LLta. Since the four reports cover the period 1969.70 through 1976.77
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(and for some data through 1977-78), a valuable longitudinal data base has
been developed. The authors will continue to ensure the reliability and
.timeliness of the statistics through a yearly compilation of data however,
after 1978 the reoort will he published biennially...-
9:5.C1,76

Higher Education and the Economy, ERIC Higher Education
Research Report 2, Hans H. Jenny, 56 pp. American Associa-
tion for Higher Education, (Educational Resources Information
Center, Washington, D.C.).

This 1-;ief essay, one of a series prepared under the auspices of the
ERIC Higher Educate, :1 Clearinghouse, is actually a careful survey of
much of the literature on the economics of higher education, znc thus
should be the first document read by a novice in this area. The reader will
find in it a systematic discussion of many of the other works in
this biblio8raphy. .1N well as a critical evaluation of many of those works.

The essay briefly examines the impact of changes in Ow econtAny at
large on Lie fort:ine., of higher education, and inclutt,:s a discussion of the
effects. both positive and negative, of the 197475 recession. It also traces
the effects of recession on igher education revenues through the impact
on enrollments, on Stater anent appropriations, and on philanthropic
support.

The growing literaLre on demand for higher education is also briefly
summarized here. as are several of the recent reportson financial condition,
including the Bowen-Mir ter reports and the Lanier-Anderson report A
criticism of he Higher Education Price Index by Kent Halstead is also in-
cluded.

The author argues that the single most serious defect in our national
data bases for higher education . lies in the absence of nationatly
credible indicators of institutional health, especially if the latter is defined
in the broil(' manner suggested by the National Commission on the Financ-
ing of Postsecondary Education." He goes on to argue that, "The develop-
ment. nationally and with the assistance of the States, of a set )f. compre-
hens: .e 'indicators of institutional health should have hi;hes- legislative
pi-nity." In lenny's view. higher education will find it difficult to argue
its case persuasively in the 1080's if such indicators, simple and compelling
to legislators and other policymakers, are not developed.

9:5.0/75
A Study of the Financial Condition of Colleges and Universities:
1972-1975. Lyle El. Lanier and Charles J. Anderson, 102 pp
(American Councii on Education. Washington, D.C.).
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This study was prompted by a concern that the National Commission
tin the Financing of Postseci,ndary Education report i'ad not taken suffi-
cient note of the changes in real resources pe student !hat a combination
ot- inflation .rod ri.!duced State appropriations and dedining endowment
,aelds had produced during the first half of the 1970's. To provide evi-
dence of this change. surveys were sent to a representative sample of
Institut:sins to collect current Lima similar to those published from the
Higher Education General Information Survey (REGIS), but often with a
delay of two or more years. Institutions were grouped into Carnegie Con,-
m,ssion categories, and changes in operating revenues per student were
traced over the 3yea period in both current and constant dollars. The
general finding was that the sharp inflationary increases that marked these
Years had on tributed to a drop in r.-1 iesources per student, reversing a
pattern of more than 30 years duration in which resources per student
increased by an average of roughly 2.5 percentage points per year.

Included in the report is information for this 3-year period on enroll
rnent trends, trends in operating revenues, including both educa.ional and
gener and tuition and fee revenues: current fund and student aid deficits:
and the changing distribution of expenditures by function. Of particular
inter:st is the chapter on inflation, and the several price indexes that have
been developed for higher education. Comparisons of five higher education
price indexes si ith three national economic price indexes is e .pecially use-
ful, together ith the author's discussion of the strengths and weaknesses
of the various measures. For their own study, the authors use the Halstead
price index. slightly modified. notwitl.;_standing the criticisms that have
been leveled against it by some university administrators.

Although the use of expenditure per student data can he misleading
across institutional pc., particularly when the problems of joint produc-
tion are present (c.g., lactilt engaged in teaching. research, and public
service I. this study is a valuable contribution to the understanding of
changes in higher education resources. It is unfortunate that it was a wit,-
time effort.

ss.

9:5.0;73
The New Depression in Higher Education: A Stdy of Finant.'11
Conditions at 41 Colleges and Universities, Earl F. (licit. Gen
era! Report for the Cirnegie Compission on Iligher ['lineation
and the Ford Foundation. 169 pp. (McGraw-Hill Hook Co,,,
New Yrria
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The Ne. Depression in'Higher Education--Two Years Later,
arnegt Foundation for the Advancement of Tuticlung. 84 pp:

CFAT, Berkeley. Calif.)...

Although the specific infomiztion contained in this seminal report is
dated, this volume is included in this section -together with the follow-up
study done two 9e1ITS later because it contributed greatly to the discus.
,ion of higher e.:azation finance during the 1970's.lt brought out into the
open private concerns about financial stablity that hild- haunted many
coll..;e and university presidents in the late 1960's and early 1970's. Until
the publication of this volume made it respectable, it was difficult' fOr
presidents to talk publicly about growing budget deficits.

The hook presents'41 case .studieS .based .on interview reports and
appropriate finan-cia! records. The sample selected for the study represents
several types of institutions, both public and private: universities, liberal
arts colleges.comprehensive colleges. and 2-year institutions. It was found
that 2 of the institutions (71 percent) either were approaching or already
experiencing financial difficulty.. Financial trouble was considered immi-
net if. at the time of the study, an institution had been able to r.ieet
current responsibilities but could neither ensure Cl at. it could much longer
sustain current program and quality standards nor plan to support evolving
prog:am growth. Colleges and universities forced to reduce services or
eliminate important education programs were considered in financial dift)-
,:ulty

On a nationally-weighted basis. 42 percent of U.S. institutions
accounting for 54, percent of the students were shown to he hi.iding for
financial trouble Again on a weighted basis, slightLy les, than one-fifth. or
19 percent of the institutions, accounting for 24 percent of the students,
were already in financial difficulty.

In addition to revealing the magnitude of the emerging depression in
higher education, the author calls attention to the nature and impact of
the financial problems as they affect various kinds of institutions, and to
the way these institutions are responding. The author's case-study exami-
nation of expenditure pattern:, income factors, andadministrative practices
enables the reader to obtain a down-to-earth perspective of a variety of
financial problems and how they may he most effectively solved. The study
also presents views of school administrators concerning public policy
toward finan.Ang higher education.

The follow.on study,. The Sew Depression in Higher I:ducaticn
7V1) Years Later (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
1973). documents a "fragile stability" in revenue and expenditure trends
that had occurred since 1971. In particular, the increase in real expendi-
tures per pupil in these institutions had dropped from 4 rer,Ynt year
to t, 7; percent by 1973 These figures can be compared to die decline in
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real resources per student noted in the Lanier-Anderson study for the
1172.75 period.

6.0 DATA SOURCES

Note: The following entries comprise a basic list of data sources with
which any student of higher education finance should be familiar. Whereas
most of the ;receding entries involved analysis of data leading up to
recommendations for public policy, the materials in this section are among
the more important sources of information required for such analyse:.

9:6.0/79
Financing Higher Education in the Fifty States: Interstate Com-
parisons for FY 1976. Marilyn McCoy and Kent Halstead, (U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, National Insti-
tute of Education. U.S. Government rrinting Oft-ice. Washing-...ton. D.C.).

_This study presents a systematic construct or model of data relating
to State and local government financial support of higher education. The
framework and graphical layout assists in understanding the component
elements affecting institutional financing, their interaction, and serve as an
aid in appraising performance levels through use of interstate comparisons.
Sixteen measures are reported in four areas: public enrollments, govern-
ment finances, other revenues, and expenditures. Revenues and expendi-
tures are 'detailed by sector and five public institutional levels. The mea-
sures are interrelated by formula which permits quantified assessment of
the consequences of a:iernative input values. Each measure is expressed
in relative terms to provide comparability, and also as an index relative to
the U.S. average.

The analysi:. 'otential of the model presented extends beyond initial
descriptive review. Certain observationsmade by the authors are presented
in a short commentary accompanying the data model for each State. Ques-
tions of interest to legislators. State planners, and budgeting officers which
the data and commentary address relate to the maintenance of appropria-
tions, provrtionarertrollment and inflation, consistency of enrollments
per capita with State goals, taxation effort and allocation to higher educa-
tion relative to enrollment load, utilization of the tax base, lev ,cl of appro-
priations per student compared with national averages. etc.

The volume appears to be a major step in converting otherwise
sterile raw data intp a meaningful organization and formula which should
he of significant value to planners in appraising their State and local gov-
ernment support )1*higher education.
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9:6.0/78
Tax Wealth in Fifty States, D. Kent Halstead (U.S. Department
of Ilealth. Education, and Welfare. National Institute of Educa-
tion. U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C.).

This study is an update of two earlier efforts to assess State and local
fiscal capacity published by the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations. One was a 1962 study by J. Mushkin and Alice M.
Rivkin, .1Ieasures of State and Local Fiscal ( jpaci:y. and the other a 1971
study by Allen D. Manvel and Donald J. Curran. Measuring the Fiscal
Capact(v and Eff Orr of State and Local Areas. The present work dra%
heavily on a simplified technique for generating estimates of fiscal capacity
developed by Robert Reischauer while at the Brookings Institution. It
should he possible to keep such estimates reasonably current through use
of this computer-based t:chnique that draws on data available yearly.

The volume piesents data on and . comparison of the tax capacity
and. effort of State and ical governments. Assessment of State and local
public service needs are presented in appendices. including a separate anal-
ysis of public higher education.

9:6.0/A1
Special Analyses, Budget of the United States Government,
Fiscal Year 1979, Office of Management and Budget. 329 pl).
U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C.).

Published each January concurrently with th. ?resident's budget.
the Special Analyses are an essential. source of information on Federal

.nlays for higher education and related areas, such as medical educatio..
and reward' and development. Special Analysis 1 is devoted to education.
Special Analysis L deals with health outlays. including health training.
Special Analysis G focuses on tax expenditures, including the several pro-
vtsions that benefit education institutions. sta.: ,ts, or faculty. and Special
Analysts P deals with research and development.

9:6.0/A2
Financial Statistics of Institutions of Higher Education, Fiscal
Year 1976, -11977. 1978) State Data. Paul Mertins and
Norman J. Brandt. 261 pp. (National Center for Iducation Sta-
tistics. i' S. government Printing Office. Washington. D.C.).

Published ami:ially, the c repo: is from the Higher Educational Gen-
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oral Information Survey (ilEGIS) collected by the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES) are the basic source of information on instrtu-
nbord tinance for U.S. higln.rr education. Surveys are mailed yearly to all
institutions. and better than 90 percent usually respond. Estimates are
made for missing data. rounding out the universe of higher education.

The hasic tables include current funds re% nues and current funds
expenditures. physical plant assets, indebtedness on physical plant. endow-
ments. and a statement of changes in fund balances. Published data are
broken down according to State. type of control, university, and v.hether
the school is 2. or -year. D:oa fur individual institutions are available on
computer tape.: from NCES at a reasonable charge.

9:6.0/A3
National Association of State Scholarship and Grant Programs:
9th Annual Survey. 1977-78 Academic Year. Joseph D. Boyd.
54 pp. (Illinois State Scholarship Commission. Deerfield).

These :id hoc surveys of State scholarship and grant progi anis are t,
only sources of information on this growing area of educational -finans.e.
During the I°-'b -77 academic year. States awarded nearly 5650 mir.on in
student aid, up from 5200 million in I 0o070. 'Fables provide information
for every State and for every program on the number of awards and total
dollar outlays. With the increased emphasis on direct student aid, any
study of resources available to students will necessarily live to cover these
State prcn,rams

Copies ot -Ater surveys are out of print Current surveys are avail.
able at cost from the compiler. Joseph I). Boyd. c;0 Illinois State Scholar-
snip Commission. 102 Wilmot Road, Deerfield. III. h0015.

9.60, A4
Voluntary .Support of Education. 1975-1976. Council for
Financi.il Aid to Education. 70 pp. WEAL New York).

1'11'711:died these surveys ot philanthtopic giving to mstitu
irons ot higher education are the hasic source ct Information on voluntary
,,:sp,,rr Although less than halt ot all Institutions complete the survey.
esuniar....s e made of universe totals. The figures provided by respondents
provide information on total givin. sources of support. torts of giving.
support "turmoil the annual fund. total nonalumni parent support. cor
poratron matching gins. and current market value of endowment. These
surveys hate been conducted since 1054-55, and thus provide an excellent
time series of tut h it-HY:mon.
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9:6.0/A-5
Higher Education Prices and Priceindexes. D. Kent Halstead,
114 pp. (U.S. Department of Health, Education. and Welfare.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington. D.C.): Higher
Education Prices and Price Indexes: 1978 Supplement. Hal-
stead. 48 pp. (National Institute of Education. GPO. I975).

In examining expenditures on higher education over time. analysts
must he concerned with changes in the purchasing power of the dollar
caused by inflation. Prior to the publication of this book, one was forced
to use economy wide indexes. such as the consumer price index of the
i :uplicit GNP deflator. %cinch were better than nothing but hardly accurate
tot the specialized goods and services purcln...ed by institutions of higher
education. II.,Istead's annual publications provide four specialized indexes
for higher edm. :lion. calculated annually from I 96 I to the preset'" a cur-
rent operations index. a research and d velopment index, a physic l plant
additions index. and a student charge and tuition index. The first has
received the .attentnot and th most use.

In addition to the indexes themselves. the initial publication con-
tains chapters on the uses and limitations of price indexes generally. and
on index numbe; theory. The annual :pplements simply update the time
series.

onnpositton 0: II dstead's ,urrent opeiations index has been
criticized h Princeton t niversnv president 1Villiam G. Bowen for concen-
trating too heavilv on education and general experves rather than on the
full range of university ,:osts. includin.; auxiliary enterprises. (See William
G. Bowen. File 17frects of Intlar ut:Recessron on Higher Education,
Pdticattnnal Record. Summer I `. 74 . .II. 511. No. .+I Also see discussion of
flalstead's index in the document- ht Jenn and by Lamer and Anderson.
annotate,.! to the picceding section of this hi) lioraphy.

9:6.0/73
Sources of Funds to Colleges and Universitiesjechnieal :Zeport
sponsored by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.
June A. O'Neill and Daniel Sullivan. 45 pp iCarnk.-2.ie ('ommis-
sion can Higher Lineation'. Berkeley. Calif.).

Ills, ,It1T1 tthline provides valuable data on :he revel tie sonices cat
higher. enlucanon institutions nom lo.;i1 to lohS. Diawing :"Imarily on
Denartment t.t Health. I ducanon, and Welfare Unice of Edir. anon sin:
ti't's cornimtcd before of the I ligher Film :anon Genetal
Intormanon Surveys MF(,'S). the data provide ,, bridge tioin earlier
pliods to present Amt reseat..11 t':,tt attempts to track the changing
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importance of a given source of revenue, such as tuition, will find this
volume indispensable.

For an exampla of the way these earlier data can be merged with
more current REGIS data, see the chapter by Susan C. Nelson, "Financial
Trends and Issues," in the Breneraan-Finn volume (9:4.3/78) annotated
earlier in this bibliography.

9:6.0/71
Resource Use in Higher Education: Trends in Output and
Inputs, 1930 to 1967, June A. O'Neill, 106 pp. Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education, (CCHE.. Berkeley, Calif.).

This pioneering effort involved an investigation of trends in output
and input in the higher education "industry" over the years 1930-1967.
Output was measured according to instructi.m, using the student credit
hour as a base. Other products. such as research and public service, were
not included. Inputs were measured both by operating expenditures and
with estimates of the stream of service!, provided by the capital stock.
A price index for instructional services was devised to convect the mea-
sures into constant dollars. The study's principal Lading was that the con-
stant dollar cost per credit hour has nut changed appreciably over the
nearly 40 years studied, indtcattng that the instructional function of higher
educal. in has nut increased in productivity. One can make many quibbles
with the methodology of this study, but it remains an essential resurce
for students of the higher education industry. It is invaluable as a
guide to sources and limitations of data in those earlier years, and provides
a number of methodological appendixes on ways to cope with these data
in order to render them comparable and useful. It is an essential reference
work.

9:6.0/A6
Federal Support to Universities, Colley.:s, and Selected Non-
profit Institutions. Fiscal Year 1976, N.ironal Science Founda-
tion. 150 pp. (NSF'. 1.7.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton. D.C. ).

Hui is an essential reference for those seeking information on the
distribution Federal dollars to colleges and universities. The NSF col-
lects these data annually from the 14 Federal agencies that account for
over 95 per,:eni of the Federal obligations to institui4ons of higher educa-
tion The guide ranks the top 100 ri .ipient institutions by dollars received.
and organizes hy'State obligations to each ,:ollege and university. Informa-
tion on .hligations by each agency and by type of support is also pre-
served, wri. ;articular emphasis on support for academic science.

18S
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These annual reports can be ordered from the U.S. Government
Printing Office, or from the Division of Science Resources Studies at the
National Science Foundation.
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Governance and Coordination

John K. Folger

ffffff ffff_r_effffffffffffffff
Governance is concerned with the formal and legal meth-

ods of control and decisionmaking, and with making and ad-
ministering policy and regulations. Governance is exercised over
an organization. in this case, institutions of higher education.
Governance includes dire,:tion and control of: ( I ) a single
institution or campus; (2) of multi-institution and iulti-
campus systems; and (3) statewide systems. Emphasis will be
given here to statewide and multicampus arrangements in
keepinc, with the statewide and national emphasis of the bibliog-
raphy.

Coordination is the effective interrelationship between
institutions in the pursuit of common goals ::nd policies. Co-
ordination may involve legal control of specified procedures
(such as program approval, budget review, and planning) as a
means to assure effective joint action of institutions. This form
of coordination regulates institutions and their governing
authority. If coordination duo:. not include legal authority. it
is termed voluntary or advisory coordination. CoordinatiOn
may be regulatory with respect to public institutions and
voluntary with :-....spect to private institutions.
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Although the term coordination may he used in relation
to internal units within a camras, this bibliography will limit
the topic to interinstitutional coordination.

Scope. The boundaries between governance and coordina-
tion are often indistinct. For example, it an institution has a
(2overning hoard, al:en*, that regulate the institution at the
State level are called Coordinating Boards, eyed it they control
we key processes usually associated with govei.lance. such as
hudget and program control.

1..xclu..ed from this se.tion of the biblioi.raphy are works
that deal primarily with management. or with the technical
prt.cesses used to establish control through governance or
coordination. such as budgeting. program' audit procedures
or planning. Governance 'and coordination are thus limited
here to the kgal and organitational framework within which
more spLcdit..- rtolicy processes are conducted.

e\ 1nded are scor', that deal primarily with internal
governance arrar.gem2nts b..tween faculty, departments and
administration. the extensive literature on collective bargaining'
h. higher education, :or example. is not included (see 'Topic 8:
1:aculty r

Organitation. he first. section lists works that Cocus
primarily on wstairtiwza/ governance. Also included are eon-
cept.:al studies of . the governing process and a few highly
selected works from related organization and adminis rative
theory

The second section focuses on the more limited lit mature
dealing with the oranization and functions of State level
ho; rd.,. both s:Oordinating and governing. There are two major
themes 4.irst. the proper re/ado/c/zip between State agencies
and instnations in terms of centralization versus decentral7
itation, and. accountability versus independence: and second,
the tirtictum; of State agencies, in terms of ir;Lr;elationships
and perf)ronince lesels.

The third section contains works that are primarily de-
scriptit g t State organizations for coordination or governance.

lu..se !escriptions 111;1!.' he usod tOtrace and analyze changes
in Slat- ,r-rangeintlits

1SS
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'OPIC OP.r;AINALATION

10:1.1

10: Coordination and Governance

1.0 EValuative and Analytic Studies

1.1 General
1.2 State ,Role
1.3 Federal Role

2.0 Descriptions of Coordinating and Governing Arrange-
ments

1.0 EVALUATIVE AND ANALYTIC:STUDIES

1.1 General

10:1.1/77
New Structures of Campus Pow, r, John D. Nli!!.:-.tt, 294 pp.
(iossey-Bass, San Francisco).

John D. Millm and 30 otht r authors of ease studies examine the
changing structure of managemei I. decisionmaking (governance) and
leadership that emerged on campus in the decaet from 1966 to 1976. In-
creased faculty and student participation in governance characterized this
period, and Milieu, tnrough 30 case studies of various types of 4-year insti-
tutions, atternired to assess the effects of the changes on the effectiveness,
clarity and ac,,eptability of the new arrangunents. The book is limited to
the internal gove ince of individual campuses, and does not ccisider
multicamp.ises or statewide governance arrangements, although their im-
pact is obvious in some of.the cases.

The book has eight chap'crs. The first reviews studies of governance
and different models of the governance process. It defines the dimensions
of leadership. management and decisionmaking that to!! ID,: examined in
the later sections. The second describes study methods. The next three
chapters include the case studies respectively of major research universi-
ties, other universities and general baccalaureate colleges The last three
.napters examine the results and dr 'elop generAtz2tions. The increase in
participation of faculty and students was largely a result of increased ac-
ceptability of decisionmaking, (and the resultant decisions), but this was
offset by a. redu,..cd effectiveness of university governance avangements.
Millett discusses a workable model of campus governance in the seventh
chapter and the final chapter is a realistic examination of the requirement.
for an.effective governance structure. This book is a very valuable blend of
concept and theory and Millet's extensive practical involvement with lead-
ership and decisionmaking in higher education.

189
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10:1.1/75

Managing Multicampus Systems, Eugene Lee and Frank M.
Bowen. 174 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San Francisco).

This book report; on a reexamination of the multicampus systems
studied by the authors for their 1971 book The Multinnpus- University.
Like the earlier work. this was pruduced under the a.ispices of the Carne-
gie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education (successor to the ..rher
Carnegie ('ommission). It examines the way in which these systems were
responding to the changing pressures in higher education. enrollment
stabilization and decline, and more limited resources. The authors do this
in eight chapters. The first describes the nine sys%ems the next six de-
scribe key functions of planning, program review, budgeting, program de-
velopment strategies. faculty retrenchment and ft tewal. student admis-
sions and transfer:. and concludes with a prognosis about multicampus
systems the 1980's.

The i.,:;t study was 'based on luestumnaires and about 100 mter
views with syst--in officials Mei,: are a numirer of interesting comparisons
with the earlier study of these same institutions. For exam; 'e. they now
do mole planning. Academic and fiscal planning au: much inure ,10,,4y
-elated. and there is a nit.v:i greater development of systems that goes
beyond the aggregation; of mdividi .1 campuses. The key issue, however.
is still centralization versus decentralization what furi.:tions mul be
centrally governed and managed. wk.. functions can he eourirnmed it
the cent ral level, but managed at the ,...inpus level.

10: 1.1/74

Managing Today's Universities, Frederick Bald:rston. 307 pp.
(lossey-Bass. San Francisco).

This is ;I: pair the outgrowth of a major program of research
tanvey administration conducted by Dr. Fredeck Balderston and

otiers at Berkeley from 1008 to 1078. The work in part rc:kcts the
mthiir's rich background of administrative experience and teaching about
administration. There are 10 chapter; which prol.ide a conCeptual frame-
work. plus practical descoptions of the coty.r.:uenc.....ts involved in um-
vet sit y goy er nance and ma,lagement. their value; and objectives. tht '. policy
analysis proces-:. an,. umve -icy market environments. Several chapters
discus; the economic; of umversity management there is a chapter
information neeLied for management. and a final chapter examines the
management reounemonts for institution:0 survival..stability and excei
lence

Hu. hook is primarily focused on Ole internal nitmagement of
innverin!,. nripmtant external "orces are given ontsnleohle
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tention. There is a heavy emphasis on fiscal management and on the use
of urrantitative management proceduies. although the author also. is quite
sensitive to the values of tip: academic community within wli.h these
management methods operate.

10:1.1/73
The University as an Organization. James A. Perkins. ed.. 273
pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York).

'Elis volume is one of a series commissioned by the Carnegie Cum-
mission on Higher Education. It focuses on the trniversity as a unique.
mul;ipurpos.: organization m our society. James A. Perkins has written
the first and last chapters himself. in which he outlines sonic of the con-
flicts and tensions between the multiple functions of univen.ities. In the
last chapter he assesses whether the ,ensions between the different func-
tions are likely to lead to the elimina.ion of some of the functions in favor
of the central role of instruction Lonted attention is given to the fact
that most universities are part of a larger external organizational stntcture;
the work focuses primariiy tin the internal organization the institution.

The book is organized into three major sections. The first gives per-
spectives on the history anti the similarities and differences among Ameri-
can universities It also provides comparisons of a German. English. French
and Canadian universitY. and has a chapter on the tensions that have
developed in considering the university as a community.

The second section contrasts university organization with other
institutions- a government agency, a foundation and a business corpora-
tion. The thin' section considers, legal status, corporate authority and re-
lations with trustees. This section is' most relevant to those interested in
statevvilk governance and coo;dination Particularly relevant is the chapter
by 1.y11,.tri Crlenn, and Thomas Dalglis'i on higber education and the law.
rim :s a somewhat diffuse sc:cs of essays on univ.!rsity organization. but
It provides useful new perspectives on some old prop

10:1.1 /60
Governance of Colleges and Universities. John .1, Corson. 2W)
pp. t McGraw-11in Book Co.. New York).

rins cxamin,ition ,..!.,0;ernance by an experienced economist and
management ,:onsulrant pr ,sick : a basic overview of institution govern-
ance and ;IdillintstrAtom It 1, of the first to use the conceptual base of
orgarnzal: rn theory to ..nal)ze as Well :is describe dinVeNdy decision-
Making and governance processes 1 here is !united attention to external
organizational err oovernamx inti rences. for the hook deals primarily with

,n1
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internal pedernance Following chapters describing I natuie and Nr4m,1-
_an,x tft govr.anCe. and the university as an .-,.:thiiistrative eifte:prise.
there is a series of chapters about the various groups that participate inLicchi,,nrisalsof4 uh..ersity -wide officers (pit:sick-fits and )icepsidents.
academic deans. denartinental chairmen and faculty. This is followed by
a ,:,,,nparison of universi::: decisionmaking and administrative processes
with those of other olganliations and an idenhiliation of differences In
un0,:h11. Iloak persont:LA and procedure.. that make their governancedifferent

A ,hapte: on external .mluences MI governance is followed by a
Jiaptet that examines the effects of lea,.'etship and institutional

chjt.li.Tef (plItpim! dectstotimaktug and gs velnance. The hook contains
a useful ,..onimentaly on the lilt:tattoo on management. governance and

.!,!li/jti( )11 ihein!, both in ineher education and general works. While
the hook is based in 'part on visits and interviews at 10 institutions. John
Colson .uccesstully generalued hi. analysis to provid a basic view of um-
s.ersIty mmakmg ',tisk:es...es In institutions of higher teaming.

1,2 State Ride

1011.2/761

State Boards of Higher Education. Richard Millard. 69 pp.
t Americans Association of Iliithcr Education. Washington, D.C.).

ibis :epar ,utninaltith The lustoocal development of statewide
hoards. and des,i the, she sy pc, of such sioards ifs terms 4-f their functions.poweis. and here is a useful chapter which traces the de-
velopment of the Federal support for State postsecondary commissions
1 1202 ('ommissions). A final chapter on issues, trends and directions de-
scribes some of the current probleMs in the operation of statewide agen

as well as some of rhe problems the agencies are trying to resolve.
in. pun:ally descriptive, and is developed from the

author's hackgaound aN a statewide executive and his extensive working
relationships with State agencies as director of the Department of Post-
secondary Isducation at the ducation Coninlission of the States. Tins
report gives a good General overview. and includes an extensive hibliogra
ph'. f,ir the ..,110 want; to pursue the subject in more detail.

10.1 2;76 2

Changing Patterns of tiovernance in higher Education. John J.('tiroo. r)5 pp I1, ttl%ersity of A riiona Higher Education Pro-
:train. I u.,con

in, r a !Ion ol papers that Was presented at a conference at
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the L'uiversity of Anzona 'rule c,,!!e..tion. typically, diffuse ant: some-
what uneven. John J. ( tive e:.ernal forces that have had a
inaiw impact im higher education: demographic. the expansion of know-
lektg,:, the pressures for democratization. the expansion of government and
the the of the "underdog. Corson concludes that it will he hard to main-
tain institutions dedicated tk, developing "inquiring minds in the face of
mass t Cher education with ::,ore limited resources. John D. Miliztt has a
paper on the epanding role of the States in higher education. andMarvin

Jo' rison has paper on the institutional perspective of State-institu4
uonal reiatious Allan W. Ostar discusses the Federal impact on State and
institutional pat-yin-al:mg and T. Harry McKinney has a long paper on
tire organization and coordination of postseomdary vocational programs.
and the impact of the Federal Governient on State vocational education
structures

10:1.2/75 1
I:valuating Statewide Boards: New Directions for Educational
Research. Robert 0. Ber.lahl. ed.. 114 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San
I rank.iscol.

I his I. .1 VAII.SHC. although somewhat uneven. set of papers about
the contempiran. problems of statewide boards, and the functions they
Will need 7o perform 111 the 1uture rule papers ?liaise lots of question; and
prol.ute relatP.elv few :111SW ...cept that the future of statewide hoards

likels to he untertain and difficult Dr. lierdahl wrote the lust and last
thapteis himself lie calls, in the fir t chap,er. for periodic appraisal of the
pe:tormance of boards. reasoning that since most, of them have evolved
heond the formative stage. their further development should he guided
by eternal pee: itPrem..,.., their effectiveness. Pat Callan follow With a
percepi....! et of recomMendatrons about evaluatini of the function:,
hoards and doh Graham. a State legislator tone Florida. suggests that
levaslatures as shapers and implementors of public policy are the proper
groups to :aluate h,Ktrds

Several of the papers those by Fred Ilarcleroad. John Keller. John
Millet and Freilericts Balderston evunine decentralization vs. central

izanou of autlinnt,: in dealnut with changing problems of the next decade.
While tkrcentrahlanon I advocated. note centralization seems to he tire

Afpther theme that nisi. through several of these papers
ths,se 101,-1 llolderman. and Graham is the need for statewide

irr.tHp and mamram effective relationships. for such
hale g:eat deal to do with the weight and effectiveness

,11: hoard, polic!. res..umnendations. This set of papers raises important
,pistion. Ind 'Aid he useful to both high, r education administrators and

udch Ail, mal of-4,1111/.1nm] and evaluation
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10:1.2;75.2

Administration of Statewide Systems of Higher Education.
Fred Ilalernad. cd.. 51 pp. (American College Testing Pro-
grz.m. Iowa

I his is a collection ut conference papers coveting several speculued
aspects or administration ut statewide systems, tile need for better infor
illation, student aid programs 1:s a component of statewide systems. and
centralized is decentralized organizations. Iwo of the papers, -"Changing
Patterns of Statewide oordination.- by Richard Millard. and -Organ-
izing State Systems tot Maximum Effectiveness.- by Fred llarcieroad.
discuss general trends and issues in the functions and structure of hoards.

, I lardonad discusses the applicability of new patterns ut decentralization
ul busines, to Sate board-nistmitmnal relationships.

No other papers. one by John I). Millen on the analytic use of
unorma. ui in statewide planning. and the other by Ben Lawrence on the
anal} tic use of data in postseconda:y planning. discuss the need for and
use .01 inform:nom in statewide planning and coordination. John Fulger
Lontutues the theme of mfornution use by examining the kind of data
and analy sis needed to assess pri,gress (or lack ut it) in achieving equal
educational I yporttinit> at the State I. yet. Joseph Boyd discusses the
gri,\\111 of student assistance programs and their relation to statewide
pmning and coordination

theme that emerges (tout three of these papers is the need fur in-
lonmitin more relevant to policy and planning problems of State agen
cies Another theme is the persistence of the tension between statewide

etsight and coordination (unctuous and inv:itutional antonoin

10 1 2. 1

( ;overt :trace of Higher Education: Six Priority Problems. Carne-
gie ('-niinr.o.Rin on Higher Education. 349 pp. (Nle(;raw-chill
Rntok ((1 . New Yorks.

I his repot', deals with the decisionmaking aspect of governance and
Presents reommiendations about sr\ areas where tensions over such
dcctstottutaking use developed. The first area deals with the relation of
the ,antpus to coma! authority. (State and Federal t. Ilere selective
independehce rather titan autonilu1 Is reciniimertie 1.. with the campus
heing independent tri i i int,;:..t.t ,oriatict.( academr, ..t.faus, and (.-.
administrative artangements .\ detailed list is developed orareas it proper
puhhc ,ont:o1 .in,! institutional independence In various )`.!: if

Commission a1,0 developed live recon'i,iendations
dealing %.111 ...omit 'I and independence including the suggestion that e.!...11
State dtine- the ;,:ope: Slate sphere of authority and the areas of institu
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Ilona! independence. The recommendations in this chapter are balanced,
well reasoned. and hacked Ili by evidence.

The other priority problems exam ed are: the governance role of
the board of trustees, its composition and relation to the president; collec-
tive bargaining and faculty power, principles and practices of tenure
(which n. both a governance and a personnel issue). IL proper role of sti.
dents in academic and institutional governance and decisionmaking. and

decisionmaking in times of emergency and crisis. Five appendices
make up about two-thirds of the hook and include faculty and student
responses to a questionnaire un governance issues. as well as statements
about governance issues by several !rumps. The s1N problems are somewhat
independent. connected outs, by their relationship and effect on decr-ion-
making

10:1.2/73 2
Public Universities. State Agencies and the Law: Constitutional
Autonm ty in Decline. Lyman ilenny and Thomas Dalglish,
I i)4. pp. I Center for Research and Development in Higher Edit-
catior. Berkeley. Calif.).

111,s report reviews the legal !elan inships between public universitles
and the -ate It evaltillies the meaning of constitutional status..ind how
that has ,een affected by court decisions and by an increasing involve-
ment of ;tate agencies in institutional affairs. Tne hook concludes that
State agencies have exert an p- asing oversight over higher education.
and that c.,mstout ma Al status confers an increasingly- limited ind-pendence

> upon the instit L4 !LIN that ha%e it

10: .2,73.3
Coordination or Chaos? Report of the Task Force on Coordi-
nation. Governance and Structure of Postsecondary Fducation.
110 pp . Report No. -4; I Lducation Commissinn of the States.
Den% er. ('t 0. ). .

M. .:p, it `A .1, p-tepared by a task force of institutional repre-
sentAns.e.. egislAtors And State .pustsecwidary agency heads under the
ausph_es of t'.e 1ducarion Commission of Ow States. The task -,,e was
headed hs former Go-it-mot Robett Scott of Notth Caudill . Fhe report

r'.%it.**As 'lle t , 4, CS .ineMn'..! 110e( L7l111,....iiMi. m esses *he key role of
phnnur: In State ,:ttordwation and discusses' State ..tency tunettons
planntne program revlev. and ,:valuation. and trid..., re% tew. It ends %kW',
at;stNtes of very general recommendations. the nisi of which is that there
Is no single hest way if performing State-level Thnctions. so that each, State

195
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:haul.: levelop the structure that tits its own history and political condi-tions.

There is also a series ut recommendations for the Federal governtn to recognize the uniqueness and autonomy of the States. Th: rec-
ommendations underline the importance of planning, and urge that allparts ut pi:h.,' and pt: ate postsecondary education be inclu,':d in co-ordination 11'1 Just public colleges and universities. States are encout:
aged to develop a single statewide agency for planning and coordination.and each State is urged to delineate the respective responsibilities andautliont of State agencies and Institutions. There are other recommenda-
tions dealing with decentralization of decisionmaking. legislative supportof _oordma...n and planning through a State agency, and the undesuabil-ot any State-ievel preauchts..rhe report concludes tll t postaudits arcthe proper and ftectv.c requiring accountability.

10:1.2171-1

Statewide Coordination of Higher Education. Robert 0. Berdahl.
2X5 pp t American Council on Education. Washington. 1).C.).

roh hook, completed ncal 11, d of the 1960's when the expan-slot. of Ingher education was si isr :he most comprehensive examinalion of statewide coordination l,u .nners in the wal-fe of the sixties
In the late 1900's most States had established a statewide agency,

therefore. the issue of institutional autonomy and public et" trol is:the semi-
nal point rot this himk. It complements the 19.59 study by Lyman Glenny.

There Is a thorough study and discussion of the doelopment of and
differences among statewide agencies, as well as chapters on board member-ship JUL! staffing and the functions of planning. budget review and pro-
gram revios. The chapter on the relations;:rps to governor and legislatureon the hand and public institutions on the other provide stimulating
contrast, .or discussion.

the -:orh.Thision contains recommendations fur the coordination nee-essar!. to implement Initliet education development. 'DU: Coordt
nation .11,1111,1 he tempered by a sen.:tivity to '..:CeSSary irtStItutional free
durst, and tra,trions of s...!f.gic.i;:nrii,.nt.

one important area if autohomy and self-,overnment is n. the
[his st,:dy h zit special interest for those in the pmate

sector riecause at Its comprehensive review of State aid to private instill,
tion. and the relation to statewide coordination and plan"ing. Robert
he recounts the history of public aid lo private college., note. the

J It in enrollment Nom private to public m the previoti. three decades
11. nerd tot St.lte .rid

;11)(1 InC pollilc, of State aid to private
It. aitonons ire disclosed in light of the role of the coordinating aceticoperate. in States

)
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This report was based on in-depth visits to some 13 States and re-
ports commissioned from 'ix others.

10:1.2/71-2
Coordinating Higher Education for the 1970's, Lyman Glenny,
Robert 0. Berdahl. Er lest Palola and James Paltridge, 96 pp.
(Center for Research anti Development of Higher Education,
Berkeley. Calif.).

This report was prepared as a "guide for political and institutional
leaders. as well as coordinating boards and their staffs.- The report begins
v ith arguments for coordination rather than governance in the state-
wide board. This is followed by chapters whie.1 provide a brief discussion
of.th. topic followed by guidelines for boards and their staffs to use in
developing functions. Topics covered are: membership and organization
of the board: planning: program review: budgeting. operating. and capital:'
data bases for planning: administration of aid programs: and nonpublic
higher education.

This guidc-h-as,the advantages of brevity and clarityand the authors
offer speciti,.: sugges ions in controversial areas. As a result. most practi-
tioners can lid so le things with which to disagree. but a lot more with
which to agree. The booklet has probably been used iaore as a guide to
practice than any other single publication. with the possible exception of.:
D. Kent 1-1alstetid's Statewide Planning in Higher Education (15:2.0/74).

10:1.2/591
Autonomy of Public Colleges. Lyman Glenry. 325 pp. (McGraw-
Hill Book Co.. New York).

This is the first comprehensive treatment of statewide coordination
and has become a classic in the field. Lyman Glenny offers an excellent
discussion of the developrant of coordination up to about 1957, and has
chapters dealing with the majoi functions -of: planning. policymaking.
program allocation, and budgeting. Glenny examines the tension between
institutional autonomy and some form of effective State .00rdination.
and identifies procedures that are likely to strike a balance between them.
This, hook was based on visits and studies in 12 States, and has proved to
be a major ,iontribution to highe education research.

- 10:1.2/59.2
The Campus and the State. Malcolm lloos and Frances Rourk.:.
414 pp. (Johns Hopkins Press, Baitimdre).

pHs is a detailed report of the staff work done for the Milton
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Eisenhower Commission. which produced a much shorter report and re-
commendations, The Efficiency of Freedom. The Commission was estab-
lished to examine the growth of State Lontrols (some by State coordinat-
ing and governing boards but a majority as a result of the budget process)
over institutions of higher education. Opinions were obtained from a wide
spectrum of institutional administrators. most of whom decried the
growth of controls procedures and red tape. The authors' major theme.
which was supported by the flat,. and opinions they collected. was that
freedom and autonomy of public institutions should be restored, and that
controls and regulations are a niajor deterrent to institutional effective-
ness. The a !hors conclude that decentralization of authority at each
campus to the maximum ex:ent feasible is the best policy to fol!ow.

See also:

15:1.2/76-2 The States and Higher Education: A Proud Past and a Vital
Future and commentary Supplement, Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching. 94 and 66 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San Francisco). This
volume contains an important discussion an recommendation about
State-level governance arrangements.

15:1.2/71 The Capitol and the Campus: State Responsibility for Post-
secondary Education, Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. 156 pp.
(McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York).

15:1.1/75-1 Formulating Policy in Postsecondary Education, The Search
for Alternatives. John F. Huitfies and Olive eds., 338 pp. (American
Council on Education. Washington, D.C.).

15:2.0/74 Statewide Planning in Higher; Education. D. Kent Halstead. 812
pp., Office of Education. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C.).

18:1.2/77 State Budgeting for Higher Education: The Political Economy
of the Process, Frank Schmidtlein and Lyman A. Glenny. 275 pp. (Center
for Research and Development in Higher Education. University of Cali-
fornia. Berkeley).

18:1.2/76-3 Stare budgeting for Higher Education: interagency Conflict
and Consensus, Lyman A. Glenny, 170 pp. (Center for Research and De-
velopment in Higher Education, University of California, Berkeley)

1.3 Federal Role

The Federal Government has no direct role in coordination or govern-
ance of higher education, it does have a tole in regulation and planning.
This role is discussed in Sec on 15: Planning -Issues, Theory, 1: erence.
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See also: 15:1.3/78 Govanment Regulation of Higher Education, Walter
C. Hobbs, ed., 128 pp. (Ballinger Publishing Co., Cambridge, Mass.).

15:1.3/76.1 Federalism at the Crossroads: Improving Educational Policy-
making, Samuel Halperin and George R. Kaplan, eds., 108 pp. (Institute
for Educational Leadership, George Washington University, Washingt,
D.C.).

15:1.3/73 The Second Newman Rep( rt: National Policy and Higher Edu-
caltion, Special Task Force to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of
H a:th, Education and Welfare:,227 pp. (MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.).

9 0/75 The Federal Role in Postsecondary Education: Unfinished Busi-
n 1975.1980 Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education,
97Np. (Jossgy.Bass, San Francisco).

2.0 DESCRIPTIONS OF COORDINATING AND GOVERN-
ING ARRANGEMENTS

10:2.0/78
Postsecondary Education Profiles, Education Commission of
the States, 225 pp. (ECS, Denver, Colo.).

This is an annual sourcebook of information about State higher edu-
cation. It is a joint project of the Education Commission of the States,
the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, and the
State Higher Education Executive Officers. Data are provided fc r each of
the 50 States, and there are three sections within each State report. The
first section provides a description of the State-level organization for
higher education in each State and a brief description of the functions
of each statewide agency. The second section lonsists of statistical in-
dicators about postsecondary education: receipts and expenditures, tui-
:on, average faculty salaries. enrollments, measures of tax effort and of

the. share of taxes used for higher education, and other information. Most
of these are presented in a form to facilitate comparison among the States.
The third section contains a listing of reports and special studies from each
State agency. The 'eport is 'distributed in loose -leaf form designed to re-
place the profiles for the previous year, and is scheduled. far publication
each Spring.

10:2.0175 -1

"Survey of the Structure of State Coordination or Governing
Boards" in Higher Eduiation in the States, Nancy M. Berve,
5-5 pp. (Education Commission of the States, Denver, Colo.).

This report provides. in tabular form, information about the organi-
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zation and structure of all statewide coordinating or governing boards.
A subsequent section of the report presents limited information about all
of the multicampus and institutional governing ooards in each State.
Items of information covered include: legal basis, type of agency (govern-
ing or coordinating), appointing authority for chief executive, legal re-
sponsibility for the functions of planning, budget review, and program
review, size of board, method of .appointment, and types of membership.
This provides a good overview of each State's higher education structure
as of January I. 1975, and can be compared with entries 10:2.0/72 and
10:2.0/60 to discover changes in structure over a I 5-year period.

10:2.0/75.2

The Changing Map of Postsecondary Education, Aims C.
MzGuinness, Jr., T. Harry McKinney and Richard M. Millard,
268 pp. (Education Commission of the States, Denver, Colo.).

This is a comprehensive report on the establishment of State Com-
prehensive Planning Agencies under Section 1202 of the Higher Education
Amendments of 11,72. The report cont7ins three chapters plus appendices
of basic source documents. The first chapter, by Aims McGuir 5, who
helped draft the legislation, is a detailed account of the development by
the Congress of the idea for comprehensive planning commissions. This
chapter also reviews the Office of Education actions to implement (or
delay the implementation) of this section of the legislation. The second
chapter. by T. Harry McKinney, reviews the varied State responses to the
act The third chapter: by Richard M. Millard, reviews the problems and
prospects growing out of this first Federal act to assist State compre-
hensive planning. The third chapter is recommended for the average reader
who wants an overview of the development of this legislation. For scholars
interested in the oripns, development and State response to this legisla-
tion. the entire report is a valuable source.

10:2.0/72

State Boards Responsible for Higher Education. 1.'.L. Zwingle
and M. E. Rogers. 55 pp. (U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.).

This volume was designed as an updating of the 1960 report by S. V.
Martorana and E. V. Hollis on State organization and structure for coordi-
nating and governing higher. education. State-by-State descriptions are
provided ::hick discuss not onl, the statewide board. but a!se =no:.
multicampus. and individual boards. Organization charts are presented for
each State. This work is a very useful basic reference work on organization.
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10:2.0/71
Legal Bases of "lards of Higher Education in Fifty States.
Robert L. V* imams. 185 pp. (Council of State Governments,
Chicago).

This wport is an update of the author's 1967 study. "Legal Bases
of Coordinating Boards of Higher Education in Thirtynine States". It
consists of a brief introduction and summary table, which the author ad-
mits oversimplifies the complex relationships and functions of the boards.
This is followed by 50 State descriptions of the board's composition along
with its powers an duties. The basic source of information was the statute
under which each board was operating. The report did not identify any
functions added by regulation or by practice or by fiscal notes on the
budget act, which is a source of legislative direction to hoards in some
States. With these qualifications, this is useful source document about
the legal basis for statewide boards in 1971.

10:2.0/70
Coordination of Higher Education: An Annotated Bibliography.
James Wattenbarger. 28 pp. (Institute of Higher Education.
Univtsity of Florida. Gainesville).

i is work contains about 110 briefly annotated items which cover
the area of coordination during the 1960's, including a number of State
reports as well as more general articles. books, and special reports. It is
recommended for persons interested in reviewing the literature on State
coordination prior to 1970.

10:2.0/60
State Poards Responsible for Higher Education. S. V. Nlartorana
and E. V. Hollis. 254 pp. (U.S. Government Printing Office.
Washington, D.C.).

This is the first comprehensive. StatebyState description of the
organization and boards. responsible for public higher education. The re
port contains a general disci.>sion and analysis of higher education boards,
followed by StatebyState descriptions of the organization and structure
for governing and coordinating public higher education. Since this volume
appeaed before most States had added coordinating boards. it provi(les
a useful picwre of the administrative structure for higher education i_
fore the mann expansion of both higher education and coordinating ar-
rangements
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Independent (Private)
Higher Education

Elden T. Smith

Mffffffffff.gffff.ffffff..ff
More than fifteen hundred institt.*.ions of higher education

in America are classified as private or independent. In recent
years the latter term has gained favor with the private sector
under the rationale that all institutions, whether controlled by
tht State or by an independent board of trustees, are "put lc"
h that they serve the public welfare and are accessible to
all who meet admissions criteria. Furthermore, such institutions
have been recognized by both State and Federal governments
as a significant resource in meeting society's demand for a
skilled, education work force. Programs providing support for
independent. institutions and their students have been legis-
lated at both levels of government.

The planning process is integral to the relationship be-
tween independent higher education and government at both
State and Federal levels because it provides a rationale for
the use of public funds by nongovernmental agencies operating
for the general welfare.

Siate Government and Independent Higher Education.
State governments, traditionally the primary source of support
for higher education, have a direct relation to independent
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in.titutions in that they are the chartering or certifying agencies
of -those institutions. Moreover, in the last two decades many
States have established programs of financial assistance to
independent institutions and their students. These programs
have been in the form of State scholarships and grants to
students, direct institutional support; contracts for services,
facilities assistance. and special purpose grants and formula
grants. The relationship is further enhanced by the invo!ve-
mcnt of the private sector in statewide planning, in cooperative
arrangements among public and independent institutions, in
coordination of programs and curricula, and by the implementa-
tion of portability and reciprocity. in State student aid pro-
grams.

The Federal Government and Independent Higher Educa-
tion. Virtually all legislation establishing Federal programs of
assistance to higher education has mandated, either by legis-
lative language or intent, the eligibility of independent institu:
tions and /or their students to participate in suet.. programs.
Federal initiatives have been primarily in the areas of student
assistance (grants, direct loans and guaranteed loans), facilities
grants ant! loans to institutions, categorical aid for education
in the sciences, humanities' and arts, research grants and con-
tracts for services.

Philosophical Questions and Policy Concerns. Although
the basic issues attendant. upon government support are lot
peculiar to the private sector :lone. certain concerns impinge
more dire,Ily on independent institutions because of potential
infringement upon institutional autonomy. The receipt of
public funds hears a mandate for accountability, for compliance
with government regulations and guidelines and for the accep-
tance of specific goals and broad social objectives. Indeed,
the mere exernotio.n from certain forms of taxation for non-
profit educational institutions implies a limitation on total
freedom and independence. Although recent court decisions
hay, tended to minimize the issue of the constitutionality
of various programs of State and Federal aid, it is never far
removed.

Furthermore. the involvement of government with the
private Set:tUf 1..0 tendency to limit the distinctiveness of
independent institutions. As private colleges and universities
turn more and more to government for financial assistance
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STATE GOVERNMENT ROLE 11:1.0

and as the State institutions increasingly seek funds from
business and industry, alumni and other private donors, the
distinction between the two sectors becomes less and less
clear. The amount of tuition and fees charged to students and
the element of legal control and authority are often: the princi-
pal differences.

Any bibliography covering the topic of independent
higher education and government must include publications
dealing with the issue of accountability vs. autonomy, the
effects of compliance with laws, regulations an,. guidelines
on institutional policies and practices, constitutional questions
and the impact of public funds on the private sector.

TOPIC ORGANIZATION

11: Independent (Private) Higher Education
1.0 State Government Role
2.0 Federal Government Role
3.0 Issues and Policy
4.0 Financial Policy

1.0 STATE GOVERNMENT ROLE

11:1.0/77
Final Report and Recommendations: Task Force on State
Policy and Independent Higher Education, 52 pp. (Education
Commission of the States, Denver, Colo.).

This report recommends that each State develop a policy regarding
the independent institutions that serve its citizens. Such a policy should be
developed in light of State purposes and with a clear understanding of
the conditions and role of independent colleges and universities. F1111
participation by the independe-1 sector in statewide planning is urged.
The report suggests alternative approaches to State support; such as a
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student-centered approach for the creation of a network of institutions,
both State and private, providing services and subsidized through direct
or indirect grants, contracts. ;pans and other means. The choice of alterna-
tives woJld be largely determined by constitutional restraints and by the
history and tradition of the State's highcr educational structure. The
importance- of inaintaining institutional integrity and autonorrr, in both
private and State .-Istitutions is stressed. Adequate but not burdenscine
procedures should e developed to provide accountability. The report
emphasizes the net : to continue and enlarge Federal programs. especially
through the mechanism of the State Student Incentive Grant Program.

The report also 'examines the current (1976.77) status of inde-
pendent higher education. its role in serving the public: interest. and the
rationale for maximum utilization. of the private sector. Corrtitutional
and legal issues in each of the 50 States are discussed. The report is.well-
documented by statistical tables and a series of exhibits detailing existing
State programs. ,':nd expenditurey participation in statewide planning.
court decisions, enrollments, tuition differentials. etc.

11:1.0/76

Private Higher Education and Public Funding, Louis T. Benezet.
62 pp. (American Association for Higher Education, Washing-
ton, D.C.).

ire this paper Lows T. Benezet discusses in narrative form the present
status of private higher education. describes the various kinds of public
hinding that have been provided. and analyzes the issues of independence
and autonomy, public policy. and the rationale for adual system of higher
education in America. In the first chapter Benezet adm. s that private
higher education is in trouble and cites evidence that this is an ongoing
problem. He reviews the efforts to gain substantial financial support from
donors and from business and industry through organized. cooperative
efforts such as the State foundations of private colleges and the Inde-
pendent College Funds of .America. He concludes that although the total
dollars raised in this effort have been significant. the result has been dis-
appointing in relation to total institutional operating budgets. He con-
cludes that the pnvate sector cannot survive entirely on its own and that
recourse to tax funds is inevitable. He then proceeds to discuss Federal
aid policies and programs. traces their development, and evaluates their
effectiveness. He makes a critical evaluation of the "Private College Case."
Finally. in his summary and conclusions he calls upon private institutions
to challenge certain basic assumi tions by addressing such questions as:
How do the liberal arts liberally educate people?., Do private college
faculty members give personal attention to students? If so, what differ-
ences in outcomes are evident?; What impacts do institutional autonomy
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and diversified financial support have on a college campus? Perhaps the
chief contribution of Benei.et's study is his critical but non-partisan
approach to a subject that has few objective commentators.

11:1.0/74

-State Financial Measures Involving the Private Sector of Higher
Education, William H. MacFarlane, A. E. Dick Howard and Jay
Chronister, 105 pp. (Association of American Colleges, Wash-
ington, D.C.).

Commissioned by the National Council of Independent Colleges
and Universities, this study examines the rationale for St ate aid to the
private sector with respect to its historic bases, its legal bases, its pro-
grammatic. bases and its policy bases. A chapter written by A. E. Dick
Howard, a law professor at the University of Virginia, explores the consti-
tutional aspects of State aid and, in an appendix, the provisions of the
constitutions of the 50 States are reviewed together with a brief state-
ment' on any litigation instituted in those States. One chapter discusses
characteristics of various types of State aid and uses tables to indicate
what kinds of programs States have established. Student support pro-
grams are then described in more detail and a brief statement is made
on the impact of State programs on private colleges and universities.
The study is an accurate and reasonably detailed account of the status
of State programs in 1973 but because of tie rapid changes that take
place in programs and funding le..els with each succeeding session of the
legislatures, the information given is useful chiefly as an historical base.

11 :1.0/72

State Aid to Private Higher. Education, Carol Shulman, 38
pp. (American Association for Hither Education, Washington,
D.C.).

The author reviews private higher eticcation's claim that it provides
diversity, and vis-i-vis public higher education, permits innovation mc:e
readily, gives students more attention by reason of smallness and more
freedom from political control. She then cites the pragmatic financial rea-
sons for public support of private higher education. To illustrate one rea-
son, she asks what would happen if private institutions were to close and
the State universities had to absorb the enrollment of the private sector.
She discusses the 'various methods of giving aid to the private colleges.
She raises the question of whether student aid really increases the enroll-
ment in private colleges to the point where institutional financial needs
are alleviated.
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Carol Shulman analyzes the various formulas which were either
proposed or in effect as of 1972. She discusses the problems created by
the new State-private colic :e relationships such as accountability, loss
of autonomy ,hrough State intervention, loss of diversity in student
bodies if students are primarily in-State residents, and the possible surren-
der of a highly selective a.Unissions program. Shulman discusses the
question of constitutionality under State :onstitutions and provides a
bibliography of material relevant to the sub;,,....ct but prepared for the most
part at the State level. The hook lists various State programs established
as of 1972.

11:1.0/68
New York State and Private Higher Education: Report of the
Select Commission on the Future of Private' and Independent
Higher Education in the State of New York. 145 pp. (New York
State Department of Education, Albany I.

This report is of particular interest because it is a landmark in that,
although a number of States had made direct grants to private colleges and
universities, it was the first proposal for across-te .-board grants to all eligi-
ble institutions based on a formula related to degrees granted. The report's
stated purpose was to ease the financial crisis of private. independent
institutions of higher education in the' State of New York. It proposed
to give direct aid I.) eligible non-denominational colleges and universities
for general educational purposes. The amount of aid was to he based on
the number of annual earned degrees with different levels of funding
for bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees. The report urged the esta-
blishment of a statewide coordinating and planni..g agency for private
institutions. and proposed planning grants for the development of inter-
institutional cooperation among both private and public institutions.
The report als.; recommended that the State constitution he amended
so that .ill private institutions would he cagible for state aid. The repart
satiated any reference to support for 2-year colleges. (The recompenda-
mins of this report were implcmented ant' the program set a standard for
the other States to emulate.. referendum on the constitutional pros ision
tailed to enact the recommended change.)

See also 15:1.2/71 The Capitol and the Campus: State Responsibility
for Postsecondary. Education, Carnegie Commission on Iligher Education.
15') pp N1cGraw-i (o.. New York).
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10:1.2171-1 Statewide Coordination of Higher Education, Robert 0. Ber-
dahl. 285 pp. (American Council on Education. Washington, D.C.).

9:4.3/77 The States and Private Higher Education: Problems and Policies
in a New Era, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education.
206 pp. (iossey-Bass. San Francisco).

2.0 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

11 :2.0/72

Institutional Aid: Federal Support to Colleges and Universities,
Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu,,ition, 290 pp. (McGraw-
Hill Book.Co.. New York).

Although this study does not deal specifically with the privatesector, it is apparent that the private as well as the public sectors are
included as a possible recipient of Federal aid. The book analyzes the
various formulas proposed for the distribution of Federal grants and
discusses the distribution patterns which each would involve. The respon-
sibility of both the Federal Government and the States for higher educa-
tion is explored in depth. the importance of diversity in academic pro-
grairs ,s stressed, and such subjects as the responsiveness to the financial
cosi. re,.. urce gap and the tuition gap. and the need for Federal sup.
port to serve Federal pnonties are treated. The idea of cost-of-education
supplements to student aid is discussed and the subject of constitutionalfeasibility is explored. The hook has 12 appendices of special interest
including a collection of Statements from higher education associations
reflecting, their positions on whether and how Federal grants should be
provided and administered, a listing of selected institutional grant pro-posals and formulas, listing both of private and public institutions bytype and emollinen. and a collection of relevant quotations from Earl
F. Cheit, Wilham W. _leIlema. William Bowen and others on the financial
situation in colleges and Universities.

3.0 ISSUES AND POLICY

11:3.0/77
Private Colleges: The Federal Tax System and its Impact.
Gerald P. Moran. 88 pp. (Center for the Study of Higher Educa-
tion. University of Toledo. Ohio).
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This is an extremely useful. little book which brings together a great
deal of information about one of the most important source., of support
for the private sector of higher educatiT. Law Profess Gerald P. Moran
first iiscusses exemption from Federal income taxes. He reviews the philo-
sophical bases and historical preceden,s which led to"the acceptance of
the primnple of tax exemptkin, describes the problems which have arisen
as a result of definitional difficul,.es and modern busincsuractices, and
discusses recent representative cases and rulings dealing with private
colleges and universities. He then provides a similar coverage 'of the
charitable deduction as a motivation and a mechanism for providing
financial support to independent colleges and. universities and other
elOnnosynary organizations. He commends the Filer Commission Report
which urges increased dedUctibility from income of such contributions
and proposes that such .deductions be available to taxpayers using *hc
standard deduction. He reports on the governmental cost of tax sub-
sidies and reviews current rules on such matters as capital gains, ordinary
income, estate and gift taxes, etc

He also discusses the role of the private college, especially with
reference to ethical. control and use or endowments, briefly discusses
the concept of tax credits and reflects on the responsibility of a college
to he concerned about the tax interests of faculty and staff. This book
should he of interest, not Only to the members of boards of trustees
of private colleges and universities, but also to higher education planners
who a .! often unaware of this important source of revenu: to both State
and private institutions.

1 1 :3.0/76

Endangered Service: Independent Colleges, Public Policy and
the First Amendment, 144 pp. (National Commission'on United
Methodist I I igher uca tion,,Nashville. Tenn.).

This hook is an analysis of public policy and legal issues related to
institutionaktate and church state relationships. It examines .alternative
social goals for public policy and strategies to implement such goals. The
hook discusses independent colleges and the public service they perform
and argues that it is important that State and Federal policy recognize
that service. and preserve its ben, tits to society. It stresses the importance
of dis;rsity and autonomy and urges that the government be aware of the
need to preserve these characteristics. The book explores the values of
freedom of choice for students in selecting the institution to attend and
sfules that :he form:dabh: finanzial barricrs to frecdorn fJf zhoize should
he removed by the establishment of offsetting financial assistance.

The hook devotes much attention to constitutional questions.
It reviews the relevant court decisions and concludes that the legal validity
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of aid to the private sector has been substantially established. The book
states, however, that the case has not yet been won in relation to the
acceptance of firm and generally accepted public policy. The book stresses
the importance of continued tax exemption for private colleges, urges the
contli.uance of Federal and State tax policies providing incentives for
voluntary support, suggests that private institutions he deeply involved
with the public sect ir in statewide planning and finally urges State and
Federal govern:nem, to make every effort to reduce the onerous burden,
both financial :IA otherwise, impOsed by ex,:essi.e regulation and re-
porting requirements

11:3.0/71

Tilton v. Richardson, The Search for Sectarianism in Education,
Charles II. Wilson, Jr., 53 pp. (Association of American Col-
leges, Washington, D.C.).

Charles ii. Wilson, Jr. was an attorney for the defendant Connecticut
colleges in th,r landmark case, 77.'. of v. Richardson, on which the United
States Supreme Court handed down a decision on June 28, 1971. The
Court ruled in its S4 decision that church-related colleges may receive
Fe&ral grants to construct academic and other buildings under the Higher
Education Facilities Act of 19o5 with the restriction that such buildings
may never he use . fur religious instruction or worship. Wilson reviews the
court decisions It :Wing .p to Tilton and analyzes the majority opinion
written by Chief Justice Warren !iurger and the dissenting opinions. He
then examines the implications of the decision and the criteria established
by the Court. He also suggests what actions institutions may take to
retain their historic sectarian tradition, and still remain on safe constitu-
tional grounds. The criteria i,rtieulated by the Court set precedents for
later decisions on institutional arid student aid making the Wilson analysis
suhstannvel!, ,mi,ortant and somewhat prophetic.

4.0 FINANCIAL POLICY

For analysis of financing and data see Topic 9: Fir,ance, Sub-
topic 4.3, Private Colleges and Universities. and Subtopic 5.0,
Financial Condition of Instit:itions.
11:4.0/74-1

A National Policy for Private Higher Education, Task Force
of the National Council of Independent Colleges and Un:.er-
sities, SO pp. tAs,:ot:iation of American Colleges, Washington.
D.C.).

This task fo,,:e report financing private higher education begins
1)y stating, the case and claiming that the preservation of the private sector
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is important because it maintains diversity, provides a system of checks
and balances, sets a Aandard of excAence, reinforces academic freedom,
zhampions liberal learning and values and relieves .the taxpayers of a

asignificant financial burden. It presents evidence of mounting financial
crisis in the private sector and stresses the importance of narrowing the
"tuition gap" between charges made by private institutions and State
colleges and- universitie'. The report then addresses the ..obleni of geo-

. graphic inequities in St t:e`slti to students in the private sector and suggests
inodification of Federal stud e t aid programs which would enhance their
usefulness to students attending private institutions. It advocates statewide
planning to avoid duplication of programs and wasteful competition:
It stresses !tie importance of maintaining the tax deductibility and philan-
thropic gifts alor with the necessity for continued tax ex .mption from
.eal estate and other taxes. It urges private institutions to accept the effort
of State institutions to raise funds from private sources. The major innova-
tive idea set forth by the task force is that a program of tuition offset
grants should be established by the States in an effort to narrow the
tuition gap between private and State institution,. It otters the options
of (I) making grants directly to an institution in payment for services,
(2) providing grants to students on the basis of the cost of attending
the institution, or (3) establishing offset grants to all students at private
colleges. It advocates elimination of the need factor for such grants.

11:4.0/74-2

Private Colleges. Present Colditions and Future Prospects.Carol
F. Shulman. 62 pp. (Ame-.-ican Association for Higher Educa-
tion. Washington. D.( .1.

This stogy b,gins with a brief review of the history of Amiican
public aid to higher education from colonial times thrJugh the 19th and
:,;to the 2.f`th Century. The author then deals with the problems of defin-
ing gt)als. formula'aig curricula and attracting students. She iiscusses the
questions of distinctiveness, student characteristic: recruiting efforts. the
benefits ot private education and curriculum. The author then takes up
the matter of government relations with private institutions. She reviews
the state of government support in 1974 and the various programs by
which such assistance :s provided. She concludes that attendance in the
private sector is aflected by State Student grants. She discusses the dis
advantages of 'tate student aid and indicates that a major hazard is for
the State to develop a level of expectancy on the part of students and
then disappoint them by failure to legislate adequate funds so that the
institutions have to supplement public funds from their own resoufte..
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She cites the increasing degree of State involvement in the managemet
of private colleges as a disadvantage. A discussion of Federal aid lead:
to consideration of the cnurch-state question of constitutionality and
court decisions relevant to the issue.

. Her review of the financial problems in the private sector is largely
a recapitulation of Jenny and Wynn, Cheit, Jellema and other studies
of the subject. She describes the burden of student aid furnished by the
institution and speculates on the financial outlook for private higher
education. The study is interesting chiefly as a reflection of the particular
time and the conditions which existed when it was made.

11:4.0/73

The Management and Financing of Colleges. 94 pp. (Commit-
tee for Economic uevelopment, New York).

This report was sponsored by a committee composed primarily of
representatives of the business community which studies major economic
issues facing society. It has been published, widely disseminated, and
discussed in a series of regioril meetings but seems to have had relatively
minor impact on government or higher education. It devotes attention to
such niatters as goals, objectives, accountability, and educational planning.
Much emphasis is placed on management authority and responsibility with
special reference to the reserving of these powers by trustees. Management
and educational policy are discussed with emphasis upon management
methods and personnel, management and budgeting, and management and
the imp:overnent of teaching. Strategies for economy, non-traditional edu-
cation, academic freedom, security and due process, faculty tenure and
collective bargaining are covered in the report. Special attention is given to
strategy for increased financial support.

The primary target of the report's critics was the proposal to raise
tc.tions to a level nearer the cost of education in both public, and private
sectors and to provide the need -based grants and loans to students to
heir -neet these increased costs. The report includes a number of specific
recommendations relating to various phases of hither eCucation.

11:4.0/72

To Turn the Tide. Paul C. Reinert, I I I pp. (Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.).

In 1971 Paul C. Reinert, Si., President of St. Louis University,
undertook "Project Search" to determine the situation .in the private
sector of highe education and to suggest what might be done "to turn
the tide." He created a s:Iries of panels comprising educators, legislators,
laymen, students, and business leaders to discuss certain basic questions
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about private higher education. Essentially this book developed from
those discussions. The financial crisis in private higher education is de-
scribed along with the rationale for the continued existence of private
.alleges. The whole question of college finance is explored and the author
calls for a sharp improvement in internal management of the institutions.
Ile then discusses the appropriate role for the States in relation to private
higher education, which he deems to he that of leadership in pointing
the way, and he advances arguments for increased Federal aid to follow.
This book creates a sense of the urgency of the crisis for private higher
education and it had considerable impact on various publics. While well
documented, it is not loaded with statistics but rather describes the
problem and discusses the various factors including substantial govern-
ment subvention necessary to achieving a solution. It has been an impor-
tant book in the development of the relations of the private sector to
State and Federal governments.

See also: 9:4.3/78 Public Policy and Private Higher Education. David W.
Breneman and Chester E Finn, Jr.. ed.. 4b8 pp. (The Brookings Institu-
tion, Washington. D.C.).

9:5.0/73 The 'sew ()cies:ion iii Ilighet Education: A .udy of Financial
Conditions at 41 Colleges an:I rniversities. Earl F. Cheit, Carnegie Com.
nu,s1,1 on 111, lier Education and the Ford ndation. 169 pp. (McGraw
Hifi Book Co.. New Turk I.

9:5.0/A Private Higher Education. (First. Second. Third) Annual Report
on tilt' Fmancial and Educational Trends in the Private Sector of American

W John NI:nter and Iloward R. Bowen. 110. 116. 77
pp iAssoLiation Aincri,:dn Colleges. WashingLon D.C.).
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Institutional Role and Mission

John D. Mil lett

ffffff_g_gffff.ffffffffffirffff
The subject of institutional role and mission is cincerned

with efforts to describe or to prescribe differential purposes
for various colleges and universities comprising the universe
of higher education. It has twig 'peen recognized that individual
colleges and universities serve different ends, even though the
differences are frequently muted in institutional self-description
and even tholigh diversity is often forgotten in the competition
for enrollment growth. Administrators and faculty members
may object strenuously to the efforts of others to describe
their unique characteristics, and sometimes resist the presc-ip-
Lion of a specialized role set forth by a State board of higher
education.

Differences among colleges and universities are of many
kinds. One fundamental difference is that between public and
private sponsorship. Although the distinction is familiar, the
meaning and .the scope of the difference have not been simple
to articulate. ;.nother difference is that between the resiuential
and the commuting or urban institution, the former providing
or supervising housing for its students and the latter enrolling
students who commute from a family residence. The residential
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institution tends to attract primarily full-time students; the
commuting institution may enroll large numbers of part-time
students. A third distinction is one between selective admission
and )pen admission, between institutions prescribing certain
Ability and other standards for entry and institutions admitting
any high school graduate or any person with the equivalency
of high school completion.

The most important distinction among institutions, how-
ever, is the distinction based upon program. The .primary
scheme of classification of colleges and universities in the
United States differentiates institutions, by major purpose:
the research university, the comprehensive university, the
liberal arts college, the separate specialized professional school,
and the two-year institution. In some instances the compre-
hensive university may he an upper-division and graduate
study institution.

Differential Roles. The classification of institutions by
one or more predominant characteristics is necessarily accom-
panied by an effort to explain the basic differences. These
explanations reflect observations about differences in pur-
pose and differences in performance. To some extent dif-
ferences arise from variations in quality, and qualitative dif-
ferences are likely to he reflected by differences in economic
resources. For State government boards of higher education
with their authority to promulgate master plans, to approve
academic programs, and to coordinate institutional operations
in terms of statewide needs at least insofar as State-financed
institutions are concerned Ilk' prescription of different roles
and missions for different campuses is an essential part of
higher ed,:..ation planning.

Public Interest. Different types of educational programs
among different types of institutions may he considered an
appropriate response to diversity in social expectations. Per-
haps no aspect of th study of higher education as a vital social
institution has been more neglected than this subject of social
eApectatiol This circumstance may partly be attributed to the
pluralistic and liberal features of American society. Social ex-
pectaiion is expressed through the voices of many groups and
interests and through actions of nongovernmental as well as
governmental agencies. Partly, this circumstance may be attri-
buted to the reluctance of American leaders to set limitations
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to social aspirations. The desirable and reasonable social ex-
pectations to be addressed to colleges and universities must
currently he considered in a state of flux, and still in need of
analysis and determination. \o doubt these social expectations
have to do with the preservation and transmission of knowledge
and culture: the cognitive. affective. and skills development
potential of individuals: the provision of educated manpower to
the economy: the encouragement of social mobility based
upon talen:. the advancement of knowledge and the patronage
of creative abilities: the utilization of knowledge and creative
ability for the practical and esthetic benefit of society: and
cost-effective service.

The Need for Institutions. The expkiations of society
for benefits from higher education must K.- translated into
the ,orgamiational realit!, of par-field:it colleges and univer-
sities. I t vome extent the determination of the need for par-
ticular educ nional programs. and for particular enterprises
able to deliver these programs. occurs within a governmental
context. reflecting the political response to perceived and
desired benefits. fo some extent the deterinMationof need for
particular education programs and enterprises occurs within
and among voluntary groups. :\ sense of need usually precedes
the decision to build and support a particular kind of higher
education enterprise.

Program Review.. Once established, colleges and univer-
sities develop their own dynamic. The internal aspirations
of ad IIIMISI r4tiVe leaders, faculty members, and students may
leak: to various kinds of program change and program expan-
sion. Ile availahility of new sources of income may encourage
new kirk!, of educational ventures. (*hanging social circum-
stances may inklu,:e paned response by particular colleges and
universities I he programs of a college or university may come
under external review in an erfort to ensure qualitative per-
formance. appropriate action to meet sGcial needs, and the
u.ilization ilt se:Irk:e economy resources for programs of highest
priorit. As the performance of various edu:ational programs
n,volved more and inor; requests foi- socia? support in terms
of charges to clients. of appeal to bk.-lel:it:tors. and of expected
subventions by governinc;.t, colleges and universities have found
themselves increastrgly siluect to program scrutiny. Such
scrutiny expected to increase in intensity and scope with
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changing social perceptions of the benefits being derived from
higher education.

No outline, no orderly presentation of a particular plan-
ning subject. can hope to avoid overlap with other subjects
or to provide a precise presentation of research findings and
general observations. The subject of institutional role and
mission is no exception to this rule. The outline here is at
best suggestive; it cannot achieve orderliness where no such
order exists, The :.:line is at best indicative of a range of
concerns present in higher education planning.

It must he emphasized here as.elsewhere that governmental
as well as nongovernmental planning is concerned with the
determination of roles and missions for particular colleges and
universities. In turn. ..wernmental planning in a federal struc-
ture of political power involves local units of government. State
units of government, and the Federal government. Just as there
is no simple structure to American society, there is no simple
structure to higher education planning.

ropu. oRGANILATIoN
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1.0 DIFFERENTIAL ROLES

1.1 Institutional Purposes

12:1.1/73
The Purposes and the Performance of Higher Education in the
United States: Approaching the Year 2000. Report and Recom-
mendations by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education,
107 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York).

In some respects this report of the Carnegie Commission might be
considered the most important single document among the some 21 re-
ports the Commission has issued. Acknowledging that there were both
internal and external conflicts over the purposes of higher education, the
Commission declared that there were five "main purposes": the develop.
ment of students, the transmission and advancement of learning, the ad-
vancement of human capability. the enlargement of educational justice.
and the critical evaluation of society through individual thought and per-
suasion for the sake of social self-renewal.

In terms of fulfilling these purposes. the Commission rated student
development a generally adequate, the transmission and advancement of
knowledge as superior, the advancement of human capability as superior,
the enlargement of educational justice as unsatisfactory but improving.
and the critical evaluatitin of society as uneven in the past and uncertain
for the future.

The Coiamission proposed a number ,.f ways to improve perform-
ance more attention to general education, more concern about the quality
of the educational environment. a steadier supply or Federal research
funding. a major expansion of opportunities for lifelong learning, a more
determined effort to provide places in college for low-income and minority
groups. and Netter rule.. and understar.dilgs to handle society's critical
evaluation.

The Commission pints out that th....r; svvifl three major doctrinal
views regarding the central pianos.: of highe.. education. One view was
that higher education should be 1..on::efi....a witti a search for and sociali-
zation idf values, a view sup,line is the United States before the Civil War.
accoiding to the Commission. The .ecood .; 7* was that higher education
should further Lit!! evolution of of skill development within
existing society, a view dominant in :he past century. The third view
argued that higher education should prepare the way for, or assist the per-
petuation of. some designated type of society. The Commission identifies
this thifd view as the main, challenge to the still dominant, view as to the
purpose of higher education.
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1.2 Classification of Institutional Roles
12:1.2/76
A Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. revised
edition. Report of the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in
Higher Education, 126 pp. (CCPSf 1E, Berkeley, Calif.).

First published in 1973, the revised edition brings up to date a tax-
onomy of institutions of higher education useful fur plarini4 and re-
search. The revi.ion atlas some institutions. eliminates others. and changes
the category of still others

The Carnegie classiticatton scheme basically groups institutions by
doctoralgranting universities. comprehensive universities. liberal

arts colleges, 2-year institutions. and specialized or professional institu
lions Numbers of institutions and enrollment by type have both been
provided fur 1970 and 1976. along with the percentage of change in this
period The total number of institutions enumerated as of 1976 was 3.074.
Enrollment by basic mission was distributed as of 197r, as follows:

Percent
t)octorate Granting Universities 27.4
C.onprehensive Universities 28.4
Libinal Arts Colleges 4.8
Two-Year Institutions 35.6
Specialized Institutions 3.8

The classification otters several sub-groupings within each general
category, as well as a division between public and private governance. For
1976 each campus in the United States has been assigned to its appropriate
classification. It is noteworthy that v.hile enrollments were some 2.6 mil-
bon students higher in 1976 than to 1970. the proportion of total enroll-
ment in public institutions advanced from 74.8 percent to 78.4 percent.
I he proportion of students in doctorategranung universities in that same
time period declined from 31.4 percent to 27.4 percent, the proportion
in comprehensive universities declined trout 29.6 to 28.4 percent: the pro-
portion lrn liberal arts colleges declined from 8.1 to 4.8 percent: the pro-
poton ul s,,ecialized institutions increased slightly front 3.4 to 3.8 per-
cent On the e;her hand. enrollment in 2-s ear institutions advanced front
27 5 to ;5 n percent of total enrollment.

The planning process the roles and tin,ions tit colleges and um-
versales will necessarily begin with a consuleranon of the Carnegie classi-
fication

1.3 Profiles of Institutional Types

12-1 3/78
The Community and Junior College. Collins W. Burnett. ed. 147
pp. (College of Education. University of Kentucky. Lexington).
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This compilation of articles about the 2-year community college
summarizes current knowledge about the largest and must rapidly growing
sector of the higher education syste,n in the United States. If 2-year insti-
tutions attached to 4-year colleges and universities are included, 2-year
institutions as of 1977 had some 36 percent of all student enrollments.
more than uch other sectors as doctoral grantip universities, comprehen-
sive universities, baccalaureate colleges. and specialized colleges and semi-
manes.

Several subjects are reviewed is.rins of the available research find-
ings the history of the private junior college. foreign adaptations of the
American community .ollege. the contrasting experience of "native" and
transfer students in btaiiiing a baccalaureate, the transfer problem be-
tween 2-year an,! institutions. and faculty characteristics in the
2.,eai college.

A particularly useful chapter describes the student personnel pro-
gram in a community colle. The outline of a comprehensive program
drawn !nun various studies presents a vivid portrait of how the commun-
ity college seeks to serve its unique student body.

Only one instructional program of the community college is dis-
cussed ,a the volume the program in allied health technologies. The ab-
sence of attention to instructional programs. instructional objectives. and
curriculum is the principal defect of this otherwise valuab:e summary.

12 1.3,'76

The Regional State Colleges and Universities in the Middle
197Ys, Fred F. il.arcleroad, Theodore Nlolen. Jr.. and Suzanne
Van Ort. 103 pp. (Higher Education Program. University of
A-izona. Tucson).

This study is,the third and most recent report on the growth and ex-
pansion of regional State colleges and universities. In general. the institu-
tion :dentified as regional State colleges and universities were the some
524 institutions comprising the American Association of State Colleges
and t niverstnes the Association cooperated in developing the data pre-
seined Iii these reports.

The ohiectives of the report :tre to describe. for the decade since
!'tor,, the general institutional changes. the institutional characteristics in
enr,Ilment size. program offerings. and financial support; prevailing pat-
terns (it adimnistrative organization; and the development of plans for
future program endcavors

hoe the most part. regional State colleges and universities were of
two kinds tie tier teachers colleges which had expanded program mission
and enwlment. and urban tirmeisities meeting a variety of urban higher
education needs The studies developed a useful 2.dimensional framework
for classnying higher education institutions. both by level of degree pro.
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grains (associate. baccalaureate. master's. and uoctoral), and by program
orientation (applied vs. theoretical).

This report (covering 1975 data) indicates continued enrollment
growth (specially in graduate programs). expansion of technical and pre
fessional piJgrains other than those of teacher education. increased at
tention to new and innovative instructional programs. sonic improvement
in library holdings. stability in student/faculty ratios, an increase in per
student expenditures. and Increases in income from student fees primarily
in the inidwest and northeast regions of the United States.

All three ut Ciese reports on regional Stat." :olleges and universities
set forth the relative state of well-being for an important and often over-
looked segment ut public higher education. Moreover. the mission. pro-
gram offerings: and enrollment sue of these particular institutions will
become major planning problems for the I )80's.

2:1.3/72.1

Education and Evangelism, A Profi: of Protestant Colleges.
C Robert Pace. 123 pp.. Study for the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education. (Mc(;ram,.-Hill Book Co.. New York).

I he author found that there was no short. direct answer to the ques
non What is a Pi.itestant college.' Protestant denominations have founded
over the years more than 1 000 colleges in the United States. and about
600 of these were still operating in the 1960's. Some Protestant colleges
and universtnes have become non-sectarian in affiliation. Other colleges
are in the process of relaxing their denominational ties. A third group
continues its relationship to major denominations. but the denominations
themselves have become less evangelical. A fourth group consists of col-
leges related to evangelical and fundamentalist churches. Collecting data
froin .1 sample ut 88 scli colleges. a profile was drawn.

In terms of enviroament. the evangelical md fundamentalist colleges
were found to he more homogeneous than other denominational Protes-
tam .,alleges or comparison groups. The Protestant colleges fended to have

aside:able sense of community. to observe standards of deco; um, and
oe somewhat less commuted to ideals of scholarship than comparison

institutions the ,ense of religious commitment was strongest within the
evangelical and fundamentalist Colleges. and somewhat evident in the

Prote.aant colleges
The author concludes that there is no tynical Protestant college

student or .ilinimus. The colleges tended to be somewhat small in enroll-
'mem site, to he friendl!, places to he occasionally innovative. to he resi-
dential. to have increasingly permissive social regulations, to tic uncertain
about religious faith. and to be increasingly moralistic in attitude toward
social and ecotwinic prohienis

2.2) 4
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12:1.3/72-2

The Home of Science, The Role of the University, Wel Wolfle.
201 pp., Profile prepared for the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education. (McGMw-Hill Book Co., New York).

This study maintains that the American university at the end of the
nineteenth century became the principal honie of science and research
activities. The author proposes that this development was not the con-
scious determination of some planning body, but the consequence .f inter-
related intellectual and economic '-ffluences.

The author traces four major themes: the professionalization of
science. the search for sponsors. the selection of the university as the ap-
propriate location of professional scientific endeavor, and the development
of the university's commitment to graduate study and research. The im-
pact of science upon higher education is identified as fourfold: the break -up
of the college tradition, encouragement to s.,,ecialization in the humanities
and social sciences, institutional fragmentation and dispersal of power, and
inter-institutional competition.

The experience of World War 11 and the increased involvement of
the Federal tiovernment in the growth of university science necessarily is
a major part -if the story. Research support of university science grew
from S300 mill.on in 1953. to over 52.6 billion in 1973. with 60 percent
of this support coming from the Federal Government.

The author also gives careful attention to the rationale for university
research activities as a key function in scientific study. line justification is
that practical applications of knowledge can have social benefits. Another
justification is that science is the new frontier for humanity to explore.
It has even been suggested that scientific research is the modern equivalent
of Egypt's pyramids or the medieval cathedral. Unfortunately. it is riot
easy to formulate the university rationale. The convincing argurnen: is
the expectation of ocial benefit the conviction is weakened when fit(
expectation is not fulfilled.

In turn. there is the question about governmental rationale in sup.
porting unive -sity research: national defense. international prestige: social
benefit University research has become government dependent. Govern-
ment support seeks national objectives. a national interest, still to he
clearly identified. advc ..7ated . and realized.

12:1.1721
The Invisible Colleges. A Profile of Small, Private Colleges with
Limited Resources. Alexander W. Actin and Calvin B. T. Lee.
14/., pp.. Study for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Educa-
tion. (McGraw -hill Book ('o.. New York).
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Declaring that colleges and universities in the United States have
evolved into a "highly refined" hierarchy consisting of a few elite institu-
tions a substantial middle class, and large number of relatively unknown
institutions. the authors of this study sought to describe this third group
the one-third of all 4-year institutions comprising the little known private
colleges. Although the term "invisible- was considered by some as pejor-
ative, the authors had two primary characteristics in mind: a relatively
low degree of student selectivity for admission and relatively small enroll-
ment size. In general, the criteria for defining the type of institution de-
scribed were SAT cotnposite scores below 1,000 and enrollment size
belt' w 2,500.

The authors present a brief historical sketch of the invisible colleges.
Among administrative characteristics, the invisible colleges were found
primarily in the midwest anu southeat- regions, tended to have religious
affiliations, included most of the pr vate, predominantly black colleges.
tended to have lower annual tuition charges to st ,dents, tended to have
a smaller proportion of faculty members with doctoral degrees, and had
modest endowment resources per student. Other chapte,s present data
ah ,ut student characteristics. learning environment. and educational
ettects.

The authors conclude that the problems of the invisible colleges
were qua::tatively different from those of the elite colleges. They declare
that there was no strategy for the survival of these colleges that did not
leopardize their small size or their private status. The most important at-
tribute of the invisible college is identified as its small size. These colleges
were educationally useful in serving a student body not equally well
served by the elite private college or the larger public college or university.

The authors assert that the invisible college in general justified its
exi,!,:nce and was in large measure ignored or overlooked in State and
I ederal government planning. Increased enrollment size is given as an
iniperati%e, as well as curriculum development more nearly consistent with
the actual educational mission of the institution.

12 1.3/711

Between Two Worlds. A Profile, of Negro Higher Education,
Frank Bowles and Frank \. Dc Costa. 326 pp.. Study for the

arnegie Commission on Higher Education. (McGraw-Hill Book
('o.. New York).

In this study the authors set out to describe and analyze the con-
dition and role of the historically Negro college. They found that by the
1.1.te lq01).. these colleges no longer held the preemmence they once did
tot the black student throng a 50yeat period in the South. black colleges
were the sole custodian of black literacy, black history. and black aspira-
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tions. Moreover, the principal professional opportunity open to black
graduates was to teach in black elementary and secontlzry schools. How-
ever, opportunities for black access to a wide variety of colleges and uni-
versities had expanded substantially in the 1960's.

By the end of the 1960's it was clear that the unique role of the
historically Negro college to provide educational opportunity for black
students had ended. No longer bound by its traditional mission and obli-
gation, the historically Negro college was now free to undertake a new
role. Exactly what this new role would be remained uncertain.

After a substantial presentation of historical, statistical, and descrip-
tive data, the authors turn to speculation about the future. Obviously the
world of higher education for black students was in transition. Shouid
students be prepared to participate in black society or in an integrated
society? Whatever the objective, would the educational needs of black
students be better met in a segregated or integrated learning environment?
How could the competence of black students to compete with white stu
dents be advanced? How could the deficit of professional blacks be most
rapidly and effectively reduced? Like others, the authors had no precise
answers to these complex issues.

The authors assert that there remains a mission for the historically
Negro college to perform: to take students of poor preparation, to fit
them into appropriate educational programs, and in time to qualify them
for a professional position within the black community or a permanent
position with a reasonable future in the white community. Finally, the
authors insist that p..blic-, policy and public programs should assist the
predominantly black college in fulfilling this mission.

12:1.3/71-2

Breaking the Access- Barriers: A Profile of Two-Year Colleges,
Leland L. Medsker and Dale Tillery, 183 pp., Study sponsored
by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. (McGraw-
Hill Bo Ok Co.; New York).

Co-authored by a leading proponent of the community college, this
study is both an account of and an explanation for the phenomenal
growth of 2-year colleges in the .1960's. The authors assert that three
principal faZtors 4ere involved in the expansion. One factor was the in-
creased demand for technically educated personnel in American business
and government. A second factor was the i 'creased governmental financ-
ing available to 'veterans and others with Mich to meet the ,,crsonal costs
of going to college. The third factor was t1 aspiration of individuals to
know more about themselves and the world f which they are a part.
Statistical data of various kinds were used to iemonstrate the facts of
growth.
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(.onsiderable attention in the study was given to a statistical profile
of the community college student. In terms of academic abtlity., the stu-
dents tended to tall in the second and third (1u:irides. just above and be
low the median. the family income c ;responded similarly. Few com-
munity ciillegy students were of lug!' academic ability and lugh family
in. -.loc. but ft-A. weft: of low academic agility or lox family income.
Although about two-thirds of community college students declared an
intention to transfer to a 4-year program. only about one-third actually
dal st, Only about onethud of all newly enrolled students completed a
'rear Instructional program.

In terms of instructional programs. the authors stress the tendency
ro otter a wide variety of oppor,unities, especially in career education.
[he discussion of developmental or remedial education an'icipated but
could not fully forecast the experience which occurred in the 1970's.

he no doubt that the comfit(' oty college in the MIA
achieed a central role in AllICall higher education. That role involsed
a pugilise of educational acInoement, career development, and commun
itv service ' a whole new class of cultens. It remains to he seen ..vhether
or not this promise will he fulrilled in the 170's.

12:1.3/71.3

Models and Mavericks, A Profile of Private Liberal Arts Col-
leges. Morris T. Keeton. 191 pp.. Study for the Carnegie Corn-
ini,sion on Higher Education. iNleGraw-flill Book Co.. Nrw
York).

In an effort to provide a rationale for the private college. this study
argues tha: these institutions could relieve the burden of overcrowding in
public institutions and coo, ' "undertake ventures in qualitative achieve-
ment.- rgialitative aeru.:vement was identified in terms of three perspec
nves. the freedom to orient studtmt life and a t.urriculti-i to a particular
religious or philosophical point of view; the opporo:fity for unique in-

. ticnonal achievement: art I the freedom to undertake socially useful but
often risky innovation

One chapter discusses the idea of quality based upon distinctive
philos pay. Another chapter develops the idea of quality -based upon
thstmcnxe resources. Still a third chapter presents "vignettes- of five
''excellent college

the author then argues persuasively for a public vlicy aimed at
preserver, and tostering a -dual system- of higher euucation. The ele-
ments of J res:red public policy are presented as grants and loans to indi
vidual instituutins. .12port of institutions ttl meeting the costs or an
expanded enrollment. and extended support for construction and special
pmpatns. rhe author also insists that private colleges 'ioold realign their
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authority rdationships. improve internal communication, ..nd !.rive for
greater &centralization of manntient.

12:1.3/70
The Upper Divioon College. Robert t%_ Altman, 202 pp. (iossey-
Bass Sar Francisco).

This book traces the historical development of upper division col-
leges and universities established to draw students from public community
colleges. To supplement and extend the community college sys,etn. State
pia-.ners and State governments identified particular places in their State
where upper division colleges or universities should be established. The
total number of such universities at the time of the study was about IS
Ait.centrated laigely in Florida. Illinois. and Texas. The mission of these
institutions was to achieve an articulation with 2-yea! campuses and to
meet regional needs for baccalaureate and master's degree instructional
programs.

Since most such upper division colleges were established in the
:960's. the author has only a relatively brief history to report. He de-
scribes some of the early operational difficult:es, but overlooks the reluc-
tance of faculty members newly recruited from graduate schools to accept
and impkinent the institution's mis,ion. In some instances the enrollment
proved to be less than planners had anticipated. for reasons that deserve
much Imre attention than has been given to the subject.

i 2:1.3/69-1

Colleges of the Forgotten Americans. A Profile of State Col-
leges and Regional Universities. E. Alden Dunham. 206 pp..
Study sponsc. .; by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu-
cation. (Mc(;raw-HP.: Book Co.. New York).

The colleges and universities examined in this sRdy are essentially
of two kinds, One is the teachers college which evolved in the 950's and
1960's into comprehensive university. adding more courses in the arts
and sciences and new professional schools (mostly of business aryl tine
ins) to a curriculum previously preoccupied with the professional edu-
cation of teachers. The second kind was the State rhan university. newly
created w newly transform-xi from son': earlier -sponsorship in order to
expand the opportunities for higher education.

The author makes clear that .he colleges and universities de-
scribes were indeed varied in their history. thr performance. and their
expectations. What the colleges and universities had in commor N as pub-
Ir. sponsorship. new program ideas or new concepts of service and the
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lack of prestige and status associated with older State universities and selec-
tive private colleges and universities. The colleges and universities Alden
portrays are the institutions which absorbed most of the great enrollment
expansion of the 1960's. only to give way in the 1970's to the continued
growth of community colleges.

One consequence of a changing mission for State colleges and um-
versifies in the 1950's and 1960's was the impetus to create State boards
of higher education to keep program expansion under control. Another
consequence was the appearance of multicampus governing boards in-
herited from the days when a single State board of education operated
several different teaci'ers colleges. These consequences were not explored
in the volume. The author already had a substantial task in sketching stu
dent characteristics. ;acuity expansion and aspiration. program prolifera-
tion. and administrative styleS in this new kind of higher education insti-
tution.

12:1.3/69.2

From Backwater to Mainstream, A Profile of Catholic Higher
Education. Andrew M. Greeley. 184 pp., Study for the Carnegie
Commission on rligher Education. (McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York).

Some 350 of over 2.800 institutions of higher education mumerated
by the Carnegie Commission were related to the Roman Catholic Church.
Yet there was more diversity in organization and operation under this
heading rather than a massive. smoothly organized, and efficient mono-
lithic structure. There were, of course, similarities. The Catholic colleges
and universities were generally established by various religious orders of
the Chu,ch, usually presided over by priests or nuns, subsidized in some
measure by contributed services, committed to the Catholic faith, and
founded primanly to provide higher education opportunity eltholic
immigrants in the large cities of the United States.

Of the 350 institutions identified in the study. more than 100 had
been founded after 1950. These newer institutions tended to be junior
colleges or colleges for women. A considerable proportion of the colleges
founded for men prior to 1950 were no longer in existence

In various ways the distinctive rdigious objectives of the Cathc.c
college have been altered by the increasing participation of Catholics in the
mainstream of professional. managerial, and technical positions in Ameri-
can society. As some Catholic youth entered nonsectarian and public
institutions of higher education, the Catholic institution did not dare to
offer educational opportunity of a lesser quality. And the urban location
of the Catholic university encouraged a non-Ca .holic student enrollment
in ;.:any professional programs. Increasingly. the Catholic institution has
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been challenged to determine what is distinctive about Catholic higher
education.

The Catholic institution has found itself beset in recent years by
rising costs, an increasing proportion of lay faculty members, difficulties
in recruiting competent and effective top-level administrative personnel,
expanded public higher educatior opportunities in urban areas, and ques-
tions of relationship ,o community and Church.

12:1.3/69.-3

The Liberal University: An Institutional Analysis, J. Douglas
Brown. 263 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York).

This book, by the dean emeritus of faculty and former provost of
Princeton University, was writtet.,

. . . to analyze the purposes. organization, policies, and
the processes of a particular type of univer:ty; that is. the
'liberal university' as tamer defined. In this analysis. the aim
has been to keep constantly in mind the inter-relations. ten-
sions. and interactions normally present in the operation of
an institution whicil must be responsible to many categories
of constituents. The emphasis is. therefore, upon how these
various elements and interests can be brought into moving
equilibrium in advancing the mission of the institution.
As viewed by the author, the key attributes of a liberal university

are that it be person-centered, rather than knowledge-centered; value-
centered rather than neutral of or divorced from values; con,:erned with
fundamental knowledge and its integration; given to emphasizing inde-
pendent study and individualized instruction; and proveto encourage in-
dividual freedom and promote individual responsibility. From this de-
scription the author proceeds to discuss the constituent elements, func-
tioning. and problems of a liberal university in the following sequence:
organization, the presidency. the faculty, the administration. the trustees.
the students. and the alumni. Attention is directed principally toward
policies and administrative arrangements that can form a corristent
whole. Some of the most rewarding chapters (in later sections of the
book) 'cal with issues concerning academic policy, questions of economy
and control, and problems of external relations.

The author draws on 21 years of experience as dean and provost
and earlier specialization in the study of industrial relations and organiza-
tion to r7ovide a wealth of observation and analysis. Among tl'e topics
covered are academic freedom and tenurr.. the relation between teaching
and research, the role of the university press, the optimal size of enroll-
ment, the control of subject specialization, the control of sponsored re-
search, and faculty salary policies and procedures.
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1.4 Planning Distinctive Missions

12:1.4/77-1

Career Education in Colleges Norman C. .Harris and John F.
(;retie. 419 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San Francisco).

It. this guide for planning 2- and 4year occupational programs for
employment. the authors argue that the conflict between "education for
life- and "education for a living" is no longer meaningful. Career educa-
tion is presented as the new object the new unifying force for higher
education And. of course, a concern foi careers is scarcely foreign to the
history of American higher education.

The first part of this volume presents a discussion of change in
higher education prospects. the student's increased attention to career op-
portunities.. changes in the composition of the labor force. and insti-
tutional settings tOr career education. The second part presents a discus-
sion of career education in business. engineering and technology, allied
health fields. public service. and the liberal arts. The third part deals with
the planning. the financing, the management. and the governance of
career education.

It is understandable if the authors tend to give more attention to the
community college than to 4year baccalaureate programs in th;e light of
their own experience and es.nertise. Yet much of what they have to say
is as applicable to education for the bachelor's degree as it is to education
for the associate degree. The observations and insights are worth careful
attention in both 2-year and 4year institutions. But those educated in the
arts and sciences durin., the 1950's and 1960's will find it difficult to ac-
cept a supportive Rile to career education. Change is not all that easy for
faculty members committed to a particular intellectual tradition.

12:1.4/77-2

The Future of Adult Education. Fred Harvey Harrington, 238
pp. (Josscy-Bass. San Francisco).

In this volume the forme, president of the University of Wisconsin
looks at the education of adults as one part of the mission of higher edit-
canon. The author asserts that "the day of the .idult is coming to higher
education in the United States. if it is not already here.- The largest and
most successful adult education enterprise has been agricultural extension.
This experience. alone with other efforts. provides a back drop for future
planving

The author's approach is eclectic. considering th ;,!..too-reassuring
record of adult education through on-campus .ourscs fo. .edit. he reviews
new opportunities for off-campus credit programs. Continuing profes-
sional education and continuing general education for adults are

progiam interests and possibilities he examines. His review of agri-
cultural extension gives way to the uncertainties of urbar extension.
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F finally. higher education obligations to the disadvantaged are fitted into
the portrait.

The problems of program focus are considered in the framework of
academic administration and of ,financial management. concerns that no
academic planner or administrator can ever ignore. The list of rs:commen-
datums for action are timely and ptusuasive.

Higher education has new opportunities to expand its endeavors in
two important directions: the enrollment of non-traditional students in
degree programs and the expansion of continuing education for adults. In
considering these new opportunities no institution can afford to ignore
the practical experience and th practical advice set forth in this volume.

12 :1.4/75.1,

Outlook and Opportunities for Graduate Education. Final Re-
port of the National Board on Graduate Education. 73 pp.
(National Research Council. Washington, D.C.).

Appointed in !971 by the Conference Board of Associated Research
Councils. the now defunct Nation:_' Board on Graduate Education spon-
sored a number of studies and issued several report% iv-ended to counter-
act an apparent dinunuation of public nacrest arid public :ippon for
graduate education The National Boards final -eport of December 1975.
was a kind of summary of sonic four years of study and discussion.

The report calls atten an to the rapid expansion of graduate edu-
cation during the 1960.s. and then asserts that graduate education could
only he as sound as that universities within which it was administered. The
total financial condition of a university was identified as determining the
quality of graduate programs The problems confronting graduate ,tduca-
non within the univers, context are enumerated as general La:Int:la'
retrenchment, a lower national priority fur research, reduced labor market
demand for Ph.D.'s, almost stable Federal government support in terms
of dollars of constant purchasing power. and State government concern
.shout jaduate education planning.

In looking to the future of iraduate education. the National Board
gives particular attention to reduced labor market demand, reduced gradu-
ate student support. and the problem of access for women and minority
students, The Board recommends that planning for graduate education be
based upon the fundamental cha..rs occurring in the 1970's, for ihey will
affect higher education pertottnance in the 19KO's.

12:1.4/752
The Stdtes and Graduate Education. Report of the Task Force
on Graduate Education 29 pp. (Education Commission of the
States. Denver).
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This report represepts an effort to provide guidelines to State gov
ernments in their planning for graduate education. The report begins with
two assertions: that graduate education is essential to the welfare of the
States and the Nation. and that the primary responsibility for providing
graduate educational opportunity im:luding support of public univer-
sities rests with State governments. The report proposes an effective
institutional. State. and Federal partnership in graduate education.

-I he report urges 'coordinated planning for graduate education. Such
planning should include multiple sources of support: primary support of
graduate education in public universities by State governments, effective
use of available resources, and Federal Government support of basic re-
search and graduate students. The report recommends strengthened State
government pla,ming for graduate education, including a concern for
unique resource, student accessibility. response to employment needs.
and the development of new -and irmgmative- programs of graduate
education.

State planning should develop clear statements of goals and objec-
tives for graduate education by the institutions of the State, and effective
qualitative and quantitative cruteria for the elimination of some programs
and the approval of others The report acknowledges the difficulty in de-
veloping and applying such criteria. bus does not utter any particular sue
gestions abouf how to approach the task or about appropriate knids of
criteria to employ-. Other recommendations deal with graduate programs.
comparable cost data. the assessment of benefits. and regional planning.

The Education Commission of the States task force report is a re-
firmanon of faith m graduate education. and useful in counteracting a

current public int:lin:num to belittle the import:incl. of graduate education
la general. Moreover. the report presents a reah.dic outline of institutional.
State. and Federal roles in planning tor graduate ethic:own. But the report
dues little to advance planning and decisionmaking about the critical
issues of graduate education. what kinds of graduate programs should a
State support. what should he the desirable enrollment size and resource
requirements I'M graduate instruction. what should he the geographical
distribution of graduate programs. and what institutions should he as-
signed the mission of graduate education at the 11:.1). level

12:1.4/75.3
V,ocational Education: Alternatives for New Federal Legis-
lation. Pamela II. Christoffel. 57 pp.. Policy Study from the
Washitigton Office of th; College Fntrance xamination Board
(College Fhtranee Examination Board. New York).

This turfy . prepared in atkanceilf the 1417n amendments to and es
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tensnm of the Vocational I.:due:11,A Act ut 1963. clearFy delineates the
issue, of Federal and State government planning in an important program
area of po-.secondary education. career or technical education beyond the
seconuary school level. The original 1963 law applied to both secondary
vocational education and postsecondary technical education. At the same
tune State planning and management of the program was restricted to a
sole State agency. which in most instances was a State board of vocational
education or a State department of education having authority over se-
condary education but not over public higher education.

In :076 higher edu,:ation associations made an effort to change the
vocational education law at the Federal Government level in order to in-
crease tile pr :portion ut lands allotted to postsecondiiry technical edu-
cation to eliminate the sole State agency requirement. and to permit
deli...ery of technical -du, ation programs by a range of public higher
education orgarutations including community. colleges. technical institutes.
and State universities. Although these proposed modifications were largely
ignoted m the final 1976 ;ANA'. some concessions were made involving in-
creased higher education involvement in State ptann rig fur socalled coca-
ti,,nal education, including teduncal education.

Although this study is addressed to specific issues of 1976 legisla-
tion. the problem areas enumerated continue to he troublesome and
inuirule to perplex both Federal and State government planning for
.condary vocational education and postsecondary technical education.

(aovernmental planning must still cope with the program problems and
the probienis utittoi,,nal mission presented in this study and generally,
not resolved by the 197t, legislation

12:1.4 '74

Adapting Universities to a Technological Society. Eric Ashby.
58 pp fJossey-Bass. San Francisco).

In th,s essay t distinguished British educator presents the thesis that
have not adapted themselves sufficiently or adequately to the

ew.ir,tutient within %Inch they perform their services. On one hand, he
unieismes as congregations of faculty members committed

Fu:sint of their own intellectual interests tree from external social
pon:,..ai pressure On the other.hand. society is confronted with urgent

piverty . unernplt,yment, mauequate health care. environmental
nrrllrir :ir; fits! national defense. .

l he .a::11,4 argues that conflict between university and society Was
not Ile believes that facnity members can pursue both Intel-

and inactical biejtivcs without subverting the tradition and the
%,innutu,...ni d the university. Morehver. he is convinced that modern

ril!eellti the hope. IRO the curse. fur the future lila prugres-
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sive society. He is even inclined to believe that technology can improve
the learning process.

It is apparent throughout the discussion that Eric Ashby is drawing
heavily' upon his own experience as a scientist and as an administrator
within a university of the United Kingdom. His observations about science.
technology, faculty members, students, arid academic administration pre.
sent a cogent description of conflict in purpose as this situation emerged
in his country after 1945. Yet the comments ate not without general
relevance to universities which have inherited or adapted the intellectual
tradition Of Western society.

12:1.4/73.1

Scholarship for Society. Report of a Panel sponsored by the
Graduate Record Examination Board of the Council of Gradu-
ate Schools in the United States, 60 pp. (Educational Testing
Service. Princeton. N.J.).

This .report evalumes the urgency of a need to change the basic
characteristics of American graduate schools. The report begins with the
assertion that the demands made on graduate schools have been contra-
dictory in nature On the one hand, there have been complaints that
graduate schools have been inflexible in their standards, unimaginative in
developing optional styles ot' study. and remote from the realities of
social expectation. On the other hand, there were complaints that gradu-
ate education lacks adequate standards of performance, was expanding
into too Many fields and too many institutions. and was too oriented
toward practical needs.

The report urges a "reasoned response" t these various criticisms.
After presenting an historical perspective on graduate education
and retreLchment, the report pleads for a "sound philosophy of change."
The recommendations urge a clarification of mission among graduate
schools. increased recruitment of women and minority students, greater
attention to nonacademic experience as a resource for learning and teach-
ing, a broader definition of faculty qualifications to participate in graduate
education, enlarged use of new instructional media, periodic review of
the state of knowledge in each discipline. and increased attention to plan-
ning to meet enstroninentai change.

Although this report appears to he addressed primarily to institu-
tional planners and largely ignores State and Federal planning in relation
to graduate_ mstruction and research, the report makes one particularly
important contribution. It acknowledges that there might be differential
missions in graduate education and recommends the creation of a commis-
sion .to develop alternative standards of evaluation for graduate insti-
tutions not totalls oriented to the standards of research eminence . .
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12:1.4/73.2

Lie University in an Urban Environment. Nicholas Abercrombie.
Ian Cullen. Vida Godson. Sandra Major. and Kelsey Timson.
N6 pp. (Sage Publications. Beverly Hills. Calif.).

This study undertaken by a British research group is essentially an
analysis of policy decisions regarding the dcsuable location of the "new
unisersifies- in England and Wales. The study argues that location is es-
sentially the consequence of a certain ideology about the nature of a uni
versify Although the new universities were mostly located adjacent to
large urban areas, sub-urban ffies were selected to emphasize liberal rather
than vocaLional education. an elitist rather than a democratic structure,
internal :ohesion rather than external linkages, and total rather than
partial involvement within the academic community.

Drawing upon data obtained at one co,,tge located in London's
West End, the authors point out toe college was heavily committal to
teaching rather than to research. that AO .nts and faculty had limited
interaction with each other and one another, and that involvement with
the urban environment was individual rather than institutional. Unfortu-
nately, extensive comparative data were not available.

What emerges front the study seems to be an awareness that an
urban lok..!tion in and of itself does not necessarily mean strong linkages
between a university and its urban environment. Students in an urban
university may look to the urban rather than the academic community for
their .octal cultural. and personal relationships. But this circumstance
does not mean close student involvement in an educational-urban linkage.
Faculty members may cultivate intellectual and cultural values which only
partially reflect both the resources and the needs of the urban community.

This research study suggested that the location of a university af
lected pelt otmance to some extent but not critically. If a university was
to he of as well a, in an urban environment. the required linkages LIZ,-
vended upon inure than location alone.

12 1.4,72 I
Reform in Graduate Education. Lewis B. Mayhew. 182 pp.
(Southern Regional 1ducation Board. Atlanta. Ga.).

ltl ilus special study for a regional planning andadvisory agency. the
author reviews the essential problem areas for planners of graduate edu-
,atn M.o. hew hist summan/es the defense and the criticism of graduate
duration the bask. conflict involves the essential purpose of graduate

edu.ation are the u 1.iduate departments in the arts and sciences essentially
prot:...sion.d schools producing scholars to staff other graduate depart-
ments and n, produe the researchmeeded to advance the knowledge of

klisApime Should graduat., departm.:nts produce college teachers?
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Should graduate departments in the arts and sciences pock,: persons
qualified to apply knowledge to practical problems? Can one graduate
department prepare individuals for all three toles. or mina the differenti-
at...A1 purposes be assigned as differentiated missions to efferent institu-
tions? These are the troublesome questions facing Ph.D. level graduate
education in the arts and sciences. Like others. Mayhew lad no ready
answers.

The author provides a useful summary of various .tudies and obsei-
vattons about graduate education. The subjects included in the discussion
are curriculum and instruction. structure and organization, preparation of
college teachers. and various unresolved issues such as the foreign
language requirement. financial aid. special admissions. and developmental
assistance to students.

Ahhough the study is primarily aimed at institutional planning
ratlicr than State or 1-ederal Government planning. it identifies issues
w;tich Federal and State planners cannot avoid. especially as they consider
institutional missions in graduate instruction and research performance.

12:1.4/72-2

Where Colleges Are and Who Attends. Effects of Accessibility
on College Attendance, C. Arnold Anderson. Mary Jean Bowm.in
and Vincent Tinto. A Report Prepared for the Carnegie Com-
mission on fligher Et:location. 30.5 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co..
New York).

Focusing on a stinie important issue. this study questions whether
inmwdiate geographic accessibility to a college increases the proportion
of high school graduates who undertake postsecondary education. The
authors begin with several givens: the local presence of a college encour-
ages enrollment through lowered costs of attendans. standards of Selec-
tivity intluen,:e enrollment; and tuition costs affect enrollmen:. The
authors add to this list the factor of communication: the local perception
of the opportunity for higher education affects the way that prospective
students view it Making use of data from a California study and a Wis-
consin study. the authors then tried to measure the impact of location
upon the in bvhlual propensity to enroll in higher education. In general.
college enn '':tent does appear to increase when an institution is located
in a community: the 'flt:rCaSe is notable particularly when a 2year public
:ollelte or a 1.year State college is present in the area.

The authors stress a number of determinants for college enrollment.
The ability of high school graduates and the status of their patents had a
strum.. Influence upon enrollment. The information supplied by the
institution about WWIf appeared to have hunted influence upon enroll-
ment Stu rents of modest academic ability and of low family income
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were the ones most likely to be affected by the availability of a college,
especially a public college, in the immediate geographical area. At the
time of the study, boys and girls responded diff trendy to accessibility of
higher education opportunity.

While the data drawn upon are not recent, the variables of sex,
ability, and socioeconomic status are of enduring importance, and the
penetrating analysis should prove useful to policy:naker. ready to chal-
lenge established opinions about the accessibility of all types of institu-
tions and increased attendance.

Comprehensive data from California. Illinois. North Carolina. Mas-
sachusetts. and Wisconsin illustrate what should be collected if other
States wish to re-examine the primary question in a current setting.

12.1 4/70
The Open-Door Colleges, Policies for Community Colleges,
Special Report and Recommendations by the Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education. 14 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co..
New York).

This third report by the Carnegie Commission sets forth observa-
tions and proposals concerning 2-year community colleges. The report
asserts the "great worth" of the community college to American society
and urges that such colleges be within commuting distance of all persons
except those living in very sparsely populated areas. The Commission
favors the model of a comprehensive community college offering general
'.duration. academic. and technical education programs. It declares that
community colleges should be satisfied to remain 2-year institutions and
should not become 4-year or graduate institutions.

Coordination between 2- and 4-year institutions was recognized as
a major problem and full transfer rights for qualified graduates of the
2-year college were -advocated. Technical education was acknowledged as
a program to be given full support and accepted status within the com-
munity college

Open access was advoc.,(,,, . the basis for admission. Tuition
charges were to be nonexistent modest. Occupational and person-
al guidance were to be major functions of the college. The college was to
enrich the cultural life of the community. The optimum enrollment size
was declared to be between 2.500 and 5,000 students. The college was to
he linked to its community through a local governing board or a local
advisory board. And financial support was to be provided by local. State,
and Federal governments.

For the most part. the Carnegie Commission statement reflects a

planning consensus about the mission and program of the community
college. The i...-ommendations of the Commission were largely in the pro-
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cess of implementation hv State and local governments when the report
was issued; only the Federal Government has remained apart from com-
munity college development.

12:1.4/69.1

Graduate Education: Parameters for Public Policy, National
Science Board. National Science Foundation. 168 pp. (U.S.
Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C.).

This descriptive and factual account of the development and charac-
teristics of graduate education in the United States as of 1968 provides the
background for the National Science Board's recommendations fo public
policy published the same year. The account begins with a brief historical
sketch, data about enrollment. and graduate enrollment projections up
to 1980. Another section discusses the types of institutions offering gradri-
at;. programs. with particular attention to graduate education in science
and engineering. The geographical distribution of graduate enrollmeRts is
noted. and the concepi of "deficits in graduate enrollments by States is
formulated. Summary data are included about graduate faculties and post-
doctoral students.

The second section of the report discusses the issue of quality in
graduate programs. and ine.rtions such factors as faculty qualifwations.
physical plant resources. library resources. enrollment size, institutional
funding.- and student selectivity. Especially interesting are the discussions
of the cost of quality and the geographical distribution of quality.

A third section deals with financial perspectives related to graduate
education. and especially the relationship of financial patterns to Federal
Government funding The vital interconnection in graduate education be-
tween instruction and research is traced in an historical sketch. A projec-
tion of the costs of graduate education to 1982 is included. Acknowledg-
ing that graduate education was the most expensive form of education
per student. the report declares that the only major source of increased
income for graduate education appears to be the Federal Government.

Th report concludes with a simple enumeration o. policy issues to
be considered: ( I ) the capacity of the educational system to meet gradu-
ate education needs in the next 10 years: (2) the achievement and main-
tenance of quality in graduate education:(3) the geographical deployment
of graduate capacity to provide rri,ximum benefit to society; and (4) the
role of the Federal Government it relation to graduate education.

12:1.4 /69-2

Toward a Public Policy for Graduate Education in the Sciences,
National Soence Bo,,,rd, National Science Foundation. 63 pp.
( U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington.-D.C.).
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r!.,, report. prepare y the National Science Boad of the N-tioral
St -lice Founda'ion. is a hui,! document in Federal Goverhment plan-
tutu! foe higher education. Noting that Ante:lc:in science and engineering
had aclueved a position of great strength. and that graduate education was
the must rapidly expanding element of }Outlet education. the hoard la
tncnted that institutions of graduate education developed without the
guidance and focus of an explicit national rd: duccted to their needs
and .rpportunittes The hoard urged universities to undertake gradtia'..:
programs only when they had strong academic departments and when
adequate resources for graduate education v.-ere aissureta.

I he board reciminended that State and regional planning should
ensile that c "ry metropolitan area with a 1)0rd:intro in excess of 500 000
have graduate dueation of high quality and of sufficient capactry to con-
!tibiae fully tr.: social. economic. and cultural development. The hoard
saw the Federal -.overtime:0's role as one of supplemerting. not replacing.
non-tederaF tunding board proposed six types o: giant programs lOr
the Federal Governnicit n order to achieve a significant share of the total
ompoit of graduate education I I I institutional sustaining grants. (2) de
partmental sustaining grants. developmental grants. 141 graduate facil-
ities .saint,. graduate (.:Ilowsh ps. and 0i) research prole, grants. The
last five kinds of grants were to he based upon national competition. and
the lust grant was to he haled upon a formula which mclades +rainy

Ad.:tor
thlt.)1101 1110 Rpm', :JIllt at .1 11111e when graduate education was

about to under_., considerable review rather than further expansior It
sets :111' rtaut Ideas that were to influence Feder::! and State gov-
ernment plant). .i. insoising the research mission ot lughei education insti-
tuttons

See also: 7:10/70 Free Access 1f. ligher Hut:anon. Watren W. Willing-
ha. 24k) pp 1(oll....ge Hitralke 1...anitniition Board. New York)

20:1 1 74 Coilimunti4 Resident Students. Arthur W. Cluckering.
I .0 pp IJossey Bass. Sal. Franciscol

2.0 PUBL(C INTEREST

2.1 Social
/

12.2 1;75, 1

College/ Responses to CoMmunity Demands. Arthur N1. Cohen
and Associates. I 0(l pp (.1nssy-Bass. San Eratwiscol.

Iii of.tc,,, , hwhcr e,h1,:atom at tip.- I:ntr ersny 01 California. Los
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Angeles, and Director of the Educational Resources Information Center
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges. the principal author of this study tries
to determine the extent and scope of the developmental mission of com-
munity colleves. In an earlier study the author had discussed the tensions
arising in community r.0 lieges between the promise of equal opportuni.y,
and the certifying function inherent in an educational process that recog-
nised differential abilities and achievement. This study continues and ad-
van. e, the earlier analysis

The author and his associates divide the discussion into three parts:
the social '.,roes intruding upon the community college mission. the at-
tempts of corium:rut!: colleges to respond. and the perplexities confronting
facult:. endeavors The study asserts that the control of community col-
leges was gravitating toward State capitals. in part because of increased
State funding A corollary of increased funding was an enlarged State rule
in prescribing the mission and the programs of coninninity col!eges. In-
creasingly. community t.colleges acquired a community service mission
demanded by local groups without an corresponding provision of fund-
tile with which to perform sti:11 a mission. Meanwhile faculty attitudes
had been fashioned in large part by education and experience acquired be-
fore the commututv service mission emerged. As a result faculty members
saw; ;heir role a., instructional and as standard-entoicing rather than as
LM1111111fiO, developi,,o; Thus job sat.sfaction become a major con-
,.ern nu faculty expectation

Whi:e the author as..ct.s that conanunity colleges had become a
permanent an,.1 usetul adjunct to urriversifies and had acquired an assured
role in State plans Hr postsecondary- edm.anon. he argues that community
college spokesmen had not articulated the role of tly college and had not
confraited the con!radk:tions m expc;tation of program perform.
ince.

12 2.1/75 2

Managing Academic Change. S. V. Martorana and Eilecn Kuhns.
21 pp I Joss,:y-Liass. San Francisco).

1 he authors , thf study set tor themselves a challenging task to
construct J theory of the forces that interact to produce change in accus-
rined oirrde, of behavior within colleges and universities. If the result
is somewhat less in piessive than the obiective. the consequence was not
betas se they did not try

The demand tor change in higher education is accepted as self-
evident The tortes behind ch;Inge .ire rising social expeciatiohs, public dis-
enJtantinent with higher education, pressure for aceountabilo.y. com-
petition among institutions ,t,f students and dollars, concern ! 'r affective -'
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learning dues, student upon career and the pro-
spective decline it truth' .anal -age students. The authors then identi., four
particular signs of cliarn_-, the creation -/f new campus institutions ;fog::
are mentioned in particular), the development of non-campus opportuni-
ties, tire establishment of satellite campuses, and internal program reform
'calendar charier:. inter-nistitutional cooperation. adoption of a lumanistic
management philosophy ).

limn their illustrative data. tl , au :hors perceive six "major currents
o. change- now social objectives on the part of colleges and universoies.
a new focus on teaching and learning a separation of teaching and :artring
from research and public service, increased attention to experiential
learning. internal organitational flexibility, and a "drift towaa, systemiza-
tion

It IN when the authors turn their attention to :/ strategy of chanic
for academic: leaders that one bqiins to have reservations about the dis-
cusuon. The authors otter on the .ne hand advice o''out sy stemanc ex-
pertinent:loon. improved comumication. and the lopment of legi-
timacy . while on the other hand. mention such mar. range practices as
creating a social demand for new services, organiting power blocs. and
presenting as evolutionary rather than revolutionary. A suggestive
matrix of interactive force affecting innovation piovides a crunmon sense
outhie but no theory )cial change represcots a high political art that
stic-cessfully defies teluctron ;,; _tenet:.

12 2 1:75-3
Planning the Development of Universities. Victor G. Cmuskin.
ref . Vol. IV. 431) pp. t Unesco Press. Paris).

[Ins fourth volume in a series lit pub' canons presents five
a'noto university planning in live diffe"...nt countries: the USSR.

the (wrmail Democ:ati, Republic, 'he Unaed Sknes, AusirLlia. and Bel-
gium Secessanly :he ,ontrast is substantial. In the USSR am. I I Geuutlall

Democratic Republi, higher edacational ploining is part a national
1:0,11.)1111, other three countries higher educational planning

in the conk orne degree of social pluralism and liberal de-,

of the USSR study it' sts that una...sity planning can-
talero but only develop it: and that university planninz.,,

cannot ;teatriune the timing of scientific disciveries but only encourage
I. I stel,,,to plan those events. processes. and objectives
within the university endeavor which are amenable to quantitative ap-
praisal and evaluation t ins planning process. he savi. Is based upon les-
Non, it the pact ;he ,,,rat purpose of higher education. the present state
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tit learning, and methods for calculating the national demand tor experts
and scientists in industry. teaching. and culture Vihough brief. the dis-
cussions of emollment planning and admission of job placement. of
faculty education and development. and of evaluating performance pro.
side substantial information about higher e,:acation in the USSR.

The case study 1:tim the German Democratic Republic focuses upon
Humboldt University Ithe former University of Berlin). Although the pre-
sentation is :argely doctrinaire in tune. some sense is offered of the com-
plicated interaction between Ministry. Rector. central councils, faculty.
and students The reality rather than the prescription would he fascinatingto know,

The of development at the State University of New
York at Butlalo is three stories in ,me: the transition of a private uni
versity lu J Stale university, the t:a ;ail of a particuha: campus as part ofa multicamptis system. and the cunplexitie, of planning and budgeting
for a iin'versitt with internal sested intele..ts to appease and external
constituencies to satisfy One suspects that students are instructed and
faculty ,;::inb:ns teach in spite of rather than h.teause of the system.

The ...\,istralian case study reports the development of the Western
Anst institute of Technology, a college of advanced education. The
planning piocess is Comp citensIve and sophisticated. The study: of the
Catholic 'inversity of Louvain deals with the development and use of an
extensity manageinent intOrination system of substantial complexity. in
solving activities tiles. an ;Inalytical framework. anti various subsystems
of information flow We are unpi, told that all the mformation is usedb!, the deihroninakei of the tino.eNity whoever these persons may he.

12:2171 1
Institutions in Transition. A Profile of Change in Iliglter Edu-
cation, Harold L. Ilo(1,.!.kinson. Studs for the Carnegie Com-
mission on I lighter pp. I Mc(;raw-Hill Book o..
New -k 1.

I his smid iriol:ed an tti)lt and itt analy /e ctialige in
edthation lia.ed upon ti, twin the annual highei education

directories Ant que,tionnaire sent Its snipe 1,200 iihtitur.ori pre.uderits.
the Jlith,f tries to ilidicare the piunary changes tik:ClIrrIllg in file 1951).!,

l'af,11.. I tic Nt. includes live cae studies of paiticulai nsti-lotions
illere wt's t' c"er.d ihe of lo-o. all

hated tip. stailstkal I ht. students enrolled ul colleges um.fetishes na.I iii terms ,rt irrer,ri hank
glonntl. .ni,1 sttnivnt Ill llnen,:e upon 0.0-1.1 !lance had Incted,et.1. At
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larger institutions faculty members taught fewer hours. were more inter-
ested in research than in teaching. spoke out on issues of national policy.
and tended to be less loyal to the institution. The huge increase in enroll -
merits during the 1960's had been accommodated largely by the public
sector. The greatest increase in institutions awarding the Ph.D. degree
occurred among public institutions. Most higher education by 1970 had
become coeducational.

The presidents agreed upon several observations: there had been a
substantial change in faculty: and student power. major changes in aca-
demic programs. and major changes in student body characteristics. Presi-
dents also noted a considerable increase in the number of faculty members
whose sole assignment was to research.

The author concludes that size was an important factor in describing
institutional characteristics, that regional considerations and governance
arrangements seemed to make little difference in determining institutional
change. and that Institutional diversity was decreasing rather than increas-
ing. The higher education model was the prestigious research university.

No doubt these findings as of 1970 had substantial validity. A
similar profile in 19N0 might indicate considerable discontinuity from the
trends ohseived from 1950 to 1970

12:2.1:71.2

The Politics of Disorder. Theodore J. Lowi. 193 pp. (Bask
Books. New York).

Within the general context i,f discussion of the contemporary uis-
ider and Of sOil:11 institutions, the author presents a notable chap-
ter 0 f!..ther ..ith the arresting su'ditle of "the roots of con-
stnictive ahen.ition the author insists that the students of the 1960's
were the 'inn sr,.1)up in the universit!, to perceive the collective institution-
alized commitments to society The consequence was an attempt to
poldmie:ne University

[he author attempts to classify educational systems and class
diteie'sts in .1 matrix setting forth educational norms. educational ethics.
ai,si social interests his observations are-both innovative and worthy of
extended discussion 1-ducationat norms are identified as classic education.
liberal arts education. disciplinary education, practical education. and
technocratic education. The educational ethic corresponding to each of
these norms is exressed as the corr,timer ethic iknowledr for its own
sakei..1 second consumer ethic (the Renais..ance man). the producer ethic
I the maior or specialist the (raining ethic. and the problensolvir: ethic

he octal interest repre:Ived by each of taese norms and ethics are
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shown as. aristocracy, old bourgeoisie. the new middle classes. the workw.4
classes, and regimes.

The prescription (O how umversines may appropriately address
themsel.. to social interests will appeal to some and will repel others.
But th. linkage of higher education norms with social interests constituted
a maim contribution to thought. a concept requiring much more attention
than it usually receives.

Obviously higher education serves the society which nurtures it.
Higher education can help to improve that society. but a radical change in
social tradition. social struct.ue. and social process will precede a recon-
struction of higher education rather than result from higher education

2.2 Economic

For informant in relating to this section see Topic 5: Economics.

2.3 Political

12:2.3/75

The Political Terrain of American Postsecondary Education.
Clyde F. Blocker. Loin-, W. Ben, cr. and S. V. Martorana.. 223
pp. (Nova University. Fort Lauderdale. Ha.).

1 he separation of higher education. public and private. from the
political system as such IS one of the traditions of American society.
separation rests largely upon thk. undostand:.,g, that the contributions of
i .,her education to society are essentially apolitical. Moreover. the search
for knowledge and the dtssetrunation of knowledge ate to he p-otected
from external political manipulation

The author. of this study argue that many reasons encourag-d in-
creased State and Federal government concern with higher education.
These reasons included the Federal drive tot research and manpower
training. tile egalitarian move to broaden access to higher education, the
changing roles :Ind missions of institutions as they responded to changing
social circumstance,. public co.lcerh with student activism in !he 1960.s.
and institutional demands for Increased financial support.

[he conflicts hetwe.m governments and institutions are identified
:is centering on Issues 1)1 autonomy, academic freedom an' tenure. man
agement it resources vs essential process... education. and IIINIIIi1Vorldi
diversity

[he discussion of the political envuonment of higher education pro-
vided in this study is at best somewhat sketchy. The authors attempt to
identify the elites in society alit:cling higher c :ucation the power
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brokers, the sources of political power, and political tactics. The informa-
tion is elementary, however, if not at times misleading. A consideration
of internal institutional politics acknowledges a reality without demon-
strating its relevance to axternal political events. Attention is given to
community-level politics, State-level politics, Federal-level politics, and
nongovernmental organizations.

This study explores an important subject but lacks an adequate
conceptual framework and the factual base from which to develop a
'general understanding of the relationship between higher education per-
formance and political action.

3.0 NEED FOR INSTITUTIONS

See also: Topic 11: Independent (Private) Higher Education for further
reference on the subject of need for institutions.

12:3.0/75
Science Development, University Development, and the Federal .

Government, Report by the National Board on Graduate Edu-
cation, 48 pp. (National Research Council, Washington, D.C.).

Science Development: An Evaluation Study, David E. Drew,
182 pp. (National Research Council, Washington, D.C.).

These two documents, one a policy statement and the other a staff
technical study, deserve careful attention for a single reason. The Univ.tr-
sity Science Development Program conducted by the National Science
Foundation from 1965 to 1971. was a Federal Govemthent excursion into
institution building. The Federal Government research programs as of the
early 1960's were criticized on several grounds: they provided support
to a handful of universities. the support was concentrated upon two geo-
graphical areas t New England and California), and both economic develop.
ment and Ole achievement of quality graduate education were being
hanivred in other parts of the nation by the existing pattern of Federal
Government research support. The government response to these criticisms
was that research support went to persons in those universities in .vhich
high quality research was the basic institutional mission.

The University Science Development Program was an NSF endeavor
to assist additional universities to achieve distinction in graduate educa-
tion. The program was based upon the proposition t;.:: uelow the top 20
leading research universities there were another 20 of .3o vsearch universe-
ties on the verge of quality achievement. The NSF atternrted to assist
these other universities in their effos and aspirations fin- research quality.
The program was caref,:l not to identify the top 2t. re earth universe
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The 31 universities receiving development grants at that time were ob-
viously not then considered to be in the top 2°

The study found that the additional NSF grants did produce positive
changes in the quality of graduate education. The study also found that
the institutions with careful internal planning and ith additional external
support tended to maintain the gains made possible by the Federal grants.
The program did advance the geographical dispersion o;' leading research
universities. The report and study deserve attention also because of their
contribution to evaluative procedure.

12:3.0/71

New Students and New Places. Policies for the Future Growth
and Development of American Higher Education., A Report
and Recommendations by the Carnegie Commission on Highe;
Education. 158 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Now York).

This report yv the Carnegie Commission presents enrollment pro.
jections for American higher education to the year 2000. and then pre
scribes additional institutions needed to meet these enrillment projec-
tions

On the basis of current enrollment tends, the C:mmission foresaw
a tot::: enrollment of I million students in 1980 (compared with S.5
million students in 19701. 13.3 million studenh 1990. anti i 7.4 million
students in 2000. On the basis of so-callu -p:ospcctive ti.mds" tip Com-
mission projected unrolliwints of 12 5 million .:tudent 19,,O. 12.3
million students In 1990. and Ih millior sudents ii; 2000.

To accommodate this further enrollment growth after i970. the
Commission declared that there was a deficit in only Iwo types of institu-

commumty s comprehensive colleges iocat...d in ructro
politan areas. especiall.. those itrati with a population over 50,. GOO
persoils The inner cities were not ade:inatly served by existing institu
lions. according to the report. The Commission suggested the need for
from i 75 w 235 additionai community ::(.lleges and from 80 to 105
comp:ehensive colleges. The Commission. categorically az:-.erted. "We find
no need whatsoever in the foreseeable future for any research-tyr
universities grantinr. the 11.D

To some extent the .,::rtrnission's recommendation: Col acwinstnu
lions were based upon its definition of ideal s:re for any particular campus.
For community colleges the Commission .proposed a minimum ,ire or
:,1.1:f0 students and a maximum siz.e of 5.000; for comprehensive 1 othlges
it advocated a minimum of 5,000 students and a maximum of 10.000, for
universities the desirable range wLs from 5.000 t 20,000 students. The
Commission pointed out Ow already the maximum desirable we was
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exceeded by 23 public universities, 12 public comprehensive colleges, and
7 public liberal arts colleges.

There is a dearth of research this area of community, regional and
urban colleges. A work that looks promising but is actually of little sub-
stance is Lifelong Learners A New Qientele for Higher Education,
Dyckman W. Vermilye, ed. (Jossey-Bass. San Francisco). The theme of the
various essays is that colleges and universities in the 1970's and 1980's can
perform a new mission, which is true; yet as a guide to program planning,
the volume is generally inadeouate.

12:3.0/69

The Invisible University: Postdoctoral Education in the Unit d
States. Report of a study conducted under the auspices of t e

National ResearCh Council (National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C.)..

The "invisible university" of this study is the University serving as
host to postdoctoral fellows. Tins study is the only one that provides his-
torical and analytical data about the development of postdoctoral study
as part of the educational miss ,n of research universities, and as part of
the preparation of scholars for me Practice of scholarship.

The postdoctoral fellow is usually a young Ph.D. recipient who seeks
further research experience under a mentor before beginning the indepen-
dent practice of his or her scholarly discirline. The host university is
usually .a leading research university. The mentor is usually a university
professor distinguished for research accomp;ishmerv.. There are exceptions
to these findings in the humanities the fellow may be an older scholar

but the generalizations indicate preciorn nt cfn.racteristics.
This study insists that the postdoctoral appointee should be viewed

as a scholar "in development" rather than as a means to other ends, such
a.: staff for a specially funded research project. The study declares that
few universities, public or private, have adequate space or facilities for
postdoctoral fellows. Yet funding agencies, including State ',Aga offices.
are urged to recognize the importance of the postdoctora' program to the
university in which research is a major activity.

This study which appeared just as the major period of postwar
Federal research support was beginning to slow down, addressed a little-
recognized part of a leading research university's mission. The mission
still remains invisible as of 1975. It is plain that postdoctoral fellows will
he hosted to the extent that thew are specialized research funds available.
and to the extent that mentors continue to enjoy having such fellows
around them. The university heavily involved in research will he the um-
versa heavily involved in postdoctoral education;
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4.0 PROGRAM REVIEW

12:4.0/77-1

"Program Review by Statewide Higher Education Agencies,"
Robert J. Barak, in Increasing the Public Accountability of
Higher Education, 99 pp.(Jossey-Bass, San Francisco).

Statewide boards of higlr education may use various sources of
information in reviewing institutional programs. There may be self-review,
peer review, or external review. The purpose'in State agency review is
to evaluate accountability and the efficient use of State resources by an
educational institution in relation to other institutions. In order to make
such a review the agency must measure income and outcome based on
need. cost, productivity, and quality.

The author uses the comprehensive development plan of 1969 in
Florida as a case study in establishing criteria for the review of instruc-
tional programs. The Florida plan involved a 5-year moratorium for Ph.D.
programs. and a formal procedure for identifying and reviewing similar
programs offered by the nine State universities. No new degree program
could be planned by a university without prior approval, and annual
analysis of degree productivity was introduced for all degree programs.
If the number of degrees falls below a specified minimum, the program is
placed -n probation. The minima are 6 degrees in a doctoral program,
9 to 1 degrees in a master's program, and 15 to 30 degrees in a bacca-
laureate program. If the minima are not reached within three years, the
program is studied in depth to determine whether it is needed.

This procedure encountered considerable faculty criticism and a
modified pro'cess making more extensive use of outside consultants was
introduced.

The author also reviews the procedures introduced in New York
State to review doctoral degree programs.

12:4.0/77-2

State-Level Academic Program Reviews in 14 k.aer Education.
Robert J. Barak and Robert 0. Berdahl (Education Commission
of the States. Den:er, Colo.).

This study of program review procedures employed by State boards
of higher edi:::ation found !hat the process had become more compre-
hensive and cophisticated by the first halt' of the 1970's. The criteria for
review involved a careful description of program content, a clear statement
or program ob)ectives, an analysis of program need, a projection of pro.
gram costs and a plan for financing them. a review of accreditation re
quirements and expectancis. and a statement of student financial aid
intentions and availability The process of program review has usually
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involved intra-institutional approvals. inter-institutional approvals. State
s:aff review, and State board action.

The critical problem has become not the review of new programs but
he review of existing programs. Here additional issues are involved. The

number of programs offered necessitates some screening device, t..1 some
criteria about urgency and scheduling. The factors given predominant
weight are quality. output, institutional priority, and cost. Here the review
process generally consists of two phases the determination of programs to
he reviewed, and extensive analysis of program experience. This analysis
begins at the institutional level but eventually involves inter-institutional
review, the possible use of external consultants. and staff recommeniLation.
Governing boards rather than State planning and coordinating boards must
make the decision to reduce the scope of a program or to eliminate pro-
gram. There is always the possibility in program review, however, of inter-
vention by State budget agencies. State chief executives, and the State
Legislature

12:4.0/75-1

Report of the System Advisory Planning Task Force, Reduci'g
the Scope of the University of Wisconsin System (University
of Wisconsin, Madison, mimeographed).

In January 1975 the Governor of Wisconsin, in view of fiscal con-
straints gun the State budget, asked the University of Wisconsin Board of
Regents to examine ways in which they could change the educational
system, and in particular to present recommendations involving the
hasIng out. tnrnming down, or cunsolHating of existing campuses and

programs. Confronted with a very bnef period in which to respond, the
Board nonetheless organtted and provided a thoughtful answer to the
Governor's request

The task forte raised five cut' .al issues of public policy: what access
did the State wish to prov:de fe ti.gfier education; what was the State
coninutinent to quality as a central or first priority: should the system
maintain quality oy reducing access should the State continue to provide
multipurpose universities .!) VIIIIOUS regions of the State: and should the
system maintain quality by reductng, the number of proLuaros. The uni-
versay could provide its recommendations on these issues but it could not
resolve them

Flom various simulation studies the task force presente, several
conclusions Substantial cost savings could be reall.:ed by closing .nstitu-
nuns and ..erininating some programs. but only if enrollment throughout
the system was reduced The reduction of programs on a particular campus
would increase the costs of instruction for the remaining students. The
phasing out of an instructional program involves vanous inteactions, and
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savings are sealized only If the entire budget unit is eliminated. The task
force further 'concluded that continuous process of program audit and
review with attention to program quality. need, productivity. and cost was
the hest approach to eliminating low productivity programs. Cost savings
cold hest he achieved by the management of c!:rss sii.e and by the consult-
dat: II of small budget units rather than by the phase-Jut of programs. The
closing of an entire campus would have substantial impact upon a com-
munity. The costs of a 'campus need to he identified as fixed costs. incre-
mental costs, and variable costs.

The entire report provided a substantial and careful anal, sis cal -

cIL Jed to discourage simplistic solutions to complex problems.

12:4.0/75-2
"Ro:tr or Statewide Boards in Program Review," Elizabeth H.
Johnson. in Learner-Centered Re.form. 37 pp. Current Issues in
Higher Education I kr 5, Dyck Man W. V ennilye. ed. (Jossev-
Bass. Sun Francisco).

Embedded in a gen,ral liiSlAiSSIOn or' the authority of statewide
hoards ut hither education, this essa., ..onsiders in particular the role of
such hoards in renewing academic programs. The purposes of program
review Are I ; to riserve resources. (2) to assume quality programs. (3)
to avoid unneces,.iry and unwise duplication and proliferation. and (4)
to assess the need for a given program.

Program restow involves the determination of three procedures: (I)
the prillrams ,o he reviewed. (2) tilt. .-nieria to he used in judging pro -
gram lesirablitv. and 13) the mechanism for [...view. Regarding criteria to
lode the program. the author nwes that statements of institutional mis-
sion isually provide little guidance about appropriate acader tic programs.
He further observes that ptomain ternimanon L,nserves resources only if
the number in fa.:ulty is reduced.

Administrators and faculty members perc:ive program ::view as an
intringeineir ot traditional autonomy.. Yet ilsotutional officers and
!acuity members tied it diftkult to make decisions about program chilli-
mini III, And lack the statewide ner.pective to do so.

12:4.0[73

Meeting the Needs of Doctoral Education. A Policy Statemeqt
of the Reeenh of the Urnersity of the State ot New York. 27
pp iStat.e Education Departme:11. Albany. New York).

Nleeting the Needs of Doctoral Education In New York. Report
nit' the Regents Conkm.:sion on Doctoral Edit:Akin. 07 pp.
'State Ititicatton Dcpartrient. Albany. New Y0:: I.
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1 his policy statement by the New York Board of Regents, and the
Regents Conmusdon report On which the statement was based, constitute
a program of review for doctoral education h the most powerful State
government education ooard m the limted States. The oujectiv: was to
esidilish standards for evaluating doc'toral programs in both public andprivate ins. tuttons tit education

Following a review of the data about doctoral deree programs in
New York, the Board of Regents statement proceeds to endorse the rec
ommendanons of its study and to declare its intention to imple.lent those
re,:ommendations unmediat-dy. All doctoral programs both public and
private. were to be ,:onstdered a statewide resource for graduate education.
All doctoral programs would be expected to meet standards of hiC. quality
arid demonstrated need, and all qualified New York stuu,trits should have
equal access to doctoral education. The hoatd declared its intention to
undertake a review and evaluation of doctoral !mil:rams on a subjectl-y-
sublect basis and on a statewide basis, Resources for graduate education
would then sunsuit those programs meeting standards of high quality and
need. The Regent.. idenied 17 [moor sublect areas for roi,:w- 13 in the
art; and sciences. plus education. engineering. business and management.
and area studies.

Hie Regents Commission proposed that evaluation committees em-
ploy both oolective and Judgmental criteria. Among the factots mentionedtide lit1.1111:e tit Ndi111.1(11: ACItieVernln o fticulty, qUahlY of
library and lahotatory facilities, :mat:jai support. and caliber of ,:isserra-
twos Need was defined as Including demand for educated manpower.
conceits with -societal problems,- the transmission of knowledge in the

esoteric fields,- and new form:, or types of doctoral programs. It
war further proposed that need lie determined on a regional. statewide,
and national
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Libraries

Peter Hiatt
assisted by Susan Jean Barnes

_91-ffilff..9191.9-ff_e_gffffff.g.ff
The library topic deals with planning academic libraries at

the multi - institutional (State), regional and national levels. Only
works which deal directly with planning beyond the individual
institutional level are cited; am. only those dealing specifically
with academic libraries. Academic libraries-are defined to in-
.clude all libraries and information centers controlled by or re-
lated to institutions of higher education. The librarian should
keep m mind that the literature in other topics in this bibliog-
raphy provide essential background informationoften highly
relevant to library planning.

The bibliography is presented in four parts in order of
descending practical or immediate value to the planner: Multi-
Library Plarning; Background, Trends and Developments;
Studies for Perspective; Regional Library Studies; and Support
and Dat.a Sources. The first subtopic includes volumes present-
ing academic library planning theory and practice and it is
recQmmended that these works be readily handy to the planner.
The other two subtopics provide background and perspective to
the planning processimportant in the long ran to planning
excellence but of less in ediate value.
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Effective librar! planning beyond the institutional level
requires extensive communication among .individuals. BracL.
ticners engaged in .library planning at the State, regional and
national levels Will find the authors cited in the bibliography a
list of .key contacts; colligues in academia am. 'mders in various
library associations complete the list. Of special importance in
this regard are the following associations: The Association of
Research Libraries (1527 New Hampshire Ave., NW, Washing-
ton. D.C., 20036); the American Library Association's Associa-
tion of College and Research Libraries (50 East Huron St.. Chi-
cago, 60611); ..he American Society for Informational
Scie ice, (1155 16th Street, NW, Washington. D.C.. 20036); and
the Council on Library Resources (One Dupont Circle. Suite
620. Washingto.i. D.C.. 20036'.

The world of academic library planning is not well organ-
ized. As reflected in the literature. library planning at the State,.
rtgional and 'national level has been confused indeed. Various
groups, agencies. and associations have made contributions to
multi -ir .tutionai library planning over the years --rne easily
identifies the Association of College and Research Libraries, the
Council on Library Resouret and a variety of offices in the
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare. But until the
establishment by Ext.:wive Order in September 1966 of the
National Advisory Commission on Libraries these various
groups were poOrly situated to provide any systematic. coordi-
nated planning for libraries-at the national level.

Fr 1ni its inception. the National Advisory Commission was
.:oncerned with all types of libraries -aca;:emie. public, school,
and special- and information centers. The Commission sup-
ported studies. surveys and hearings focused on developinE,
national policy consistent with its mission to provi-;:e "the
Arnerit..1, eople with library and informational services ade-
quate t "heir needs. and that the Federal Government in col-
laborati(1 with State and local governments and agencies.
should exercise leadership. assuring the provi.,(on of such ser
vices." ( From the National Advisory Commission on Libraries:
Summaries of Objectives and Pecomr.lendations.) Several of the
Commission's reports deal directly -with academic libraries. and
of these a few ha% important practical applications to the
planner.

In July 19-70, the ti;itional Commission on Lib-ariLs and
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Information was created by an act of Congress. The Commis-
sion i-nmediately launched a series of studies and reports to
develop recommendations for a national program for library
service culminating in a report tithed: Toward a National Pro-
gram !or Lib-ary and Information Services: Goals for Action
(/'; 75). Again.... sf these base reports furnish practical tools
for the acade . planner concernee with national level
planning

Nios.,. of ti,! ad materials for academic library planning
at the national level resu!' directly from the work of the
National Coniission on Libraries and Inform. on Science. At
the regional level, the library administrator will find both less
q'tiantity ind quality. However, available works are more practi-
,al, 111-..n.: immediate and tend to be more translatable into
action. The bulk of regional library planning is concerned with
localized studies affecting all types of libraries. The academic
librarian should be familiar with these local surveys, studies and
regional plans. In this bibliography only a few examples were
:hosen as illustrative of this type of work. This has also been
done with State level studies. Again, the planner/academic
librarian needs to h. thoi 'nighty familiar with, indeed Involved
in, library plannin.t at the State level, but these studies are
highly specializeu and only a few are cited here.

The place to start planning academic libraries, at any level,
is with assessments of user needs. Little literature deals cr:-
atively or usefully with this aspect. Even the National InvtAtor.v
of Library Needs, 1975 (Ladd) presents institutional needs, not
client needs. This gap is the most serious one identified in the
literature search and through con-wersatioh with academic li-
brary leaders. Further work in this zrea may be encouraged by
the uadra-Bates volume. Library and Information Service

ectis of tl:e Nation, cited in the bibliography.
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TOPIC ORGAN:ZATION

13: Libraries
1.0 Multi-Library Planning
2.0 Background, Trends and Developments
3.0 Studies I or Perspective
4.0 Region:1 Library Studies
5.0 Support and Data Sources

5.1 National
5.2 state

1.0 MULTI-LIBRARY \NNING

13:1.0/77.1
"Academic Int3 the Eighties." Arthur Honke, iso:so-
ciation of College and Research Libraries. (ACRL, Chicago, Ill.)
10 pp. ED 121 347 IS 003 355..

A seminal document focusing or the specifics of inter-library co-
operation in the 1980's, this documew was designed as a working paper
for the Association of Colle3e and Research Libraries Ad Hoc Committee
to revise the 1959 "Standards for College Libraries."

As the author notes, trends which will affect institutions of higher
learning and their libraries in 20 years are discernible now. Though the
conventional structure of education will be )asically the same. more
flexible and individual patternsthe open university, extended degrees,
universities without walls, and expedited programswill continue to
develop. Enrollments will folio' population patterns, probably increasing
somewhat to 1980, then stabilainu, or dropping off. This will exacerbate
the already troublesome finam. al problems of colleges and universities
he says. inevitably increasing he per-student cost of higher education.
Thus the financial problems of academic libraries will be even greater.
Oven the information explosion, inflation rates, the demand for expan-
sive non-print materials, ant, the trend trward restricted 1.hrary budgets.
Some solution to the problem may be found in cooperative programs,
networks, computer applications. increased use of microforms, central
ized storage, regional meuia centers, interlibrary loans, and improved
management.

The book goes on to say.
Cooperation and -.haring of .esources among libraries has
been a fundamental tenet of librarians, Lit only in excep-
tional instances have formal cooperative programs between
libraries achieved what might be termed unqualified suc-
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cess. The exigencies of income insufficient to meet the de-
mands placed upon them are now likely to force libraries and
their parent institutions to invest the ktr.d of money, effort.
and planning in cooperative programs hat can make them
effective. Networks based on computer and telecommunica-
tions are likely to be commonplace by tl.e end of the next
decade, and many of the area. star -wide, and multi-state con-
sortia that have come into being over the past years will doubt-
less emerge from the next decade much stronger as rising costs
of providing adequate service on a stand-alone basis meets the
cost of providing an equal level of senive through cooperative
programs. Centralized storage, region;:i :nedia centers, cocrdi-
nated acquisitions programs. rapid tcommunications and
delivery service for interlibrary loan, arc a few of the obvious
kinds of activities that will receive more emphasis and realistic
support in the near future than they have in the past.

Assignment of costs will shift to reflect more accurately
the service which incurred the charge. Far example. research li-
braries which are heavily dr.,vn upon for interlibrary loans
must be relieved of the cost of providing the service so that
continued growth of their research collections is not jeopar-
dized. When reciprocity of borrowing is not p sible, some
means of reimbursing the lending libruies will have to be
found, either through charges to the user or his institution, or
to public funds made available for the purpose. (pp. 7-8)
A bibliography lists key inter-library loan studies and related items

for the period 1971-74.

13:1.0/77.2
Library Statistical Data Base Formats and Definitions and
Commentary to Library Statistical Data Base. National Center
for Higher Education Management Systew,:;. 23 and 349 pp.
INCH) MS, boulder.

Designed fur individual use, this is a basic manual for statistical
gathering and measuring necessary to a souar'. approach toward inter -

h5rary cooperation. Some attention is given to the "Cooperating Library"
beyond the "normal interlibrary loan" activit and Consortia, Net-
workc and other cooperative endeavors.

The manual and commentary evaluates a library statistical data
base for management information needs of pub; Ind academic libraries.
The data "describes the environment, the ol..11 resources, and the
programmatic activities of the library. The environm!ntal data of the
library includes information which describes the external setting of the
library, the internal organization of the library and the target group
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served by the library. The overall resources or the library include tour
major types of data: collection resource data. human resource data,
financial data, and facility resource data. Fina.ly the data concen:Mg
programmatic activities organized the library into major activity or func
tional areas. For each of these, a series of measure Litegories arc used to
describe and evaluate the activity of the library. These measures describe
revenues'expenditures, personnel. facilities, activities, users, and out-
comes/performance of each of the activity areas.-

The hook continues, -The framework of information and the data
set described provide the library manager a more informed basis for I )

internal decisionmaking and planning, 2) comparison and communication.
and 3) reporting to external agencies and organizations. As such, the data
base as outlined and presented represents a first major effort to develop
such a ,:oniprehensive system for academic and put:0'; libraries. Although
...anges and refinements will he dictated through the practical application

of lill data base, it provides an excellent beginning to a valuable manage.

merit tool for the individual library. and library manager.-

13:1.0/77.3
Toward a National Library and Information S-rvice Network:
The Library Bibliographic Component. Library of Congress,
Network Advisory Group, Preliminary edition edit..-d by
lit nriette D. Avram and Lenore S. Maruyama. 66 pp. (Library
of Congress, Washington, D.C.).

This report presents the national goals. -iimptions, objectives,
and functions of the National Library and Information Service Network,
recommending higher priority for expansion of the Library of Congre:-.i
national bibliographic service and design of network confignration for

multistate, and national requirements. Descriptions of existing
activities in the nation are presented, including bibliographic

utilitis, multi-state service cer s, resource libraries, information retrieval
services. and communication carriers. Existing nation::: services at the

Library of Congress, such as the National Union Catalog (NUC), Con-

version of Serials (('ONSER). and ()Mines access to tie MARC database,
are also described.

13:1 0,'75.1
New Dimensions for Academic Library Service. E. L. Josey,
ed. 349 pp. tScarecrom. Press, Nletuchen, N.J

This hook presents a particularly i.,seful look at the predictable
futures of academic Academic librarian:, have become active

earticipants in educational policy decision matters that have serious

25
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implications fin college and university hbrary development. This is a
compilation of 25 essays which focuses on a variety of initiatives taken
11!, librarians, inhumation scientists. and educators. M res,onse to new
demands on and reduced funding for academic libraries. through yew
orglmitattonal patterns. new technolo:: .es, and cooperate e library net.
wor'ks. Jutted:
fSolien, Nina f. -The R's System ai.3 the Academic Library Cornmu-

nay.- p. 239-4" This article presents a oiscussion of the historic
development 01 .yes York State's program, and descriptions
of typical programs. It offers suggestions for tuture directions fur
success-II use of consortia. networks, and cooperatives.

Kilgour, Frederick G.. -The Ohio College Library Center: A User-Ori-
ented System.- p. J.35 This Is a correi :ual darn-n:31m and an
analytf2a1 description ut OCLC as a user-oriented system.

Miller, Ronald F. and Wax, David NI., "NFLINET. NASIC, and the Aca.
demi,: Library p. 2564,7. The programs of the New England
Library Inform:mon Net woi;: and the Northeast Academic Science
Information Center are discussed. NLLINET provides a range of
services, while `ASR iepresents an attempt to apply the concept
of brokering computer -based information services on :t multi-state
basis.

Davis. Iidles Dwight "'rite Cooperative College Library Center. Inca. An
Historical Perpe,:tive." p. 2b5287. 'rite history' and dcvelopment
td the Cooperative College Library ('enter in Atlanta. Georgia are
given. t provides cooperative technical processing for 27 black
academic libraries in the South, and was c .tablished to increase
the purchasing power of members' dollars. The work concludes
that (JCL( otters the best solution to most library problems.

Hess in. Vivian D.. "Ctiliting Public and Speci;.: Libraries to Serve Post -

Secondary Education.- p. 2.s8-207. Because it is virtually impos
snide for academic libraries to serve all of the students engaged in
a variety of nontradunwal p :st-secondary educrttior programs.
this piece concludes that public and special library ,ograins have
provided significant services to this sector.

.lose L. L.. "The Academic Library in the Year 2000.- p.
Chi essay at:scribes tuturistic academic library. current tres
and planning now hiring undertaken that may aid in determi,.ir
some ma. )1' alternative scenarios.

9

13: 1.01752

"Statistical Informati, in as a Basis for. Cooperative Planning.''
Mary Edna Anders.: LI, nil... 1 re,u1s. Vol. 24. .o. 2. October.22,L244.
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One of the very few practical guides to tatistical tools for national,
regional, and State academia library planners, this chapter notes that
statistical data is used in three phases of cooperative planning. The first
is in prelimin..ry explorations, where statkrical measures provide objective
descriptions of existing conditions, documenting a need and convincing
peopia Of the merits of change Second, it; the planning process. data
helps participants identify the due,..tion that projected activity should
take, and formulate precise objectives and organizational details. Third.
atter the program is ope:alional. data help: in evaluatirg its effectiveness
and unpao, puipoloting weaknes!,,s, aid ascertaining necessary mudill-
eations. Use of statistical !fleas': :s ')y librarians in program planning
appeals to has'. occurred intrequently. and published material dealing,

with libiary planning mainly dis..usses nunstatistiLal approaches. Stasis-
data is utilized primarily in corms...turn with finances. Library

statistic: are collected on a rlgular basis h.. seseral types of agencies and
organizations, but onfortunatel saries of library si..tistics are some-
times of limited value due to tune lag in their appea'inee. lit order to
determine whether cooperation tki!: expa.id the sources aid incizase
the effectiveness of the serviaes asadahle to users, Iforarians need more
th,:n inventory measures. They need measures of current conditions.

Another practical guide is Westat. Inc.'s lQ 1i Study of Ow Char-
ucterfsticv. Cisrs ,ind ,tlavnitudc 4 interlibrary Loans. in Academic Li-
braric,. Greenwood Press. WCSIpWt, I'll 2. Reports of the U.S.
Dep atment of Ilealf%. I:di:canon, and Welfare. Office u: Hueatiun.
Lil-Jary Statistics 4 ':o!legc, and Unirersities Institutional Alta; and
/Awry Statistics 4 Cu! eKe.7 and Un,versities Analytic Report, Govern-
ment Prinyng Office. Washington. D.C.. usually issued annually, present
individual institutional aata and summary or aggre4ate statistics for
nearly dl t; S. aunt:v_ aoil university libraries. Statistics reported include
those relevant to l:'rary collection, library staffing, regular staff
.alines, hours at :..!astanee and svagt.. of hourly staff, an I operating

expepdnuies by

. 13 1.0:741
Library and Information St:rvice Needs of the Nation. Pro-
ceedings of a Conference on the Needs of Occupational, Fthnic
and Other. .Groups in the United States, Carlos A. Cuadra and
M. pia 4, Bates, 3 1 4 pp. (U.S, Government Printing Office.
Washington, D.C.

Any planning effort to improve or change academic library sttuoure
should start with a current and accurate ;isessment of client needs. library
and information use habits, and careful con-ad. -ation of future trends.

is especially true of coopelative planning at the State. regional and

,12.60
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national level. The CuadraBates volume. written as support document
for National Commission on Li''raries and la:ormation Scl,:nce (NCLIS)
plannme, is the best example vet produced of thoughtful analysis of the
ways academic (and other types) of library ;:he..t., pro:uc.. and use in-
formation. It is essential pre-planning readne,r. :11(i is .,!ready assuming
the stature of a classic.

The United States is faced wr-b the .:hailenge definition and
developrn.:nt of the means by which a riev. is ins of wealth, that of in-
tormation and kno.dedge resou..:es. can !--e used most effectively and
shared equu ihly. Although they ire ditit.ull to discover and express.
it is necessar; to develop greater unde.st:mdim; of information needs
in order to dete:mine services that shot:!:; he provided. 3s well as planning
of tiles,: services. Papers tvesented iri this voluin cover the userneeds
areas of women. Burnet:takers. pa::nts. the disadvantaged. the bio-
medical community, the aged. social .crvice personnel, labor, children,
the agricultural comnronty, t mauve and performing artists, the geo-
graphr.:ally remote. t!.;: insticirtionalried. ..conomically and socially
depriveir, young adtfts ar;LI students, s.: .ttists and technologists. the
:slimes: community. le mental!, and Physically handicapped, and the
cultura,ly isolated. BLIore ime,ine into cooperative adventures, the aca-
de.11:: library planner would ,!,; ell to examine the needs of her/his
..onstinrents. This suite Is a st;:te .ftnea:t presentation for tne academic
linrarv's clients and potential clients.

.0174

1.:.ary Planr'ng and De::isionAlAing Systems. Morris Ham-
burg. Richard C. Cielland, Michael R. W. Bornmer, Leonard F..
Ramist. and Ronald M. Whitfield, 37 Pp. (MIT Press. Cam-
nridg Mass ).

the result of a research project whi
concentrated on and development of statistical information systems
dial would prov,..e quantitative models for effective management of uni-
versity and large public libraries. Considerable effort was devoted to the
development of frames, orl-.s to assist administrators in making planning
decisions. L.brary obie:tives and overall performance measures are also
examined, along with information systems for the support of library
planning ar. ::Lision !liking. and library systems and State and national
1:. plaiimms.

Chapter n. "Higher Level Library Decision Makiig," notes that no
library :an afford to opL7ate with comp! to rode endence anymore,but m 1st make -cooperative arrange; ants which can take an almost In-
finiti. variety of forms. The roles of the three major centers for library
derision making and leadership within the Fed .al Government (the

)
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national libraries, the Congress. and the Office of Education) are sum-
mon/ed. and the role of the State library agency is examined. followed
I speculations on nature library trends.

13:1.0/74.3
"National Planning and Academic Libraries. John P. Mac-
Donald, ssocialitm t,j Research Libraries. November, 21 pp.
1:1) .04 444 IR 001 852.

Ibis paper, which 1, the key document for multi-library planning
of universities in the State, regional, and national level, was first Fre-
sented at the Ge;.eral Council Meeting of the International Federation
of library Associations in 1974 The author reviews the efforts of uni-
versity hbranes in the United States "to develop and implement rational
plans . lie examines the activities of the Association of Research Li-
braries. originator of various plans for library cooperation 'ncluding the
Farmington Plan and the National Program for Acquisitions and Cata-
loging. These activities are almost entirely related to the largest university
and research libraries in the United States. Another example of effective
cooperation among university libraries he critiques is the Center for
Research Libraries, a library for libraries from which 78 members borrow
needed publications. lie notes that recently, de' elopments deriving from
te,,hnological change have giv rn rise to a number of important new agen-
cies capable of rendering tnacIlinebased service, to large numbers of
libraries, sun as the Ohio College Library Center. An effective national
library system. he says, will require future plannic_.; and cooperation
in the areas of development of resources, bibliographic control and ac-
cess. rihysk.al access to :Ources and communication systems, and pres-
ervation of printed materials. Existing projects can provide the ground-
work tor a natia:ial system, but continued planning will be necessary.

P. MacDonald reviews the ma.: element:. of a planning system:
III the setting of policy goals. (2) devclonin; r,-ogr,,ms and projects
for moving toward the goats within specified period )f time. (3) de-
sr.trung policies for mohill/ing resources (e.g. collections and services,
manpower. funds, etc.) required for the programs and projects, (4) pro-
viding Information about the progress made and the obstacles encoun-
tered in the execution of the programs and projects. (5) providing a
mechanism for ado ,ling policies designed to overcome obsta les and
to adjust the plan :o errors when they become apparent, if ne,essary by
modifying the ,:urrent plan. and (6) preparing for a subsequent plan
With that background, MacDonald critiques other mod.rls of cooperative
planning arrangements at the multi-state lave] such as the PL-480 program
of the Library of Congress. design-1 to identify and ac(;uire sets of key.
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current publications from developing countries, and the Midwest Inter-Library Center.

MacDonald concludes that a good deal has already been accomplished in regional and national academic library cooperative activities,but that mart' ,-.:Inprex problems remain, arid that the need to make
"academic libraries full partners in the effort to provide all the citizensof the United States with convenient access to library resource-, and in-
formation services" demands continued, rational response from academic
iibrary planners.

13:1.0/74.4

National Programs of Library and Information Services ofNCLIS: Lnplication fot College and community Cc ilege
Libraries, Beverly P. Lynch, National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science, (NCLIS, Washington, D.C. ', :Decem-ber, 28 pp. ED 100 394 IR 001 496.

This is the key docz..ment to multi-library planning for college and
community colleges which should be on hand for the academic library
planner concerned with State, riulti-state and national planning.

Beverly P. Lynch's paper is one of several developed to describe
the relationship and involvement of different types of libraries withnational library and information science programs of the National Com-mission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS). The report "proj-ects the rule and prospective benefits the college/community college
library should have in relating its program to such a national program,
,rojects the types of standards the college/community college libraryshould be required to meet to join the national program, anticipates

problems in developing this relationship, and suggests solutions".
Lynch bases her report on t: 'e rationale that since college and juniorcollege libraries are imbedded in the organizational framework of the

colleges they serve, the perspective of the colleges with regard to educa-
tional planning at the national level will bear directly on the library's
role in the National Program for Library and Information Services. As
educational costs rise and available monies declin,!, she says, collegelibraries will be asked to demonstrate that a national plan for sharing
library resources and building information networks will be cost bene-ficial. The resources of many college !ibraries would be inadequate tomeet the standards required for participation in a national program.
Financial support would be needed to bring them ap to szanuard. To
meet the expectations of the college community from a nationwidelibary network, she concludes th the Federal Government must en-
su. e reciprocity in the exchange of services.

Lynch summarized the impact of rnaio higher edueatir programs
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on college or fliunity ,:ollege libraries including lifetime learning. non-
tradittunal study, open learning models, educational tecf.n.,! course

exchanges, and the program objectives of NCLIS. Fac Alai and explicit
formation and data is offered concerning cooperative arrangements
m. ng collegesicominurnty colleges. and the nationwide network concept.

The author .s that ... the library exists in post-secondary educa-
tional envi: r of ,s state and region and in a broad environment
formed by other libraries ... The program for a nation-wide network
strives for reciprocity. calling upon the federal government, in coopera-
tion with the state government. to provide the means of insuring it.

13:1 0/74.5
Resource `haring in Lib,aries: Why /How /When /Next Action
`tees, Allen Ke -t, e,1., 393 pp. (Marcel 1_, !kker. New York).

These papers were delivered at a 1973 conl,,re e, "Resour
Sh .ring in Libraries." auned at presidents and librarians of institutions
of higher education. and :o-sponsored associations representing higher
education. colleges and unisersities, and libraries. The collection of papers
wai designed as a practical guide for those concerned with college and
university library planning as it impinge:: on shared selection, acquisition.
storage and retrie al. Perhaps it should be recalled that the original con-
cept and imnlen,,mtation...beginning in the late 1940's of cooperative
"storage war..hnse,- for university libraries came not from librarians-
who openly opprsed such moves in the beginning-but from college
nd university presidents.. No other conference proceediiit., so closely

match the needs of those seeking help in practical library planni7...
The hook is organized around four planning steps: The Rationale

(Part One). The Mechanics (Part Two); When to Proceed (Part R.-et:).
and How to Proceed (Part Four). It is written for the mixed audience of
presid,mts and librarians. :Ind most of the material will be familar to the
library administrator. But the Souk frnishes an excellent. up-to-date over-
view of the concepts. the going systems and activiiies. and the practical
steps to implement further academic library cooperative ventures in
coping with the need to selec and preserve the most useful materials
from what seems to he an cAp -,-;ntial increase in humankind's recorded
knowledge.

All the material in ...this book is useiul reading to the planner, but
the key chapters for State, regional and national academic library plan-
ning are:

"Library Resource Sharing--How?: Bask Library Procedures"
(Chapter 6). by John P. Immrorh. faculty rromber of the hosting Grad-
uate School of Library and Ir irritation Sciences.. University of Pitts-
burgh. thoroughly revit acauemi, library acquisitions includt.s.g the
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union catalog acid interlibrary loan, cataloging and processing in. .iding
,ornputerited tetworks, original cataloging, descriptive cataloging and
even hindin::, vt.qtaxt treatment of the cooperative library storage centers:
delivery of Nervic, involving trucks. computers. interlibrary loan.

"A;quiNnoti- (Chapter 7) by Joseph C. Shipman. Director of the
Linda Hall ispeciali Library in Kansas City, deal, with c,toperative ac
quiotion prOgrarn, and .eves several .rrent examples.

-Proessing" Whapter 8) h- the Library of Congress' John Charleshnut, catalog as die key etement to resource sharing,.
and describes the importance and practical applicatit n of Machine Read-
able Catalog Copy (MARC tapes), and the national printed catalogs such

ih National Union 'talog Pre-1956 Imprints.
"Toward A National Plan tor Coope:ative Storage and Retention

ut LittleU:ed I ibrary Materials- (Chapter 91, by Robert H. Muller.
Queens tolleg,.. New York, briefly surveys and then otters practical
critiques of current efforts.

"Deliv.:y of Services" (('hapter 101. by Glyn 1., Evans, Director
ut Library Services for the State University of New Yorl.. stests "that
we increase access to record, and mate:ials to two groups of ?eople:
Ithrartans and users.- This chapter is almost a manual for opena....ess
to acatlemid libraries. Clear definitions of t:te elements of demand, re-
cc .1, and delivered L.is the mechanism for the delivery of materials,
and adnunistrao,c orpnriations are .'Ivi-red.

The openinv chapters I trea' the "whys' ut resources sharing,
and the last two s...ctions It hapters 11-17) deal with the "Miens'.

to comput. technology, networking and local-regionalnational
cooperatives, Ind the future in prac0cal terms trout the Stut-.

legion.I

and national level. several chapters have useful hibliotraphies.

13.1.0/70

Report on the Development of the California State College
Libr -ies: .\ Study of Book, Staffing. and Budgeting Problems.
California State Division of Academic Planning. I lo
pp. Nk *it:tither. ICalifol :lid State Colleges. Office of the

Division ot A,:adernie Planning. `acramentoi.
iew State plan, give sufficient consideration to academic library

Tel AtiMA 'I) he useful, even key, dlanning guides. This Caliornia
report nwsents cent analyses and bindings to a.:ginent the Treatment
of budg, formulas for library growth and stalling in the second, 1966,
report of this .:tunnutett tk mnt..ndations fur flu! Support of California
State 0)11eg Libraries) It a:so presents bindings, analys..and recom-
mendation, as to .ibrary staffing formulas and prottrarns for cost reduction
hy %.1( 1,Us means such is control of of car. :tions, cooperative slur-
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age. consolut.ted purchasing. .Amtrak.t cataloging. and potentials for auto.
matron.

This volume is cir-d ad fully ..nnotated under entry 19:1.4/
71-1, but is briefly annotated here because of its relevance to
the tonic area.

Higher Education Facilities Planning and Maaikement Manua ls.
Volum .! Four: Academic Support Facilities.11'...rold L. Dahnkt.
Denni . P. Jones. Thomas R. Mason and Leotard C. Romney.
72 pp. (Western Interstate Commission for Higher Fducation.
BrmIder. Colo. ).

A!! of the National Center for Higher Education Management
S.v.erns (N( HEMS) activities and reports should be monitored by the
planner in higher education for general trends, specific studies and practi-
cal. influential manuals. This manual deals with evalu...ting the use and
projected needs for several facilities or; a campus, Volume Four uses the
library as its model. Still somewhat co: ruversial. this particular volume
represents the best published example of measurement and evaluation
of facility needs applied to academic libraries.

It is tuggested that the ;wadi:nue library planner earnestly i Iterested
in the environment of higher e..lucation as it affect:: library development
keep abreast of NCHEMS's work.

2.0 BACKGROU'IL TRENDS. AND DEVELOPMENTS

II" 0/78
-Ti..vard a Nation..' Program for Library and Information Ser-
vices: Progress and Pre-..1 .:ms.- Alphonse F. Trezza, ASLIB
Imeeedings, Vol. 30. No. 2. Febniary. pp. 7: <7.

The Execu'ive Director of National Commission on L iraries and
Information Science (NCLIS) presented a status r dor which u,pplements
and updates. the I (r5 dOcurnent ( I 3. 2.(1.175.3 ).

13:2.6/7'1
Academic: Libraries by the Year 2000: Essay Hor)ring Jrrol(1
Orne, Herbert Poole. ed.. 205 pp. (R. R. Bol.vker, New York 1.

Contri!uto7s ncludc: Herbert Pool.:. Edward G. Holley. Damon D.
Hickey. A. P. Marshal. David Kaser, Tho,.is H. Mott, Jr.. Richari M.
Doughe.,.y. Beverly P. Lynch. Lester Ashenn., William H. Web!). Virgil F.
Massma,, i .twrence G. Livin,:ston. Villi!..1 J. Welsh. This volume goes
ber)inl Mt: .icpth of mi..: Festschriften. with 1)2 ticulariy useful o.-er-
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ew of academic librarianship in the past i 5 years (Holley); and chi.pters
on standardization (Living,ion) a-id national networkirg(Welsh).

13:2.0/77-2
Effective Accrss to the Periodical Literature: A National
Program, National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science, Task Force on a National Periodicals System, 92 pp.
(U.S. Government Prin'ing Office, Washington, D.C.).

flit Task Force on a National Periodicals System w: ppointed
by the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS)
to prepare a plan for a national p, 3dic.ls access program. A 3-level
program was recommended, coordinating existing local, State, and regional
library system serv,ces and caections with major national research li-
braries. A comprehensiv' dedicated periodicals collection was z;so devel-
oped. r..inaged, and operated by the Library of Congress. The report
describes planning a national periodicals program, alternativi, approaches,
the proposed national program, the national periodicals center, governance
and organization, and finances.

Each year several presentations and articles deali. z with nation-'
al planning appear. These tend to be generalized in nature, and
only seldom deal specifically with academic library planning.
NonethelesS, the careful academic library planner will keep

,up-to-date through such publications. Typical of the best of
these arc the following examples, 13:2.0/77-3, 13:2.0/75-1, and
13:2.0/75,-2

13:2.0/77;3
"Status Reports on Library Netwo1k Planning in the United
States:' Joseph Becker wyEsco Bulletin for Libraries, Vol.
3I, No. 2, Mar,h-April, pp. 77-85.

Factors' reponsible for the trend towards formation of library
.networks include financial pressures, the desire to serve more users,
and the wilf...igness to apply new technology to conventiona: library
c perations. Examples are giver, of three types of networks. Organizational
networks ate built on existing public library systems, with State legis-
latiott acting as the formal base for organization and .the State library
playing an important role as planr:r, manager, and network developer.
Specialized networks limit their domain of coverage to the literature
of a specific subject field and limit, their network membership -to these
institutions with libraries and information centers that specialize in their
particular field: FL-Ictic nal networks are organized to increase the availa-

r.
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bility and sharing of library resources ....mong'inembers and perform com-
puterized .functions for members at the lowest possible cost per unit. The
National Commbsion on Libraries and Information Science, which is

responsible for national l'hrary planning, has drawn up N'ational Program
of Library and Information Services, and commissioned studies to help
clarify institutional role, in the projected national network. The Library
of Congress will play a crucial role in planning ..nd development.

The following two items should be ci-nsulted by the at:Oa-ale
library planner because of the wealth of information each con-
tains. They are more 1.!ference sources than phnning manuals,
but both attempt to summarize the most current inforrnalion in
their subject area.

13:2.0/77.4

National Inventory cf. Library Needs,. 1975, Boyd Ladd, Na-
tional Commission on 'Libraries and Information Science,
277 pp. (NCLIS, Washington, D.C.).

ti This volume has been con:roversial from its inception, and con-
clusions drawn from its data have been even mere so. On the positive
side, this survey present-. current data melisut Mg library collections, staffs,

.

acquisitions, spaze, hours, and opet.tting _expenditures, and compares them
age 1st "indicators of need." (On a fair* regular basis, the National Center
ir Education Ftltistics Listies libraries General Infohnation Surveys

which oiler a source of current date; the Association of Research Libraries
gathr and issue statisties particular* useful to the largest academic and
research libraries.) l'hj controversy is caused by these "indicators"which
have not been accer,d by _rrofessional associationsand the interpreta-
tion of the dat' to indica,e needs which are considered by many library
leaders to be either irrelevant or totally misleading and inaccurate. Nothing
better is available, however; and this d .:ument politically powerful
because it is being Lied by planners at the Federal le,.01.

Negatively, ail the data and interpretations a,r t ra:ly institutit n
oriented. The client, and more especially teat larger ;:ercentage or non-
use s, is it considered at all. The philosop.ty seems to he: thi: is whet
libraries l.ink like; they r- to improve; more of the same will bring that
improveme nt; so what we aced is n:. :et money to give more of the same.
Not tnly :s the client excluded in this institution oriented thinking. but
innovative, creative, new, imal ative, different approaches are totally ig-
rioted. The problem addressed is not library services, but libraries.

This volume is necessary to academic planners, but they otight also
to be rloroughly familiar with "A Mission Statement for Public Libraries"

168 .
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(American Libr,:ries. December 1977, pp. 615-20) and the American
Library Association's "Toward a National Information Policy.- published
in preliminary :min as "Toward a Conceptual Foundation for a National
Intl Poiicy- to It'ilcon library Bulletin, March 1978, pp. 54549.
These two documents address the current and future needs for library and
information service, ul terms, not of the library institution or agency. but
of social and technological changes. The first third or so of the public
library statement deals with the impact of user needs on libraries generally.
and focuses on public libraries only in the final third. The ALA statemant.
not yet published in approved form, deals with the impact of information
on libraries and library concerns.

13:2.0.'76
Library Networks. 1976-77. Susan K. Martin. 131 pp. (Knowl-
edge Industry Publications, White Plains, N.Y.),

This new echnon supersedes and improves on a similar treatment .a
19747. The volume is in the r:ature of an introduction to library net-
works as of early 197o. Two chapters, Chapter 3 on network applications
to library operation:, and Cl.apter 8, management of networks, are practi-
,:al and especially critical of the growing trend toward multi-type library
networking organwations. The introductory nature will make this useful to
the administrator MIL. feels uncomfortable about the latest in computer
applications to inter-libialy cooperation: and Chapters 3 -*ad 8 will be use-
ful to the administrator entering multi-institution and multi-type library
cooperative endeavors for the lust time. A bibliography is included.

Susan K. Nlartin's articles should he watched as the most likely
source of J::tirate, useful information on the impact of national network-
ing activities on academic library- planning. A recent example is: "The
Quest for J National Bibliographic Network" in library Journal, I January
191S pp 1922. a :lather note, as this publication goes to press,
Martin's Library .Vetworks.. /97.s'.79 h.s just been announced for publica-
tion University of Cal..-ornia, Berkeley.

13 2.0;75-1
"National Planning for Library and Information Services."
roster I \lohrhardt and Carlos Victor Penna in Adrunces in
Librarianship. Melvin J. Voight. ed.. Vol. 5. pp. 61-106 (Aca-
demic Press. New York ).

Governtnent concern with lOraries and information services as
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national responsibilitic.. began in the 1940's and 1950's as a result of the
urgent need for better access to scientific and technological information,
the concurrent intensification of interest in education. and public need for
readily available information in all subjects. Fur this review of gational
planning activities wtthin the past decade. the planning of library services
is regarded as one specific aspect of e.(' 'rational planning within the social
and econinnic planning of a country or ragion, implying a continuous,
systematized process of studying educational problems at all levels and the
problems of scientific research from the standpoint of library needs. Two
broad trends in library planning are identified: attempts to develop plans
without an understanding of new planning developments, and Unesco's

\guidelines for national planning efforts. Unesco's accomplishments are
listed. and an overview of current national activities in 22 countries
throughout the worl l in library planning is presented. The conclusion
presents common actdnes and ide.ntifies guidelines to be studied by those
concerned with library planning.

13:2.0/75-2
"NationaT. Planning for Library and Information Services,"
Andrew A. Nines and Melvin S. Day. Annual Review of In.Thr-
rnation .Sciences and Technology. Vol. 10. pp. 3-42.

An overview of national planning in several countries is provided,
with a rc.-ew of selected national scientific and technical plans and pro-
grams. and significant existing information systems. Governments are
inevitably involved in the mfermation processes since ascending costs force
nations to s.!ek economies of scale. Only government has the power to
bring many eroups together for planning purposes. There are many'
national and international information systems in existence. Forces condu-
cive to national planning include economic considerations. bu-geoning
knowledge. international pressures. and conflict mediation. Forces inhibit-
ing national planning include attitudes. lack of leadership. lack of common
objective:. lack of public understanding. fear of government control, lack
of standards. and competition among technologies. Countries with more
authoritarian governments .ire more likely to favor national planning. Con-
siderable 4rov..th without central planning has taken place. and problems
are associated with random and disparate growtn.

Each academic library planner needs to keep her'his own
planning concerns in perspective and to he aware of trends and
developments in the profession that may .11-,ict local. State.
regional and nab-mai academic hbrary The most
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important and useful reading is the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS1 report itself:

13:2.0/75.3
Toward a National Ptugram for Library and Information
Services: Goals for Action, National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science, 106 pp. (U.S. Government Printing
Off' Washington, D.C.).

. his document seeks to provide a framework on which the library
and information science profe. dons and the Anierica public will be
able to construct a National Program for Library and Information So.-
vices for the people of the United States. It is the basic document con-
cerning national planning fir academic as well as all other types of
braries and information centers for the 1970's and into the 1980's. It
is must background reading for any administrator planning academic
library activities at the State. regional or national level.

Although this volume has no official status, it does present the
Commission's conclusions and goals for action, the realization of which
depends on support from government' and citizens. Authors. publishers,
and librarians are viewed as component parts of a national knowledge
resourc: which powers our national development and nurtures our educa-
tional system. To achieve the most effective use of national information
resources, a coordinated program of expenditures, facilities, and efforts
is recommended in orler to avoid costly, uneven, and wasteful services.
The national program is derived from regional hearing.. conferences.
and coirespondence with experts and library users. The need for this
program is outlined with a discussion of present resources, the need for
access, the challenge of overabundance of information, the influence of
technology, copyright issues, and the rationale for Federal involvement.

Present libraries, the foundation on which a nationwide information
network should be built, are discussed and described by type (public,
special, school, acaderic- and research, State and Federal). According
to the document. academic and research libraries represent the biblio-
graphic foundation of the nation's research effort. They, are faced with
problems of rising costs, changing education objectives, and the impact
of new technology. Many have begun cooperative efforts to improve
their own operaticnal efficiency. Other academic libraries, at tr.e college
and junior college level, are inadequate.

The concerns of the private sector are also detailed, icluding
economic viability. relationship to the Federal Goverrune,t. anu copy-
right. Present networking activities are discussed, along with barriers
to cooperative action
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The recommended national program presents the following objectives:
Ensure that basic minimums of library information services ade

quate to meet the needs of all local communities are satisfied. The sharing
of resources is no remedy if resources are inadequate at the local level.
Federal support in the form of categorical aid is needed.

Provide adequate special services to special consqueicies, includ-
ing the unserved. These groups include the poor, the illiterate, the blind,
th visually and physically handicapped, ethnic minorities, chil67en,
senior citizens, and others. New legislation would underscore this princi-
ple and provide a channel for assessig the requi:ements of special con
stituencies and nixing appiopriaie action.
3. .Str ligthen existing statewide resources and syst,ms. Not all States
are at the same level of development, but because they are the essential
building blocks of the system, it is important that they attain minimum
levels;of proficiency and strength. States roust accept a fair share of the

:-or funding libraries.
4. Ensure basic and continuing education of personnel essential to
the implementation of a National Program. A federally funded program
of fellowships and training institutes is basis- the fulfillment of this
responsibility.
5. Coordinate existing federal programs of library and information
service. Many of these programs are already performing centralized
graphical, reference. and other services which are of benefit to all
in the country.
b. Encourage the pr.vate sector (comnri...ng organizations which are
no directly taxsupported) to become an active partner in the develop-
ment of the National Program. Since information has an economic value
of its own, the use of coinmerc:.al and other ..--ivate sector information
services is becoming accepted as a reliable an.1 cost-effective method of
obtain information.
7 Establish a locus of Federal tesponsibility charged with implement-
ing the nationz ne"..-ork and coordinating the National Program under
the policy guidance of the National Commiss:on. The National Commis-
sion is not empowered by law operate programs.
S. Plan, develop and implement a nationwide network of library and
information service. Federal responsibilities include encouragement and
promulgation of standards, assurance of availability of unique and major
resource collection, development of centralized services, exploration of
computer use, support of research and development, and the fostering
of cooperatio:: with similar national and international programs. State
agencies and the private sector also have important responsibilities. The
Library' of Congress is urged to expand many of its programs.

This program requires an unprecedented investment in libraries
and information centers by Fe leral. State and local governments.
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13:2.0/74
The Idle, Research Library, William S. Budington.
National C.a.. ision on Libraries and Information Science, 31
pp. (NCLIS. Washington, D.C.) ED 100 390 ER 001-492.

This is one of several special papers commissioned by the National
Carninissio,-: Librari:.. and Information Science to support national
library and i irmation science planning. These papers are particularly
practical is ,;;,. academic library planner concerned with national plan-
ning

In the United States there are 15 to 20 independent research
braries, designed to provide the corpus of records necessary to intellec.-
teal inquiry in one or more i sc ipli s in dimensions as complet: as
possible, and with' the optimum pros:Bien of scholarly' apparatus ane
physical conven,-nce. The ra:( nature of much of the collections of
these libraries requires special handling and highly-trained staffs, and
often means restricted public access. Because of these special circum:
stances, research libraries may not be able to permit 'he general public
access rnen.tioned in the National Program for Library and Information
Services They would he able to participate in making their material
available to the scholarly public with support in the form of: assistant-

in reparing and issuing major ,:atalogs and bibliographies; equipment for
photoduplication and transport of needed records; and transport of quali-
fied user; of the libraries. Additional support is needed-to maintain the
collection; and for 'raining of staff, The recognition of the independent
research Hraries as a national information resource and their support
would he a great service to the scholai1y community.

13:2.0/74-2

The National Library Network, Its Economic Rationale and
Funding. Robert M..11ayes. National Commission on Library
and Information Science, 49 pp. (NCLIS, Washington. D.C.)
ED 114 098 IR 002 728.

This is another of the.NCLIS papers wfich is particularly practical to
the academic library planner concerned with n ttional planning.

A study was made to develop a rationale for determining the econo-
mic justification for a national program of library and information services
as described in the second draft of the National Commission on Libraries
and Information Services Program Document. The economic rationale
is hased on improved cost effectiveness and improved utili.-ation of capi-
tal resour,:es. In finding formulas for assigning financial respor...ibility
to various levels of government and segments of society, several princi-
plec rnuct hi .7onclkieted specia!, and ht,r2nvs.
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should ;:ontini:.! to he funded by their constituencies with State and
Federal help where needed. while new public libraries should be funded
by d 1.11:( of local. State. a.id Federal funds. System. State. regional. and
national resources should be supported by their constituencies, but should
he given State and Federal aid for services provided outside their con-
stituencies. II. Federal Government should fund the capital ..:osts of the
network, while the capital costs of resources should he borne by the
private sector er the constituency served. Research. development. and
staff naming dould he funded by the responsible institutions. but the
I L !era' Governmer. should fund programs to meet the needs generated
by the tuitional netwo:k.

13:2.0/743

Resources and Bibliogaphic Support for a Nationwide Library
ProgrAm: Final Report to the National Commission for Lihra-
ries and Information Science. Vernon Palmovr, Marcia C.
Bellassai and Nancy K. Roderer, National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science. Washington. D.C.. 282 pp.
(U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C.).

Rational development of a nationwide program for resource sharing
requires cooperative 'collection development, bibliographic access to
materials. channels of communication. delivery of materials. cornpensa
tin of lending librzries, and education in concepts and use of the pro-
gram. This report d'scusses resource sharing. organization and functions of
a nat:onal library net ork. the national bibliographic system. economics
of the network. and implementation. Appendices deal with establishing
regions fo. activity, a survey and inventory of activities, goals and ob-
jectives f the national resource system. analysis of unfilled rovests in
three S!ates, and development ot: the online tiles of the national biblio-
graphic renter. The study recommends establishment of a natior al library
network ,rerated at the regional level. with the support of the Library
,,t Congress expansion of the MARC (Machine Readable Catalog)
database.

13:2.0/69

Libraries at Large. Douglas M. Knight and E. Shepley Nourse.
(164 pp. R. R. I3owker, New York).

This is a readable reworking the assessment and planning papers
developed for the National Advisory Commission on Libraries. It was
this Commission mdticti recommended the formation of the Nat:onal
Commission on Librartec :mil Information Science
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Inadequacies to library service are described and new kalifs of
organization which might he brought to hear in structuring knowledge
are presented. The user orientation is consistent throughout a diversity
of resource material. The library and informational ....:rvice needs of
scholars, and the demands made on ...tersity and research libraries
are examined. Attention is given to the image and problems of academic
libraries, with many recommendations for the future. Observations and
recommendations for national programs and networks arc given.

The basic conclusions of the Nat oral Advisor Cotamission on
libraries and specific recommendations for the development of library
and information services are presented in the report. Information upon
which these conclusions and recommendations are based came from
formal testimony. informal u cussion, regional hearings. :)rid specially
commissioned studies on relevat topics. The 1 :indamental recommenda-
tion of the Commission is that it he declared national policy that the
American people he provided _quite library and information services
and that the Federal .er in collaboration with State and local
government and r.ate age Anes, lead in providing such services. Oh.
jecnves are stated for overcoming current inadequacies in all aspects

library and information services. Recommendations for achieving
these objectives include: (If establishment of a national commission of
hbrane. and information science as a continuing Federal planning agency,
12) recognition of the Library of Congress as the national library of the
United States, (3) establishment of a Federal institute of library and
information science, (4) recognition of the important current role of
the U.S. Office of I:Attic:Ilion in meting library service needs, and (5)
strergtherune of State library agencies. ::tatements establishing the Presi-
dent's Committee on Libraries and the Ccunnission are appended. along
with lists of special studies, regional hearings, and"Gointnissit 1 meetings
and witnesses.

13:2.0/68

Under saduates and Junior College Libraries in the United
States Report Prepared for the National A(hisory Commission
on [..iraries. 105 pp. I'D 022 4S7 LI 000 367.

This study was conducted to assess undergraduate .ind junior college
:thrartes and to consider future development. Major !tends ate seen as:
resources n. .ncreasing as ,-apidly as the college population's incrtased
,letnands on libraries t;11: NI change; within the colleges. new technology,
changing characteristics of library materials. increased pressure to. intei
library cooperation and service to the non-college public, greater partici-
pation by the Federal Go:eminent. more selective acquisition. library
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exp.mmentation and changing staff needs. Problem areas include increased'
demand for college library facilities. inadequate collectios, staffing,
unique pf .blems of junior college libraries, the need for national leaders
in technical areas, copyright restrictions, a need for research and planning,
existing Federal legislation and governmental programs affecting college
libraries, and lack of focus in college educational programs. A major
recommendation is the establishment of a national conumcsion
and coordinate, programs and determine which college library projects
shoidd he approached at the Federal. regional, and State levels. (Mier
recommendations involve the Nigher Education Act. library education
and job classification, a demonstration project for junior college libraries,
and cor,light and Jailer legislation. A bibliography of 48 items is ap
pended.

3.0 STUDIES FOR PERSPECTIVE

The following citations are important. but not first priority.
I hey are either not currely practical but are still unsuper-
seded landmarks: or they are highly ysef ..I but difficult to
acquire. Any scrimp, planner probably should take the time to
locate and pursue these works if only to keep her/his historical.
social and technological perspective.

13 3.0;75

"The Library (1 Congress and American University Libraries,"
Robert B. Downs, pp. 01-96 in Uniercity Library Problems,
tAlimivist and Wikse:!. Uppsala. Sweden).

According to the auttkor, for all practical purposes the Library of
Congress serves as the national library of the United States. However.
except for the printed card service. cooperation between LC and the
nat:on's scholarly libraries was ,low and reluctant until joint enterprises
such as the publications of the Library of Congress Catalog of Printql
Car,ic. the Natrona/ / 'nron Catalog Pre./95,5 Imprints, and other joint
bibliographic projects. LC and Arner:can research libraries have also
particirated to -joint acquisitions programs. cooperated in development
of ,:omputer applicatio:.s and hook microfilming :and ,,,eservancn tech.
niqucs The ,authors conclude that only through financial support of Con-
gress will a truly national network of library and information centers
emerge in the 1:mted States
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13:3.0/72

"A National Program for the ARL," Association of Research
Libraries, pp. 2-15 in the Minutes of the Seventy-Ninth Meeting,
January 22. Chicago, Illinois, (Association of Research Li-
braries, Washington, D.C.).

A discussion of major issues of concern to the research library
community is provides, including a clear statement of long-term goals
for national programs and the most effective relationship of the Federal
Government to the research library community. Recommendations were
made for:

(I) De iilopment of' a research library corporation as a mechanism
for collective action in resource development (i.e. journal lending libraries.
national pools of negative microfilm, national preservation programs, and
national plans for the rapid transmissicn of information).

(2) Develo ement of library collectipns as national resou:ces that
would be sufficiently comprehensive to serve the needs of the public at
large (national centers of rewurc.e excellence).

(3) Establishment if a national periodicals center for interlibrary
loan.

13:3.0/71

"Collective Action by Research Libraries: Proble:ns and Poten-
tial," Association of Research Libraries, pp. 50-61 in the Niinutes
of the Seventy-Eighth Meeting, May 14-15, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, (Association of Research Libraries, Washington, D.C.).

This is a panel discussion c)ncerning the most productive forms of
collective action by research libraries, presenting some of me possibilities
for interinstitutional cooperation: development of a national serials
collection, creation of a national collec7,1n of negative microfilms with
loan copies of pri"ts. a national tending li-iary of books received through
National Program of Acquisitions Cataloging (NPAC), a processing center
for data in machine-readable form, subject -based :riformation centers
for the sciences. ranch:al continuing education progams for professional
members of research library staffs, a national bibliographic center. a
book preservation center, and a collective action in resource development.
bibliographic control, and physical access to library materials. The role of
the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) is to be a means of dissemi-
nating information about planning on a national level. Other ARL con-
cerns include the need for national support in access to research materials,
impro. L.d collection; of national libraries, and regional interlibrary loan
centers.
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13:3.0/64

The Future of. the Research Library, Verner W. Clapp. 114 pp.
rrniversity of Illinois Press, Urbana)

I he rnapq problem facing research libraries, due to the mcreasing
rate ot information producton, are outlined. Suggested programs for
overcoming obstacles include development of high-ratio-reduction micro-
photography. unr-gweinents of arrangements for sharin: reourcet. irn-
proveraent or the supply of cataloging information, improvement of the
published bibliographic ap7aratus, improvement of union catalogs. further
attacks )n the problem of leterioration of book stock. improved tech-
mqaes ot hook e and delivery. prevention of theft and mutilation.
improved procedure, of acquisition and record-keeping. unproved user
services. and dc '..torrent of new or improved dcvices for library appli-
..:atiolls.

Several studies, no: easily aCcessible. offer excellent thought
prov()King and informative material to the careful academic

. hbrary planner. Amory. the best are

13.3.0/S

Colorado eademic Libraries Book Processing Center, Lawrence
E. Leonard. Ralph I:. Ellsworth. Richard M. Dougherty and
Don S. Culbertson. 388 pp. IAvailable from the Clearinghouse
of the Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Spring
field. Va.1.

A model study with :oncepts and approaches applicable to any
State or regional constderatio., of cooperative processing, this report sum-
marizes the results ot a 14-month study to (I) examine the feasibility of
establishing J h))1.; processing center to serve the nine State-supported
college and untversa libraries in Colorado and (2) conduct a simulation
study of the prop red center. The report covers: background. operations!
characteristics of p.onctpating libraries, cost analysis, business office pro-
ccdures, proposed operating specifications for the book processing center.
and results ot .1 library-tisr attitude survey. It is concluded that a cen-
tralized book processing center is feasible, with benefits for participating
academic institutior in the cost savings. personnel specialization, and
library automaton. Recommendatrom emphasize establishment of a pro-
cessing Jiarge. processing both English language and foreign language
materrak nr rutornated bookkeeping system. automated processing pro-
cedures. development it current awareness bibliographies, and a central
depository ot standar,: tr.:es for performing technical services activities to
he established by the An erican Lii.iary Association IAEA) Resources and

App;tidixe:: a
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detailed numerical data from the study, and the questionnaires and re-
search tools used.

4.0 REGIONAL LIBRARY STUDIES

Regional. that is multi-state, surveys and plans would
seem to be a major source for up-to-date, practical and specific
data ( academic library planning at the State and regional
level. In practice such publications seldom meet expecta-
tion. 'xaniples of such studies or surveys are those for the
Pacific Northwest (196I.N see the last section of this chapter
for an annotation): and the Southwest (Grace T. Stevenson's
.4 L.4 Chapcer Rclationships National. Reg:.-mal. and State,
ALA. 1971).

. The following annotation should illustrate the value as
well as the frustration for the academic library planner of
such studies. It is the best example of current regional planning.
Although the Pacific Northwest study is the best regional plan
published. it is over 15 years old and can serve only as a model
for other such efforts. (It is cited later in the biblingraphy..)

13:4.0/76.1
Libi3ries and Library Science in the Southeast: A Report of the
South,-astern States Cooperative Library Survey, 1972-74, Mary
Edna Anders. 263 (University of Alabama Press. University).

People of the southeastern region of the United States receive
direct library ser:ice from academic, public, school, and special libraries.
Chapter Ill, "Points of Service," presents survey findings concerning
these types of libraries. Acaiemic libraries are described in detail. includ-
ing tinances, staff, collections, services and activities, equipment, and
quarters. Comparisons are drawn between the results of the 1972.74 and
the 1946-47 sw-veys. Recommendations include increased financial sup-
port for collection development, increased research holdings, support of
network developer :It. increased attention to professional growth of
staff members, greater use of non-library professional personnel. expanded
services, and greater emphasis on planning and investigating development
and management. Detailed descriptions of public, school, and special
librarie.; are also provided.

Chapter V. "Library Services for the Southeast: An Overview.
deals with the many .trends identified with the Southeast in the 1950's
and 1960's which had sirnificant implications for libraries. nes. !rends
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resulted in substantial advances in the development of resources and
services sin:e 1947. Examples include larger, broader colle,:tions, ex-
panded seryices, statewide plans, increased library/media services in
schools, my buildings, and increased access for employees of various
organizations to libraries at their places of work. Collections often in-
clude non-b, -1k materials in addition to books and periodicals. Profes-
sionals are better prepared to develop collections and provide services.
Academic libraries spent the largest proportion of the libraries' total
expenditures, and spei,t the largest portion on acquisitions. Mechani-
zation has ccrne to son .t. libraries, However, the survey data also con-
firmed specific inadequac, :s of library resources and services in the region,
such as uneven develop:nent, lack of access to over three million people
in the region to any public library service, need for more librarians and
supportive personnel, need for more books, higher salaries, broader ser-
vices, and more opportunities for professional growth of staff. None of
the nine recommendations of the 1947 survey has been achieved in its
entirety. Recommendations include a more effective leadership by the
Southeastern Library Association, greater emphasis for resource develop-
ment, unified regional p: tnning, supplemental support for cooperative
acquisition of research materials by academic libraries, and initiation
of a region-wide continuidg education program for librarians.

Either dated, or not as practical as those items cited earlier, the
following has both historic and intellectual value to the planner.

13:4.0/76-2

National Planning for Library Service, 1935 to 1975: From
the National Plan to the National Program, Redmond Kathleen
Molz, D.L.S., (Dissertation available only on inter-library loan,
Columbia University, New York).

This study traces the growth of the idea of national planning for
library service in the United States from. the period of the great depres-
sion in the 1930's to the present. With the publication by the American
Library Association in 1935 of .4°National Plait for Libraries, a new era
for the library profession was begun. This action by the librarians through
the aegis of their professional association coincided with and was in-
fluenced by the development of a new phenomenon in the United States,
national socioeconomic planning. A Federal centralized p!,tining agency,
the National Planning Board, was established in 1933 as part of Roose-
velt's administration. Throughout the 10 years of its e::istence, the Board
issued an impressive array of publications covering all ohases of American
social and economic life. The creation of this Board act -C, as a stimulant
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to the Association, inspiring some of its leaders, notably Carl H. Milan,
Carleton B. Joeckel, and Louis Round Wilson, to define the goal of Ameri-
can librarianship as the development, of a coordinated library system serv-
ing the cultural, recreational, and educational needs of all Americans
through an array of libraries, comprising those serving the general publ;c,
the public schools. institutions of higher learning, and those in specialized
environments, such as businesses and industrial plants.

Planning. for libraries as a national service, rather than on an indi-
vidual institutional basis, was furthered in the decade of the 1940's by
the attention paid to post-war planning, when the nation would be re-
quired to shift from a full employment, defense-oriented ecor lmy to
an anticipated post-war era of peace and prosperity. Again, the Associa-
tion responded to dm national trend by the appoi..tment of a Committee
on Post-War Planning, chaired by Carleton B. 1 oeckel. The study examines
the work of this Committee in developing the Post-War Standards for
Publu- Libraries and National Plan Jor Public Library Service.

S he Association perceived the issue, the implementation of
national -Tannins; could only cecur through Federal subsidy, and the
study also analyzes the Association's role in lobbying for Federal aid.

()needing the d.:leat that the all-encompassing program which it was
recommending stould face once before Congress, the A.,sociation took
a posture of retrenchment and determined to seek Federal funds only
for the rural population. which was largely unserved by any public library.
Again, the Association showed a response to factors outside its own
orbit. the rural library plank reflecting national interest in rural Socio-
logy and in regional development scht.mes, such as the Tennessee V.,:ley
Authority winch primarily affected rural areas.

he Association continued to act as' flu. leading spokesman for
national planning until lgos when the reps: of the National Advisory
('oum.sion on lahraritn was issued. The Commission, appointed by
President Johnson in 100,,. recommended that establishment of a per-
manent national eoninassion to serve as a conti long-range federal
planning agency for the nation's libraries. With the appointment of this
permanent commission in 11)7(1 by President Nixon, a new mechanism
for national library planning was brought into being. The study analyzes
the role of a presidential advisory commission in the determination of
pubh, policy , and carries ti,_ development of national library planning
through I') when the National Commission on Libraries and Informa
non Science issued its maior recommendation for a nationwide network
in a document entitled Toxard a National Program Jr O Library and In-
tormatton .Services ri,hrl.s Jr A ction. The study purports to show that
national library planning has evolved over a period of 40 years; its prin-
cipal finding is that the 197 National Program is the lineal descendant
,(t the 1')..1-; Natt,,rial Plan
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13:4.0/61

Pacific Northwest Library Association Library Development
Project Reports, Vol. III: College, University and Special
Libraries of the Pacific Northwest, Morton Kroll. ed., 310
pp. (University of Washington Press, Seattle).

Kroll's four volumes, Pacific Northwest Library Association Library
Development Project Reports. (University of Washington Press, Seattle,
1 960), are the classic regional study of library needs. Though seriously
out-ofdate, the approach of Kroll and his authors stands as the model
for such a stud.. One volume each is ,levoted to:

I. Public. Libraries the Pacific Norths..fst;
II. Elementary and Secondary School Libraries of the Pacific

Northwest:
III. College, University and Special Libraries of the Pacific North-

west;
V. Libraries and Librarians of the PaCific Northwest.

More recent studies have emphasized the need for multi-type library
,:ooperation and user-oriented planning. but even this approach is seen
in its incipient form in these milestone studies.

In the tirst half of Vo'unie III, the policy making and control,
relationship to libraries, and research functions of college and
university libraries are ex:unined. Findings indicate that confusion exists
as to the library's place in he college environment, an extension of dif-
ticiilties center= around the rule of the culler or university itself. The
,intributors indicate that the scholar and librarian must learn to work
together. The policy making process in ti university as it -affects library
policies is emphasized. Later chapters examine the research scholar's
perception of his library's resources and the relationship of the college
or university library to the nonacademic part of the community, including
areas of cooperation The rest of the book gives a comprehensive picture
of law, tr.edica' and federal libraries.

5.0 SUPPORT AND DATA SOURCES
5.1 National

Difficult to access, and typically available only on microfiche.
are the support and data gathering studies done fut. the National
Commission on Libraries and Infortnatir Those which
are pertinent and useful to the academic Iii,rary planning pro-
cess alreaty have been cited. A lew examples of the range and
scope of the other studies tolrow:
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nurne, Charles P. and others, Preliminary Investigation of Present and
Potential Library and Information Service Needs, ED 073 768,
February 1973.

Stevens. Rolland E., .4 Feasibility Study of Centralized and Regionalized
Interlibrary Loan Centers, ED 076 206, April 1973.

Tretta. Alphonse F., Director, P'inois State Library, Relationship and
Involvement of the State I.ibrary Agencies with the National Pro-
gram Proposed by NCLIS. ED 100 387, November 1974.

Budington. William S.. Executive Director and Librarian, the John Crerar
Library. The Independent Research Library, ED 100 390, October
1974.

Duggan. Maryann, "Relationship and Involvement of the Multi-State
Library and Information Community with the National Program
for Library and Information Servizes", in progress.

The National Library. Network. Its Economic Rationale and Funding,
ED H 4 098.

Die Role .Not. /or- Profit DisciplineOriented Information-Accessing
Services in a National Program for Library and InjOnuition Ser-
vices.

Tre.,./a. Alphonse r.. Statistics as Mots in Library Planning on the State
and Institutional Level .1110C ED 105 830.

5.2 State

Each of the 50 States has been required to develop a 5-year plan
for library development. These plans were submitted to U.S.O.E.
for purposes of funding planning. As ..vould be expected, these
plans range fram pedestrian to highly innovative. The academic
librarian must be and probably is familiar with studies and plans
yertaining to herrhis State. Those which have impact or ideas
beyond the individual State were cited earlier. Below is a list of
some of the more respected State studies and surveys more to
illustrate the r Inge than for recommended reading.

Nelson Associates. Inc.. .-I Program Pr the Rapid Improvement of Com.
munity College Libraries in Michigan: a Report of a Survey Under-
taken for the Michigan State Library, Nei,on Associates. New York.
1965

Lit tle Artl. . Di. Inc.. The 3k 's Program Meeting Industry's InjOrma.
non :ced Report to the Division of Library Development. New
York ';tote Library. I I) 022 500. Boston. September 1967, 78 p.
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Nelson Associates. Inc.. interlibrary Loan in New York State. Report
Prepared for the Division of Library Development of the New York
State Library, ED 028 794. New York. February 1969. 320 p.

Nelson AssoCiates. Inc.. The New York State Library's Pilot Promim in
the Facsimile Transmission of Library Materials, .4 Summary Report.
ED 022 501. New York. June 168. 93 p.

Downs. Robert B., ed.. Resources of North Carolina Libraries. Governor's
Commission on Library Resources,- Raleigh, North Carolina. 1965,
242 p.. ED 027

North Carolina State Board of Higher Education. Libraries in North....
Carolina Public Senior Colleges and Universities; Present Status
and Future Needs. Raleigh. January 1969, 53 p., EDPS in process.

Tennessee Higher Education Commission. Iliyher kthication for Tennes.
sec.'s Fume, (p.p.) Tennessee Higher Education Commission. 1973.
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Management
Quantitative Approaches

Ben Lawrence

ffffffffff
Management* is the- function desighecl to 9btain and utilize

efficiently and effectively the resources needed to accomplish
desired ends. This section deals Nith.quantitatnie approaches to
plannini' and management in colleges and universities and State
systems. The higher education planner/manager who seeks to
apply quantitative approaches must initially address these basic
question,:- 1) Will quantitative approaches help with this particu-
lar planni 7, decision? 2) What information is needed? 3) WIme
ca,n this information ,be obtained? 4) What techniques will be
used to analyze the information'srthat it illuminates the deci-
sionmaking issue? The entries in this topic area show that plan-
ners can find answers to these questions through the use of
models and manuals. The literature falls into three subtopics
based upon the above question. (Information on the third ques-
tion is found in Topic 15: PlanningIssues, Theory, Reference;
Subtopic 4.4: Data and Information Sources and Services.)

Critique and Evaluation. Quantitative approaches to plan-
ning and management are relatively new to higher education.
There is still.,considerable opposition to and reservation about
their use-in such an important and labor intensive enterprise. The
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work; included in this subtonic are t:ve in nature. touching
upon he"advantages and Oisadvantages of applying quantitative
approaches to higher education management. Planners and
managers nee.: to be aware of these discussions and evaluations
as they consider use of these tools.

Foundations. The paramount n .reti of the higher education
manager who seeks to apply quantitative approaches is for an
"information language- that ct, adequately describe higher
education institutions. agencies. and programs. Such a Irtnguage
is important in two respects. First, it provides the basic vocabu-
lary for talking about ingtc.,r education as it relates to manage-
ment. Second. it i languag which gvities or structures the way
that complete thoughts ar. formed. thoughts and ideas which
lead planners to make. nLinagement decisions. The work: refer-
ent-2d in this subtonic fall into two categories dic:ionaries and
glossaries dealing exclusively with standard definitions. and
volumes that address terms. definitions. and procedures common
to the language of postsecondary eduCation.

Other annotated manuals. 'argel, ,.roar the National Center
for Higher Education Management Systems (NCTIEMS I, deal

it h standard definitions. and volumes that address terms. defi-
nitions. and procedures common to the language of postsecon-
dary education. Still other manuals deal with library organiza-
tion. manpower resource management. outcomes structures.
and facilities planning.

Analysis. "Flirt s ibtopic provides references to generalized
mathematical models relevant to Stmt.: and national planning.
These publications usually include documentation and applica-
tion manuals. The models are 1.,.enerally computerized and syn-
thesize the volume of data a planner inut consult in reaching
decisions Mod,ls winch ,!eal with specific planring topics such
as Costing. 'facilities protection. and faculty tenure are included.
respectively, in Topic I 6: Produc ivit,' and Cost-Benefit A nal y-
sis Topic 9: Finance: .Topic 2: Campus and Building Planning:
Fopic 8 ra,..tilty..
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TOPIC ORGANIZATION

14: Management -Quantitative Approaches
1.0 Critique and Evaluation
2.0 Foundeions

2.1 Dictionaries and Glossaries
2.2 Measures, Structures, and Procedures

3.0 Analysis

1.0 CRITIQUE AND EVALUATION

See also: 16.2.3'78 A SR dy of Cost Analysis in Higher Education. Carl
R Adams. Russell L. Hankins, Roger C. Schroeder, and ( udon W. King-
ston. Vols. 14, (American Council al Education, Washington, 1).C.)

14:1.0/771
The Impact of Management Information Systems on Resource
Allmation Decisions of Selected Private Liberal Arts Colleges,
Michael Lloyd Tierney, (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
California. Los Angeles).

'pus study explores :he impact of computer based management
inforination sy, on the Direct costs of selected academic departments.
Twu comparisons are made. First, colleges which have implemented "data-
bank" information systems are compared with colleges which have manual
information systems. Databank systems involve the collection and storage
of data and the retrieval )f. information for the production of periodic
eptrts, Seconl colleges which have implemented "predictive" information

;' systems are ..!,o compared with colleges which have manual information
systems. "Predictive" systeMs utilize complex computei software to simu
late instructional costs. Both comparisons attempt to dote mine if the use
of either dat.ihank or predictive systems is associated with significant
reductions in departmental expenditures.

In the .inalyscs of the 1 -year effect,. predictive systems were signin-
cantly ip .01) associated with reductions in departmental expenditures,
but when the de'partment was the' unit of analysis. Similar result.;
were obtained when the institution was the anit analysis, !An because of
the limited deitrees of freedom. these results ate not statistically significant.
[here were no significant .year effects of either type of system.
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Colleges with "predictive" systems were able to raise their student/
faculty ratios by increasing enrollments while holding cGristant or reducing
the number of faculty through attrition. Colleges with databank or.manual
systems were forced to reduce staff because they were unable to increase
enrollments.

These results suggest that the information provided by predictive
systems aids in controlling departmental expenditures. While most college
administrators know that larger student/faculty ratios will reduce depart-
mental expenditures, predictive systems allow them. to estimate the fiscal
implications of alternative means of increasing this ratio. Th se systems
cart also tore:: faculty to consider the cost impli itions of various alterna-
tives when competing for resources.

14 .1.0/77.2

*Planning Models in Higher Education Administration," Roger
N. Guant and Michael J. Haight. Journal of Education Finance
2 Winter. pp. 305-323.

This 1;rief article on mathematical planning models is written `rorn a
nontechnical perspective by two very knowledgeable and experienced
modeling exne.ts. It is written ft.- administrators and addresses the issues
and problems surroundf g the realworld application of sue:it models. It
reviews several of the most prominent models and discusses the implica-
:tuns of their use for decision making.

14:1.0/77-3
Quantitative Approaches to Higher Education ..4a.'iagement:
Potential, Limits. ant Challenge. G. Ben Lawrence an Allan L.
Service, eds , l pp. (American Association for Higher 'cdcca-
tion, Washington. [).('. ).

This work a lnpts to assess and dec.cribe the current status of He
conn,a.tx approa, ,es and techniques that fall under the bea:iing of quanti-
tative approaches to higher education management. Lesigned for the
executive reader, it provide, a brief history of the roots of quantitative
approaches to management. a discussion of the assistance quantitative
approaches can provide. and their limitaticns and complexities. The mote
substantive sections .:cal with data and data s.andards and proceilurcs
the foundations for quanta:1f cc approaches, information systems. cost
and ,esouree information. goals and outcome information, and models and
model building. The other sections report on evaluation studies of vaiious
mi.,atitative approaches and their general impact describing factors that
influence the use of these new approa:hes as well as making some t)redic-
!ions .;bout their future use and development.
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2.0 FOUNDATIONS
2.1 Dictionaries and Glossaries

1472.1/78
Adult/Continuing Educa 'on: A Handbook of Standard Termi-
nology for Describihg the Learning Activities of Adults. G.
Roger S.:1!. 248 pp. (Prepared for the National (-eater !'or Edu-
cation Statistics by the National Center for 1-11,:her Education
Management Systems. Boulder. Colo.).

This hanutlook provides terms and dv-litutions for collecting and
reporting inrormation that describes the learning activities of adults. The
terms and definitions in this handbook rept.s,ent information items that.
when used ,:onsistently, provide a basis for meaningful communication
among the various institutp.is. organizations. and agencies that serve adult
learners. Nlator categories of intormation that Sre needed to describe sig-
nificant as.,:cts of the learning activities of adults are idemdled. A classi-
fication structuie of terms and definitions within the major categories of
intormation is presented. including subdivisions of information categories.
Standardized terms and definitions represent items of information and a
glossae`. rrt terms plosided.

14:2.1177
A Gloss:IT!: of Standard Terminology for Postsecondary Educa-
tion. Sherrill Cloud. o3 pp. ( National (enter for Higher Educa-
tion Management S!, stems. Boulder. Colo.).

this .21ossar is intended to he used as a reference hook by those
who eKchain,4e or collect III forinailon throughout postsecondary education

especially h% those who deal with data in institutions. governmental
agencies. and educational associations. It was developed to be consistent
with other efforts by NCIIIAS and the N'ational 'Sewer for Education
Statistics iNCESi to pro. heir awareness and use of a zommon language
of t-rms. letindions. and pi ocedures in postsecondary education.

.';#,, 3/70 17 1 2'76 1 .tion of Institutions of Higher Educa
Rorlr,rt ot the Cartie.tte Council 011 Pt /IICy SILIliieS in lighot

ii,11 IC( .P5111 Iterkcle., !hiring 1978-79. the National Center for

S1,01%!:,s the National Center for Higher Education Man-
.1,.errirrrt s..st....rris plan I,. release all ahem:dive clossdicatton of Insntti

1" 111.111'1141:"t.1)11\ ptrupir,.s of institutions .1c1 OS%

111'. 11;11 :In...-. "t i..(ItiLat in winch will he base,' exclusively

ern as.nhikle todor.d dara
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14:2.1/L5

Statewide Measures Inventory, Paul Wing. James McLaughlin
and Katherine Allman, (Technical Report No. 68, National
Center for Higher Education Management Systems, Boulder,
('olo.).

As indicated by the authors I:, the introduction:

The Statewide Measures bil'entory is essentially a list of items of
information. along with concise definitions and other information of
interest, relevant to statewide postsecondary education planning and
management. It has heen designed primarily as a working document
for use by State-level postsecondary education planners and decision
makers.

The document includes a 68-page paper that discusses in nontechnical
terms the origins, features, and possible uses of the inventory in State-level
planning.

14:2.1/73-1
Data Element Dictionary: Second Edition, Suzette Goddard,
James S. Martin and Leonard C. Romney, (Technical Report
51, National Center for I ligner Education Management Systems,
Boulder; Colo. ).

This %oluin is the only published and regularly r ised reference of
its type dealing with postsecondary education data definitions arid codes.
For each data element a concke definition is provided, codes and cate-
gories suggested and comments are made concerning linkages with
other .ements, conversions, and relatii,. .rips to Higher Education Gen-
eral information Su-vey (11EGIS) and FICE cods. The appendices pro..ide
other valuable standards assoc,ated with data management, classification,
and use. The three and one-half inch thick volume is hound in hardback
looseleaf style, designed for regular revi.,,n without complete reprinting.
Revisions are nude regularly and volume owners ai provided updates.

14 2.1/73.2
Program Measures, James

. R. Topping and Glenn K. Miyataki,
245 pp. (Technical Report 35. National ('enter for Higher
Education Management Systems, Boulder, Colo.).

This manual was developed as a companion document to the
NCHENIS Pr,igrain Clas.sifiectuni Structure, (PCS) but is useful to any
planner utilizing a similar or modified structure. To use or implen. the
PCS or 3 similar approach, various items of information are required to
describe each element within the structure. For example, as the authors
note in Chapter I
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AND PROCEDURES

an activity :lentified by the PCS is Instruction iri the Physics
disciplirY at the lower-division level.' But just to know inc name of
the activity is not enough. There is a need to identify the content of
this instruction activity- the number of enrollments, the ;lumber of
courses offered. the number of faculty assigned to teach the courses,
etc. Therefore. descriptive information must be associated with the
PCS In order for it to be used at all. Moreover, these information
items can be arranged or gructured in a manner twat will facilitate
the process of analyzing higher education programs. These categories

informatio:: are collectively called 'pp -,,arn measures:

1.2 Measures. Structures, and Procedures

14:2.2/78-1
A Federal Postsecondary Education Data Core: An Executive
Summary, Marilri McCoy and Melvin D. Orwig. (Technical
Report 85. Natiunal Center for Higher Education Management
Systems, Boulder. Colo.).

Toward A Postsecondary Education Data Core, Marilyn McCoy,
230 pp. (National 'Center for Higher Education Management
Systems, Boulder, Colo.).

These two d.,:uments (one an Executive Summary) are initial drafts
of a manua, designed to identify Federal postsecondary education planning
Issues and it: data that are needed to address those issues. The work,
sponsored ' y the National Center for Education Statistics (NOES) and
conducted by NCHEN1S, is expected to lead to the development of a
clearer framework for Federal posise...ondary data collection as a basis for
factlitating data coordination across 'he many Federal agencies which
collect data needed for postsecondary education planning.

14:2.2.178-2
State-Level Postsecondary Education Financial Reporting.
Richard H. Allen, 175 pp. (National Center for Higher Educa-
tion Management Systems. Boulder. Colo.).

This document liects the 'atus of State-level financial reporting
structures and of the NCI1EMS Higher Education Finance Manual ( 1975-11
expem.iture and revenue categories as of January I. 1978. The document
will be updated periodically by the combined efforts of the S:ate Higher
Education Executive Officers. the National Center for Education Statis-
tics. and the National ('enter for Higher Educ.!tion N1anageinent Systems.
It is intended to .issist St....agtricy staff in reading find understanding
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financial data from other S'ates and to highlight the areas in which adjust-
ments may need to he made before financial data can be used for inter-
state comparisons. the looseleaf biding is de .tined to facilitate updating.

14:2.2/77-1

Information Exchange Procedures for Major Research Universi-
ties, James Topping and Ed Myers, (National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems, Boulder, Colo.).

This handbook is a field review edition of a set of procedures designed,
in recognition of the complex interpene ations of the several functions of
major research universities. These procedures were developed by NCUEMS
in recognition that N('IIENIS Information Exchange Procedures (1976.1)
(lo not adequately describe the complex research institutions.

While this document has been carefully developed with the assistance
of an advisory committee front six major research universities, it has not
at this time been pilot tested for practical feasibility. Its purposes are
essentially the same as those of the NCIIEMS Information Exchange Pro-
cedures. 1See also: 14 2.2r7o) even though the approach to the task is
significantly different.

14:2.2/77-2
Lib:ar Statistical Data Base Formats and Definitions, Dennis
Jones. Maryann Ke% in Brown. .Anita McHugh, Ed Myers, and
Mary Haenselman. 349 pp. (National. Cen..r for Iligh:r
lion Management Systems, Boulder. Coio.).

The development of a library statistical data base I.; concentrated,
on the management information needs of public and academic libraries. In
this context, the data contained in the management information system
describes the environment, the overall resources, and the programmatic
acti.ties of :he library. The environmental data of the library includes
inforn,ition which describes the external s:tting of the library, the internal
mom/anon of the library. and the target group served by the library. The
overall resources of the library include four major types of data: collection
resource data, human resource data, financial data, and facility resource
data. Finally, the data concerning. programmatic activities, organizes the
library into major activity or functional areas. For each of these, a series
of measure categories are used to describe and evaluate the activity of the
library. These measures dewohe revenues/expenditures, personnel. facili-
ties. activities, users. and ,tits-dmesiperformance of each of th-.. activity
.1rC3S.
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The fraTework of information and the data set described provide
the library manager a more informed basis for I) internal decisionmaking
and planning. 2) comparison and communications, and 3) reporting to
external agencies and organizations. As such, the data base as outlined and
;)resented represents a first major effort to develop such a comprehensive
system. for academic and public libraries. Although changes and refine-
ments will be dictated through the practical application of the data base,
it provides an excellent beginning to a valLable management tool for the
individual library and library manager.

142.2/77-3
A Manual for Budgeting and Accounting for Manpower Re-
soukces in Postsecondary Education. Dennis P. Jones and
Theodore II. Drews. ()O pp. W.S. Gcvernment Printing Office.

Tins manual is the p4uct ut a 6-year joint effort by the National
(enterfor 1..ducation Statistic; (NOES) and the National Center for Higher
Lduca:ion Management Yysterns INCHEMS). While most institutions of
postsecondary education-6.) have marginally acceptable ,.ersonnel systems,
their capacity to acquire and use manpower r:sourcc J.aa is considerably
less well developed. Manpower resource data at- .host relevant in the
,otitext of planning and accountability. anu ;' as. als- the subject c f much
data exchange and reporting.

The manual descri-:.. in detail, the basic elements of an information
system designed to support the management of manpower resour,,..s in
institutions of postsecondary education. The system is compatible with

Proilrant Clavytlicatbm Structure and NCES's Educatunt
General /rot; rmatti m Survt..

14.2.2/77 4

The Outcomes Structure: An Overview and Procedures for
Applying It in Postsecondary Education Institutions. OsLar T.
Limning. pp. (National ('enter for Iligher Education Manage-
ment Systcn s. Boulder. ('olo.).

HIN doolment is designed specifically to describe practical uses of
the NCIITMS Structure for the ()incomes ut Postsecondan., Education

'%"".$) a.. well as detailed procedures for its implementation in instnn-
t!iiii

It provides an overview eat the structure and is very helptul to indi-
i.iduals wh,, wish to .)!ICr11 trainees with the structure' and its uses.
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14:2.2/77-5
Previous Attempts to .Structure Educational Outcomes and
Outcome-Related Concepts: A Compilation and Review of the
Literature, Oscar Lenning,i!National Center for Higher Educa-
tion Management Systems, Boulder, Colo.).

Over the years, there have been many attempts to structure and
ordei educational outcomes so that the relationships of Outcomes and
outcome-related concepts to one another with other factors can be clearly
shown. Establishing such relationships is an important aspect of both
planning and evaluation.

This document reviews the structural frameworks of more than 80
previous attempts to structure educational outcomes and related concepts.
It is useful to the planner who would like to consider different approaches
developed in differing contexts and it is, of course, extremely valuable to
the individual interested in conducting research on outcomes.

14:2.2/77-6
Program Classification Structure: Second Edition, Douglas 3.
Collier, 65 pp. (Technical Report 101, National Center for
Higher Education Management Zystems, Boulder, Colo.).

As the auther states in the introduction. "The Program Classifica-
tion Structure is a set of categories and related definitions which aws its
users to examine the operations of a postsecondary education ii ;3titution
as they relate to the accomplishment of the institution's objective. Specifi-
cally, the PCS is a logical framework for arraying information in a nier-
archical disaggregation of programs in which a program is defined as an
aggregation of act,vities serving a common set of objectives."

The first edition, published in 1972, represented the culmination of
two year's work by representatives of all sectors of higher education. It has
either been adopted directly, or adopted for specific purposes, by hun-
dreds of higher education institutions, by many State - level planning agen-
cies, by most Federal-level educational-planning agencies, and by institu-
tions in several foreign countries.

The second edition revises the original structure to accommodate
changes in the nature of planning and management that have accrued since
the early 1970's. It also recognizes the evolving nature of "postsecondary"
education as compared to the more traditional concept of "higher" educa.
'tion.
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14:2.2/77-7
State-Level Information Base, Dennis P. Jones, Anahid Katchian,
Marilyn McCoy, and Melvin D. Orwig, (Technical Report 85,
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems,
Boulder, Colo..).

This document represents an interim report of a major effort Pr the
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems working with
State higher education agencies to improve information bases for use in
postsecondary education planning at the State level. The document was
developed in its present form for pilot testing the prototype Statelevel
information base in at least five States. That pilot test should be com-
pleted during 1978.

The document addresses data requirements dedgctively from a
diverse set of planning issues which may be generally categorized as,
1) determining demand for postsecondary education, 2) ascertaining
required characteristics Jf the postsecondary education systeM 3) estimat-
ing resources, 4) financing, and 5) affirmative action.

14:2.2/76
Introduction In Information Exchange Procedures: A Guide for
the Project Manager, Gary S. Gamso and Allan L. Service,
I I pp. (Technical Report 76, National Center for Higher Edu-
cation Management Systei as, Boulder, Colo.).

The NCHEMS Information Exchange Procedures (IEP) are a stan-
dard set of data definitions and procedures for collecting data that may be
used.oy postsecondary education institutions to produce compatible infor-
mation useful both for comparison of internal activities and for exchange
and comparison with other campuses.

The set of information produced by those procedures includes
instructional outcomes and institutional cost and descriptive character-
istics data.

While NCHEMS advises against the use of IEP for State planning
and encourages the use of its State -Level Information Base Procedures
.cvcral States have and do use IEP with considerable satisfaction.

This document is intended to help the administrator by describing
briefly the Information Exchange Procedures and many related issues, and
by providing a guide to planning and organizing an IEP implementation
effort. If a decision is made to implement IEP the guide's documentation
and supporting software must be obtained.
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14:2.2/75-1

Higher Education Finance Manual, Douglas J. Collier, 159 pp.
(Technical Report 69, National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems, Boulder, Colo.).

The purpose of the Higher Education Finance Manual (HEFM) is to
facilitate the communication of financial data 'or purposes of planning
and management. The manual: 1) Describes the principles and practices
associated with higher education fund accounting so that the "layman"
can better unrstand fin.tncial data when presented in a fund accounting
format; 2) Provides uniform definitions and procedures for displaying and
repining those financial data used most often in higher education; 3) De-
scribes formats for the display a,,d reporting rf institutional financial data
that logically organize those data specifically for the needs of planning and
management; and 4) Provides explanations of the uses and limitations of
higher education financial data provided in those formats so users of the in-
formation will better understand its significance and how it can be applied.

The definitions of 'erms, accounting procedures, and data categories
set forth in HEFM are intentionally consistent with Audits of Colleges and
Universities published by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and College and University Business Administration pub-
lished by the National Association of College and University 13-siness Offi-
cers. NCHEMS is planning a publication dealing with State-level applica-
tions of HEFM.

14:2.2/75-2
Outcomes Measures and Procedures Manual, Sidney S. Micek,
Allan L. Service, Yong S. Lee, 335 pp. (Technical Report 70,
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems,
Boulder, Colo.).

This manual defir .5 a wide range of measures of the outcomes
(results or impacts) of postsecondary education institutions and their pro-
grams and suggests procedures for acquiring the data needed for each mea-
sure. An overview of the manual provides a context and procedures for its
use. Measures and procedures- are divided into three major categories:
student growth and development, new knowledge and art forms; and
community impact.

14:2.2/74

An Examination of Possible Statewide Applications and Exten-
sions of NCHEMS Program Classification Structure, Paul Wing
and Leonard Romney. (Technical Report 50, National Center
for Higher Education Management Systems, Boulder, Colo.).
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This reference book does exactly what its title impliessuggests
possible applications and extensions of NCHEMS Program Classification
Structure (1977-8) to statewide planning. In so doing, it touches upon
the sensitive question of the level of detail of which data are required for
statewide planning. The document does not purport to be a standard or a
policy statement. It is designed as a reference for those who wish to utilize
the Program Classification Structure at the State level.

See also: 9:6.0/A-5 Higher Education Prices arid Price Indexes, D. Kent
Halstead, 114 pp. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
(U.S. Governmeht Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

Higher Education Prices and Price Indexes: 1978 Supplement,
D. Kent Halstead, 48 pp. National Institute of Education, (U.S.. Govern-_
men t Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

16:1.3/77.3 A Structure for the Outcomes if Postsecondary Educa-
tion, Oscar T. Lenning, Yong S. Lee, Sidney S. 1v icek, and Allan L. Service,
72 pp. (National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, Boul-
der, Colo.).

19:1.4/71-1 Higher Education Facilities Planning and Management
Manuals, Harold L. Dahnke, Dennis P. Jones, Thomas R. Mason, and
Leonard C. Romney, tWestern Interstate Commission for Higher Educa-
tion, Boulder, Colo.).

3.0 ANALYSIS

14:3.0/77
The State Planning System Documents, Technical Reports
86-97, Roger Bassett, Ellen Cherin, Mark Chisholm, and Vaughn
Huckfeldt, (National Center for High2r Education Management
Systems, Boulder, Colo.).

While the primary purpose of these 12 volumes is to introdue,
describe, and comprehensively document the State Planning System, they
also serve as excellent general references for those interested in using
models in planning, even if they elect not to use the State Planning Sys-
tem. This entry stands alone: because all relevant worksof significance are
discussed and referenced. The volumes are organized as a cohesive, related
set of documents designed to provide the rea:ler with increasing levels of
detail. The numbering sequence suggests a reading order probably intended
by the authors. The executive-level planner seeking an overview is advised
first to read Technical Report 89.

Each of the volumes are separately annotated:
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Modeling and .."S. Technical Report 89 is designed for the executive-
level planner. The first section of this volume discusses the contributions
mathematical modeling can make to planning: reviews the major national
efforts to apply modeling to postsecondary education planning: provides
criteria for selecting a model; and discusses the major criticisms of model-
ing and directions for further development.

The second section reviews the efforts of eight individual States in
the ,:se of L.odels and provides a list of 17 criteria intended to guide State-
level and other model-users in the task of planning and evaluating agency
modeling efforts.

In the third section. the State Planning System is described as a
modeling tool. While not explicitly stated, the authors have attempted to
respond to the criticisms of modeling described in the first section. The
SPS offers to the planner with a modicum of analytical and computer staff
support, a complete system for designing a model to address a particular
problem. or set of problems. and for operating that home built model
using the SPS software. Implicit in this system is the notion that models
must he patterned to the specific decision problem.

Introduction to SPS, Technical Report 86 a,:quaints the user with:
(1) the purpose of the SE'S. (2) the typical internal calculations in an SPS
design, and (3) the report preparation capabilities of the SPS. and (4) the
NCLIEMS implementation policy for the SPS.

SPS General Training Manual, Technical Report 87 contains the
overheads used to support workshops and general training seminars on the
SPS.

SPS In-State Training Manual. Technical Report 88 contains the
overheads used in the training workshops conducted during implementa-
tion of the SPS.

Theoretical Concepts Used in SPS. Technical Report 90 discusses
the mat:iematical theory related to the optimization capabilities of the
SPS.

"'tidies, Technical Report 91 describes the SPS implemen-
tation experience of several States. This includes documentation of specific
design relationships for the SPS that deal with a specific policy issue or
question. This discuss. r includes procedures for developing a design.
information on coding a design for entry into the SPS, and examples of
various designs.

SPS Data Procedures. Technical report 93 specifies procedures for
Imating and preparing data for input to the SPS, discusses the use of the
SPS as a statistical tool for estimating parameter values as inputs to the
SPS, and notes certain national data sources useful to SPS users.

SPS Software Installation Guide, Technical Report 94 c stains the
technical information necessary for the installation and checkout of the
SPS on a new computer system. This includes information on the conver-
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sion that may he necessary in adapting the programs, copies of the test
decks and the expected output. and .1 discussion of the software procedures
necessary to run the SPS programs.

SPS Software Doc-umemation, Technical Report 95 contains the
programming conventions. flow charts, lists of variables, and computer
program listings for the SPS.

SPS Operation Guide. Technical Report 96 discusses the general
operating instructions for the SPS with an existing set of files, and the
procedures for creating new data. design. and con,rol tiles for use. with a
new design.

SI'S Summary Operating Instructions, Technical Report 97 contains
information about operating the SPS on a specific computer system for a
specific State.

11)9
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Planning
Issues, Theory, Reference

Kent Halstead

ffffff_g_g_g_gffffffff.ff.fffflff
Planning is the function of determining objectives and hcw

they are to be accomplished. From an organizational viewpoint,
planning is concerned with 1) setting goals and objectives; 2) fore-
casting the environment; and 3) determining the approach and,
methods to be used. Effectively employed, planning can be a
primary and dynamic management tool for producing desired
changes in an organization's direction, structure, and manner of
operation.

Implicit in all the literature selected for this bibliography is
that it is cseful and valuable in planning. Tnis section, under the
broad title, "Planning," deals with the theory and practice of
the process itself, together with related policy issues which direct
and guide planning. Also included are futuristic studies and in-
formative and statistical reference works which support planning.
All of the materials are general workscomposite volumes deal-
ing extensively with planning functions, issues, or reference
information. The subject matter of each volume is sufficiently
broad in every instance to preclude including the work in a more
specific topic area.

Issues and Policy Guidance. Plann .rs provide background
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and analyses to policymakers and in turn are guie:d by resulting
decisions. Inherent in planning, then, is the continuous study of
issues and their resolution. As a whole, these volumes are impor-
tant, although individual issues generally are not treated with
sufficient detail or concentrated focus to warrant inclusion
elsewhere within the bibliography. The many popular .compen-
diums of essays in higher education are excluded from this
bibliography; it is assumed readers can best select and judge
these references for themselves. Entries within this subtopic are
divided into general, State, and Federal-oriented issues and
policies.

Theory and Practice. The breadth of planning is so all-
encompassing that it is difficult to deal comprehensively with
the subject. The few "texts" on statewide planning methodology
and practice in higher education ate included here together
with various collections of c ntributed papers on planning
which cannot be classified more specifically. Entries discuss
various "how-to" planning techniques, problems planners en-
counter, and factors they should consider in planning. Several
of the entries also deal briefly with how. States can effectively
organize and staff for planning.

Trends and Forecast. Recognition of current trends and
perceptive insight into the future are complex, but necessary
ingredients of planning. Too often planning is guided by past
conditions and successes which may not apply in the future.
As few studies in this important area havi been conduct,..u,
entries may only marginally qualify as futuristic. However,
the,y represent the current state-of-the-art.

Reference. This subtopic includes general references
which provide planners with particular information. As refer-
ence works, tlic entries are comprehensive in scope, conuensed
in treatment, and arranged in order to facilitate ready access to
information. Included are statistical compilations, projections,
bibliographies, and directories, usually pertaining to the whole
of higher education. Agencies and organizations which provide
data and information services also are listed within this subtopic.

Planning and coordination are indispensably related and
mutually supporting functions. CoordMation, the more limited
of the two, establishes effective interrelationships and concerted
action, and is dealt with in a separate section (Topic 10; Gover-
nance and.Coordination). Also included' in Topic 10 are volumes
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dealing with how, to organize systems of higher education and
policies for governing systemstopicsclosely related to planning.

TOPIC ORGANIZATION

15: PlanningIssues, Theory, Reference
1.0 Issues and Policy Guidance

1.1 General
1.2, State Role
1.3 Federal Role,

2.0 Theory and Practice
3.0 Trends and Forecasts
4.0 Reference

4.1 Statistics and Information
4.2 Bibliography
4.3 Directory
4.4 Data Lnd Information Sources and Services

1.0 ISSUES AND POLICY GUIDANCE
1.1 General
See also Topic 12: Institutional Role and Mission, for related issues.

15:1.1/77.1
Leadership for Higher Education: The Campus View, Roger W.
Heyns, ed., 206 pp. (American Council on Education, Washing-
ton, D.C.).

This volume presents papers of campus leaders who share their prac-
tical experiences and their reflections about the -role of leadership. The
papers are short, about six pages, and organized under II topics, making
it easy to select entries of special interest.

For reference use of this volume, the table 'of contents, exclusive of
authors, is as follows:

1. On Becoming a Leader
The Presidency: A Personalist Manifesto
Cooperative Leadership
The President's Role

2. Making the Most of Faculty Leauership
Faculty Governance
Developing Faculty Leadership
Achieving BroadBased Leadership

. _
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3. Designing New Personnel Policies
Policies as Reflectors of Institutional Goals
New Policies for the PartTime Faculty
New Policies for Changed Institutions

4. Encouraging Voluntary Support
Encouraging Private Support
The Future of Voluntary Donations
The College Endowment Funding Plan

5. New Obligations to Students
Institutional Response to Students' Rights
A New Focus for Administrators

6. Balancing Student Retention and Academic Standards
Accommodating the Nontraditional Student
The Salisbury Experience

7. Planning New Departures in Curricula
Effective Education for the Unprepared
Outward Forms of Inward Values,
Curricula to Develop Conscience and Consciousness

8. Fitting Graduate Education to Society's Priorities
New Quality Ratings: A Force for Reform
Reassessing Graduate Education
Graduate Education as Liberal Education

9. Revising and Cutting Academic Programs
Doing Well and Less
Retrenchment: The Case at CUNY
Managing Under Depressed Funding

10. Responding to Federal Regulations
Implementing the Regulations
Educational Leadership,or Institutional Reflex?

I I. Influencing State Higher Ed cation Policies
Making the Case fo igher Education
How to Work with State Legislatures
The Higher Education Climate: Separating Facts from

Myths

15:1.1/77.2
Managing Turbulence and Change, New Directions for Higher
Education, No. 19, John D. Millett, ed., 100 pp. (Jossey-Bass,
San Francisco).

This c illection of seven essays explores the demographic. economic,
and social anges taking place or likely to take place in the next few years
and their ef.ect on academic planning. John D. Millett begins by exam-
ining the relationships among management, governance, and leadership in
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hen of 10 forecasted char ;es. The list deserves brief itemization. for the
following essays provide management and planning guidance responsive to
the present and future environment: falling enrollment of traditional age
groups, stable or declining demand for college graduates, reduced income
growth, decline of the research university, greater integration of learning
and work, increased concern with instructional outcomes, increased
attention to general education, new emphasis on continuing professional
education, greater attention to continuing general education, and rressure
on institutional costs.

Stephen Diesch sees signs of deterioration in the competence of
both students and faculty members which he interprets as a threat to the
effectiveness of higher education. Dresch explains the effects of enroll-
ment growth and changing age patterns on the structure and organization
of colleges and universities. More debatable are his observations regarding
possible declining levels of faculty quality.

Jack Freemi,1 reviews current planning imperatives, trends, and
problems. and suggests 12 principles to guide responsive planning. His
tirst principle effective planning revires strong executive leadership
and commitment is dominant and if observed would likely assimilate
others.

Ronald Rtwkens and Herbert Garfinkel describe five trends that
affect planning in the metropolitan envirom.,ent: urban blight-white
flight, suburban sprawl, "we want in," changed idea of relevance, and
the post-industrial society. They then look at specific ways in winch the
university should respond.

In ht -ssay titled -The Nev.. Clothes of Liberal Education." Robert
Sandin (1, .1hes the poverty of general education in terms of a thinning
and flattening of the curriculum, failures to achieve a common principle
of organization which brings unity out of the parts of education, declin-
ing enrollments, departmental rivalries, and failure to establish relevance
of general education for society. Ile advocates new models, consistent with
traditional ideals yet suited to present realities.

Two short essays conclude the volume, the first 1- v Sherman Jones
discusses faculty involvement in College and univet....y decisionmaking:
the second, by NhIlett, describes sonic. alternative missions for higher
education in a future environment.

15:1.1/75.1

Formulating Policy in Postsecondary Education: The Search for
Alternatives. John Hughes and Olive Milk. gds., 33S pp.
Ann:rican Council on I'ducation. Washington. D.C.).

As the last quarter in this century begins. diverse and Cls:,1plex proh
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lems and issues aie being experienced and anticipated for postsecondary
educ:ation, and the time for comprehensive review of circumstances and
policy options is at hand. In one such attempt. the American Council on
Education dedicated its 57th Annual Meeting (1974), to "the search for
alternatives.- The individual papers, perceptive and insightful as they are,
often fail to addresS the theme of "alternatives" and remain isolated
elements, even though their combined value is enhanced by organization
into 10 topic areas. More distinctive contributions by the authors would
have pro.ided the comprehensive coverage and focus on options sought.
Despite these shortcomings. the papers present much goon advice for
immediate and long-range policy formulation and decisionmaking.

Strategies for improving higher education management deal with
administration of equal employtixnt opportunity laws, the implications
faculty unionism has for institutional management, and how the common
law may plausibly affect facultyadministration relations in circumstances
of financial exigency. Papers on creative management deal with the task of
reconciling con,radictions, factoring the concept. and management as a
polo!cal process. In planning for the steady-state, commentary is made on
the low growth. high-inflation situation, required management talents,
and faculty resource management.

The topics address alternatives for financing higher education.
With regard to policy. contributors discuss current issues in fund raising,
the health and distress of institutional finances, and solutions to the
deteriorating financial position of private institutions. They also study
tuition in terms of the education market and the need for a national cost
adjustment factor for higher education. In examining student aid, one
writer concludes that the central objective of providing balanced financial
so,tenance for needy students is far from being achieved. Other contribu-
tors discuss the congressional strategy with regard to Title IV Federal
student assistance programs. grants for students based on their own
income. and differentiated aid programs for today's "emancipated"
students.

The third part 0. the volume .addresses strategies for imprcting pro-
grams in higher education. Major topics are: nontraditional programs,
statewide planning. credentialing of experience, and instructional
delivery system. In the final part four contributors speak to policy
issues in education public policy for a pluralistic system of higher educa-
tion. student assistance and civil rights (as viewed by a Congressman), the
search for alternatives. and the Administration's position.

15:1 1/75.2
Sponsored Research of the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Hucation. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. 397 pp.
I McGraw-f l ill Book ('o., New York).
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During the six years u! its -Istene,e, the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education made 'one of the most ,..!nprelien,ive studies of colleges
and universities ever attempted. To achieve appropriate coverage of the
broad subject areas under surveillance and to provide the factgathering

-and policyoriented data and analysis necessary for its findings, the Corn
inissioll encouraged and sponsored a great amount of research. Over 100
authotities and experienced observers were asked to bring their profes-
sional knowledge and'experietice to hear on subjects selected largely by
the (ommission. 'their efforts yielded not only an 8foot shelf of writings,
but a valuable digest ..)t. sponsored research reports. int'.:pendent studies.
and essays.

The Commission identified a number of priorities as vital hotlj to the
future of higher education and the purposes of our society. These priori-
ties serve as the major se (tonal headings in this volume: Looking at the
System, Diversity and Increasing Options. Preparing for the Future, Social
Justice, Service to Society, Quality, and Strengthening the Institutions.

The abstracts arc intewionally brief, three to four pages in length.
But 'this com;ilation will serve both those persons who wish to know the
central ideas ald al: ilytical approaches Of individual contributors, and
those who wish to have a broad overview of the Commission's research.
It is a logiL,t1 companion, therefore, to Digest of Reports of the Cdrnegie
Commission on lligher Education. which was published early in 1Q74.

15 1.1;74 1

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education: A Critical
Analysis of the Reports and Recommendations. Lewis B. May-
hew'. 44 I pp, (Jossey-Bass, San Francisco).

Summing up his feelings :liter having, read and attempted to digest
all the printed studies. reports. and policy statements of Re Carnegie
Commission, Lewis Mayhew refers to the 1971 TV commercial of' die
uncomfortahle man who. having completed an uncommonly large meal,
say. "I can't .believe I ate the whole thing!" He had several reasons for
his gigantic effort. He designed each of the chapters in the book to
epitottnie one of the public:I.:oils of the 'oniniission in sat-it:tent detail
that the substance can he used safely by a readet who never extained
the original report." In addition to this summary of main j :nts,Proiessor
NIal..hew critiques the repints, trying to "gauge the real or potential impact
ot the work ut the Commission on '!ie nature. structure, functioning. and
significance of American higher education " more ri,-2,1 50
ranging from ielatively few pages to almost a thousand pages are ,:urn-
pressed in this img.e volume.

The survey Is orgamted into 10 chapters. The fir's( and last. "Con-
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text and Themes- and "Significance and Impact." are editorials. In the
first chapter. Mayhew reviews the history of national efforts to st.idy
higher education and the manner in which the Carnegie Commission
represents the most .comprehensive organized attempt ever made to por-
tray the condition tit higher education, to analyze its components. and to
indicate probable and desirable directions for future development. More
Importantly, he identities the Commission's central themes such as belief
in the validity of traditional values and techniques of education. and a real
but cautious egalitarianism that justifies Federal involvement in higher
education to ensure that minority and disadvantaged groups ate provided
equal access. In the last ch..er Nlayhew attempts to gar-^e the impact of
the Carneg4: Commission', ,vork, specifically valiou Jetailed policy
recomi-cndations. Although It iS too early fJ make definitive st;ifeinents
as to the impact the full of fort has had on the course of higher education,
Mayhew has interesting commentary on the availability add use of the
reports by faculty and key administrative officers. While boards of trus
tees ". . were interested in particular recommendations they did not
reveal deep awareness of the provisions of any of the reports." This lack
of detailed knowledge is probably commonpla,e and suggests the value of
Nlayliew's volume as well as the three summary volumes issued by the
Commission.

In chapter 2. "Policy Statements.- the 21 Commission reports are
critically reviewed. beginning with a capsule summary of the major themes
:Ind various policy posture.... The remaining chapters critically survey the
,9onsored research of the Carnegie Commission under the titles: Types
and Examp16. ul Institutions, Organization and Goverliance, Reflections
on Higher Education, Education for the Professions. Financing Higher
Education. General Reports, and Future Trends. The digest of each study.
comprising five to seven pages. presents main observations. evaluates them
in the light of generall:, available knowledge about higher education. and
suggeits implications. Few surpass Mayhew's ability to glean so much sub-
stance in such a sur-ey

15:1.1/74.2
A Digest of Reports of the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education, Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. 399 pp.
(McGraw -Hill Book o.New York).

Th. publication makes available digests of the 21 reports the Com
mission itself has issued from 1968 through 1973. Typically, these reports
have presented ;nformation and analysis in some detail and have included
sp,:citic recommendations or objectives. The digests, each about 10 pages.
concentrate oil general. (rends and conclusions, necessarily skipping the
supporting analysis and documentation that make the Commission studies
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so rigorous and convincing. The summaries are excellent. however, and
shoidd encourage consultation of the hull reports.

The Commiss'ar's recominenuat:ons are arranged in two ways. First,
the fully stated recommendations are orfanized according to the persons.
agenc'n, and institutions most- directly affected by them and most likely
to he able to implement them. The Coint1,ission cautions. however, that
action on man:: of the recommendat ns requires the concerted efforts of
many different people: Second. the recommendations,in abbreviated form.
are indexed by nearly ISO subiect headings.

See also the fir al report *it the Carnegie Commission. Pri(viries fig-
Acti,,,t. IS:! '73-2.

151.1/74-3
Highe: Education and the Steady' State. 1:RIC/Higher Education
Research R:nort No. 4. L'irry L. Leslie and Howard F. Miller.Jr.. 5 pp. (Arnerk.in As,ociation fcr Higher Education. Wash-
ington. D.C.).

Pus paper dis,usses the no-growth or steady state into which we
appear to he entering and its implications for higher education. The
overview quoted nelow describes the contents succinctly.

Chapter 2 defines the steady state, tells what is corm
moldy meant by the phrase and demonstrates that it is already
largely a reality, This chapter shows that whether enrollments
or institutional income is the criterion, no growth is an appro-
priate decriptor. Chapter 3 places the no-growth phenomenon
inits broader perspective. Provided here is a means for viewing
present enrollment trends in an historical light. From this
vantage point. 't can he observed readily that there have been
other such lulls in hiOier education enrollments, but that the
general pattern over time has been one of constant growth.
From this historic.' view, the genesis of a theoretical concept
emerges. Further clues for this concept are taken from eco-
nomic theory. The ,neoretical concept that emerges in Chap-
ter 3 is labeled tr2nsverse progression the concept that, overall.
growth must continue to occur in ,cssential social systems so
long as the society itself continues to progress, as opposed to
decay. At the 'eptini..g of Chapter 4 Mere emerges from this
concept a framework for analyzing how an essential social
system. such as higher education, is able to right itself in a
period of decline anal apir: begin m show growth. This
analytic framework is the structure for examining what will
occur in higher education as enrollments decline. th,:t is. as
innovations are produced in attempts to reverse the do rnward
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enrollment trend. The five categories of the framework, or
kinds of innovations, derive from Schurnpeter's Theory of
Econcnic Development. They are (1) the introduction of new
products, (2) the introduction of new production methods.
(3) the opening of new markets, (4) the employment of new
supplies of productive factors, and (5) the reorganization of
the enterprise. Utilizing this framework, Chapter 4 presents
the heart of the paperthose facets of higher education that

are lik ly to be affected :1 the steady-slate era, and how. This

chapter is sub-divided into scaions corresponding to the five

elements of the framework, i.e., the live ways institutions can
and will respond to de. :lining enrollments and the five areas of
activity and concern within higher education during this

period of readi,:stment. Cha?ter S concludes with a brief sum-
thrce caveats, and some forecasts as to how higher edu

cation will fare in its attempts to maintain a constant growth,

a "dynamic equilibrium." It is shown that institutions will
seek ,to grow in new as well as traditional ways and that
ulninately efforts will he aimed at qualitative as well as quan-
titative growth.

15:'.1/73-1
Goals 1' Higher Education: Definitions and Directions, ERIC/
Higher Education Rest..arch Report No. 6, David A. Trivett,
61 pp. (American Assnciatiun for Higher Education, Washing-
ton, D.C.).

In 1973 the National Commission on the Financing ofPosvecGodary
Education asked the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
Clearinghouse on Higher Education for a summary of higher education
goals. Cuncluding that the concise statement sought by the Commission
did m.1 reside in any single report or survey, ERIC respond.ed with this
paper.

The concept of goals is defined initially and includes the following
working definition. "Goals can he 'defined as desirable conditions sought,
expressed in broad, qualitative terms, representing conditions that may be
only partially att4inable. They are distinguished from objectives, which
represent specific ends that may serve as measuring points for progress
toward goals.'

Next, several historical statements of goals are presented. focusing
especially on the Truman Commission's Higher Education .jOr American
Democracy. Goal statements promulgated by several State departments of
higher education are given and ccmpared. Recent task foice documents.
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such as the Newman report and Carnegie Commission studies, theit are
survey ' and appraised. The penultimate chapter examines three inter-
national documents that set son,e unusually value-centred goals for their
respective countries. Finally, some speculative conclusions are offered
about current and future goals for higher education,

Certainly' the most singularly creative background established for
developing goals is that found in .4 Future of Choices by the r.'ommis-
sion on Educational Planning of the Alberta Cabinet Commttiee u:
Education, The 'orume's underlying framework of absr:actions rep:e
sent,: the goals the Commission pursues. The framework begins with four
basic ideals which are prop,.ced in order to generate answers to questions
such as, "What is to be our vision for education in Alberta ? ":

1 A futureperspective that etnbodies the belief that we must
alter the timebias in education toward the future:
life-long learning, a commitment to extend eilit:ation on a
continuing, :hough intermittent, basis throughout the life-
times of each citizen. according to individual needs and
desires,

3. faith in participatory planning to harness the resources and
will of Alberta so that the difficulties inherent in this
educational transition may be surmounted;
development of socially sensitive. autonomous individuals
and unequivocal support for their right to exist in an environ-
ment that will encourage personal growth to the fullest extent
of their capabilities.

In addition to the four ideals, the Commission reports 10 "Guiding
Principles.- which are the characteristics of a desirable education system
as the were articulated by Albertans in hearings and presentations to the
Commission:

I I 'Ele educational system should tie :4L, table: 2) Educational
experiences should be relevant to both cur realities and future proba-
bilities. 3) Various aspects of the educational ...nterprise should coordinate
with each other and with other aspects of societ,-; 4) Diversity in educa-
tional experiences and organization should be encouraged: 5) The educa-
tional system should achieve maximum efficiency with minimum effort
and expense, 6) Education should be available on a just and fair basis
with equality' of output or similarity in achievement and effect: 7) All
those affected should determine the policy fol education; 8) Educational
activities should he related to the needs, aspirations and rights of the
uidividual;'r) Die educational system should strive for excellence in every-
thing that is undertaken. i0) Education should facilitate human communi-
cation and social integration necessr..y for collective action to sustain
persor tl growth.
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15:1.1/73-2
Priorities for Action: Final Report of the Carnegie Commission
on High r Education, Carnegie Commission on Higher Educa-
tion, 243 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York).

Established in 1067, the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
issued 21 special reports in its 5-year study of higher education. From the
hundreds of suggestions ar.d recommendations made by the Commission.
this final report selects a few key priorities as a framev.-)rk for its summa-
tion. They are: clarification of purposes, preservation and enhancement of
quality and diversity. advancement of social justice, enhancement of con-
structive change. achievement of more effective governance, and assurance
of resouro. .nd then more effectiv, use. The rriorities for action chosen
b) tne Commission are those the.. believe to be of greatest importance for
the foreseeable future and that n !sit they. costs.

The Commission recognizes sonic unwise directions taken by col-
leges and unlversities, e.g., lowering of teaching standards and processing
many graduates without regard to the needs of society, and urges the
higher education community to convene for a basic discussion of purposes.
They believe there should be some new aspirations, some new visions. The
Commission's own suggestions fur the purpose of higher education -to
evaluate society for the benefit of its self-renewal --appears a response to
lus new direction.

The Commission sees the steady state of enrollment as an oppor-
tunity for emphasis on quality and makes recommendations in the areas
et' research, teaching, curriculum reform, campus environment, service,
unique institutions. effective size, and academic standards. Of most im-
portance to faculty and students is the Commission's recommendation
that "there should be equal reward for teaching as for research, except for
research at the highest levels of competence."

Thomas Jefferson recognized that education could "bring into
action that mass of talents which lies buried in poverty in every country."
This aspiration has not been realized. The Commission provides statistics
showing underrepresentation of minorities at alt levels of higher education.
The ,ceps recommended to extend opportunity are to create enough open
access places, to improve old and create new alternative channels of life
and work, !o /inan :e student costs, c.ljust the postsecondary system to
accommodate students from a wider variety of backgrounds, and to re-
cruit into faculty and administrative positions more women and more
members of minority groups.

The Com,aission lists forces for and against change. recommends
that higher education should take the initiative in determining its own
tutor ". and then lists various forms in which constructi.:e change might take
place in the areas t31 student educational options, institutional diversity.
and educational enrichment. The -Commission also advances a warning.
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"The most important single issue about change, is whether it will come
primarily from internal leadership or whether it will be impoSed more
totally from external sources.**

New shocks are in store for the governance higher education
resulting from collective bargaining. politicalization. resurgence of student
activism, and the glacial spread of public control. The Commission be-
lieves that highef education is inherently difficult to govern but believes
the present struct.zes are adequate. Rather than any basic reform the
Commission favors improvements in 13 areas.. The recommendations
include the encourai-:ment of the States to use broad instruments for
coordination, the ,reservanon of strong and independent boards of
trustees, the delq,ation of basic influence over academic matters to
faculties, and the greater involvement students, e.g.. by serving as
voting members of selected committees.

The Conunission advocat:s a 2 pronged search for better use of re-
sources and augmentation of resources. Major ways of holding down costs
are summarized and suggestions listed on how to increase income through
Federal, State. taition, and philanthropic sources.

The most difficult to follow of the Commission's precepts is that in
order to obtain greater public support, higher education must demonstrate
to the satisfaction of the public tha: it< '',,poses are essential (emphasis
added). "Not only has higher education lost a degree of public support in
recent years, but it is now in a more competitive position vis:avis other
national priorities."

The Cominv:sion concludes with specific recommendations for
action from the States, the Federal Government, colleges and universities,'
parents, students, and employers. References, technical notes. and appen-
dix tables and charts occupy over half the volume.

15: 1.1:7 1

Report on Higher Education, Frank Newman, et al.. U.S.
Department of Health. !:du,..W:,n. and Welfare. Office of
Education, 13(1 pp. 1I S. Ciovernmer! Printing Office,
Washington. D.C.

the descripto.: and analv heal portions of this 1971 report are now
well known by observers of higher educ. kluch of the work done by
the Newman Task Force has been subsequcntly s tidied in greater detail
by the Ca Aegie Commission. The 'Task Force's approach was unique in
ex'amitung the inadequacies ul the higher education system in the light
of the needs of society and the diversity of students entering college.
The Task Force's recommendations on how the system can better match
public interests ther;:tore remain significant guides.
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The Task Force was disturbed by trends toward uniformity in our
institutions, growing bureaucracy, overemphasis on academic credentials,
isolation of students and faculty from the world -in general, a growing
rigidity and uniformity of structure that made higher education reflect
Tess and less the interests of society. Their advice was to seek through an
intensive national effort new forms of !earning and new institutions, in
effect. alternative paths to an education.

The suggested new direct'..,as are

Create conditions under which new educational enterprises
can he founded and can endure. The new enterprises might
take the form a single specialized miss.on, use at an educa-
tional format other than .the classroom lec.ttire. employment
of diversified facility acceptance of experience as a legitimate
part of formal education, or use of a different concept of what
constitutes a campus.

2) Establish specific funding programs to encourage these i.ew
enterprises.
Change the composition of established accrediting organiza-
tions to include representatives of the public interest; and
reduce reliance. by Federal and State governments on
these .2stahlislied organizations for determining eligibility for
Federa' support.

4) Improve the attractiveness of careers in higher education to
secure energetic, imaginative individuals who are capable of
reform and innovation.

5) ILtit -the academk: lockstep and reconstitute admission stan-
dards transfers, and attendance patterns so as to accommo-
date diverse student interests and needs. -

) Establish new resources for off-campus education in communi
ties so that individuals :ind groups can find then. own way to
an education.
Develop ekiiiivalency examinations so that individuals can re-
ceive credit for skills and knowledge acquired in a 0.iriety of
Ways. Further it is proposed that new degree-granti. stitu-
tions be established which could not only adminisie, these
examinations but Aso grant degrees.
Establish regional television colleges whose mission would he
to develc, and provide higher education through the medium
of television. In conjunction with these resources. encourage
the development of tutorial "faculty and learning "clinics"
..t colleges organii, LI to provide specialized services and pool
rest) 11 ,:e

Creak. conditions that encourage maximum mitratIv at the
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individual campus, in directions leading toward publicly estab-
lished objectives.

10) :-.Revise the organizational structure of higher - education sys-
tems in order to provide the greatest opportunity for on-
campus leadership, and to minimize the interference of politi-
cal bodies with detailed operations.

II) Increase the use by State governments of the project grant
method of funding to encourage responsiveness to changing
problems in society. Also State and Federal governments
should- provide funds to institutions in the form of grants
that accompany certain categories of students.

12) Expand the opportunities for young people to engage in mean-
ingful tasks outside college.

13) Diversify the faculty by leavening with practitioners who are
outstanding in their jobs.

14) More effectively meet the specific needs of minority students
and achieve equity for women.

15) Strengthen and differentiate the missions or our higher educa-
tion institutions by courses of action proposed.

1.2 State Role

See dit. Topic 10: Governance and Coordination, for role of State from
these two ..-7ects.

15:1.2/77

The Added Dimension: State and Land-Grant Universities Serv-
ing State and Local Government, lone Phillips, 96 pp. (National
Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges,
Washington, D.C.).

Founded by public initiative and with public funds, the educational
mission of State universities and land-grant colleges has always beet.
broader than that of other types of higher zdt.:_ation institutions. Public
service has been and continues to be the added dimension. Despite this
inherent responsibility and the growing needs among citizens and State
governments for public !ervices of an educational nature, the leadership
and liaison required for effective interaction has not been developed. In
order to more clearly understand an0 thereby encourage what universi-
ties are doing to assist governit :nt, the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC) conducted a survey of
member universities. This publication deals with results of the survey as
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well as an overview of State and land-grant university public service activi-
ties geared toward government needs. It features, in addition, a number of
in-depth descriptions of some of the more extensive programs underway
across the country.

In looking at the problems in building communication channels
between government officials and their public universities. five major
problems are identified: ' I ) organizational difficulties in securing scholars'
cooperation, (2) incentives for faculty to participate. (3) understafting of
existing information transferring organizations, (4) incongruency between
crisis-oriented needs of legislators and long-range research of universities.
and (5) unavailability of funding. Money problems. as in most other
instances, far outstripped any other facto: as a primary barrier, according
to the survey participants.

Based on survey results, news releases from universities, and personal
interviews, the types of services which universities seem to he providing
most effectively for government include: publication of special reports on
topical issues; sponsorship of ietuinars, workshops and short courses for
government officials; development of evaluation tools for use by various
units of government in assessing their service:: publication of business and
econoi..;,: reports dealing heavily with the effect of various factors on the
State's economy; and contract research on topics spec:tied by govern-
mental units.

A short chapter describes the site and scope of technical service
units at institutions responding to the NASULGC survey. Subjects-covered
include the bud;:t range of service units, staff size, types of services. the
critical role of contract research. State obligations. solving specific prob-
lems, seminars and training programs. Three chapters study ir come detail
the successful service operations of Tennessee's Institute of Public Service,
the Pennsylvania Technical Assistance Program of the Pennsylvania State
University. and five ur venties that provided technical services through a
school or college as an adjunct to student education. The programs of
these institc!ions can serve as models for States which are looking for
guidance in developing effective Government service programs.

15:1.2/76.1
Information and Analysis in the Context of Institutional-State
Relationships: The Tie that Divides Us. William Johnston,
Proceedings of the I')7() National Assembly. 133 pp. ( National
Center for Higher .F.ducation Management Systems. Boulder.
Colo )

This volume ;ontains the views of a diversified group of spokesmen
on the use and value of information and analysis in strengthening com-
munication between institutions of higher education and State govern-
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meats. Ten papers are presented. starting with the State's perspective as
seen by Richard Lamm. Governor of Colorado, and ending with Martin
Kramer's yiewson the role of the Federal Gover.imentthe-third party to
institutionalState relationships.

Governor Lamm charges higher education with the task of providing
much of the creativity which this society will need to survive in the years
ahead. The people he says, create "universities and colleges not primarily
for the purpose of taking action. . but for searching and promoting
truth through the fair combat of ideas." John Oswald, president of Penn-
sylvania State University, continues this theme by arguing that the State's
first responsibility to institutions of higher education is "to preserve,
nurture, and promote those human resources of intellect which will bene-
fit the human condition, both of society and of the individual." Both
leader; ad- ,,ate lofty ideals. yet the education community remains
margin committed and less than fully productive in searching for
truth that benefits the human condition. Oswald believes part of the
Name remains with the Slate winch has failed to find out what is going
on and /wt.: much is going on and its commensurate value.

Ilanrld llodgkinson presents some selected demographic trends with
implication to higher education planning: the decline in the 18.24 yearold
population aPer 1980. net decline in family income among minority
groups in comp.,rison with white income since 1971, the increasingly early
sexual maturity ot females. and the decline in public confidence in Ameri-
can inst., utiuns. Ile then looks at the issue of credentials and observes that
it they continue to he based on grades and grades are not functionally
r :levant to success in American life, then planners have a very real problem.

In C!scusstng the mission. rot , and :cope of community and junior
Idmund Gleater talks enthusiastically about an expanding interest

in providing educational opportunities and services which will require new
descriptor,. a new terminology. and an adaptive structure. Ile states that
the needs 01. society tot energy. transportation. lower crime rates, im-
proved he.n.li service adequate food supply. clean air and water, etc..
11.!v... educational components .,vhich. if properly addressed. can to time
reduce the dollar requirement for the problem area.

three members of NCI IEN1S, John Chaney, Ben Lawrence, and
Or.sig, begin the section on information and analysis in the context

iii inititutionalSlate relationships, with a discussion of philosophical-
iunsdi,tional iisues. operational issues, and technical issues. They believe
!hat a ioie det initive. causative relationship will develop between infor-

sursphc.: and policy formulated and implemented. In time this will
..1!.4ter s!lt.p,:ratiun between Statelevel agencies and institu-

tion, Ir. shaping intormalion needs.

In discussing the quest for increased productivity. John Keller brings
wir tt ill to an important volume, Measuring and lnereasii;g Academie
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Productivity, edited by Bob Wallhaus. In describing the difficulties in-
volved in relating the value of outputs to inputs, he uses some everyday
experience analogies to assist planners in developing the type of thought
processes required in analyzing alternative marginal expenditures so as to
maximise cost-effectiveness.

In l%5 President Lyndon Johnson announced that the United
States Government was adopting program budgeting. In 1971, that order
was quietly discontinued. George Weathersby discusses the potentials of
analytical approaches to educational planning and decisionmaking, saying
that it is very difficult to identify and to document different decisions that
have been made primarily on the basis of analysis. From his personal expe-
rience he knows of no systematic study of the types and sources of infor-
mation used by key legislators or members of governing boards in reaching
their decisions.

Morgan ()dell presents a 7point agenda with regard to the kinds of
information about independent colleges that the States need to have, but
he cautions that the independents are already accountable in many ways
and should not he made to reveal certain types of institutional information.

fsvo short papers conclude the volume. The first, by Donald McNeil
discusses the function. responsibilities. and information requirements of
statewide agencies, and lastly Martin Kramer focuses on the Federal Gov-
ernment as the third party to institutio"al.State relationships.

15:1.2/76.2
The States and Higher Edit( ation: A Proud Past and a Vital
Future. and commentary Sup element, Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching. 94 and 66 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San
Francisco).

In examining the complex interrelations between the States and
higher education. this relatively short commentary by the Carnegie Foun-
dation will challenge State officials to absorb and respond to the numerous
and comprehensive observations and recommendations nude. The Supple-
ment. providing more descriptive detail, is slower paced, but both volumes
still require methodical reading and analysis for maximum value. State
ranking measurements accompany most observations, which, for at least
the lower ranking States. establish the reality of disparities and should
prompt remedial action.

After brief recognition that "higher education in the United States
has been comparatively effective in both quantitative and qualitative

terms. the Carnegie Foundation quickly points out the major problem
areas Despite the great expansion of the 1960's. some surplus facilities in
teadiertraming and Ph.1) output still remain. relative to the current level
or et fective demand. fheie is greater imbalance. however. in the delicien
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zees thlit remain In some States which have failed to provide a well-rounded
system. These deficits are in open access spaces, State scholarship pro-
grams, area health education centers, and health science centers.

The Foundation expresses doubt that some States have both the
capacity and "le desire to undertake improvements in higher education.
A new index or State fiscal capacity is presented which combines. on an
equal weighting basis, the Influences of per capita income, unemploy-
ment. and the degree to which tax resources have already been utilized.
Tax capacity is an important attribute In appraising State financing of
educate in and rhe Foundation's measurements should he evaluated in
comparison with otner efforts based on different approaches, e.g.. see
11-0 0'7S.

The Foundation sees five 'ralor problems which lie ahead: (1) how
to maintain dynamism without gv)wth. (2) how to avoid parochialism as
the indi.tdual States become a greater source of funds and policy. (3) how
to .11pport the private sector while maintaining its independence. (4) how
to get accountability by higher education without stifling it with detailed
regulation, and (5) how to balance the public interest against the need for
institutional autonomy in academic areas of decisiunmaking. Recommen-
dations are tirade in each of these areas and later sections of the report
provide descriptions of current patterns and observations.

The supplement contains a great deal of useful descriptive informa-
tion about the States and higher education. Statistical information about
support-o1 higher education is presented for all fifty States. .'roposals to
define institutional State relationships and responsibilities are summarized.
In addition, the supplement contains orgamiation charts for 10 States and
descriptions of the relation ot 202 C mmmscions to other State hoards.

15:1.2/75
Education and the State. John F. Ilughes. cal..275 pp. ( American
Council on I'duLat Washington, D.('.).

Crider the rather loose rubric of Education and the State'' this
collection it 11 papers arid additional associated commentaries are organ-
lied under lour Ovine% education goals and their financing. equalizing
educat tonal pistice, management and governance in higher education. and
educational rennin and innovatio 'Maw; of the papers deal with the
tindmo it the Carnegie Commissio. on Higher Education and were written
h. contributors to the Conumssio... . reports themselves.

Fire less tormal commentaneti trequently appear more creative than
the papers I:or example, I aura Bornholdi reminds us that John Rawls and
Chnstophor Jencks ".,..old challenge the starting point of both initial papers
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by insisting that setting goals for higher education should not be attempted
without setting some intermeshing goals for changing society itself. Another
example is Harold Enarson taking exception to assertion that a contin-
ued shift in the share of enrollment to the advantage of the public sector
is somehow bad. The response of most commentators, however, is positive
and supplementary. Robert Hartmen, for example, recognizes the paper
by Allan Cartter and the longer Carnegir Commission report which it sum-
marizes as, " . . . the most lucid and comprehensive game plan for higher
education that we have," then proceeds with "friendly criticism."

In other areas, Virginia Smith summarizes the problems of coordina-
tion among postsecondary institutions to meet the needs of metropolitan
constituencies, especially governmental units and agencies. Suggestions are
offered to help colleges define and achieve their urban mission, with pri-
mary attention given to established institutionspublic and privatein
downtown and near-downtown areas of our larger and older cities and
metropolitan areas. Earl Cheit gives thorough and comprehensive treatment
to the "system" approach to the management of higher education with an
informative summary of both the intended and unintended consequences
of management systems, James Perkins develops persuasively the thesis
that it is difficult to coordinate decisions between the university and the
government because no effective decisionmaking process exists within
either. But Ernest Boyer responds that Perkins' analysis also bespeaks lack
of leadership as well as coordination and suggests that the central problem
rather than being, "How can we coordinate?" is, "Is anybody in charge?"

The other papers on rvernment strategies for educational reform
and innovation, the faculty and the government, and legislative attitudes
are also excellent. One wishes only that the essence of each work could be
abstracted from t. e extended rhetoric (somehow believed necessary for
public presentation I and made more widely available in condensed firm.

15i1.2.171

The Capitol and the Campus: State Responsibility for Post-
secondary Education, Carnegie Commission on Higher Educa-
tion, I 56 pp. ( McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York).

As with so many Carnegie Reports, this one on State responsibilities
tor planning and providing higher education is packed with information.
The book deals mainly with the State's role in providing postsecondary
education to its citizens. The chapters are short and tightly written: sum-
mary listings are used in some instances as an effective substitute for what
would likely be a longer narrative text. The chapiers deal with the follow-
ing: the goal .and the issues. nature of State responsibility, the Governor-
legislature and higher education coordination and planning, comparison of
State effort. the State and the non-resident student, the State and private
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institutions, public and private tuition levels, public funds for private
higher education, public accountability and institutional independence,
and conclUsions. Student resident and migration data and State financing
statistics appear in the appendices.

While it has-been several years since the Commission's recommenda-
tions have been published, most are still relevant and States should heed
them, particularly those-States.which are singled out as failing to meet
minimum standards. The Commission recommends that more States
follow Wisconsin and Florida in making special grants to private institu-
tions in support of medical and other professional schools. The Commis-
sion proposed that approximately one third of the cost of educating a
student at a State institution he awarded to a student choosing to attend
a private college The issue of accountability in relation to both public and
private institutions is also discussed and the report makes a case for institu-
tional independence and autonoiny and suggests guidelines for achieving
them.

- Of particular importance is the Commission's concern with the grow-
ing dominance of governors over higher education in several States and
the development of heavy-handed regulatory councils. Also, States will
want to take a closer look at their financial support status as indelibly
spelled out in the Commission's rankings. For most States, the record
shows I1-.'le improvement.

A number of appendices provide a wealth of d:.ta relating to the sub-
jects cored in the study-,

15: 1.2/70

State Officials and Higher Education: A Survey of the Opinions
and Expectations of Policy Makers in Nine States, Heinz Eulau
and Harold Quinley, Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.
209 pp. I McGriw-Hill Book Co., New York).

This survey concerns the manner in which "legislators and certain
State executive officials perceived the problems and issues of higher edu-
cation, their attitudes toward various aspects of higher education and
their expectations of future development.- The selected States include
five with complex educational systems -California, Texas, Illinois, New
Yore.. and Pennsylvania and four with less complex systems- Iowa, Kan-
sas. Kentucky. and Louisiar :. Those Interviewed were State execut.ves and
legislators andfstaff members most intimately ennected with legislation
or appropriations for higher education. The survey consists of the respon-
dents' views. with the authors giving only occasit,nal appraisal and evalua-
tion. The respondents' opinions are organised into nine topics: Prospects
and Problems. Information Pressures, Control and Oversight in Higher
Education. Financing Higher Education. Legislators and Academicians,
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The Junior College Phenomenon, Student Unrest: Causes and Cures,
The University and Society, and Planning the Future.

Most officials, it appears, thought "things" had be&I gown well 'in
their States, and each compared his own State's educational system favora-
bly with those in other States. This is a natural and expected response
from leaders charged with responsibility for their State's educational prog-
ress, but it is also clear, from the range of achievements among States for
a variety of quality indicators, that too few rigorous comparisons were
being made. A number of California respondents agreed that their State
was losing ground to New York. However, few States with less favorable
environments expressed the kind of dissatisfaction that might be expected
from a lower ranking status. far

Often of key importance in a State's success was the idiosyncratic
influence of personality. In a number of States an energetic and capable
Governor was credited with large-scale innovations and improvements in
higher educatiiin. In at least one other State, a Governor had emerged who
w .., trying to reduce the university's budget .,id influence.

Positive appraisals typically were expressed in terms of increased
appropriations. However. real progress is ill-defined by total dollar in
creases and knowledgeable legislators Might have been less enthusiastic
it aware of the eroding effects of inflation and enrollment on increasing
funding. This illustrates one pervasive dilemma mentioned by legislators
a lack of relevant information about their colleges and universities, and in
many cases. not so much the absence of knowledge as incomplete or inac-
curate information. Most respondents indicated, however, that the public
did not demand muchsinformation from them on higher education and
that the subject had low pditical salience.

I. 3 Federal Role

1 S:1.3/78
Government Regulation of Higher Education. Walter C. Hobbs,
ed., 128 pp. 13ailinger Publishing Cambridge, Mass.).

This book examines the development of government regulation of
higher .tltication from the perspectives of the legal scholar, the university
president. the university lawyer, the government lawyer, the university
Affirmative Action officer, the professional association's watch-dog of
government activity, and the statesman-scholai.of higher education.

There are tw.o sides to every question and:the essays respond with
what is ,,tiod and what is poor in government regulation of academe. More
particularly , the issues of interest are debated as framed by such questions
as "What are the regulatory agencies seeking to accomplish? Is that legiti-
mate' Is It wise' loW.arethe,: going about their tasks. i.e.. what are their
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methods, and what is their competence? What are the probable conse-
quences to academe? And what is, what can be and what should be higher
education's response?"

In the introductory chapter, Hobbs describes the long history of
law's involvement in academic affairs and outlines the theory of the most
recent expression of legal intervention, the regulatory process. Robben V!.
Fleming, a labor lawyer as well as-president of the University of Michigan.
finds a major tension in the, inevitability of government regulation vis-a-vis
the enormously complex diversity of U.S. higher education. However, he
suggests reason for hope in the possibility of self-regulatory systems in
colleges and universities, coupled with incentives to institutions to develop
effective dispute-resolution procedures that would diminish the necessity
of government regulation.

Ernest Gellhorn and Barry B. Boyer, students of administrative law
and practicing academic administrators, provide a detailed review of. the
major elements of the regulatory process as applied to academe. They
believe that a right spirit will find opportunity as well a, threat in the
regulatory process. In the concluding essay, Stephen K. Bailey agrees that
a governthent must strike a balance between constraints that would cripple
higher education's critical social function and a deference that would lead
to unjustified license.

Estellet A. Fishbein and Robert L. Ketter clearly disagree. Neither is
persuaded that government regulation, especially as it is presently enforced,
is either wise or necessary i!. higher education. Fishbeir., general counsel to
a major private university, believes the disruptive effects of government
procedural requirements alone would be disturbing enough, but the sup-
pressive effect of government involvement in the exercise of intellectual
judgment has, in her view, worked inordinate damage to the nation's
colleges and universities. Ketter, president of a r..ujui State universi:y,
catalogs a lengthy serits of '.L.triments which he suggests government
regulation visits upon academe.

Alfred D. Sumberg, watch-dog of government action on behalf of
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), returns the
discussion to more conciliatory tones; addressing the regulatory issue from
the perspective of its implications for the academic occupation. Sheila
Tobias, however, on grounds of her experience as Affirmative Action
officer in n private university, submits that government regulation is
neither necessary nor sufficient to achieve the results Which Sumberg
endorses. Donald H. Wollett. however, director of a government agency
which negotiates labor agreements with unions of State employees, argues
that the professoriate has a remarkable capacity to v.,:l'Astand pressure. and
he sees little reason to believe that its experience with government regula
tion will yield contrary results.

Evidently interpretation of, the consequences of the interplay of
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gc..'ernment regulation and higher education depends in large part on
where the observer is starding. As Patrick Moynihan observed. "The
issu: . undeniably' political, and they will nut be so much resolved as
accommodated through familiar political process.**

An additional .ssue of government involvement in higher education
is the cost :o institutions of administering Federal programs. The study by
Carol Van Alstyne and Sharon Coldren, The Costs of Implementing
Federally Mandated Social Programs at Colleges ind Universities, (1976),
62 pp. (American Ccuncil on Edu,_ation), establishes costs related to
employment -slich as social security taxesand compliance with equal
employment op2ortunity laws as contributing most to the burden. In
1974.75, the average costs to six institutions surveyed of implementing
Fede ai ograms were small ( I to 4 percent) relative to total institutional
operating budgets However, these costs increased rapidly as liew programs
were adced over the I\Q65.75 level, and they are expecte .1 to go higher.

15:1.:.;77
The !mpact of Federal Policies on Higher Education Institutions,
Arthur T. Cjrant, ed.. 66 pp. (Higher Education Program, Co,.,:ge
of (education, University of Arizona, Tucson).

Ask Are of the changes in the direction and amount of Federa: influ-
r,..e on higher education, the Education Commission of the Stales and the
College of Education at the University of Arizona cosponsored a conference
:o examm. the impact of Federal policies on the operations of colleges
and universities. ins book contains tht seven papers presented.

In the. first essay. [lulu. Executive Director, National Associa-
tion of state Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, reminds educators that
to -,ecure changes in Federal policy they must work with subcommittees,
and even mute productively, with the most important people on them. He
then cites he "Education Amendments of 1972," which passed
unanimously in the subcommittee, the full committee, and the Senate.
Huitt points otr that it is no secret that only the chairman, a fe
leagues. and staff knew much of what the bill contained.

Homer Durham. fc....tier (....airnissioner of Higher Education for the
State of Utah, concerned that the'expanding Federal-State "partnership"
in higher e,.:uc-tion will result in "more and more regulation to the end
that univursitles and colleges are now amor; the most highly regulated
industries in our national life." He advocates that State systems should
rally w serve essential institutional autonomy and press, on behalf of all,
to redress the recent tendencies of the "Federal impact."

"The greatest danger of ex,ernal control is that it erodes institu-
tional governance and institutional decisionmaking to the point where
this responsiveness is stifled." Allan Ostar. Executive Director American
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Association of State Colleges and Universities. believes that the trerd
toward external control must and _an be reversed, and cites ways in which
this can be accomplished.

In the 'ourth essay, Louis Bender, Professor of Higher Fddcation,
Florida State University. Oyes a brief overview of the problems of Federal
regulations, a chronology of the evolution of the Federal presence, and
then an analysis of the imoact Federal regulations have on contemporary
colleges and universities. He concludes with some excellent recomme
tions-a Magna Carta for Higher Education, a more unified effort by the
national associations, various regulation reforms, devei neat of an eco
nomic impact statement, establishment of an American Council on Edo a.
lion task force to study the Federal organization appropriate for dealing
.vith higher education, and support for an Institute for the Preservation
of Independence of Higher Education.

Warren Hill, Executive Director. Education Commission of the
States, makes eight suggestions how Federal policies can be used more
effectively. One recommendation, that of encouraging the "feds" to stop
treating all States alike, would greatly reduce Federal influence where it is
nut needed and free government resources for application where they are
needed.

John Milieu, Executive Vice President. Academy for Educational
Development, believes that institutional planning commissions or teams
on each college and university campus are the really vital policy makers
who will determine the fate of higher education in the next few decades.
He del is this choice, then cites the issues requiring their attention and
offers some perceptive advice.

The last chapter,_ written by Russell Thackrey, contains insights into
the governmental process and provides a valuable history of the Miller Bill
and other attempts at Federal legislation.

15:1.3176-1

Feder alism at the Crossroads Improving Educational Po!icy-
making, Samuel Halperin and Georr R. Kaplan, eds., 108 pp.
(Institute for Educational Leadership, George Washington Uni-
versity, Washington, D.C.).

This volume is an anthology of 17 papers by a diverse group of policy-
makers and staffers from throughout the governmental system. Although
there is much duplication, each author clearly makes distinctive contribu-
tions to the literature on Federal mvolvement in education.

Joseph M..Cronia. Superintendent of Education, State of Illinois.
recognizes the dangers in increased Federal control, but questions whether
State and local leaders have sufficient initiative to stc.. the trend while
graciously accepting Federal support. John C Pittenger of PennsyJania is
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also disturbed by the noslible imbalance developing in Federal-State rela-
tions and suggests both positive and negative facets of an appropriate level
of Federal involvement that educators should seek. Perhaps more impor-
tant and fundament 1 is his admonition that States should take on the
responsibility for education to avoid the need lot Federal intervention.

Corning from Ness Me.sico which ranked 4Qth in per capita income
aino:tg the States nut at the same time dedicates 75 percent of its total
general turd toward the support of public education, Harry Wugalter
;iroes that Congress has a tendency to forget differences among the States
in ...Hempling to create a uniform piece of legislation. He goes on to list
ways in which federal !mil% "neat has catied concern. ways which stem.
in part, from failure to observe the peculiarities Lir States and consult with
State representatives.

Samuel Halperin concisely describes Federal legislation as "increas-
ingly preemptv.e, prescriptive and regulatory,- with the cumulative im-
pact being one of "over-regulation. underfundmg and sluggish Federal
implementation.- But he writes that Nilashington, D.C., is increasingly
aware of the limits of Federal Intervention, yet perceives State authorities
and educators as defaulting on difficult problems so as to require Federal
Incentives to "solve the problem.- He suggests st-ong countervailing initi-
atives by State and educational leadership including strengthening the
1-ducation Conurission of the States and requiring the States to contribute
much more than their current 8 percent of the ECS budget. It is the view
of Fred G. Burke. Commissioner of Education, State of New Jersey, that
public education viavis Washington. D.C. will continue to be reactive
until a legitimate and powerful .iducational spoke marl can be developed.
Organizations such as the f:duaation Commission of the States are often
dependent on partisan State politics which he tears renders them impotent
to deal with the real issues of educational leadership. Even raising the U.S-.
Commissior:ei in Education to Cabinet rank may not resolve the problem.

Other papers in the volume include Warren Hill's discussion on the
role of the State at education, with some excellent observations on the rea
lack of a cowl letely coordinated State planning effort; Richard 'Dallas.

re..iew of the struggle between Congresi; and the Executive Branch
for poky control in education, and two entries by Robert C. Andringa,
Minority Staft Ihr, -tor. Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. House
of Rcpiesentaiives. Ills list it I 1 1.2u: is influencing Federal education
legislation should come 1111L.,7 closer scr. :iny by State and educational
leaders seep:mg greater effect in shaping national ' -nslation. It is worth
noting that Andringa's impression is that the perso;,_. judgment and valuis
of usually no more than to ten Members of Congress and staff shape
and resolve I.:hal legislative decision;. Thomas R..WoLnin's paper on con
gressional information and policymaking. subtitled "Don't Trouble Me
With the Faits,- :peaks for itself. State officials and educators admonished
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in the earlier essays to assert more leadership in education, should welcome
the advice of Andrmga and Wolanin.

Readers of this antholop; will be interested in the Institute for Edu-
cational Leadership's Perspectives int Federal Educational Policy; An
lnjOrmal olloquaon (1976). 54 pp. 1 hit- discussion by five seasoned.
hipartisan,Washington-based Congressional staffers and former Execur;'.e
Bran:h aides involved in educational policymakmg,, complements and
analyzes the main lines developed in Fderalism at the Crossroads. The
freedom and spontaneity of the open discussion encourages forthright
and creathe contributions which are stimulating and realistic. The partici
pants consisted of Rob,rt Andrmga. Chester E. Finn, Samuel Ilalperin.
Michael Timpane. and Thomas Wolamw

15:1.176-2
The Iniplications of Federal Education Policy. Clifton Conrad
and Joseph Cosand. ERIC Higher Education Research Report
No 1. 65 pp. (American Association for Higher Education.
Washington. D..).

This paper is designed to stimulate thought and evaluation of the
ouections of current Federal policy in the support of higher education.
The authors begin by tracing the rule of the Federal government in Ameri-
can higher education chronologically, illustrating major trends and identi-
fying significant dates and events. Particular attention is given to the
1972 Education Amendments. Including the newly- authorized student aid
programs and the establishment of State Postsecondary Planning Commis-
sions 112021. The Amendments dramatically shifted the pattern of
Esdei:11 assistance from institutional categorical aid for special purposes to
student aid as the major mechanism of financial support. Less understood
is the er4sion of student aid funding by accelerated inflation which has
resulted in an actual decline between 1973.74 and 1974.75 in Federal
money appropriated in constant dollars.

In the second chapter the authors point out that current student aid
funding levels :ire insufficient to bring about access and reasonable choke
to disadvantaged students. They further argue that .increasing costs anti
rigorous financial needs tests are reducing the college attendance rates of
middle-income st.idents. The authors believe that equality of opportunity
defined both in rem ins of universal access and greater social equality, has
not been adequately fosterQd through current Federal student aid pro-
grams. which are aimed directly at disadvantaged students.

With regard to institutional health and diversity. Federal fundmg of
postsecondary education through student aid has not necessarily served as
an effective means to pro mote the financial well -being f colleges and uni-
versities. Private colleges. in particular. are still hard-pressed to provide
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additional financial aid money to students not eligible for Federai or State
programs or nut covered adequately by such programs to meet their real
expenses. Also hurting both public and private institutions has been the
decline in constant dollars id Federal research grants and the decline in
he number of Federal predoctoral fellowships and trarneeships. The

authoR wisely temper their cntrosin by recognuang that the Federal
government provides only a traction ut the revenue of r ostsecondary Instr
tutions and theretorc should not necessarily assume the major burden for
maintaining its vitality.

The final chapter oilers three recommendations for the Federal
role in higher education. The first is that Federal assistance to postsecon-
dary education he increased. because institutions need. help %yin' their
health and diversity problems. and because the Federal tax structure is a
more equitable base of funding State and local structures. The authors also
recommend that institutional grants tor inctructiimal purpo ses serve as a
second major vehicle of Federal support. This would require a complete
reevaluation of current policy to support education through student aid.
Finally, the authors recorny'end that dire .t instrtutronal support should he
einnplernented by studcmt aid programs for disadvantaged students. espe-
cially the Basic Educational Opportutur Grant (BLOGL State Student
Incentive Grants ISSIG), and College Work Study (('1VS) programs.

15:1.3/73
The Second Newman Report: National Policy and Higher Edu-
cation. Special Task Force to the Secretary of Health. Educa-
tion. and Welfare. 227 pp. (MIT Press. Cambridge. Mass.).

flits second report of a study group headed by Frank Newman deals
with the Federal role in postse. ondary education. Two themes dominate
tF : irscussum the necessity for the government to s;rift strc,s from growth
to effectiveness. and the need to develop a new concern for the form of
public support, the methods of decisommakine. and the achievement of
goals. Overall the groop concludes that the time has come to reexarrune
our concepts of the structure and purpose of higher education so that we
can inure realistically design Federal involvement.

The Federal presence in higher education is examined from a number
ot perspectrvcs. its funding programs. its tendency toward the regulation
ut the economics and adnumstratiot; --1t institutions, and its indirect Influ-
ence through areas outside education, The Federal role IS defined as the
source ut support and regulation "creating einulitions under which the
educatronal needs of American society are most likely to he met. Recom-
mended Federal rules .ire guaranteeing openness and compentior providIng
funds to broaden the range ot educational opportunities. and helping to
accomphsh tasks too extensive to handle on any other level. Recommen-
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dation% are made on these responsibilities, supported by charts and tabular
materiak.

Among the issues raised are the disparity between public and private
enrollments. the inability of a college degree to guarantee economic and
-ocial mobility. the egalitarian concept of education, the status of minori-
ties. and the creation of "nwiti-campussystem bureaucracies."

Concerning egalitarianism, the report states that for the most part
access has been achieved. but "realistic mass educational opportunities"
have not It also observes that colleges are losing their placement capa
bilities. "a college education is now a necessary but no longer sufficient
condition for social mobility." Among the new requirements' cited as
necessary f;ir effective education are student motivation, a diversity of
institutions appropriate to diverse student interests. and more recurrent
educational opportunities.

New political realities. "new rigidities . . . appearing in the body
of many institutions, will affect Federal involvement. Organiza-

Lona' changes .ave shifted the decisionmaking process from college
campuses to multicamptis syster.,. State governments faculty unions,
and the State and ederal courts. Professional groups acting through
State governments and national alliances have developed new rules of
accreditation, certification, and licensure.

2.0 THEORY AND PRACTICE

there is considerable overlap between planning at the State and
national level. and planning at the institutional level. Volumes
designed more for use by college and university planners have
been excluded here, although much of their content has broader
application. See. for example. Planning in Higher Education.
John Millett. ed.. 1977 Management Division.. Academy for
Fth, itional Development. Washington. D.C.); and Research and
Plannwsz for Ifitgler Educatimz, Robert Fenske and Paul Staskey,
eds.. 2.37 pp. I Association for Institutional Research. Northern
Arizona University. Flagstaff. At.).

15.2.0/76
Planning. for Higher Education: Background and Application,
Allan 0. Pinister, 354 pp. i Westview Pr2ss, Boulder, Colo.).

From the literature of the-sixties and eulv seventies, Allan Pfnister
ha, hrous!in togethei the more significant findings and commentaries of
literally hundred. of scholars and practitioners in higher education. This
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wealth of material foyer SOO credit footnotes), is more than a compilation
of information, however; it is an effective organization and summation of
the current status of AmeriCan higher education. An overriding commen-
tary by Pfnister ties the parts together and identifies major trends and
developments. Pfnister believes that this approach should provide planners
and others with "a perspective of how problems have developed, what
factors seem to be involved in the changes taking place. and what has been
the e:spenence of others in trying to cope with the problems."

The material is organized around five major problem areas: enroll-
ments, students. governance, curriculum, and financing. Each of the topics
is introduced with a scene from the life of a new dean in an all too typical
problem situation. The dean's narrative is followed by a review of the rele-
vant gem.ral literature. studies, and research. reports. Each section con-
cludes with sonic advice to the dean for his own planning.

The first section reviews trends in enrollment and variance in pro-
jections and forecasts. There are wide variations of opinion about when.
in what degree, and how the overall enrollment conditions will he reflected
among the different types of institutions. With the average age of persons
attending college increasing, use of the lei-21-yearold population as a
source group for projections is being questioned which adds to the diffi-
culties of enrollment projection. Next. attention is directed to discussions
of the contemporary college .!udent. What "really" happened in the 1960's
and what differences, if am, exist between the activist students of that
period and the more di%erse students of the 1970's? In the third chapter.
the multiple problems of governance are viewed as new pressures are
brought to hear on administration and faculty. Attempting to cope with
sAch forces, variou' types of organize mat structures are being tried and
others proposed. Tenure is openly debated, and collective bargaining seems
to have become ;I permanent part of faculty life. Next, curriculum seems
to he undergoing significant change, and there is much writing about re-
forms in the instructional program. Yet how different are these 1970's
"innovations- from many of the "experiments- of earlier decades? What
forms will the curriculum take in the 1980's? Lastly, a topic is addressed
that has emerged with special force in the mid-I 970's: How do we finance
the enterprise? Are there new forms for fiscal policy? Ate there new
sources of income, new economics that can he applied in times of financial.
stringency'

15:2.0/74
Statewide Planning in Higher Education, D. Kent Halstead, U.S.
Department of Health. Fducation. and Welfare. Office of Edu-
cation, 8 I 2 pp. (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
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In it, :ecor.d pruning, this extensive study of the theories, analyses,
and in :,edures involved in statewide planning remains the most compre-
hensmLe sir, . -howto- volume avalIable. Focusing on the "point of view"
and "special problems- of State planning .officers and technicians, the
hooi': identifies the major areas of concern to planners. their component
path. and the factors that should he considered in planning. The author
has tirade a serious et fort to collect and summarize virtually all the impor-
tant and opinions ,xisting on the subject. Tins informa
non is if:stilled wherever possible into workable mocedures for arriving at

-this concentt.won on technology and theory :,as reduced the
ol,olescence that at fects more issueouented volumes.

he handbook Is divided into 14 chapters. design for statewide plan-
rn;t. sochoeconormc comparisons among States. extending educational
or:mom 'unity financial aid to students, differential functions of colleges
and universities, the seatdi for (educational) excellence, meeting area
eduLationai program and capacity needs. inea,uring profesSional manpower
supply and demand, college and university libraries, space management

proieLtion. campus amid bulk:m.4 planning. financing higher education,
co..crnmnent support and institut:onal ...commune,. and State budgeting for
higher edu.:anon Lich chapte. 11.1 an I notated bibliography.

the tour amend:Les imm. IL th methodology tilt protecting large
cnrAlments. hi.zhet edi:ca::.qm price indexes. college and university financial
data and college Mid 1:111..t'f, 7V pugration data.

;.0 TRENDS .AND HMI:CASTS

15 3.0!76
l'resitlents Confront Realit,: I:roin Edifice Complex to Univer-
sity Without Walls. 1.yIn.in (denny. John R. Shea, Janet
Rtivle. and Kathr.n II. Fresehi. Couticil on Policy
Studies in Higher I.ducation, SaT, Fran-
eisco.

;1.112,1 W11011.1 0.1tiit:);11 .0.17VC t.l the nation', college and
uniscr:ity prosiderrs. intended h, I 111:1; m1;011:ill:I impr xsions it the
,Ammrcrmt ,:anrj,mis situation. the sittLey was designed pm:tardy. to detztuune
the t \ ;,r, mustitutmons and lie manlier in which they ate hem:, affectLd
't', st.m.nie sirs JeLlitimile enrollments and funding. arid the acn rt, they are
r.ttt oils RiTrest:11`,111%eti 1,1 1.2:7 Institt111011ti. enrolling app:o.;110.nel:: ?Avo
thud: 01 ar. students in higher :ducat:on, returned usable quest:onrianes.

( haptei ot the report ,:otiLentmates on how presidents anttcipame
and pet,:elLe :n student enrollments. p'.arit arid operatmg cxpendt-
tin:, per :talent mist expeLted some increase !title ,11.1i1 4e In hOt11).
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and deferral of physical plant maintenance (only 12 percent :ported
"extensive" deferral since 1908). Chapter 3 examines shifts taking place
ui und.lii.,raduate enrollments by field of study (primarily growth of en-
rollments in vocational areas), and efforts to eliminate (or consolidate)
courses and programs.

Chapter 4 studies matters of faculty composition (tenured versus
r liternred). worr.tad. staff development, collective bargaining, and early
retirement against the backdrop of new program priorities, level of funding,
and changing enrollment patterns. Leslie and Miller (1974) view present
discussions regarding tenure quotas. nontraditional limns, stepped-up
recruitment,' and new sources of money, as higher education's response
to the slowing growth of earollments and funding. Chapter 5 examines
their view Ir sonic detail considering new markets. new resources, and
reorgarniation of the industry, in Addition to new products and new
methods. Only 35 percent of the respondents saw some change in the
rem of students to faculv. a, a means of increasin., prou ictivity or
reducing cos:s. Several presidents indicated that they would try to .ocrease
"productoot:, by using more paraprofessionals and support staff t. and
wider implementation of media',ased or selfdirected learning.

('hapter O considers various pinning anu management techniques
that are being used more and more to increase institutional responsiveness
and Acquire needed resources. ('hapter 7 examines the shifting locus of
general decisionmaking authority from the campus to higher levels and its
consequences for financial support, flexibility in campus use of funds. cur-
ricula rs!forin and deployment of tacilty.. and .idministrators' perceptions
ui th.: helpfulness of Vai lus master plans. Only about halt the administra-
t Ars teporteil that system and statewide plans have helped their institution
over the years strict `1()ti About 15 percent said that such plans hindered
their Institutions.

Chapter .s reports on the perceptions of in ,titutional leaders regarding
the effects the new depression in higher education is having on quality of
students. piograms, and tAculty Sane see positive consequences; many
others see negative ones ('hapter 9 considers policy dilemmas, opportuni-
ties, And constraints .111S111 f rani current and protected conditions.

15.3.0.'75

More Than Survival: Prospects for [higher :education in a Period
of Uncertainty. Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education. I (q, pp. Jossey-liass, San Franci ;e- >).
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Idus first of a new series ot ckinimentanes hr the Board of Trustees
of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching discusses
the fading ot the old vision of litg,hci education. and the birth of a new
vision to take its place

The problem for higher education. as viewed by the Carnegie Foun
datum, is the rapidity of the change twin growth to steady state and also

difririttal effects on faculty members according to their age and on
the various types of institutions.

In exploring the future of survival, the study first looks at the cur
rent scene and finds that administrators mostly view the process of adjust-
ment with)ut enthusiasm. Problems being encountered include conversion
ot facilities, rising tenure ratios and conflicts over tenure regulations,
intensified struggles for authority difficulties in increasing the studentsto-
la,ulty ratio, and various impairments of quality. In looking at the recent
past. Foundation then concludes that the current period is different
from the past in &epee but not in kind and that the preceding "ups" and
the current "t;owns- are amplified.

Since higher edt;cat;on consists of many types of institutions, it is
necessary to discuss its f-ate categorically. Based on preliminary enrollment
forecasts. It is concluded that although the university's share of students is
likely to he reduced hy . xternal factors, the university has an above-
average capa-ity to make ;:dhidual. selective adjustments and to with-
stand competition. Tubb, conminty colleges also appear to benefit twin
the external forces and to hay:, the capacity to adjust to them The less
logFly select;e liberal arts colleges. the private 2-year colleges, aid, to a
lesser extent. the :ompr hens:Ye colleges, are in the least favorable posi-
tion In t:ms of maintaining one's share of total enrollment it is better to
attract alt ages of students, provide for part-time attendance, be less depen-
dent on teacher education, have public State support, etc.

The steps that institutions are taking to determine their own fate
include !tie exploration of "markets" for students: the establishment of
tlexlhiltty. the development of a sense of mission, an identity. and a sepa-
rate character, and the pursuit of greater productivity. One overriding
initiative is the use of inure "administrative muscle'' to shift and better
.unlize resources

The Foundation suggests three major policies which would make
good use o!' the capacities of higher education: and aid the nation in achiev-
ing its ;oak. ( ) -provision to allow univetsal access to higher
education. (2) steady support at adequate levels for research and research
training, and (3) support fur the private 'sector as a good investment in
diversity and in ,fompetinon for the public sector.

The final section us a summary of the dangers and opportunities
ahead. the asses and habiltto facing higher education in the future, and
what most needs to he done.
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15:3.0/73
The Future of Higher Education, Alexander Mood. Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education, 166 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book
Co.. New York).

This hook is one result of a study conduced by the Public Policy
Research Organization of the Universit. of California. Irvine. which sought
ways in which to substantially improve the efficiency of higher education
so that students' education would not suffer appreciably when budgets
were reduced. The final report. titled More Scholars Per Dollar, generally
argued that massive increases in the effectiveness of our higher education
system could not he achieved without massive rearrangements of the
system itself and of society's atilization of the system. This present vol.
urr..: focuses on how the system might look in the future and what basic
changes are possible.

Mood and has associates begin by describing the context in which
higher education operates and the forces which shape it. Most conditions
are well known the abatement of injustices. the spread of information.
decline in the work week. growth of government. and expected advances
in science and technology. Yet. Mood then. makes the surprising claim
that young persons are now beginning to realize that human needsto he
loved. healthy, highly regarded. gainfully employed. etc.. are little re-
lated to the traditional goal of working single-mindedly up an organiza-
tional ladder. The implication is that today's youth are likely to see formal
higher education as less relevant to their needs than did their predecessors.

The current higher education system is described as one in which
service to the elite has ;en replac:d by service to the masses. and in which
budgets have grown significantly. This growth has nurtured the develop-
mcnt of higher education bureaucracies which are really not prepared to
deal with universal access in a meaningful way. There is already a glaring
mismatch between what !today's students need in terms of a comprehen-
sive relevant education..md the collection of unrelated details learned in
courses refined according to the special interests of the instructor.

One solution hes in improving educational technology by the substi-
tution of machines for teachers. Mood believe; a video university is feasi-
:de wluch would operate entirely through the medium of video cassettes
attached to television sets. thus dispensing entirely with the need for
campus and faculty. But the subject matter taught would also need to he
periodically overhauled and abstracted. with the ess!r concisely. clearly.
and comprehensively developed. so that it would elevant as well as
efficiently taught. Our educational system now does not prepare its stu-
dents for the world they must live in. Mood. claims. He predicts this will
change when people are freed from the emphasis on credentials and begin
prescribing their own education.

With these anticipated changes in mind. an alternative sy stem of
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higher educii- s hyquithestied where the vast majority of students
attend college Imo:illy on basis for only one year. and ohtain
further eiication as a part -time activity. This first year would he uni-
versal ..; ,os' everyone would attend regardless of whether he or she had
graduate' high school. The ore year of full-time attend .n:e would
he at a ZSte .!1..141 college. and the part-time lifelong learning would be
inure :it the du.liain of the community college.

To adva.u.e this concept of future education, several courser ot'action
are required. 'Lie video university would he funded by the Federal ,overti-
merit. State 4tip..rt would he overhauled so that grants would be given to
both hig,h s huul graduates atd dropouts h. qualite their capacity to
purchase some turn) of advanced education. Academic changes would
include encouragement of more offcarnpus learning. elimination in en-
trance requirements. abandonment of the certification function. and the
ah of faculty tenure.

Foims of this edu.:...tional approach idrinidy exist, but not to the
degree envisioned Lissible by N101. %%ante his expectations may appear
somewhat idealistic to some obser...ers, all share his desire to see higher
education get out of the credential husihess and effectively' concentrate
on relevant learning.

Presently of less %Ale to higher education planning and hence
not listed are the Hitial works of futurists" ... concernted)
with the alternatives facing man as the human race collides with
an onrushing future. ReadL,s inte,,:sted in an example of this
new. gradually developing science of the hYvs. methods. and
ways of prediction should refer to the publications edited by
Richard W. Ilostrop. Education , . . Bvond Tomorrow (1975).
and loundathnic of uttiroloi;j in Education (1973), ETC Pub-

4.0 REFERENCE
4.1 Statistics and Information

15:4.1:A-1
Tile Condition of Education, %1ary A. (;011:la, and James Noell.
eds.. National enter for I.ducation Statistics. U.S. Department
of 1health. Education. and Wlare. approx. 300 pp. Gov-
ernment Printuw. WaNitington.

Oils annual report '1r:it:stk.:Aly describes the condition of education
in the trued States !rid review; the aLlivines of the National Center for
Education Stat)mcs What makes the volume particularly usetul is the
ahundance i t :.irefully' orgamied selected data and the graphical charts

effectively ,..covey essential phenomena and trends. Also. most of
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the data are ratios ur index numbers which give meaning and relevance
usuaiiv sterile numbers.

The report is organized to reflect the characteristics of the education
stem an,' its rel.itionship to the larger society. The first part describes

trends and doelopments affe.iing education at all levels. Chapter 1 deals
with the ,.onti for describing the condition of education. Chap.
ter .2 J.:vs elemi..:ary and secondary education, and Chapter 3 examines
pusr.econdar, education. Interest in postsecondary education is described
in terms of plans schi ,emus, high school graduates not in school
lilt interested in attending, and reasons cited by freshmen in deciding to

college. Ltuollments are presented by sex. family income, and racial:
ethui,.. :rout) Institutions are described by student enrollment size and
.!imposition h,,ards. Numerous outcomes of education are
presented includ.l. earned degrees, financial aid received, salaries of recent
graduates. and educational attainment level. A number of tables deal with
adult and nonculleglate pustsecundar education.

In the second part of the retort. special topics have been selected for
..loser analysis Chapter 4 looks at education personnel. Chapter 5 examines
the financing higher education. and Chapter 6 compares education and
Lib ot e paihcipc.hon patterns in the United States with those to other
countries.

The second part of the report contains a description of the Center's
activities tin the ,:urrent fiscal yc:Ir.

The intoimative statistics in this volume should at least provide
planner, with perspective
tional

it not sit-Tern:Li insights into current educa

154 *. A 2

Digest of Education Statistics, W. Vance Grant and C. George
Lind. National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department
of Health. klucation. and Welfare, approx. 200.pp. (U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office. ashirgton, D..1.

this is an annual abstract of statistical information.cov._:ing the broad
field o! American education trom prekindergarten 'through graduate
school i .sirhr numerous sources, the Digest contains information on a

suhie..ts within the field tit education statistics, including the
number it and .colleges, enrollments, teachers, graduates. educa
timidl attainment. tinances. Federal funds for education, libraries, inter-
national education. and research and development.

the lu.ne is divided into six chapters: All I evels of Llucation,
leinentar and ,,.:condary Education. College and Univelsity Education.

Adult and V.,cational Federal Programs for Education and
Related A,tivities. and Special Studies and Statistics Related to American

)
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Education. To qualify for inclusion, material must be nationwide in scope
and of current interest and value. Data.extending as far back as 1870 have
been employed in many instances in order to give some historical perspec-
tive. The introduction supplements the tabular materials in Chapters I
through VI by providing'a brief description of current trends in American
education.

Chapter (II of the volume dealing with college and university educa-
tion includes sections on. err ollmert, faculty and other professional staff.
institutions. degrees. income. student charges and financial aid, expend'.
tures, property. and land-grant institutions. Together, the 74 tables com-
prise one of the r. ost comprehensive compilations of postsecondary educa-
tion statistics published.

15:41/A.3
A Fact Book oTi Higher Education, Charles Andersen, ed.,
approx.' 200 pp. (American Council on Education, Washington,
D.C.).

This handbook is 'published four times a year in issues titled: Demo.
graphic and Economic Data: Enrollment Data; Institutions. Faculty and
Staff, Students: and Ened Degrees. Data are drawn from a variety of
government...and private sources and presented in convenient charts and
tables that summarize past developments and projections. The most impor-
tant feature of the series is the emphasis given to statistical revelation and
documentation of trends and relationships. In this regard. most of the data
is selected to provide meaningful indicators of the phenomena being
observed, and is reported over an extended time period.

The first issue, which includes over -60 tables and related charts.
present i den, gra c and economic data On population, income. business
activity, labor force rd employment. and higher education finances. Data
in the, second issue cents enrollment trends by level of student, sex.
control and type of instit ion. regiop and State. and field of study. The
faculty and staff statistics i the third issue includes count by sex. control
of institution, position, full- and part -time status, highest degree held, and
other characteristics. Faculty salaries are presented in a variety of classifi-
cations. The student-related statistics of this issue dea! with student tuition,
characteristics oi" enterin:t freshmen., residence and migration data! .arid
foreign students and study abroad. Earned °degrees are presented i;. the
fourth issue by level of attainment, distribution by field. percent riistribu.
non by sex and by control of mAitu:ion, and other categories.

f
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Higher Education in the States. Education Commission of the
States. (Education Commission of the States. Denver. Colo.).

Three times a pamphlet from this s,!ries is issued providing
annual intGrmation on State higher education activities. legislation. and
support ot private institutions and students. One issue report: fur all the
States . citing problems. activities, achievements, changes and
other events of Interest to the postsecondary education community. Such
J document is useful to planner wishing to keep abreast of curr:nt State
event% in education. A second issue is devoted exclusively to ieportmg new
legislation in higher education or J Stareby-State basis. A third iss'ile ,!on-
tams an annual tabular su rve ot programs in operation or approved for
State support of private higher education. Programs are hrielly identified
and tr.nding levels stated or each of six Support ..reas contracts. direct
institutional aid. disadvantaged. minorities. 12eilities assistance/authorities.
tnedr,A 'dental:11,11%111g. and student assistance. Other period!: issues con-
am special report: such as a survey ot the basic legal :tinctures and
responsibilities ot St de coOrditlatirie iii governing agencies and other
special topics.

1 l'A 5
Projections of Education Statistics. Martin M. Frankel and
Forrest W. Harrison, NAtional Center for Education StAistics,
U.S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare. 151) pp.
s('.S..( ,overnment Printing Office. Washington. 1).C.).

Thu,, mum,' publi,.ition plovides prote:tions ur enrollmerts. gradu-
ates. . :xpenditures. and student charges for lust:Rum:I: tit lugler
education The protections assume, primarily. that the trends over the
past I I tears In: rites. retention rates, class sites. and per-
student. ,xpenditures will continue through the next kl.t'cade. The popula
Hon IS \.ears ot age is used tor....projecting both high school graduates and
lust-tune ,ollege enrollment. Pieterable. in tins leviewer's opinion. would
se the more laborious coholtsurvIval methodology whereby survival ',lies
are ;,roicctd for stic,essive annual groups of pupils, thus closely relatiii'
colleee cut to a more retuned known suppoi ring pk.pulation.

Straight lines tilted fs,, the least squares technique 1- .1 ratio (tor
example ot enrollment to pIpillat14,11) as the dependent vortab! and torte
ui , ears as ;lie independent '..inable. is primarily used for protecting. This
meth ,ill .,1!. Is ;'tier ills act.eptahle for determining a long-range trend in
data. a is the tntent i it the authors. however. it also frequently results
in .t .lect:e dos, ontmuitv between lact known observations and values

!:c protected years. rhi, ,,ccul, when the pro-
le, trend line tails to ouric!de with the last known observation, and
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the p.ojection must he "relocated." Early projected may thus he
subject to gicater deviation from the long-range trend than later values,
and should he used with this understanding in mind.

The National Center for Education Statistics employs the con.
sumer Price Index (CPI to establish "constant-dollar" values. file CPI,
designed to price a market l-:...rcet of goods and services purchased by
general consumers, has little relevance ,o the purchases of colleges and
universities which ne primarily faculty. n and contracted
service,. Consequently the validity of projecteC d illar amounts so adjusted
depends on the degree to which the CPI happ:ns to reflect inflation in the
'education industry. Fortunately recent trends in the CP1 and the frgher
Education Price Index (designed specifically to measure inflation in current
operations of colleges ar J universities) have been similar, although indi-
vidual yearly values differ markedly.

15:4.1/A.6
Rankings of the States, Richard J. Nuanes. 60 pp. (National
Education Association, Was!lngton.

This is an annual report of 128 rai.ked lists of State data organized
into nine sections: population, ecrollment and attendance, faculty. gen-
.7ral financial resources, governmental revenue. schooi revenue. govein
mental expenditures and dent. -._pool expenditures, and miscellaneous.
Although orient..d. t(-...ard elementary-secondary ..lucation, a substantial
number measu, deal directly with higher education. The general
demographic and economic data. p:aticularly g,ove'rnment finances, also
are of vain': to planners at the postsecondary

15:4.1/A
State N(..: econdary Education Profiles Handbook, Nancy M.
B.,:rve, 26I pp. II.ducatiort Commission of the States. Den-
ver, ('010.).

The handbook is published annually and presents information about
postsecond education in the 50 States and the District of Columbia.
Intormation shout eacl State is organ red into four main pars as follows:

Part I includes a narrative description of the Statelevel coordinating
or gove.mng agency, institutional 2,overnuiv, hoards, current master plan-
ning actr.,ties. the 121)2 Commis.aon, State sits knit assistance agency or
agencies. tut!' State hoard of v.., Ational education. the State -level organiza-
tion lor private colleges. and the State licensure or approval agencies.
Additionally, three descriptions are included for certain groups as they
apply .i sonic States voluntary or statutory committees for articulation
hetween elementars -secondary and postsecondary euncation, nongovern-
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mental organizations whose membership includes both public and private
ins'itutions, and sta!vory advisory committees ur task forces.

Part II Include., descriptive statistics on St;,te population and trends.
State and local financ:al base. State Lnd local governmental spending, State
and local spending on iiigher education, student demand for public higher
education, institutional program mix, faculty support and load, diversity
of postsecondary tunding sources, and student tuition and fees.

Part III t. :hides a section listing the annual and biennial reports
oil6lished by State agencies available ,or di:tribution. Another section
contains recently published special reports and studies, along with the
title, publication date. availability. the agerwy requesting and completing
the report, anu major issues covered.

Part IV lists special reports and studies currently Lnderway or being
planned.

4.2 Bibliography

Eclut-ational Resources ir. formation Center (ERIC)

sponsored h!, the National institute of Education t NIEL is a
!iationwid, network of clearn,,ihouses arid other contractors designed to
develop hihhographic data base covering the English-lang:Q;e literature
of education The emphasis is on the fugitive literal. re (technical reports.
cuu icutum materials. project descriptions, etc.) and on the jourilal article
literature

the sixteen T.R IC Clearinghouses are each responsible for a special-
ized segment of the entire field: e:g.. Cae:r Education, Higher Educatf,n.
Junior Colleges. Teacher Education. etc. Each Clearinghouse collects docu
ments and oroce-,es (catalogs, indLxes. abstracts) them for inclusion in the
mainne-readable data base Tire Clearinghouses also produce syntheses of
the literature known as Information Analysis P ;oducts and assist users in
retrieving :ieed..d a:iormation from the data base.

The ERIC Processing ind Reference Facility is responsible for editing
the work or the Clearing!. :onst acting the rn.,Auneradable data

photc,.or. rig the mot. :_)stract journal. and pro;iding the data
*r- on magnetic rape to interestel users.

the t RIC Doct ;11011 RepiodU.tion Service (E.DRS, t 'der Iron:
IDRS. P.() Box I'M. Arlinglon. VA 22210) is responsible for preparing
nucrotiche of all Iimenrs in ;he system w..ich are released ny their
author, tor repiiducrlori tahout ,)(r; of the total). El)kS provides a sub-
scrum,- I. RI( microfiche arid processes ondemar:: -.tiers ior
microticht and hard cops
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The two principal products of the ERIC system are the abstract
journals (cited below) Resources in Education (RIE) and Current Index
to Journals in hhication (CUE). Secondary products are the Thesaurus of
ERIC Descriptors (the indexing vocabulary), the m:croficlie collection, the
magnetic tapes. and various sursidiary publications such as the Title Index.,
Contract Number Index. Report Number Index. etc.

The ERIC data has is retrievable via all three of the major on-line
vendors: Lockheed. SDC. and BRS. The ERIC microfiche collections
exist at some 700 loca.ions both domestic and foreign. Computer searches
01 ERIC are available from several hundred locations. The ERIC system is
the pre-eminent bibliographic data 17...se in the field of education.

Resources in Education (RIE), Educational Resources lnfJrrna-
t ion Center IF RIC I, approx. 400 pp. (U.S. Government Printing
(>ffice, Washington. D.C.).

A iiionthl abstract journal announcing recently completed research
tports, destiptions ut programs. and other documents of educational
sigmticamx indexed by sublect, author. and institutional source. Abstracts
are limited to 200 words. Entries are made once and not repeated in subse-
quent isues. PrioOleal literature is not included (see entry l)elow). Curnu-
lam. semiannual indexes ate available. Annual subscription (542.70)

..S. Go,.erianent Printing Office.

Current Index to Journals in Edi. ton (C1JE), Educat nal
Resources Information Center (ERIC), approx. 300 pp. (US.
(iov:..rnment Printing Office, Vashington,

A monthly guid.: to the periodical literature, with coverage of more
than '00 major edueational and educationreiated puhlications. It includes
a main entry section with an:. gations, and is indexed by sOject...dthor,
and ioninal title Nn accrual cumulative indeY is available. Annual sub-
saiption I S .,*() ) Itum t S. t;(r..ertAiient Printing Office.

15.4.'2,79
. Higher Education Planning -A Bibliogaphic Handbook, D. Kent

I laistead. e4l !nstitute of Education, U.S. Department
of Health, Education. and Welfare 539 pp. (U.S. Governn...nt
Printing Office. Washington,

Earlier wotks by l.zwis Ma% hew. Roger Kelsey, it 11., provided yearly
htbli graplik: ,v rage ut higher education literature, but have been dB-
:init.:rued this volume the void by establishing a continuing bibliog-
raphy rn the inaior field it highs. education planning. Because planning

ire many aspects of education, the bibliography is quite corn.
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prehensive although excluding pedagogy, learning theory, curriculum
design, and other topics more pertinent to institut16.-.11 study than State
and national level interest.

Selectivity is key to the bibliography's value. Entries have been care-
fully screened and are recommended by experts for their substance and
distinctive contribution. The experts, .serving as Associate Editors in their
field of specialization, are well known scholars and practitioners recog-
nized for their competence. Also adding value to the bibliography are the
complete annotations which assist the reader in identifying concert most
likely to meet his specific needs.

Entries are organized in 22 topic areas:
Admission, Articulation, Retention
Campus and Building Planning
Comparative Planning Systems
Demography
Economics
Educational Communication and Technology
Educational Opportunity
Faculty
Finance
Governance and Coordination
Independent (Private) Higher Education
Institutional Role and Mission
Libraries
ManagementQuantitative Approaches
PlanningIssues, Theory, Reference
Productivity and Cost-Benefit Analysis
Research

Resource Allocation and Budgeting
Space Management and Projection
Student Characteristics and Development
Student Financial Assistance
Work and Education

An author index is presented.

4.3 Directory

15:4.3./A-1

Directory of Professional Personnel, Education Commission of
the States. So pp. (Education Commission of the States. Denver,
Colo.).

This is a:t annual director; providing names. addresses. and phone
numbers of statewide agencies in each State together with James and
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titles of principal staff members. Other organizations included are: the
Southern Regional Education Board (SREB), the New England Board of
Higher' Education (NEBHE), and the Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education (WICHE) together with the National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems (NCUEMS) and planning agencies in the
Canadian Provinces.

15:4.3/A2
Education Directory: Colleges and Universities, Arthur Podolsky
and Carolyn R. Smith, National Center for Education Statistics,
U.S. Department of lealth, Education, and Welfare, 533 pp.
( U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

This book lists institutions in the United States and its outlying areas
that offer at least a 2-year program of collegelevel studies, and (in most
instances) are accredited by a nationally ,:cognized accrediting agency or
approved by a State department of education or State university. The
information presented for each institution includes its telephone area code
and number, address (including the ZIP code), congressional district and
county in which it is located. Federal Interagency Committee on Educa-
tion (FICE) Identification code, date established, fall enrollment, under-
graduate tuition and fees. sex of student body, calendar system, control
or affiliation. highest level of offering, type of program, accreditation,
names and titles of principal officers, and a coded classification of princi-
pal officers by functional area of responsibility.

4.4 Data and Information Sources and Services

15:4.4/S1

EDSTAT iI (National Center for Education Statistics, Washing-
ton. D.e.

E/67.-17' // is a national on-line education data :etrieval system
operated by the Division of Statistical Services, National Centel for Educa-
tion Statistics. l'sers anywhere m the continental United States can query
the extensive data bank of education statistics through standard keyboard -
type computer terminals using the facilities of a national commercial time-
sharing service. sponsored by the Geneal Services Administration. EDSTAT
lata files have been prepared for use with an information management and
retrieval software package. permitting many users to simultaneously query
the s,:ne data base. In addition. EDSTAT data files are available in FOR-
TRANcompatible torin to permit users to develop educational models or
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perform statistical analysis using existing software packages (e.g., SPSS -

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).
EDSTAT data are stored both on-line and on magnetic tape. Fre-

quently used data are immediately available to users Other data require
delays of a i'ew minutes to a few hours (depending upon the size of the
data file) before they can be interactively acc aired by ei.e LS r. Costs of
using EDSTAT vary according to requirements and usage. For example,
a simple tabulation from an aveliige size data file may cost less than $5.00
to prepare. Other types of reports may cost in excess of S10). The user
bears all telephone and data processing charges for his use. All EDSTAT
data base preparation and storage costs are incurred by NCES.

EDSTAT Data Bases. The scope if EDSTAT data holcEngs is essen-
wally to United States government statistics, primarily those col-
lected by NCES. To date. EDSTAT has pla.:ed rawhasis on developing
post ..:condary education data resources (e.g., liEGIS) for public access,
out there are increasing numbers of requests fir other types of education
datavocational. elemer taryisecondary, etc. -and EDSTAT is actively
seeking to address these data needs.

15:4.4/52
NCHEMS Database Holdings : ,Natiotial Center for
Higher Education Management tithilder,

The NCHEMS database data from such organiza-
tions as NCES, the Census Bu,, , fence Foundation, and the
Center ..or Human Resources. ,' States are 1:u:dominant
units of analysis in the database. The latter includes ,.nrollments.
earned -..!egrr es conferred. -ernp'.;y: education, tistitutional
characte:istics, State-level tinal...z.,. nal finances, and general
population demographics and ot." t of individual States. Several
data tiles are compilations of dat t. . urge number of sources. These
data files were primarily created .articular research and c+-'a analysis
projects, and represent a rich set of :ata whicn ,.-an be used ether indi-
viduals for postseco dary education r;srarcii art, planning.

In addition tc :.mprehensive database holdings, NCHEMS access
to a number of data manavment ar..! analys:s packages is provided. These
include: MARK IV, the Bureau of Labor 'it-fishes' Table Producing Lan-
guage (TPL). Biomedical Computer Prod: in (BSICP), Statistical Package
for the Social Scie.ices (SPSS), Statist cii! ril,,sis System (SAS), MINI.
TAB and OSIRIS. These packages pro,/ the ;ability of renrg..; :.
conibining. 3nd reformatting data files, ?id capability fo lvt..nsive
and sophisticated rtatistical analyvt., of the data

IBM 360/195 located at tl. United Airlines Computing Center in
1.)t-n,er is med. A remote nib en t)ciky. located in NCHEMS, is used to
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communicate with the system at 1".! Nina- track, 800 bpi, 1600 bpi, and
6250 bpi to 'e drives are availab!;.. ::.ts capah..ity is supplemented by the
academic computing center at thr. 1,.ivi:rsity of Colorado. Hardware facili-
ties there include dual CDC 6400'; 7 and 0trak, 800./1600 bpi tape
drives.

15:4.4/76
A Guide to Sources of Educational Inforntzton, Marda L.
Woodbury, 371 pp. (Inf...:rmon Resources Pr.:- s, Washington,

This reference is a tt. the ,ollow; :! types of information
sources: 1) printed matel:,:is %chich consolidht.;., keep current, or lead to
further sources of information; 2) eoucatio:-. ilt.,iries or information cen-
ters; 1) organizations and gov' rnm..1. active or knowledgeable in
educe;. related fields; and 4) bibliographic services.

Elementary an:, 4ccondar) educrio :ire more comprehensively
covered thari postsecondary education C.. scriptions provide the user
with a clear means of tapping the poteriti.ai source and a general descrip-
tion of the type of information

15:4.4/75
A Reference. Guid.. Po-Asecondary Education Data Sources,
Katherine A. Allmlr. 2 pp. (National Center for Higher Edu-
cation Management .',-.stems, Boulder, Colo.).

This reference is on:y guide directed exclusively to identifying
data sources usefui to postsecondary education planning. It describes
publications, articles, and data bases related to most of the items of infor-
mat-in identified the NCHEMS Statewide Measures Inventory (Allman,
Wing, and McLunr:;in, 1975). For the various references, information is
provided on hog.' -..iata are organized. the kinds of informatiOn given,
the level of aggregation, the years for which data are available, and those
measures ;n the StatervEziP Measures Inventory which correspond to the
data referenced.

15:4.4/74
Directory of Lducational Statistics: A Guide to Sources. Malcolm
C. Hamilton. 71 pp. (Pierian Press, Ann Arbor, Mich.).

This directory guides readers to sources of educational statistics.
both current and histotical. on a wide range of topics. The publication
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history of each series is described on a year-by-year basis. The descriptions
for the statistical entries are general, and insufficient to determine the
data's compatibility with other elements. A helpful improvement would be
more detailed descriptions of the series to include format of presentation,
coding employed, and levcis of aggregation.
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Productivity and
Cost-Benefit Analysis

Wayne R. Kirschling

ff.ff
The most common conceptual mode) of productivityis based on the relationships among inputs (factors of pro-duction), processes (production technologies), and outputs

(products or goods and services). A distinction is usually madebetween effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness involvesproducing the "right" output in response to the demand forcertain goods and services, the expectations of financers, andthe goals and objectives of the producing unit. Efficiencyentails producing outputs by the least costly combination ofinputs and processes.
The distraction is sometimes ma.le between mechanicalmodels of productivity (e.g., the input-process-output model)and behavioral models. The behavioral model considers suchconcepts as: incentives for and constraints on individual and

collective behaviors. the correlation of interpersonal relation-shipS. e.g., peer groups among students, and the community ofscholars among faculty. These two model:: are not opposed:rather they provide important, complementary perspectiveson higher education productivity. The mechanical model
provides important data on how inputs and processes affect
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outputs, the kind of information often needed for State and
Federal planning.. The behavioral model helps explain why
higher education cannot be considered in purely mechanical
or "black box" terms. Unless human behavior is considered
in introducing operational changes, little real improvement
is likely to be accomplished.

The entries selected in this topic are intended to increase
awareness and unL !rstanding of productivity and help planners
maintain and impro.._ higher education .productivity in terms
of reduced cos and improved outecmes. The entries within
the following subtopics are subdivided :,,:cording to whether
they: I) report empirical findings, 2) suggest means for im-
proving productivity. or 3) describe and discuss appropriate
methodology.

Outcomes. Outcome considerations are part of the plan-
ning process, for goals developed during planning can be viewed
as intended outcomes. Because the goals of education are
considered tinder several other topics (see also Topic ! I:
Institutional Role and Mission: and Topic 15: Planning-
Issues, Theory, Reference), the primary, but not exclusive
emphasis here is on entries which concentrate either on how
goals can be translated into measurable outcomes, or on how
actual outcomes compare with previously developed goals.
Studies in this subtopic consider such outcomes as student
achievement. faculty productivity, and degrees awarded. Other
entries cover ways to assess needs and build outcome con-
siderations into higher education management. An effort
has been made to emphasize entries which reflect a compre-
hensive view of broad individual and social outcomes with-
out delving into specialized interest groups.

Costs. If outcomes can he described as a .pivotal
in planning, costs are an inevitable factor. Costs are primarily
studied from an institutional standpointways to use resources
more efficiently. ways to reduce expenditures, and ways to
achieve 10,d-cost instruction. This cost analysis involves all
:ypes of costs: total, nixed. variable, marginal, and average.
'student costs are covered in Topic 21: Student Financial
Assistance, the question of underwriting costs and how this
can he accomplished is covered in Topic 9: Finance. Other
theoretical and macroeconomic cone ms of higher education
are considered in Topic 5: Economics.
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Cost/Outcome Relationships. In some ways the analyses
of costs and outcomes are becoming specialized in higher
education. Outcomes are largely the concern of academicians,faculty and department heads; costs, of accountants and finan-
cial managers. Often these two interests come together onlyat the chief executive or board of regents level. This division
is seemingly unsupportive to productivity (at least in theory
and probably in practice); it is only when costs and outcomes
are analyzed in combination that productivity studies realize
their full potential. In higher education, planned outcomesneed to be adequately supported. Financing Li turn needs
the direction provided by clear and agreed-upon goals and
objectives. This subtopic addresses the link between costs andoutcomes.

The cost of programs and their final impact are requiinl
to measure productivity. This dual measurement requiremtatshould be of major concern to planners, for inadequate pro-
ductivity studies can damage the substance of higher education,just as complete studies can enhance it. The entries chosen
here are intended to provide background to encourage pro-
ductivity analyses that are complete 4nd beneficial.

TOPIC ORGANIZATION
16: Productivity and Cost-Benefit Analysis

1.0 Outcomes

1.1 Empirical 3tudies
1.2 Recommendations
1.3 Methodc iog:y

2.0 Costs

2.1 Empirical Studies
2.2 Recommendations
2.3 Methodology

3.0 Cost.iOutcome Relationships

3.1 Empirical Studies
3.2 Recommendations
3.3 Methodology
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.0 OUTCOMES
1.1 Empirical Studies

16:1.1/77.1

The Effects of .Academic Departments on Student Learning,"
Rodney T. Hartnett and John A. Centra, The Journal of Higher
Education, September/October, 17 pp.

This study is a ray addition to the literature dealing with college
effects on student outcomes. Most of the earlier research on college
effects has focused on the impacts of different college environments.
Hence, the unit of am. ysis in these studies was the institution. In this
siady, the focus is on the effects of academic departments. Specifically,
the "effects of academe departments on student achievement as assessed
by standard measures of knowledge within selected subject areas" is
studied. Departments from four fields biology (N = 43), business (N.=37),
mathematics (N =38), and psychology (N = 35)are studied. The criterion
measures am the average scores'of students from each aepartment on the

advanced tests of the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) and the field
tests of the Undergraduate Program (UP) of the Educational Testing
Service. Information on departmental characteristics was gathered by a
survey of departmenfal chairmen.

Three specific questions are addressed: (I) Are there substantial
differences between departments within an institution as regards their
effects on student learning?, (2) Are there differences in student learning
effects among sub-discipline specialties within the same department?,
and (3) Are there departmental characteristics which correlate with
the student learning effects of departments? The findings of the study
with regard to each of these questions respectively are that: (I) "There
does appear to he evidence for f.equent educational effect differences
between departments within the same institution, (2) "There was very
little diversity (in educational effects! between subfields within depart-
ments," and (3) "Analysis of various characteristics of departments
faik-d to identify any features consistently associated with indices of
effectiveness."

The major limitation of this important study, which it shares with
many other studies in this area. is that it looks at a sing!i. outcome -in this

case. student achievement as measuied t >y standars: measures. The

analytical methodology it mpi rys (regression anah!sis) is suited to th_

hstudy of a single outcome but not of the multiple orconies that character-
ize most academic departments. lids limitation (hies not detract from the

study 's ruififir finding that there arcimportant differences at the depart-

mental le el in student learning.
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16:1.1/77.2

"Productivity Ratings of Graduate Programs in Psychology
Based on Publications in the Journals of the American Psycho-
logical Association,". W. Miles Cox and Viola Catt, American
Psychologist, October, 21 pp. \

Thepurpose of this study is to provide .objective indexes cf quality
for graduate pror ams in psychology. Quality is measured by the quantity
of publications it 13 journals of the American Psychological Association.
These journals were chosen for their selectivity (as evidenced by their
rejection rates) and by their prestige among psychologists. The number
of articles associated with each of .the 76 most productive colleges and
universities are reported for each 2Ye4r period from 1970 through 1975.
An overall taule, as'well as separate tables, are presented for each of the
13 journals. A table which ranks programs on their overall productivity
per faculty member is also nrovided.

The methodolor and results of this study are compared to those
of the 1970 American Council on Education sponsored study of Roose
and Andersen. The Rose and Andersen study and its predecessor (Cartter,
1966) are criticized because. " .. they were based on no objective indexes
of quality but mcrely upon the 'me .ation' of the raters. . . . (further-.
more) .these ratings provide only a global view of faculties as a whole,.
they obscure strengths and weaknesses of programs in particular areas
of psyithulogy."

Considerabi.: differences in results are noted kttween this study and
the Rouse and Andersen study. Possible biases in tkeRoose.and Andersen
study against programs stressing adplied psychology against newer pro-
game and against smaller programs are observed in statistical tests which
compare the results of this study to Roose and Andersen results.

s:udy provides a number of interesting findings about journal
productivity. For example, the productivity of the 76 most

productive programs rose only 1.0 percent during this 6year period;
few programs were found to be equally productive in all rrn...s of psy-
chology: and in an aggrega:e sense, there were wide variations in produc-
tivity even among the most productive programs.

While to just psychology, this study is_, important because
it criticizes the Roose and Andersen study which applies to graduate pro-
grams in all dist:Times. Its major strength is that it provides a concrete
example of how journal publication productivity can be rtudied It recog-
nizes a number of limitations including the need to account TOrthe pro-
duction of hooks and the possibility aft "the quality of instruction
that a graduate student receives is inversely -elate(' to the prolificacy
of his or her professors." Its major weakness that it attempts to use
a measure of quantity as a proxy for a measure of quality. This equation is
done to facilitate the comparison with the Roose and Andersen quality
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rankings. The ,:omparist..n is misleading because different attributes are
being measui ed.

!6.1.1/76
Studies of Productivity in Knowledge Production and Utilization
by Schools, Colleges, and Departments of Education, David
L. Clark and Egon G. Guba, 60 pp. (Rite Occasional Paper
Series, Indiana University, Bloomington).

Th:s study was part of a larger 2-year study of knowledge pro-
duction and utilizat:on (Kell) activities in schools, colleges, depart-
ments of edv,:ation (SCDE's). The overall study was funded by thy.

Institute of Education and conducted by Research on Instituools of
Teacher Education (RITE) staff at Indiana University.

Seven separate analyses were accomplished. These analyses exaniined
.( ) publications in educational journals, (2) documents stored in the Re-

sources in Education (RIE) file of Educational Resources Information
Center (ERIC), (3) published books in education, (4) presentations at
national conventions of educational associations, (5) KPU projects in edu-
cation funde b.. private foundations,(6)KPU projects in education funded
by other agencies, and (7) the institutional source of terminal degrees

faculk. SCDE's."
Rr -tilts for individual schools, colleges, and departments:of education

a:e not reported. It is suggested that this data is available upon request.
The 1.367 SCDE's studied are broken down into 12 categories on the basis

of three factors: degree level offered in education (doctoral, master's.
baccalaureate :: institutional control (public,. private), and likely involve-

tnent in educational KPU ( more likely, less likely).
The doctoral-granting u..tversitics, whether publicly or privately con-

trolled. rank high..:st in all areas studied in both iota, and per faculty mem-

ber output Some planning dilemmas for governmental agencies. for foun-
dations, and for individual institutions at Ang out of these findings are
discussed. These dilemmas center around vhether or not the "weak" should
be strengthened. Additional analyses are performt. I which look at w:iich

types of SCDE's arc high producers. Interestingly, approximately 40 per-

cent f the 153 doctoral institutions are either middle, low, or non-
producers in this classification scheme. These findings suggest the need for

iooking at institutions individually and not just by type. Finally, the edu-

cational output of SCDE's is compared to the output of other college and
university 3gencies (e.g., departments of economics ant! business) and

agerv:ies outsie: colleges and universities (e.g., State departments Qfeduca-

tion, U.S. Government agencies). The major finding of this analysis is that
SCDE's account for approximately 40 percent of the output in the variou.,
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areas studied. This ranges from a ioW olf approximately 6 percent J i the
ERIC citations to over 55 percent of the journal citations.

rhis study is an important one for two reasons. First, it utilizes anumber of varied measures of research and development output. Second,
it deals with schools, colleges, and tkpartments of edi, ation. Given the
projections of excess teacher supply, support for these SCDE's is and will
continue to hi. closely examined. The data assembled for this :study and
the resultant findings provide valuable insights into these examinations.

16:1.1/70
A Rating of Graduate Programs, Kenneth D. Rouse and Charles
J. Andersen, 115 pp. (American Council on Education, Wash-
ington, D.C.).

For all practical purposes this study is a replication of an earlier
American Council on Education study conducted in 1064 by Allan Cartier.
artter's study involved 4,000 faculty members at 106 institutions and

looked at 30 disciplines. This .:udy involved 6,000 respondents at 130
inoitutions and covered 36 disci,ilines. To he included in this study, aninst ution had to have awarded at least 100 doctorates in tw- or more

over the last 10 years 1.4 which data was available. Within
these institutions, to be included as a discipline, a department had to have
awarded at least one dc,:tor.te in the last 10 years.

Senior scholars. department chairm,:n. and junior scholars were
asked to provide peer ratings in three areas: (11 the quality of the gradu..:..!faculty. ( 2) t: effectiveness of the doctoral program. and ( 31 iccent change
in quality of graduate education. Facult ratings were on a 6-point scale
r:.ngingirom "not -efficient for doctoral tiining" to "distinguished." Pro-
grams were rated on a 4-point scale from not attractive" to "extremely
attractive." Chance was r.,.ed on a 4-point s, ale from "worse than 5 years
:igo" to "better than 5 years ago."'

Results are provided by inst,tation for each discipline. The leading
ins:...ions are ranked: all other institutions are placed within appropriate
groups based on their scores, but they are not ranked within that group.
For the leading institutions, co:aparisons are made :.erever possible to
the 1064 Carter rankings and to the i.inkings arising out of a 1'0'7 stud
conducted by Kenmston.

The authors point out several pol: y implications of the study. The
these is improvements in graduate education should not he

stressed at the expense of improvements in undergraduate education. A
secind re,.ommendation revolves around "the apparent duplication of
progran, resources particularly by the pubic institutions within a state."
The acliors feel that -A hard look must he taken at programs which fallh-low desired standards, with a view toward either shaping up or eliminating
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them," .-.dditionally, the authors feel that. "From the standpoint of
national policy. consideration mus: be given to the possibility that in the
:uture a more than sufficient supply of Ph.D.'s for roost traditional uses
can be trained in tire graduate programs of. say. 50 or so top-rated institu-
tions."

This study is important in several ways. It is the last reasonably corn-
preoensive rating of graduate programs. The ratings of this study are some-
times used to justify maintaining or increasing budget allocation. In these
instances, these ratings are being used as an outcome proxy. In addition.
these ratings are used in other studies to provide a quality adjustment to
oth outcomes (e.g.. doctorates awarded). The results of this study are
both controversial (mostly because tLey are based solely on subjective
opinions) and outdated. Still. they continue to be used as the best alterna-
tive in stud. s of graduat.7 education.

See a/so: Topic 20: Student Characteristics and Development; Topic 17:
Research and Research Administration: and Topic 5: Economics. Sub -

topic 4.0 Econom:c Impact of Higher Education on Stude%ts.

20:1.1,''7 Four Critical Years: iffects t' College on Beliefs. Attitudes.
and knowledge. Alexander W. Astm, 293 pp t losseyBass. San Francisco).

20 1.3/77 Insestment in Learning: The Individual and Social Value of
American higher Education. Howard R. Bowen. 507 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San
Francisco).

1.2 Recommendations

1 6 . 1 .2 / 7 6

Improving Educational Outcomes, New Directions for Higher
EducJtion, No. 16, Oscar T. Lcnning. ed.. 105 pp. (Jossey-Bass.
San Francisco 1.

This sourcehook ,:onsists of five articles. Leonard L. Baird writes of
".v.iys that educators can improve the campus environment to promote
Auden: learning, with ,pecial attention on collecting the facts before trying
possible remedies. H.D. Schalock reviews "evidence about the effective-
Less of old as well as new anprc.. hes to in ru.:tion" and provide- "a pre-

v.ew of likely .pproaches in the future." Moore, Jr. describes
.1iniques for increasing the learning of poorly-prepared students.includ-

ing changes in administrative and faculty at.tudes." Ernest G. Palola and

Timothy Lehmai," relate their experience with tI. Program Effectiveness
Ind Related Cost (PEW') system being used at Empire State College an
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describe how it "is contributing to informed decisions about educational
outcomes." Finally. Lenning comments on "the evide.ice regarding
unproved learning and about the role of research and evalua :ii in further
improvements.",

One very useful feature of this sourcebook is the lengthy references
which are provided, at the end of each chapter. In addition, Lenning pro-
vides a guide to helpful literatt. to four areas: attritioniretention; devel-
opmental outcomes; innovation/instruction; and student characteristics.
This sourcebook is an inortant addition to the literature on higher edu-
cation outco-...:s. It is the only rnajo. work on how to go about improving
higher education learning outcomes that covers a broad range of ap-
proaches. Almost all of. the other literature in this area either emphasizes
methodology. reports findings, or focuses on one particular improvement
strategy.

See also: Topic 12. lastlitltonal Role and Mission for rele -int. related
references.

1.3 Methodology

15:1.3'78
Measure of Institutional Goal A-hievenic I. Leonard C. Rom-ney. 57 pp. (National ent:r for Iligher F.ducation Management
Systems. Boulder. Colo.).

Ore of the missing links in higher education is that between institutumid statements of goals aril st..iti: measures of :outcomes. It is impor-
tant in estblishing this link alt .1 goal, he translated into specific outcomesthat will indicate the extent to which 1,stitutional go. Is have or have net
been achieved. This study attempts to achieve this translation.

Some 1.150 faculty, administrattts, and trustees at 4' institutionsif six kinds participated in this study. fbey were asked about their insti-tution.; goals and about how progress to.vard those goals should F. mea-sured. Thiee gepi,a1 findings emerged. 1) Goal a. 1 Pleasure preferences
generany varied across institutional types, not among trustees, faculty, andadmimstiators. -21 Traditional process 11:CaSUICS of institutional perfor-111:1110.% such as student-faculty ratios and ex,enditure patterns, wererejected by almost :hi categories of respondents: anti ..tive measurespertaining to such tiny:kits of higher education as satisliii.itiin, jrowth. andvalue added were most preferred by the study population.

Results of the study are reported by the six tyres of institutionsstudied: doctorate-granting universities, private doctorate- granting
universities, public comprhensive universities and colleges, private com-prehensive universities and colleges, liberal-arts colleges, and 2-year col-
leges. Results are reported for tne respondents' judgment.: on the anpro-prtateness of 2G different goal areas for their tyl e of institution. hese
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goal area) conform to th Institutional Goal Inventory developed by-the
Educational 'testing Service. In addin -n. results or appropriate measures
0: progress are reported by goal area and type of institution. Differences
between facolt!, administrators, and trustees on appropriateness of goal
areas 'rid on preferred measures of progress are explored.

':he study concludes by identifying 14 types of informato.n that
would proude .cceptable indications of progress for the sevco goal areas
rater as ,ost important for each of the six types of institutions surveyed
In additio6, this inforn..ition generally would be acceptable to all Ode)

pes .:spondent The 14 types of !worm:own that would accomplisn
this are.

',Adept ability to apply knowledge
ontinumg aeon'. intellectual involvement of forme: students

in other than formal. advarked study
Course oftc iris and institutional opportunities pertaining to
the development of Individual goals, values, and personal
growth
Students and. or former students expressing concern for
human welfare and wellbeing.
I mploser satisfacnoi wi.11 former students' vocation-1 or pro
tessional ng

Scholarly Yorks produced by graduate students and, or former
grAtiate students considered suitable for publication
Basic ,esearch )))blications or other results of scholarly effort
proluced by students or faculty members during the past year
Ivaluations and perceptions of members of .he community
-egardmg the quality of institutional services available to them
Existence of special .ourses and programs to meet the needs of
particular groups of students
Institutional policies and procedures developed to protect the
exv.use of academic freedom by mculty and students
AtEndance and participation by faculty in tl,, faculty senate
or similar body
Faculty and staff perceptions and evaluations of internal morale
Student and, or faculty amidance at cultural activities spun
scared by the institution
Impacts of m dificamins made in .:ourses and programs

16:1 117-1
Identifying and A :sessing Needs in Postsecondary Education:
A Review and Sy nthesis of the Literatury Review Edition, Oscar
T. Lennon:, Edward M. Cooper and J. Robert Passmore, 126 pp.

1 National ('enter for Higher Education Management Systems.
Boulder, Colo..
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One Jr/pr/rich to the e.talisiorient of g.ls as part of various institutional and e.xtratistitutional
plaritung processes is the use of tormalizedneeds JS!SeSsnient. Formalized r -...as .111eVillICIII can help in estabbaluni.;winch institutional .corrs would best address the identified needs ofthe oinstItuencies th . 1.1. flan serves To a large extent. ivit,ohles andneeds to the tun,. 't.: Ir. Institt.t,ons use the term outcomes. whilecons:ituents use the t:.srrn ' Lensing 1).)int,, out dart.

`lost
Their founding endlavored to under-stand the coni inine. studemN the'; serve, and

hest u.eet their needs, but
assessnumt efforts haveheen subjective, unsysternati, hoc. Duriig, the l'270's,

however, a significant ,lody dge has been omittingtr at
nect, of the cklstitucan help i '.ituttoris lde. it

.s they serve, and to evalo m a ovich snore
'ective manner

'!Uttlent intended t e . and purposes
.:fluals at the State c: :A (evils l providing themwith an t's : nceptual trainer. hat 0...Id titerr needsassessines: J11 the document at'vn;ds d 'utilillaniie 'all'Elfi)(111:1;1..' he found akiar neetts assr-,rac,..i the stat:-of-the-art ai HI, itl postsecondary e.:ucation.Wh:: is not :I iON;

's a ortaot bacisgr,,tind ;,,r those plaripsr and others who are interested ill theemerging top:, :1:eds assessment. is wide varier.. of .,ppioatetivs to needsassessment are report.:ti on. These descriptionf should heir in makingvarious trit!--:dii:s awai altc:naiire .1cmal sfudiesneeds

15.; "t; 77 2

Increasing the Public Accovatabilityof Higher Educatioa. NewDirections for Institutional Pece:irch. No. It). John K. Izo!ger,ed., 1)9 pp. ( ilISSeyBaSS, San ratICiSCO
I his sour:chook revrev.'s reecirt effort% n Stales 1 . outcomeconsideratins into ti;.-.!r inglicr edthation practice: The emphasis is ondesol'ung analyzing a:tual -xperience in special: States. rather thanon the :!oornent and discussion of theoretical oc.

Three spcartic pproadies to ootainiry, Th.* .re acrountability andmore effective performan e !.ron, institi:,ons" examinedperformance hiulizeting, performance audits, and ; :opart less's. A per
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formance hudket Is d...fine.1 as -one that bases at (cast sonic funding on the

oritc..ines or quality 'if Ms, budgeted activity.** A pc:form:ince a adit is "an

issesstirent of the effetiveness of an actWity or organization i achieving

Its coals and oh :-Lures. rl pr.( gam review is "an assessment o! :he need

for and the effecaveness of a proposed or existing program.** Collectively.

then. these .11)111o:idles are concern., with a eloselyrelated set of concerns

c.rncerns about outsomes. ";'alit}', effectivcness, goals, objectives, and

needs.
StateLevel Pertormance Budgoing renorted by Robert J. 1 Irak.

Robert Berd...11, Nlarsin W Peterson. .1. Michael Erwin, arid Richard

Vilson. P.ecent developments in Ilawaii and Washington are cited. "Legis;

!alive Progr AM Et.111.AloIl.. Is reviewe.! by Perdahi with Wisconsin and

Virginia serving as spe.;itle examples Barak addresses inr topic of "Program

Res iews by Statewide Education Agencies," with Florida and New

York as illustrations.
John K. Foh:er. In Ins son Iodine art'..; pros....es the followmg, L'Se-

.111.ILS,,Is of thls theory Er,st. the mterot of public ullie;.Is ..11 great I

ac,orintability of will probably increase. Second,

as,:ountabilit) based only or. riscal sons' .:rations v. no longer sufficient;
instead, act:omit:)6;o; tor Fes:dB .ir.:1 efisctive performance is now ex-

peLted Third. :he application .0- pr:.forinunce Measures in high:. educJtion

ereates special rohlein. hecause of the historic aurolanny of col.lej.:es arid

utie.eisitics :eardiric rhea prograr.... arid functions, ye. If ..I)

au.nt or restos ;. performance rime!. it must deal s. the Lvaluation of

procrams. And I. .irth. so tar tlhoe is little agreement arse(..' how

touch or airs assessment or review can be !t to the instituirrn ant :-ow

much .hould b. andertake.. -y ..the State agencies and by whi. 1 en-

cies.
hoar. Mis analysis it Is clear Chat State..nstitutturial relationships are

cri:ering a new r;?.ise this phase. produenvit consideration; will play

an insreasingb. important role. This sourcebooK does an excellent job f
;!re hstanee and this phase in key Stat.i....

I 3. / 7 3
A Structure for the Outcomes of Postsecondary Education.

Us ar I . t cnning. oft!! S. Le . Sierey and Allan L.

Service. pp. Ce-tcr for Higher 1.-. ucation Ni.anage-

Sv.tems. (*olo.)
this doormen! describes the dceelop. rent of a system to

(IPLIfIlie information about intend; ..and/(.. actual postsecondary eduza-

non iutcomes ell ail ettective way for purposes of . analysis

and decision:flaking The conceptual four.datior of the structure dr_sc sung

the :tinitilites and tither factors tiportant to under..tw.. :ng f educational
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outs..ontes is described, a proposed structure is provided. and principles and
criteria for developing or evaluating any outcome structure are identified.
this work is based on a thorough review of previous attempts to structure
educational outcomes (see also 14:2.2/77.3) and six years of research bythe National Center for Higher Education Management systems on out-
comes.

The authors justify the need for a structure such as theirs by pointingout that

laying a wide variety oi outcome information without any
structure is analogous to possessing a file cabinet in which the
contents are randomly arranged. Similarly, without agreement
on a common .anguagc and context for outconies.it is difficult
for institutional officials to communicate succinctly how their
institution and program differs from its ,counterparts. An
.:ftective outconie structure can be of assistance to postsecon
day education planners and managers for those purposes aswell as for identifying needs, developing goals. translating
goals into concrete objectives, setting priorities and plans. and
evaluating institutions an then programs.

The potential volume of outcomes information in postsecon-
dary education is quite formidable and poses a significnt
harrier to using outcome information In institutional planning
and management. Although a number of attempts have been
made to develop stiuctural systems fOf organizing outcomes
ii.forniattoc.. all of them have so far proved mademate to meet
the practical need.
From an analysts of six attributes characteristics of an educational

outcome and other factors the authors evolve in outcomes structure which
has three dimensions. audience. type of outcome. and time. These dimen-
sions are defined as follows.

att.henLe the persons. croups. or entities that receive and /or
are affected by (or which are intended :0 he affected or to re-
ceive) the particular outcome

type of outcome whether or not the ()Income involves a
change it status (maintenance versus change) and the basic.
specific entity that is main tamed or changed

tone time frame m which outcome occurs or is intended to
occu,

Each of these dimensions is disaggregatl. Fur example. the audience
(Lailmsom is disaggregated into the following categories. individual/group
'chinos, interest based communities. geographic-based communities. aggre-,;ate, if people. and other audiences. Each of these categrLis is then fur-
ther disaggregatod into a s_t of subcategories. Hie type-of-(.utcorne ."1(e
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gory is broken down into five major eras! tin:anti:is: economic outcomes:
humay s'laracteristie. outcomes: knowledge, technology and all form out-
comes, resource and sersice provision outcomes; and other maintenance

and .41:ge cutcomes. Lad of these categories is then further disaggregated

into two addin. .al levels of detail. An important feature of his structure
is that a specific nuitiemal coding scheme is se gested that allows a par,
ti,:ular outcome to he classified with respect to the three dimensions. This
coding structure facilitees comparisons across units and time.

A series of useful appendices are included in the document. For
example one of the appen /Ices identifies and categorizes over 80 previous
attempts to structure educate ,nal outcomes and outcome-related concepts.
Another suggests some specific outcome ineasutes that zoulil be uses for

each type of outcome included in the suggested structure.
As outcome considerations begin to he routinely built into planning

and other higher education processes. It is important that certain convert
nuns be adopted. This document is inificrtant because it represents one

wellcoi.iidered effort to provide such a conventum for higher education
outcomes. This suggestion sturild he a valuable starting point for many
institutions a 1 agencies within higher education.

2.0 -COSTS
2.1 Empirical Studies

For in formatiou relating to this sub topic see the following: 9:6.0/A5
Higher rEduatiun Prices and hire Indexes, D. Kent Halstead. 114 pp.

(U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. U.S. GovernmiAit

Prrifing Office. Washington. Higher Educatirm Prices and Price
Indexes IQ 78' Sur/Verner:1. Halstead. 48 pp. (National Institute of Ed ttca

Ion, GPO, 1978,

Toptc1J Finance. Subtopic 7 Financial Condition of Institutions

2.2 Rer7orminer.dations

16:2.2/76
Increasiq, Productivity in 1,1e Community College. Bill J. Priest
and Joi E. Pickelman. 36 pp. (American Association of Com-
munity and Junior Colleges. Washington, D.C.I.

Th., report describe.; the procedure used by the Dallas County Com-
numty CoLege District (DCCCD) to increa. e productivity in the District's

tour colleges. It the author's words. "it is an acamnting of the experien, es
of one multt.conege community college district in its struggle to identn..
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implei:..nt. and evalTaate res s i 1, rnclea,e efficiency while either
matt:taming t,r imi.4e.ing the effectiveness of each of its operations.
Whir: this document describes the over;d1 prociss used by the District.
110 ot the example,. _owe from Richlan ' one of the DCCD
4:arapri se 3

having g looked at various alternative "Ays to approach producovity
impo.rment eitorts. 1.KCCD chose to examine -operations to determine
whether or not there are areas wnere tetiOUrCeS can be used more effi

It aitalk /es both instrucional and support services to determine
where the 'fat is arid where liustments can be made which result in
savings but do not produce a qualitanv..t sacrifice.

Richland College's efforts were guided by a cycle consisting of
eight phases. [hest' nhases were. 111 rec,,gmtion/AcLeptanLe to increase
productivity (2) month/anon, 131 ex initiation operations,'work sta.
ti.ms. (4) generation u1 tee ,rnmendations to Increase productivity.151 eval-
uation of produ,:tivity recommendations. ((,) implementation /rejection.

monitoring gains/losses. and rewards.
[his study is of interest because it bears a striking resemblance to

poductivoy ai roaches that are commonly used in industry but rarely
Itl higher eduLatton. In fact. business leaders were involved in designing
the project. :.roduclivity improvement techniqucs such as work rue
thew. time ai-1 motion Ntuthe, and process flow charting were used.
These are n.austrial eugineetrIg techniques which are seldom attempted
in higher education. Ty pli,il of istry studies of this genre, the focus of
this stud.: was improvements. The Author Tote that. -There is
not orie feature of the ,:ollege, whether it he the method used by the
groundsman to trim his plants 4: the way the mstructor organi/es the
fifty alunute class periods, that cannot he improved.

While an aspects of the instnunon were examined the n 4iacadqrnic
or sr pport functions -proLed most conducive to resource efficiency.- This

.,4t surprising sake the industrial eryineeting techniques L. played were
developed to aid in productivity improvement in areas ',Jell as these. They
were not developed 14, apply to less taiiruble areas u .is executi...e man-
agcnin and If' :th!lotl. DC( 1.1) did at instruction and, lor ample,
tooth! tha. the in magentent of

. . was pst as crucial 1,, ner
toimancenot in instructor as IT %kis to Ciefk..

1612 2:75

institutional Efficiency in State, S s!orns of Public Higher Edu-
cation. Fred I' llirdero..d. Pi pp. (American Association. of
State Colleges:old Washingtv D.C.).
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'Ibis stud: 1, the outcome of the most recent effort of the American
Association of State oileges and l'inversifies to examine and comment on
the et.:cts of Sta,:-level governing and coordinating boards on public insti
to Ions This ha; been an ongoing concern of AASCU since 1961. "In this
study. f hCitivesugat or has made a begir-iing attempt to determine whether
state reguianrry -type agencies for higher education. e: her consolidated

hoards or coordinating hoards. have hid ilea arable effects on
inifitutional effectiveness and ofhciency2:

The maim emphasis in this ,tudy is on impacts institutional effi
cievic} . It includes an "analysis of claimed efficiencies and possibh; unrec
ognized mefticierick if statewide system operations.... Analysis relied
oil !tree sources of information. First. the opinions were sought from
to tir mal presidents. Secon' "where possible, data were secured regarding
actual Aists. either .avirie or added costs which arc the result oldie insti-
tutions' membership in a coordinating or governing system." Finally com-
parisons were made between large-scale systems o!. higher education and
business organization of multicomrames and conglomerates.

An e.oensIve quest ;or,naire was administered in the 1974-75 a, demic
year to the 317 ineinhei institutions itAASCL'. One-hundr,:d and eighty.
seen institution, provided timely. usable replies. time areas were addressed:
"f I ) type and classuic-ifio^ of the organiiaticmal pattern:12) relationships
with executive office (3) longrange planning; (4) academic affairs:
(5) budget development. (o) tiss.al policies and implementation: (7) pr-
sonn! policies arid the!! implementation. (MI capital outlay and construc-
tion,. and C/1 selection of administrative personnel.- Opinions as well as
case examples were requested. The audio: notes that "the trend of the
case example, snows toward inc' eased costs and inet' .iency in iuch areas
as purchasing. person0c1..iml .:onstructio;:."

Six specific recommendations were put forth. These rece Inend. 'ions
dealt with. ( I I the dismilution of author'', betweon institutions and ex-
ternal agiides, r tic need for deLentra,ized modes... (if operations;
13) the need for State agencies 1., stress planning rather than operational
tuuctions. )4) 1.aking budget allocations to institutions on a luny, sum
basis, (5) keeping personnel dechions campus level. am. (0) expe-
diting constructional , ! equipment protects iw involvme institutional
representati%e , phas s of these protects.

16:2.2/72
The More Effective Use of Resources: An Imp .-ative for Higher
Education. Came:Ne Corium on on I ligher I pp.
iNtc.Gi-Jw-1-1ill Book Co., New York I.

In the otnim .uons words: "The central thrust of this report is that
fol.! insuutional expenditures Of higher education must he. should he,

.
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and can be 'reduced by nearly $10 billion pe7 year (in 1970 dollars) by
1980 as compared with the costs whi-t would oe incurred if the trends ofthe 1960s were to he continued: that expenditures should be held to alevel of S.41.5 billion 'is against Sti 1 billion pet year . . . We seek to showooth why this reductioo of 20 percent needs to take place and h iw it canbe accontplised without any general d lerioration in the quality highereducation."

The Commission suggests t :tat higher duration accomplish this mostambitil Is undertaking by three types of savings. (1) reduce the number ofstudents, (2) make more effective use of resources, and (3) take advantageof "windfall" opportunities. The number of students is t1 be reduced by
"accelera (mg programs any reducinr4 the number of reluctant. attenders."
Resource use is to be improved in eight specific ways: Halting creation ofany new PhD, programs and concentrating Ph.D. training and federally
suppor ed research :n fewer institutions; Achieing minimum effectivesize for ,,ampuses and departments; Moving towards year-round operation;
Cautiously raising the student-faculty ratio: R-examining the faculty teach-ing load; Improving" management; Creating More altei.,atives off campus.and Establishing consortia among institutions and merging others.

The "windfall" opportunities foreseen by the Commission were that:1 I ) fa, ulty salary increases would slow, down. (2) enrollm' ...s would shit ttoward lower cost 2-year colleges, and (3) research expenditure increasesby toe Federal Governmen. would slow down.
The Commission specifically thought it unwise to attempt to improve

efficiency by avoiding or delaying necessary main tenance.-ctitting back onlibr: y expenditures. making student aid less available. and relyi. g toomut. on zransient,. low-paid assistant professors. Moreover. the Commis-sion spoke out againA "state interference with :nternal budgeting di tils
and th.angements such as required teaching loads." In short, the Commis-
.sion. warned that "Neither short run expediency nor longterm external
hurt ucratic in ter,eret%e are effective solutions."

Achieving effective use of resources while preserving the "spirit ofthe academic enterprise." the Commission points out, is going to be it
complex matter. The Commission r.ees solutions in: "(1) general tests ofperforn an e and general formulas for support by th, states. (2) greater
reliance ot the, market. . . and (3) greater self-discipline wit.,in the
,academic enterprise. a greater sense of rest nsibility for t;te effective useof resources.. .

This report is an important one. Today, several years after it wasissued. none f its many recommendations his been universally or even
widely adopted Yet each of its recommendations is still being discussedand in man: cases .experimentation relevant to its recommendations is
going on. Despite .12 passage of time. the Commission's recomm( :da-lions retain their relevance and their potential impact.
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16:2.2/71
Efficiency in Liberal Education. Howard R. Bowen and Gordon
K. 1)oug!ass, 151 pp: (McGraw-Hill 13 )ok Co., New York i.

This study is subtitled "A Study of Compar live Instructional Costs
forDifferent Ways.a)f Organizing Tea lilting-Le:ailing in a,Liberal Arts Col-
lege." The purpose of the study is "to explore the possibility of improving
educational quality while reducing its costs." The costs of six different
modes of instruction are compared at a hypothetical small liberal arts
college of 1,200 students and 100 faculty members.

In ,the authors' words, if a mode of instruction is to affect cost, it
will ordinarily do so by changing inputs in one or more of the '.' )Ilowing
ways: (1) It may substitute I ,w-cost lahor for high-cost labor; (2) It may
increase intensity of Libor ,r.,.. .'e; (3) It :.,ay substitute student initiative
for faculty stipervision; (4) It may substitute c ital for labor; (5)1fmay
intensify utilisation of capital; (6) It may substitiite low-cost capital for
higher-cost c.inital, (7) It .nay change curricular mix; (8) It may reduce
noninstructional services; (9) It may spread overhead costs by increasing
the of opration.

The six specific modes of instruction which are compared are: a con -

ventiona. nlan, variations of which are in use at most independent liberal
arts 7olleges; a modified version of the Rum] plan, featuring a few large
lecture courses; an independent study plan, which puts major learning
responsibilities upon students; a tutorial plan designed by David Baken;
and a plan of individual instruction linked to.modern teachinglearning
equipment. releredto in this study as the Xiefolr plan,- and the eclevie
plan. a mode of instruction designed by the lu.hois themselves.

,

The .!clectic approach. while "an amalgam of the other methods,"
the approach' inch istultimately endorsed by the authors. The analysis of
the other five plans show that the independent study approach -had the
best potential for both lowering costs and raising instructional uualitv as
corry,ared .o the convention-' plan. The Ruml.plan also showed promise in
this respect.

While this so. was done in i .e on text of a small, liberal arts col-
lege, its methodology is clear enoughtliat it coulu he adapt 1 to other
types of institutions. This study suggests that there is a good possibility
that the conventional approach to instruction can be improved upon both
with respect to co..t and quality. This important finding.bzzked up by
appropriate numerical results, deserves widespread consideration.

2.3 Methodology
16:2.3/78
.A Study of Cost A ialysis in Higher Education, Volumes 1-4,
Carl R. Adams, Russell L. Hankins, Gordon W. Kingston, Roger
G. Schroeder, 748 pp. :(American Cc ancil on Education, Wash-
irgton, D.C.).
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[his massivt., welEdocumentcd study is a major contribution to the
literature n higher t.lueation costini:,. It is a current and authoritative.
;1i:scup-non of how s. )sk,ng is being used u institutions of lugi.cr t:d4ucation...

v she ford Foundation. it consists of four volumes: 1. The''
,Liteiature of Cost Analysis ii' Nigrler Education (Adams..Hankins, Schroe-
der I, II. The Production and Use 't'Cost Analysis in Institutions of Higher
Education :Adams. Hankins. Kingstor., Schroeder); III, Site Vistt Descrip-
tions of Costinj.f. Systems and Mei, Ustc in Higher Education (Schroedel.
ed.), IV. 'Die, Future Use of Cost 'Analyst.. in Higher Education (Adams..
Kingston Schroeder ).

The first 01 these volumes identities and organizes the literature of
cst and cost analysis in Inglicr education. The search for literature is re-
stric!ed to that designed -to supply institutional administrators with datafur maktn, informed rational decisions." Skgmticantly, the literature of-macro et! cational plannnig and financing" is nut covered in the review.
tieithcr are oppkrtunity costs and societal and individual "out-of-pocicrit"

fists. The emphasis is principally in the area of instruction. Finally, the
ai:hors do .ii t address the whole area of the benefits of education nor
cost-hi:tient ana:ysts.

The authors in Volume I develop useful schemes for distinguishing
among vaunt- cost concepts and types of cost analyss. The discussion of
the literature is orgamzen into four ni.nor categories and several subcate-
gones Reso.ace Acquisition (estimation of current tund requirements,
pricing, cost recovery,: Re4Jurce Allocation (alio:anon to organizational-unit, .ibieLt budgeting. cost-income budgeting, internal or transfer pricing,
programinatk allocatin): Resource Marrigernent and Control (fiduciary
accounting. cost ac" :intim: variances, respoksibility accounting); Acco mut-miy

Volume II is the "keystone" monography. Its aim is to present and
an-lyze data collected Ironr aurinntstrators and information system spe-
cialist, in colle,es and universities regarding the ckarent use and usefulness
of cost inform:mon nii survey work was in two parts. There v an in-
depth. on-site cu^ cy of 21 "experienced institutions." Then a mail survey
Was sent r,) almost 500 Aistitutions. The ..uthors ;, port their major
findings In tour major areas: 11 Data Avail:milky. 2) Production of Cost
Information. 3) Institutional Use of Cost Information. and 4) Overall
:;',,servation, and Recommendations.

Volume III describes the site visits made to 17 institutions in tour
St.t.es !Coloradk . Honda, Michigic., and Ohio). Volume I'' is '(:on..erncd
with the future use of cost analysis in highereducation, It draws kipon the
extant :iterature. the "experience- based" judgments of the authors, and a
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Delphi study utihnitg a panel of 120 individuals. The tesults of this study.
which Milli /es ear tune fraltle. Were presented for institutions. States.
and the Federal (i ivernment

An mien:slim! dichotomy was observed from these studies. linversi-
IL:, undertake detailed Lost .1.:,..ttunting to justify indirect Bost recotver> 01:
Federal ,;rants and contracts, as net:otiated r lies depend oil such Justifica-
tions. Fhe resulting revenue. subtracted how teseaiLli funds awaided. is
Inn hoe Llil[ Iu university administration :15 a hIldgetary For
acadeiniL manaL.ement, howevei. these t1111VerNItleS .ire generally :hale of
pro iii and usint! derailed cost tiguies to assist academic policy deci-
sl )(h.

[he authors ate not optimistic that Institutions of higher edi...:ation
v.i:i .hvelop methods of .oping wuh difficult costallocation problems
wher ',mit processes (as 111 ,:taduate teaching Mkt Closely' associated r.,!
Ne..11,11 'iv teams of t..raduate student!.. and faculty) are theaule.

16.2.3/77
Cost Behavior Analysis for Planninl: in Higher Education.
I) Rohinson and Frederiek J. Turk. I di pp. (National Association
of Colleges and University Business Offi,:ers, Washington, D.C.)

I Iv, repurt Wa V. I Men In response to a concern by the National
ssociation ''I College and Iiiisiness Offices INACU130) that historical

costs were indtscruninatelv and often inappropriately b.!ug used to pro-
le as par! it the planning process. flits report is devoted to de-
scnIunt: the p., .sess analv /Ing bell:1%10r of costs and revenries in higher

file inaior ponits or this study are. I I Alternative courses of action
,onsist vt L-hanges (a) ...a Las. specific objectives, programs, (b)
arid LI iiganiiational structure, 2) When examining the economic con-
sequenLes of 111.111 alternatives, administiators must consider the effect on
.eVentle is well On 0)S), 3 ) 1:stimating future economic activity [in-
volves] deterinmintz the nixed and variable components- of total cost for
the alternatives :eluted at different levels of volume. 4) Institutional
decisions. ai ai environmental conditions, which are beyond the insti-
tution; ,:ont rid influence ,:ost behavior. and 5) Noneconomic information
about progranis, students. tacult, and other ctinsutrafions should he
examined vvhen making decisions about the future.

tine Ott the inost useful appendices provides examples !,1 decision
ta,. tors which affect 'he costs till selected orgam/.4fional entities. Some IS
institt Alva. a: t.ited. Foi example. some 15 separa!e decision rat:-

are 1.lettnili!d\AIILII v,0111.: .111CCI the inigeitti)11 of library costs. Some
I 1 eLl;ion fa,:tors are ideniitied which would affe,t the polection of
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tinanciai-aid administration costs. Other appendices provide numerical
examples of various aspects of projecting costs and revenues.

This report should he helpful to planners who are concerned with
the adequacy of tfieir methods of projecting costs. Although thi, report is
not a procedures manual for performing cost behavior analysis. .f does
discuss in clear terms the concepts underlying such analysis and the appli-
cation of these :incepts to institutions of Lgher education.

3.0 COST/OUTCOME RELATIONSHIPS
3.1 Empirical Studies

16:3.1/77-1
Understanding Joint Production Processes: A Convex Hull Ap-
proach. Robert G. Gray. 12o pp. I Unpublished doctoral disser-
tation. University of Colorado. Boulder).

The primary r.irpose of this research was to develop a new way of
identify mg the most eff;cient producers in this case from among university
science departments where there are multiple inplits and multiple outputs
to be considered The existence -of multiple outcomes and inputs. of
course, is common in higher education. Multiple outcomes present diffi-
cult analytical problems. especially in estimating how inputs relate to out-
puts (i.e.. in the estimation of p dlluctiun functions). This research devel-
oped a new way of handling multiple outcomes and inputs that avoids
most of the irksome simplifying assumptions required by other methods.

In a sample study. th. new approach was applied to all the Ph.D.-
granting departments of chemistry in the United States. Some 169 depart
['tents out 4 a total of 183 provided data on: ( 1) number of faculty.
(2) the research and development Midget, (3) the number of undergraduate
degrees reported. (-4) the number of graduate degrees awarded, and (5) the
number of publications produced by faculty, within the department. Sepa-
rate results are presented fur small (less than 17). medium (between 17

ld 26). and large (over 2t) departmental faculties.
It is especially Interesting that. average, the most efficient

departments produced more of eueh of the outputs (undergraduate de-
:irees. graduate degrees. publications) while using less of each of the inputs
(faculty and research and development dollars) than did the least efficient
departments. This result was true for both medium and large departments.
The only change here was that the less efficient departments. on the aver-
age, had few research and development dollars to work with. This is a most
astounding finding. While it is not conclusive because more val'ables may
need to he taken into account. it does demonsinie that there are enormous

, J t 1
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vanances in the productivity of Ph.D.grantim, chemistry departments.
This limited study suggests that a parallel series of studies of other types
of departments could produce findings which would have important impli-
cations for higher education and related planning.

.16:3.1/77-2
Procedures for Determinin,, Historical Full Costs, National
Association of Collegc and University business Officers and Na-
tional Center for Higher Education Management Systems. 202
pp. (National Center for Higher Education Management Sys-
tems, Boulder, Colo.).

This manual describes the way to conduct a study c. instructional
institutional costs, as outlined by the Information Exchange Proce-

dun s (IEP) of the National Center for Higher Education Management Sys-
tems (NCH,.:MS). The purpose of IEP is to suggest a "a set of standard
definitions and procedures for collecting information about disciplines
and student degree programs, outcomes of instructional programs, and
general institutional characteristics." This information is intended to. be
useful for internal planning and management problems and for inter-
institutional comparisons The costing procedurq and definitions recom-
mended in this manual ate described as "targets" which may be easier 'or
some institutions to realize than others.

Three kinds of costing are discussedfull, variable, and standard.
This manual presents procedures only for full costing. These full - costing
procedures "calculate the average direct, indirect, and full cost for in-
structional Jisciplines and student programs." A r.re-step process for
conducting a historical full cost -study is developed and described. In
addition, this manual describes NCHEMS Costing and Data IVanag-ment
S)siLa-. (CADMS). CADMS is a computer program designed to facilitate
a full costs study using the procedures dekribed earlier in the manual.

The aroendix of this how-to manual contains a reprint of the 1975
NACUBO article on "Fundamental Considerations for Determining Cost
Information in Higher Education." This article covers a number of im-
portant topics. including: costing terminology, costing and financial
accounting. cost determination ...'ethods and approaches, indirect cost
allocation, types of cost analysis, costing issues, and costing ltandards.

This package of sugzest^d procedures, supporting computer soft-
ware. and overview article is valuable for it presents in clea. concise
language the necessary concepts. tools, and caveats for someone who is
plan:Ang or considering a study of historical full costs on an institutional
basis.
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3:3.1/72
The Production and Cost Behavior of Higher Educ.. istitu-
tions, Daryl E. Carlson, Ford Foundation Program fur .:. search
ir. University Administration, 181 pp. (University of California,

. Berkeley).
This study focuses on a .sample of 673 four-year hi',er educations

institutions. Its purpose is to identify and analyze frontieT .,%;titutions,
those that are producihg more outputs than institutions similar
Amounts of inputs. The identification of irontier lir:taut:0ns deviates
from the usual procedure in production function studies of constructing
.11iypo,4etical. average institution

Some 20 variables arc utill,:ed in the study. These include eight input
variables, four enrollment variables, and eight institutional characteristic
variables. Institutions are analyzed and reported on according to seven
categories: (I) public, doctoral-granting institutions with emphasis on re
search, (2) private, doctoral granting institutions with emphasis on re-
search, (3) public, comprehensive colleges that offer a liberal arts program

several other programs, (4) private, comprehensive colleges that
offer a liberal arts program as well as several other programs, (5) public,
limited comprehensive colleges that offer a liberal arts program as well as
at least one proiessiorial or occupational program, (G) private, highly selec-
tive, liberal arts colleges, and (7) pr;vate, less selective, liberal arts colleges.

The res,-!ts of the study :ire most interesting. For example, on the
input side, the most efficient institutions use between 20 and 76 percent
(depending t'n the type of institution) fewer senior faculty than the
average ir.,titution of the same classification. On the output side, the most
efficient, as compared with the average, have from 13 to 55 percent (de-
pending on the type' of institution) more full-time undergraduates. Another
finding of considerable importance is that "it is not valid to isolate one
activity of the institunAn and to analyze the production and cost rela-
tionships associated with that activity in isolation from all the other
activities of the institution." This finding is based upon an analysis of the
marginal costs of undergraduate students for institutions who have dif-
ferent levels and mixes of enrollment and different research and public
service involvements.

This study has many ramifications for planning. First, it raises the
questions of whether planning will be based on the standard of an average
institution or an efficient institution. Second, it raises the question of
what factors are associated with efficient as compared to just average per-
formance. Lastly, the empirical point is made that various types of instipi-
tions have quite different production relationships (both average and effi-
cient) which must he taken into account in the planning process.

See also.. 9:6.0/71 Resource 1.'se in Higher Education Trends in Output.
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am! Inputs. I '; 30, 1967 O'N II. 106 pp. Carnegie ('ommissi on on
Higher Education. ' erkeley. Calif.).

5:2.3/76-1 Ldueation as an Industry. Joseph N. Froornkm, Dean T. Jinni.
:on. and F Radnet. eds.. National Bureau ut Economic Research. 4g9
pp. (Ballinger publishing Co.. Cambridge. Mass.) Particular! .tiapter One.
"The Ph.D. Production Process." by David W. Brenernan.

3.1 Recommendations

16:3.2.'77,1
"Direct and fr-entivt Planning Within a University. .,tephen
A. I to snack, 14 pp. Srwir,-Econotni Planning Science. Vol.
No. 4.

'Flu, study is directed at exploring the f: roper mix of "direct" and
"incentive" planning within higher education. Direct planning is defined as
providing university administrators or designated committees with the dis
action to allocate funds to academic units. Incentive planning results from
tying the budgets ut decentralited units to their performance in meeting
the demands ut their constituencies and from making the units responsible
for difterence, between their budgets and their costs. While the direct
focus of this study is on the nlend of direct and incentive planning within
an institution, the study' has relevance for the similar question at the State
and Federal levels. The specific example used in this study for purroses of
reporting empirical results is the University of Minnesota.

The author explores the concept of a "responsibility center budget.
mg system (RBS ) as a device for implementing the concept of incentive
pla::ning. "The most important characteristic of a RBS is that colleges
[within an instifutionl would be permitted to retain zxcesses of income
user cost, (addition.: discretionary funds) and would be responsible for
excesses ut costs iwer income. The author's analysis is :hat RBS would
create incentives to (1) "increase enrollments. especially in pruwams with
strong demand and: or low costs. ()develop "curricula for nontraditiona:
education programs." espec:ally for "faculty with comparative advantages
in :nstruction." (3) reduce both direct and support costs. (4) reduce the
p::.ticipation in decisions of "unaffected and uninformed parties." (5) pos.
sibly increase d:screnonary funds by a "reduction in academic quality or a

departure front the college's academic ntission.'' and (6) possibly avoid
"progiAms with high costs relative to demands." The author points out
that these latter two incentives. if: his opinion. are perverse as contrasted
with the i,iher "beneficial" incentives.

The author concludes that
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A carefu:ly ..hosen combination of direct and incentive plan-
ning can enable universities to adapt advantageously to their
changing environments. A number of characteristics of univer-
sities tend to 'enhance the potential role of incentive academic
planning, including the diversity .)f goals of individual academic
personnel, their lonarthoritarian traditions, and the diffi-
culty of measuring. and tiii impossibility- of administratively
va' .ing, their outputs. Further. enhancing the promise of incen-
t.,e academic planning is that decentralized academic personnel
,cave their 'own specialized constituencies to whom they can be
held directly ac,00ntable.

16:3.2/77.2

"The Incentive Structure of University." Richard M. Fenker.
'`) pp. The Journal of Higher Education, Vol. XLVIII. No. J.
July/August.

Higher education institutions are characterized by considerable
autonomy and freedom of choice on the part of '.-..;11 students.and faculty.
Because of Om, the assembly line analog y where inpcts can he simply and
reliably linked to outputs is not applicable. Rather, a s,,ries of more ,zoin-
plex phenomena need to he understo& d. One of these phenomena is the
incentives and disincentives which are created for individual behavior.
These incentives and disincentives need to he explicitly considered in the
planning process.

The focus of this study is on identifying the iacentive structure for
faculty and how this incentive stricture can he improved. An incentive
structure is described as:

An empirical framework for an organization which characterizes
(preferably in mathematical terms) the relationships between
specific behaviors of employees and the probabilities of receiving
various incentives. The term incentive is used very broadly and
includes a wide variety of noneconomic 'rewards' commonly
wed in academic settings as well as the more ob% .ous raises or
promotions.

The spechic example used is that of a "private university concerned with
improving the quality of its teaching:" however, the issues and methodolog,,
are releva' t to both public and private institutions.

The author identifies seven questions which need to answered
vis =a -vis an institution's incentive structure:

What behaviors arc expected of faculty'?
How does the importance of-these behaviors vary across col-
leges. departments. or other subgroups?
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3. What incentives are available and how Important or valuable
are they to faculty?

4. How does the importance of incentives change as a function
of academic unit or demographic divisions (e.g., rank, years
of experience) of faculty?

5. What connections has the administration established between
incentives and specific behaviors?

6. How does the university's operational structure compare to
the faculty's perceived and ideal structures?

7. What changes need to be-made or can be made to bring faculty
expectations more into congruence with university objectives
or vice versa?

16:3.2/71
Less Time, More Options, Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu-
cation, 45 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York).

There are nine major themes of this report:
Reduce the length of time spent in undergraduate college
education by one-fourth
Give young people more options (1) in lieu of formal college,
(b) to defer college attendance, (c) to get service and work
experience, and (d) to alter directions while in college
Make opportunities for higher education available to persons
throughout their lifetime
Make greater use of the Master of Philosophy and Doctor of
Arts degrees
Increase the rumber of accepted degree levels from two (the
B.A. and Ph.D.) to four (A.A., B.A., M. Phil., and D.A., includ-
ingPh.D.)
Reduce the emphasis on certification through formal higher
education and reduce the number of specialized degrees (we
now have about 1,600).
Realize a reduction in projected operating expenditure of from
10 to 15 percent a year through these reforms
Make higher education more accessible to women and older
students
Make it possible to mix higher education and work experience
throughout a lifetime

The major themes of this report clearly anticipated and may have helped
to precipitate some of the key issues which currently are being discussed
and on which experimentation is taking place. Among these issues are: life-
time educa"on. athilt learning, new education and work patterns, and
access for women. Other themes of this report have failed to materialize
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for example. reduced rates of expenditures, time-shortened degrees.
greater use of new types of degrees, and reductions in specialised degrees.

This report also suggests how its recommendations ,an be imple
mented A chapter spells out how various groups can assist in making these
developments passible the Federal Government, State governments, foun-
dations, parents. students. professional associations, high schools, colleges
and universities. The Council of Graduate Schools, the accrediting agencies.
and the testing agencies. This chapter is interesting not only because it
,:early demonstrates the many groups that have to cooperate if major
changes of any ry!le are to be made in the system of higher education. This
discussion can -.,rve as a good prototype for the kinds of syste.mc analyses
that need to he part of all maw, ^roductivity improvement proposals.

See disc,: Topic 6: hdizicational ('ommu "cation and Technology: Topic 5:
Economics, Subtopi, 2 0 Incentives and Faculty and Institutions.

.3.3 Niethod( /..)gy

163..1177
A Review of Production Function Estimation for Higher Edu-
cation Institutions, Daryl E. Carlson, 122 pp. (Graduate School
of Education. Harvard University. Cambridge. Mass.).

'The purpose of this paper is to review many of the studies that
have attempted to estimate .various dimensions of higher education pro-
du,lion and cost hehavior. This review will critically examine the data.
meths 'ogy, and res..,its of these studies.

The author divides Droduction and cost studies into four useful eate
cones: descriptr.e studies, regression studies, frontier studies,and synthetic
studies. Descriptive studies "describe different production and cost situa-
tions . . no et tort is made to statistically or computationally relate one
variable to another.- Regression studies "attempt to statistically estimate
helix:nu:11 relationships het ,:en two or more of the variables. ''r.ontier
studies "genera. information about efficient and 2ffective relationships
between produ. 'ion and cast .ariables rather than average relationships

a;)taine,. fro' i regression studies.'' Synthetic or "building block'' studies
"in, del a production process by decomposing it to a very basic level and
then studying alternative ways of putting the pieces hack together which
will accomplish alternative mixes and levels of outputs. These four types
at studies represent the alternatives available to planners and others for
studying the production masses of higher education. Since these studies
vary in character and in the type of information th- produce, choices
among the methodologies should he made wi:h full : .ipreciation f,r their
strengths. w-!aknesses, an,' requirements (e.g., data, computational aids),

3-13
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The author identities and discusses the application of eight factors
which must he cons:dered along with data and computational require
mem in making a choice among the various production estimation tech-
,

Theme factors are whether: 1) industry or individual institution
studio, are to he undertaken; 2) average or Lontier estimates are desired;
3) explicit mea.ures of the degree of efficiency are needed; 4) joint-less
among inputs and, or outputs is a consideration; 5) qualitative is well as
quantitative considerations need to hr taken into account; 6) output pref-
erences are to he stud, d; 7) static or dynamic estimates are to be made;
and ?if comparison or prediction is intended.

The author appropriate ;_ points out that those techniqu.' cliff r not
j.st to their statistkal and ,omputational properties, but in their )olicy
implications. The type of study ynderfaken will determine ,h '.ind of
inform:mon which is and is not available and, to a significant e.stent. the
kind of issues which a.: and .ire riot raised. Hence, the planner or analyst
needs to careful:y consider the policy ...nvoninent in Choosing among
types of studies and in using the final results.

18:3.3/75
Measuring and Increasing Academic Productivity. New Direc-
tions for lostitutional Re.f...arcli, No. 8, Robert A. kVallhaus.
I 33 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San Francisco).

The editor in his introduction provides an interesting perspective on
the importance of productivity in higher education. Ile notes that

All policy questions and all planning and management decisions
Ul liftrhei education arc traceable the underlying problem of
improving the produ.:6. .v of programs, institutions, and the
educational That is. all decisions and policies are ulti-
mately based the common objectives of expanding or en-
harking thy henefits higher education for individuals and
society and at the same time delivering these benefits at the
lowest possible cost.
This source hook contains six articles. In "The Many Dimensions of

Productivitv . the itor hscusses the "many definitions and perspectives
that relate to the notion of productivity in higher education.'' Rick 11anu-
slick, In his article. "Learning by Observing the Performance of'Schools.-
notes that "It is amanng how discussiOns of productivity and efficiency
in postsecondary ed remain so thoroughly uncluttered by facts.-
Ile suggests how m.e I. ,:ht best go about die business of assembling the
necessary "Fx:nntrung Efficient Joint Production Processes" S
an idler report on Daryl Carlson-s contaming efforts to develop and apply
analv tical tools that :.11) identity efficient institutions. Rohert Sradf
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Wayne Kovcilling ad.'.ress ettiviency and productivity' fropr a behavioral
view their Larcern is that studv:rit and faculty productivity must he con-
sKered as an inierdepend!mt process. Furthermore. sinc41 students and
faculo, are accorded ciinsiderable t.,.eedoin ut choice. the C.:sigr of incen-
tive vsterns becomes crucial. "Productivity from ap Interorganitativinal
Perspes.tive," written by Richard J. Nleisinger, Jr.. Ralph A. Purves and

.ink A. Schinutzlein looks at State budgettng, t higher education and
"uneals some reasons tor the gap between theoretical con,:epts of pro-
tuctivity improvvinent arid state and institutional practies the :on-

Jurling Jr rile, Wiimer attempts to ulenti' atty.; kn Improving
ProductivItY lie 0.sarnities )road range of possiiii.ities inchi,luig,: Its
size instructioual teLltniques. stadentinstitution ti'. year-:round opera-
tion. dints to high-value programs. phasing out and closing diva ;:. time
s..orieried degrees, extern:di/mg higher edtiLation. consortia and external
resources. ra,:ulty amtiated illrri iii. t retorm. 'faculty augmentation and
transtortnation. Jfid hicdget reductions arid shifts.

16:3.3%72

Eie.nents Related to the Determination of Costs and Benefits of
Graduate Education. John I i. l'ow11. Jr. anti !tuber'. D. Lamson.
-.2()I pp. WoMcd Groslu.itc Schools in the United States.
Washin,,ton.

Fins stud!. cmanates trom a r..solution passed at the IrroX annual
meeting of the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS). The purpose of the
studs a as to "pre nt in one volume a report on the state of development
III ate I. ot ,..ost and bv;netit information, Hence. this llctinimt attempts
to "identity the benetif: of giaduare education and to analyte 'accepted
pioce,hne, and ifluoianve information concerning allocation of college
and universit.. coos.' The uthors .dso recogni/e that they are helping to
take "a step towards ;t.I11d.irdutlrll cost allocation procedures and cost
intormarion

Fins vohilne contains right chapters. Chapter I ,teals with the issue
ill resourve allocation in graduate education. Chapter 2 is devotedto out-
puts. Chapter inform.!rion The topics of activity detimuons. meas.
ming .k.adernic tnaripower : and oppuirtuinu costs of capital services
.ire addressed In Chapre: 1. and Chapter 5 looks at indirect cost allwations.
Chapter o examines unit cost studies. Chapter 7 looks at four alternative

all rt:sear,:h cos.:. and the last chapter looks at available
informo:,)n r. the ,:u:rs .0 graduate information. A very useful hibhogra
phv rh 150 entra.N is in..;uded .0 the end of the docwiletit.

h: N Lir, itudy the ,:ost and outcomes of graduate education,
As :licit. N a ,-1111.1')e Tele!etice to planners and others who must deal
,k""! ;1.;'h;CS,
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Research and
Research Administration

Frederick E. Balderston

.,g_ggffffff.ig_g_gffffigffffff
The research process has as its focus discovery and ex-ploration of new concepts and findings that add to knowledgein science. humane letters. and the professions. Universityresearch and its manageme: are of increasing institutional

and public concern. The nation's research activities, of which
university research is a significant part, contribute in numerousways to the national welfare. yet many aspects of, the role ofresearch in higher education are matters of current controversy:

This bibliography focuses on the problems of organization
orresearch activities: the relation of research to other educa-
tional functions in universities: and the requirements of facili-
ties, personnel and administrative structure for the conductof research. This emphasis is prompted by the existenteof
many large - scale, client-sponsored programs of applied or clini-
cal research at universities, which offer special oppoetunitiesbut also create problems of staffing, budgeting, and control.

Not covered in the bih!iography are: I) specific strategies
for accomplishing research and research methodologies: 2)
commercial research and service functions. though these mayocca.,:ior.all; be conducted in universities; 3) individual creative
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scholarship that ,is an incident of the professorial role: and
4) the omanizat:on of reser"h funding and the formulation
of priorities by Federal :111(1 State agencies.

Research Classification. It is often important to undc1--
stand how a specific research project or program fits into
the total framework of knowledge and how it relates to other
fields. It may fall within .a single discipline. be cross-disci-
plinary, or he centered on a problem area or a client agency's
interests. Research May also contribute directly in a major
way to fundamental scientific or scholarly concerns. as. "basic
research-: he an (Ai :ision of basic knowledge: n- concern
applications *to practical problems. In the applied areas. re-
search may be concerned with public policy and social issues
or may extend available technologies. Universities have tradi-
tumally concentrated on basic research. Large-scale. program-
matic and client-centered research gives rise to problems in
the university structure.

Research Organization and Structure. Universities have
torimtlized in a variety Of ways the organization of the,. re-
search Most adopt some form of separate "research
Knits Iloweve-. some exceptionally large and supposedly dis-
tinct research activities have become esser.:ially autonomous
,whin the legal framework of the university itself. Some re-
search rganitations have evolved into complete independence
from university operations. Designated Federal la:,oratories and
instil 'ions sometimes operate as con,,ortia involving a number

uniersities as joint sponsors. With changing financial support
and priorities. univers..y. organized research units (ORU.$) and
university-related research centers face important problems of
maintaining their creative vitality and continuity.

Research Management and Policy. When research becomes
wore highly organized. it is necessary to defin_ tl:e roles of
career researchers. postdoctoral research appointees, and
other personnel involved in research and research administra-
tion. -File relationships of these research personnel to regula:
faculty and administrative staff within the university are com-
plex and changing. Universities also face important problenis
in the conduct of client agency relationships for large -scale
funui-;, Indirect costs is a complex issue involving funding
:igencies and the Federal and State governments. Evaluation
of research as to quality. significance, and university priorit}
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is a growing concern in view of the stabilization of.unhersity
fiscal. resources. Finally, ..research and graduate education
are strongly related to one another, particularly in the. sciences
and the health professions. Tighter funding and more restrictive
controls in funded research may affect the viability of graduate
s-lucation it some fields.

17:0 RESEARCH AND RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION

17.0/78-1

The State of Academic Science: Volume II-Background Papers,
Bruce L. R. Smith and Joseph J. Karlesky. (Change Magazine
Press. New Rochelle, N.Y.).

The second volume of the Smith-Karlesky study of the state of
academic science consists of five essays commissioned to provide bacts-
ground for the larger work. These essays, together with an introductory
chapter by the editors, present an excellent profile of the major issues
that presently confront American academic science. The depth to which
the su-iiect matter is explored in each of these chapters and the .imeti-
ness of the inaten.,,s warrant their separate, in-depth annotation in this
bibliography.

Wo Ifle. Dad. "Forces Affecting the Research Role of Univer-
sities," pp. 7-60.

This first essay presents a synopsis of the major forces affecting the
research rule of American universities. A review of data from the mid-
ow's to the present chow significant changes in both the absolute level

and the type of financial support as well as the imposition of more ex-
ternal controls on the conduct of research. From the mid-.470's, funds
for research were found to have declined 25 percent for each full-time
equivalent scientist and engineer employed in universities -even though
the ur.,versity portion of the total national research effort increased
slightly. It was found that faculty members had to :Ann fields of research
and find new areas of support. Interest in applied and targeted research
also increased considerably while external controls designed to increase
public accountability were impose. on all aspects of research. Wohle
finishes by discussing the impact of the funding changes on the future
quality and diversity of research. Ile concludes that universities which
were riot able to build quality research programs during the sixties will
'likely never achieve high stature, although already vigorous programs of
demonstrably high quality will be likely to maintain good research pro-
grams,

379
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Baer, Walter S. "The Changing Relationships: Universities
and Other R&D Performers,- pp. 61-103.

This paper describes major trends in research funding over the
past 20 years, tOcusiny on the changing role of university research. Baer
relics he ivily on the National Science Foundation's annual reports and
summarizes data on overall support, support to types of research and
development (R&D) agency (universities. Federal in-house laboratories.
Federallytmded research and development centers, industrial firms,
and other), sources of funds for research, and patterns of support to
hash: rid applied research. Ile analyzes changes over the period in the
research role of the different institutions and the types of reward' con-
flicted in them. Baer concludes from the data that universities have
strengthened their hold (vis-li-vis other R&1) performers) in the conduct
of basic research, but that other agencies have emerged as significant
(..orri titors tor stir-ort of applied and policy research. Baer has done a
major service to the it:search planner in this paper by highlighting the
major policv issues through caretul examination ()I funding trend data.

York. Carl \ I . , "Targeted Research: An American Tradition.-
pp. 105-132.

his :To:. a hroa,! historical overvicm. (,t the orgaiiiivi,11 and
Anieri,:an r :sea!,:ii tour, the time of the Aiericart Nh i, SOphical

Societ., Franklin to the presort. York focuses esp,dally on
the clan e, Hi Federal university relations during the past decade. and
otters evidence that tunditi tor targeted research (detined as "a
direct attack .»1 s clearly spe,:itied problem") may threaten the long-
term qualit!, of university research. Y. rk sees the following as major
threats financial controls leading to I.:A of discretionary funds, per-
%tullei prohlet.:.,. en.:roachitient set I edvral regulations on internal
tiniversit). r)olicies.

Ilrenenian. 1)avitl 1S.. "FATects of Iteuent Trends in Graduate
Educatioc on l..niversity Research Capability in Physics. Chem-
istry and N. athematics.- pp. 133-162.

th., tkrh)r,!i the titcsIs that downward trends in doctorate
enrollnlent pr.:du:Iron 'Ad: have a riegaMe ettect rn, research capa-
mlitv and. r.ireiv. nl Iirmer,it, quality 1)ata shv..ir2. enr, Ilment
trend. 111 el;1; pliv,s. Lliemistrt ;Ind matheinat:.s for those
instimrion. rate,I in the 1'0.'0 American ou cu n 1:duca

stu(1.. :!raduate eklu;ition ;ire presented The au 'aor then ion
dficre.! ,:niverat faculty to gala insight; into

3).(1)
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the qualitative impact t.. these enrollment trends. He found that the
enrollment decline tended to he must severe at departments which were
of lower quality ratings in the ACE studies. The short-term impact on
research capability caused : y lack of graduate research and teaching
assistants differed by field because of different traditions for graduate
research and undergraduate' teaching needs in these fields. Fields that
did not rely on graduate research assistantships to a substantial degree.
(such as mathematics) were found to he better able to reduce enroll-
ments than those that did not.. All field . however, tried, to maintain
levels of enrollment sufficient to retain teaching assistants so that faculty
research time would not be severely threatened.

The author concludes that current research capability in physics,
chemistry and mathematics has not been seriously undermined at leading
institutions by the change occurring in graduate education from 1968-75.
He further concludes th:.t present doctorate production is "adequate"
to meet long-term research manpower needs. The serious problem that
he discovered. however, was not caused by doctorate production but by
the prospective of tenured-position vacancies in non-expanding
departments caused by the ,:urrem age distribution of university research
fac,ilty.. Lack of opportunities for scholarly anpointments for young
scholars poses a critical threat to the long-term vitality of the research
enterprise

Lakoff. San ford :A. "Accountability and the Research Uni-
versities.- pp. 163 -1 90.

This excellert arti.le off.rs an overview of the problem research
universities face t. -ough increased pressure for accountability, as well as
sonic constructive ways to address the issue. First, the symptoms of
increased pressure for accountability are described: increases of funds
td taieeted research and decline of general institutional grants; and
nreats to withdraw research funds for failure to conform to admissions,
er ipioyment or other legulations. These factors imply an ominous erosion

treeuoin as they move authority responsible for decisions
outside ut the a ademy The problems of improving academic accounta-
hilit, are e.pecialh. difficult because of the uaique problem in research
caused by the i.tck of a predictable and identifiable successful path of
pettorritae, Lakoff argues that. )n the whole:State and Federal officials
have supportive and have taken the need for different standards of
acci mutability for academic institutions into account. He maintains
unive;sities need to take positive steps to improve the means of managing
resources. especially in accounting. inventory management and recording
of indirect ,:(.sts.
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17:0/78.2
Trends in the Organization of Acadeff. c Research: The Role
of ORU's and Full-Time Researchers. Albert H. Teich. Graduate
Program in Science. Technology and Pu ie Policy. George
Washington University, (GW1.1, Washington. D.C.).

To 111:1111',1111 academic vitality in the face of austerity and a declining
annual rounber of faculty appointments and their research finders, urn-
vet sines can consider the strategy of enlarging :heir research organization
and the numbers of non faculty research professionals.

Teich assesses two variants: the greater use of organized research
units (()RI." it that are integrated :vial academic activities within univer-
sities proper, and the further .development of university-affiliated national
laboratories, organized to he distinct from the campus departments and
colleges but operated by a university or by a university consortium. Non-
faculty research professionals have had equivocal status relative to those
holding, regular !acuity appointments, and 1 eich's study suggests pros-
pects of increasing tension it universities and their funding sources expand

:in campus ORE.'s and their research cadres. Teich recommends follow-ap
research on research career patterns and on the implications of Federal
research !tinkling policies.

five universities' practices are summarized in appendices.

17 0.177 1

"Peer Review and the Support of Science. Stephen Cole,
Leonard Rubin ano Jonathan R. Cole. .Coicttttf;( :l rttcricurr,

23-. No. 4. October. pp. 34-41.
Flus article on the peer revtew system used to evaluate research

proposals good look at both the orgamration tat that process
ft.: the )sas in which research proposals are itid.,!ed. Ti lk authors did

ear-lone studs of kinterent aspects of the peer review system at the
National Sitt'llic 1011ilthIlt)11. They conducted indepth interviews with
7o people imolvet1 in all stages of the pee review process. In addition,
the,. read a .roue ot proposals and independently assessed their merits,
which then. then che,,kL,1 with the assessments reached through the peer
revtet. process. Finall.. totes conducted a stari,tical analysis of different
k:haractenktic, ot I,200 !milk:ants for basic ,.til; research grants.

the author.; rested two hypotheses in their study: the "oldboy-
7h.it prww,a!, triHni a :iekkituk ot researchers are given pref.

0:ert,'e ui ! that "r:h eet richer hypothesis that funds are given to
peoplc who ha... recessed a search awards before. [heir analyses suggest

the peer o. stem is in general an equitable arrangement that
mud, for bask. research prima:4 (hut riot exclusively)

4
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on th..- basis of perceived quality. In particular, they did not find t!-.at the
National Science Foundation's peer review system for- basic science dis-
criminated against noneminent scientists. They concluded that the scien-
tific enterprise is an equitable although highly stratified social histitution,
wire .e the individuals whose work is most favorably evaluated by their
colleagues tnd to receive the Majority of research funding.

17:0/77-2
The Managemen of Federal Research and Develoi,ment.
MITRE Corporation, METRE K 'vision. 134 pp. (MITRE
Corporation. McLean. Va.).

This monograph summarizes papers and workshops of a survey of
research managers and a follow-up confer( nee, sponsored jointly by the
National Institute of M. ntal Health, Ike American University, and the
MEi REK Division of the MITRE Corporation.

Three agenda-forming statemerls are succeeded by eight invited
papers, each of them impressively concise, on such topics as "Determining
Scientific Priorities." by J. Thomas Ratchford: "improving Policy-

h!, Laurence h. Lynn. Jr., and "Conducting Useful Evaluations.
by the late Marcia Guttentag. The book concludes with nine reports of
conk :once workshops on research managemen. Tics.

this volume has numerous uses for the sophisticated reader. Candid
anecdotes and personal "war-storics" provide illustrations of the: many
problems that researchers, research managers arid policy-level administra-
tors- confront in I-- ,feral research establishments arid Federally-support ld
applied research. Several invited papers contain valuable examples of ho v

Federal research priorities and policies arc developed or of-the mariner
in sahic!i :esearch managers -confront -4-anging patterns of governme..ltal
oDwni,Inon.

Laurence Lynn argues that more coherent. and consistent govern-
mental policy-making. riot better research management as such, is the
most important pre condition fur improved social research and develop-
ment. De has chaired a three-year National Academy of Sciences -review
of social wsearch.

!Inward Davis of the National Institute of Nlental Health analyses
several approaches to the design and t.ol.duct of research intended to
produce useful change

A. B. Linhares, of the Department of Transportation. an dynes
structural problems of two kinds of technology transfer for Federal re-
search and developme.u. The first is the spi...soring agency's own-direct
use or research resvits in its subsequent operations. exemplified by the
Department ail Detense weanons research. The second is research spun -

sore'(! h, .i I eder:il governhient agency but of 11:e secondaril, to others

3s3
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in government or civilian organization (a "spin-oil.), or intended in the
tirst place to he adopted by users other than the sponsor (for example,
State and local.governineuts. use of much of the Department of Trans.
portation's research).

This monograph provide. a uniquely rich and timely perspectie
on Federal research and development policies and management. For
university policyinakers and research prolessionlh.. it interprets in a

fresh the environment of Federal involvement in research. especially
applied tesearcn policy 'formulation. definition of objeeties resource
allocatior research program management. evaluation and LSe of results.

aft: useful hints for the practitioner interested in survival
If' .1 .0t1";)1C\ wi,i,J ut organizational competition and politically defined

17-0.77 3

Science Indicators 1976. 1974. 1972. National Science Board,
Natio,ial Science Board, Washington, D.C.).

these three N,,tronal Science Board studies define indicators of the
nation and internaiimal health of the U.S. science establishment and
use these indicators to provide quantitative evidence of composition.
trends ark.: probkuns

...,dicau». study shows-how resources for research wc;c
distrihuted and Iron' what sources they came, and compares the role of
clleees and unisersities with other types of researchproducing organi-
zations expeinikrnt was reported. showing assemblages of ex-
pelts w'iat areas if social unportance should be addressed by

.eseaicli . and what r,!sources and developments of scientific
ere net tcd.

the /9-4 indicators study portrayed in expanded detail the inter-
national position of American science and technology, and reported up-
dated miormanon stn .aence funding, organization and personnel. Trends
in science and engineering personnel, by discipline and type, of employ-
ment, were anai zed in ,:onsiderable detail, together with trends in the
prmizic colleges and uniser.Me± of newlytrained people.

FL! / indicators study showed the continuing slippage of Fed-
eral :e.c.o..11Nuppor! and its many coin.equences, and also carried on the
tram cateeones indicator presentation used m the two earlier studies.

and development, including t'atenteo inven-
tions an,: a .ate!oi.z.cion ot mann innovations. R.eived new and ex
panded treatment

(hese thiee studies, with their analytical commentaries and wide
1,111Q111e data. rh side ..nlispensable background for the analy. t of research
, 4;m1/ it. el licicmik, and um -acts.
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17:0/77-4

The state of Academic Science: The Universities in the Nation's
Research Efforts, Volume I - Symmary of Major Findings, Bruce
L. R. :milli and Joseph J. Karlesky. 250 pp. tChanfle Mt! azine
Press, !%.,!.w Rochelle, N.Y.).

This hook is the most complete recent treatment of the problems
and prospects of university research. The review consists of a series of site
vis,:ts and interviews at a group of major It:sear universities as well as an
irivstigation of recent literature to determine the rule ol'university research

the nation's research effort and to diagnose the potential for corionued
health of university research. The authors provide a concise summary of
current trend; in the support and pe:formance of academic rescaret
including funding trends and shifts in support of research by field. The
changing relationships between universities and other researci, and devel-
opment performers and the implications of these changes for future uni-
versity research are discussed. The study also examines the current state of
research' I :waling trends, gradu'ate enrollment and manpower trends) in
the fields of chemistry, physics, mathematics, life sciences and engineering.
Finally, the authors summarize the major planning issues that jeopardize
the health of university research: supporting resources. manpower prob-
lems indirect costs, and State/university relations. The study is limited to
the ._.stem that tire authors have chosen to focus on sponsored research
and have riot explicitly addressed the mu. let 01 sponsored research on
internal university: governance. This :N a irnor shortcoming. however, as
C's study is tar and away the ni,,Nt comprehensive treatment of this i.--
tremety broad and difficult area present y available.

Fur a discussion of the mancia aspects of academic science, see
Topic Finance, Subtopic 4.1. Gmeiu. Filtication.where this volume is
briefly annotated

17.0,j6.1
ORU's and Polities: Or, When Is Organiza:f-.nal Murder Justi-
fied? C. Wcq Churchman. Working Papers in Management
Scierte.... ('enter for Rest. arch in Manaement Science. IC-RMS.
i,M,,,..paty of C.ilifornia. Bcrk,.ley

'this paper is one of the products of the University of California.
Berk e.ev. National Science Foundation sponsored Research Management
Improvement protect Written al response to the .Bolce paper (17:0/75-1)
on .r .tanized research unit rew. rt offers an interesting addition to the
literature on research ;eview by critically examining the me..al politics
that characterize such . process. Like we Bolce paper. it addresses. the
situate ,n on the Berkeley campus of the University of California. It is
concerned, however with the broad problem of how people should
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justify the perpetuation ur termination of research organizations. The
author defines different "Weltanschauung" that set forth versions of
how this ethical issue should be resolved. The are the systemic approach
(where justifiCation for a unit is based on sonic notion of common good).
and the political approach (where survival is contingent upo.n political
clout). The author argues that a third approach, which considers the
spirit of a research organization, also may be an anprupriate
for research evaluar. n.

17:C/76-2

Protecting Human Subjects in Social and Behavioral Research:
Ethics, Law and the New [MEW Rules: A Critique, Thomas
Kulin Dalglish, CP-385. Working Papers in Management Science.
Center for Research in Manzi, _anent Science. (CRMS. University
of California, Berkeley).

Protecting the rights and welfare of human subjects used in research
has become a major public policy issue. This study traces the development
of legal controls on university research irvolving human subjects and
draws upon the experience of the University of California. Berkeley,
with the rules protecting human subjects promulgated by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health. Education and Welfare (DREW.

Part I describes the problems of research using human subjects and
portrays Dili rules as part of a trend toward formal and legal pre-
scriptions on conduct. Part II reviews. the ethical and legal framework for
the DREW rules. Ethical cedes of the major professional. social and
behavioral science associations are analyzed for their (limited) potential
in prof :cting human subjects. Part III analyzes the DHEW rules and their
implementation at Berk :'ey. including the way human subjects respond
to mt.: concepts as ").:netit. "social xis) and "informed consent."

In part IV, the author evaluates the impact of the DI-IEW rules,
judg:.1g it to he less adverse to the conduct of research than many re-
,earchers cave .Aauned. and to have long -range implications for the govern
ante of university research. The rights and v..elf..re of human subjects
will he more completely wotected. the author argues, only when present
rule, Are supplemented by a restructuring of such governance. Part IV
closes with reconunendations for national policy and suggestions for
future research.

I7:0,176-3

Science at the Bicentennial: :5 Report from the Research
Community, National Science Board. (National Science Board,
Washington. D.C.).

386
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The National Science Board undertook, for the BEentennial. to
assemble the exrt judgments of people in lam "sectors" universities.
industry, Governn.ent laboratories, and independent research institutes
about the Nobler s of science in America. Preceded by a brief 'iistorical
introduction on the ()ream/anon of American sciedce, the report defines.
and interprets four themes: dependability of research funding; vitality
of the research system; freedom the research system: and I from a
review of previously conducted public opinion polls) public confidence
ul science and technology and their value to society.

The Board found that respondents in all four sectors of the scienc...
establishment reported strikingly similar concerns about the status of
science in American society. though the importance of various sectors
was ranked differently. Increased continuity and stability of research
funding were felt to he viLdly necessary. and increased funds were judged
needed by universities, Government laboratories. and research institute
spokesmen. while industries: research spokesmen pointed to the need for
generally greater capital form..ntn and for improved incentives. All of
the respondents 31,0 considered a lack of national research policy and
priorities a serious issue.

the reduced appeal of careers in vnence for the ablest talent, and
lack or career opportunities in basic scien: were important issues reitard
trig the vitality. of the research system.

Pressures toward applied rese.:Ich instead of unfettered basic
inquiry, and rapidly growing burea..icratic and "accountability- controls
were rej rirted by all tintr sectors threats to traditional research freedom.
Specon. neganYe attitudes in the Ix.ecutive Branch and in congressional
.oininittees were regarded as a significant unmedian; r hied) for science.

The final sect,t,r; of the report contains a review of previously
conducted public opinion pe".s science which is of particular value
to the university research adriimstrator. This review, which includes
descriptions oi different maim surveys on the subject. shows a clear
gener.' deternuanon ot public es.eeni for public institutions. However.

high degree of public respect for scientists as expert.
combined skin] tire widely held perception that scientists are "strange
people Hai reY.L"4.- iii4iests several options available to university ad-

rat. TS !,1 11"r+ 0,:e science.

17 0 76 4

-Fhe Imoact of Iederal Regulations on Research Management
in (..oll-ges and Universities. Overview and Summaries,'' John
.\ Perkins. Ilt..rinan I) Johnson ind Rohcrt Kerley. m-
vcr.N L.Ilijorm.i.

,;s7
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r. the ?inne re:iort of a research project snonored by t'le Na.
sleience oun,:ations Research Management Imp-o4ement No-

:ram. In it. the a, :0 is provide summary descrapnons of the nine die
terent rep..ris- that sere prepared as part of the project. These
.:npact areas are cash flow; environmental health and safety: Federal
piocur;:ment requirements, inancial management budgeting and re-
porting under 1ederal contracts and grants; indirect and direct cost re-
co..ery under Federal contracts and grants' property management; pro-
:iosal preparation. negotiation and award: protection of human subjects:
in tune and etfort reporting. These, reports ar. primarily detailed de-
s,- ipt,o/is of the nunact that Federal research management p:ocedures
have had nl the University of California. The careful attention they
givc outhtims4 .111 id the idernitiahle effects of contract and grant man-
agement make thcin usettil to the university administrator and policy.
maker.

17'0.'75.1

ReviL,, Process for Berkeley Organized Research Units,''
Jane Wellman Bolce, CP-394. Working Papers in Management
Science. Center for Res,:arch in Management Science. (CRMS.
l'nv.ersit of California. Berkeley').

Ihrs study was sponsored b!. a National Science Foundation grant
un Resear..h Management Improvement. Although it is in scope
to the re.n:w rocess .h Ir Is conducted at one universe!) it provides
in-depth .description with some analsis ot the peer re process of
orgarwed research on that campus. To the extent that ne authors hind.
ings he I:Amer:111:1A to other institutions. this piece is of interest and
use II dirs.:rifles the polic!. tot review .4 oigamiation research units'and
411o.:-. a detad-d of the application of the policy to 10 till ferent

. rh.: et te,.1 the re%:ews on the units is then analyied. The author
hound tit .t althaidi rite revIcA !,,)11Cy could he said to he elective in that
administrators tended more or less fo follow it. the findings of review
,ommittees ere o wen ignore ! :tad recommendations regarding adminis-
tratr.e, i7indine and research chanDrs were of ten not implemented. Several
suggestioi. ottered tor making re..iews r are effecme adnumstrative

11 0'75 2
, rhe kontroversy Over Peer Review, Thane Gustatson.

Vid I'M. No -12H, 12 DcCmther. pp. 1060-106o.
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This article provides a brief description of the process of peer re-
view as it operates in the establishment of priorities and funding decisions
in Federal agencies. The author first provides a brief overview of the way
that the peer review process operates in two different agencies (the Na-
tional Science Foundation and the Natnal Institutes of Health) and notes
that there can be considerable variation among programs in the relative
weight given to peer reviews or to ager.cy staff and program officers. He
then describes the ways in which the peer review system has been at-
tacked: I) charges of favoritism or cronyism among the reviewers. 2) com-
plaints of excessive or improper importance given to the role of agency
staffs. and ±t unhappiness because the decentralized process is not a reliable
way to coordinate Federal resear,ii funding with political goals.

The author tries to asses whether these charges are accurate, and.
11 so, how scientific goals may have hen affected. He concludes that for
the most part the peer review s% ,.tent continues to function in an equitable
manner He suggests. however. that it may nut be accomplishing its ob.

ii%es in spite of this strength. He argt....s that the peer review system
relies heavih. upon a market mechanism that assures a reasonably accurate
samphng or the universe of research opportunities in the proposal process.
He sa% that recent developments m the support of academic science
ciincent ration of research funds in a few agencies and growth of -tar-

geted research) have created new channels of communication and re-
. wards that parallel the peer procei,s. Although he concedes that
there are detects in the peer review process, he argues that the new chan-
nels of review and lewa:.. developing with the changed funding patterns
Are ultnuetels rOIC hazardous than peer review to he continued vitality
tit sclence Ile concludes wiles positive suggestions about improving
the peer review s!, stein to ensure its %lability in the present environment.

11.0 /5 3

The ManalTmeot (I Research in the University of California-
The Investigator's Perspective. James W. N'..:Evoy !II. P-386.
Workti.! Papers in \lanagern....nt Science. Ctn.:elfor Research
in \lanagement, Science. WILMS. University of California.
lierkeley i.

Hie Lite Limes mniertook. surveys of faculty investigators
at the 13crkele% and I):ivis:;ampuses of the University. of California. seeking
to determine how the rescaich investigator functioned from day to day
as adnunistrator and manager tesearch etf(irt. Investigators ,.ere
OeNtioned about their de,zrees of sanstaction or dISUtISfaCIIMI with
insotro,'inal servIces parchasmg, etc.) supporting thel.-

Hort. and interpreted valuable evidence about
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internal project management methods and researchers' attitudes toward
their research and other academic roles.

Where possible, McLvoy- used verbatim the survey questions earlier
developed and used in faculty surveys for the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education. Thus his data can be conyared with national data on
research investigators.

17 :on4

"Science and its Public: The Changing Relationship," Daedalus,
American Academy of Arts und Sciences, Vol. 103. No. 3, Sum-
mer.

Of a number of interesting essays in this volume, those most perti-
nent to higher education's concerns with research and its organization are:
Don K. Price. "Money and Influence: The Links of Science to Public
Policy:" David Z. Beckler. "The Precarious Life of Science in the White
House:" Emilio 0. Dadd..rio, "Science Policy' Relationships are the
Key:" and Annul Eizioni and Clyde Nunn. "The Public Appreciation
of Science in Contemporary America."

These articles display and interpret important facets of the public
and political environment of the science establishment, including academic
science. Price discusses some of die !aradoxes of scientific freedom in
relation to the sources of funds, and has judicious suggestions for pre-
serving needed autonomy in a troubled political environment. Beckler
and Daddario otter detailed historical insights from their own Washington
experience concerning effective advocacy for the needs of science. Fizioni
and Nunn pOrtray, from polls and other evidence, important ambivalences
tow.:,d science. its methoos and Os social impacts.

17:0173

Science and the EvolutiOn of Public Policy, James A. Shannon,
cd., 280 pp. (Rockefeller University Press, New York).

This collection of articles resu;ted from a LectureSeminar series
funde.: at Rocketellei. University through the Commonwealth Fund and
the National Science loundaSion. The purpose of the seric., was to bring
together scientists and research administrators to give their perspectives
on different aspects of Federal tunding,and research policy . The articles
are orinized into five sections: the purpose and utility of science. devel-
opment ammo goals, the university, the Federal support of science. and
general support of science. The materia. on purpose and utility of science
and problems of devel,ring goals and priorities are of especially high
quality. The perspectives offered concernaig health of research and
the prescriptions given to ensure its ,ontinued well-being are overwhel-
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mingly those of academic scientists. The book pays particular attention
to the problems encountered by the lack of precise definition of most
research policymaking terminology. The book will be useful, therefore,
to those who want to become quickly acquainted with the range of
opinion and the scope of debate on these philosophical .2r,r1 semantic
matters. The author highlights the need to clarify these definitions before
a sound research policy can be developed.

17:0/72.1

Beyond Academic Departments, Stanley Ikenberry and Renee
C. Friedman. (Jossey-Bass, San Francisco).

This book is a study of research centers, or those organizations
that grew up in and around universities for the primary purpose of spon-
soring research. The authors present some historical information to de-
i -: .he the origins and growth of these various research centers with a tenta-
tive 1, ?ology of diffe:ent kinds. The focus of the study. however. is how
research centers grew outside of the traditional academic structures of
discipline-baed departments. The authors posit that the dominant form
of university disciplinary - 'used research operates in a structure of organi-
zation, control and rewar i that is not compatible with interdisciplinary
research. Research centers therefore. grew in order to accommodate new
forms of research that re luired different administrative apparatuses for
their support; interdisciplinary. contract, and applied research. The
authors present evidencti that these centers can suffer within academe
because they threaten traditional academic channels of control and re-
ward. The authors conclude with recommendations to strengthen the
role of research c.nters and to minimize some o. these negative aspects.

17:0/72.2

''Multi and Interdisciplinary Research: Problems of Initiation.
Control. Integration and Reward," James W. McEvoy 111.

Sciences. Vol. 3, pp. 201-208.
This art.ae is about the problems of management of a multi- or

interdisciplinary team research project. The author draws upon his ex-
perience as protect director of a large interdisciplinary project concerned
with human effects on the Lake Tahoe region of California/ Nevada. The
s!Jdy includes a r,iructural analysis of the organization of uniNersities
and how it intrl,its interdisciplinary research. The author concludes that
the traditions .of single-discip..aary research arc ineffective in providing
managenviit direction for interdisciplinary research projects. Etc found
that -ploilets lacked suffiemit integration because each investigator pur-

391
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sued different research questions appropriate to individual disciplines.
The differences in disciplinary' conventions for evaluating research quality
were,_ found to he a major cause for this disunity. Specific suggestions
for the conduct and desq,,n of interdisciplinary piojects, including an
analysis of national sci,:nce ry-ticy. are given.

17:0/72.3

The Non-Profit Reserch institute. Harold Orlans. A Report
Prepared for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.
244 pp. I McGraw-H:11i Book Co.. New York).

The author distinguishes types of non-profit research institutes:
the Federal Research and Development (R&D) center; the applied re-
search institute: the operating foundation; the endowed institute; and
the project instit ate. Characteristic features of institute organization
a;e analyied: income tax status and charitable-organization status; govern-
ance structures'ard personnel policies; anu modes of conducting research.

ILi old Orlans points to special Armes of the institute for:n as a way
to concentrate scientific attention an a given long-term problem area or
on the research needs of a major supporting client. Institutes often com-
pete with universities I in many instances have given birth to them)
and all profit-making corporations. Becau-e instabilities of funds and
client relations afflict all but the few fully-endowed institutes, some have
pursued ,JesSive diversification strategies. graphic examples
.ire discussed. .

Orlans argues that since excessive commirats to research by
tme:say faculty may have helped to bring about the severe tensions
in universities in the hitter Non, independent institutes may be a better
vehicle for conducting highly. ,ystematic icarch.

This assessment of research institutes, illustrated by a wealth of
case illust:ations and episo 'es. is revealing and provocative in treating
the Inaor ,,:ompeutive alternatives to universities as centers of scientific
Mort.

Th:s volume is cited and fully annotated under 12:1.3:72-2.
It is briefly annotated below because of its relevance to this
topic area.

The Home of Science: The Role of the University. Dael
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. 201 pp. IMJ;raw-
Hill Book Co.. New York I.

In this report. Timsoted by the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education. Dael Wonle provides a lucid and well-documented hist.iry

30'
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of the American research university. He shows how the major forces
that shaped this development led to the combination of serious policy
problems that preient1:. ague ult. research community. The firstsection
of the book outlines the development of professionalism in science, the
search among scientists for research sponsors, and the beginnings of
State and Federal interest in science. The early alliances between research,
graduate instruction and undergraduate education in the major universities
are traced. This overview presents the seeds of rroblems of the uneasy
marriage between "pure" and "applied" research, between liberal under-
graduate education and graduate education and research specialization,
and between academic freedom and accountability. Wolf le argues, that
continued heavy Federal financing Of university research is necessary to
protect quality scholarship. He concludes by offering an agenda of signifi-
cant policies that research universities must effect if they are to maintain
high quality: clarify their own goals to avoid manipulation by sponsors,
become more accountable for quality of research programs, and increase
interinstitutional coordination and shah ig of high risk research.

17:0/69
The Invisible University: Postdoctoral Education in the United
States, National Academy of Sciences, 310 pp. (National Acad-
emy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.).

This is the major studyin the still-expanding phase of science
budgets and graduate enrormentsof postdoctoral education and the
role of the "postdoc" in research and teachiig.

Starting with standard definitions, the study relied upon ques-
tionnaire surveys to obtain evidence from current postdocs about their
backgrounds, activities and support. A separate survey covered those
who could report on the previous impact of their postdoctoral experience.
Faculty,-departmental and institutional questionnaires elicited information
on the postdoc rule, importance of postdocs to faculty and departments,
and problems of institutional policy concerning postdoctoral education.

While few outstanding young scientists had postdoctoral oppor-
tunities each year between the wars, steep acceleration of postdoctoral
education occurred in tandem with the expansion of Federal funds for
support of research following World War 11. Postdoctoral education, like
research funding, proved to be highly concentrated in a subgroup of
prominent universities and quite concentrated in the laboratory sciences,
mathematics and medicine.

The study concluoed that postdoctoral experience has become
nearly essential to establish readiness for good academic appointments
and thSt postdocs had come to assume a crucial role in the conduct of
academic research in the sciences.

393
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17 W68-1

Science Policy and the University, Harold Orlans, The Brook-
ings Institution. 344 pp. (The Brookings Institution, Washing-

1).(..).
This hook contain: a series of papers resulting from a seminar

sponsored by the Brookings Institution on research and research policy.
This s.ollection is unique in that it presents both the papers on different
aspects 1;1 policy isomatiori given to semina participant's and the editor's
synopsis of the discussion that followed.. These discussions (where a high
decree of candor seems to have prevailed and where individual identities
are omitted) are anuing the most interesting of the literature ott research
and researci. rnanagement. It is-not possible to summarize them succinctly.
because the only fair generalization that can he made about them is that
there is no uniformity of opinion on research policy among the profession.
The topics touched upon in the seminar_ however, give a rich menu of
.research policy problems. Federal support for functions ether than re-
,ear,h in universities: how to support "big science," and finally, how to
pan and budget for research in universities. Two distinctive contriburions
of the hook :Iterunts by members of the seminar to offer criteria by
wi;tch MALI. . may he "rationally" allocated awl by viich
research productivity can be evaluated.

17 0,1682
The Closed Corporation: American Universities in Crisis.
James Ridge,.;,y, I Random I louse, New York).

[ins ooh. %subtitled "I low America's Great Universities are Con-
trohed by Big BUSI74:SS and the Department of Defense"), is essentially
an update a other critical literature that has appeared periodically:aboUt
the relattonships between university administration and corporate manage.
inert and amont; university, government and industrial research. D:
hook :offers !root a lack of systematic and carefully documented study
to support the author's biases about the relation of the ivory tower to
industnal research. In spit of these shortcomings. the book provides
on of the Tess attempts 'o documsitit the nature of the collegial relations
between iesarchers and university policymakers. industry and the Federal
Government. It also !escribes the dynamics of the policymaking process
and th.2 impact that this process has had on universities and the nation's
research effort. The hook raises a number of disturbing questions about
the mteracnon between academic research and other research and about
the moral (and legal) obligations universities have in shaping the research
environment Although these questions are notch discussed generally in
the academes community. the community has not given them the system-
.ins: stud!. ti, deserve

;Q4
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17:0/67

"Universities and Disciplines. Alvin Weinberg. Refiection.s an
llii' Science. t M11- Press. Cambridge. Mass.).

[his essay. mitt I by the director of the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. is a chapter from his interesting book on the problems and
prospects fur "big science" research. The author argues that the disci-
plinary structure of university research makes university research esoteric
rather than exoteric and threatens the relation between the university and
an increasingly mission- oriented society. The essay otters coherent defini-tion,. of "pure" and "applied" research with good examples of both
kinds. The clarity of these, definnions alone qualifies this essay for inclu-
sion in a research bibliography. The point of the essay. however, is nut to
enter a semantic debate. Alvin Weinberg 'is concerned about the social

of what he calls the "nariow diSciplinatity- or the university.
tie tears that the ecology of the discqflinemiented university encourages
excessive purism and specialization in science. lie maintains that this
then !weds to a proclivity among scientists to substitute study for action.
Weinberg tears that eagerness to stimulate application can cause university
research to he managed as it is in the missionoriented laboratories. some-
thing that he thinks ultimately would he damaging to free inquiry..lie
argues instead for a broadening of the undergraduate curriculum. which
he thinks is necessary to encourage scientists to be synthesizers of know-
ledge rather man esoteric scholars.

17:0/63
The Management of Scientific Talent, Jerome W. Blood. 240
pp. (American Management Assoc'ations, New York).

phis collection of articles on different aspects of research manage-
ment was commissioned by the American Management A )Ciation in

ArtLles fall into four major groups: objectr es and planning.
orgamiation. staffing and compensation. and controlling research work.
The collection is somewhat unique within this bibliography because t'
authors are managers of research and development in American industry.
and the articles concentrate on !low to manage research in the business
enwonment. the authors tend : .nceiltrate less on theoretical prob-
lems encountered in the IllallagellP lit (4t researi.',. than on specific ap-
proaches to problemsoiing. Thus: in an much: on recruitment of scien-
tific personnel, Arnold Deutsch presents tile corporate Manager wi'Al a
list of enviror.:tental factors necessary to create a satisfactory climate
for the professional researcher. The strength of this collection is in its
so.-anct tai paoleinN. Many of niece
specific techniques are not translatable to such problems in universities.
largely because of the "organized anarchy of academe, Some recipes fur

305
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successful management presented in this collec.ion could, however, be
enormously beneficial to the academic research administrator.

17:0/59
American Universities and Federal Research, Charles R. Kidd,
(Oxford University Press, London).

This'book is an early (1963) description and analysis of the impact
of heavy Federal funding of research on American universities. Although
it is now Jmewhat dated, it remains the most cogent and incisive analysi
of the complex relationships surrounding Federal/university researc,
Written before the height of massive research funding, Charles R. Ku i's
analysis is all the more brilliant for its omniscience in predict.... . reas

Of major impact. Kidd describes the impact of Federal c on many
university elements: internal governance, curriculu , planning, graduate
education, funds management, and individual fa ulty autonomy. He is
particularly insightful in h-s description of the co plex mechanisms that
are us.rd to form research policy and the ins'itu ional arrangements by
whicl, universir objectives are reconciled with those of government.
The central ilk . of the book is that large-scale, Federal financing of
research has set in motion irreversible forces affecting the nature of
universities. These include change in internal commitment to instruction,
de-emphasis of the core undergraduate liberal arts curriculum, changes
in financial relations and internal budget processes, changes in parts of
the Federal administrative structure, new relations between universities
and the Federal Government, and, finally, change in the conduct of re-
seaich itself. Kidd warns that, without careful attention within universities
and the Federal Government at the policy level, these forces could com-
bine to damage the quality of universities and university research.
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Resource Allocation and Budgeting

Richard J. Meisinger, Jr.

ffffffffffffff_g_g_ig.ffff..ffffff
The literature on ,esource allocation. and budgeting ad-dresses the question of how to distribute scarce resources

Among certain desirable activities. The budget is the means by
which these decisions are made explicit and is. in Aaron Wildav-
sky's words, "concerned with the translation of financial
resources into human purposes."* The budgetary process in-
volves the interaction of institutions and State agencies be-
ginning with the deVelopinent of budget submission guidelinesand .budget preparations, to the writing of approriation billsand final approval by the executive branch and legislature.

Central Co the resource allocation proceSs are the following
dimensions: I) the manner in 'which budget submission guide-
lines are developed; 2\ the way in which such guidelines are
used in formulating bu,get requests; 3) the revenue situation
(see Topic 9: Finance) and the extent' of the demands madeby competing agencies for scarce resources; 4) the power

Wildaysky, The Politics the Budgetary Process (2nd edition).
Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1974, p. I.
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structure of ':iuencies involved in the competition (i.e.. strong .
or weak gt. 'ernor. State statutory responsibilities of the higher
education coordinating agency.): 5) the timing of the budgetary
cycle (i.e., annual or biennial): 6) the amount of time allowed
institutions, and agencies for budget preparation and for budget
review and analysis;' 7) the number of agencies involved in
the process and their character.. :: s (i.e.. staff size and experi-
ence, applicability of civil service regulations: 8) the analytical
techniques and technologies employed by budget review agen-
cies, including management information systems, planning-
programming-budgeting systems, and cost analyses; 9) the
nature and extent of interagency exchanges in the budgetary
process (i.e.. formal hearings, informal communications, ana-
lyses and data sharing): and 10) the relationship between any
statewide master plan for higher education and the resource
allocation process.

The literature of resource allocation and budgeting tends
to address either the broad aspects of budgetary theory and
practice or specific forms of budgeting. Two forms, formula
budgeting and planning-programming-budgeting (PPB), are

so frequently identified that they warrant separate classifi-
cation ftere.

Budgetary Theory and Practice. Mitch of the literature
on the budgetary process focuses on the environment in which
budgeting takes dace. The literature included in this section
deals with agent, roles and characteristics, and the interaction
among organizations, rather than on specific budget procedures.
This suhtopic also addresses the historical development of
budgeting, budgeting reforms, staff coordination, individual
State budgeting procedures, and procedures for ccntending
with cutbacks and revenue increases. Entries are further cate-
gorized in this subtopic according to whether they address
State or Federal budgeting.

Formula Budgeting. Formula, budgeting is a resource
allocation process which uses formally established guidelines
or decision rules as aids in generating and reviewing institutional
or agency budget requests.. These guidelines, frequently employ-
ing formulas. are a means of ensuring that resources are dis-
tributed etjuitably among competing organizations and of
reducing the cornp!.:xity of budget review. Although all budget
processes make use of decision rules, the use of the formula

398
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approach generally app!ies, to only those situations where
guidelines cats be and are explicit and formal.

Planning-Programming-Budgeting IPPB). PPB is a con-ceptual framework for budgeting which identilie!' programobjectives and systematically compares vari( us methods of
meeting those objectives. PPB uses two principal instruments:a program budget and cost-benefit analysis. The programbudget is a format for organizing information about the costsand bnetits of output activities. Cost-benefit analysis, whichentails a set of formal techniques, attempts to compare the
costs and benefits of competing programs within a quantitative
framework. Considerable literature has been written aboutthis approach to budgeting, especially as used by the Federal
Government. Many. PPB concepts have been incorporated
into traditional budgetary systems in order ;o improve andadd. flexibility to these systems...

Resource allocation and planning are clearly relatedactivities. for the budget is a means by which plans are trans-lated into -action. The subject merits close attention by plan-ners, fOr one of the most significant policy problems facinghigher educi:tion has been that of coordinating longer-rangeplanning with shorter-range budgeting.

I OPiC ORGANIZATION

Allot:A[1°n .nd BuLkwting,
1.0 litidgct:iry Theory. and Practice

1.1 (;eneral
1.2 State Budgetary Process
1.3 Federal Budgetary Process

2.0 Formula Budgeting
3.0 Planning-Programming-13udgeting (PPB)

1.0 BUDGETARY THEORY-AND PRACTICE
i .1 General
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18:1.1/77
Public Budgeting Systems. (2nd edition), Robert D. Lee Jr..
and Ronald W. Johnson, 369 pp. (University Park Press. Balti-
more. Md.).

This book is a very good primer on the budgetary process in the
public sector. Although it does not address higher education specifically,

most of the discussion applies to it. This book is an analysis of the pro-

cedures and methods -11.storical, current, and projected used in the

resource al. )cation process. The authors describe the features of public
budgeting taat distinguish it from private forms of budgeting, explain
what budgets and budgeting systems are, and relate budgeting to three

theories of decisioninaking: pure rationality, limited rationality, and
ii.crementalism or "muddling through". To provide the reader with

some perspective, the magnitude of government and the historical growth
of local, State, and Federal finances are considered.

Several chapters are devoted to the historical development- of budg-

eting. The authors examine the literature on proposals for and attempts
at reform between 1900 and the early 1960's, drawing J careful distinction
between budget theory and practice. The authors pay particular attention
to the development of planning-programming-budget.dg (PPB) systems in
the 1960's. The authors observe that PPBS grew out )f a number of con-

,epts and techniques developed largely independent of the budgeting
system; operatiors research, economic analysis,, general systems theory,
computtirs. and systems analysis. The authors trace the difficulties in-
volved in transferring PPB systems developed in the Defense Department
to Federal civilian agencies. They note that the attempts by State and
local government to implement PPB were also disappointing.

The book identifies the actors involved in budgetary decisionmaking
and discusses the four phases in the budget cycle: preparation and sub-
mission, review and approval, execution, and audit. The executive and

legislative roles in budgeting are treated separately, with attention given
to the procedures in requesting budgets, the types of information/assem-

bled. tlici process of executive and legislative decisionmaking, and the
types of budget documents and their formats. The techniques for con-
ducting analyses and the limitations of analysis within a political system
are discussed separately.

The authors address several aspects of the budgetary process which
usually receive scant treatment, such as budget execution and govern.
mental accounting procedures. They also consider capital budgeting
and d.bt management, with an explanation of the relatimiship between
capital and operating budgets. Thirdly. the authors ex: nine personnel
budgezin?, and no:c the impact of perse:'.nel decisions a! `1 expk..nditiires
on the budget. Finally, they devote an interesting section io the economic
and political problems that stem from having three major levels of govern-
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rnent of differing financial capabilities provide v rios services. This
discussion considev the patterns of interactiOn-anio4 three levels.

18:1.1/75

Budgeting: A co:nparative Theory of Budgetary Processes, Aaron
j. Wildaysky, 432 pp. (Little, Brown and Company, Boston ).

This book is a onpendium of-much that is known about budgeting
at various levels of government in various countries of the world. The
purpose of the book is comparative analysis, focusing on wealth and
predictability as the dominant variables influencing budgetary behavior.
The study examines four wealth.), and stable countries (United States.
Britain. France. and Japan); poor and stable American cities; poor arid
unstable countries; American States, which are combinauuns of the others;
and finally deviant cases from a variety of American public orgz.nizations.
Ir. the deviant cases, key roles (that of spending advocate and treasury.
guardian) are absent. The concept of role in Wildaysky's 'nulls becomes a
powerful predictive variable in a great many cases. Overall, iowever, the
technical subtleties of budgeting are sacrificed in favor of a broad-bnish
treatment of similarities and differences between budgeting systems.The hook contains some new work by Wildaysky on strategies
and calculations, and on budgeting and conflict. A considerable portionof the hook is. devoted to examining reforms in budgeting, moving from
program budgeting to zero base budgeting to planning-programming-
budgeting systems (PPBS). Wildaysky's analysi, of PP9S is extremelycritical. but rather accurate. The author is one of ti. ,w observers to.
analyze the political assumptions which lie beneath the supposedly neutral.cloak of elic..ncy and effectiveness. It is important to note that there
are some aspects of PPBS, such as policy analysis. which the author favors.

This hiok is fascinating rez:Jing. primarily because the comparative
analysis highlights aspects'of Federal and State budgeting processes which
might otherwise have gone unnoticed. It is recommended reading because
of its penetrating vet lucid analySis of budgeting principles.

. 1.2 State Budgetary Frocess

18:1.2/77
State Budgeting for Hig.her _Education: The Political Economy
of the' Process,- Frank A. Schmidtlein and Lyman A. Glenny,275 pp. (Center for Research and Development in Higher
Education, tiniversity of California, Berkeley ).

This monograph is one of a series from the Center for Research
and Development in Higher Fducation which summarizes the results of
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a year. 5()State study of the processes State agencies used to formulate
college an I university bildgets. Seventeen of the 50 States were studied
intensively

The :Impose of this studs was to bring to the practicalities and reali-
tie, of the iudget process a theoretical framework with winch to interpret
budgetary fins framework entails elements of open systems
th:ory and exchange theory. However. this study focuses on the process
of State budgeting fur higher education, rather than on its inputs and
outputs. It gives primary attention to a number of dilemmas that bset
the design and conduct of the budget formulation process. The trade
offs involved in such processes ate classified under five broad headings:
1.1 consensus versus conflict. 2) efficiency versus redundancy. 3) 11exi-
Huy versus control, 4) stability versus change. and 5) simplicity versus
complexity.

The organizational context of the budget process is explored with
most attention directed toward the origin and number. growth, location,
staff organization. and responsibilities of the State-level budget agencies.
The author, assess Statelevel budget structures by examining the effect
of structure on decisions, the hierarchical patterns into which the budget
process is organized. and the location of budgetary decisions. The theoreti-
cal problems in the design of State holier education bulgeTs are also dis-
cussed in terms of a checksand-balances paradigm and a bureaucratic
paradigm.

The concept of budget process effectiveness is discussed in terms
of technical efficieric, allocative efficiency, and rationality. The authors
study the relationship between State-k.el budget agency staff characteris-
tics and process effectiveness, and explore the .mtext in which budgets
ate submitted and reviewed. In a useful conch: uon, the authors project
future trends in the design of budget structures.

the book presents a well-balanced blend of theory and data from
the 17 States investigated In detail. The. transition betW.een theory and
practice is remarkably smooth throughout the hook. An e.stensive

alio provided.

18:1.2/76-1
State Budgeting for Higher Education: State Fiscal Stringency
and Public Higher Education. frank M. Bowen and Lyman A.
Glenny. 268 pp. (Center for Research and Develcpment in
Higher Education. University of California. Berkeley).

This moograph summarizes the results of a study conducted by
Centr 2d D:r.21opment vdii-atter.

how public colleges and universities respond whn States make substantial
reductions in their appropriations. Data were collected troth apriOXI-
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mately 12 States with detailed case studies presented for five States. The
hook addresses common strategies for dealing with fiscal stringency while
noting that the response to fiscal stringency occurs over time and in the
cortex( of highly 'diverse State governments and systems of public higher
education. Retrenchment has two definitions in this report: 1) midyear
or mid-biennium cutbacks required when a State finds its revenues in-sufficient to cover authorized budget levels: and 2) major reductions in
budget requests during the final stages of budget development, usually
after the Governor's budget has been submitted and during legislative
consideration of requests.

The study seeks answers to the following questions: 1) What are
the unmechate responses to retrenchment? How selective can they be?2) Who shoulLi participate in establishing procedures and selecting priori-ties and criteria for retrenchment? 3) What impediments are there onthe flexibility required to respond to fiscal stringency? How can these
he overcome 4) What special academic and support programs should
receive particUlar attention during retrenchment? 5) What criteria and
procedures should he used for layoff of personnel during retrenchment?6) What are the possible longer term implications of retrenchment?

The authors explain the dangers of across.the-buard budget cuts.
The, note that the needs and priorities of an educational institution aredifferent during retrenchment than during periods of growth. Retrench-
ment requires a wider range of people than usually participate in academic
programming and budgeting. -One significa rhlem ideatified is that
higher education institutions are apparently unab! : to face' reality untilafter many options for dealing with retrenchment have 'teen closed off.

Bowen and Glenny discuss the emergence of a new style of leader-
ship 6, contend with the fiscal stringency of the 1970's and 1980's, whenmore attention will he' directed to multi-year fiscal planning. Plarning
also will examine possible fiscal stringency, and will he a much 1110f1 adap-
tive process. Plans will no longer he assumed valid for fixed 5- and 10.
year periods. but will iequire revision more on an annual or biennial basis.

The tike case studies uhluded it the hook cover Florida. Michigan,New Jersey. New York. and Wiscons.n. These studies generally cover
responses to fiscal stringency during the 1 al years 1974.75 and 1975-76.
each stud, was updated hs: a consultant to that State as of late Spring'ch.

18:1.2/76 2

State Budgeting for Higher Education: Data Digest. Lyman A.
(',lenny. Frank M. Bowen. Richard J. Nleisinger. Jr.. AnthonyW. Niorgan. Ralph A. Purves. and Frank A. Schrnidtlein. 376
pp. tCenter for Research arid Development in Higher Education.
University of California, Berkeley).
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1 his monograph is one W. a series trout the ('enter for Research and
Development in Higher Education which summarizes the results of
1-year. 50State study of the processes State agermes use to formulate
the budgets of colleges and universities. Seventeen of the 50 States were
studied intensively. This mom graph is a descriptive data base, addressing
sarious budgetary processes in 17 States.

Thy study has three principal sections. Part I provides ar overview
of the State higher education budget process, outlining in general terms
the orgaruz:06,.). process, and procedures of the budget system. Budget
terms are Oetined, and the development of the taxonomy used for data
comparison is explained. Part II consists of tabular present.ttiuns whiL.
narrowly locui On specific variables across the 17 Fate... A total of fS4
data tables are presented in this section. Such classification inevitably
discards some information on the unique characteristics of the budget
process and may produce ambiguous entries in the tables. Tu reduce
such problems of classification the tables include descriptive notes which
clarify or qualify the tabular presentation wherever needed. Part III in-'
dudes individual -State descriptions and flow charts of the budgetary
processes. In notes to the data tables and in the individual State descrip-
tions in Part III. recent or proposed chakes are described where necessary
to qualify the presentation.

The data presented in this study are organized into the following
categories. structural classification and staff organization of agency
stalls. staff personnel matters, resubmission activity, organizational
budget requests, executive and State higher education agency hearings.

'Governor's budget. legislative review and appropriation, community
colleges. and budget process time intervals.

Fins. study describes the State budgetary processes at the time of
the 1974 field investigations, In almost all instances, the development
of the annual budget for Fiscal 1975 is described; in a few cases, the
description is hased on the Fiscal 1976 budget. Although some of the
data are .Nearly dated. the report is important for its comparison of the
budget process across States. Ti,e complexity and diversity of budget

,tans is apparent in this comparison.

18.1.2.'763
State Budgeting for Higher Education: Interagency Conflict
aad Consensus, Lyman A. Glenny. 170 pp. (Cel,..:r for Research
and DeVelopinent in Iligher Education. University of California.
Berkeley).

This monograph is one of a series from the Center of Research and
Development in Higher Education which summarizes the results of a 3-
year. crStare study of the processes used by State agencies to formulate
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college and university budgets. Seventeen of the 50 States were studied
intensively. The study seeks to evaluate the progress that budget pro-fessionals are making in their efforts to develop a more sys:cmatic approach to h lgeting. The author addresses the interorganizational dynamles of the budgetary process, concentrating on the agency structure,roles. and staff..:haracteristics of the State higher education agency, theexecutive budget office, and the legislative budget staffs. In particular.the author examines the amount of competition and cooperation thatarises out of .1 common concern for budget review. The objective ofthis phase of the study is to determine the extent to which staffs overlap

and duplicate activity, and the degree to which they engage in coordinated
efforts to minimize redundancy.

This study evaluates and compares organizat..mal and budgtarytheory with State practices. It concludes that there is nu single theory
of decisionmaking. budgetig. organization, or interorg: nizationz: rela
tionships which adequately explains the State budget olganization andprocess. but that several theories contribute to a partial understandingof the process. The author also notes that the rl:s of individual Sta7
budget review agencies have become more an m ire confused as com-petition among them for political attention] and influence increases. Theconclusion is that most of the 17 States in die study have failed to achievea significant degree of domain consensus among the agencies that reviewoperating budgets for higher education..The lack of domain consensusis attributed to the lack of specific operational goals for each agency.and the newness if many agencies and their staffs. In a conclusion, Glenn!
suggests differentiated functions for each of the budget review agencies.This study is packed with lucid observatiOns abOut the interactionof the State agencies involved in the budget process. Particularly valuableto the individual who has never worked at the State level, the huok alsoprovides some much needed perspective for present or past Statelevelofficials.

18:1.2/76.4

"The Lawmakers Budget for Higher Education: The Case ofIllinois, James D. Nowlan. pp. 146-17.5 in Mate Politics and
Higher Education. Leonard E. Goodall, ed. CLN1(; Associates.
Dearborn, Mich.).

The interesting feature of this book is that the author served as amember of the Illinois House of Representatives from 1969 to :972,
undertook this work as a participantobserver in the process. The bookfocuses on several cases of conflict and controvZ!rsy in higher education
which the legislature handled between 1909 and 1971. Those years were
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pivotal in the balance of relationships between the Illinois Board of Higher
Education, the Go. :nor's office, ar.d the legislature.

The author examines the legislature's role in making decisions by
raising the followmr: questions: 11 What is the nature and ,ivality of th
legislature's input? 2) What resources are drawn upon and are they inde-
pendent of other participants? 3) Are any normative values of the legis-
latures and its legislators reflected in the policy decisions made? and 4)
is any change normal in the legislature's traditionally passive role
policy mak in g?

hie Mode of presentation of foe cases discussed in the essay is
journalistic description. No attempt is made to develop a theoretical
or analytical framev, ork for the events described. Although the case
studies are brief, they are lively, and serve to highlight the details which
a legislator believes are important in weighing a situation.

The author concludes that the legislature clearly has been sub-
ordinate to the Governor in relation to higher education decisionmaking
in Illinois, but that the legislature's involvement is increasing. By pointing
out the Board ot Higher Education's powerful control of information.
the author demonstrat how State higher education agencies can wield
considerable unluence in the budgetary process. The author also concludes
that as legislators are thrust more and more into budgetary conflicts, they
develop analytical capabilities primarily in the form of expert staffs
to better evaluate the complex issues.

18:1 2/76.5
State Budgeting for Higher Education: Information Systems
and Technical Analyses. Ralph A. Putties and Lyman A. (;jenny.
231 lip. ;Center for Research- and Development in Higher
Education. Universit!, of ('alitornia. Berkeley).

FI::s monograph is one of a series from the Center for Researcal and
Developmenr in Higher I' 'u,:anon Which summa zs the results of a 3-
year. 541State study tit the processes used by State agencies to-formulate
college and university budgets. Seventeen of the 50 States were studied
intensively l'Ins study focuses primarily. on the informational and analyt
ical aspects ot budget requests to the State and the technical procedures
Stare budget agiMcies use to review these submiss:ons. Particular attention
is given to the application of methods used to rationalize thebudget
process. such ; program budget submissions, new information reporting

:10.i a,d various micro-economic analytical techniques
that :lave been developed for budget preparation and review.

A major portion of this study is descriptive. The authors discrss
the taxonomies. uses, and systems of budgetary and financial information.-
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They consider the kind of data institutions provtue, the format or or-
ganizing structure within which the data are collected and displayed, the
uses of the data in the budget process to satisfy various budgetary tmc-
tions, and the development of systernatic procedures for gathering andreporting data. The authors compare the different styles of higher educa-
tion budget review by establishing typologies and examining .t detailthe differing procedures of several States. Scope of budget review is
described ni terms of zerobase review and structured-incremental review.Review techniques are grouped as object of expenditure budgeting. per.
ft..rmance budgeting, formula budgeting, programmingplanningbudgeting.
and tactical budget planning. Considerable attention is given to the formal
budget documents which provide much of the information used for the
overall budget review. Requests for documents from institutions and
statewide governing hoards, the exchange- of documents at the State level.and the relationship of these documents to the original requests areexamined to show these documents

as information sources and as review
material. The authors also discuss the technical problems with information
and analytical systems: noncumparability of data, nonuse of data, un-
sophisticated costing techniques. distorted incentives through workloa0
factors, adequacy of output information, data quality and credibility,and misuse of data.

, he study also evaluates budgetary information and review systems
in terms of the implications and consequences of their use. The concluding
chapter is a particularly excellent blend of philosophical, theoretical,and practical considerations for the design of information and analysis

18:1.2/7i
The Political Pursestring.s: The Role of the Legislature in the
Budgetary Process. Alan P. lizdwis and Karon K. Butler. eds..
(Sage/Halstead Publishers. Beverly. Ilills, Calif.).

. I egislative authority once ruled the budgetary process. but hasbeen eclipsed by the sxecutive branch of government in recent times.
Considerable attention has been oven to the reform of State legislatures:
one such reform has been the increased professional staffing to assistlegislators in gathering. processing, and assessing information. The essaysin this volume examine the' nattne and workings of these staffs through
a systematic comparison of their backgrounds. norms, constraints, func-
tions, and influen,:es In various State legislatures. This book is particularly
useful because. as the in!!.,d',....tory review notes most of the studies on
legislative behavior to date have focused on Cor,:essional rather than
Stare legislative action
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The book is orgal Loud into two distinct parts. The first is largely

descriptive, focusing on the origins and functions of egislative fiscal

staffs in New Mexico. Florida, Michigan, and Illinois. The authors of
these chapters are members of the fiscal staffs in each of their respective

States. The unifying theme is that the role of the legislative staff is not

make policy, but to provide legislators with the basic information to help

them define the policy environment. Also noted is the increasingly im-

portant role these staffs play ,n legislativ" oversight.

The second part of the book .xamines the legislative staffs in Wis-
consin, New York, an_ Texas from a somewhat broader perspective. These

chapters evaluate the implications of increases in the size -d number o,
legislative staffs, and to assess h )w much these staffs hive
in the legislative process. Leif S. Hartmark's chapte. on Wisconsin is a
particularly fine blend of description and analysis.

The editors n ,te that "legislative staff influence is the convergence
of the intelligence. integrative, and innovative functions.- Although
legislative fiscal staffs play a significant role in developing a State's budget.
the legislator is the chief policymaker and defines the staff roles that
determine the staff-legislator relationship.

i 8:1.2/75-2
"Flexibility for Whom: The Case of Forced Savings in Budgeting
for Higher Education." Anthony ":. Morgan. Educational
Record. Vol. 5h. No. I. Winter. pp. 42-47.

This article should he of particular interest to officials in educational

institutions and State governments who are coicerned with the manage-

ment of budget reductions. The article gives considerable insight into

State - institutional relation ;hips. Forced savings, otherwise known as
salary savings, or turnover savings, is one State-level government strategy

to reduce higher education budgets. Fore d savings is usually treated as

a c:ficiency appropriation in the budget' the inst:tution is required to

sa c and return this amount at the end of the fiscal accounting period.
Thus, it becomes a mechanism for resource reallocation.

The author focuses on savings strategies used in the University of
California and California State University and Colleges systems during

the early 1970's. Forced savings is used as a lens through which the inter -

organizational relationshms between the State, multi-campus..,:, stem. and

campus levels can he viewed. The author condudes that the State. system,

and campus administrators had similar reactions to forced savings. They

tended to I avoid uncertainty and to preserve flexibility by taking

funds from another level of organization. and 2) use savings as a device

to influence a subordinate level's allocation of resources. By specifying
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a forced leve. of saving's. State-level administrators reduce their budget
uncertainty by fixing the minimum level of lapsed funds. This strategyof uncertainty [eduction is in turn repeated at the multi-campus systemand campus levels.

A major policy issue to be considered is how savings targets sltouldhe assigned. Three potential answers are suggested: I ) assign. flat per-
centages to all subordinate units regardless of the variability in savingspotential, 2) assi,.:n targets according to the ability to pay, or 31 use
diffential savings targets ti redistribute available resources arno rig sub-
ordinate units. Other key policy qtistionc raised are how to a .sess the
effects of savings on the quality of services provided, and how much
flexibility each unit should have.

The author also notes the lack of incentives to carry forward bal-
ances. An obvious incentive system is to allow the system and campusesto retain a portion of the r...soues saved. llowever, the State fears abusesof incentive s!, sterns. The author notes that despite the pitfalls. incentive
systems are instrumental in promoting a healthy morale and a climatefur change.

18.1.2/73.1

Statewide Reallocation Through Program Priorities." Edward
II. Flentje and Steven 13. Sample. Educational Record, Vol. 54,No. 3, Summer. pp. 175-184. Also "Comment on 'Statewide
Reallocation Through Program Priorities'.- Lyle B. Lanier,
Educational Record. Vol. 54. No. 3. Summer. pp. 184-189.

These papers examine the relationship between State agencies andinstitutions in a situation where resources are suddenly scarcer than
anticipated. Edward II. Elentie and Steven B. Sample provide a detailedcase history of the 1972.73 budget cycle in Illinois from the point ofview of the Illinois Board of Ilagl,er Educatior (IBIIE). Lyle B. Laniercritiques this interpretation trout the perspective of the University ofIllmius The wealth of case material and the contrast in perspectives makethe, i.vo papeis invaluable to anyone interested in the institutional
consequemes of Statedev el budget strategies.

Illinois higher education approached the 172-73 budget cycle with
some uncertainty. in that the 1`x'1.72 budgets had been pared by theGovernor in June i(17 I to a level comparable to the previous year. The1131IF adopted a process to establish high and low statewide prioritiesfor higher education in orde to bridge tit,. gap between available resourcesand perceived needs. The program priorities approach to reallocationwas dr alternative to across.theAloard cuts, freezes on various categoriesof expenditures, :Ind proaiminanc moratoriums. In the process the
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IBHE reallocated S24 m'Ilion'from low to high priority programs in the
IBHE :ecommendations. Flentje and Sample answer three questions in
the affirmative: Should reallocation take place? Should it take place
programmatically? Should it take place on a statewide basis?

Lanier is extremely critical of the IBHE approach to the 1972-73
cycle. First, he argues that the statutory authority of the 1BHE is limited
to advising the appropriate board of control about existing programs.
and does not extend to the elimination of programs. Lanier analyzes why
the IBFIL rejected several alternative budget strategies, including the needs
budget and the fi \ed base approach. He concludes that the program
priority technique wa, not suitable, and that the State's appropriation
process made it impossible for the IBHE to enforce its specific program
recommendations. Lanier also points out the communications and timing
difficulties which arose in implementing the program priority technique.

18:1.2/73.2
Changing State Budgeting. S. Kenneth Howard, 372 pp. (Coun-
cil of State Governments, Lexington, Ky.).

The purpose of this volume is to examine the emergent trends in
State budgeting, with an emphasis on the ir.pact of planning-programming-
budgeting systems (PPBS) on traditional budgeting frameworks. In this
book. State budgeting is viewed as an administrative process that is heavily
ii ;tluenced by political considerations. Characteristic of most budgetary
process studies, the hook devotes most of its attention to the planning
and spending sides of budgeting. and little attention to the revenue side.

The author provides a generalized description of the State admini-
strator's milieu, and summarizes sonic characteristics of State budgeting.
A particularly useful section deals wuh the intergovernmental context
of budgeting, addressing the concepts of federalism. the States' responsi-
bilities. and forms of sharing. There is also a discussion of capital budg-
eting. including the organizational arrangements used in State capital
budgeting. The major portion of the hook is directed toward budget
reform, with an emphasis on l'PBS as an approach to rational budgeting.
The role of systems analysis is discussed in relation to program analysis.
The author concludes that the Federal model of PPBS in all of its formal-
ity !s dead among State governments. But the underlying ideas of :'PBS
(adoption of a longer-range view, emphasis on alternatives. evaluation
of alternatives in terms of effectiveness. development of a capacity for
more thorough systematic analysis) are alive .n many States.

The author also presents the political dimensions of the budgetary
pioce.s to two chapters which view the process from the perspective
of the Governor and thelegislau:re.
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The frustrating feature of this hook is that its descriptions and
analyses of the State budgetary process are too general. Although theauthor clearly has had onsiderable contact with budgeters in manyStates. he has not woven examples of State practices into the disLission.
Unless the reader has had prior experience with the budgetary process.
particularly in several settings. the concepts presented may appear to he
too abstract to relate to actual practice.

18:1.2/72-1

Whatever Happened to State Budgeting . S. Kenneth Howard
and Gloria A. Grizzle. eds.. 503 pp. (Council of State Govern-
ments, Lexington. Ky.).

This excellent volume collects 51 articles, essays. and excerptsfrom hooks concerning the theory and practice of budgeting. The con-
tiibutions reprinted here ;ire from a variety of sources, including pro.fessuinal lourruils in public administration. political science, and planning.and publications by the National Association of State Budget Officers
and the Council of State Goernments. Accordingly. the contents of this
collection range beyond the bud,;et process.

The articles are loosely structured around five themes: I) Scope of
State Budgeting; 2) The Budgeter: his Role and Relationships with Other
Participants; 3) Developing the Basis for Budget Decisions; 4) Techniquesfor the Budgetel. at5d !; I innovation and C).ange. The quality of thearticles ranges widely. but the following ",assic" articles essays are
included "The Lack of a Budgetary Theory," by V. 0. Key, Jr..: "To-ward a Moir,: of Budgeting," by Ver B. Lewis: "The Road to PPB.The Stages of Budget Reform." by Schick; "Roles d Symbolsin the Determination of State Lxpenditures," by Thomas 1. Anton;"The Sy:tenis Approach and Public Policy," by L. S. Quade; "Sy ,ternsAnalysis and !he Political Process," by James K. Schlesinger; "RescuingPotics Anaksis from PPBS," by Amon Wildaysky; "Planning and Pre -dieting 0 What to Do When 1 ou Don't Know the Names of the Varia-

bles," h'. Leonard 1 Duld, and "Social Planning: The Search for Legit'inacy ht Martin Rein Having ready access to these articles alone makes
the volume a welcome additi(or to the hookshell.

18 1 2/72 2

Dollars and Sense: Budgetins for Todav's Campus, Gene A.Budig. ed. 'College and I. sity Business Press, NIWraw-I fill PuhlLations Co._ ('IticagoI.
this cur .sin: tvvo essays 'rich give the legislative and execu-
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five perspectives on State budgeting for higher education: "The Guyer.
nor's Role in the Budget Process." by T. N. Hurd and Donald Axelrod.
and "Legislative Expectations of the Budget." by A. Alan Post. The
essay by Hurd and Axelrod is an overview of policy issues considered
by the executive budget staff, and is designed for the reader with little
previous exposure to executive policymaking in the budget process.
Included is a position description for the office of Governor. witl
discussion of the executive power of appointment. the responsibility
for assuring accountability and productivity, and the executive role
in interstate relations. The authors stress the need for a planning process
in higher education. and for the pruner coordination of the programs
of multiple systems of higher education. Ilurd and Axelrod briefly exam-
ine the components of the operating budget. summarizing the policy issues
associated with the technical aspects of the budget. There is a particularly
good presentation of the policy questions raised by the executive budget
office concerning capital budgets. In conclusion, the authors consider how
the executive budget office staff assesses tne administration's fundamental
policy for higher education. and elaborate un the executive concern for
financing and implementing the budget.

Post observes that planning and budgeting are the two most im-
portant legislative roles, with the budget heing the principal planning
document. In examining the flow of IL: budgetary process as seen by the
legislature and legislative staffs. Post seeks answers to several questions:
What planning and budget materialc does the legislature receive and what
form do these materials take? When does the legislature receive such
materials, and in relation to what legislative processes? Which legislative
organization receives the materials. to whom is this group directly re-
sponsible. and-what staff :.opacity does it have for analysis? What roles
Jo the higher education agencies and the Governor play in such rev :w''
To what extent is legislative review integrated into the actual deci ca-
making processes of the legislature so the members will have access to
the analysis, along with sufficient contidenct. in it to assure its effective
use in making policy decisions' Post notes that the relationship of the
legislative staff to the partisan political structure of the legislature has an
important hearing on the staff role in the budgetary process. Post's presen-
tan, n is enriched with examrles of the variations in the budgetary proc
esses in diff:rent States. In summary. this essay is an excellent introduc
ti on to the legislative side of budgeting.

i8:1 2171
Budget Innovation in the States. Allen Schick. 223 pp. (The
Brookings Institution. Washington. D.('.).

Allen Schick and Aaron Wildaysky between them cover most of the
perspectives on budget retorm. Schick's hook IS :1 study or the two most
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18:1.2

recent attempts to improve State budgeting: the nit:oduction of per-
formance budgeting in the 1950's and the planning-programming-budg-
eting systems (PPBS) movement.of the 1960's.

The analysis of the historical development of these two budget
innovations is excellent. Interestingly, Schick notes that PPBS advanced
independently of public administration because of the infusion of the
economics-planning ethic into budgeting. Thus, where igevious attemptsat budget reform were concommitant with reorganization, PPBS had anew conceptual base dependent upon classic economics and planning
notions of rationality rather than on political-administrative theories.

Performance budgeting, with its emphasis on activity classifications,
performance measurements, and performance reports, sought to regroup
expenditure. accounts to conform more closely with organizational func-
tions. Schick notes that the changes introduced by budgeting did not meetthe potential. In part, there was no urgency in the 1950's for major
reform. Budget mechanisms at that time were performing satisfactorily,and much of the change was in the form of budget presentation, an area
in which participants simply could not get excited. To highlight these
observations, Schick provides three brief case histories of the develop.
ment of performance budgeting in Maryland, New York, and Ohio.

Schick notes that as of 1969 more than half of the States wereeither implementing or considering PPT.° in some form. Significantly,in only one or two States had PPBS worked its way into the decision-
making process of State government. rainy States, the rewards of
PPBS are mixed in with the regular budget work; consequently, theanalysis and plans which are at the heart of PPBS tend to be disregarded.
One of the problems has been that PPB has not been incorporated withina formal budgetary structure. Schick prc extensive case studies Offive States California, New Yurk, Wiscc.,sm, Hawaii, Pennsylvaniawhich are the most advanced in impleme;:ting PPBS. In none of thefive States was the implementation a clear-cut future or success.

Schick observes that budget innov will succeed only whenthe State reexamines w vs in w'iich uses its budget process. One
of the first steps in buCeet refor7- is ts construct the budget control
mechanisms so that the needs fo% ,..i.itto! can be met while the budgetmachinery is revamped to includt planning.

18:1.2/67
"Roles and Symbols in the Determination of State Expendi-
tures,- Thomas J. Anton. Midwest fournnl of Political Science,Vol. I I . No. I , February. pp. 2743.

The author has developed relatively simple yet powerful model
to explain the manner in which State officials decide tc spend public
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fUnds. His model uses the concept at role to summarize the characteristic
behavior of a Statelevel participant in ate budget process. Once defined,
the symbolic significance of the roles is assessed in terms of the unpact
on the budget process.

Within this model, State agency officials (such as institutional
representanves) are seen as expansive: in all likelihood, they will request
inure money next year than is currently available to them. Budget review
officials see their role as watchdogs of the Treasury, or as budgetcutters.
'these officials generally expect State agency requests to he expansive.
Thomas J. Anton argues that Governors are "money providers- or "budget
balancers,- and only infrequently can be viewed as decisionmakers in the
determination of State expenditures. (This characterization of Governors
was perhaps mot', accurate 10 years ago than today.) Finally, similar to
Governors, legislators are seen to participate in the search for new revenue
rather than in the determination of State expenditures.

Anton observes that the participants in the budget process use a set
at symbols to rationalize their role behavior. These rationalizations mask
the true meanings of action. Agency administrators justify budget expan-
sion on programmatic grounds, or in the name of Servile; in fact, the
adrimnstratins ate attempting to prine.21 themselves against the conse-
quences at a budget reduction in a doincrease budget which cannot with-
stand .1 cut. Budget review officials and Governors justify budget reduc-
tions in terms of Economy and Efficiency; in effect, these officials are
seen to he protecting a pet:W. or status within a system which knows no
Other mstitication for such a status. Governors and legislatures use both
programmatic and management symbols in disguising action aimed at
increasing revenues to balance budgets which show little evidence of
etcher ne..4, programs or efficiency. In summary. the budget sl.mbolizes
repo isibility thii cut symbolizes economy; and the increase, service.

Although the symbolic interpretation of political behavior has
drawn some criticism, the wealth of insight presented in this article makes
it "must- reading.

I.3 Federal Budgetary Process

18 1 3.'74

The Politics of the Budgetary Process 12nd edition). .Aaron
Wildaysky. 2-1 pp. ( little. linrwn and ('oinrny. Boston).

this hook was among the first to report tit, the budgetary process
broadly as .1 system of political interactions ratite' than narrowly. as a
set at technical accounting procedures. It is tequired reading tor anyone
who wishes to become truinhar with the dynamics of the budgetary
process Although the tt'ctis at the book is on budgeting at the Federal
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level, the analysis developed applies to the process at the State and local
levels as well.

Wildaysky firstdefines the term "budget" as seen from a number
of different orientations, and then shows how various participants exam-
ine the political environment and make'calculations which .erve as the
basis for budgetary decisions. He stresses the incremental nature of the
budgetary process. The author places the participants of the process
(departments, bureaus. Office of Management and Budget, appropriations
committees) within a system of roles and perspectives to explain budg-
etary behavior. Within this framework, the budget process is examined
through the strategies adopted by ..e participants, including strategies
desiiied to capitalize on t!e fragmentation of power in national politics.

Wildaysky examines briefly the history and politics of budget
reform, and outlines how new procedures developel from traditional
budgeting procedures. One chapter is devoted to the concept and imple-
mentation of a planning-programming-budgeting-system (PPBS). The
strengths and weaknesses of PPBS are discussed, and the author explains
why, in his view, PPBS ultimately fails. The author offers an appraisal
of existing budgetary practices and suggests major alternatives. He further
maintains that the present budgetary process, though imperfect, performs
much better than many observers thought and has many features which
are superior to the proposed alternatives. In particular. Wildaysky argues
that future reform should concentrate on a more thoroughgoing incre-
mental approach rather than a more comprehensive one.

Wildaysky conclude% this work with an essay on the 'changing role
of Congress, particularly in relation to the decline of guardianship of the
Treasury Department. This trend is described in the context of trends in
national budgeting in the modern democracies. Drawing upon the British
experience, the author discusses what reforms should and should not be
undertaken to strengthen the role of Congress in the budgetary process.

An extremely useful appendix outlines the major steps in the Fed-
eral budgetary process.

18:1.3/68

The Politics and Economics of Public Spending, Charles L.
Schultze. 143 pp. (The Brookings Institution, Washing( xi,

The purposc of this collection of lectures is to demonstrate how
systematic analysis can coexist with the political process.

The framework for Charles L. Schultze's analysis is the Federal
budget process of the mid MO's, when the use of planning-programming-
budgeting systems (PPBS) spread from its birthplace in the Department
of Defense to the entire Federal Government. Schultze's objective was t.
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examine how systematic analysis and long-range planning have been
applied to the Federal Government's civilian programs.

Schultze contrasts the "political" or negotiation mode of decision-
making, with its emphasis on incrementalism, with rational budgeting (in

the form of PPBS), with its emphasis on the examination of a wide range
of alternative means toward some desired end, and demonstrates how
analysis can be used to support the bargaining model of decisioniaking.
Although the emphasis throughout the book is on systematic analysis, the
author demonstrates that he has an experienced sensitivity to the political
envi.onment. He tirrniy believes that the increasing complexity of social
programs demands more analytical consideration in their design and man-
agement.

Schultze's arguments are very neatly presented. After tracing the
evolutiun of budget techniques, he compares rational decisionmaking
IPPBS) with "muddling throu,:,h", or incremental decisionmaking. The
most important contribution of the book is the discussion of the role
of analysis In political decisions, and the future directions of analysis.
By contrast, tha author dearly understates the obstacles to implementing
the formal PPBS model in the Federal setting. Schultz concludes with
one suggestions for political and administrative improvements in the

decision prcesses. The emphasis here is on the analytical design of in-
centive ,ystems, a context in which detailed decisions about programs
can he made on a decentralized basis.

2.0 FORMULA BUDGETING

18:2.0/78

A Review of Selected State Budget Formulas for the Support
of Postsecondary Educational Institutions, %.'ynthia A. Linhart
and John L. Yeager, 114 pp. (Office of University Planning,
University of :iittiburgh, Pa.).

As part of the process of reexamining its Master Plan for Higher
Education, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania undertook a review of
alternati..e formula budgeting techniques to be adapted possibly in Penn.
sylvanta This report. which is the staff summary of a task force review,
i an excellent overview of formula budgeting in this country. The major
foci's of the report is on the technical features of budget formulas. with
some discussion of the processes associated with the development, im-
plementation, and maintenance of budget formulas.

`lost of the report is devoted to a summarization of the literature
on the design and structure of State budget formulas. and a review of
budget formulas from 10 States: Alabama, Louisiana, Michigan, tires
Mexico, Ohio. Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and V,ashington.
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The budget formulas were compared according to eight major categoriesof institutional activity, following the framework established by the
National Association of College and University Business Officers(NACUBO)for Educational and General Expenditures. This comparison classifiedeach formula according to three criteria: 1) general approach (i.e.. totalentitlement or line item), 2) mer'wd of calculation (i.e., staffing standard,workload, or percentage base); and 3) major components (i.e., the specific
variables addressed in the formula). An appendix contains a written de
scription and a mathematical representation of each of the 10 State budgetto,mulas.

The discussion of 'ire ieselopment. implementation, and mainte
nance of budget formulas is brief. and is largely a summary of the mono-gralTh by Metsinger "b-I I. The report provides recommendationsfor ;1 Commonwealth of Pennsyl. ama budget formula. focusing prinuirtly,
on its to finical aspects llowever,

the recommendations do contain a con-
sideration of the process by which the formula might he implemented.

18:2.0/76

State Budgeting for Higher Education: The Uses of Formulas,
Richard J. Nieisinger, Jr.. 2nO pp. (Center lc,- Research andDevelopment in Higher Fdt:cation, University of California,
Berkeley).

This monograph is one of a series from the Center for Research andDevelopment in I hglier Fdr..:ation. which SUI11111:111/ASS the results of a 3year, 50State study of the processes used by State agencies to formulatethe budgets of colleges and universities. This study provides a comparativeanalysis of the historical development 'and use of instructional budgetaryformula, in California. Illinois. and Texas. The comparative historicalanalyses are irsed to develop .1 frarngwork which explains the adoptionand use of budgetary formulas. The central analytical and theoretical
questions addressed hy the study are. I ) What strategies and counter-strategies are adopted by each organization in a system of higher educationwhich employ s budgetary formulas- 2) What are the consequences of the
organita:1, Mal tit t.!teg,L:s and Omnterstrategies for uncertainty reductionand the locus of budgetary control" and 3) What functions are performedand what dysfunctions result through the application of budgetary formu-las" The pranarn emphasis b. on the intccorganizattonal relationshipshetween executiv,. and legislative budget agencies, higher education
coordwatine agencies, and institutions of higher education. The workis an extension of Millers l'fb1 pioneering study (State Budgeting for/!ether Htleuthnt The I 'cry ivg-Inulas and Cost Analysis) but focusesmore on the political dynamics of formula use than on the technicaldetails of the rotunda, themselves.
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The principal findings of the study indicate that the introduction
of a formula into a budgetary process requires sources of support for the
formula concept. an organizational framework for implementation, and a
technological base upon which to ground the formula. Changing a formula
requites some pressure for change (whether internal or external to the
system of organizational participants), an organizational framework for
adjustments, and technological and data bases fur the altered formula.
The factors which appear to ac,ount for the dissolution of formulas are
the condition ()I the State's economy, the degree to which the formula
is manipulated by the various actors, and the inadequacies of mterorgani-
zational communications. The study examines each of these factors in
some detail.

The author concludes that all strategies employed by the State
agencies, coordinating agencies. and institutions to reduce uncertainty
m organizational activities follow two model patterns; I) the shifting
of uncertatnry to other levels, and 2) the cumulat.an of excess resources
in aunt:m.1,ton of future .ontingencies. Furthermore, one levers strategies
have parallel consequences for other levels: II the locus of budgetary
,:ontrol is stilted, and 21 the balance of slack resources at each level is
upset.

18.2.0/76,2
"Fort-lob Bothteting: Requiem or Renaissance?", Charles E.
\loss and (;ertild I I. (;wither The Journal of Higher Educatum.
Vol 4'. No. 5, September October, pp. 543-563.

Flits article is an excellent capsule summary of the fonnuJa budg
eking ,otn:ept. The authors outline the basic classifications of budget
accounts and briefly discuss the historical events leading to formula
devel Four re .sons for development and implementation are
noted 1) political ct mplexines. 2) the need fur a more equitable dis-
tribution tit resources. 3) inadequate revenues: and 4) increased demands
f.tr accountability. A filth reason. the need to simplify the budget process,

unplted in the discussion.
The autInus define the term hudget formula by drawing upon

the earlier work of James l.. Muller, Jr. Current formulas arc catqorized
acordn,e to the basic computational method used: I ) the rateerbase
factor emit, 2) .1 percentage of base factor, and 3) a base-factor position
ratio with salary rates.

!he most unportan contribution of the article is the summary of
the advantages and dhadvamages of formulas. Among the advantages,
formulas provide an OhleitIrC cost and productivity measure for compari
son between insntunons, provide for a more equitable distribution of
resources. help minimize interinstitutional and Stateinstitution coin
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flict, and ensure that higher education gets its fair share of State resources.
The disadvantages include the inadequacy of the linear approach tofunding in steady-state and declining enrollment situations, the factthat formulas do not explicitly address program quality, the levelingeffect of formula-generated support, and the failure of most formulas
to recognize and fund non-traditional learning or continuing educationactivities. The discussion of iormula funding during enrollment down-turns is particulary good.

The authors are optimistic that formulas will continue to be usedto fund higher education. Despite the disadvantages of fornwris, noother method 'currently meets'as many of the needs of the budget process.
Formulas will have to be adjusted to ensure that institutional support isrot seriously eroded wher enrollments level or decline: furthermorC,
qualitative factors will have io be introduced, especially when enroll.
ments decline. Finally. it must he noted that current enrollment-driven
formulas are not adequate to support outreach activities under conditionsof s able and declining enrollments.

18:2.0/75

"Constrained Ratio Approach to Allocating Instructional Re-sources," William B. Simpson. Socia-Economic Planning Sci-ences, Vol. 9. Ne. 6, pp;.185-192.
This article addresses the question Of whether there is anythinginherent in the way resources are allocated to an individual institution

which would restrict faculty in developing new teaching methods. The
author examines four allocative approaches to budgeting, all involving
formula procedures. These approaches are appraised from the stand-point of efficiency and innovation. The tendency observed is for ineffi-
ciencies to lead to additional budget support, and for temporary accom-
modation to lead to lesser support. Moreover, the author notes, "opera-
tional flexibility in the use of funds , can at most assure the opportunity
for innovation. Whether or not there is an incentive to innovate will
depend in part upon what the effect is of the innovation on the resources
available in the subsequent years." The focus of the analysis is on the
formula used by the instruction-oriented California State University and
Colleges systern,

To improve the current budgeting procedures, the author prooses
a constrained ratio approach in order "to arrive at a level of instructional
faculty staffing for an institution for its continuing programs by an ap-
proach which leaves the institution with the opportunity and incentive
to exercise discretion as, to the best operational use of the resources
allocated to it. while protecting tile legitimate concern of the governing
hoard .. as to the expenditure of resources." The proposed model for
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generating the required number of faculty positions calls for a formula
with adjustable weights to he applied to projected enrollment at different
level.: of instruction. Adjustments in the weights would be made by
indwi,lual academic dep.,/ tments to reelect she mix of instructional modes
employed by the department. The constrained ratio approach involves
a mathematical economic model. file author argues uiat the elloctive use
of resources is encouraged because the model allows for greater awareness
and consideration of the costs of alternative instructional methodologies
at the instructional level. - f -

The maihematical model is clearly explained, and the discussion
points to a number of important policy issues which should he addressed
when developing any budget allocation procedure..

18:2.0./73-1

"Formula Budgeting on the Down Side. Boutwell. pp.
41-50 in Strategies for Budgeting. George Kalu'lis. etc.. New
Directions for Higher Education, No. 2. Summer, (lossey-Bass.
Sun Franctseot.

This brief article is important in that it disetisses the difficulties
in applying existing budget tormulas in times of level,ng or dcclimiii,
enrollments. Formulas became an,integral. part of the budget process
during the enrollment growth period of '!le 1950's 'and 1Q60's necatt e,
as enrollments increased annually. the formulls tended to guarantee
annual budget increases. Although sopilsticated analytical' budget tech-
niques have been developed over the last 15 years. they have not dis-
placed the need for formulas.

The author notes three features of formulas winich are harmful
to institutions when enrollments decline. First, most formulas are based
on the average cost per student and hence are linear m nature. The prob-
lem is that linear formulas do riot recognite the economics of scale princi-
ple (downward dom.-, :average ,..)st curve). Secondly. most formulas have
been adjusted iir.vnward because of ihe e.:onomics ot scale associated with
large institutions. As fiscal demands generated by increasing enrollments
exceeded resources, formula ratios were mcreasi (1 to reduce tesourcc
demands. Thud1%. most formulas are based upon the number of students
at different levels ot instruction and ignore differences among disciplines
or programs In particular. many tormulas ignore the humber and variety
of disciplines

Al con Acted ..11t management adjustments which must occur
st the institutional level along with budget reductions, The advisements
discussed incluo. pers.u,nel reductions. changes in policies governs.
tenure and promotion. and increased .faculty development. The author
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concludes that (as of 1973) formulas, planning procedures, and manage-
ment policies of most institutions are still expansion-oriented. Regarding
torinulas, the author does not propose solutions to the problems, other
than to indicate factors to be considered in the reworking of existing
formulas.

18:2.0/73-2

A Comparative Analysis of the Existing Budget Formulas
Used for Justifying Budget Requests or Allocating Funds
for the Operating Expense.. of State-Supported Colleges and
Universities, Francis M. Gross, 114 pp. Monograph No. 9, Vol.
14 (Office of Institutional Research, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville).

This report is an excellent summary of the technical aspects of
budget formula.. in use during 1972-73 or 1973-74. The author surveyed
air 50 States to assess the extent to which formulas were used in this
country, and found that 25 States used budget formulas which conformed
to his definition. The following observations were also made: 21 States
applied formulas statewide; 23 States practice zero-base budgeting wnile
2 budgeted incrementally; and 21 States used formulas to justify budget
requests while 4 used them for allocating appropriated funds among
institutions.

The author provides a detailed comparative analysis of each formula
with respect to the following functional budget areas: instructional and
departmental research, organized activities related to instruction, libraries,
general administration and general expense, organized research, extension
and public service, and physical plant operation and maintenance. He also
recognizes the base (variable) and formula (fixed) factors used, the meth-
ods of .amputation, and the extent of differentiation among academic
areas, levels of instruction, and institutions. Formulas were 'classified
according to three basic computational methods: 1) rate-per-base factor
unit. 2) percentage base factor, and 3) base factor-position ratio with
salary rates.

The author establishes a set of general standards of rormula ac-
ceptability and seeks to evaluate the various States according to them.
This rating is not completely successful 1 cause there is an insufficient
discussion of non-technical dimensions (e.g., political or historical factors)
which influence formula development.

One particularly interesting observations is that 8 States used for-.

mulas to support an "equalization policy" wherein all institutions were
supported from the same formula base, while 13 States followed a funding
poli,:y which differentiated among institutions according to-mission or
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location. Tre author also draws an important conclusion in his study:
no single tormula ur or ...Unation of formulas could be designated as a
national model trzause no such device could reflect the diversity of
instit,rtior.1 types and State systems of higher education. Fir fly, the
Guidelines proposd for developing and applying budget formulas are
essential reading for anyone involved in developing or modifying formulas.

3.0 PL ANNiNG-PROGRAMMING-BUDGETING (PPB)

18:3.0/73
Program Budgeting: Ur;versities, Management improvement
Program, Ohio Board o Regents, 92 pp. (Ohio Board of Re-
gents, Columbus).

Oils volume t., one a series of manuals designed to make higher
education administrators or aware of improved management tech-
niques. It contains general guidelines, principles, and broad recommen-
dations for good management within universities and colleges, rather
than detailed and specific procedures. This manual should be considered
a primer for those with no previous experience with program budgets
in the collebe or university setting.

The manual has two key sections and a set of technical appendices.
The first section examines the steps in developing a program budgeting
system. The stages are presented in cookbook fashion: identify all sources
of kinds. relate funds to expenditure accounts, develop clear-cut depart-
mental responsibility, transla,,: program plans into departmental budgets,
monitor income and expenditures, and identify goals and objectives.
This section identifies a program structure, discusses the problems of
identifying inputs and outputs, emphasizes tl-z importance of income
projections. and demonstrates how to translate program decisions into
orpnitational budgets. The program and costing structures discussed
arc h: Led upon :he National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems (NCEIEMSI produ,..ts.

The second major section outlines the implementation of a program
budget. The prinople; are presented in term, of internal cons.derations,
external considerations. staff resources required ;*(), program budgeting,
ti,e information data base and it.. maintenance, and resource allocation
analytical aids.

The technical appendices include: the integration of a sample
line-item budget with a program budget; the NCHEMS Program C13,;-
fication StruClre: a discussion of program measures: .he advantages
and ,lisadvani.w....s of various budget preparation models (very u.)e!-u1),
Jn example of management by qbiectives and evaluation: a sample budget
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cycle and timetable, sample program budget data profiles; and a brief
summary 01 tiCHEMS products. The manual contains a complete glossary
of budget terms.

18:3.0/721
PPBS in Higher Education Planning and Management: From
PPBS to Policy Analysis. Frederick E. Balderston and George
B. %%tea thershy I Or) pp. ( Report P-31. Ford Foundation Pro-
gram for Research in University Administration. University
of California. Berkeley).

This report discusses how the principles of planningrogramming
oudgeting systems (PPBS) have been adapted to the realm of higher
education. There are three principle sections of this report. The first
summarizes the principles of PPBS. and traces the Federal and State
experience with PPBS in the United States, including the role that the
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS)
has played in introducing features of PPBS into higher education. Further.
the authors discuss the ,yplications PPBS to postsecondary education.
Perhaps the most significant observation made in this section is that the
activit!, -oriented view of programs and program elements (e.g.. depart-
ment. school. 0, college organi/ational units defining program) rather
than the obiectp.e,oriented view (which focuses on output measures)
has governed much of the subsequent development of PPBS in higher
education.

The second section. propaf:y the most interesting, explores the
concepts of PPBS by examining how it was implemented by the
campus University of California. By 1971. ti use of PPBS by the State
of California to mstify and negotiate the allocation of resources, and by
the l:niversly of ( ,rota t r internal resource distribution and priority
allocatior had diminished considerably. Other forms of analysis and
dects,,,nmaknig displaced much of the PPBS structure originally envisioned
by participants in the budget and planning processes.

The third ection asks how policy analysis can he applied m the
academic setting The analytical base for policy analysis outlined.
including information s. stems and analytical models. To den.instrate
how these tools are employed, the authors present a detailed case study
of year-round operations at the University of California.

In summary, :he authors conclude that the benefits to he gained
from the formalism of PPBS :tidy not offset the costs of implementing
the ponder as PITS machinery. However, the use of analytical tech-
ni,,Jes aimed rlicy questions can prove to he of considerable
value tt. highei education adnums:rators
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18:3.0/72.2
Planning-Programming-Budgeting: A Systems Approach to
Management (2nd edition). Fremont J. Lyden and Ernest
C. Miller. eds. 423 pp. (Markham Publishing Co.. Chicago).

This hook contains 21 papers, all of which are reprinted from
other sources. The papers are organized into eight sections: I ) Planning-
Progra,,umog-Budgeting Systems (PPM in Perspective. where PPB is con-
sidered in terms of its historical and institutional settings: 2) Budgeting
and the Political Process. which addresses how PPB relates to the political
process: 3) The Program Planning-Evaluation Base of PPB: 4) Progr...a
Design PPB Structure and Information Requirement:,, which discusses
the incorporation of program plans into the PPB budgeting format: 5)

Program Design Analytic Techniques. which explains the rationale under-
lying three of the major analytic techniques used in the PPLiS appr, ach:
o) Relating Goals to Systems. which examines the problem of crosswalk-
int, information: 7) Implementing PPB. which discusses the problems and
experiences involved:and St PPB: Critiques and Prospects. which addresses
the potent:al of PPB in the context of various schools of criticism.

The introduction by the editors is particularly thoughtful. They
note that the first problem facing an implementing organization is whether
to direct initial attention to the development of a program structure or to
the focusing of analytical skills to he used for specific program Issues.
Directing attention to skills development without first developing a goals
structure can he inefficient. On the other hand. developing a program
structure is a difficult task. The editors observe that one question facing
developers of a program structure is: Should a program format he devel-
oped which will replace existing budget formats? It is a question which
must he answered carefully, because different formats yield different
kinds of information. The editors contend that another problem with
implementation relates to analytic methods. The weight of systerr'tti-
cally an.t:).7ed evidence a likely to draw attention away from those
considerations which cannot he analyzed rigorously.

Michael J. White's concluding paper. "The Impact of Management
Science on Political Decision Making." is an excellent summary of the
critiques of PPB. White also makes predictions on the future directions
of management science and operations research in civilian politics.

18:3.0/71
The Budget's New Clothes: A Critique of Planning-Programming-
Budgeting and Benefit Cost Analysis. Leonard Mereitz and
Ster!ien II. Sosnick. 31S pp. (Markham Publishing Co.. Chica-
go)
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This hook, which 1, one of the most thorough critiques of PPB
available, draws upon much of the extant PPB literature. The Juthors
discuss the five elements of PPB: program accounting, multi-year costing,
detailed descrintion of activates, zero base budgeting, and the quantitative
evaluation of alternative, (or cost-benefit analysis). The discussion is
framed by the Bureau of the Budget guidelines for PPR. The authors
devote a large part of the hook to an examination of cost-benefit
They survey the methods that have been suggested for calculating benefits
of particular types of expenditures, including among others: navigation.
irrigation, flood control, health, and academic and vocational education.
Two case studies of large public Investment projects are examined using
costbenetit analysis. the U.S. Supersonic Transport, and the California
Water Plan. The authors are pessimistic of the usefulness of cost-benefit
analyses for plowcts of such size and complexity. Also, the criterion
most often used in cost-benefit analysis gives exclusive attention to eco-
nomic efficiency. but it is difficult to reach agreement on an !ternative
criterion.

The authors note sonic positive features of PPB: the grouping
of organizations by function is one way to obtain output-oriented cost
information; the estimation of future expenditures is useful in special
cases when a multi-ye:it comnittment is made. and, quantitative evaluation
is reasonable when it is necessary to pre-screen policy alternatives. Merewitz
and Sosnick also observe that preparing alteri.ative budget requests would
condune the best teatures of detailed description and zero-base budgeting.

The negative conclusions reached are t!,at it is unwise to impose
program accounting, to project future expenditures for established pro-
grams. to prepare statements of purposes, to justify budget requests with-
out reference to piesious appropriations levels. or to perform quantitative
analyses for all situations. The aothors argue that program accounting
generate, int irmation of limited value because it reflects arbitrary cost
allocations. both multiyear costing and zero base budgeting are viewed
as costly. especially When compared with alternate approaches. Quanti-
tative analysis is seen to he more effective in choosing among projects
than in deciding whether or not t, undertake them:

18.3.0/70-1

Why Planning, P,:ogaramming, Budgeting Systems for Higher
Edtieaf r" James Farmer. 2.4 pp. (Western Literstate Com-
mission r {hither Education. Boulder. Colo.).

rh, .nrief volume is Concerned with the kind of results that can
he expected from the use of PPBS in higher education. The conceptual
difficulties involved in Jpplv mg the PPBS techniques- when outputs
cannot alwav s -e Rknotied and are the product of different joint Inputs-
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are recognized. Knowing the limitations the system adds strength to
the author's several exarnples of the effective uses of PPBS: to provide
additional insight into program changes by identifying resource reouire-
ments and to develop program costs to improve understanding of ob
jectives and olaputs. 'Three methods of implementing PPBS are listed:
through planning studies, evolutionary development. and the "turn-key"
changeover.

18:3.0/70-2

Planning. Programming. Budgeting for Ohio's Public Institutions
of Higher Education. John D. s1illett. 216 pp. (Ohio Board of
Regents. ('olumbus).

iii setting forth certain ciimmon factors or aspects of planning-
progranumng-budgeting for Ohio's public institutions-of higher education,
the .litho: emphasizes that the Ohio Board of Regent's position is not to
prescribe a standa:d pattern of purpose. organization. and output for any
indtvidual institution. The Board urges only that patterns of purpose,
organization. a output be consciously determined and clearly delineated

irdividual institutions. The first chapters describe the general purposes
of higher Ldticenin and its tnherent organization to utilize resources and
establish otlectives. Some rather straightforward quantitative measure, set
the outputs of a higher education enterprise are described, together with
associated prograrminng procedures. For the purposes intended, the key
..hapters on budgeting inputs for current operaiionN and the planning and
programming of capital improvements are adequate. A more rigorous
defense of suggest standards would, however. he welcome.

18:3.0/69 1

Program Budgeting: Program Analysis and the Federal Budget
2nd edition). !Livid Novick. ed.. 382 pp. (Holt. Reinhart and

Winston, New York I.
flits 6,,k is an integrated collection of essays by I I authors who

examine the principles of program budgeting and its practical application.
The editor presents an Introd,:ctory chapter on the origir. and history of

rograin budgeting. The remainder of the book is organized into three
parts. Part I discusses the role of budgeting within the larger scope of
governmenal decisionmaking. Previous efforts at budget reform are
detailed as background to a diskussion of the conceptual framework
of program hudgetirN. Particular attention is given to the use of cost-
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benefit analysis, the most proMment analyvaai tool in the prugram bud-
geting arsenal.

Part II traces the development of Nogram budgeo. , in the Depart-
ment of Defense. The authors discuss a limited number of illustrative
examples of how the concept can he adapted to other areas ut the Federal
(4:eminent. including space. transportation. nattnal resources. education,
and health. The emphasis ,a this section is on the contribution that pro-
gram budgeting makes in the structuring 01 the problem and in the assent.
Ming and analy /ing of statistical data.

Part Ill addresses the nopkinentation and overation of the program
bu,get. The focus is on potantia) prehiems and limitations involved in
the implementation of program htn'i;eting, and on ways to overcome
these deficiencies. The essays by Roland N. McKean and Melvin Anshen
("Linutatnins, Risks, and Problt: msI and Geoi..!C A. Steiner ("Problems
in Implementing Program Budgeting") ::re particularly insightful. This
section ,:oneludes with a disk.w.stoit of the impl::titions of the program
bud :to operations hoi the orgarniations and individuals whose works
would be most .ntected by it.

18- 3.0/69-2

-Symposium on PPBS Reexamined." Public is/ration
Rcrww. ol . 21). \o 2. Mardi. April.

Ihis ,ymposium. ,:ompose,1 of eight capers. is a follow-up to the
..1,bninrstrartve Review i'n).) !PBS Symposium (see 18:3.0/b6).

Allen Schick's Nile!, "Systems Polities and Systems Badgeting.-. con-
t.nues with the basic ine.sage: incremental change through the inter

of partisan interests is inadequate for dealing with the complexity
problems in the J States today. Sc! :ch contends that analysis must

he irphed to these tio'rlents. and that planningprogranuninghudgeting
systems .Ire one way 0: doing this. Bertram M. Gross. in "The New Sys-
tems Budgeting. pre iel,ts an overt lets. of progiam budgeting, noting in
particular that it must he reshaNd to fit different conditions and environ-
ments. and that PPBS is .01 analytical framework rather than a technique.
Yehethel Dror eorninents ',non the Schick and Gross papers. observing
that PPBS must he considered within a broad framework of efforts to
finprose the public poheymaking system.

(' W Churchman and A. il. Schainblatt co-author "PPB: Flow
Can It Be Implemented''' In which the empirical focus is on State-level
unplementation. fie exainple used throughout this particularly insightful
paper is a statewide aleoliol-related mission. What makes the paper very,
interesting is that Churchman and Sehamblatt show how an analyst
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tries to look at firs organs /atom. and how this analyst interacts with the
managers.

Aaron %.Idaysky plays the role of devil's adv,,cate in "Rescuing
Policy Analysis from PPBS. This is another of Wildaysky's papers which
has become a classic, and is recommended reading for all people interested
in budgeting. Wildaysky holds to his contention. made three years earlier
in his Pubhe idnunistrinoin Review paper. that PPBS would run up
against serious difficulties. He explains why the Department. of Defense
was a bad model to use for the governmentwide impiementation of
PPBS. Wildaysky goes so far to say that no one knows to do
program budgeting, and argues that the fixation of PPBS on program
structure leads to an emphasis on data collection at the expense of policy
analysis.

18:3.0/66

"Planning- Programming- Budgeting Symposium.'' Public dnzin-
istratiwz Reut.%. Vol. 2O. No. 4. Decenihcr.

This symposium contains six papers on various aspects of PPB:
"The Road to PPB The Stages of Budget Reform" by Allen Schick:
"Toward Federal Program Budgeting" by Werner Z. Hirsch: "The Planning-
Programming Budgeting System: Rationale. Language. and IdeaRcla-
tionsh:ps by Samuel M. Greenhouse; "A Management Accounts Strue.
ta ." by Francis F. N1cGdverv: "The Program Budget and the Interest
Rate for Public Investment" by Robert L. Banks and Arnold Kotz: and
"The Political Economy of Efficiency: CostBenefit Analysis. Systems
Analysis. arid Program Budgeting" by Aaron Wildaysky.

The papers by Schick and Wildaysky have become classics and
should he read by anyone interested in budgeting. Schick traces the
evolution of budgetary reform in the United States through three distinct
stages: control orientation. management orientation, and the planning
orientation. In the initial stage, the primary emphasis was on central
corwol or spending. with the budget used to guard against administrative
abuse Hie detailed classification of objects of expenditure was the prim
cipal control mechanism. The secwid stage was concerned with the efficient
performance of wok and prescribed activities. The chief contribution
of this stage was the performance budget. The third or planning stage
is reelected rn PPBS. which has roots in Keynesian economics and systems
analysis Schick notes that with PPBS the budget orientation shifts from
incremental to comprehenave. the emphasis in budgeting shifts from
justification to analyst:. and that the usual hottomto top infortnanon
and decNional flow is reversed

Wildaysky is perhaps the loremost critic of PPBS. and sonic of the
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reasoos are established in Ins paper. Ile examines the underlying economic
and politic:II assumptions of cost-benefit analysis, discusses the limitationsof Losthenefit analysis. and argues that costbenetit analysis has had
mixed results. Program budgeting is viewed as a form of political systems
analyst.. Consequently, V, ildaysky discusses the underpinnings of systems
analy sis, noting that a distinguishing feature is that the objectives are
either not known or are subject to change. Wildaysky concludes that
even with a modeq level of costbenetit analysis, it becomes difficult
to maintain pure no of efficiency. Moreover, he believes that econo-
nth: ration:flits cannot displace political rationality.

.44 4
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Space Management and Projection

Harlan D. Bareither

ff.r.ffififfffffffffffffffff
Space management and projection in higher education

involve activities necessary to deterrajne and support academic
program facilities requirements and to maintain facilitic in
operating condition. While some form of space management
and projection has always been practiced by colleges and
universities, it waS after World War II before fairly uniform
terms and procedures were developed. The massive amount
of new construction required to accommodate post-World.
War it enrollment increases required extensive State and mi
tional level planning using comparative standards based on
uniform methods of analyzing and classifying physical facilities.
These developments, tlirough 1973, have resulted in uniform
procedures for space classification, program classification, and
building classification throughout both Federal and State
agencies as well as postsecondary institutions.

The entire subject of space management and projection
can be addressed by answers to four basic questions: What
space is available? (space inventory will answer this). Is the
space beimg used efficiently? (space utilization studies will
answer this). Whit facilities are required? (projections will
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answer Clio What main-hat support level is required to
tam the 1.ciliiies? (obsolescence studies. life cost studio...
etc., will answer this). The same degree of detail is not, of
COLIrSt. required to answer these question. Federal. State.
and in ,toutional levels. However. all intOr-r.iti- n should be
part of the same data base and he eonsisiel ,n definition
irrespe. Eke of level of ;(ggregation.

From an institutional standpoint. the task of space man-
agement and projection is twofnd: I ) It encompx.ses the basic
information gathering required for reporting to Federal and
State agencies, and for preparation of internal institutional
reports. and 2) it involves activities necessary to manage and
maintain camris Iactlit e;.

'here are numerous references available on methodologit's
tor collecting space data. varying in scope and detail to :Ant
the special needs of various Federal ind State agencies. This
b:bliography emphasizes basic procedures for data collection
methods. however. readers should he alert to additional data
r..quircments and alternative procedures required by their re-
spective Stat.. agencies. One State procedure is referenc"d as an
e \ample.

Data Collection and Analysis. [he first step in space
management and projection is collection of data to identify
the amount of space available. the utilization of that space.
and the tc,tal facilities required. Ihe entries in this section
have been selected to provide a general overview of the field
and identif references to various alternative collection metho-
dologies. On1y one entry is provided in each of the General
and biro/ton subtopics since these two texts are considered
basic pruners [hey represent a general overview of the field
and include the necessary procedures or uniform reporting
of facilities inventory data to State and Federal agencies. Both
references have annotated bibliographies.

The topics of Liz/L.:a/ion and Project.'on contain several
entries to identity major alternative procedures these fields.
Most of th,se references also contain bibliographies of addi-
tional source materials. The reader may also wish to consult
the individual State manuals of procedures for -utilization
and projection of facilities developed by many State Facilities
Commissions.

[he topic of Prot( ( til)I1 involves many factors in addition
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to the physical aspects of space which are the primary focus
of inventory and utilization study. Projection of facilities
involves translation of the institution's activities, as defined
by its scope and mission, into facility requi ements. This
involves not only inventory and utilization of existing facili-
ties, but knowledge of scheduling patterns for course offe:ings,
enrollmen' by discipline and_ level of student, institutional
philosophies, and the establishment of space standards for
each type of institutional activity.

The Statistical Information subtopic presents examples
of the various types of reports and information requested by
State and Federal agencies.

Specific. Space Management Considerations. This sub-
topic contains references that space managers may consult
in meeting specialized facility requirements and in providing
for efficient plant operation and maintenance. Some areas
are relatively new, such as designing or adapting facilities
to accorroi(k;.!te the handicapped. Energy conservation has
always been of soine concern, but now it it a matter of critical
importance. The writings in these fields are often exploratory
but are useful in directing initial efforts.

The entries under the subtopic Specific Space Manage-
ment (.onsicleru dons may he used at the institutional level
to solve specific space management problems within existing
facilities. In .teneral, these entries outline courses of action
that have been successfully pursued by others in Lie field
of ,pace n inagement and represent the current "state of
the art.-

-RW- ORGANIZATION

1 9: Space Managealent
.0 Data Collection and Analysis

1.1 General
1.2 Inventory
1.3 Utilization
I .4 Proiection
1.5 Statistical Information
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2.0 Specific Space Management Considerations
2.1 Energy Conservation
2.2 Access for Handicapped
2.3 Obsolescence studies
2.4 Building Costs, Life Costs, and Maintenance

1.0 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
1.1 General

The following volume is cited and fully annotated under Topic
15: PlanningIssues, Theory, Reference C. :2.0/7-0, but is
briefly annotated here becaus of its relevance to this section:

Statewide Planning in Higher Education, Chapter X, Space
Management and Projection, pr. 417-463, D. Kent Halstead,
U.S, Department of Health, Education and Welfare. (U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

This chapter provides an overview of the items required in data
collection and the usage of the da.a as related to institutional. State,
and Federal planning. It is a must in any space management library. The
numerous annotated bibliographies at the end of the chapter provide
additional references o the subject.

1.2 Inventory

19:1.2/74
Higher Education Eacilities Inventory and Classification Manual,
Lemaird C. Romney, 152 pp. (U.S. Government Printing
Office. Washington; D.C.).

This document was designed primarily to assist colleges and univer
sines in the classification of building-inventory data. The manual deline-
ates a classification systc:n that identifies building-area categories and
classifies assignable space by room use and program. Detailed appendices
cover building-data. collection forms, room-inventory forms. and space
category codes and definitio;:s. The manual serve!. not only as a basis for
uniform reporting of facilities inventory data to State .and Federal ...gen-
cies. but also as a guide for establishing a data collection system within
institutions.
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1.3 Utilization

19:1.3/71

Inventory and Utilization Study for Public Higher Education,
Fall 1969, Court Washhurr, David Duxhury, William Haldeman
ar'1 Mary MacDonald (California Coordinating Council for
'li&he: Education. Sacramento).

Illustrative of the many outstanding State facilities surveys, this
California study was desigud to:

( determine current availability of nigher education facilities,
(21 deternmie current et ficiency of the ime of these facilities
(3) evaluate existent and proposed utilization standards.
(4) relate milt/alio:- rates to operation costs and capital outlay.

and
(S) refine capital rutlay decisions through r. ,del simulation.

19.1.3169

Theoretical Maximum Scheduling and Utili,.ati..)n 'of Class-
rooms, Harlan 1). Bareither. 16 pp. (University of Illinois.
ljrhana).

This report mt;incs a procedure to determine the theory tical maxi-
mum scheduling and mill/Awn possib!. at .1 institution using the existing
course off -rings, classy -oats, and times when class's may he scheduled.
Da:., fur live institutions ranging in site from I,000 to 30.000 were
examined.

19:1.3/67

Indiana Facilities Ctilization Survey for Colleges and Univer-
sities, Fall 1967. lames F. Blakesley, Paul C. BaykSii, V.. Charles
Sherwood. and Frederick H. Wolf. 272 pn. ( Indiana' Ad
Commission on Academic Facilities, Bloomington).

This volume is a superior utilizatior: study t.f the physical facilities
r Indiana c,rIleges and universities. It contains space-inventory summaries

fur both residential and non-rea.lential areas. s...th emphasis on the non-
residential. Comparisons are made on group ha. is by campus size, pro-
gra,n emphasis. or source of support. Where appropriate, comparisons
are mak µ'1r11 Lk:II.' :es studies irom other States. The depth or analysis
and toe Jirry of presentation make this State utilization study a model
in its field.

4.'5
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19:1.3/65

A Comprehensive University Scheduling System, V. A. Abell,
James F. Blakesley, G. E. Morgan, W. Charles Sherwood, 10
pp. (Purd'ie University, Lafayette, Intl ).

This report illustrates the factors involve.I in preparing a university
class schedule student requests, staff availability, rooms available, etc.,
and describes the program that combines these factors to produce the
most optimum schedule with respect to room utilLition and staff assign-
ments.

19:1.3/64

A Comparison of the Trimester and Four Quarter Calendars
for Year-roud Operation of Public Higher Education in Cali-
fornia, John R. Richards and others, 43 pp. (California Coor-
dinating Council for Higher Education, Sacramento).

This work is directed specifically to the question: "What type of
,:alendar is preferable for yearround operation of higher education facili
nes' The text suggests that the trimester arrangement is more advanta-
r sus with respect to providing for faculty sabbatical, accelerating gradua-
non, and minurving record-keeping. The -1.quarter calendar is seen to he
inure advantageous with respect to effective flexibility in faculty .:nd/or
student priors. achieving a consistently balanced enrollment, an,i sus-
taining articulation with secondary schools and other institutions of higher
education. Any differences in operational costs excludirg capital outlay--
between the 4-quarter sy .,ein and the trimester were judged not important
enough to warrant refection of the 11;.nier.

1,4 Projection

19;1.4171 1

Higher Education'Eacilitie., Planning and Management Manuals
VOIN.1,11.irold V. Dahnke, Dennis P. Jones, Tho.nas R. Mason,

and Leonard C. Romney, 393 pp. (Western Interstate Commis-
sion for I ligher Education, Boulder, ('olo.).

These seven manuals tn a loos:leaf bindor arc intended to he used as
handbook, init.! which institutional planners may selt a methodolo::.
for evaluating the capacity of existing college and university facilities
and for profecring mime facilities requ:.ements. The manuals are designed
to inform users what data musr Se available heft,. planning can begin:
the proc.edi: to follow in ;sir the data for evaluative or projective
purposes. and. in ad,htion, the manaals give illustrative values of unit
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floor areas which sets can employ as criteria the absence of directly
applicable values at the!s own institutict,i.

Manual One, contains an overview of the complete set.
includes an int'', qluctory .s!:ion of the facilities planning cycle and
an essay on the possible eficct that changing instructional techniques
may have on the 'Jellifies planning process. Manuals Two through Five
descnbe the procedures for evil': acing and projecting the r :quirements
for various types space: clacsroom and class laboratory facilities.
office .and research ;acilities. academic support facilities (library. audio-
visual, exhibition;. and general support facilities (athletic, recreational.
residential. .!ining, and stude it health facilities). Manual Six describes
the pro.rain planning :!ricl analysis procedures which are the basis for
the faculties planning r,rocess. This manual also includes a proposal for
systemwide or .}.steinlevel evaluation of the output of institutional
laclllt :s pla;;nii.ti, systems. Manual 'even contains pe. anent general
r;:tc material: a glossary. hibliotraphy. index. and table of contents.

19:1.47/ l 2

Space Factors and Space Uilization Valures icor Use in Meeting
the Facility Needs of the Texas Colleges a. .1 'Universities, James
R. Woqt. 49 pp. (Coordinating Board. Tex: .s College and
Cniversity System. AusZinl.

This report luentil 's the space factors. recommends space utili-
zation vahres, a!d outlines a reporting procedure for projection of physical
facilities for texas olleges unr.-e,,ities. The report also sun ':ys the
literature on qic standards tithe! States me in meeting facility needs.

'9:1.4/68 -1

Guidelines for Planniir: at Colleges and Universities. Volume 4.
Phy,ivl P:..nt Planning Facilities Studies. C1,.:rles Pi nell and
Michael Wacholder. 103 pp. Coordinating Board, Texas College
and University System. Austin).

rhh volurrw presnN stunatine an institution's
tacilit!. requirement: Numerous formulas an vecific numerical values.

wide the ke to wor!sahle and meaningful procedures.

19:1.4/682
University Space Planning, flarlan D. oarcitswr and Jerry L.
Schillinger. 153 pp. 11.niversiv Microfilms international. n

Arhor.
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The auoiors have written a basic reference for evaluating university
space requirements, covering methodology. unit areas, and utilization
rates. An analytical method to .:efine, analyze. and project space re-
quirements systematically is als.) included. The underlying factors and
recommended values that can be altered by the user within the framework
of a proposed "numeric method" are explicitly identified. Numerous
charts. tables, and architect) al drawings supplement the text. Also
included is an extensive appendix illustrating the complete planning proc
cis for an academic building. This book will he particularly useful in cases
in which institutions have not established a basis tor projecting space re-
quirements ob,:tively

19:1.4/68-.3

Planning Guidelines for Construction of Facilities at the State-
Supported Colleges and Universities in Colorado, Colorado
Commission on higher Education, 46 pp. (OCHE, Denver).

This pamphlet contains a tabular nresentation of I building
standards aril utilization factors useful in planning higher education

speciticall,. utilization standards. unit .flace allocation factors.
various planning ratios. and optimum schedudng guides. Special planning
cinema for classrooms, class laboratories, research laboratories. 'affices.
libraries. and the specific room types are also reviewed.

19.1.4/66

Space and Utilization Standards. California Public Higher
Education. F:anklin G. Matsler. 78 pp. (California C'oorclina-
tmg ouncil for Higher Education. Sacramento).

A manual of classroom. labolatory library. and office space stan
lards. this work t:ontaim material obtained. in at from an extensive
196.3 analysis of the dire segments of the California public higher educa
non system public iumor colleges. State college:., and the University
of California. The standards proposed in this report include.

I Standards for classrooms and seminar rooms.
2) Standards for laboratories categorized into upper and graduate

oion. I ewer dit,iston. and subject field area.
Ottice standards based on space for full-time instructional staff
member.

41 Lahrao, t I.IIIty standards for junior colleges.
This %vork also incindes a summary tit existing utilizatior. rates Ict

classrooms and lab1)7atories In the dire, ,c merits
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ENERGY CONSERVATION

1.5 Statistical Infoi -nation

19:1.5/76

Statewide Space SurveyA Survey of the Amount and Utili-
zation of the Space A ..ailable for Higher Education in Illinois.
(Fall Term 1975). State Board of Higher Education. 67 pp.
(State Board of Higher Education, Springfield. Ill.).

This report illustrates some of the statistical information with
regard to physical facilities that are used in State level planning. The
information supplied in this report is usually sufficient for completing
the general (it:. requested in the thither Education General Information
Survey report on physical facilities.

1 9:1.5/74
. Inventory of Physical Facilities in Institutions of Higher Educa-
tion. Fall 1974. Richard J. Peterson. National Center for
Fducaton Statistics. 74 pp. U.S. Government Printing Office.
Washington, D.C.).

This publication summarizes the data .obtained irom the Higher
Education General !of...illation Survey on physical facilities. The data
is reported by institutional control. and enrollment size.

19:1.5/69

Federal Support for Higher Education Construction. Current
Programs and Futthe Needs. 290 pp. (U.S. Department of
Health. Education. acid Welfare. Office of. Education. U.S.
(iovernment Printing Office. Washington. D.C.).

Whoe this report is somewhat obsolete, it illustrates the use of
statistical information obtained by Higher Education General Informa-
tion Surveys to develop a plan of action r Federal funding

2.0 SPECIFIC SPACE MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 Energy Conservation

19:2.1q8
The Economy of Energy Conservation in Educational Facili-
ties, Educational Facilities Laboratories. 9h pp. 1 TEL. New
York ).
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This hook col:tains information for identifying and correcting
sources of energy waste in existing buildings. It also offers guidelines
for selecting electrical and mechanical equipment by what it will cost
to operate in the long run instead of by the least initia' coit. It stresses
the importance of training operating and maintenance personnel to use
new and sophisticated equipment in educational buildings. The book
ako has an appendix with a selected bibliography on energy conserva-
tion.

2.2 Acce',., for Handicapped

19.2.2/78
Accessibility Standards Illustrated. Michael A. Jones. 217 pp.
(Capital Development hoard. Springfield. III.).

This reference gives the -,vised standards aimed at improving access
to publicly used buildings in the State of Illinois for handicapped persons.
The reference has been produced in illustrated format. complete with
problem statements received from interviews with disabled people and
from data gathered by unobtrusive observation of them using the physical
environment.

19:2.2/77

Planning for Ar-essibility: A Guide to Developing and imple-
menting Campus Transition Plans. Margaret Milner. pp.
(Association of Physical Plant Administrators of Universities
and Colleges. Washington. D.C.).

This manual has been prepared to assist college and university
administrators m making their campus facilities accessible to physically
handicapped students. faculty. and staff. The manual indicates the manner
M which institutions may proceed to tailor a program that will respond
to us owl, particular needs. In addition. the manual contains additional
relerences tor wither sttit4

2.3 Obsolescence Studies

19:2.3:77
Physical. Functional. and Economic Analysis of Harker Hall
at the University of Elinois, Urblma. Plmois. Office for Capital
Programs. University of Illinois. 20 pp. (University of Illinois.
Urhana I.
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SPECIFIC SPACE MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATION 19:2.3
OJSOLLSCENCE STUMP;

This report outlines procedures and measures used to evaluate
a building constructed in 1878 to determine whether it should be re-
habilitated or razed.. The decision in thi's case was that no additional
funds beyond the normal operation and maintenanN! cost and the pro-
tection of life and property be expended for the existing building or
grounds, and a schedule be developed to demolish the facility and to
provide replacement space as soon as possible.

19:2.3/76

Building Quality Evaluatiln Procedures Manual. Howard R.
Boozer, 26 pp. (South Carolina Postsecondary Education
Commission, Columbia, S.C.).

This manual sets forth a method for sysk.natically inspecting
building components and for ass.gning points to them oased on con-
parson with components in new or satisfactorily remodeled facilities.
The total point values of all components can be translated into a building
condition category and will provide a basis for determining priorities for
renovation.

19:2.3/70

Obsolescence Report, Home Economics Building. University
of Wisconsin. Madison, Wisconsin, 14 pp. (Bureau of Capital
Development, Madison. Wis.).

This report outlines the procedures followed to evaluate a 19.2
building constructed for teaching home economics to de ermine whether
it should he remodeled or razed. Recommendations in this study were
that the building he remodeled to extend its useful life.

19:2.3/68

Guidelines for Planning in Colleges and Universities, Volt:--
4 --Physical Plant Planning Facility Studies. Charles Pitmen and
Michael Wacholder. pp. 654, ((-oordinating Board, Texas
College and University System..Austio ).

!: addition to presenting techniques for estimating institu-onal
facii requirements. this volume provides information and procedures
for rnakit.g a qualitativ4 analysis of existing The ultimate goal
of syvte. v.4 classify the hAdings ,n one of the four fol'owing
cate.."Th :s 1.1 saw z,.okl..fi.:ation required during the pl.Inning
per,od. 2) satisfactory minor wq11::ed,(.:1 unmtisfactoty
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major alterations and modifiCations required, or (4) unsatisfactoryshould
ne demolished.

2.4 Building Costs. Life Costs, and Maintenance

19:2.4/77
Space Realignment. Renewal, and Replacement. Harlan D.
Bzireither, 9 pp. (Unpublished report at University of Illinois,
UroanaiChampaign).

This report provides a framework for budgeting the necessary
funds to prevent derrioration of physical facilities. The assumptions
were made that a building can function indefinitely with proper mainte-
nance, and that there would he no deterioration of the building's founda-
non. superstructure. and exterior skin, elements wl:ich normally con-
stitute one-third of the total construction cost. Usint the assumption
that 1her education institutional buildings unhrgo one complete re-
modeling every 50 years. and the equivalent amount of remodeling in
the form f space realignmei:i, renewal. and replacement. this report
shows how th'r fu.ids neeled annually for this latter form of remodeling
can tie c_ilculated

I?.2.4/75
Imiustrialhd EHrum. Vol.. 6, 3-4, (University of Monire:.1,
Canada i.

This issue of the Industrialized Forum reports on life-cycle costing.
gives consideration of the long term ec-Jnomics as a systematic basis

for building procurir.aent and desip.'loth in thec..y and practice. Various
examvles ale examined in detail fOrm From which experii:,:c may he
gamed and genera! recornme :-Iations developed.

19:2.4)72
Report of the Task cc Building Costs, Task Force of
ouncil of Ontario rn:versities, 85 pp. (Cour:il of Ontario

Llithcrsities, Toronto. Canada).
1 his is the work o`.. a Task Force established to building

costs. life ,osis. :.nd other related matters. The report provides a cam
pans on the costs of building elements related to design requirements

on.l.ersity and non.university buildings in Ontario and intro-
the theory and substance of life cost studies and their hmefits.
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Student Characteristics
and Development

Alexander W. Astin
assisted by Patricia McNamara

ffffffffffffff..r.ffff.ffffffffff
At all levels of higher education, the decisions of admini-

strators and planners regarding policies, programs, and practices
affect students. Far too many educational decisions appear
to be made without reference to their probable and often pre-
dictable effects on student development. The literature re-
viewed here consists of research and descriptive studies that
have examined student change and development during the
undergraduate years. While some authors specifically discuss
the implications of their findings for educational planning
and policy and present recommendations, others do not.
Nonethel, -s, informed planners should be familiar with these
studies and their relevance to the planning function.

Although literature on the impact of college on students
is voluminous, much of the research is limited in scope and
suffers from methodological inadequacies. To facilitate access
by educational planners and administrators to studies in this
topic area, developmental studies of general interest and rele-
vance have been selected and important data bases, analyses.
and tabulations have been presented. References were selected
for their focus on student change and development in college.
particularly in the arc., of aspiration and achievement.
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20 STUDENT cHAKACTERISTICS AND DEVELOPMENT

Dtwelopmenta: Studies. The major studies of student
development do not follow a pattern that permits classifica-
tion by such factors as outcome criteria, student characteris-
tics, or types' of institutions. Many studies involve multiple
outcome criteria (both cognitive and affective), diverse student
populations, and a variety of institutional types. Major studies
do vary. however, in L:rms of the investigator's orientation
toward the independent variables (college environmental
characteristics). Three major categories can be identified for
classification purposes: (I) multi-institutional studies that
examine the impact on students of institutional characteris-
tics. such as size and control, (2) studies that focus on the
impact of individual institutions (usually one or a limited
numiler). and (31 general developmental studies that do not
focus primarily on the comparative impact of institutions
or institutional characteristics.

Descriptive Studies' and Data Sources. Compendiums
of normative data and analyses of descriptive student data
are useful in defining student characteristics and in examining
student c:::inge and development during college. The data
sources section briefly describes important data bases that are
available and can provide information relevant to the topic area.

Other important literature related to this topic area can be
found under Topic I: Ad missioniArticulation/Re ten tion: Topic

Educational Opportunity: Topic 21: Student Financial Assist-
ance. .ind l'opi,2 2.2. Work and Education.

FOPI(' OR ;ANI ATION

20 tudent characteristics and Development

I 0 De% eh); mental Studies

1.1 Impact or Institutional Characteristics
1.2 Impact of Individual Institutions
1.3 ieneral Developmental Studies

2 0 Descrytite Studies
3.0 Data S.surce,

1
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DEVE.I.WMENTAL STUDIES-
INS1 ITU rIONAL CHARACITRISTICS

20:1.1

1.0 DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES
1.1 Impact of Institutional Characteristics

20:1.1/78
"Pattern:: of College Experience: An Empirical Typology of
Students and College Interaction." Carol E. Christian, 131 pp.
(Unpublished Ph-D. dissertation. University of California. Los
Angeles).

The general aim of this study was ''to investigate different patteins
of colL:ge experien.:e and the educational outcomes associated ss .h s2e-
Lille nut:rat:nor-is :Jet ween studer f types and their college environments.-
Additi :nal relate(: ohiectises 111 to t!ewlop an empirical typology
of entering freshmen which could he used to study college impact: and (2)
to test the applicability of reference group- theory to the undergraduate
campus social envuonmerit. the typology of freshmen. developed by fac-
tor analysis of 100 student characteristic variables for 51.700 entering
college freshmen. Identified 11 freshmen types. Longitudinal culler:- im-
pact analysis was iOnthleled rot CIVC of the freshmen types: liumess
Leader. Socialite. Schol-u. liedonv.;. and Religious. Almost 5.000 students
for whom 19b6 freshmen and 1'470 follow up data were available quail-
lied for membership in at !east one of the live types Multistage stepwise
:egressio:, analysis was used to test the study's hypotheses.

Only paw! support was ohtamed for the hypotheses that (al re-
ferntct: inoup affiliations compatible with a student's type would he as-
, :ciated with increase.] satisla..00n. persistence, and type maintenance and
Ihl rLference group impact would he increased :or students who experi-
enced "stk:C.'ss* as :_fetined by :he reference r.roup. After examining the

results. the author concluded that the student type measures are
appropriate and the theoretical constructions are valid; the problem ap
parently resulted nom insufficiently specific and possibly inappropriate
reference croup measures. Roth theory and student typology are seen as
useful tools fot those concerned with study ing and maximizing college
impact on students

20' t 1,'77

Four Critical Years: Effects of College on Beliefs. Attitudes.
and Knowledgts. Alexander W. Astin. 293 pp. I Josse,-Bass. San
Francis)).

lhis recent analy sr, the o: college on students is based on
the fits: 10 ears of an on!::m4f national .:search protect. udinal
than trot _(N) 000 %I and 1)0 ;i1 NI ttptctiCtlIvig all ty pcs of

and universities 1:as heen Aeiv.hted to approxiwate the results
that 41.11ki 11.1).e heerl Oht.tined It Alt titst tune, 11:11-11111e hesittiti:11 entet,nt!,
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the nations institutions of higher education had narticipated in the fresh-
E.en and follow up surveys. %Whip le regression techniques were used to
e sarrune the effects of the college experience on more than 80 different
I),Itcume measures of attitudes. values, aspirations, behavior patterns, per-
sraence, achievement, comperncy, career development, and satisfaction.
1 he of college char .-tenstics leg.. site, control, selectivity) and
collegiate experiences on student outcome measures were assessed and, by
comparing students in terms of the degree and intensity Lif their exposure
to college, purely maturational changes were separated front those changes
attributable to college experiences.

Pie study's fidirws are specifically related to current trends in
higher education, such as the expansion of the public sector, the increase

Institutional site, the proliferation of community colleges, per; admis-
sions. the de-emphasis on the residential experience, and the tie reasing
numbe . of single-sex institutions. 'Fhis analysis leads the author to suggest
that many of these recent changes are detrimental to student development
and raises luestion-, of corker!' to educational planners, poltcymakers,
and practitioner,

20 1.1/751
The Power of Protest: A National Study of Student and Faculty
Disruptions with Implications for the Future. Alexar ter W.
Actin. Helen S Astir). Alan Bayer. Ann S. Biseonti. 208 pp.
(Josse -Bass. SanFrancisco).

I his hook %kJs wro.:n atter the campus unrest of the late 19(l0s
and vers in the Cmted States had suhsided, but it is based on
empirical data collecte.1 as part of a comprehensive and ,ntroversial

sear study conducted in the midst of the period of intense unres:. 'the
author- were Thus able to relate their findirnts to present student, and
s-arnous crivironments and to consider implications for possible future
unrest the analysis focuses (r. three issues- fa) the relationship br:tween
,...urT is unrest and subsequent clung m institutional policy and. or ro.
grams. tbi the characteristics of students. faculty. and institutions associ-
;in:s1 'Aith the occurrence campus protest: and lc) the impact of protest
or the Jr:tildes and behavior of both participating and nonparticIpanng
students

I lie prunar. research methods employed in the study were multi-
s.orate anals 115 10 logttudirial lurvey data and Intensive case curdles of
22 mNrIr whin.. three cam.' 1t Lillie' are present d ill derail. The problems of
stud me a V, )1.1tIle i.)C1.11 phenomenon during the time of its occurrence
.111: also discussed

the authors ,,Intl -le that campus unrest n, likely to persist as a
:hptorn or a number unresolved issues The hook seeis most ap-
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propriate fur planners and p dicymakers whu wish to understand the linksbetween past unrest and today's campus, the ways in which protestretard or accentuate general college effects on student behavior and.ttitudes. and why an institution may be vulnerable to protest and how itmight best respond

20:1.1/7E 2

Education. Occupation, and Earnings: Achievement in theEarly Career. William H. Sewell and Robert M. Hauser. 237 pp.lAeademie Press. New Yorlo
this hook attempts to ch-rt lie complex process by which a youngman's so la, rigins influence capacities and .chievement in educa-ttonal ocsupational, and economic spheres. Ft ,.using on earnings as theend product of the achievement process, the authors seek to determine

whether and how factors other than performance in an occupational ruleinfluence earnings and help explain the wide variation in earnings amongmembers of a particular cohort. Data were collected through surveyquestionnaires front a large probability sample of Wisconsin high schoolseniors in 1957 and from a random subsample of this original populationin 1964. Sooal Security earnings information for the period 1957-1967
wete obtained for males and their parents. The analysis is based largely una recursive structurat equal ton model of achievement which links socio-economic status and academic ability with educational achievements and
occupational attainments by means of social psychological variables.A number of critical relationships ate explored: the influence ofsocioeconomic orgies on ..chievements: the role of social psychologicalfactors mediating between sucusecolomic origin-, and achievemehts: theeffect, of the type of college on occupation and earnings: and the circum-stances under winch ability actually affects earnings. These analyses, whichekplore the cause and consequences of highin education. highlight theLai:tonal complexity of the -chievernent process. Although the studyunit/ male subtexts front a ogle State who were high school seniors in193- the authors believe that the basic process of socioeconomic achiew,meat found operating lot ,his sample probably can he gOlICr211/Cd to applyto the as ,t whole

20.1.1/14
Commuting Versu 'Resident Students, Arthtr W. ('hickering.50 pp rJossey-Ba.ss. San Francisco).

loterest nr the impact , college o- student learning aid develop-ment, the problem of tuntimg, construction, and mar itair.ir.. college rest-
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20 STUDENT CHARATEIDSTICS AND DEVELOPMENT

dern:es, and the role of the residential experience, led the author to examine
differences between commuting and resident students in entering charac-
teristics. college experiences and educational outcomes. A context fur he
research findings is provided by a discuslon of Ow research aiid of insti
tutional responses to changes in society and the student population.
Primary and secondary' analyses of national data on entering freshmen and
I and 4 year follow-up studies of this population collected b, 'he Ameri-
can Council on' Education constitute the book's resear.; `base After
weighting to provide the best currently available national ligures. the data
were submitted to multiple regression analysis.

The findings of the study are essentially twofuld: that there are sig-
nificant benefits accrued by students who Went away from Lome to col-
lege. and able and affluent stitrIcrls were more likely to g away to coliegt.
than were less able and ::Itluent students. only widening the initial trap
between the two groups The conclusi,ii is that tif.i concept of equal ar
tress to higher education needs to he exiinded to include access to esi
dermal facilities during undergraduate ed.ucation.

The author Identifies three major groups of new students: those
Crum lower socioeconomic levels with poor academic records. students
tram the inner uit and adults pursuing some kind of furthur education.
The new students were more likely to be commuters than :esidentiai stu-
dents. The resident student tended to become max fulF involved with
the academic program and the associated intellecttial and social activities
of an institutional environment than did commuting stL.lents. thereby
developing relationships which reinforced educational and emotional
growth.

The author relates his raiding, to :)as:: edlic;:tfonal and L.kvelop-
mental piniciples and In:Ike, re,:ommentlar roils tle.ierizd to strengthen the
educational experiences of all students, ctinunuters. These rec

oirmendations include. sound match between tl!_ educational needs and
purposes of students, learning resources, anti educational influences; better
information about higher education systems and individual institutions;
more caretul instructional planning related to the abilities and needs of
students, and .1 wide range of available learning resources. These recom
mendations do not require large capital exrenditures and could he imple
merited by existing. institutions as well as by those developing new ap-
proaches to higher education. Their intent is to enable schools to offer the
best possible ethluation.

20 1.1,71
Predicting Academic Performance in u Ale\al.der
Astin. 29') pp. I I rec Press. New Yorke.
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INsi I ITTIONA I. cliAgAckk,XISTIcs

This hook approaches the subject of academic achievement and at-
trition during the first year of college fruit a very practical ftrspecuve.
The text :xaron.es ( I how a student's academic performance in college
and chances of dropping out can he predicted from his or her academic
and personal charaetelstr:sas a high school senior. and (. how charac-
tenstic.. the college itself affect the stir' nt's aeade.nic success and sur
vival series of tables profit& information that would enable a student
to predict lus.or her expected freshman grade point avenge. cnanees
100) ot obuanin,.; a "ir or better average, and chances tin 100) of drop-
ping out of school before :he se..mid year of college at each ot 2.300
different colleges

In!:irmation provided by students who ,.ffnpleted survey question
mutes as ftesianen in 1961, 1%5. and 1966 an:: follow-up data obtained
on': year later provided the basis fur three mayor types of large -scale cor-
relational and regression analyses t I t ptediorou of fie:Julien grade poinr
average I(4,A) and dropping out from various student characterisu .s;
121 the search for -moderator- variable, to improve prediction within
individual colleges. and (t1 the development of separa:e prediction for-
mulas for colleges a' different selectiv:tv. i.e.:hr.:cal details 4
the sample. an.!!.ses. and cf struction and interpretation of the tables
arc provided in !he appendice...

20.1.1/69

The Educational and Vocational 1)evelopment of College Stu-
dents. Alexander W. Astir and Robert J. Patios. .i i pp ( Ameri-
,:an Council on- Washington.

I 111, sltld. was ..ndertaken to 4;sess the sigmlicance ot institutional
diversity the production o' skilled labor by comparing the effects of
dill Ile collee,e envuorunents on widerrada;;Ies educational aspirations
and t.areer plans Vlore speofically sought to identify institutional
characteristics and e lucationi/ pt, irces (ha' afted students' chances of
s.otr.plefing collq.e, attending graduate ,,nocl. and pursuing a career 'm
particular field. A ,:ample of 00.505 students attending a stratified natiou
al sample ot :24(, touryea7 college; and ofu..ersities was selected for ex-dmin;mon, Approxit .acis 3(1.000 students responded to a Itillos.vupN,Ifi,, Student triply dal. 11: dl mlif.mation Rom entvung flesh-
Inefir sin _10 oilfrla data (Summer I''nf+ ata); and college
emlommenta: data. were used to asses, environmental et tects on student
levelopilient

The hook presents normat.ve descriptive data on the class of I Qn3;
an analysis ot the permnai and enviromneptal factors that influence sill,
dents" pusisten,c m college. undergraduate maim held. ed
aillICVCII1C1tr educarlorA and career choice dirm the

4-11)
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undergiaduatc ye.trs. and a sunimary of the findings by institution.1 type
or environment characteristic. The maior policy and research implications
of the study's findings are surrinarized in .he final chapter.

20:1.1/68
"Undergraduate Achievement and Institutional 'Excellence',"
Alexander W. Astin. Science. Vol. I 6 I pp. 661-668.

1 he principal purpose this study was to empirically t:st the el-
feet. of ..ertain traditional indices of institutun.al excellence un the cog-
nr of undergraduates. -Iwo hypotheses were tested: (
the ...ademic excellence of the undergyiduate inititut.on as defined by

the ab!hty of the student body, the ....gee of academic competitiveness
in the college environment, and the level of the institution's financial
resources has a positive effect on the undergraduate student's intellectual
achievement, and (2) the extent of the positive effect on intellectual
idnevemc t is proportional to the student's academic ability. The research

sample consisted of 669 students at 38 four-year colleges for whom longi-
tudinal data were available. The study utilized 103 student input measures
and 69 instill :tonal environment measures, in ailing 8 measures of insti-

tutional juality, student scores on the Graduate Record Examination
(GRE) area tests in their senior year. 1965, were the output measures.
A 3stage, stepwise, linear regression analysis, which adjusted for ditier-
ences to the characteristics of students entering differctt institutions, was
used to test the sicdv's hypotheses.

The results of this analysts tailed to confirm either hypothesis.
Additional niarysts indicated that differences in student achievement
during the senior year were much more uLpendent oil var..nio.is in stu-
dent input and field of study Imajor I than upon the characteristics of the
undergraduate college atunded..The:,e results suggest Ciat institutions
iivekmg to enhance student cognitive development should focus their
efforts on the cuincultini rather than on upgradag such traditional indices
of institutional twain; is the fltIffloef of hooks in the library or the pro-

portion of faculty- holding a Ph.D.

1.2 Impact of Individual Institutions

20:1.2/73
"Personality Development and the College Experience." Arthur
W. ('bickering and John McCormick. Research in Higher Edu-
eati(m, Vol. I pp.-13-70.

This study exammi: the personality devoopment of undergraduate
students at 13 small colletes. Data wert: collected from 168 students in
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their fre.thinan and senior year. The-primary research instrument was the
Omnibus Personality Inventory (OPII. Patterns it change for the total
population and for subgroup, of students were studied.

Despite s11:110T differences among institutions and students. the
ditection of net change. as indicated by mean DPI score changes. was bas-
ically the same in several diverse s,olleges. Senior stale scores indicated
increases ,n autonomy. awareness. integration. aesthefic sensitivity. toler-
ance. liberalness in religious views, and less concern with material posses-
sions However. students data it become more similar: diversity increased
tOr fin. total group and, frequently. within each college..

Change patterns of subgroups of students enrolled at different
colleges with trilar freshman OPI scores also were examined. Different
patterns of change we found that were systematically related to such
factors as college climate. student characteristics. teaching practices and
study activities, and student-faculty relationships. On the basis of these
results, the author concludes that institutional differences du make a dif-
tcrenc- studen' development: differential change occurs as a funcoon
of :ht tit between student and institution. A close "tit- leads to consistent
change am in di' etse coll-ges, while a -misfit- causes changes to occur
which .tic strongly associated with varied college characteristics and
educational practices.

20:1.2/72

Students and College,: Interaction and Change. Burton R.
('I: Paul Heist. T. R. McConnell, Martin A. Trow, George
Yonge. 327 pp. (Center for Res...arch :td Development in
Higher Education. University of California. Berkeley).

this book reports the findings of an Intensive longitudinal study: of
differential change in student characteristics at eight colleges. Conducted
in the late 1950's and early 1"(1)'s. the stndy was desipied to answer a
number of qUe,:1011`, ( ) 11.,dews' personality characteristics. educa-
tional and vocational values and a,pirations. and religious, political and
civic attitudes liange during college and in what directions'? (21 Do stu-
dents in di .Arni,a1 un.titunons show differential change in these charac-
teristics"! and (3) If these changes can, to some extent, ine attributed to
college influence. what kinds of effects occurred and in what ways mig!
the institution he ,:xerting an effet un students'! Student input charac-
teristics and college environment characteristics were assessed and c asid-
ered m regard to the outcome measures.

The authors find support for the three major forms of college impact
identified .ny Feldman and Newcomb. anchoring (maintenance or strem &ii-
eninv. of initial attitudes): accentuation (an increase or heightening of
cert...n in..tal student characteristics. And conversion (transformation of a
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student's initial values. dispositions. and attitudes). The authors discuss
the conditions which influence the type and extent of impact that a col-
! ge or university has on its students.

20:1.2/69-1
Education and identity. Arthur W. Chickering. 367 pp. (Jossel,
Bass, San Francisco).

The fundamental assumption of this book "is Ill!. colleges and uni-
versities will be educationally effective only if they reach students 'where
they live.' only if they connect significantly with those concerns of central
importanc to their students" (p. 3). A conceptual framework. which was
designed to move research findings closer to application and action, was
developed from earl'er research and from data from the Project on Student
Development, a 5-year study begun in 1965 which examine.' institutional
characteristics. strident characteristics. lttrition. and student development
in 13 small colleges.

Seven vectors of development are described: ( i ) developing compe-
tence: (2) managing emotions: (3) developing ri.o.onorny; (4) establishing
identity: (5) freeing interpersonal relationships; (6) clarifying purposes:
and f7! developing integri,i; Ilse author contends that colleges can a.

Aerate or retard individual development along each phase and identifies
six major environmental influences on student development: (!) clarity
in the institution objectives and the internal consistency between pro-
gram and objectives: (2) institutional size: (3) curriculum. teaching, and
in/al-Luton; (4) residence hall arnutgements; (5) faculty and administration:
and (61 friends. groups. and stir lent culture. Hypotheses as to how .:ach
of these influences can affect student development are posed and dis-
cussed. The author believes that. by systematically modifying environ-
mental conditions. institutions can enf-nce student development. Specific
suggestions for action, which are based on existing knowledge. should be
of particular interest to edu,ational planners and policynrikers.

20:1.2/692
No Time for Youth: Growth and Constraints in College Stu-
dents. Joseph Katz and Associates. 463 pp. (Jossey-Bass. San
Fran iso).

This volume, which is eased on intensive study of Berkeley and Stan-
ford 1%1 freshmen over a 4-year period. focuses on the role of colleges
in furthering individual development. Data collected from several thousand
freshmen and from over half of these students as seniors is supplemented
by case studies of a randomly selected group of 200 students intervi,...td
at least twice a year throughout the course of the study. Although the
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study xandnas students at only two institutions. the authors contend thatIt focuses on what is universal III the development of college students.lhe text has tom major divisions. Part 1 dvscribes how studentschange drunk: the college years, Part II 'dentine!: groups of students bythey attitudes toward the curtkulum and examines the process of careerchoice, as well as the interaction between curriculum an career decisions:Pail III focuses on ,tide; : hie outside the classrow.. co: l studies specificpersonality types and kinds of behavior: Pal 1V niesen, recommenda-tions for a new type of underg,raduate education ehat the authors b !fgvewould better develop ;tridents' potentialities.
The :minors cornend that all educational planning MU' ;tart Ironh arecognition of student dive. ry m ability, interests. ptiposes. learning

steles. backgrounds. arid perso...difies Recommendatiotr, for changint',.,strugrlle. focus. and timing of education. the college environment. the,orripositioti and role met the faculty . and the role of the ,udent toe allinternir:d to shift rhe primary focus rat uodergraduate educ:rtion front thecowl re to the student

1.3 General Developnuntal Studies
20 1.3/77

Investment in L.arnin,!: The Individual and Social Value ofAmerican Higher Education. Howard R. 507 pp.losscv-Bass. San Francisco).
The author, n economist w specialiiats in the economics of Lgherdt :anon. addresses the question. Is American higher education worthwhat rr cost;! The primary objective of this volume is It, identify andevaluate the overall outcomes of higher euocation. to determine within thehin.tations of ex:sting data whether there outcomes as a whole are worththe cost. and to point our the I road Implications or the findings for higheredugatton poor y
An o siensive review it the likiature led the author to develop acatalogue of widely accepted goals if higher education. Tlos catalogue.which irk odes both trivia. RNA and societal goals. provides a taxonomyfro study;;ig the outcomes of higher education. Drawing upon existingreseach Otrattire. the author attempt; to dete:n Me whether and to whatextent each goal is achieved Part II of the tiook examines the impacts ofhigher educate of on its std lents as mdivi..aals.

Evidence of growth anddevelops:elit along each of 23 dimensions. including cognitive. affective,arid pr,: teal
competencies..is considered:' the impact of higher education

on students viewed as -whole persons is explored: and the range of tiff-leronces -mine institutions.in their impact on students is assessed. Part Illexamines the direct and indirect effects of higher education on so :lety.
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Altriougai the evidence Is NC:1tteleft and not alv..ys consistent. con
sidered as a vliol:. It strongly ,uggests that highet education has significant

p. 'solve effects on hoth individuals and society. In Part IV. the author con-

cludes that' the total returns from higher education in all tts asp!, !s exceed

the cr-,t times Ile also otters suggestions conceintn: 'mute

..1 Allien,an highei education

20:1 3/74
"Varieties of Accomplishment After College: Perspective.
the Meaning of Academic Talent, Leo A. Munday and Jeann.
C. l)a% is. 2 I pp. 1(1 Re.)t arch Repf,rt 62 I R,'Sedrcii and 1)cvel-

opulent I)i% American Collc.!e Testing Prograni. Iowa
Cit y

I he relationship Ingh "nnic accomplishinc.its to
,_onipatahle tionacadeuni: adult accomplislitho,. vas the foith of this

Yount! adult olio ._ainploted 11c College Tetiiit.!

IA( I 1 .-1ssessitiet 1n I904-1',fri as high ,it, . ifs and who had at-
terldr..! one of three selecte1 universmes wen: si ,..1111111 six

late! 1 tie feNCAIL11 tillCsi1111111:111C' i41111:1111.:. scales which

sot i:..,ionded to the are or nonacademic acci-1.:111 tapped in the
Asst....went I :lc ietlected goals

1.k.htcli a college would presumably ..spouse for its st,cistnis.
!.,t 'Amu the a.,prost.taily 5.00(r Uclivcrahle tpietion-

nano, wcre tenanted Key. rise Liles by Ilr.tltuttur Y.e:: 19 r:rcen., 42

peri.ent sit peicent lesprnises er collated with eitilltt ICI data On i
\ \ I uldent hash and c..rrelations hetwee'll pith ;chi,: indices of
talent (test scorcs. grades. and nonacademic ac,.,inplistanentt1 and adult
accomplishments were ohtatred .,cpaiately by ,ex, in.,tiftitiott, and gradu-
aie status I he ,..de.,. unrcla :d to acadc:me talent I in.cluding

c' .Ilene r.i.ere ielatet: 1,) Conlivtahl 11101 school accomplishments.

:spite its sample si/t: a.. ! 'arc hinitiiiims On. solely' If!

. the pitfalls of .'!,tent' reliance on trad;notial indicators

ot .herdic talent The awl' 1, rlo,..aturs to ,:oriceptualize ahtlity
and talent :mire broadly at the admissions pioc,..ss and to provide students

flip t.pporiutt , declitp ront,adenit... taktit, during the "ollege
\

20:1 3/69
The Impact of College an Students. Vi1 I. An Analysis of :.,ur
Decades of Research. Vol. II: Summary lables. Kenneth A.
Feldman and 'Theodore M. Newcomb. 474 pp. and HO pri.).,
respc,:tivelyiJoxscy-Bass. San Francisco).
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Ibis !;.)vi)iurric work Is J landmark III die literature on collectaupact lire authors critically reviewed almost I .51)0 published arid un-puolistie0 studies. written between the undI`)20's and the midNriti's.!heir leal,11 was guided by the question "l;inle! what conditions havewhat kinds oi students changed in what specific ways' The empiricalknoti,iet!ge awl theoretical propositions about. the eftect, of culler,: onat:dent are inte...nated, stuninanted, presented. arid evaluated In the .:xtVolurne II and II! CJIIIlle tabula( summaries of selected VolumeIII On the "'asp, ul their review and analysis. the authors "There
C,/ltill1()11IN Linde: which colleges have had land vvt aeons, will co:.:dime to have) impacts i.pon then stuuents. and not least students'

I he -..videricc which supports this conclusion is orgamied and pre-sented in chapters which tldtcss key questions about the process of..hange dining the inidertna.luate years and the intluences which :iffeist
the type ati.d ement Iif charree Nlethodological issues and inoblems to om,evr -e Jesi,:turig and imerpreting resealed studies dealing with Illis

. topic are identified and discussed. liec:atise data bearing on all:our y of the undetgraduate experience are considered. the anthers
JsSesA nal .re. ..xtcrit. and timing of college impact on students.

70 1.3:68

Beyond High School. Jame, W. Trent and I .land N1 dsker.33 ;.,p tJostsey-13Jss. S:111 Frmcisco
ht, stud% ,:t 10.1)00 young at. Its in In communities during thetour years tollowing then giatmation from high school in 1'459 is especial.I} nnpoitant because ,O the site of the sample. the longitudinal design.

and the ,...nupatisons .1(.00.11 between college attendees and non enders.Designed t investigate the person-0 and ocaironal development c' ii ehschool graduates and to collect mformation abitat tit Ira ins of
a!tendan:e and employment. the study e:-;a,nines the impacts Of collegean0 employment 4/1I values and attitudes

Ilse ;i4nintinItres were roughly rep' :sentative of the 'ed Statesexcept for the northeast too many private institutions) and the southcast Iracially atypic-4i These areas were not included. according to theauthors. because they would so affect research findings as to distortthe overall picture of the relanonship between the availability of the
various types of colleges and the rate of college attendance."

,3t-vonti High School is a landmark ii. both retention and demo-graphic rest 1 11; the social and psychological t'seterminants of persistence
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al : Inc prot.ess or student ci th and inaturation as well :Is Llernographic
11,11,:in,:.ion on admissions, tran,,ei. and iekrition patterns arc examined.
Alth ogh 'he findings suggest that college tosteis or at least ficilttates the
crow ,1 .1 atitonom!, and intellectual disposition among attenders. the

.z111,:edc that this grosstli ma!, he the result ot a predisposition to
deselot: 11 fins v,as alrea,), iii ulccited in those who choose to continue

'he:. education after high school Nor can the alithor,. lletermine the
Juroilits .hanger hrought about by higher education NOnetheless.
poli_!.rnakers and planners concerned ssith the lull unit/anon of human
talent will find that :his hook prosides valuable inhumation allow the
ra.;fors which lead to educational attrition ati,l the impact of college on

desclptaein

2.0 DESt.'RIPTIVE STUDIES

20 2.0'75
The Enduring Effects of Education. Ilerhert II. Hyman. ('harks
R. Wright. and John S. Recd. 313 pp. I UniveNi'y of Chicago
Press. Chicag,,I.

snids ev.unin,:s fie ett-,Nts or val.!, Mg aftlutIMS of education

on adults lsn,,%slc.:; and receptivity to knowledge rhe responses of

lar-fe and representative samples cut the adult nimmstitutionalized popula
tian were srudied through secondarN analysis of some 250 discrete items

intIrmathin requested in 54 national surveys ,:onducd between 1949
and 1971 Surveys \Ouch clustered around tour points in time, and four
age groups were s-lected for exammatnin..this research design allowed the

authors h exam: :he it:sponse patterns of four age cohorts who reached
.1 common age at dif ferent historical times; to compare respondents with

level of education across f',Itir age groups at the same point in
nine. and to track the sat le ninth ..:ohOrt at different life stages. All non
white respondents were excluded from the analyses. Separate analyses
..:ontrolling for re ondonts sex. religi(n. class )rigins. ethnicity, rural

origins and .,1i rent socioeconomic status were ,ondllited Irl or,':r to de
the influence of these variables on the outcome Ille..SUICS.

\Ithough the consistenc!, and quality of items ovailable for second-

tr anai:.sis pose limitations. the creative anproadi to studying the long-
range ,:ognitive benefits of education used in this stud' presents interesting
possibilities for future research. 1)n the Hsi, of their fesen.li findings.
the authors conclude that -education, ; oduces large, pervasive, and endur

mg effects on knov.,ledge and receptivity to knowledgv.-
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20 2 U, 74 1

..Five and 'len. Years After College Entry Re tare -1,
Re/'() 9 t I flame II. 1:1-Khawas and An: S. 13isconti. I 5t,
pi) I: \trlefli.ari (.otinLil on t:In:anon. ra hie .on. 1).(. ).

Ill). report presents a detailed desk:optIve ak.k..orint tt ' status 'it
t'. II I. Ihutts, l'-)t) and 19t r) treshinen. at the time III 19-1 longi-
tudinal tollow up study I he major OhleCtle 01 the study t.kas to examine
the edit:anoint! anti ...nee! development ot dtese tv,r) tollom,The
the umleratadttate se,1r, l'artis.ulat attentton was given to the treadeinti
progress and titiank.ial a:minx:nem. I. those tespott(ents who ettrollek.

pfulev,l()11.11

01.001) until eadi 1 lh. testi-
tncti Mere NCle,ted !,1 to:low-up Responses trom about '-.000
member, of ea..t1 1,1,C*; \N:1011C(1 to plOdliCe labl11.111011% !hat ap-
prrts.imat population distr:hution parametet,. hrekfur.,..ty distributions
and ....10`. tabulations b\ orhorf. sc.,. face bachelor.. degree status tat.
tamed kit not .tainllf. plans Ji'vaIlt.Cti study (yes ot not. undergradu-
ate and ;.:actuate t,elds of Itidy and advanced defree -..attis ale presented
in i cc tables

f Ile auff rs proem .1 the tuidiritt, on current eduea-
Nona: status .a.litt.enient and plans. pattenis .vitv user .cur-
tent crnpl ttt and unemployn,ent. and. tor all resporde
url f! .11 pHres10:1,1; .1 !sallied study progress. patterns.

pencil . tinamitiv. so :ies and attitudes rev:trding in-

oat., risme,. the normative profiles\attstutta,.1
,th,. ,m.lents Is ,krileve freshmen. it is pos,ihle to identity changes

III student at:I:tides. nett:v.1w.. and plans and to ,,kr.rate soup! ot the de-
tetrninatits ..m..11 changes

20 2 0:74 2
fhe 1)ein,se of Diversity: . Comparative l'rotile of Eight Types
of Institut;ons. Roller! PAL-L.. 131 pp iN1c6ra New
York)

lir, study .1k:sttmt,1 t'' \ MIMIC ',WM.. ttse WIttelliit' ills it eNitY
111,1t ,Itarat. lei tie the 't".,1:111 hiithe. .'lllle:'tltitt Is baked tilt stirs (VIC!

1'00i ift);11 all4111111 tit 1`)50 Ui IIIICIIt college
funtots at ....Olt distir.1 is roe, ill tn.tifuttons the pattern- )! associattott
het%k personal hat:1.411mnd type of mstuutton at
tended. d various student rid dumni atAivities vrok.pot"ts and charae
teristt s are explored Coltman...oils ate drawn be? :en the kinds lit'colle*:
e:pertenc s and the them:tits aut:hated to coli,ge by students an alumni
at kltttcrent type, tit rnstotitiort 'tre leattne, wh rli disiunt: It each type
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of institution for its 1950 alumni and its current students ar discussed

and related to various outcome measures.
The findings of this investigation lead its author to conclude:

As higher educatior. has developed in ,his country.
particularly over the last 20 years. the, proportion of students
who have a full and rich campus experwnce. has gradually
been red-ced. ... Toe consequence Of this trend is that fewer
students attain benefits related to personal and social develop-
ment. to liberal interests and attitudes, and to involvement in
civic and cultural affairs. I p. 130)

20:2.0/73-1
The Graduate -s: A Report on the Characteristics and Plans of
College Ser. ws. Leonard L. Baird. Miry Jo Clark. and Rodney
T. Hartnett. 210 pp. (Educational Testing Service. Princeton.
New Jersey).

This ;'part uses data from a national survey of college seniors con-
ducted in' Pri to study the development of career cI. ,ices. Although the
major reseai,:h focus was postgraduate educational plans extensive infor-
mation and attitudinal data on students' backgro.aids. seliconcepts.
undergraduale experiences. and career plans provides a comprehensive
portrait of these seniors.

The sample of approximately. 21.000 students drawn from 94 four -
sear colleges is. in the authors' estimation. reasonably representative of
seniors who are oriented to graduate and professional education, but
perhaps somewhat less representativL of those not planning advanced edit-
cation. For much of the analysis. respondent., were classified according to
their plans for the upcoming fall: work. in.t; nage. military service, or ad-
vanced study in one of six broad fields.

After reviewinr the historical context in which these students grew
up. the text describes the seniors and examines their 1. .idergraduate ex-

periences. particularly those likely to influence caret..1 choices; their per-
ceptions of career and graduate and professional scluiols. and their career
decisions. ineividual chapters compare the plans of men and worren re-
spondents aid examine the responses of some 1,000 back participants The
last two chapters explore 1i I the correlates of grades. Graduate ReLord
i..A..iminat len Law School Admission 1 est. and Medical College Admission
Icst Source scores in an attempt to learn to what extent these measures
relate to students' social class. ethnicity. self'concepts. plans. and other
characteristics. and (2) the correlates of career choice aid offers of finan-
cial Ad. Although the authors had expected to find that the 1971 senior
was a rh . kind of student more idealistic and socially -Ikon e than his
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or her predecessorsthe evidence suggests no such clear-cut pattern of
differences.

20:2.0/73-2
"Four Years After College Entry," ACE Research Reports 8 (1).
Alan E. Bayer, Jeannie T. Royer, and Richard NI. Webb, 45 pp.
(American Council on Education, Washington, D,C.).

This normative report provides extensive descriptive data un how
young adults change after entering college. It is based on the 1971 re
sponses of individuals initially surveyed as l',67 freshmen. re 34,346
follow-up responses were adjusted using a complex weighting procedure
to represent the total number of first.time, full-time freshmen who entered
higher education in 1967. .'.n overview of the findings on degree attain.
ment, educational plans and aspirations, educational persistence, academic
. chievement, educational financial support, field of study, life objectives.
and att.:udes on social and campus issues is presented in :he text. The1971 survey responses are included in tabular form by sex (men, women,
both sexes) and type of institution in which the student originally enrulled
(2year. 4-yea. un,versity, all institutions combined). These data, iased inconjunction with the national normative data based on the 1967 freshmen
responses, provide valuable insights into how young adults change after
entering college.

20:2.0/70-1
Education and Employment: The Early Careers of CollegeGraduates, ,..aure M. Sharp, 162 pp. (Johns L'opkins Press.
Baltimore).

The experiences of an alumni cohort during the five years following
thc.r 1958 graduation provide the basis for this examination of the effects
of education on work roles. One of the first studies .o explore the linkages
between education and work, it was designed to incre:.se and standing ofthe dynamics of career outcomes, patterns of study and employment,
familial influence on study and job decisions, the mobility of young co'
lege graduates, the differential impacts of different types e" institutio
comparative career ,atterns of men and women, and the role of military
service in the careers of college men.

Approximately 41.500 recipients of bachelor's, master's. and pro-
fessional degree: in 1958 from some 1,200 four-year institutions re-
sponded to a 1960 survey. A stratified subsample of these respondents was
surveyed again in 1963 and over ;7,000 (83 percent) returned question-
naires. This book summarizes the findings and interpretations derive0.from these studies

4C0
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20 STUDENT CHARACTERISTIC' AND DEVELoPMEN I

The text traces the e. rly cireers of the tespondelits by focu.au::, on
(al how the und,!gr.tduate Inaior influences the transition to graduate
study and employment. In) n e role of military service in the careen of
young men: and the role of the undergraduate institution vis:avis
tiaduate study. -ccupational outcomes. ail,: marital .state' table in the
text and appendices present frequency distributions and the results of
crosstabulation atial!..,e fur a number of key variables: in. iv of these
findings are presented separately for ioen and women. As i result of the
women's movement and of changes in the labor market. the draft laws,
and higlr educaiion in general. he environment in which today's .:allege
graduates study and 'cieg,in their careers is -ery difterent front that otthe
graduates of 19:55: however. the methodology used in ti 1;1[1(1,11,17k s; tdy
Is applicable to -.ore relt. -int samples

20:2.0/10.2
Recent Alumni and Higher Education. L. Spaeth and
Andrw N1 Greeley. I pp. (McGraw-11111 Book Co.. New
York).

Insights into how well and how poorly colletes have served their
alumni and how they may best srve them in the future is provided by tht..
report commission"! by the Carnegie Conumssi m on 11. her Educa:ion.
In 196S the views. attitude- and ...xperieuces of h,005 19fil alumni v.ho
had returned tour previous questionnaires wre sought: SI pet :em re.
sponded. The general strategy of analysis used in the study was to correlate
indices uf satulaction with college with I attributes of the college (e.g..
site quality. control. and type I') expel tences of the alumni years
in graduate scho .I. occupational choice. and I esent income). and
131 personal background variables. Path analysis wa. used to examine the
transition nom high school to college and the r.le of higher educai,.m in
occupational attainment for Men unity,.

The s' 1y found that the strongest pier' :nu of alumni satisfaction
Neenus to he the percc J contrilimunt to value formation. lit
the fir.'( section, the authors consider the meaning and implications of
this and other iindings aud discuss 'what policies and attitude, might he.
appropriate resnonses to the data The conch le that. :f they were to
make one re :onimendation. it would he that education concern itself not
with changing value hut v :ill the analysts and development of values.

3.0 DATA SOURCES
20:3.0/A.1
The American Freshman: National Norms for Fall 1977. Alex-
ander W. Astin. Margo R. and Gerald T Richar!,on. 157
pp. :;raduate School of Education. Universiiy of '..,difornia.
Los Angeles)
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Ilits 12111 annual report of national . ruratise data is based on the
re' pert' ', of 198.641 Ire:I:men entering 374 in dilutions in Fall 1977 The
summary lid! a . representative of all firsttime fulltinie freshmen entering
college that fa11. are presenied separately by sex and for 38 different
.,flups if institutions. Nlaiiir stratifying factors are institutional race (pre.
dominantly %hue vei,us predominantly black), type (2year. 4v ear. um.
vi.. dly a control I public. nriyateonsectanan. Roman Catholic. Protes
tart ) a. _! the "selectivity level'' of the institution, an estimate of the
average academic ability of its entering lass. l'he appendices include insti-luttnal pat 1,:ipatton tel .ds a copy of the 1977 Student information
Foust a \liS1;l111011 of the data's precision. arid a sample of the individual
tepoit, re, :Ivcd pat In:Tally:, institutions

20:3.0/S-1

Cooperative Institutional Research Program. (;railuate School
tit Education, ',..iversity of California, Los \ngelcs.

I he Cooperative institutional Research Program (( :RP), initiated
lutit,, collects data nationally each fall on the charac:-nstics of students

enteong ,:olleee as tirscome full -time freshmen. This freshmen survey
data 1. veighted to pt ,vidc 1, qinati.e picture of the college freshmen
population I be poncipai purpose of ('IRP is to determine the effects of
colle..e on :indents In addition to pioviding notmative data tin eac''
entering treshir,,i) lsee 20.3Th .1) -Inch ean be used to examine trends
aver tune. the 21)0 items of initial input data Jn student; can be
used for long:wit:nal tollow-up eiearch.

I he ,mvey mstiument. the Student Information Form (SIFI, is
designed ' ehcit .t wide .0' hiog..aphic and demographic data. as well
a, data on stud-n: c melt sebol backround and activities, -steer plans.

. 11 dspl: financial atratn.ements. and current attitudes. It
con.i.uns s'andard items which .'.re administered annually and r:

wlach pefimt a more ..-overage of student characteristic::
and reflect the j1.111! ne concerns 01 the data users.

F tHi to ':-11. approv percent of the higher educa
duel institutions wer selected ',y s.ra"tied sairrnling procedures al.d were
invited to participate Since :0-1. all in, dtutions witn ail cnieting flesh-
man .ss t. the !hello( Education General Information
Suryey ha here .nvtted :o participate. In Fall 1974 and 1975,
samples of propneta;y institution, al,) took part in the survey.

[ape. of tresniner data for -7vey. conducted since 1906 are
aYadahle. each tape include, ue individual responses of approximately
300.000 students Ten lorioatudinal on live treslrnt an cohorts are also
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available, longitudinal sampl: ~ties range from approximately 5.000 to
56.000 respondents. .1-he follow-up surveys were . :o dicta) frt,rit one to
ten years :rite; the fresholen data were co;:ected.

Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS), Nation-
al Center for Education Statistics. U.S. Department of Health.
Education. and Welfare. Washington. D.C.

Ex' ive data are collected e:ieh fall from all 2- and 4-year public and
nonpubli . institutnitis of higher -.7ducation through the Higher Edmation
Geneiai Informatit n Survey. Data un Opening Fall Enrollments and
t..arned Degrees Confero.d, collected annually. are available on tape from
....all 1969. Since 197'2, the samp!e. universe has been redefined to include
all . stitutti,ls and their brar..11,..dripirses.

Opennig Fill Enrollment data are collected to provide a national
count o' the number of students in higher education. based un corilpre-
hensic-, coverage institutions and categories of students. Full-tune.
part'trite, and full-time-equivalent enrollment data 're available. broken
th?wri by sex. fo tirsttime, undergraduate, giaduate, unclassified. and
firs protesiatinal-degree students.

Data on Earned Degrees Conferred by higher education institutions
are :variable on first professional degrees in selected fields: bachelor's.
mast r's, and :1octor's degrees conferred in selected disciplines: and degrees
and .1wards ha .ed on less than tour years of work beyond high school.

1.11...e data arc 3Vatlable in published tabulations and on tape.

20.3.0/S-3

Higher Education Research :JnstitutL 1HERI) Studies of the
Impact .of Student Financial Aid Programs (SISFAP ): Study A,
(11ER.1. Los Angeles, Calif.).

mg!: ud!ri.i, data tiles. !eveloped as part inaio. national
study of the impac, of financial aid programs on students' decisur to at
tend colleg.. an4 their college choice, include h gttudmal measures of stu:
dent Mil: college haracterisfics .at three points in tin.e: the beginning f
the leventh grade, midway through the twelfth grade. and at college

. Four major surveys were to obtain data on student charac.
tertstics: the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT) administered in
October 1973: the Scholastic Aptitude TostISATIand 'he terican Col-
lege Testing Programs .or Fall-Winter 11)74.11)75: and the Coupe--
alive Institutional Pesearch Program-R.1RP) !'(Ir. Fall 1975.1n completing
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these surveys, students could indicate up to 12 possible college.choices:
twii in the eleventh griide. six in the twelfth grade. and 14,mr as entering
college freshmen. College choices a' each point 'it. time were described by
data derived primarily from Higher Education General Information Survey
MFG'S), winch were merged on each student's record. Measures ot the
local higher education environment, that is. the type number ot col-

loziated near the student', home addn..s.i. welt: also developed Gum
ilhGIS Jar, ,nd merged on each student's rec:d. Twenty -measures of
the financial aid characteristics of each students home State were
in each individu.il record.

Three longitudinal tiles are available: (11 an eleventhtwelfth grade
tile which 1.iis an unweighted'sample sit: of approximately .724.000;121
a !welfth i...radeentcring Fr-simian tile with an unweighted sample site of
about 17:.000: and 13) an eleventh grade- twelfth gradeentering freshman.
tile with an unweighted sample site of approximately 115 000.

20:3.0/S.4 .1

National Longitudinal Study (NLS) of the High School Class
of 1972, National Center for Education Statistics. U.S. Depart-.
ment of Ilealtn; Education, and W,_!Ifare. Washington. D.C.

This amgoing. longitudinal poiiect focuses on the educational.
-.ocational. and personal developineto ut hi .di school graduates. and the
personal. familial. social. institutional. and etntural :factors that contribute
:hrectly or indirectly' to that ilesclopment. The general'purpose of the
National Longitudinal Sillily INES) is to estah'islyri his for veri-
fying and refinme Federal policy concerned sOt)i waximiting individual
access to eilucational and vocational opportfiril6. improving the general
educ.ional system. and assisting yoimg people to assume a productive and
satisfying adult role in American socici>. The project was also designed to
extend scientiti.. knowledge .of hunim development during di, period of
t:ansition from high school to adult careers. *:4

...,:.year data were collected in l')72 f!oni a national probatn. ty
sample of approximately I' 100 high school seniors i.iover 1.000 public.
private, n ci arch-affilia':d li gh schools. Students in :ow-incotn: or high
minority 'coup population areas. ho,Avver. were oversamp:ed. The base-
> car dal:. include if:rmation on students' personalfamily background.
education and work experiences. postsecou,:ary aspiratiOns. and
attitudes: test results of verbal, and nonverbal a!nlity: and items from the
students' high school records. In follow-up surveys conducted in 1973.
1974. and It)76. the sample was augmented by almost 5.000 additional
students from sample schools that were unable to Participate in the base.
year'survey: response rat !lave' been exceptioirliv high. The fonor up
iiata include information on respondents current status. education. work.
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and career plans, aspirations, and attitudes. A fourth followup is sched-
uled for 1979

Base-year and follow-up survey data have been merged and are
available for use.

20:3.0/S4
National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972:
Review and Annotation of Study Reports. Samuel S. Peng.
Ceci Ile E. Stafford. and Robin J. Talbert. 78 pp. (Center for
Educational Research and Evaluation. Research Triangle Park.

report provides a ,:oncise introduction to the National Loni0-
ti: final -ftdy (NLS). Its primary purpose was to establish an inventory of
studies that have used the NLS data base and to summarize their major
findings. It includes al: overview of the NLS project. a description of the
data f ale. a review and summary of study reports, and an annotated
bibliography. A list of data tile users is included in the appendix. .

20:3.0/S-5
National Opinion Research Center (NORCI June 1961 Gradu-
ating Class Study. (NORC. University of Chicago. Illinois).

The objective of this longitudinal study of the June 1961 college
graduating class was to examine its educational and career preferences.
attainments. anL satisfactions. A 2stage probability sample was drawn
from the universe of all college students who completed requirements for
the baccalaureate degree during Spring 1961 and received their degree at
the end of the term from an eligible institution of higher education: (1)
135 schools were selected from 1,039 eligible institutious. and (2) a
sample of each institution's prospective graduates was identified. Four
w...es of questionnaires were administered to 41.000 college seniors in
all fields: 1961 184 percent response rate). 1962 (76 percent). 1963 (71
percent). and 1964 (60 percent). A fifth wave, administered in 1968 using
a 6.000 subsample, yielded an 81 percent response rate. .

Significant variables for which data were collected include: career
preferences. college experiences. job satisfactions, occupational attain-
ment. age. sex. family background, race. self-image. the role of women in
society. and future employment.

Two data sets are available on tape. One is for the first four waves
(1961-1064) only and t'as an unweighted sample size of41,116. The sec-
ond includes data from all live waves and has an unweighted sample
site of 4.868. Extracts of the data for the entire sample or for any scb-
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group can also be provided. Bibliographies of publications based on this
research data are available from the National Opinion Research Center.

20:3.0/S.6

National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students
(NSSFNS. New York).

From 1970 through 1974. National Scholarship Service and Fund
for Negro Students collected data on minority and low-income high school
seniors as part of a piograin which provided these studen vith computer -
lied college referral .ervices. Information obtained from ad program ap-
plicants provided the data base for yearly descriptive profiles of a national
cross-section of minority and low-income students. Each year approxi-
mately 40.000 seniors attending about -:000 high schools provided in-
formation on their demographi_ characteristics, high school academic and
nonacademic experiences, and educational and occupational aspirations,
attitudes. and values.

Published research reports are available for the 1970 through 1973
applicant populations.

20:3.0/S7
Project TALENT. American Institutes for Research (AIR, Palo
Alto. Calif.).

In 1960. Protect TALENT surveyed ninth through twelfth grade
students at a live percent smolt-led random sample of the nation's high
schools. Lase-year intOrmatioi. was collected on students' abilitio. socio-
economic status, high school curriculum, and education and occupation-
al interests and expectations. Each of the four grade cohorts of students
was followed up one, five, and eleven years after 1:igh school graduation.
An IS- or 20-year follow-up is scheduled to begin in the near future.
Follow -up survey questionnaire responses provide data on the educational.
occupational. and personal experiences of the sample. To ensure the
representativeness of folloss -up respondents. a special sample of 10.000
students (2.500 per grade cohort) was seted for intnsive follow-up
effort: about an SO percent response rate was obtained for this sample.
Bared on the spes..ial sample responses, weights were developed to make
the follow-up data representative of Cie initial sample.

These data ate available in published tabulations and provide the
basis for researct. reports. A comprehensive, updated annotated biblio-
graphy is currently being devel.iped by the American Institutes for Re-
viarch (AIR) staff. Data on the 400,000 students in the master tile .an be
o stained by requesting I I) a special analysis which is conducted at AIR
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I the data user reverses a computer printout of t!,e analysis results): (2)
v.0:k tapes which ate created at AIR to the data ther's sample and variable
specifications, and 01 public use tiles which include complete 19(10 and

I -v ear tollov,up data un a representative set of 1.000 cases from each
grade cohort, and 1. and 5-!. ear follow-on data. as available. for these
respondents The Project TALENT Data Bank Ham:hook (AIR. Palo Alto.
C ditorma. lq-7) provides information on the study, its design. sample.
available ariahle. analysis considerations. and access to the data.

See also:4:1.2/A for tile ge eral annotation of hds series. Octoiler Suppk-
men:, Curr:nt Population Survey (CPS), (U.S. Bureau of the Census. Wash-
ington, D.C.).

1 he October Supplement of the Current Population Survey (CPS) is
desivned to collect information annually on the number 01 p rsons three

ea, old and user in the national population enrolled in school. Data are
,olle.ted h!, interview with a stratified national sample of households.
Variables for Inch data ate available include full- and part-time enroll-
ment Lontrol and type of school. family and personal characteristics:
plans of Ineh school seniors to attend college Nino.. 1973: and financing
ot post secondary school. only for Ik)73.

Data tapes a e available from October 1967. Several panhcation
series unli/e these data the P-20 (Population Characteristics) series reg-
ulailt Issiles reports on "School F.nrolline:;t Social and Econ.anic Charal
tenstics of Students" and "College Plans of High School Seniors... The
P23 (Speci.:: Studies) series has included five reports on the characteristics
of Anieri.an voila'. persons aged 14 to 24, that place particular emphasts
on school enrollment
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Student Financial Assistance

Lois D. Rice

ff.ffffff..01 ff.ff_gffffilffffffff
Student ai'l takes the form of grants, loans, and work-

study opportunities to help defray the tuition and non-tuition
(living) costs of students attending colleges and universities.
Student aid in higher education in the United States will-total
more than 512 billion in the academic year 1978-79.: While
privately financed scholarships have existed since :h& -early
history of American colleges. government programs have
developed rividly in the past 15 years and now Jominate the
student aid picture.

In the early 1970's, aid to students rather than aid to
institutions emerged as the preferred instrument of Federal
policy toward higher education. Federally-sponsored student
aid is currently approaching 57 billion, most of it directed
io undergraduates from low and moderate income families.
Need-tested-.programs. designed to foster equal educational op-
portunity by removing financial harriers and broadening access
and choke in higher education, account for more than half
this total. Eligibility for such support depends on the financial
circumstances of students and their families. Other major Fed-
eral programs include entitlements for 'special categories of
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students, 1Uti1 a', veterans and Social Security heneti,:iaries.
Cliff-CM dih,ite Iii WdrdlIngton center on alterna-a.e mech-
anisms for directing more relict to middle-income students
through e\pansion of need tested programs to aid families
higher on the income scale, or through a new program of
Federal 'noun': tax credits that would he available, ire spective
of income. to families incurring college expenses

I hough State governments contintie to channel tile hulk'
of their support for higher education into operating tibidies
for public institutions. the States ire Also becoming increa..ing-
ly ,;(munitted to student aid. Nearly all States sponsor need-
based scholarship programs. many stimulated h,: the incentive

II 50-50 Federal inat,:lung program authorized by C, .gross
iii P!-' Most States also operate direet or insured student
loan progi uns. and a few have launched work-study plans
that supplement the Federa; effort in this area. In general,
there has been a lack of coordination between Federal and.
Stat: student ald policies and programs. An increasing number
of States. however. are adjusting the terms of their grant pro-
grams to recognize the Federal Basic Educational Opportunity
( ;rant program as the foundation of student aid. °

Despite the predominant role of government in funding
student assistance, postsecondary institutions continue to play
a critical role in the actual delivery of aid to students. Campus
aid administrators exercise considerable discretion in sta.
blishing student expense budgets and "packaging- aid, com-
bining grant and self-help I loan and work I funds Irj.n a variety
of Nowt:es to meet inu, idual needs.

Student financial assistance is a relatively new field of
public policy del e'upment and professional' idministration.
Much of the available literature consists of infoinia;! published
studies. monographs, and journal entries. The bibliograph,,
selected here generally excludes such items and focuses primarily
on available published volumes, reports. and statistical refer-
ences.

The bibliography is divided into four parts:
General. his suhtopic includes works on student aid;

some of which inerlap will, other topics (particularly Topic
9 Finance, and Topic 7: Educational Opportunity).

Govermrentat Policies. Include(' in this subtopic are
studies, reports. And statistical sources concerning govern-
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mental policies in student aid. Most of these entries focus
primarily on Federal policies. Few works broadly address
State student aid issues, though a number of individual State
studies are available.

Special Topics anti special groups of students. Included
in this subtopic are studs.:.; of :Jan programs, veterans education
and trainir.;, and Social Security student benefits, along with
works or graduate students, minority students, and part-time
and independent students.

Studies and Steistical Sources. These materials concern
the administration and delivery of student assistance.

TOP!' ORGANIZATION

21: Student.F.,ancial Assistance

1.0 General
2.0 Government Policy
3.0 Special Topics
4.0 Administration and Delivery of Student Aid

.1.0 GENERAL

21:1.0/78.1

Toward Equal Access, Humphrey Doermann, 14. pp. (College
Entrance Examination Board, New York).

This small volume makes a forceful and timely plea to policy makers
and educational leaders to continue the national effort toward equal edu-
cational opportunity. The plight of the children of the poor has long been
the focus of Humphrey Doermann's writings, and once ag in he ably pur-
sues this interest while others dwell on the so-called plight )f the "iniddl':
class.- As E.: lermann says. "the issues raised in this book :. e ones that run
Jeep in our history. Their resolution during the next few years will help
determine how well our training institutions and our economy can adapt
to sharp dt ,nographic change. and at the same time act with ''ness to
ward new generations of young adults. The issues merit our most thought
ful attention. without delay."

Doerinann's is not an emotional plea. He well documents his argu
mints with s,atistical analyses and estimates of the distribution of high
school graduates by aptitude and family income from 1Q64.84. ()sawing
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on a survey of high school counselors, L)& rinann found that there are still
nearly 200.000 qualified young people who are riot in postsecondary edu
cation because they lack money. The enrollment of these students. often
unemployed or underemployed. would not only he good public policy in
Doermann's view. but also would cush?on sonic sectors of higher education
al:altp,t protected enrollment declines during the nxt decade.

21 1.0t78.2
The Effect of Rising Costs on College Choice. Richard R. Spies.
69 pp. College Entrance Examination Board. New York).

At the behest cat the Consortium on Financing Higher Education-
er 'up 0 selective, expensive. private institutions Rich :4rd R. Spiet'...

Associate Pr .VON'. at Princeton l'mversity. investiga.ted the 1971) college
application dechtons of about 2.500 high school students drawn from the
t(1) 1.s percent scorers on scholastic aptitude tests. He particularlc exam-
tried the likehhoodiof their applying to the 27 institutions which cost at
least ShAilit) ni 197b-77. and whose students had median combined SAT
scores or 1.300 1, more in 1970.

Spies to that academic ability. as me., .used by SAT scores. is
the single most important (actor in deciding whether to apply to a selec-
tive. high.,:tst institution. For example. he computed that it would take a

50.000 increase in family income to equal a 100 point score increase in
itreeting the application probability of a 1.300 SAT scorer with a $20,000
tamily income. He also found that high SAT scorers 11300 and above)
were about twice as likely 140 percent against 20 percent 1 to apply thly to
private in;fitutiort as to aprAy only to public institutions. Spies concludes
that for high-ability students. the applicant's own ability and percepti m of
the a,..iderme reputation of the institution were ''much more important
in khe choice of a college than the financial considerations of price and in-
cm&-. and th..t this conclusion generally apples to subgroups (race. sex.
religion. etc as well as to the group as a whole.

I nderlynr: the Spies conclusion is an assumption on his part that
the financial aid policy at most of the selective. high-cost institutions is
0..tsigned to ne,.:trali/e the ettects at income diffeience; for low- an.d
middlein,orue applicant... the report does not .Jttempi to mea..ure the un
pact or netpricing differences on the probability of applying. Spies ac
knowledge, other limitations of his study. He concentrates only on high
ability students in some highly selective institutions and relics heavily on
multiple r cere, rim techniques with their statistical limitations

Sfil!. this is a careful, solid. and extremely well-written study that
makes ,Iear 111. ha/at 1: /4 general: 'mg about the responses cat parents and
sttit.tents to mine' college
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In Topic `) Finance. David Brenernan discusses three publica-
tions that are also critical to understanding of sto..,:nt fi-
nance: 9:4,3/74: 9: I .0.173: They are listed below
with a few additional notes.

Paving for College: Financing Education at Nine Private lnsti-
Lutions. Sloan Study Consortium. 137 pp. (Universit,' Press of
New England. tlanover.

: \s David Brenernan notes in his annotation, the Consor,um's
financial aid lecomr,:ndatisDistress the importance of loans in fir; -icing
students. particulaily those in hiy.hc colleges. Rather than a comple'ely
new federal loan mechanism. the Consortium suggested changes in the
eisting Gi.aranteed Studsno Loma ICS1.1 a. J National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) programs that .would (moan age greater paiticipation of et
callow; limit:limns as lenders a;:d 1110r0 uniform practices among State
sfuarantee agencies. The Cf.nsortium also recommended longer and more
tlemble repayment s i edtiles and the eventual consolidation of NDSL and
6S1. Programs. Po'.cs makers are still debating these proposals.

Financing Postsecondary Educati )n in the United States. Na-
tional onimissifm on the Financing of Postsecondary
hon. 442. pp. (U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington.

David Breneman points out in his annotation the Commission's
principal weakness its use of outdated data in a model of studen: re
spunse to pri, changes. For :hose concerned with flow of studen ts into
postsecondary education. there are still other shortcomings in the Corn.
mission's apprtiach' .;nd model. l';rst. the Commission defines equal op.
portunity simpb.; as the "ability of each individual to enroll it same form
of postse,!ondary education' rathei than in any form suited to personal
needs. canabilities and motivation 1:nrollment restricted to some and not
all suitable institutions is inhererh.y unequal. Second. the Commission's
model omits several ; taors that influence enrollment decisions such

:e. parental :ion. race, ins tutional location, and curricular of-
tering,

Higher Education: Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Should Pay?.
Carnegie Commission on Ifigher Education. 190 pp. (McGraw-
!fill Bo )k Co.. New York).

As David Breneman notes in his annotation. the Commission pio
posed a redistribut;on of public subsidies from high to loss wont': groups
ui th- trm of strident assistance Consistent with its previous studies, the

'''''' ff '''' ;1iig tit the ne. Federal hash: torants
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program and revision of its "half-ofcost- provision which affe;;,s lowin
come strdents in low cost institutions: a larger federal matching of State
schola rsh p programs designed to encilmage enrollment in the private
sector, ,a,,d the establishment of a National Student Loan Bank.

21.:1.0/71 ,

New .Approaches to S:ndent Financial Aid. Report of the Panel
on Student Fiancial Net..1 Analysis. 133 pp. (ollege Entrance
Examination,Board. New York).

Since the1/4founding of the Colleg- Scholarship Set vice (CSS) in 11;
tinancial-as Astance has been increasingly awarded' to students on 'h
of demonstrated need. Now atniut 5.000 institutions, neatly two-nurds of
the States, and numerous private agencies rise the CSS to compute "need.
meaning the difference between student and pa:ental atnlity to pay (a sub.
ject,ve determination) and cost of a.ttendance comparatively objective
fact)

This report is the work of a blue ribbon panel chaired by the late
Allan M Cartier and appointed by the College Board in 1961 "to review
wa.hin the current (Faint: of reference of parental responsibilio the present

Panel Was clearly trot.bled by the !inuts of its ch te. because
it saw an emerging shift from parental to social responsibility-for 11:gber
educational costs especially as more low-income students entered college.
The allocation of responsibility among the three groups that pay- r:aents,
students and society is at the c7riter of today's debate over the form and
direction of student finance

Among its numerous re' r.,'' for the CSS. the Panel urged
additional aid fur 1,,.y .it;ine students through inclusion of a "negative
contribution- and a reduction in their expected contribution to educa-
iuinal expenses true suinmer earnings. Following the Panel's suggestions,
the CSS adopted the "negat,..e contribution ", but it has not been widely
used by institutions in in public programs designed to enhance educdtional
opportunities for the neediest hi udepts. The Panel also recommended the
u.corporation orestn.lates future earnings and living costs into needs
analysis Such estimates. in the Panel's view, were realistic and just. but
have never been attempted III practice.

1 he Panel's most significant contribution hes outside its review of
needs analysis. Using survey data supplied by colleges. the Panel found

that need as the primary leternunant of aid is a "hoped for- goal and not
a reality Not only were significant resources allocated without regard to
need or national purpose. but also high nr._rd was a deterrent to admhsion
for many low-income students, when they were admitted and given aid, it
.4a; iln4c he in the :can; !oan:: and work. Tn ;P:oded
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that receipt. of institutionally controlled or administered grant aid can 5,
moue, to h,\ co with student ability as measured test

ire, arid hr41 school grades. Institutions still auminister 'age turns of
puhh niornes. ant:. there have been few, if any, recent studies that contra-
di. the Lamer Panel's findings. In fact, some recent studies demonstrate
that with increasail Fedr.tral funds. institutions are it .easingly using their
,,ivn lurid, ni aw aid ;rid withour reecrence to need

21.1.0 : :70

Aspirat:ons, iroliments, and Resources. Jos ph Froomkin.
1 51 pp. t U.S. ( to% ernnient Printing Office. Washington. D.C.).

Ahdc the author describes'ilus publication as a monograph, it is t..:
!calls .1 lengths stud lieqgned to protect for the :text decade the levc1 of
Federal expenditures reitilired to meet the aspirations of Americans for
higher education. to support the national goalof equal opportunity, and
to maintain the quality- and viability of colle.ges and utuversities. It is re-
(poled reading for all studems of higher ed:t.'ation not merely those con-
Cer .oh st tide!' t finance

losetth Frownkm. 40 econimust. is a solid and meticulous analy'st-.
Rcreadm.: dins well.writ ten and lucid study several years after publication:-
one 1. truck hv the accurac: of Iris protections of today's demand for
higher . educarnon. enwIlments. program costs. and manpower needs.
FriolnIsin tore -ass a creeping "middle-income.squeete- in meeting in-
,reasing college cost. lie .retested alternative suhs:dy mechanisms that
might wI! have temperejl.price increases and possibly ti,e current

result. as well'

Froomkin documents the Junta:nig character of the higher education
populatlori the using aspuatin.tts irt women, minorities and.especially the
nos aspirations of the children of tIi poor and blue-collar workers. He
cle.olv dime. equal opportunity :is the a,thievement of parity of low-
m.orne students wall high income students In their ra'es and timing of
tmrollinent ui higher silusation and in their patterns of attendance.

1.11se the eailv :t'artuirgre"report s and the Rivlin Report. published
almost sunultaneously with this study, Froomkin includes that expanded
Federal student assistance I ill rit proinising device to overcome un-
equal opportunities

In %ohmic has four parts Pitl uses a demand mi.idel and an equal-
its model to protest so lul de:nand for higher education. P II describes
the dr.eran. of the postsecondary sy stein, its costs. subsi less to students,
intik milli ottermas, and admissions policies. Part III focuses on graduate
eduiation and the nn,, and tom general institutional aid. Part IV
esrunares the tilancial needs or students and institutions and discusses
nit.nitciflatnc Ie. I. i: Federal suppott tot higher education.
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2.0 GOVERNMENT POLICY

21:2.0/77 /
Postsecondary Education: The Current Federal Role and Alter-
native ApproAches, Congressional Budget Office, 55 nn (U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington; D.C.).

Budget issue papers such this, prepared by the Congressional
Budget Office 1C140). typically describe options open to the Congress lot
a particular fiscal year. with the choice or subject matter and the range of
described options depending on CBO judgments about timeliness and
plausibility. This budget issue paper, for .!xample, was cast in terms of
possible student aid aopivnation action' for the Federal fiscal,year that
began on October 1. !')77 s

lim last year's CBO papers are sot necessarily-like last week's news-
r irrs. for in introducing perishable budget options CBO often' provides
a stage-setting discussion of continuing value 'for researchers. It is on that
basis that this paper of enduring interest.

The' paper first establishes a sconceptual frl.;nework for classifying
Federal higher educatiOn goals. firi'ding them to be I) the provision of
equal educational opportunity. 2) easing the financial burden of college
attendance. and 31 maintaining and improving education institutions. The
paper then examines the cumin state of affairs and demonstrates that op-
portunity is not yet equal, suggests that net college Charges faced by low
and_ moderate income families have declined as a percent of family income
in recent year and haiee been stable tor middle-income families, and ex-
presses a courteous dubiety that the ...iancial plight of the higher educa-
ti m enterprise is worsening. Finally, before proceeding to a discussion of
fiscal 1978 options, the paper touches on the impact of Federal spending
it achieving higher education goals. The author describes patterns of Fed-
eral spending and of shifts in student enrollments among income classes
and institutions. but ultimately states no conclusion as to whether any of
the perceived chatiges are attributable to Federal financial interventions.

21:2.0/76
Congress and the C011egts. Lawrence E. Gladieux' and Thomas
R. Wolanin. 273, pp. (D.C. .Heath and Company, Lexington,
Mass.).

This is a,case study of Federal higher education Policymaicing which
focuses on the debate and tensions among members of Congress. educa-
tional associations and the ExeCutive Branch during the 1972 reauthoriza-
tion of the Flither Education Act. The authors. each active participants in
the debate. interviewed more than. 65 men and women in the Congress.

1 e

1
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the ExecuusT Branch. on campuses. in higher education associations and
policy groups 1,, write one of the only systematic studies of the tormula-
niin of Federal higher educatior

The authors not (oily pia e the 1972 legislation within an historical
,:ontext out also within the context of other domestic policy initiatives
during the Nixon era. The Juniors deftly and dramatically portray the
issues. the controveisy and maneuvering among the many participants.
nl the outcome tit the l972 strugg!e The events of that year marked a
implete turn 'in Federal higher education policy from emphasizing aid

to institutions to einpha,,iting aid to students. The centerpiece of the legis-
lation was the newly ain't() program of Basic Educational Opportu-,
filly grants That program. totaling inure than S2 billion in f,,cal 1079 is
rhow the principal vehicle hoe Federal support of postsecondary education.

See.. also: 9:2 0'78 Federal Assistance for Postsecondary Education: Op-
tions t ir Fiscal Year 1Q-7'1:Congressional Budget Ot lice, 67 pp. I U.S. Gov-
ernmen t Printing Office. Washington. D.C./.

,tee d4o: 9:6.0/A3 National Association of State ScholarShip and Grant
Programs. 'ith Annual Survey. 1477.78 Academic Year 54 pp. (Illinois
State Scholarship Commission, DeerfIlldf.

See also: q2.0.'75 The Federal Role in Postsecondary Education: Unfin-
ished Business. '9'5- lost'. Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher.
Education. (c rp.(Josse..-Bass Ctrl l-rancisco).

See dlso 9:2.0/71 Fr.ancilig I nigher Education: Alternatives fur the Fed-
eral ,,overnment. Orwing. ed. 3'10 pp. (American CoP.eg Testing
Program. Iiiwa UltY).

21:20875
Federal Student Assistance: A Review of Title IV of the Higher
Education Act. ('on,;ortinin on Financing Higher. Education.
82 Pp. rsty Press of New England. I !mime!. N.II.).

Uhl. is .1 report 21 leading private institutions members of the
Consottitim on Financing Ilighet dlication ICOHIE) agreed upon
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and presented to the Congress recommendations for needed change in he
Title IV Federal student aid programs. COFFIE sought to 'make the Federal
programs equitable and coherent. as well as more effective sehtcles of
social policy. In his for-ward to the report David Truman. then President
of Mount Iiolvoke College and COFFIE Chairman. stated:

We believe that effective programs of student assistance are
a critical need t!.at must be met if the society Is not to suf-
ter irreparable loss. This report cannot claim to provide a
final anser to that need It does represent, however a care-
fully studied and full debated effort to provide a biuedrint

.r a student aid structure that takes into account the prob-
lems and needs of all types of ;indents in all kinds of post-
secondary Institutions.

The rer on fulfills its own goals. Under the able direction of Richard
J Rurnsden. theConsorttum rose above institutional self mterests and pro-
duced a balanced and fiscally prudent set of recommendations.designed
tr) enhance student- access arid choice in postsecondary education. It is a

detailed and well Organiied report with four parts. One is devoted to each
pe of Federal student a is.ance grants. work. and loans and a final

part simunturies the recomm.mdatrons and estimates their costs. The ie
port also :ontams use' d appendices that slpv the potential mpact of the
proposals on students and diffenng types of

Iii Part .1 the Consortium suizgests a new telat:onSItip among the
three Title 'V grant programs. Basic Education: Opportunity Grants
13FOG I would foster access by meeting t! rather uniform non-instruc-

tronal that students lace wherever they attend college: Supplemen-
tary Educational Opportunity Grants 1SFOG1 and State Student Incentive
Grants ISSIGi would taster student choice by focusing on tuition and fees
or instruo tonal costs of attendance. BFOG's and SEOG's would both be-7
L'olT1C national entitlement piOgranis In this part of the report the Con-
sortium also re,.,'Humended the elimination of the controvers,..: half-cost
provision In the liFOG program which would benefit low-Monne students
stn lovcost mstiturtons

In starts II and Ill. the consortium urged a significant self-help ex-
pectation from students receiving Federal grants. suggested an increase in
the employer snare of the Work St lidy program. and consolidation of the
Natrona! Dire,: Student Loan (NDSI.) and Gumanteed Student Loan
tCrSI proerams into one single. Tarn :I and cost effective program that
might also include Hearth Profession's' loans. Short of consolidation. the
Consol!nrin asked polftvinakers to conform the interest rates. repayment
periods. and Iliac, and tr Ole:trance prmisions of the several loan programs..

Many of O1-111-'s proposals gamed the support of other policy
:rout). and some editmon-al associations. Still, the report had little
in,p,1,1 iii rot,1:10 Most recommendations for substantive change tailed
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during the 1976 reauthorization. when the Congress decided to contintr:t
testing the new progams it had authorized in 1972 and "tinker- with the
older ones.

Title IV is still a patchwork quilt. and if Congress decides to weave
a smoother cloth It ma!, want to consider seriously the reasoned COEHE
recommendations during the upcoming reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act.

21:2.0/70
Quality and Equality: Revised Recommendations: New Levels
of Federal Responsibility for Higher Education, Carnegie Com-
mission on Ilighcr ducAtion. A Supplement to the 1968
Special Report. 37 NleGraw-11111 1300k Co.. New York).

!his 11 .1 hoer. supp'ment to the Commission's 1968 report Quality
and Equality: New Levels of Federal Responsibility fbr Higher Education.
It should be read in conjunction with that earlier report. Once again the
ommission sets the achievement of equal educational opportunity as

t. highest priont .ind urges no+ and increased levels of student assis-
tance' With this supplement. the Commission gave new tor,..e to two of ifs
earlier propo,als sshich we; e be:tuuting to divide members of key Congres-
\mita! ;1,1'11mm:es and the hOter education community itself a program

oppowinity giants rot ;ow 'and moderate income stride:'!, and
,:ost ut cdtk-ation- It11 institunims based on the numt:er of

enridled :Jam re,ipients
I Miler the it:tow.: poilk tsuls. the Commissmn tirade no distinction be-

P.+eon the amount basic grants a+ailable to lower and upper division
students All eligible undergraduates would :ceive grunts up to a S.000
..iaximum per yeal. Also. unlike Onuitty and Vrinahry. the revised report
argueti that -students ui approved proprietary and vocational schools
shu+ad he eltgible for Federal aid a change lacer adopted by Congress
for all I itle IV student 'aid programs in 19-2.

T, expand the range ,,t institutional options tot needy students.
the Cnnmission stressed again the need for a National Student Loan Bank
tt: at least the establishment .1 a secondary roan market throu,.11 the
chattel of a "S nional Student Loan Association A secondary market
became a ft..1111!. 111 I') 7: +Olen the Congress established the Student Loan
Nlarkertig Assocation Nlae). But the legislation.creatinit Sallie Niue
did 'lot empower to make direct loans. that Cunainsmon suggection is an
Ilea whose time has lot +el come

Wink Irio t o, this reports pioposals would increase tl vels of
Nupport prograinst.1111C1 recommended, the ( ontylission re. sed

i troll SOU to how,.cn 23u and' 'SO the numbei of no+
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lege, ree;uired in :he 1970's and urged. instead. the establishment 4'50
'ley, urban 4-year colleges to meet the needs of metropolitan areas.

21:2.0/69
Toward a Long-Range Plan for Federal Financial Support for
Higher Education. U.S. 1)epartment of Health. Education. and
Welfare. :3 pp. U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington.
1) (

This- publication. usually called the Rivlin Report after Alice M.
Rivlin. then Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation at HEW, was
issued at the end of the Johnson Administration. Its first priority, and by
tar its most expensive recommendation the equ tlization of postsecondary
educational opportunity by ,..,e-ants to remove financial barriers built on
the Carnegie Commission's e961i recommended grant program. was sub.
sequently embraced by the Nixon Administration. enacted the Con
cress in 19-Land has remained the Federal Government's announced first
priority.-in this field throughout the I 976's.

The RivItti Report is a remarkably lucid arid percLptive analysis and
teerec.est of the Feder::! role in supporting higher edu_ation. Irrespective of
Its recommendations. it is a model of what government reports ought to
hr a slittlniar!, that surmanies. a ha of crisply stated policy objectives.
al tacr.tiflei! de,iiption of the current state of the object (in this instance.
higher education in the '.ate 1960's). an explicit discussion of major issues
and alterriaties. set of artkulated priorities and recommendations, and
a e.orieJusieeti that not only .-onnects recommendations to objectives but
states their .stimated costs ovo time.

A distinginshineo chatacte.-istrc of the Rivlin Report is the absence of
blandness. it snaps a: .1 crackles Though by no means have all its recom
ineridations been adopted for example, the proposals for more financial
suppor of graduate education it clearly had, arid still has. a convincaig
and :.ersuasive message tor pohcs makers. Its continuing vitality is exempli-_,
tie in the report's eltscussion of a national student loan bank, the puss'.
b t.. of %.ittch remains activt!y eon the legislative agenda of the late
Itcy's

-21.2.0/68
Quality and Equality: New Lecls of Federal Responsibility for
Higher i.:duation. Carne.iie Commission on Higher Education.
54 pp. \lc( 4:o,.-11111 Book o., New York).

11 :1, u.rs the Carnegie Commission's first report. and it announced
position and set ot policy directions from which the Commission and its

su1/4,..esseer hod!,
. the rarrie-2ae: Council. have never deviated. Each body
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emphasized that the nation's first priority is to fulfill its promise of equal.
ity of educational opportunity. As the title of thc :port implies. the Com-
mission saw no tension between quality and equality. "Strong institu-
tions.- it said. "could act energetically and aggressively to open new chan
nets to equality of opportunity.

The Commission recognized and sought to preserve the traditional
roles of States and the private sector in financing higher. education. It saw
limits. however, to these resources. Thus in this and subsequent rvorts.
the Commission advocated an expanded yet budgetarily realistic role for
the F. feral Government in financing higher education.

Quality and Equality documents the Federal involvement in higher
education during the late 1960's and suggests at least a tripling of the Fed.
eral effort by 197677. a target that would "riot penalize other urgent na-
tional priorities. In considering an enlarged Federal role, the Commission
discussed proposals For tuition tax credits and dismissed them as regres-
sive. It 'also rejected general support of institutions. Neither. in its view.
would assure expansion of programs and priorities of primary national
concern. These nositions were controversial. The !uglier education corn
niunity represented by Washingtonbased associations favored general
institutional support. In making its proposals. the Commission was living
up to its mandate from the Carnegie Foundation to speak about higher
education. its needs and its contributions. in relation to the nation's social
concerns and purposes. rather than to speak for higher education,.,

'Inc Commission recorniended a program of Federal basic grants
nor dependent. like the Federal campusbased aid programs. on where
students attended college Instead, need alone ssotild determine the
amounts of these grants. I he maximum grants would he S'; SO for lower,
division. rising toSI.000 for upper division students and 52.000 for gradu
ate students. The Commission used the GI Bill as a precedent. but did not
at this juncture urge direct Federal payments to students. The grants
woul.! he payable through institutions.

Quality and Equality Revised, issued two years later, raised the rec-
ommended maximum grant level for undergraduates to S1.000. In 1972
the Congress enacted a basic grants program authorizing a 51.400 maxi-
mum grant for eligible undergraduate students.

As incentives to States. institutions, and the private sector. tile
Commission proposed a supplementary matching grants program. More-
over, it urged that institutions receive mont s for Federal scholarships
equal to I() percent of the total sum of basic grants held py, their enrolled
students Also in 1972. the Congo; s authorized a Federal/State matching
saib' ship program. State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG). but made few
changes in supplemental grant'. Policymakers are still considering how
sull.:.tnentary grants should he allocated and meshed with basic grants
and State scholar4ups..The Commission also proposed a new program of
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doctoral fellowships and advocated the establishment of a National Stu-
.:ent Loan Bank. still a hotly debated alternative to current Federal loan
programs.

Instead of general institutional support, the Commission recom-
mend; d cost-of-education allowances to institutions a program author-
ized tr 1972 but never funded.

3.0 SPECIAL TOPICS

21:3.01;7 1
Social Security Benetits for Students. Congressional Budget
Office. 2s pp. t U.S Government Printing Office. Washington.

[ he Congressional Budget Office (C130) (ruin time to time prepares
background papers on subjects of interes; to Congressional committees.
The present background paper. requested by the Subcommittee on Post-
secondlry Education of the House of Repre 'ntatives Committee on
Education and E4001. impOrtant part o. the scarce literature on a
little-publicized S2 billion Federal student :yid program; the continuation
of Social Security dependents benefit ; to 18-21-year-olds who would lose
their status as eligible bent:ft:lanes if tEey were notfull.time students.

The paper begins with a description of the origin ul Social Security
student benefits in 1965 legislation and traces their growth over the n.'xt
decade. by which time 'hey Included or -eighth of all full-time enrolled

S.21-y ear-olds. The program was launched when no Federal student grant
programs existed. The author identified several policy issues that were
either inherent in the program when ell :tied or have risen by reason of

:bsequent Federal legislation creating other delivery systems for trident
aid The main issues so identified giew out of: I) the method of financing
the student benefits. 2) the absence of a needs test (about one-third of the
benefici.oies come (roin families above the r,,Hian income level). .3) the
lack of coherence between Social Securty studera benefits arid other,
!ater enacted. Federal student aid programs. and 41 the confusion over the
nature of the program. i.e u it aid to students or is at aid to families''

The paper concludes with a discussion of the budget implications
and the arguments for and against various possible changes in the program.
ranging from .1 shit; ;0 as financing to general revenues. to its complete
termination. ,ks k usual with CB0 publications. there are no recommend --
lions.

48()
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21:3.0/77-2
Student Loans: Problems and Policy Alternatives, Lois D.
Rice. ed.. 1(0 pp. (College Entrance Examination Board. New
York).

I his vol .ape contain, the contributions of 20 people in addition to
the ediod seven essays by nine authors and commentaws on those es-
says by :oothcl eleven. The participants vary widely in their perspectives
and prop ),ils for student loin programs. but they share the resi,onsibility,
and Ow c:edu. for .1 final product remarkable for its clarity, its balance.
its thoroaghness and its utility to policymakgrs and those who seek to
cianpr.:liend the tortes besetting policymakers.

The essays are. in order, an historical -ecounung of the beginnings
hederal student loan programs; an overview of student loan issues and

alternatives. a chscu-.aon and a defense of the role of the States in
such loans. an examination of a national student kap bank approach: an
,-,p1,,ratioll ut way, to make existur,t student loan programs 7timplei. mote
...ht etre, ti:e. and rational. an inquiry into the problems of measuring and
stattug slut! lit 1,1:111 &IMO' and a concluding. set of reflections on the
special prf,hicm, tit eraduate student loan financing.

Wlui, espies this sulfur.- a special tang is the salt and the pepper ad-
ded h: the commentators. who remind readers that the problems are more
toutoleN. and :he solutions not so straightforward as the several auth:)rs
would have them believe. Reality accompanies the dream, as it were.
instead ot ot, up: mg its place behind.

As one ot the commeneators. Chester Finn, puts it. this volume
"obliges us to think on at leas: three levels- social philosophy (who pays
tot hiehe: et :atu,n .. econornu: analysis (the cost-effectiveness of various
altelrAisesi shat I would L7:ill. lacking a more felicitous phrase.
polv;,:al and administrative reality.- ft istlw insistence on just such three.
leYel thinking ti:at distinguishes this volume from most writings on student
loan pr, ,grams. anl Makes it among the must valuable works on the sub-
let

See dko 7 3 0'76-2 Nlintuit Group Participation in Graduate I tiugation.
Rep, with R....ommentlations of the N:iiional Board on Graduate lidu-
.ation tst.stism..l Academy ot Sciences, \Vashingtor D.C.).

?1:30'74 t
rirlanCillg Part-time Students. Rept.71 of the Committee on the
Ftuan,:ing tit Ilifher Ldu,:ation for Adult Students, Robert J.
Pitchcll. Chairman. I i pp. (American Council on Ed 'cation.
Vvalungt,);.. (- t.
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The r.am findings of this Anwrc-in Council on Education coin-
nuttee were.

) A majority of all postsecondary students attend on a part-
time basis. and their ntopornon of t; whole is increasing.

Part-time students are essentially different f.urn t .1 -tune

students. they are mostly employed. they are older, and they are more
cc ncerned with occupational needs: in other valued ways. however, part-
time and tull.tfine students are alike: in seriousness of purpose. in ability.
and in performance

31 Regardless of family income, part-tine studehts on the whole.
when .ompared to full-time students. are massively discriminated against
ut tinanCial terms.

41 Federal arid State categorical public problem-solving pro; rains
like cooperative agriculture extension, law enforcement assistance, drug

abuse education. etc 1 satisfy the educational needs of special adult clien-
tele groups in a manner riot possible under any other organizational or
tinanc..g scheme

The Committee recommended a number of changes calculated to
correct the discrimination it perceived: proportional eligibility fur student
financial assistance as a matter of right. tax credits for individual wage -

earner educational expenditures, even if not directly related to employ-
Merl' etc. But the Committee thought that, by and large. professional am.
occupational L-0-firming education should he financed from private
sources. However, it recommended a 7 i :rcent tax credit for a small
husines. orgarniation's expenditures aiding employees to meet educational
costs. apparently the credit woulu b on top of. no, in place of. the
rent deductibility of such expends Iris in determining taxable busine!
income The Committee also urged '-:ederal general support for strength-
ening institutional delivery systems to; p.;:! time students whose educatior.
and training would serve the public inte:!:a.

21:3.0/74-2
Who Pays? Who Benefits? A National Invitational Conference

the Independent 'Student. College Scholarship Service. 102
pp. i College Entrance Examination Boa.-d. New York).

Foiloving the 1971 ratification of the 2bth Amendment which
lowered the voting are to Is the problems. real and fancied. attenuant
upon Aire indeper::eni student grew rapidly. as did the numbers of such
stiu lents. causing much polic- ....ontusion among institutions and financial
aid adinunstiators For that rt -son. the College Scholarship Service con-
vened ;In invitational conference in the Spr. ;g or 1974. at wlach the 140
paruLmants explored such issues as What IS an independent student?
What are :he ps,..holugh..:al and social implications for students. and tl:e
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:onornic and political implications for everybody growing Out of the
rising numbers of young people claiming and being granted status as
independent adults'.'

The conference heard presentations from experts in politics. eco-
nomics, sociology. financial aid and law. Those presentations, plus a paper
delivered by a spokesman for the National Student Lobby. make up the
body of this volume. Nis 'e to sonic extent the conferees were concerned
with non.financial r.sties (mainly involving the vanishing role of institu
twits ac regulators of student behavior), thl, were overwhelmingly inter
ested in discussing money and who should get it based on what standards.

T'le conference concluded without formally adopting any policy
positions or recommendations But there evidently was general agreement
on the .olluwtng propositions. I ) Ernancial information front all parents
of dependent aid applicants should b, xper.ted, and parental ability not
willingness) to pay should enter into award decisions, and 2) In deciding
who is independent. and theletOre for whom parental financial informa
nun would he Irrelevant, the test should be that the student is not cur-
rently darned as a dependent for Federal inconie tax purposes by anyone
other than a spouse. ard r'..0 the student certifies no support will he re
ceived from parents durtng the year n.r which aid is requested.

21.3.0/73- ;

Educational Assistance to Veterans: A Comparative Study of
Three GI Bills, Limes L. Bowman, 443 pp. (Fdocational 'Testing
Service, Princeton,

In the spring of 1°73. (*kingless directed the Veterans Administra
lion to oht nn "an independent study" comparing the adequacy and el-
tectiveness it Vietnam era %eterans education al assistance programs with
those that followed World War II and the Korean War. The VA selected
the Fducamirral restwg Srldie to conduct the study, and this report is
the produe; of that suldy

he title of the report suggests that the authors were examining
slat:11.7y oroisions. whereas in tact the!. made 311 extended study of the
operation'. .1 the three CI Bill programs involved, to include compansons
uI panticipation manes. benetn,., kinds of train= obtained, extent of
cuunselme provided. train!s ink, abuses. unpa. on the disakIvantal.ed and
the Irke

Fur a rune in the l(r.-0.s. annual edIcational subsidies paid under
the GI Bill exceeded the total of all tithe' T !dewt postsecondary student
and programs combined I H.! peak titi, s'to.. billion in total 1070, as ell.
eatuilly gradually run-, program tutals are declining I he estimated
fiscal Pr') Cr] Bill outs will he about S2 billion, still enough no bk.; the
largest single nascent assistance program. even if flu longer larger

ax:
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filar all the test togethei. The GI Bill share will contmily to gy, down until
It disapt)ears in a d-cade or So.

The tepott is .Inetly valuable as an historical and statistical chronicle
of ;he peaks and valleys of changing social and political attitudes about
educational assistar.x n ex-servicemen. While superficially the altitudes
nave temamed more or less constant. actual experienceshave been tar
thttetent World War II was a "popular" war in which most able-bodied
.oung males served. and Ow), were returned to civilian,life in huge num-
bets oyei a single IS -month tenod. Vietnam was an unpopular war in
which most hle bodied mak did not serve. and those who did came hack
to ...ivihan ire in monthly driblets over an S-year period. It has taken a

:,..ontinuous a,1 ot will to avoid blaming Vietnam era veterans for their own
plight I mike their tathet'.. they .;..01 no parades: and the Bowman report
suggests though it talk shot, of demonstrating conclusively, that they got
less edunntnal assistance a. well. ho.sevei measured.

21:3.0.73 2
Toward Equal Opportunity for iligher Education. Report of
the Panel on Finah.tng Lo -Income and Minority Students in
Higher I.ducation. Lois I). Rico. ed., 71 pp. K'ollege Entrance
I...dolma:ion Hoard. Nev, Vor!:).

Pct) the College Boata appointed a panel of leading minority
educato-s Bla,k. ('hicano. Oriental. Puerto Rican and Native American
to MAL' teL for Federal policy that could lower the most
per Nisten! 'nattier n. postsecondary education for r- t and minority
student. !.Ink f money, I his is Ot: Panels final report.

1he Panel's proposals a k to achieve one fundamental objective
equahty ot opportunity It ttieher education. The report begins with a

. on. r.ne tterini,ion of that goal along six thiiiellsioils. ) equalization of
eiii 'eni equaltianon Nu:di/anon in the min

ot L.io,ihnent . equaliiation In enio(linent status: 51 equalwation Ili

the te!:'nt;on ol. student. in higher education, and n) equalization in the
distil winorit an..1 poverty students among differing higher
edu,ation insmutionN. and prosisions tor collegiate options that meet
then mdp.!,ilial tide, need...ln abilities.

I lie Panel'. deliberations took place during the heated debate over
the IA': h.authoo/at:on ot the Ilighei LtIliiation Act In a nthnbet of
1!1:;Iltfl .he Panel Net the stage tot its final recommendaRons. It
n:ged .,,ntulued -.tr.:etine. on low nicome students of Federal Rinds in
the ,ault).1, based student aid proetains. Supplemental Educational °ppm

tsi.tx; I. Work Study ICWS). and National Due,i
sonkto I ,.1111 D11 supported passage ot the controversial
Bash; I bh.athaLti Opportunity Giants plogram tlifOG1

4,'4
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map), ..floposal .as also for a program of direct Federal
:Jai, .. to students. but the REOG program. enacted . 1,472 with
$1.400 inamtimin grant the Pand proposed a 522,000 maximum gram
v,1thut a halt-cost r ovision. and without an elaborate neeos test. The
Panel., grant progfani w urld 1,,, Ade sonic grant assistance to all students
nom families below the medial, income of all tamates. The neediest of
students would receive fund% sufficient to assure their participation in at
least towcost institutions Institutional choice was equally important to
the Panel. so It proposed the establishment of a National Student Loan
Bank to replace e\isting loan mechanisms. In addition, the Pane' advo-
cated a voucher system that ,sould enarle educatiorally disadvantaged
students to puicilase uequtred 1C111-.Alal 01 special services to enhance their
N.-tetanal III pifstsetoridaly education.

I his is still a timely repoit Equal opportunity. as the Panel defined
It is still an unit:allied goal. as are a S2.000 maximum basic grant and

actess to loans I he Panel's concerns are still the ,:oncerns of many
today

21:3.0.'72

New Patterns for Colle,4e Lending: income Contingent Loans,
D. limo.: Johnstone; 2O) (Columbia University Press. N.Y.).

I hi, stuk.1!.. tun:le,1 h!. the Ford Foundation. seas sparked by Yale's
1'1-1 lainfinug of a lending program in which the student had

opn,,ii tic 'heir annual tepayment obligations to income received
ahoto year: I) lior,:e Johnstone. v.ith assistance horn Stephen

Diesch. ..levoted, to analy sis of the.fmancial, administrative, legal
and r)uhlf. polic, Issues ansing out of the income contingent loan toncept.

1 he Anthot )11.1.Ne, Ole 11101,11 nolnl tharincome contingent loan pro
posals a .lu,,ht in 'lit t.Ilntllat contro%crsy between those who treat

stli.'..nt loan pfogiams as against sound public policy, and those who
them as ac..eptahle, me.alde and improvable deices for helping

twante higher educamon ,:osts Chapter 2 presents the arguments for and
.i.minst income .-ffilingent loans. concert father than in practice for
there has heen too little of the lattei to count 1, and suggests' that the
opponent, t.. se qt..-.0ons noire than diction .Ire imph,:ations

(lip''': ; lists and describes the of income lending plays
cyan! :11 'he :'sir!'. Van.illOn have been de-
scribed NITIL. then ) rha: ter 4 contains a discussion Of the policy alterna
'Res .r!I ,ogle.! to the .,.. fr. conviction that generalwations in this

.1:1.Am:tamed ,:on,:lusion, will depend on paiticillar conters on
Inadequa: atis. 11.1' e...onoinic data. and on ludgments

na, .a. er Johnstone does. however assent that
.SN"tia; Il /,It It. Mille contingent student loans would -do out:
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siderably more good" 'han other current (and unspecified) uses of public
higher education funds; that there should be no debt forgiveness except
in serious hardship instances.-defined as annual payments exceeding 4 per-
cent of income over 10 or l5 years; and that repayment schedules should
be long-term.

_Chapter 5 describes the financial implications of various combina-
tions of policy chokes for income contingent lending. The sixth and final
chapter contains Johnstone's view of the future role for such lending pro-
grams. He argues persuasively that any such planindeed. any sizeable
student loan program. income contingent or otherwise"requires the
government to either provide the funds or absorb the capital risk." Given
that fundamental point. he sees "income contingency as an exciting and
potentially valuable type of loan contract."

21:3.0/71

Credit for College: Public Policy for St dent Loans. Robert W.
Hartman. A Report fOr The a r e Commission on Higher
Education. 152 pp. (McGraw -Hill Book Co.. New York).

The Carnegie. Commission on Higher Education. impressed in the
late 1960's with both the prospective importance and the actual complex-
ity of student loan arrangements. commissioned this study frrti the
Brookings Institution. It includes six chapters (95 pages) of analytical
materials by Ruben W Hannian. plus his summary of an April 1970
Brookings conference attended by 35 e.cononusts, hankers. educators and
government officials. who discussed the problems of student loan pro-
grams and proposals for change.

. Hartman first c:.cclibes the philosophical bases for analysis of stu-
dent loan programs. from .' one extreme holding, that higher education
primarily confer, private benefits. to the other extreme emphasizing that
its benefits are primarily public. The advocates of the first stand have no
problems with loans as such, though they are oppt ed to their public
subsidization. Proponents of the latter thinking regard It-ms as devices to
shift the costs of public benefits to private shoulders. and therefore-op-
pow efforts to make student loans easier to obtain.

Th..: author suggests in Chapter I that the debate would be inure use-
ful it it were riot over whether there should he subsidies for students
manifestly there are but rather how great the subsidies should he. what
form they should take and who ihould benefit from them. He proceed,
with his analysis by devoting duce chapters !0 descriptions of the work-
ings and Oleos of existing loan programs. Chapter 5 }rives Hartman's
conclusions about two questions: Who gets the benefit of present loan
programs'' W'..0 should get them"
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!human's chief contribution is in Chapter 5. where he distinguishes
b-:tween governmental intervention that actually makes student borrowing
possible, and governmental subsidies in the form of zero or low interest
rates. lie sees the former as appropriate, irrespective of the income class
of he borrower..and the latter as inappropriate, :is a capriciously distrib
uted transfer payment from taxpayers to borrowers (always excepting
loan programs highly targeted on low-income students). He also points
out that easing repayment provisions. thereby prolonging interest sub-
sidies. is to ask society to pay for greater consumption by young college
graduates. and he questions this on equity grounds.

Chapter 6 is devoted mainly r., a discussion of-a national student
loan hank, suggesting that such a bank is the superior alternative recardless
of one's views on who should be subsidized and by how much. Hartman
om,:ludes the chapter with four pages on the equity and efficiency of
NI)Sl. teacher loan calic,Alations. he finds little of either in the prtigram.

4.0 ADMINISTRATION AND DELIVERY OF STUDENT AID
21:4.0;78-1

Student Expenses at Postsecondary Institutions, 1978-79. Col-
lege Scholarship 79 pp. (College Entrance Examination
Board. ",.k. York

'tor the past several years the College Board tias published annually
the budgets institutions use and submit to the College Scholarship Service
(CSSi to der-- mine the financial .reed of aid applicants. At first. tins
puhlu..mn was simply a corn, :nth= of student budgets with some brief
intr4,ductory comments It theref, .ad little use outside he CSS mem-
herslup Now it is a "best seller among school counselors and parents
who use the budgets in comuncoon with another College Board pubhca-
tum, Meeting College Costs." to derive preliminary estimates of student
financial need at any rue of about 2.700 postsecondary institutions.

R--..archers. planners, arid members of the press also use Student'
Evpofses par ikularly the !,L;tr by year analysis of changing college costs.
rnhke the cost data of the National Center for Education Statistics
sollected in its Ildier hltication General Information Survey (IIEGIS),
this puuh, ohm provides institutionally reported budgets for f, ur types
4,1 .iudef.- dependent resident students living on and off campus, de
pendent commu,:rig students, and self-supporting or Independent" stu-
dents Unlike the HEGIS cost data. CSS s, aply reports average costs of
TLpiirtirr.4 in weighted aver:pie Costs of all institutions.

some re;ear.1..rs this is one of the few -.l.oc.,-,,,rngs
rrl this useful

piinlwation
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21:4.0/78-2 .

CSS Need Analysis: Theory and 'Computation Procedures for
the 1978-79 FAF, College Scholarship Service. I l l (Col -
lege Entrance Examination Board, New York).

hook, issued annually. describes the theory and rationale for
she_ College Scholarship Service's system for deternuning the financial [lee.'
of aid 4i.plicants- It contain: s nuoiber or sample cases and tables from
which one can easily infer the "expeCled cootributions- to educational
expenses from families and students with differing economic cocum.
stances. The hook also prescribes methods.tor treating families with un
usual circumstances e.g.. divorced. scpaiated, businessmen and farmers.

In addition to these technical section's. the book contains a brief
history ;if the College Scholarship Service and a discussion of the Phil-
ctples and Practices of student Financial Administration, which have been
endorsed by the nearly 2,000 institutional members orthe CSS Assembly.

The book strcsse, that oidividual financial aid administrators must
use, then . i iudgmei. in determining student need. The CSS systetil,
however rational and sophisticated. cannot substitute for the experience
of aid administrators who must deal with individual families and individual
problems.

21:4.0/77

Recommendations for Improved Management of Federal Stu-
dent Aid Programs Report to the Secretary by the Student
Financial Assistance Study Group. U.S. Department of I:ealth.
Education and Welfare. 203 pp, (U.S. (,)vernment Printing
Office, Washington. D.C.).

In Octohen I97o. :;ecretary Ntithews arpointed a I2-member
study group from outside the gov,:rymeht to examine the man.Tement of
111-W student .nd programs and to make recommendations for improve-
ment. I he group submitted its final report to Secretary Joseph A. Califano
In June 19-7 While mh!t h. supposed that the intervenor: change in
Adauni.tr.",om would Lr,e meant a perfunctory discharge of the study
gtnItIp'S task. in tact It produced a ration contributio 't the literature on
.,tudeor ;0\1 programs

tter observIng that the l'edaral ';overnnient has no overall philos-
oplo. n113/1,1,11 ro students. V.Ith VotkIng legislation that is

paich.r.ork an adomustcrIng aonicy (III.Wm that had oven "little
ohmehr to .7%,,.d inaiLigeinent or control', the study group
produced. -.plained and pistoled 14 recommendations' for re' ',In in the
administ,Atl,m of student anl pri ainS.

re,onirnendation, inc of limited interest because they
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involve correcting bureaucratic shortcoMings that annoy and impede but
in then, lees present no policy issue of aly consequence such as the
failure to prepare manuals and handbm.ks lot Must of the prograrm+----

. ti
luwever, most of the recommehdations flow trout informed and thoup.ht-

. tui idgments about perce,ved in The eqult': and e!fmency of the
[migrants. and so have .1 claim to attention from a wider audience than a

handful ot admhust rat ,rs at the top of 1114.
I. he report h into three chapters. Chapter 1 deals with

eligibility, and includes sub-char hers Uri institutions. Niudents. and lenders.
Lich subchapter begins with a section oil background and is%ues and is
tollowed by detailed recommendations, each of whidi us accompanied by

of its rationale. The other chapters art` S111111:illy constructed.
Chapter II deals with delivery systems, with suhchapters on allocation
to funds for campusbased programs. the institutional funding process
tor those piogiams. the student application and award process, Worm:1-
(ton treed, ,it parents and students. and payment processes. Chapter III
is devoted to program r!anagement and integrit,..Sub-chaPters here cover
orFainiatnn: and statrinr istui!r:1111 tr:1111111g. and morram
inteent:.

21 4.0/75.1

Natkmal 1-ask Force on Stud..nt Aid Problems. Final Report.
National 1 asl. Force or: Student Aid Probki,i,. 02 pp. I Avail-
able front National Association of Student Financial Aid Ad-
minktrators. Washington. 1):.).

1111, Is comineinly called the Keppel Report atter Francis Keppel,
trmer I S Commissioner of dti.:ation arid Force chairman. Initi-
aled by the Colleite "oar, d and h3: a iurlp tot found:Mons, the

ask .1 voluntai!..association,of tepresentatives of governmcnt,
higher oducatirm associations and .nstitution, who sought to achieve one

simphfication ot the adiminstratum ;."11.1 operation of MI increasingly
comple\ out Federal State and institutional Niutlent aid programs:

I he r.hk Force &libelaid!. chose to avoid policy :coffin:lend:mons
on the tutt:r Iona and duectron 4)1 student aid programs. It broke Its own
Ink!, outs orue, when it asserted that vote rind resources were reeded
Fire Report (1%..,ed others to &let er :nine the leiumed amounts of new aid
and to specn,. policy .ind prol2ra111 alternatives.

he Report unique because it prodULed iapid testilk. The Task
Torre recommended common data fOnn for aid applicants, uniform
111CtiliHkl.w. for del.:miming tmancial need. and 'reVISIolls in the iu11111,:t.
111t: schCdiiles. ton anon. and :t% aid,. rut . the most part, these
ic,ornmendar; ms have been adopted in Stale. Federal, and institutional
N11.1111.111 ai,t p7oerams fire task Force would he the lust to admit that .1
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tell short of its stated al. The aid process is still complicated, confusing.
andc'laotic. particularly for 'iludents and parents. There are now common
data elements but on several 1."----nt forms, a uniform methodology for
the administration of some but not ail studot aid programs. and little
early assurance for students of the kinds and specific amount of aid thy
might ret:eICC.

21:4.0/75.2
Perspectives on Financial Aid. (College Entrance Examination
Board, New York 1,

Several experienced student aid administrators joined in writing this
re Aimee and planning guide for new aid administrators. After an initial
gssa, on the history of financial aid in the United States by Rexford

.Noun. rust Diwctoi of the College Scholarship Service, several authors
discuss the desired ()rpm/animal structure of financial aid offices, their
budgetary requirements. and relationsh-) to other institutional adminis-
trative units.

The second halt of the volume orcerns sources of aid, particularly
gosemmental. how they can he tapped. and how differing forms of aid
grants. luaus. work should be -packaged- and used to serve the needs
of students and institutions.

Clearly. this is a -how to volume and a useful one. The authors
Include Eunice Edwards. Walter North. Norman Beck. Edward Sanders.
Ruhert Huff. Joseph 13,,y,d.(;erie Miller and Richard Dent
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Work and Education

Lewis C. Solmon

ffff.ff.ffff_gffffffffffffffffff
This topic covers a variety of issues regarding the role

of higher education in preparing graduates to fulfill the nation's
demand for trained manpower. The issues range from the
marketability of traditional liberal arts and vocational prep-
aration, to the accuracy of models in forecasting students'
selection am: success in certain fields. Underlying each issue,
however, is the idea that the relationship between education
and work has numerous implications for planning and policy-
making at the Federal and State levels.

Much recent public policy has dealt with questions of
financing institutions of higher education. To the extent that
funding is justified, in part, by colleges and universities pro-
ducing graduates to meet State and national labor require-
ments, th ability of graduates to secure productive jobs com-
mensurate with their level of training is of vital concern. In-
stitutions must convince State and Federal policymakers that
their graduates are satisfying important labor needs and also
that education provides certain personal and social benefits
of value to soriety. This places greater emphasis on consum-
erism and accc antability in higher education, with decisions

491 5y3
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to expand or contract certain programs dependent. in part.
on projections of labor requirements.

This section emphasizes literature dealing with the rela-
tionships of work to higher education. The noncollegiate
sector of postsecondary education is of only indirect concern.
Volumes have been chosen for their usefulness in aLquainting
readers with zurrent work and education issues, for their
impact on educational policy, and for their comprehensiveness
in pre-niting critical analyses and persuasive position st:!te-
merits.

Materials dealing with credentialing. or the view of school-
i g as a societal screening or sorting device. although integral
to a thorough treatment of the work and education topic,
are excluded because the are covered in Topic 5: Economics.
A possible subtopic, human capital, education as an investment
in peopie is excluded because it deals more specifically with
education than with work. Similarly, a subtopic dealing with
the quality of working life is not included, for it is indirectly
concerned with education. Finally, materials covering lifelong
learning are excluded because such education is viewed as a
continuous arichment process not limited solely to occupa-
tional training or retraining. (For discussion of lifelong learning
see Topic 7. Educational Opportunity: Subtopic 2: Adults).

The following annotations, then, fall under five subtopics:
Career Development. This subtopic focuses on the nexus

betw.en a student's education and work. Issuet includelvoca-
tional development and occupational choke, career counseling.
and the problems of providing job market information to
students.

Career Education. Citations listed here provide an over-
view of the effectiveness of career information as it reache.
students anL: affects their career choices.'Entries involve "even-
tual versus intended careers, job expectations versus the
actual situation. and making institutions more responsive
to students' occupational needs.

Job-related Outcomes. What is the value of a college
education') .Although there are many benefits of attaining
education. the citations here are restricted to the job-re.ated
outcomes of higher education, such as lob satisfaction. job
ell:Menge. and income. Much of the literature in this area
surrounds the controversial area of the "over-educated" or
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"underemployed- college graduate.
.Forecasting. As IhIlardous as it v. to forecast human re-sources. the need to project and plan for the supply and demandof future workers is essential. General theoretical approachesand specific fore,..asts are considered nere. among them theeffects, of labor projections on society, educational institutions,and students themselves. Although much of the work on fore-casting has focused on Ph.D.'s. projections of labor supply anddemand for those with bachelor's and master's degrees are alsoincluded.
Basic Data Sources. This section briefly lists the mostuseful sources of data regarding college-educated workers.Must entries are re% ised or updated periodically and provide

useful references for analyzing various aspects of the workand education topic. Publications involving. such data as num-
bers and kinds of doctorate recipients, degrees earned, and start-
ing salaries. are not annotated.

11.

TOPIC ORGANIZATION

Vork and 1.ducation
1.0 Career Development
2..0 Career Ed uc:ition
3.0 Job-related Outcomes of I ligher Education
4,0 Forecasting
5.0 Basic Data Sources

1.0 CARLER DEVELOPMENT
See a/so Topic :11 Student Characteristics:1nd Development.

22.1 0'76
Occupational Information: Where to Get It and Now to Use Itin Career Education. _Career Counseling, and Career Develop-
ment. Fourth Fdition. Robert Hoppock383 pp. (McGraw-Hill
Book Nett York

Rober tt ppu k. Proit7,or 1.meritus ut Counselor Education atNew siolk dr.e.xs upon lus consh.'erable expenence to educ:ite
invokcd 111 oc;upational coutist.iing. of distribution of occu-pational miorm.fflon Parts ot tl.e book will be of intereA to educators.

4,13
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economists, and sociologists who are concernd with the problems of oc
cupational choice,. distribution, mobility, and adjustment. Several chapters
are particularly noteworthy, including Chapter 4, "Sources of Occupa-
tional Information,- which lists resources a-a: gives suggestions for ap-
praisal of accuracy. Chapter 20, "Computers and Other Methods of Get.
ting and UsingOccupational Information," discusses the use of view decks,
job banks, and other computer systems in storing and retrieving occupa-
tional information. Chapter 23, "Suggestions for Schoui and College Ad-
ministrators," discusses components of a minimum program of occupa-
tional Information services for an accredited school or college. Chapter 25
summarizes the results of research designed to determine the impact of
occupational informatwn upon subsequent occupational adjustment.
A comprehensive bibliography is included.

22:1,0/75-1
College Graduates and Their Employer.; A National Study of
Career Plans and Their Outcomes, Ann Stouffer Biseonti, 35 pp.
(College Placement Council, Bethlehem, Pa.).

Career development can be viewed as a 2-stage process: (1) planning
and preparations, and 121 work experience. This study, based on a nation-
ally representative sample of 1961_ college freshmen, concerns itself with
the career development t:!' college freshmen during stage two, the early

years of employment. It is a follow-up of an earlier study which examined
the same conort during the first, or preparation, stage from freshman

year 11961 j to graduation f 1965 ). [Career Plans of College Graduates of
1965 and 1970. by Helen S. Astin and Arm S. Bisconti, 28 pp. (College
Placement Council Foundation, 1973)). Occupations reported by these
men and women in 1970 are compared with the plans they expressed in

1965 Also examined are the relationships between current occupation
and undergra,:uate major. The report discus- ,es the relative importance of
professors, instructors, and faculty advisors in inlluencin., students' career
choices. Data also depict the role of the college placement officers and
other persons or agencies in helping graduates tind work ip various occu-
pations.

22:1.0/75.2
Labor Market Information for Youths, Seymour L. Wolfbein,
262 pp. (Temple University School of Business Administration,
Philadelphia, Pa.).

,an a.,.4e.;;;;,en: :be role of labor market informvion in
helping young people in what Woltbein. Dean of Temple's School of Busi-

ness Administration, in his introduction calls "the school-work cOnnec-
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(OM I he audio!, tepiesent both the school and the work sides ofconnection Included are discussions of the social policy issues involvedin improving this ..onnectiou. and implications for new institutional for-mats. Kinds of labor market information, methods oi making it available.and the potentialities for improvement are presented. The final chaptersof the hook give specific program descriptions, review the newer ob-leLtives in obtaining and disseminating information. and discuss organiza-tional Implications. Practitionets will find cise histories which not onlydescribe FICK programs but w hick also csa.aate and tei..unmend coursesof action

22.1.0/73.1

Study Report: Youth and the Meaning of Work. David Gottlieb,Virginia H. Sibbison, Anne L. Heinsohn. and Martin rord. 317pp. (College of Human Development. Pennsylvania State Uni-versity. University P::rk'
I his is a study of the attitudes and expectations of men and womenwho are in the proce..s of making a post-college transition. Respondentswere,, l')"2 graduating college senius from four different types of insti-tutions In Pennsylvania. Comparisons are made between this sample andthe National Opinion Research ('enter study of American college seniorswho were grad.laied in 114,1. Two chapters are of particular interest.Chapter 5, "The World of Work and Careers,- identities the variables..kh appear to intluence feelings about work. job expectations. andcareer preferences. Data provide the reader with an idea of the students'ori,..erns ahliut their post college futures, chapter 6. "The EducationalExpcnen,:e.-presents a surve!, in which students compare their expecta-tions and the realises o the college ..xperience. An annotated biblio-giaph tit c.J studies which focuses on youth attitudes and the meaningof V. irk is included in the appendix.

22.1 0/73-2

Theories of Career Development. Second Edition, Samuel U.(lsiptivv. 3'M pp. (Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York).
I his hook is ss rIttC11 for the practitioner.

concerned with the then-teucal and practical asp.' is of career development.
Theories are disCussedwith iespe,t to their potential utility for career counseling and the mostuseful constructs of the various theoretical positions are synthesized.flements outimon to mosss of the career development theories are uhlitt-lied. the following theories are discussed in detail: the developmentalapproach models S,iper, the personality models of Hol-land and Roe. psycho-nalync and sociological theories. and the mut-

4Q5
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factor approach to career choice. In addition. research directed at idenn-

tying personality traits of pet.dle in specific occupations is treated at

length. In the final chapters of the book, the major theories are compared

and issues in the translation of theory into practice are presented with an

eye to the implications for career counseling and program development.

2.0 CAREER EDUCATION

See also Topic 5: Economics, and Topic 20: Student Characteristics and

Development.

22:2.0/78
Reassessing the Link Between Work and Education, New Direc-

tions for Education and Work, Lewis C. So lmon, 1 12 pp. (Jossey-

Bass, San Francisco).
This publication, drawing on the viewpoints of leading thinkers

concerned with the education-work relationship, deals with major social

el-ranges affecting the link between education and work. Rather than

merely continuing the debate over the Rile of career education, its aim is

to improve the relationship by exploring the further development of the

lick Although each article addresses specific problems. the book's over

riding topic, is the'evaluation of the total impact of education. This source

hook would he helpful in stimulating the chinking of educational planners

and others concerned with education and work, since fundamental issues

are addressed and specific recommendations are made.

22:2.0/77
Help Wanted: Articulating Occupational Education at the Post-

secondary . Level, David S. Bushnell, ed., 49 pp. (Center for
Vocational Education, Ohio State University. Columbus).

rills publication isconcerned with the future planning of education

and woik. with specific focus on the problem of making institutions

more sensitive to the needs of students at the various stages of living,

working. and learning. Strategies are presented for instituting effective
relationships between edu, tional institutions and commercial organiza

nuns and fur disseminating career information. Also included are exam

pies of successful 'tint ventures between academic and occupational

educational programs at the State and local levels. Emphasis is on the

efficient use of community resources.

2V2.0/75-1
"Rally 'Round the Work-place: Continuities and Fallacies' in
Career Education." W. Norton Grubb and Marvin Laicrson.
Harvard Educational Review. Vol. 45. No. 4. 23 Pp.
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'fins is a critique of the role of the career education movement in
preparing students fur entry-level rob.. The authors contend that career
education r. the same as vocational education and thus likely to be as in-ett as vocational education. FurthermOr. the assumption made by
career educators concerning the relationship of education. work, and the
labor market are questioned. This article has been influential in scveralways It has led to widespread public scrutiny of vocational /career
cation and it has served as an impetus for reassessing the link betweenwork and education.

22:2.0/75-2
The Boundless Resource: A Prospectus for an Education/Work
Policy. Willard Wirtz and the National Manpower Institute. 205
pp. (New Republic Books Co.. Washington. D.C.).

The central claim of this hook. as stated in the preface is."... that
the key to bringing educatmi and work closer together is not so much in
any _particular programs as in developing truly collaborative processes
among those in charge of these functions including the 'p 'Hie.... Thedifficulty in bridging the gap between school and work is d.le. in large
part. to the depletion of natural resources on which a great part of the
ec corny been based. The alternative proposed is ".. . to rebuild our
Ideas and plans around the fuller development of those other resources
which are called :human. and which are in limitless supply.- Parts I and IIconcentrate on an analysis of youth and career years and specific strate-gies for change.

Wirt; recommendations are expanded upon in Educationand Work Report of a Seminar, by American Council on Education. 47
pp (A('E. Washinguin. D.C.. 197b).. Here. representatives front various
disciplines suggest a plan of action for implementing the ideas presented.ii this book.

22:2.0/74
Career Education. Vocational Education and Occupational
Education: An Approach to Defining Differences. KennethflOyt. 14 pp. (Center for Vocational and Technical Education.
Ohio State Uni...ersity. Columbus).

[he authOr. Commissioner of Career I.ducation, U.S. Oftic of
as is that .the diffeiencesbetween career education. s .ca

Donal education. and occupational education have been long ignored or.
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when recogoized, not defined. These terms are differentiate' in this

monograph. Also dis,:ussed are implications for changes in vocational.

education pope and practice in academic settings, and the types of
Federal. State. and community support ..ystems needed for effective career
education programs The publication ends with a question and answer

3.0 JOB-RELATED OUTCOMES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

22:3.0/77.1 .

Work. Learning, and the American Future. James O'Toole. 238
pp. (Jos.;ey-Bass. San Francisco).

[his is a clitical appraisal of the recent and common belief that
work is demeaning and learning is a routine experient... tolerated only as

a means to a good job. James O'Toole attacks conventtunal assumptions
whiLii underlie work and learning. and offers new perspectives on the

impiovernent of both the quality and quantity of jobs. Alternatives to
current education and work policies ate presented. alternatives which can

he implemented within the existing political and social structures. The basis

for lung-range planning provided is broad and future-oriented, but not
impractical or utopian.

22:10/77-2
College as a Training Ground for Jobs. 1..ewis C. Solmon, Ann
S. Bisconti. and Nancy L. Ochsner. 183 pp. , .eger Publishers.
New York).

This book adds balance to the current debate on the value of a col-
lege education. It is a longitudinal study of a representative group of
college-educated workers in a variety of occupations, the majority of
whom are satisfied with their jobs. Aspects of college which aid in job
performance arc examined, and the relationship between job and college

nuior is treated at length. Of particular interest is the examination of the
use mon field in a job, and how this relates to job satisfaction and
income The final chat ter. analyzes the components of a "goo'd job" from

the perspective of the w.,rker with a bachelor's degree.

22:3.0/773
Relating Work and Education. Dyckman W. Vermilyc. 282 pp.
i.lIsse,'-Bass. San Francisco).

1 his is a series ot discussions of the complex and controversial issues
involved in the relationships between. work and education. Distinguished
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thinkers approach 'he topic from a variety of perspectives. ranging from
the philosophical to the historical to the pragmatic. Virtually all the arti-
cles present implications for policy and practice. Topics discussed include
isle followme: the .role of higher education in providing we-k skills,
labor market information, and Job experience, the relationship between
etripli.;yers Tend educato., die relationship between education and 'trade
unions. di; value of a liberal education in people's careers; strategies for
irriprovin the transitions between education and work throughoct the hie
span. the role of work as a learning e,'?erience; the role of leisure and
volunta0 actisines in career development; strategies for attaining success-
ful s:areets; the reform of bushel edusation; and the redesign of jobs.

22:3.0/76

Schooling and Achievement in American Society. William IL
Sewell. Robert NI. Ilausk:r and David L. Featherman, 535 pn-
I Press. New York).

Thh honk examines the complex effects of schooling on socioeco
nonnt, achievement ni American society . Although the primal>. focus is on
substantive issues. almost every chapter includes discussions of 'Nays to
rmidily and extend existing statistical methods. The book is valcab:e to
sociologists, educators. psychologists. and others concerned wit13,,the prob-
lems of schooling and achievement.

22:3.0( IR1
The Manpower Connection: Education and Work. "li Ginzberg.
25M pp. (Ilarvard University Press. Cambridge. Mass.).

tau, hook is concerned with the policy implications of education
and work Part I emphaslies the need lur a more appropriate model for
,:FAN/mg resources, and points out the inadequacies of existing frame-
works The author sees the role of education as an aid to students in ac.
(liming basic skills m order to successfully manage their lives. To this end.
ed,h:ators must set goals and he held accountable for them. In Part 2.
(our -re anal!. /es dissatisfactions with work. Included ill his examination
are the shaniung roles of women. the position of the blue collar workers.
and suggested (allot ietomis. Part 3 focuses on public employment and
policy. Gin/herg %mews the present system of developing human resources
as a minor Instrument in promoting change in our society.

22:3.0/75.2
Education and Joh Satisfaction: A Questionable Payoff. Rotert
P Quinn and Martha S Balkh de Mandilovitch. 8' pp. (Survey
Research Cent'er, University (f Nlichigan. Ann Arbor).

4(19
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ilk I,. an CW1'1111.111(111 1 the relationship between education and
furs NjIhrj,111)11 !rani J ,,t)L1Ji 11\1,11o/ugh:A perspective The authors re-
vlew published studies and analyze nine riatiim:d surveNs of the

Allier! 311 work force conducted between 1962 arid I '17.: They eancludi
11:.it while educatiiin is clearly .t ineans of soci advancement. the benefits

in terms of Joh satistaction are dubious. 1 hus continued acceptance of the
unsubstantiated assumption that education guarantees occupational pay'
,tits s III ,erne to produce a disillusioned work force. Recommendations

ha Willie research and policy chang,es are discussed in the conclusion

22:3 0/73
Does College Matter?. Lewis C. Sohnon and Paul J. Taubman.
415 pp. I: \Lademic Press, New York I.

III' this volume. distinguished economists. educatots, sociologists.

Jr: ! psychologists elJtillile the potetifial impacts of higher education.
1.-ficles assess what is known about the effects of different types of
highet edircation on different kinds of individuals and to. society. The

articles also inclik. surreys of the social science literature qual- itative
research on specific fJctors from ying. perspectives case studies. and

,ills dealing with theoretical issues Pall IV. "PUNIC Aspects of higher

Education.- is of particular relevance to goveinment policymakers and
others in policy making positions. Here. argimpits for and against greater

public subsidy of higher education ate examined. social oolicy issues are

dis,rissed and spec:fie reeornmendations are Mat! . Part V puicades a use

ilil oYerYiew of research findings on the effects of lughet education. and

.ets tenth ptereconsites (Or further research..

22:3.0.'72
Socioeconomic 3ackground and Achievement. Otis Dudley

David L. Featherman. and Beverly Duncan. 284 pp.
I Seminar Press. New York I.

I his monoglaph examines the Acial stratification process in the

l rutted States by exrendurg the analysis and providing elaborations of the.

models of sinergererational status transmission set forth in The American
(kruptabmal Structurt: by Duncan and Blau. 1 he focus is upon the three
111Jpq sources of status in America. education, occupation. and income.

I he authors point out imperfeenons in the correlations among these
status dimensions In the first half of the 20111 cetitur phent)In

ell.1 sluk.it 111.0. '4" 11.11, h,.0,..!`

of interest to students of social stratification. to social scier fists. and to

a public concerned with equal opportunity in American socier..
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22:3.0/71

Education and Jobs: The Great Training Robbery. Ivar Berg.200 pp. (Beacon Press. Boston).
This is a response to those who view increased education as a meansof solsaig the nation's problems Ivar .:erg examines the relationship be-tween education and employment by assessing new data and by criticallyreviewing the prinApal empirica! studies in this area. He points out the in-

creasing tendency for workers to be in jobs for which they are overquali-fied in terms of the ' vel of education. Berg favors placing the over-educated in less crowded upper-level jobs and upgrading those at the bot-tom in:o middlelevel. positions. With this accomplished. the h ird-to-employ could till the less demanding jobs. From Berg's viewpoint. it isessential for policymakers to focus on such programs to increase the de-mand for labor.

The following volume, located in Topic 5: Economics, (5:1.2/76). is briefly annotated here because of its relevance to thetopic area.

The Overeducated American. Richard 13. Freeman, 218 pp.(Academic Press. New York).
In Richard B. Freeman's view, -overeducation- denotes 3 societyin which the economn. ;el-yards of a college education are markedly lower,hati has historically been the case. He analyzes the lower economic returnto a college education in the 1970's. compared with the 1950's and 1960'swhen access to a college education was expanded drastic:illy. The authorcontends that the economic devaluation of the college degree is due to acurrent surplus of college graduates. Freeman analyzes the operation ofthe college job market. explains the reasons for its current weakness, andpresents a forecast of future employment and income prospects. He at-tempts to determine whether the downturn is a temporary or long-termchange. He also identifies the college-level professions that have been themost and least affected by the market decline, and examihes theteffoct ofthe falling market on blacks and women. Chapter 8. "The Functibning ofan Overeducated Society,- summarizes the findings of the book. discussesthe potential societal implications of overeducation in the job market, and

presents alterna!ivr strategic.; tut policymakers who must respond to newmarket realities. Freeman predicts that the market for college graduateswill improve in the 1980's. but that no improvement is expectedifor the
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graduates of the 1970's. Although Freeman's analysis is economic. the

material is presented in a readable. nontechnical manner.

4.0 FORECASTING

See also Topic 5: Economies.

22:4.0/77.1
Manpower Studies in Postsecondary EdLcation. Donald NI.
Norris, William F. Lasher, and Floyd .S. Brandt; 53 pp. (Ameri-
can Associatioq for Higher Education, Washington, D.e ).

This report \-..yiews, analyzes. and organizes the contro ersy sur-
rounding projections and studies of numan resou. e development. There

is a large degree of interest and distrust concerning these studies; eninions

come both from those wl.., view the planning of humail talent with an-
prehension and fear the misuse of such data, and those who favor studies

of human resources as the primary basis for all planning. The chapter

entitled "Improving the Use of Manpower Studies" is especially important
because it points out both the major limitatiwis and appropriate uses of
human resour,c planning in higher education and gives suggestions for
improvement.

'22:4.0/77-2
Occupational Outlook for College Graduates, 1976-77 Edition,
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin
1878, 266 pp. (U.S. Government Printing Offi"e, Washington,
D.C.).

This is a guide to career opportunities in a wide range of occupa-
tions where a .college degree is. or is becoming. a requirement for employ-

ment. It includes a brief summary of expected changes in economic con-
ditions, and an analysis of the overall supply and demand for college

graduates throLgh the mid- 1980's. The following information is p esented

for each occupation: the nature of the work, places of employment,
education and training required; 'he employment outlook. approximate
earnings. and working conditions. This volume serves as an aid to career
planning for those who attend or are expecting to attend college. as well
as for counselors. teachers, and parents.

22:4.0/77.3
Supply and Demand for Scientists and Engineers: A Review of
Selected StudieS, Betty M. Vetter, 54 pp. (Scientific Manpower
Commission, Washington, D.C.).

This report examines imbalances in career opportunities in science
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and engineering fields for the past, present, and future. The supply for
each field is assessed and .,Inuared with 'he demand for new graduates
as well as fur experienced scientists and engineers. The increasing partici-
pation of women is included in this assessment. Surveys projecting supply
and demand imbalances over the next 10 years are examined. and dif-
ferences :n their findings are compared. The information presented is use-
ful tit young people planning for particular careers, to scientists and engi-
neers and those wilts employ them. and to collegas, universities, and other
training institutions.

22:4.0/76
Ph.D.'s and the Academic LaiJoi Market. Allan NI. Cartter, 260
PP. (Mc(;raw-Hill Book Co.. New York).

This is the late .AIlan M. Cartter's definitive discussion of the factors
%Ouch need to he examined in order to adequately predict future human
resource needs in higher education. In (-artter's view. the key elements in
analyting the demand for college teachers are knowledge of student-fac-
ulty ratios. of the flow of perso-tiel between academic and nonacademic
employment. and of retirements These .components of academic supply
and demand are- analyzed in aggregate tcons. However. Cartter stresses
the necessit!, of studying demand conditions in the various academic dis-
ciplines for a complete picture of academic employment trends. Chapter
Yr. Oveiview of Protected Academic Labor Market Conditions."
irises specific recommendations for nistitiitions engaged in graduate edu
cation and for funding -agencies tsuch as State hoards aria legislatures) v.;
niquove the totecasting piucess and to deal with the policy implications
or Ph I) osetsupply Here. C. :truer also defines the kind of leadership
Which Federal agencies should take with respect to retirement Policy,
grad.ate tellowshtps. and periodic data collection.

22.4.0/751
N.D. Manpower: Employmeht Demand :Ind Suppl; . U.S. De-
partment of ILL:wr. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Bulletin 1860.

pp. (;overnment Printing Office. Washington. D.C.).
:'eport provide; basic human resource data for Ph.D.'s in an ef-

fort to highlight the mater factors that should he. considered for policy-
making and vocational guidance The data reflect trends among persons
holding .1 degree in a milliner of fields. but professional degrees
such a. Nt and D I) S are excluded. The requirements and supply pro-
lecrrons report are not forecasts of actual conditions to 19S5. but
serve to illustrate shat could he expected it the trends and patterns of the
past decade :Imunue The tnsight ohtain&I from such an analysis can be
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useful in planning careers and educational programs, and in identifying
the adjustments necessary to effectively cope wit!: supplydemand im 4

balances.

22:4.0/75.2
Projections of Science and Engineering Doctorate Supply and
Utilization, 1980 and 19b5. National Science Foundation. 39
pp. W.S. Government Printing Office. Washington. D.C.).

This publication is the National Science Foundation's third projt c-
non .analysis of science and engineering doctorate supply and utilization.
The previous rojection analyses werj.carried out in 1969 and 1971. the
1974 analysis was brought about by the recognition that periodic reexami-
natton and revision of projections was necessary. The study includes new
data. new methodologies. new projections of related parameters. and over-
all projections extending beyont'. 1980 to 1985. Doe to the lack ot know-
ledge about interfield mobility . this analysis is confined to broad areas of
science and engineering. rather than to individual fields. The projections

are ha ed on numerical results obtained from studies of human resource
development sy stems for sciene r and engineering and are developed
through two alternate set.; of models of supply and utilizatio.n.
analy s are presented for the pia.,,bility of adjusting the numerical results,
and the most likely assumptions are assessed and then integrated into a
probable model

22:4.0/74.1
Forecasting the Ph.D. Labor Market: Pitfalls for Policy. Richard
B. Freeman and David W. Breneman. 50 pp. (Technical Report
No. 2. National B( and on Graduate Education, National Acad-
emy ot Sciences. Washington. D.C. ).

The authors critically analyse the labor market forecasting tech-
niques for doctorates and stress the limitations of existing tactics. An
alternative methodology is offered that assures improved information for
decision and policy making purposes. This report would be useful to gov
ernment officials. university administrators. faculty, graduate students.
and others concerned with national policies on graduate education.

22.4 0/74-2
Higher Education and the Labor Market. Margaret S. Gordon.
ed.. 630 pp. I NIL:Ur:m-1111! Book ('o.. New York).

rhh U J .:1)11CAll)11 broadranging ess.a. by a number of :maims.
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nearly all of whom are et. nornists. It explores relationships between
higher education and the kit market and concentrates on su r issues asthe effects of an unfavorable ,oh market on.future college enro, :vent. theeffect of the oversupply of college graduates on the job market, and the
possibility of planning long-range proir,rams for colleges and universitiesthat will serve both the individual students and their employers. Specific
topics examined include: employer preferences for degree holders: theprivate and social economic benefits of education: and the economic out.look for persons in special group such as r.morities. dropouts and stu-dents who plan to attend professional scb.00l. This book concludes with
policy implications tot fact, unionism, student aid, and enrollment dis-tributions. with special regard for institutions ut higher educati,m. Thishook can be useful to both experts and 'aypersons Nides insight111o) the umple.x relanonship between tfu production of a highly edu-
cated workforce and a job market that must adapt to it.

22:4.0/74-3 .

Scientific and Technical Manpower Projections: Report of theAd Hoc Committee on Manpower:National Science Founda-tion. 69 pp. )13.S. Government Printing Office. Washington.

I-his report presents the fio,hrigs of an Ad Hoc Subcommittee onhuman :esource development appointed by the National Science Board.I tie committee's task was to carry out a critical comparative study on thepresent analyses of human resource planning and tne assumptions whichunuerhe them. A primary .cAncern was the dewlopment of projections ofsupply and demand which would play a major role in affecting policy
decisions. While all sctentitic and technical levels are .tudied. the primarylocus is on the d,,ctoral level. The report discusses various points of viewon the value ut projections. and 'mikes a variety of recommendations fortheir improvement The major themes addressed are the accuracy of pastprojections methodologies. assumptions and limations of projections.
and reconirmidations t:r students interested IP . career in the sciences.

22.4 0/73

College Graduates and Jobs: Adjusting to a New Labor MarketSituation. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. 242 pp.
McGraw-I fill Book Co.. Nev.' Y"orkI.

rho.- h. cork discusses the relationship between higher education and anew labor inarl,set that dues not Avant-) all Lollege and university graduate.The ino,iel of ;roman resource planning Is rejected as a comprehensive
model for the dvelopment ot higher education There is evidence that
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the fields of study chosen by students are highly sensitive to changes in
the job market, and that these changing student choices can be reliable
factors in the adjustment to occupational shifts. For example. the student
choices can be useful guides for allocating resources among fields by col-
leges and universities. The Commission recommends that high priority be
given to fulfilling the aspirations of young people for more instrumental

:ales in society and to the goal of conquering human, urban. a.. .I environ-
mental problems. It is also suggested that institu,ions of higher education
place a greater emphasis on vocational counseling to provide students
Kith the best possible inforn,ation.

22:4.0/70
Human Resources and Higher Education. John K. Folger, Helen
S. Astin. and Alan F. Bayer. 475 pp. (Russell Sage Foundation.
tiew York.

This hook e-AITIITICS human resource issues, such as the scarcity of

cert.,in professionals and unequal opportunities for competent young
people.' ant :onsiders the implications for higher education. Section I

focuses on 1,olections of the new supply of college-educated people avail.
able to enter each occupation. estimates future demand for the college-

e .rated. and arialyie possible career adjustments. Section 2 discusses
which determine career choice and some major aids for the ad-

itistment of these choices Se..:tion 3 disproves popular attitudes and as-
sumptions Kith respect to special groups like women. immigrants. and
those from low socioeconomic groups. The truth and final section assesses
the valRitty of policies on human resource development. The authors C011
kill& that a toiler comprehension of the interrelated forces determining
the education and mill/anon of human resources must be developed at the
Icderal and State levels

The following two volumes are fully annotated in Topic 5:

1.conomics i 5 1.1;7:7 5:1.2/71. respectively). but they are also
:annotated here with an emphasis on their relevance to the fore-

ca.tinr of work and education:
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Demand and Supply in U.S. Higher Education, Roy Radner and
Leonard S. 1%.1,Iler, 468 pp. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York).

One purpose of this study is "to provide a set of related models that
can contribute to the debate on policy issues." The authors review the
development of the research on the demand of students for enrollment in-
higher education, and then set forth their twin findings. Areas investigated
include the following: ( the impact of changes in college cost on student
demand. znd how this is related to institutional selectivity, student ability.
and student family income; (2) the way in which faculty-student ratios
vary with enrollment at both the graduate and undergraduate levels in
Institutions of differing sites and quality: and (3) estimates and projec-
tions of annual changes in the number of educated persons by age. sex.
field of training. and degree eld. This book is readable and easy to under-
stand, and major findings are summarized in the introduction to each
chapter. The economic model of higher education used by the National
commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education was based
lat;ely on this study. The study also has implications for educational plan-
ning and pobcymaking with respect to enrollment projections. the faculty
job Illatket. access to higher education. and other areas.

The Market for College-T:pined Manpower: A Study in the
Economics of Career Choice. Richard B. Freeman. 264 pp.
( Harvard University Press, Cambridge. 11asS:1.

fecmail applies basic economic analysis to the labor market
tor Ph I) 's and show-, how the allocation of this human resource is ex-
plained by price or wage differentials lie examines he role of abilities.
preferences. income incentives. and expectations with respect to the Illar
gmal decisions on the s'ipply side of the market. To complete the econo-
metric analysis of the Ph D. lob market, thr:e models are employed: the
cobweb adiust merit model. which examines oscillatory behavior towards
and ewohhoom of supply and demand; an incomplete adjustment model
in which equilibrium is approached but is not obtained; and a general
erpttlibrium tramework which determines the allocation and salaries of
workers between academic and nonacademic sectors of the economy thelust two models focus on the supply lags inherent in markets in which
time Is roptued to tram new specialists

Freeman coniudes that price theory explains the :lehavior of grad il
atesAudent. This hook would he most useful to those having sonic back
grounds in economic henry

the study finds that foregone income Is an ..nportant factor in the
de,lsion In pursue graduate education Stild,nts career choices are the
result of market incento.es i heti expel. Luzon of higher income in the
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future leads them to forma income now. Finally, the university system is
also found to respond to market incentives by creating the necessary
training programs.

5.0 BASIC DATA SOURCES

Annual

Summary Report (year): Doctorate Recipients from United States Univer-
sities, National Research Council. (National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C.).

Employment and Training Report of the President, U.S. Department of
Labor. (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

Students Enrolled for Advanced Degrees, Fall (year), National Center for
Education Statistics, (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C.).

See also: 8:1.1/78 Earned Degrees Conferred 1975-1976, Summary Data,
National Center for Education Statistics, 50 pp. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.).

20:3.0/A1 The American Freshman: National Norms for Fall 1977,
Alexander W. Astin. Margo R. King, and Gerald T. Richardson, 157 pp.
(Graduate School of Education, University of California, Los Angeles).

Monthly

Monthly Labor Review. (Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor).

Periodical

CPC Salary Survey. A Study of the (year) Beginning Offers. (College Place-
ment Council, Bethlehem, Pa.).

Characteristics of Doctoral Scie;:tists and Engineers in the United States,
(year). (National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.).

The Endicott Report (year): Trends in Employment of College and Uni-
yrrsity Graduates in Business and industry, Frank S. Endicott.
(Northwestern University. Evanston, Ill ).

General

The Great American Degree Machine. An Economic Analysis of th
Human Resource Output of Higher Education, Douglas L. Adkins.
(Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Berkeley,
Calif.).
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Characteristics of the National Sample of Scientists and Engineers, 1974.Part I: Demographic and Educational. (National Science Foundation,Washington, D.C.).
The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population Redefined, Vol. I. Demo-graphic. Educational, and Professional Characteristics. (NationalScience Foundation. Washington, D.C.).
The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population Redefined, Vol. 2, LaborForce and Employment

Characteristics. (National Science Founda-tion, Washington; D.C.).
1974 Occupational Outlook Handbook. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wash-ington. D.C.).
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680 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10019
212/5414050

Council of Graduate Schooli in the
United States

I Dupont Circle, NW
Washington. D.C. 20036
202/223-3791

Council of State Governments
203 North Wabash
Suite 1200
Chicago, Ill. 60601
312/2364011

Council of State Governments
Iron Works Pike
Lexington, Ky. 40511
606/252.2291

Daedalus

American Academy of Arts and
Sciences

165 Allendale St.
Jamaica Plain Station
Boston, Mass. 02130

Dekker, Marcel, Inc.
270 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016
212/889.9595

Doubleday and Co., inc.
245 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017
212/953-4561

Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross, Inc.
523 Sarah St.
P.O. Box 699
Stroudsburg, Pa. 18360
717/4214060

ETC Publications
18512 Pierce Terrace
Homewood, III. 60430

Econmetrica
Department of Economics
Northwestern University
Evanston, III. 60201

Education Commission of the States
300 Lincoln Tower Bldg.
1860 Lincoln St.
Denver , Colo. 80203
303/893-5200

Educational Facilities Laboratories
850 Third Abe.
New York, N.Y. 10022
212/751-6214

Educational Record
American Council on Education
I Dupont Circle, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
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Educational Technology Publica-
tions. Inc.

140 Sylvan Ave.

Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632
201/8714007

Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Rd.
Princeton, N.J. 08540
609/921.9000

Elsevier-North Holland. Inc.
52 Vanderbilt Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017
212/867-9040

Elsevier Scientific Publishing G.
(see Elsevier-North Holland, Inc.)

ERIC Documents can he retrieved by
requesting the ED number as found
in Resource in Education, a biblio-
graphic Journal rolshed monthly
by NIE:
ERIC Documents Retrieval Service
P.O. Box 190
Arlington. Va. 22210

Ramp, Publishers, Inc.
Div. of Pitman Publishing Corp.
6 Davis Dr.

Belmont, Calif. 94002
415/592.7810

Ford Foundation Program !Or Re.
search in University Admit:iv/1161,n
(see University of California Center
for Research in Management Sciences)

Free ; ress
866 Third Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10022
212/935-2000

George Washington university
`3ranuate Program in Science, Tech-

nology and Public Policy
Room 714
Washington, D.C. 20052
202/676-7292

George Washington University
Institute for Educational Leadership
1001 Connecticut Ave., NW
Suite 310
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/833.1737

Harvard Educational Review
13 Appian Way
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
617/495.3432

Harvard Graduate School of
Education

Reference Department
Monroe C. Gutman Library
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
617 / 49f-3421

Harvard University Press
79 Garden St.
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
617/495.2600

Heath, D. C., and Co.
College Dept.
125 Spring St.
Lexington, Mocs, 02173
617/862.6650

Herman Miller Research Corp.
3970 Varsity Dr.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104
313/971-2105

Higher Education Research Institute
924 Westwood Blvd.
Suite 850
Los Angeles. Calif. 90024
213/478-61 56
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Holt. Reinhart & Winston. Inc.
383 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017
212/688.9100

Howard University Press
2935 Upton St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20008
202/686-6696

Human Service Press
5530 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20015
202/654..8338

Illinois Board of Higher Education
Reisch Bugling
Fifth Floor
119 Sou:h 5th St.
Springfield, ill. 62701
2171782-2551

lginoir State Schoi..-u-ship Commission
(we Lloyd. Joseph D.)

Information Futures
Pullman, Washington

Indiana University
Memorial Flall
Bloomington, Ind. 47401
812;332.0211

Industrialization Forum
University of Montreal
P.O. Box 6128
Montreal, Que., H3C3J 7, Canada

Information Resources Press
Div. of Herner & Co.
2100 M St., NW
Suite 316
Washington, D.C. 20037
202/293.2605

International Council fpr Educa-
tional Development

680 Fifth Ave.
New York, NA . 10019
212/582.3970

Johns Hopkins Press
Baltimore, Md. 21218
301/366-9600

Jc 'sey-Bass. Inc. Publishers
615 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, Calif. 94111
415/433.1740

Journal of Economic Literature
American Economic Association
1313 21st Ave., South
Nashville, Tenn. 37212

Journal of Education Finance
Institute for Educational Finance
1212 S.W. 5th Ave.

Fia. 32601

Journal of Higher Education
University Grants Commission
Publications Officer
35 Ferozeshah Rd.
New Delhi 110001, India

Journal of Human Resources
99163 (Industrial Relations Research Institute)

University of Wisconsin Press
Journals Dept.
P.O. Box 1379
Madison, Wis. 53701

Journal of Political Economy
University of Chicago Press
5750 Ellis Ave.
Chicago, III. 60637

Knowledge Industry Publications
2 Corporate Park Dr.
White Plains, N.Y. 10604
914/694-8686

LMG Associates
P.O. Box 1367
Dearborn, Mich. 48121

Landscape Architecture Foundation
1750 Old Meadow Rd.
McLean, Va. 22102.
703/893-5171
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Lexington Books
Div. of D.C. Heath & Co.
125 Spring St.
Lexington, Mass. 02173
617/862.6650

Library of Congress
1st St. Between East Capitol and

Independence Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20540
202'426.5093

Library Trends
University of Illinois at Urbana.

Champaign
Graduate School of Library Scinze
249 Armory Bldg.
Champaign, Ili. 61801

Lade. Brown & Compan'.
34 Beacon St.

Boston. Mass. 02:14
617/227-0730

The M I. I: Press
28 Carleton St.
Cambridge. Mass. 02142
617/86,1.6900

AL-Curthart Publishing Corp.
2526 Grove St.
Berkeley. Calif. 9470.4
415/841 8616

.WcGrawIlill Book Co,
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York. N.Y. 10031-.
212/997-2073

Macmillan Publishing Co.
866 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022
212/q35.2000

Markham Publishing Co.
Rand McNally College Publishing Co.
P.O. BOZ 7600
Chicago, III: 60680
312/267-6868
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Mar.achusetts Board of Higher
Education

!82 Tremont St
Boston, Mass. 02111
6171727.5360

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Publications Office
77 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge. Mass. 02139
617/253.2697

Midwest Journal of Political Science
(see American Journal ofPolitical

Scienrel

MITRE Corporation
1820 Dolly Madison Blvd.
McLean, Va. 22102
703/827-0000

.Vatioital Academy of Sciences
Printing and Publishing Office
2101 Constitution Are., NW
Washington. D.C. 20418
202/389-6588

Rational i!,:5,:iation of College and
University Business Officers

Dupon: Circle, NW
Room 510
Washington, D.C. 20036
2021296-2346

,'Vanonal Association of State Univer-
sities and Land-Grant Colleges

1 Dupont Circle, NW
Suite 710

Washington, D.C. 20036
202/293-'7120

National Association of Student
Financial Aid administrators

910 17th St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
21/2/785-0453



National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems

Publications
P.O. Drawer P
Boulder, Colo. 80302
303/492-6785

National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science

1717 K St., NW
Washington., D.C. 20036
202/653-6252

National Commission on United
Methodili Higher Education

Office of Information and Publi
cations

Board of Higher Education and
Ministry

P.O. Box 871
Nashville, Tenn. 37203

National Education Association
1201 16th St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/833-4000

.Vational hieitute nJ Education
Publications Office
Room 676
1200 19th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20208
2021254-5540

National Opinion Research Center
University of Chicago
6040 South Ellis Ave.
Chicago. III. 60637
312/684.5600

,Vational Research Council
(see National Academy of Scient.cs)

National Scholarship Service and
Fund for Negro Students

i 776 Broadway
New York, N.Y 10019
212/757-8100
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National Science Board
(see National Science Foundation)

National Science Fou ldation
1800 G St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20226
202/632.7970

National Tax
National Tax AssociationTax

Institute of America
21 East State St.
Columbus, Ohio 43215

National Technical Information
Service

5285 Port Royal Rd.
Springfield, Va. 221b1
703/557-4740

New Directions Jir Institutional
Research

(Association for Institutional
Research)

Jossey-Bass, Inc. Publishers
615 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, Calif. 94111

New Republic Books
1220 19th St., NW
Suite 205
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/331.1250

,Vew York State Education
Department

State Education Bldg.
31 Washington Ave.
Albany, N.Y. 12234
518/474.2121

Norton, W. W & Co., Inc.
500 Fifth Ave.
Ncw York, N.Y. 10036
212/354.5506

Nova University
3301 College Ave.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33314
305/587-6660
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Office of Education /DREW
Information Materials Center
400 Maryland Ave., SW
Washington, D.C. 20202
202/245.8710

Ohio Board of Regents
88 East Broad St.
Room 770
Columbus, Ohio 43215
614/466.6000

Ohio State University
Center for Vocational and Technical

Education
1960 Kenny Rd.
Columbus. Ohio 43210
614/486-3655

Oxford University Press. Inc.
200 Madison Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10016
2! 2/679-7300

Pennsylvania State University
College of human Development
101 Human Development Bldg.
University Park. Pa. 16802
814/865-1428

Pienan Press

5000 Washtcnaw Ave.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104
313/434.5530

Policy Sciences
Elsevier-North Holland, Inc.
52 Vanderbilt Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10017

Praeger Publishers
Div. of Holt. Reinhart & Winston/CBS
200 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017
212/949.8700

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632
201/592-2000

Princeton University
Industrial Relations Section
P.O. Box 248
Princeton, NJ. 08540
609/4524040

Public Administrati6n Review
National Institute of Public

Administration
Regional Office
78 Upper Mall
Lahore, Pakistan

Public Finance

Duesternbrooker Weg 120
2300 Kiel
West Germany

Purdue Uri:versity
Lafayette, Ind. 47907
317/749.8111

Rand Corporation
1700 Main St.
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406
213/393-0411

Random House, inc.
201 East 50th St.
New York, N.Y. 10022
212/751.2600

Reinhold Publishing Corp
(see Van Nostrand-Reinhold Co.)

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Center for Architectural Research
Troy, N.Y. 12181
518/270.6441

Research in Higher Education
APS Publications
150 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10011
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Resource Center on Sex Roles and
Education

1201 16th St.. NW
Room 701
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/833-5426

Review of Educational Research
Amerman Educational Research

Association
1126 16th St., NW
Washington. D.C. 20036

Rockefeller University Press
1230 York Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10021
212/360-1217

Russell Sage Foundation
230 Park Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10017
212/689.6622

SagellIalstead Publishers
(see Sage Publications)

Sage Publications. Inc.
275 South Beverly Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212
213 274.8003

Scarecrow Press. Inc.
Subs. of Grolier Educational Corp.
52 Liberty St.
Box 65t,
Metuchen. N 1 08840
201/548-8600

Schocken fif 1,13.

200 Madison Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10016
212i685-6500

Seience

American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science

1515 Massachusetts Ave.. NW
Washington, D.C. 20005

202/4674482

Scientific American
415 Madison Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10017
212/688.3900

Scientyic Manpower l'omn..ssion
1776 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington. D.C. 20036
202/223-6995

Seminar Press
111 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10003
212/741.6800

Shoe String Press. Inc.
P.O. Box 4327
Hamden. Conn. 06514
203/248-6307

Sloan Commission
330 Broadway
Cambridge. Mass. 02139
617/661.6979

Social Science Data Center
U.164
University of Connecticut
Storrs. Connecticut 06268

Social Sciences Information
k International Social Science Council)
Mouton Publishers
P.O. Box 482
The Hague 2076, Netherlands

Socio-Economic Planning Sciences
Permagon Press. Inc.
JournalS Dept.
Maxwell House
Fairview Park
Elmsford. N.Y. 10523

South CarolinaPostsecondary
Education Commission

1429 Senate Street
Rutledge Building
Columbia. S.C. 29201
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Southern Regionu! Elucation Board
130 Sixth St., NW
Atlanta, Ga. 30313
404/875.921,

State of Wiscor. tin
Bureau of Capitil Development
(see State of Wisconsin Bureau of

Facilitie . Management)

State of Wisconsin
Bureau of Facilities Management
1 West Wilson St.
Room 180
State Office Bldg.
Madison, Wis. 53702
608/26(.2731

State University Construction Fund
194 Washington Ave.
Albany, N.Y. 12210
518/474.2121 or 473/4855

State University ofAll., York
3435 Maio St.
Buffalo. N.Y. 14214

Temple University
School of Business Administration
Broad & Montgomery
Philadelphia. Pa. 1') l 22
215/787.7672

Texas College and University System
Coorthnatihg Board
P.O. Box 12788, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
512/4754361

Teachers College Press
Columbia University
1234 Amsterdam Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10027
212/870.4078
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U.S. Bureau of the Census
Subscriber Services Section
Room 1121
Building 4
Washington, D.C. 20.:13
202/763-5853

U.S. Gov,!rnment Printing Office
Div. of Public Docume:its
Washington, D.C. 20402
202/783.3238

UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries
c/o Unipub, Inc.
Box 433
Murray Hill Station, N.Y. 10016

Unesco Publications Center
317 East 34th St.
New York, N.Y. 10016

Universitctsfriflaget
562 West 113th St.
New York, N.Y. 10025

,1:niversity of Alabama Press
Drawer 2877

University, Ala. 35486
205/348-5180

University of.4 rizona
Higher Education Program
1415 No; :h Fremon i St.
Tucson, Ariz. 85719
602/626.2283

University of Press
P.O. Box 3398
Tucson, Ariz. 85722
602/844-14.'1

University of California
Center for Research in 'Management

Science

26 Barrows 1 fall
Berkeley, Calif. 94720
415/6424041



University of California
Center for Research and Develop-

fient in Higher Education
2150 Shattuck Ave.
Berkeley. Calif. 94704
415/642.5040

Univetary oj California
Graduate School of Education
405 Fhlgard Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
213/825.8326

University of California
Survey Research Center
2220 Picdrnont Ave.
Berkeley, Calif. 94720
415/642-1104

l'niversity or' California Press
2223 Fulton St.
Berkeley, Calif. 9472C
415:642-4247

1 'a:versify of Clueago Press
11030 South Langley Ave.
Chicago, III. 6062M

I'm-versify of Honda
Institute of Higher Education
College of Education

Faa. 32.)11
904;39 2-0718

t'iliversity of Illinois
Office. for Capital Programs
610 South nth St.
Champaign, III. 61820
217.333.3620

University of Illinois
Office for Planning
206 tutt.r Tower
Champaign. III. h 1820

217 333-6600

I ' I)/ Illinois press

Urbana. Ill 61801
217 313 u Q5

University of K en lucky
College of Education
bureau of School Service
Lexington, Ky. 405J6
606/257.2979

University of Michigan
Survey Research Center
P.O. Box 1248
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106
313/764-8365

for unpublished dissertations.
University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Rd.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106
303/761-4700

University of ,Forth Carilina
P.O. Box 2288
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
919/933-2105

University Park Press
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Baltimore, Md. 21202
301/547-0700

University of Pittsburgh.
Office of University Planning
(now Office of Planning ai .; Budget)
1817 Cathedral of Learning
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15260
41_2/624 -3245

University of Tennessee
Off,,:e of Institutional Research
Administration Building
Knoxville. Tenn. 37916
615/974.2591

l1111 Aly y Toted('
Center for the Study of Higher

Education
Stiff 102

2801 West Bancroft St.
Toledo, Ohio 43606
419/537-4112
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University of Washington Press
Seattle. Wash. 98105
2061543.4050

University of Wisconsin
P.O. Box 1379
Madison, Wis. 53701
6081262.5379

University Press at Buffalo
State University of New York ?*

Buffalo
Box F
Buffalo, N.Y. 14214
716/831.9000

University Preis of New England
P.O. Box 979
Hanover. N.H. 03755
603/646-3349

Van Nostrand-Reinhold Co.
Div. of Litton Educational Publish-

ing, Inc.
450 West 33rd St.
New York, N.Y. 10001
212/594-8660

Western Interstate Commia.iion for
Higher Education

P.O. Drawer P
Boulder, Colo. 80302
303/492.8666

Westview Press

1898 Flatiron Ct.
E3ulcler, Colo. 80301
303/444.3541 .

John Wiley & Sons. Inc.
605 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016
212/867-9800
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NUY3ER OF ENTRIES BY SPONSORING ORGANIZATION'
42 Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
29 National Center for Higher Education Manacrii..it Systems
18 American Council on Ethic: :ion
11 American Association for Higher Education
11 College Entrance Examination Board
11 Education Commission of the States
10 National Center for Education Statistics /WHEW

Center for Research -.nd Development in Higher E2iication,I iniversity of California at Berkeley

9 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welt ..:e
8 P Carnegie council on Policy Studies in Higher Education
7 Associati6n for Educational Communications and Technology
7 International C9un:il for Educational Development
7 National Science Foundation/National Science Board
5 American College Testing Program
5 Educationil Facilities Laborarnries
5 Mrnenal Institute of Education/DHEW
4 Association of American Colleg.s
4 The Brookings Institution
4 Center for Research in Management Science,

University of California at Berkeley

I Excludes commercial publishing houses.
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4 National Academy of Sciences

4 Natirinal Association of College and University Business Officers

4 National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

3 American Association Community and Junior Colleges

3 California Coordinating Council for Higher Education

3 Congressional Budget Of

3 National Research Council/Board on Graduate Education

3 University of Arizona Higher Education Program

2 An:rican Association or State Colleges and Universities

2 American Association of University Professors

2 Association cif Research libraries

2 College Scholarship Service/College Entrance Examinati i Board

2 Council of State Governments, Lexington, Ky.

2 Educatioral Resources Information Center

2 i...thicational Testing Service

Ford Foundation Program for Research in University Administration,
University of California at Berkeley

2 Higher Education Research Institute

2 National Association of State Universities and Land Giant Colleges

2 N,-,Air York State University Construction Fund

Ohiu Board of Regents

2 011o State University Center for Vocational and Technical Education

2 Pennsylvania State University

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

University of California at Berkeley

2 University of California at Los Angeles. Graduate School of Educa-
tion

2 Institute of higher Education. University of Florida at Gainesville

THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS HAVE BEEN CITED
ONCE:

AECT Task Force on Definition and Terminology

American Association of University W,nnen

;.:nerican Institutes foi Research
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American Library -,ciation of College and Resca:_h Libraries
American Managemen, Asnations
Aspen fristitt.te for ',untanistie S: !dies
Association for institutional Research

Association of Physical Plant . \di tinistrators of Colleges and Um..:rsities
The Athletic Institute

California State Colleges Committee on Library Development
Carnegie Foundation Cor the Advancement of Teaching
Center for Educational Res:arch and Evlluation
Center for Policy Research

Ciange Magazine

Colleg- -rnent Council
Jrac onimission on Higher Education

Commission on Academic Tent.! 'n Higher Education
Commission en NonTraditional Stuffy

C-inunittee for Economic Devc!opment

The Commo:!wealth Fund

Conference Board of the Niather,atic-11 Sciences

Consortium on the Financing of Higher Educat:on
Council fur Financial Air' to Education
Council of Gradua:-.: S&ools

Council of Ontario Universities

Council of State Governments. Chicagi Ill.
Ford Foundation

George W:...hingtort University. Graduate Program in Scienre. Tecl.nuiugyand Public Policy

George Washington University. Institute for t.cational Leader..hip
Graduate Record Examination Board of the Council 0 ,1' Graduate Schoolsin the United States/Educational Testing Service
Harti, rd University. Graduate School of Education
Illinois State Board of Higher Education
Illinois State Scholarship Commission

Indiana Advisory Commission on Acadent: Facilities
Institute for the Study of Educatiunal Policy
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LIMG Associates

Landscape Architecture Foundation

Library of Congress

Massachusetts Board of Higher Education

MITRE Corporation, METREK Di sion

National Board of Universities and Colleges

National Bureau of Economic Researc?

National Commission or. the Financing of Postsecondary Education

National Commission on United Method: Higher Education

National Education Association

National Manpower Institute

National Opinion Research Center

National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students

National Task Force on Student Aid Problems

New York State Department of Higher Education

New York State Education Department

Pennsylvania State University College of Human Development

Princeton, University, Industrial Relations Section

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Center for "irchitectural Research

Resource Center on Sex Roles and Education

Russell Sage Found-um,

Scientific Manpower Commission

Sloan Study Consortium

South Carolina Postsecondary Education Commission

Southern Regional Education Board

State University of New York at Buffalo

State University of New York at Stony Brook

State of Wisconsin. Bureau ofCapital Development

Temrle University School of Business Administration

Texas College and University System. Coordinatirg Board

United Nations Education. Scientific and CulturLl Organization

U.S. Bureau of the Census

U.S. Congress. 94th Congress, 1st Sessirn
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U.S. Mice of Management and Budget

'Jniversity of Arizona, Higher Education Program
University of Colorado

University of Illinois, Office for Capital Programs
University of Kentucky, College of Education
University of Michigan, Survey Research Center

University of Pittsburgh, Office of University Planning

University of Tennessee, Office of Institutic Al l'esearch
University of Toledo, Center for the Study of Higher Education
University of Wisconsin, System Advisory Pluming Task Force
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
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NUMBER OF ENTRIES BY YEAR OF PUBLICATION
1979 - 3

1967 - 3
1978 - 43

1966 - 4
1977 - 101

1965 - 2
1976 - 64

1964 - 5
1975 - 78

1963 3
1974 - 49

1962 1

1973 47
1961 3

!972 - 32
1960 - 2

1971 - 31
1959 4

1970 - 19
A 23

1969 21
S 121968 - 14
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